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Abstract 
 
 
There have been numerous proposals to reform Australia's government structures, both prior to 

and since Federation in 1901, including calls for New Colonies and New States, Unification 

plans, Regional Government models spanning across the federal-unitary continuum, and 

proposals to transfer functions between Commonwealth and State governments, such as the 

modern day attempts by the Commonwealth government to establish a national Industrial 

Relations system.  But while several functions have been transferred from the States to the 

Commonwealth since Federation, major changes sought by supporters of New States, Regional 

Governments and Unification have never been achieved. 

 
The financial benefits possible through various reformed government structures are first 

examined in terms of claims and estimates that have accompanied past reform proposals.  

Financial benefits are then estimated for the four years from 1998-99 to 2001-02 using 

population and expenditure data, per capita expenditure comparisons, and various linear and 

non-linear regression techniques. 

 
New States appear likely to cost in the order of $1 billion per annum per New State, and 

possibly more if costs associated with State-Territory borders are taken into account, but their 

financial viability could be vastly improved if New State formation follows or is accompanied 

by functional transfers to achieve national systems in areas such as health and education. 

 
It is estimated that Unification and some Regional Government models could achieve financial 

benefits in the order of five to ten per cent in both public and private sectors and the economy as 

a whole, which, in June 2002 dollar terms, would amount to some $15 billion to $30 billion per 

annum in the public sector, $25 billion to $50 billion in the private sector, and hence $40 billion 

to $80 billion per annum across both public and private sectors and the entire Australian 

economy.  It is also estimated that for several functions, including education and health, unitary 

national systems under Commonwealth control could generate significant financial benefits, 

whereas for other functions, notably transport and communications, national systems could 

prove more costly. 

 
Additional research could clarify estimates, but ultimately the only way to fully check estimates 

is to observe and measure actual reforms in action.  If all State-Territory level health care 

functions, for example, were transferred to the Commonwealth government to achieve a fully 
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national health system, then the benefits and costs of such reform could be assessed with much 

more certainty than is possible through pre-reform empirical estimates.  The establishment of a 

national health system could also diminish concerns that New States or Regional Governments 

might exacerbate problems associated with separate State laws, regulations and systems – 

problems likely to be tolerated least in health care given its life-and-death gravity.  And for 

Unification advocates, a national health system would represent a significant step towards 

complete Unification across all functions. 

 
Estimates appear to be robust when assessed in light of Commonwealth Grants Commission 

methodologies, differential levels of tax expenditures and privatisation across the current States 

and Territories, and Australia's economic and industrial geography, and on balance suggest that 

intelligent government structure reforms have the potential to significantly enhance Australia's 

financial and economic strength, and hence provide the financial capacity to achieve 

significantly improved social and environmental outcomes as well. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

 

This thesis examines past estimates and establishes new estimates of the financial benefits 

possible through various government structure reform options that have been proposed for 

Australia, ranging from New States to the abolition of the States, or Unification.1

 
This introductory chapter has four sections.  The first provides a brief historical background 

extending from Federation to contemporary challenges and reform opportunities.  The second 

describes the general purpose and approach of the thesis, and its financial emphasis, and briefly 

introduces methodologies employed.  The third presents the formal objectives that guide this 

study.  The final section then briefly previews the three parts, 14 chapters and supporting 

appendices that follow. 

 
 
Background 
 
Four constitutional reform options that have attracted significant support within Australia since 

Federation in 1901, and in some cases prior to Federation, are (1) the creation of one or more 

New States or Territories, (2) Regional Government models spanning the federal-unitary 

continuum, (3) Unification, or the formation of a unitary system of government without State 

and Territory units, and (4) functional transfers from the States to the Commonwealth to achieve 

national systems, such as the recent attempts by the Commonwealth government to establish a 

national industrial relations system.  Regional governance structures have evolved over time, 

local government amalgamations have commonly occurred in most States, and several functions 

have been transferred from the States to the Commonwealth – in all cases facilitating partial 

unifications.  The major changes sought since Federation by supporters of New States, Regional 

Governments and Unification, however, have never been achieved. 

 
There is strong consensus that Australia's current government structures and systems have 

become dysfunctional and that comprehensive reform is urgently called for, especially in areas 

such as water management and health care (see, for example, Brown 2002a; 2002b; Wiltshire 

2005: 32-34; see also Chapters 2 to 5 and their supporting appendices).2  There is also a 

heightened awareness that Australia is unique in terms of its global isolation and distance from 
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world markets, and its geographic and climatic features generally, and hence faces severe 

disadvantages and costs which significantly impact upon the viability and profitability of 

Australian businesses and industries generally, and the manufacturing, agricultural and export 

sectors in particular.3  The need to avoid complacency and take particular care in the design of 

competent and supportive government structures and regulatory systems is therefore particularly 

great for Australia.  Structures and systems which could competently serve locationally 

advantaged countries in North America, Western Europe and parts of Asia may not be enough to 

reverse the economic decline Australia has experienced over much of the past 130 or so years.4  

Australia apparently needs especially competent and supportive government structures and 

systems. 

 
It is generally acknowledged that Australia's Constitution is difficult to change, and that a 

comprehensive government structure reform plan is therefore only likely to succeed if it is 

meritorious in terms of the financial and general benefits it could achieve, and effectively 

demonstrated as such to political leaders, other stakeholders, and the community at large.  

Wiltshire (1991: 13), for example, believes that "abolishing the states and local governments to 

achieve regionalism is a messy legal operation and involves so much lateral thinking that it is 

almost certainly to be feared to the point of obstinacy by most Australians", and observes further 

that "advocates of a unitary system have rarely followed their advocacy with a realistic 

alternative design" (Wiltshire 1991: 12).  Jaensch (1997: 93) similarly claims that "given the 

time and argument which went into the question of a national freight organisation, the plan for 

reducing a three-level to a two-level system of government will be a Herculean task".  The 

failure to achieve any New States since Federation suggest that the quest for New States has also 

proven to be a formidable task.  It is also widely recognised that a state of gridlock has 

developed in which Commonwealth-State divisions and other dysfunctionalities that demand 

reform also act to impede and delay such reforms and hence exacerbate already grave problems, 

especially when adversarial party politics further frustrates reform efforts.5

 
The magnitude of the challenges faced by those who seek to comprehensively reform Australia's 

government structures – by forming New States, or Regional Governments, or a unitary system, 

among other possibilities – is fully acknowledged, and is one of the main motivations for this 

thesis.  It is also acknowledged, however, as above, that unusually high levels of consensus have 

recently emerged on the need for comprehensive reform of Australia's government structures 

and associated regulatory systems, and that such consensus has created unique opportunities for 

reform success that has generally proven elusive in the past.6
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General Purpose and Approach 
 
The general purpose of this work is to assess alternative government structures, including New 

States, Regional Government and Unification models, in terms of their financial benefits or 

costs relative to Australia's current government structure.  The original plan was to first examine 

government structure reform proposals and then establish estimates of the financial benefits 

possible through such reforms, in both qualitative and quantitative terms, with an emphasis on 

quantitative financial benefits, as described in Figure 1-1 below (with emphasised elements 

underlined).  It eventually became clear, however, that a significant thesis could be written on 

New States proposals alone, for example, and that this study should focus more exclusively on 

quantified estimates of the financial benefits of government structure reforms. 

 
Figure 1-1:  Government Structure Reform Proposals and Estimated Financial Benefits 

GOVERNMENT 
STRUCTURE REFORM 

PROPOSALS: 
 
• New States 
• Unification 
• Regional Governments 
• Functional Transfers 

BENEFITS or COSTS: 
 
• financial/economic 
• social/human 
• environmental 
• security 
• other 

QUANTITATIVE 

QUALITATIVE

 
 
Part I of this thesis, and supporting appendices, provide extensive documentary evidence of the 

historical support for government structure reform in Australia, and the significantly increased 

levels of support for such reform that has emerged in the first decade of the twenty-first century.  

The study does not seek to endorse any one particular government structure design, but it does 

aim to establish an analytical framework through which government structure alternatives can 

be classified, compared, and assessed in terms of their financial merit, so as to generally assist 

government structure reform advocates and others considering such reform options. 

 

General Approach 
 
The general approach adopted here is to first examine past estimates of the financial benefits of 

Australian government structure alternatives, relative to Australia's current government structure, 

and then establish new estimates of such relative financial benefits using appropriate estimation 

methodologies, as described in Figure 1-2 below. 
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Figure 1-2:  Estimating the Relative Financial Benefits of Government Structure Alternatives 

PAST 
ESTIMATES 

(£, $, %, fractional, 
per capita) 

NEW ESTIMATES 
ESTABLISHED IN 

THIS STUDY 
based on ABS public 

and private sector 
finance and 

population data for 
1998-99 through 

2001-02 
($, %, per capita) 

methods used in past 
estimates 

other estimation 
methods 

ESTIMATION 
METHODS USED IN THIS 

STUDY: 
 
• per capita benchmarking 
• various linear and non-

linear regression 
techniques 

• other 

comparison

Part I (Chapters 2 to 5) Parts II and III (Chapters 6 to 14) 

 
 

The financial benefits possible through various reformed government structures are first 

examined in terms of quantified estimates that have accompanied past reform proposals, ranging 

from a Unification proposal of NSW Premier Sir George Dibbs in 1894 to contemporary 

estimates.  New estimates are then established for the four years from 1998-99 to 2002-02, using 

population and expenditure data obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), per 

capita expenditure comparisons, and various linear and non-linear regression techniques. 

 
Past estimates, which are described and briefly analysed in Part I, range from "ballpark" claims 

or estimates, or "guestimates", with little or no supporting explanations or evidence, to more 

detailed estimates based on at least some methodology or rationale.  Estimates are 

acknowledged as appraisals in their own right and also in terms of any methodological guidance 

they provide.  Some of the more extreme claims and estimates appear to be exaggerated, but 

many estimates align closely with those established in Part III and appear to be quite sound.  

Relatively few of the past estimates provide significant methodological insights, but several past 

estimates described in Part I, which have accompanied plans for New States, Unification and 

local government amalgamations, have been based on per capita expenditure comparisons or 

regression techniques similar to those selected for use in Part III to establish new estimates. 

 
Parts II and III build on earlier attempts to estimate the financial benefits of various two and 

three tiered government structure models using per capita benchmarking techniques for New 
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States and Regional Government type models, and regression techniques for unitary models 

(Drummond 1995; 1998; 2002; as presented in Appendices 1A, 1B and 1C), but this current 

study develops government structure classification systems and estimation techniques in 

significantly more detail than these earlier efforts. 

 
Per capita benchmarking and regression techniques have been selected for use because several 

of their attributes make them especially well suited to this current study.  These techniques have 

their limitations of course, but are very widely used, relatively straightforward and highly 

transparent.  Collectively, they can take maximum advantage of ABS expenditure and 

population data available "off the shelf" to generate estimates of the Australia-wide expenditures 

of hypothetical government structure models based on the known expenditure patterns of 

Australia's current States and Territories.  Australia-wide expenditure estimates can then be used 

to estimate the financial benefits of reformed government structures relative to Australia's 

current government structure. 

 
The per capita benchmarking technique, used extensively in Part III to estimate the financial 

benefits or costs of three tiered New States type models and two tiered Regional Government 

models based on the Australian Capital Territory, employs per capita expenditures of Australia's 

current eight States and Territories as the basis for estimating the expenditures likely to occur if 

Australia possessed either more or fewer State-Territory type units than the current eight, noting 

that any New State or Territory style unit is likely to broadly resemble at least one of Australia's 

current eight States and Territories in terms of its population, land area and general character.  

The per capita benchmarking technique somewhat aligns with the relativities established in 

Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies, as further explained in Chapters 8, 10 and 

14.7

 
Linear and non-linear regression techniques, as commonly applied in cost accounting, 

econometrics and other disciplines, are used to estimate the financial benefits possible if the 

eight States and Territories horizontally amalgamated into a single State-Territory type unit in a 

process of either complete Unification across all public and private sector functions, or partial 

unification establishing national systems in just one or several functions such as education and 

health.  Regression techniques are used to establish lines, curves and associated mathematical 

equations which best fit actual expenditure and population data and hence provide best estimates 

of the fixed or overhead expenditures and marginal per capita expenditures of Australia's current 

States and Territories, and the Australia-wide benefits or costs of complete or partial unification 
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processes.  A total of 23 public and private sector expenditure categories are considered herein, 

and most of these are very well described by the expenditure versus population equations 

established using the linear and non-linear regression techniques. 

 

Emphasis on the Financial Benefits of Alternative Government Structures 
 
It is fully acknowledged that non-financial considerations are often more important than purely 

financial concerns, and that a more comprehensive investigation might assess government 

structure alternatives in terms of the non-financial benefits and costs recognised in Figure 1-1 

above.  But it is also accepted that improved financial and economic outcomes can enhance 

opportunities to achieve improved outcomes socially, environmentally and generally.  This work 

follows a financial emphasis, but recognises that financial benefits possible through government 

structure reform can facilitate improved outcomes generally for individuals, communities, 

businesses, society and the environment. 

 
It is generally acknowledged in several overlapping literatures, including those on political 

geography, public sector management and reform, fiscal federalism, and institutional design, 

that government structures and systems can influence public and private outcomes and 

associated benefits or costs, as illustrated in Figure 1-1.8  Government structures and systems are 

clearly not alone, however.  A country's public and private outcomes also depend upon other 

factors such as government policies and laws, global and domestic economic and security 

conditions, intranational and international relations, culture, technological developments, 

geography and climate, and the manner in which these various factors interact, as illustrated in 

Figure 1-3 below (in which emphasised elements are again underlined and arrows can represent 

causation, influence, association and feedback responses). 

 
This study is motivated by the belief and assumption that Australia's government structures can 

and should be designed to help achieve improved outcomes and benefits for Australia into the 

future – financially, socially, environmentally, and generally, and that such design should be 

guided by astute and realistic assessments of the other factors recognised in Figure 1-3, and 

Australia's associated advantages, disadvantages, options and constraints.9
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Figure 1-3:  Government Structure and Other Factors which can Influence a Country's 
Public and Private Outcomes and Associated Benefits (or Costs) 

OTHER FACTORS: 
 
• public sector policies, practices, laws and regulations – 

national, sub-national 
• private sector policies and practices 
• intranational relations – government, non-government 
• international relations – government, non-government  
• domestic economic and security conditions 
• global economic and security conditions 
• culture 
• technology 
• geography and climate 
• other 

PUBLIC and PRIVATE 
OUTCOMES and 

BENEFITS (or COSTS): 
 
• financial/economic 
• social/human 
• environmental 
• security 
• other 

GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS: 
 
• national 
• sub-national – regional, local, neighbourhood 
• supra-national/global 

 
Adapted from Prescott (1972: 4-5, 14-15) and Masters and Sachs (2001: 4-5). 

 

In the Australian context, the public sector policies, practices, laws and regulations and 

intranational relations factors in Figure 1-3 include intergovernmental relations and agreements 

between Commonwealth, State, Territory and local governments, and institutional structures 

such as the Premiers' Conferences, the Council of Australian Governments, Ministerial Councils, 

the National Competition Council, and the recently abolished Australian National Training 

Authority (Wiltshire 1991; Mathews and Grewal 1997; Painter 1998; Keating and Wanna 2000; 

Saunders 2002).  Intergovernmental relations in Australia and other countries are often studied 

alongside government structures and systems, but are included among the other factors in Figure 

1-3 because the Australian experience with intergovernmental relations, especially since the 

early 1990s, has generally assumed that Australia's current federal structure would remain 

wholly or largely unchanged, and has thus focused on reforms considered achievable within the 

limits of Australia's current federal structure, through collaborative federalism (Painter 1998; 

Keating and Wanna 2000; Saunders 2002), whereas this thesis specifically focuses on reforms 

that would significantly change Australia's government structure.10  It is acknowledged that 

much has been done in the past and that more could be done in the future to achieve improved 

outcomes for Australians within the limits of Australia's current government structure, but 

comprehensive government structure reform options also merit serious attention if they show the 
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potential to achieve significant benefits financially and generally, especially if such gains exceed 

those possible under Australia's current government structure. 

 
Chapter 5 briefly expands on the particular significance of Australia's geographic remoteness 

from global markets, its unique geographic and climatic circumstances generally, and associated 

economic challenges.  The other input factors in Figure 1-3 are generally not considered further 

here, however, in order to limit the scope of this study to manageable levels, and because it is 

often difficult to separate matters of policy, culture, global economy and global security, for 

example, from political ideology and political debates, whereas this current work seeks to 

remain steadfastly neutral with respect to adversarial ideological and political debates. 

 
 
Objectives 
 
This thesis is guided by a single Core Objective (CO) and six Primary Objectives (POs) 

designed to directly support the achievement of the Core Objective. 

 

Core Objective 
 
The Core Objective of this study is to estimate the relative financial benefits of a comprehensive 

range of Australian government structure alternatives. 

 
The term relative financial benefits in the Core Objective refers to the financial benefits of 

government structure models relative to Australia's current government structure, where benefits 

can be negatively valued in cases where costs exceed benefits and net costs arise.  In the 

Primary Objectives that follow below, the term relative benefits means relative financial 

benefits and government structure alternatives implies Australian government structure 

alternatives. 

 

Primary Objectives 
 
The six Primary Objectives are now presented in an order which reflects the primacy of the Core 

Objective, the general sequence in which objectives are addressed in the chapters that follow, 

and the logical sequence of prerequisites that need to be fulfilled in order to achieve the Core 

Objective in a competent and even-handed manner.  Chapters in which Primary Objectives are 

substantially addressed are also indicated here. 
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Primary Objective 1  [Chapters 2 to 10] 
 

Establish methods to estimate the relative benefits of a comprehensive range of 

government structure alternatives. 

 
Primary Objective 2  [Chapters 2 to 5] 
 

Survey past and present proposals to reform Australia's government structure, including 

those seeking (1) New States, (2) Regional Governments, (3) Unification, and (4) 

national systems in functional areas such as industrial relations, health, education, and 

law, order and safety. 

 
Primary Objective 3  [Chapters 2 to 5] 
 

Survey past and present estimates of the relative benefits, in both public and private 

sectors, of government structure alternatives including those formed through (1) New 

States, (2) Regional Governments, (3) Unification, and (4) the establishment of national 

systems in functional areas such as industrial relations, health, education, and law, order 

and safety. 

 
Primary Objective 4  [Chapters 6 to 10] 
 

Establish a classification system, or taxonomy, for government structure alternatives in 

terms of sub-national governments and the distribution of functions between national 

and sub-national governments. 

 
Primary Objective 5  [Chapters 10 to 14] 
 

Derive, present and interpret relative benefit estimates in a competent and even-handed 

manner. 

 
Primary Objective 6  [Chapter 14] 
 

Assess relative benefit estimates in light of Commonwealth Grants Commission 

methodologies, tax expenditures, privatisation levels, and Australia's industrial and 

economic geography.11

 
Primary Objectives 1, 3, 5 and 6 address the estimate the relative financial benefits component 

of the Core Objective.  Primary Objectives 2 and 4 similarly address the comprehensive range of 

Australian government structure alternatives component of the Core Objective. 
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The Core Objective calls for results and Primary Objective 1 calls for methodologies that can 

produce these results.  Primary Objective 1 follows directly from the wording and substance of 

the Core Objective, and is included here to ensure the development of robust estimation 

methodologies which can competently achieve the Core Objective. 

 
Primary Objectives 2, 3 and 6 call for surveys of relevant historical developments and literatures, 

and facilitate stocktaking processes designed to guide the development of methodologies and 

results in response to the Core Objective.  Primary Objectives 2 and 6 are employed to ensure 

that government structures considered are realistic and viable in terms of government structure 

reform proposals that have been promoted in the past and present, and Australia's economic and 

geographic circumstances generally.  Primary Objective 3 is included to secure actual past 

estimates which new estimates derived herein can be compared with, and to generally guide the 

estimation methodologies established in response to Primary Objective 1 and the Core Objective. 

 
Primary Objective 4 calls for systems of classification, or taxonomy, and is included here to 

ensure that a comprehensive range of alternative government structures can be described in a 

coherent and complete manner, as called for by the Core Objective. 

 
Primary Objectives 5 and 6 are employed to enable competent and even-handed interpretations 

and evaluations of results obtained, and to generally enhance the robustness, quality and 

integrity of the study. 

 
 
Parts, Chapters and Appendices 
 
The three parts, fourteen chapters and supporting appendices following this introductory chapter 

are briefly introduced below in turn. 

 

Part I – Chapters 2 to 5:  Survey of Past Estimates 
 
Part I surveys and analyses past claims and estimates of the financial benefits possible through 

various government structure reform alternatives that have been proposed for Australia both 

prior to and since Federation in 1901, in order to (1) simply report and compare past estimates, 

(2) develop at least some realistic appreciation of the magnitude of the financial benefits 

possible through government structure reforms, (3) provide bases for comparison of the 

estimates presented in Part III, and (4) identify any estimation methodologies that might assist 

this current work. 
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Chapter 2 examines New States as proposed by Country Party leader Sir Earle Page, prolific 

New States advocate Ulrich Ellis, and others, and Regional Government models proposed by 

TNT transport company founder Ken Thomas, former Hawke government Minister Chris 

Hurford, and retired army officer Charles Mollison.  Chapter 3 similarly assesses the financial 

benefits of Unification proposals, beginning with the 1894 plan by NSW Premier Sir George 

Dibbs to unify NSW and Victoria as a first step towards the eventual Unification of the whole of 

Australia.  Chapter 4 looks at proposals to transfer one or more functions from the States and 

Territories to the Commonwealth to establish national systems, for functions including 

education, health, law, order and safety, and other individual functions and multi-function 

combinations.  Chapter 5 then examines estimates established by the former Commonwealth 

Business Regulation Review Unit in 1986, Access Economics in 2005, and others in recent 

years, in order to estimate, at least in broad terms, the private sector and economy-wide costs of 

regulation and the financial benefits possible through government structure reforms along the 

lines of those considered in Chapters 2 to 4.12

 

Part II – Chapters 6 to 9:  Classifications and Data 
 
The methodology and results presented in Part III include classifications, symbology and 

numerical results in considerable volumes that could overwhelm in the absence of suitable 

bridging chapters.  Chapters 6 to 9 present an initial round of classifications, definitions, 

notations, and data, in order to establish factual and classificational foundations which enable 

subsequent methodologies and results, in Part III, to be more manageably presented and better 

interpreted and contextualised when reached. 

 
Chapter 6 briefly introduces the four financial years considered in subsequent analyses (1998-99 

to 2001-02), Australia's nine principal political units in the form of the eight States and 

Territories and Australia as a whole, and a simple system of classifying the various levels of 

government.  Chapter 6 also introduces the abbreviations Y for year, PPU as a collective label 

for Australia's nine principal political units, STU for the eight State and Territory units, U for 

PPUs or STUs generally, and LEV for levels of government.13

 
Chapter 7 defines the 23 expenditure categories (CATs) which are employed extensively in Part 

III.  Five of these describe private sector expenditures, and the other 18 describe public sector 

expenditures.  Six of the 23 CATs are classified as major expenditure categories, and two CATs 

– Gross Private Product and Total Public Sector Expenditure – as the most inclusive 

expenditure categories in the private and public sectors respectively, are further defined as the 
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principal expenditure categories.  The 17 CATs besides the major CATs include single 

government functions such as education and health, and combinations of two or more such 

functions. 

 
Chapter 8 presents, for all 23 expenditure categories defined in Chapter 7, the actual raw and 

inflation adjusted expenditure data used in subsequent analyses. 

 
Chapter 9 first establishes a system of classification, or taxonomy, and associated notations, for 

a comprehensive range of government structure alternatives, in terms of numbers of sub-national 

political units, and the distribution of powers, or functions, among levels of government.  

Chapter 9 then defines transformations between government structures, and introduces notations 

describing such government structure transformations. 

 

Part III – Chapters 10 to 14:  New Relative Benefit Estimates 
 
Part III presents the relative benefit estimates obtained for selected government structure models 

using the classifications, data and preliminary results described in Part II. 

 
Government structure models are assessed in terms of estimates of their Australia-wide annual 

financial benefit relative to Australia's current government structure, or relative benefit for short.  

The first section of Chapter 10 defines the relative benefit of a model in terms of the estimated 

public and private sector expenditure levels of that model relative to Australia's current 

government structure.  Related measures of relative expenditure and relative cost are also 

defined.  Subsequent sections then describes the various numerical techniques which are applied 

to ABS population and expenditure data to estimate the relative benefits of the models 

considered, including the per capita benchmarking technique, the linear regression technique, 

nonlinear regression techniques involving quadratic and power functions, and the progressive 

amalgamation technique.  Chapter 10 defines two measures of overall relative benefit – partial 

total relative benefit and full total relative benefit – which provide the combined sum totals of 

private sector relative benefit and public sector relative benefit.  Chapter 10 also describes 

various statistical methods that are employed, where possible, to check the accuracy and 

precision of the estimates obtained. 

 
Chapter 11 provides relative benefit estimates for New States models based on the per capita 

expenditure levels of WA, SA, TAS and NT, Fewer States models based on NSW, VIC and 

QLD, and a Regional Government model based on the ACT, for cases in which no functions are 
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transferred from States and Territories to the Commonwealth.  For Fewer States and New States 

models it is assumed that the total number of local governments across Australia remains 

unchanged.  Chapter 12 provides estimates for the Unification model that would arise though 

the amalgamation of Commonwealth, State and Territory governments, with local government 

numbers again remaining unchanged.  Chapter 13 displays estimates for four models hosting 

State or Territory type units but with one or more State-Territory functions transferred to the 

Commonwealth: the Functional Transfer models and New States, Fewer States and Regional 

Government models involving functional transfers. 

 
Chapter 14 attempts to clarify and further assess the relative benefit estimates presented in 

Chapters 11 to 13 in light of Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies, tax 

expenditures, the varying extents to which privatisation has take place across the States and 

Territories, and Australia's industrial and economic geography. 

 

Chapter 15:  Conclusions 
 
Chapter 15 concludes the thesis with summaries of the major relative benefit estimates 

presented for the government structure reforms considered, connections between newly 

established and past estimates, and other major findings. 

 

Supporting Appendices 
 
A number of appendices support this thesis.  Those which most directly address the Core 

Objective are presented in Volume 2.  Others are included on the Compact Disc located inside 

the rear cover of Volume 2.  Appendices are labelled in terms of the chapter they support, or the 

first of several such chapters, and then with letters A, B, C, and so on, in the order in which they 

are first referred to.  Appendices cover past proposals to reform Australia's government 

structures, levels of support for such reforms, data, details of methodologies employed, 

complete sets of relative benefit estimates and associated statistics, selected features of 

Australia's economy, geography and climate, and recommendations for further research and 

reform. 
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Part I 

Survey of Past Estimates 
 

 

The core objective of this study, as stated in Chapter 1, is to estimate the relative financial 

benefits of a comprehensive range of Australian government structure alternatives.  Part I 

addresses this core objective and the following three primary objectives (POs), especially POs 2 

and 3: 

• Establish methods to estimate the relative benefits of a comprehensive range of government 
structure alternatives (PO1). 

• Survey past and present proposals to reform Australia's government structure, including 
those seeking (1) New States, (2) Regional Governments, (3) Unification, and (4) national 
systems in functional areas such as industrial relations, health, education, and law, order 
and safety (PO2). 

• Survey past and present estimates of the relative benefits, in both public and private sectors, 
of government structure alternatives including those formed through (1) New States, (2) 
Regional Governments, (3) Unification, and (4) the establishment of national systems in 
functional areas such as industrial relations, health, education, and law, order and safety 
(PO3). 

 

Chapter 2 examines claims and estimates of financial benefit developed in support of New 

States generally, and a New England New State in particular, and by several Regional 

Government advocates.  Chapter 3 examines financial benefit estimates supporting Unification 

proposals spanning from that of Sir George Dibbs in 1894 to current day plans.  Chapter 4 

assesses Functional Transfer plans falling short of complete Unification, but calling for 

Commonwealth control or national approaches for individual functional areas such as education, 

health, and law, order and safety, or for combinations of two or more of such functions. 

 
Whereas Chapters 2 to 4 largely address public sector financial benefits claimed in support of 

various reforms, Chapter 5 examines the private sector and economy-wide costs of regulation in 

Australia in order to estimate, at least in broad terms, the magnitude of financial and economic 

gains possible through government structure reforms along the lines of those covered in 

Chapters 2 to 4. 

 
Chapters 2 to 5 attempt to provide an almost exhaustive treatment of quantified estimates of the 

financial benefits of the government structure reforms that are considered.  These chapters 

therefore reflect the numbers of estimates that have been located for each reform option, prima 
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facie intuitions and burdens of proof which advocates have acknowledged, and the manner in 

which estimates have been presented over the years. 

 
Chapter 2 examines the generally quite detailed comparisons, estimates and supporting 

rationales used by advocates to overcome prima facie concerns that the costs of New States 

would exceed their benefits, and hence establish that New States would be financially viable and 

beneficial for proposed New State areas and Australia as a whole. 

 
Chapter 5 contains a significant number of estimates of the private sector and economy-wide 

costs of regulation in Australia, several of which are supported by detailed analyses.  Some of 

these assess the benefits possible through specific reform initiatives, and all provide at least 

some insights into the magnitude of benefits available for achievement through government 

system reform. 

 
Chapters 3 and 4 present large numbers of fully quantified estimates of the financial benefits of 

Unification and Functional Transfers.  Many of these estimates are supported by at least some 

rationale, but they are rarely backed up by detailed analyses like those described in Chapter 2 in 

support of New States, and in Chapter 5 in relation to the costs of regulation.  Some advocates 

appear to believe that it is simply self-evident or intuitively obvious that Unification, Functional 

Transfers or other reforms can significantly reduce the overall cost of government in Australia 

and generate financial benefits across public and private sectors alike.  This study 

acknowledges, however, that estimates are generally only as good as the rationales and analyses 

they are based upon. 
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Chapter 2 

Past Estimates of the Financial Benefits of New States 
and Regional Government Models 

 

 

New State proposals pre-dated Federation in the form of New Colony proposals.  No New State 

has ever been formed in Australia, however, despite numerous attempts to establish one or more 

New States since Federation.  Plans to establish a system of Regional Governments in Australia 

have also been unsuccessful to date.  Chapter 2 examines past claims and estimates of the 

financial viability and benefits of New States models and three Regional Government models 

which have been proposed for Australia in past years, and the arguments and rationales which 

have supported such claims and estimates. 

 
New States advocates have acknowledged the prima facie concern that additional States would 

add to the overall cost of government in Australia, and have often emphasised non-financial 

benefits, especially in terms of development and security at both national and regional levels.  A 

major concern of New States advocates, therefore, has been to at least "break even" on the 

question of financial cost, in the hope that the non-financial benefits of New States would 

generate decisive support.  This chapter traces the evolution of detailed comparisons, estimates 

and supporting rationales which New States supporters employed repeatedly, in well organised 

pamphlets and otherwise from the 1920s to the 1970s, to overcome cost concerns and generally 

establish that New States would be financially viable and beneficial net of costs for proposed 

New State areas and Australia as a whole.  Appendix 2A describes a selection of plans for New 

States, or New Colonies prior to Federation, and provides a compilation of recent media report 

extracts (from 1989 to 2006) which show that there is still significant support for New States in 

North Queensland, New England and other parts of Australia. 

 
Several Regional Government models, occupying varying positions along the unitary-federal 

continuum, have been proposed for Australia since Federation, and three of these models are 

briefly examined in this chapter alongside New States plans because they include regional 

parliaments or legislatures and at least some degree of federal character, and they envisage 

Regional Government units in numbers exceeding the current eight States and Territories, so 

they generally resemble New States plans.  Several of the Unification proposals described in 

Chapter 3 include Regional Government plans and visions for decentralisation (see especially 

Consandine's 50 region model, as described in Chapter 3, and the Steel and Labor party plans 
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described in Appendix 3C), but are considered insufficiently federal in character to include in 

this chapter.  Appendix 2B provides further descriptions of the Regional Government models 

briefly assessed in this chapter. 

 
This chapter has seven sections, the first five of which examine past claims and estimates of the 

financial benefits of New States, especially those of the pre-eminent New States advocates Sir 

Earle Page and Ulrich Ellis.1  The first section assesses the argument that smaller States are 

financially and generally superior to larger States.  The second examines a series of comparisons 

employed by New States advocates to demonstrate that New States would be large enough and 

wealthy or productive enough to achieve financially viability and benefits net of costs for their 

own areas and Australia as a whole.  The third examines costs and risks associated with 

metropolitan concentration, centralisation and congestion which New States advocates believe 

can be overcome, to some extent at least, by New State formation.  The fourth considers claims 

that New States can achieve net benefits if New State formation is accompanied by the transfer 

of one or more government functions from the States and Territories to the Commonwealth, and 

briefly describes the common emphasis on decentralisation and convergent evolution generally 

among New States, Regional Governments and Unification models.  The fifth reviews recent 

estimates of the financial benefits or costs of New States that were obtained using methods 

similar to those described later in Chapter 10.  The sixth examines claims and estimates of the 

financial benefits of three Regional Government models developed in recent decades.  The 

seventh section then concludes the chapter. 

 
 
The Argument that Smaller States are Better 
 
Noting that a New England New State would have a land area approximating that of Victoria, 

Page (1924: 3) claims that Victoria's land area is especially apt and that States of smaller land 

area are superior to those of larger land area, both financially and generally.  The "ideal State", 

according to Page (1921: 3), "was one in which no part of the State would be more than 200 

miles from the seat of Government".  This section examines arguments and data employed by 

Page and others to support the contention that smaller States are better than larger ones. 

 
"The main cause of the high cost of Government", according to Page (1921: 4), "was the 

duplication of Federal and State services".  Small States, however, "could consider their pocket 

before their dignity" (Page 1921: 4), and could benefit from their many virtues (Page 1931: 8): 
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Smaller legislatures will have a smaller range of legislation to examine and laws will tend to 
have increased efficiency.  The local people will be nearer their administrative centre.  Their 
politicians and parties will be pledged to local development policies, and as the smaller areas 
will have a greater community of interest, party politics will tend to disappear as it does in local 
governing bodies, where the main interests are local development projects ...  With a less[er] area 
to concern them, the legislators will have more time to devote to various problems peculiar to 
their own area instead, as at present, of their own problems having to give place, periodically, to 
the problems of other areas hundreds of miles distant, in which they are not interested. 

 

Larger States are more costly to administer and more difficult to govern "wisely and efficiently", 

according to Page (1923: 7-8; see also Ellis 1964: 28), because there is less personal interest, 

participation, "civic spirit", "local patriotism", and effective supervision and oversight "in 

government at great distances".2  Local self-government in the form of a New State can bring 

"the administration into close contact with its problems" and hence "provide opportunities for 

the mobilisation of the local knowledge of local resources which do not exist under the present 

large States of Australia" (Page 1924: 2).  Smaller States can also achieve savings "by having 

smaller houses of parliament", Page (1931: 7) claims, "especially if they limit the number of 

sitting days, and insist that the people shall have greater control of taxation and borrowing". 

 
"The formation of smaller States was the natural corollary of Federation", according to Page 

(1921: 3), but Australia "had refused to be guided by the experience of American sub-divisions".  

The United States "began with 13 States, each roughly the size of England", and each of its New 

States, according to Page (1950: 97), has "mobilised local knowledge and local enthusiasm in 

utilising and developing local resources", and hence contributed to the "rapid many-sided 

development" of the States and country as a whole.  Arthur Calwell (quoted by Ellis 1961: 83) 

claimed similarly, as leader of the Federal Labor Opposition in 1950, that "one of the reasons for 

America's greatness" was its division "into 48 separate States".3

 
Ellis (1948a: 24-25; 1950: 23, 26, 36; 1961: 77-78, 83; 1966: 3-4) frequently draws on the 

American States to argue in favour of the viability of a New England New State.  He noted in 

1950 that New England's land area of 64,000 square miles approximated the 62,022 square 

miles average of the 48 American States (Ellis 1950: 36).  And he later observed that 28 of 

America's 50 States were smaller in land area than New England (Ellis 1961: 77-78).   

 
Page employs various data to support his argument that States with smaller land areas are 

generally superior to those of larger land areas, as summarised in Table 2-1 below. 
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Table 2-1:  Data Employed by Page to Argue that Smaller States are Better 

State Land Area 
(sq. miles) 

Population 
Per Square 

Mile 

Cost of 
Government 

Per Head 

Mileage of 
Railways 

(government 
and private) 

Per 1,000 
Square Miles

Production 
Per Square 

Mile 

Expenditure 
Per Square 

Mile 

Direct 
Taxation 

VIC 87,884 18.29 £1/5/8 49.78 miles £1,163 £365 £2/10/4 
NSW 309,432 7.08 £1/11/8 17.70 miles £428 £153 £3/10/8 
SA 380,070 1.36 £2/9/3 10.54 miles £79 £28 £3/6/0 

QLD 670,500 1.20 £3/0/2 9.18 miles £76 £23 £4/17/11 
WA 975,920 0.36 £5/0/6 4.99 miles £21 £10 £2/17/9 

Source: Page (1923: 5-7) 
 

Whilst the direct taxation figures display no clear pattern, Table 2-1 generally reveals a very 

regular pattern in which population per square mile, mileage of railways per 1000 square miles, 

production per square mile and expenditure per square mile all increase as land area decreases, 

and cost of government per head decreases as land area decreases.  It is hence argued (Page 

1923: 5-7; 1924: 2) that "the smallest area of Victoria is the most cheaply governed per 

inhabitant"; "the increase in the cost of government per head of population in the other States 

bears an approximate ratio to the size of the State"; and "the largest State has the highest cost".  

Page (1923: 6-7) claims that "Victoria is five times as well served with railways as Queensland, 

and ten times as well served as Western Australia", and adds that whilst Queensland is eight 

times larger than Victoria in land area, "Victoria spends 16 times as much on its development 

per square mile and on the comfort of its inhabitants per square mile", and Queensland also "has 

the doubtful privilege of paying nearly twice as much per head in direct taxation to get 18 times 

as little done".4  It is further claimed (Page 1924: 1-2) that "the effective occupation of 

Australia" diminishes "directly as the size of the State increases above a certain limit" – in terms 

of population, "production, railway facilities and development per square mile", and that "the 

reduction of the area controlled" has generally "reduced the cost of government per head of 

population" and "enormously increase[d] the production per square mile". 

 
Whilst the comparisons in Table 2-1 have at least some face value validity, Page's use of such 

comparisons are clearly problematic.  Their validity is probably diminished by the omission of 

Tasmania – the smallest State by far in land area, the emphasis on land area at the expense of 

seemingly more substantive per capita comparisons, and the somewhat inconsistent mixing of 

per capita and land area based figures.  In a 1955 paper titled 'The Economics of New States', 

Belshaw (1955: 51) challenges the validity of various comparisons that have been employed by 

Page and others in support of New States, claiming that comparisons based on "volume and 

value of production" are of limited value.  It is equally clear, however, as shown in following 
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sections in this chapter, that comparisons of States in terms of per capita measures are genuinely 

significant, and that such comparisons have convincingly demonstrated that New England, 

North Queensland and other areas have possessed financial capacity sufficient to operate as 

viable New States – in past and present times alike. 

 
Page (1923: 5) explains that Tasmania is left out of these comparisons "for the sake of 

simplicity", and acknowledges that Tasmania "stands intermediately between Victoria and New 

South Wales" in all of these comparisons, hence constituting a departure from the general 

pattern evident in Table 2-1.  He claims that Tasmania's anomalous standings in these 

comparisons is "due, no doubt, to its isolation, and being, to some degree, out of the main stream 

of Australian development" (Page 1924: 1; see also 1923: 5), a view that is quite strongly 

supported by research on the economic impacts of geographic isolation (see Chapter 5 and 

Appendices 5C and 5F).  Geographic isolation and uniqueness arguments, however, could also 

disqualify Western Australia from these comparisons.  The omission of Tasmania alone 

therefore seems less than fully defensible.  Such omission contrasts with later analyses by Ulrich 

Ellis and others which employ recommendations by economist Colin Clark to argue in favour of 

less populous States generally and Tasmania as an ideally populated State in particular.5  Ellis 

(1958: 17) observes that: 

Colin Clark, an Economist with a world reputation ... was prepared to assert "that once you have 
reached a total population of 250,000 you have a complete social and political unit which is 
capable of providing itself with all the services it needs, of performing all the necessary 
functions of a State under the Australian Constitution and of providing a satisfactory social unit 
for giving its citizens reasonable opportunity for economic and cultural development."  
"Tasmania," he said, "is in some respects one of the most enterprising of the Australian States.  ...  
Therefore I suggest that whenever an area reaches a population of around 150,000 to 200,000 a 
New State could be created and a further subdivision could be made when the population reaches 
substantially beyond 250,000." 

 

Table 2-2 below displays per capita measures calculated using Page's own data and Australian 

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) population figures, but absent in Page's comparisons as in Table 2-1. 

 
Table 2-2:  Per Capita Comparisons Based on Page's Comparisons 

State 
Land Area 

(square 
miles) 

Estimated 
Population 
at 30 June 

1923 

Total 
Production 
(million £) 

Total 
Expenditure 
(million £) 

Total 
Mileage of 
Railways 
(miles) 

Production 
Per Head 

(£) 

Expenditure 
Per Head (£) 

Mileage of 
Railways 
Per 1,000 

People 
VIC 87,884 1,607,768 102 32 4375 64 20 2.7 
NSW 309,432 2,202,101 132 47 5477 60 21 2.5 
SA 380,070 516,880 30 11 4006 58 21 7.8 

QLD 670,500 792,052 51 15 6155 64 19 7.8 
WA 975,920 351,156 20 10 4870 58 28 13.9 

Sources: Page (1923: 5-7) and ABS population data (from Cat. 3105.0.65.001, Australian Historical Population 
Statistics).  Populations at 30 June 1923 have been employed as they most closely match the populations estimated 
by multiplying land areas and populations per square mile in Table 2-1 above. 
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The three rightmost columns in Table 2-2 show that on a per capita or "per head" basis, 

Victoria's situation is far less exceptional than is claimed by Page in terms of land area.  

Victoria's production per head is still above the average of the five mainland states, but is 

matched by the State with the second largest land area, Queensland.  Whereas Victoria's 

expenditure per unit of land area was by far the highest of the five mainland States, its 

expenditure per head was the second lowest, ahead of only Queensland.  And whereas Victoria's 

railway mileage per unit area was by far the highest among these five States, on a per capita 

basis Victoria's railway mileage is again the second lowest, being just slightly higher than that of 

New South Wales. 

 
Page (1931: 7) places particular emphasis on the comparison between Victoria and New South 

Wales, and claims that Victoria is superior to New South Wales in terms of "the occupation and 

development of each State, their taxation, debt, and facilities provided by the government".  

Table 2-3 reproduces Page's (1931: 7) comparison between Victoria and New South Wales 

based on 1924 figures, but also includes additional rows (the lowermost four rows) containing 

the population at 30 June 1924 and per capita production values. 

 
Table 2-3:  Comparison Between NSW and VIC 

Measure NSW VIC 
Primary Production (£) 83,900,000 58,700,000 

Secondary Production (£) 48,000,000 43,000,000 
Primary Production per square mile (£) 270 669 

Secondary Production per square mile (£) 157 494 
Total Production per square mile (£) 427 1,163 

Population at 30 June 1924 2,247,811 1,641,226 
Primary Production per person (£) 37.3 35.8 

Secondary Production per person (£) 21.4 26.2 
Total Production per person (£) 58.7 62.0 

Sources: Page (1931: 7) and ABS (Cat. 3105.0.65.001, Australian Historical Population Statistics). 
 

Using the gross production and "per square mile" comparisons as above, Page (1931: 7) claims 

that there are at least two regions in New South Wales that match Victoria in land area and 

natural resources and would also match Victoria in production per square mile if granted 

Statehood when Victoria became a State, and hence the facilities needed "to stimulate their 

development". 

 
Victoria's primary, secondary and total production significantly exceed that of New South Wales 

on a "per square mile" basis, but Table 2-3 also shows that these two States are much more 
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evenly matched on a "per person" basis, with New South W achieving slightly superior primary 

production outcomes. 

 
The brief examinations in this section suggest that clearly significant per capita comparisons 

provide a very different story to the "per square mile" comparisons – of questionable relevance – 

which Page emphasises, and that Page's "smaller States are better" claim is therefore somewhat 

suspect.  Page deserves credit, however, for introducing State comparisons to demonstrate New 

State viability.  Ironically, it eventually emerges that arguments based on per capita measures 

become arguably the most powerful in support of New States in both New England and North 

Queensland, as described in the next section. 

 
 
Comparisons Demonstrating New State Viability and Benefits 
 
New State advocates provide compelling demonstrations that a New England New State could 

support itself financially and generally, by virtue of its significant population and gross 

production capacity, and its especially high per capita production and income levels.  Such 

demonstrations will now be examined along with associated claims that proposed New State 

areas were actually subsidising other parts of their respective States and Australia as a whole, 

and that New States would generate benefits not only for their own areas, but also for the 

remaining parts of their current States and Australia as a whole. 

 

The Argument that New England is Large Enough to Form a Viable New State 
 
In a comprehensive submission to the Royal Commission on New States in 1924, Page presents 

highly significant comparisons which demonstrate that the Northern New South Wales area was 

easily large enough to form a viable New State in terms of its land area, population, and 

industrial production.  In terms of land area, Page (1924: 3-4) observes that the proposed New 

State, at 110,000 square miles, is larger in land area than Victoria, New Zealand, several 

European countries, all but four of the States of the USA, and the average Chinese province, and 

that "undoubtedly, from the point of view of extent can be said to have proved its case to be an 

area capable of self-government".  Page (1924: 4) also observes that the population of the 

proposed New State area, at approximately 359,000, "compares very favourably with the present 

population of the States of South Australia 524,748; Western Australia 353,815, and Tasmania 

219,074", and comfortably exceeds the populations of all Australian States at the time of their 

establishment.6  Numerous American States and at least three Canadian Provinces also began 
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with populations significantly less than the 359,000 in the proposed northern New State area 

(Page 1924: 5). 

 
Page (1924: 6; see also 1-2) compares the proposed northern New State area favourably with 

Victoria in terms of land fertility, primary produce diversity, coal quality, hydro-electric 

potential, and mineral and water resources generally, and claims that industrial production per 

square mile in the New State area would at least match that of Victoria, and would hence be 

£127,000,000 or greater, instead of the £20,000,000 actually achieved (in or around 1922-23), 

"if it had a local system of administration providing the necessary facilities for connecting its 

various mutually inter-dependent districts to each other, and properly mobilising their resources". 

 
As discussed previously, Page's analyses generally lack comparisons on a per capita basis, but 

provide sufficient data to establish per capita estimates and comparisons.  Table 2-4 below 

reproduces total production data (which appear to be 1922-23 estimates, and are assumed so 

here) provided by Page (1924: 6), along with 30 June 1923 population estimates, derived per 

capita production estimates, and land area measures similar to those Page (1924: 6) includes. 

 
Table 2-4:  Production Levels of Existing States and the Proposed New State in 1922-23 

State 

Land 
Area 

(square 
miles) 

Estimated 
Population 
at 30 June 

1923 

Primary 
Production = 

PP 
(£) 

Secondary 
Production = 

SP 
(£) 

Total 
Production = 

TP 
(£) 

PP 
Per 

Square 
Mile (£)

SP 
Per 

Square 
Mile 
(£) 

TP 
Per 

Square 
Mile 
(£) 

PP 
Per 

Capita 
(£) 

SP 
Per 

Capita
(£) 

TP 
Per 

Capita
(£) 

TAS 26,383 220,089 7,361,167 2,485,340 9,846,507 279 94 373 33.4 11.3 44.7 
New State 110,000 359,000 20,011,000 0 20,011,000 182 0 182 55.7 0.0 55.7 

VIC 87,884 1,607,768 58,776,134 43,455,892 102,232,026 669 494 1163 36.6 27.0 63.6 
NSW 309,432 2,202,101 83,903,735 48,838,519 132,742,254 271 158 429 38.1 22.2 60.3 
SA 380,070 516,880 20,582,390 9,602,692 30,185,082 54 25 79 39.8 18.6 58.4 

QLD 670,500 792,052 38,295,957 12,464,777 50,760,734 57 19 76 48.4 15.7 64.1 
WA 975,920 351,156 16,942,791 3,903,886 20,846,677 17 4 21 48.2 11.1 59.4 

All 6 States 2,450,189 5,690,045 225,862,174 120,751,106 346,613,280 92 49 141 39.7 21.2 60.9 
Sources: Page (1924: 4-6), ABS (Cat. 3105.0.65.001, Australian Historical Population Statistics), and Ellis (1970: 46) 
for Tasmania's land area. 
 

Table 2-4 shows that the proposed northern NSW New State area achieved higher primary 

production levels in 1922-23 than all other States on a per capita basis, but its total per capita 

production level was below that of all States except for Tasmania. 

 

Comparisons between Proposed New State Areas and Existing States 
 
New States supporters have frequently drawn attention to the fact that the proposed New 

England New State area comfortably exceeded Tasmania in population, land area and industrial 

output, and all States in terms of per capita production levels (see, for example Ellis 1948a: 44-
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45; 1970: 45; see also Page 1950: 106).  Similar observations have been made in respect of a 

proposed North Queensland New State (Ellis 1955: 5-6). 

 
Ellis (1970: 45) notes that the Federal Royal Commission on the Constitution recommended in 

1929 that a New State could be formed if its land area at least matched that of Tasmania, and 

that a NSW Parliamentary Committee on the Constitution recommended similarly in 1958 that a 

New State could be established if it matched or exceeded Tasmania in either land area or 

population.  The proposed New England New State satisfied these requirements in 1970 as its 

land area and population exceeded that of Tasmania, and its gross production was also greater 

than that of Tasmania (Ellis 1970: 45).  Ellis (1950: 38-39) also observes that New England's 

1947-48 population of 620,185 approximates that of South Australia (646,073) and exceeds that 

of Tasmania (257,078) and Western Australia (502,480), and that New England's total 

production of £98,456,000 in 1947-48 is significantly higher than that of Western Australia 

(£68,800,000) and Tasmania (£29,215,000), and only slightly lower than that of South Australia 

(£107,900,000) and Queensland (£126,800,000).7  It therefore follows, according to Ellis (1961: 

63), that "if the existing States of S.A., W.A. and Tasmania have the capacity to govern 

themselves, the Seventh State would be able to do so, even on higher standards", and that "those 

three States have functioned as such for more than 60 years with far less population than New 

England and were self-governing long before that".8

 
New England's population had fallen slightly below that of Western Australia and well below 

that of South Australia by the early 1960s (Ellis 1964: 44), but Ellis (1964: 11; see also 1967: 35, 

37) is still able to employ South Australian comparisons to strongly support the case for a New 

England New State.  He observes (Ellis 1964: 11; 1967: 35, 37) that the proposed New England 

New State area compares very favourably with South Australia in terms of rainfall, arable land, 

hydro-electric potential and coal resources, and could hence match or exceed South Australia's 

industrial development and progress generally if granted Statehood and self-government and 

associated financial advantages through loan council allocations, Commonwealth grants and 

State revenues.9

 
As explained in Appendix 2A (see Figures 2A-10 and 2A-11), the Newcastle-Hunter region has 

generally been excluded from New England areas considered for Statehood since the 1967 New 

State referendum defeat (Ellis 1970: 34-35, 40-45).  The population of the revised New England 

area was only slightly greater than that of Tasmania in the late 1960s, but the superiority in 

terms of per capita production remained, as shown in Table 2-5 below. 
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Table 2-5:  Ellis' Comparison of New England and Tasmania in the late 1960s  

Measure New England New State Tasmania 
Gross Production (1967-68) $433,139,000 $346,603,000 

Population (June, 1969) 403,440 388,500 
Area (square miles) 72,073 26,383 

Production per head (1967-68) $1,085 $907 
Source: Ellis (1970: 46) 
 

Arguments supporting New England Statehood on the basis of land area, population and gross 

production levels have gradually lost strength as New England's population growth has lagged 

behind that of other States, and such arguments became less compelling again following the 

exclusion of the Hunter region after 1967.  Arguments based on per capita production levels, 

however, remained strong for many years.  Table 2-6 below summarises per capita production 

comparisons which Ellis presents in six papers between 1952 and 1970. 

 
Table 2-6:  Per Capita Production Comparisons 

Financial Year 1950-51 1954-55 1960-61 1962-63 1964-65 1967-68 
Currency Used £ £ £ £ $ $ 

New England (NE) 282 314 393 388 1009 1085 
NSW minus NE (NSW – NE) 243 270 355 354 869 977 

VIC 240 285 362 358 882 971 
QLD 198 250 295 284 699 827 
WA 245 254 318 335 719 1031 
SA 254 276 296 320 807 862 

TAS 202 261 318 311 809 907 
AUSTRALIA 238 277 340 339 832 940 

  As above but relative to Australia = 100 
New England 118 113 115 114 121 116 
NSW – NE 102 98 104 104 104 104 

VIC 101 103 106 106 106 103 
QLD 83 90 87 84 84 88 
WA 103 92 93 99 86 110 
SA 106 100 87 94 97 92 

TAS 85 94 93 92 97 97 
AUSTRALIA 100 100 100 100 100 100 

  New England (NE) relative to other States set to 100 
NE relative to (NSW – NE) = 100 116 116 110 110 116 111 

NE relative to VIC = 100 118 110 108 108 114 112 
NE relative to QLD = 100 143 126 133 137 144 131 
NE relative to WA = 100 115 123 123 116 140 105 
NE relative to SA = 100 111 113 133 121 125 126 

NE relative to TAS = 100 140 120 124 125 125 120 
Sources:  Ellis (1952: 45; 1957: 34; 1961: 64; 1964: 44; 1967: 37; 1970: 46) and ABS (Cat. 3105.0.65.001, 
Australian Historical Population Statistics). 
 

The comparisons in Table 2-6 show that the New England New State area "produced more per 

head than the Australian average and more than any other State" (1961: 63) in all years 
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considered, and hence strongly support claims that the people of New England "have established 

national leadership in the field of production income earned per week" (Ellis 1964: 43), and that 

"if the people of other States have the income capacity to support self-government, then the 

people of the New State have a greater capacity" (Ellis 1970: 46; see also 1967: 37). 

 
The fact that New England's industrial production has been higher than that of all other States on 

a per capita basis, as shown in Tables 2-5 and 2-6, has led to claims that New England has 

financially subsidised the remainder of New South Wales and Australia.  Ellis (1961: 64; 1964: 

44) laments that New England is "Australia's best wealth producer", but does not show "signs of 

rapid development"; that "we [in New England] seem to be regarded as a prime milking cow"; 

that little of the money earned by the people of the New England area "is being used to develop 

our resources and facilities or provide improved services"; and that "every man, woman and 

child in these districts is being denied the fruits of their labour".  Ellis (1964: 47; see also 1961: 

67-68) also observes that "the form in which government accounts are kept" by New South 

Wales and the Commonwealth "prevents us from finding out" the amount of taxation raised in 

New England, and the amount returned to New England in government expenditures, but adds 

that it is known "that the value of production per head in the Seventh State is the highest in 

Australia", and that "money earned in northern districts by our production is being used in great 

quantities for other purposes elsewhere". 

 
It is also observed, in support of a North Queensland New State, that in 1951-52, "the Southern 

Division has a per capita production worth £178 and the Centre £293", and that "the production 

per head in North Queensland is £301", which was "the highest in Australia, comparing more 

than favourably with N.S.W. (£270) and Victoria (£257)" (Ellis 1955: 7; see also Hooper 1965: 

13-14).10  It is hence claimed that the central and northern divisions of Queensland have 

subsidised the less productive southern division – including Brisbane – to a very substantial 

extent (Ellis 1955: 7; 1966: 5-7; Hooper 1965: 13-14): "the fruits of the labors of the active 

producers and the workers" of North Queensland are "being skimmed away, exported to 

Brisbane and there converted into the means of creating a new atomic target which can be 

eradicated overnight" (Ellis 1955: 7).  Such subsidisation was also lamented by Page (1921: 4) 

decades earlier, and was again used as a very powerful argument in favour of a New State: 

The North Coast district, which it was proposed to form into a New State, produced nearly two-
thirds of the total wealth of New South Wales.  Why should Sydney get the principal benefit out 
of that wealth?  Was not this the best argument in favour of the people who produced this wealth 
having the control of their own affairs and the supervision of the distribution of their own wealth? 
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New England's industrial and financial strength, throughout the 1950s and 1960s at least, is 

clearly confirmed in Table 2-6, but concerns were nevertheless raised in relation to New 

England's almost total reliance upon primary industry.  In response, Ellis (1970: 46; see also 

1948a: 44; 1952: 46) observed that NSW and Victoria were the only States with predominantly 

industrial economies before World War II, and that Tasmania, South Australia, Queensland and 

Western Australia "have had a long history of self-government with a predominance of primary 

production".  Ellis (1952: 46) had earlier argued that New Zealand, a country with "about as 

many people as Greater Sydney spread over an area a third the size of N.S.W.", in which 

"primary production has always predominated", had become "one of the most prosperous, stable 

and happy countries in the world". 

 

Claimed Benefits for Australia as a Whole as Well as New England 
 
The fact that New England's per capita production levels exceed those of the remainder of New 

South Wales has raised another concern that is effectively the converse of the cross-subsidy 

grievance described above: the possibility that New England Statehood could "impoverish" 

(Ellis 1952: 49; 1957: 34; 1961: 64-65; 1964: 44-45), "jeopardize" (Ellis 1961: 64-65) or even 

"bankrupt" (Ellis 1967: 47) the remainder of New South Wales and Australia.  In response to 

such concerns, Ellis (1961: 64-65) uses the example of Queensland separation to support his 

claim that "the development and progress which will follow self-government in the Seventh 

State will benefit not only the northern districts, not only N.S.W., but Australia as a whole": 

When Queensland was separated from N.S.W. a great cry went up that "our richest province is 
being torn from us" and calamity howlers forecast disaster.  At separation N.S.W. population 
was reduced from 342,062 to 336,572.  Ten years later it reached 485,356 ...  Land under 
cultivation in remaining N.S.W. ... more than doubled.  Government revenue doubled.  Loan 
receipts increased fourteen-fold, and expenditure doubled.  Value of imports increased by 
£2,300,000 and exports by £5,800,000 or more than double.  Sheep numbers doubled.  Much of 
this great progress was due to the parallel progress in the New State of Queensland following 
self-government.  In these ten years Queensland population increased from 23,520 to 115,272.  
Cattle increased from 432,890 to 1,076,630; sheep from 3,449,350 to 8,163,800; exports rose 
from £500,000 to £2,500,000 and imports from £711,000 to £3,144,000.  From this northern 
development N.S.W. inevitably gained substantial benefits. 

 

Ellis (1967: 37) argues that the people of northern NSW "have made a great contribution to the 

national economy" and have "the potential to make an even greater contribution", but laments 

that "while the income earned from its production is skimmed off for expenditure elsewhere, its 

maximum development will be indefinitely postponed", and adds that "one can look in vain 

around the northern districts to see any evidence that its resources have been appreciated or the 

money earned by its people invested in adequate development".  Statehood for the people of 
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New England, according to Ellis (1967: 37; see also 1948a: 43), "will mean a cheque book of 

their own so they can use the proceeds of their production to advance the development of 

Northern resources in the interests of Australia as a whole".  It is similarly claimed that "only 

through a New State" can the north of Queensland "attain its vital status as the true bastion of 

national defence security", and "only by this means can the prosperity and progress of Southern 

Queensland be enhanced, for every ounce of additional production in the North pays greater 

dividends to the Australian people as a whole" (Ellis 1955: 7). 

 
Referring to production figures from 1964-65, Ellis (1967: 47) claimed further that even "after 

the separation of Northern N.S.W., the rest of the State  [of NSW] will remain the leading State 

of Australia", with "a third of Australia's population and a third of the nation's gross production".  

These facts alone are insufficient, however, to fully defeat concerns that the remainder of New 

South Wales could be impoverished by the creation of a New England New State.  Ellis' claim 

that "the remainder of N.S.W. will have a third of Australia's population and a third of the 

nation's gross production" (Ellis 1967: 47) implies that the remainder of N.S.W. would end up 

with per capita production levels more or less exactly matching the Australia-wide average.  But 

as Table 2-6 shows, per capita production levels in the remainder of NSW were actually well 

above the Australia-wide average in all years considered here from 1950-51 through 1964-65.  

So Ellis could have utilised such per capita comparisons to more powerfully defeat concerns that 

the remainder of NSW would end up impoverished following New England's separation. 

 

Further Claims that Benefits of New States Outweigh Costs 
 
Ellis (1950: 42) acknowledges that "thinking people" enquire "whether the creation of New 

States would increase the cost of government to them", but responds that if the people of the 

New State want government expenditure reduced "they will be able to say so through the ballot 

box" (Ellis 1957: 31).11  He also acknowledges (Ellis 1970: 66-67) that there will be costs 

associated with the establishment of a New England New State, but claims that such expenses 

will be less than "the cost we now pay for centralised control and will pay dividends out of all 

proportion to those we receive through N.S.W. control".12  New England citizens were "paying a 

packet for public buildings in Sydney" (Ellis 1967: 41), but would only be required to pay for 

their own public employees, services and buildings if a New State was formed.13  Ellis also 

claims that additional buildings the New State will need will increase "jobs and opportunities for 

northern workers, call for more local timber, bricks and building materials and result in the 

circulation of more money in northern communities", and that it is "better [to] see these things 
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happening in Northern N.S.W. than to see them helping to increase Sydney's costly congestion 

as at present" (Ellis 1967: 41).14

 
Electors in a New State would have one less house of parliament to support, Ellis (1957: 30) 

argues, because a single chamber parliament was proposed for the New State for which 

"municipal and shire chambers" already present "would suit admirably" (Ellis 1961: 65).15  The 

creation of a New State would obviously create an additional parliament within the Australia 

federation overall, however, along with additional State borders, at least some horizontal 

duplication, and other associated consequences. 

 
Ellis (1952: 48) concedes that "it is often said that a New State would be unable to provide 

adequate social services to its citizens", but uses the fact that "Tasmania, the smallest State, had 

the highest expenditure per head on Social Services" to show that "this argument is invalid".16  

This reference to Tasmania is significant as an admission, however, that a relatively small New 

State such as New England would probably incur per capita expenditure burdens higher than the 

Australia-wide average, which would have to be largely paid for by Commonwealth grants as 

determined by the Commonwealth Grants Commission.  Ellis (1967: 32) acknowledges that any 

New State will be entitled to federal grants and other payments "on the same basis as other 

States", but such rights and realities raise the possibility that a New State might attract net 

benefits to its own area, but at the same time generate net losses on an Australia-wide basis.17

 
Belshaw (1955: 52) observes that the Cohen Commission on New States in 1925 "took 

considerable evidence on the probable costs of government in and the financial position of new 

states", and concluded that "if the northern area were separated as proposed the residents should 

expect much heavier taxes than they bear at present if services are to be maintained at the same 

degree of efficiency".  Belshaw (1955: 53) asserts that a New State "in taking over its civil 

service from the parent state would be under an obligation to provide employment on no less 

favourable conditions", and that: 

Unless we are to assume that a new state had previously been subsidising the remainder of the 
parent state, its costs of government, indeed, are likely to be relatively higher: central overheads 
may be somewhat greater per unit of expenditure for a smaller than a larger civil service; 
dispersal of population may make the provision of services more costly; and the loss on some 
government enterprises, e.g. the railways, may be greater in the smaller than in the larger area.  ...  
the level of the social services in Tasmania, South Australia and Western Australia would have 
fallen behind those of the Eastern States in the absence of Commonwealth grants. 

 

Belshaw (1955: 62-63) ultimately draws conclusions which neither support nor oppose New 

States, as follows, but his arguments are challenged by the claims, by Ellis, Hooper and others 
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as above, that proposed New State areas in New England and North Queensland have indeed 

subsidised the remainder of their States: 

• Unless services and salaries are to be curtailed or show a slower rate of increase a new state is 
likely to have relatively greater costs of government and administration than the larger States. 

• The general trend of my arguments may possibly be against new states rather than for them but they 
cannot be regarded as conclusive one way or the other. 

• Even if the general trend had been firmly for or against new states on economic grounds this again 
would not necessarily be conclusive since these must be balanced against political and other 
considerations. 

• Those who may have expected me to provide a definite "Yes" or "No" answer on "The Economics 
of New States" will have been disappointed.  Perhaps others with more information or more 
courage may be prepared to be more dogmatic. 

 
 
Costs of Metropolitan Concentration, Centralisation and Congestion 
 
Decentralisation and "effective occupation of the continent" through New States, according to 

Page (1924: 1; see also 1921: 4; 1923: 2), would provide a solution to "the three great problems 

that Australia faced" in the mid 1920s, "those of Defence, Population, and Finance".  

Centralisation, Page (1921: 4) adds, "was no good even to the man in the city".  Ellis (1948a: 15; 

1948b: 9; 1950: 5-6; 1953a: 1-2; 1958: 13-14; 1966: 2-3) also refers extensively to national 

security risks and social and economic costs associated with Australia's highly concentrated and 

centralised patterns of settlement and metropolitan congestion.18  He claims that "the explosion 

of a single bomb could destroy the vital core of Australia's strategic war industries", and that 

"even in times of peace, over-crowded cities" and problems such as "traffic chaos" impose 

"serious economic and social penalties on the nation" (Ellis 1950: 5).  "Decentralisation of 

population and industry", according to Ellis (1950: 6), "could bring great benefits to the working 

population, effect considerable economic savings, and aid defence".  Such claims are now 

considered in more detail. 

 

National Security Arguments Against Metropolitan Concentration 
 
In most of his writings at least up until the mid 1960s, the argument Ellis raises first and most 

forcefully is that New State formation is essential to improve national security (see, for example, 

Ellis 1950: 2-6; 1964: 5-7, 10; see also Page 1950: 95).19  It is claimed that Australia will remain 

at grave risk of invasion from an "Asiatic menace" unless it more fully occupies and develops 

the whole of Australia's land area generally, and the sparsely populated northernmost parts in 

particular, and that New States provide the best method of achieving such national development.  

By the mid to late 1960s, however, the shadow of World War II had diminished.  The 1967 
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paper Referendum Guide: The Case for Self-Government contains no mention of any "Asiatic 

menace", and only in its very last paragraph claims that "balanced development is vital for 

Defence security", and that "by decentralising governmental machinery, people and industries, 

Australia will be safer" (Ellis 1967: 54).20  The 1970 paper Self-Government in the 1970s 

contains no explicit reference to national security issues at all, but does contain a statement 

under the heading of 'Catechism for Survival' which begins with the claim that "Australia needs 

20m. people in the next 20 years" (Hughes 1959, cited in Ellis 1970: 59). 

 
Whilst the national security arguments Ellis raises do not directly relate to financial costs or 

benefits, such arguments clearly imply that national security will be more difficult and 

expensive to achieve in the absence of New States.  Such arguments have probably diminished 

in strength with each passing decade, however, as Australia's population has continued to grow 

quite rapidly and pass various thresholds. 

 

Social and Economic Costs Associated With Metropolitan Congestion 
 
Ellis (1950: 5) observes that "the inner portion of Sydney contains the legislature, administrative 

offices, and the main transport, business, cultural, educational, and entertainment facilities", and 

that "these magnets attract a tremendous number of people and vehicles daily".  He also refers to 

several significant studies which estimate costs associated with such centralisation and 

associated metropolitan congestion. 

 
Toll delays alone, in the Sydney area, "cost motorists 350,000 gallons a year" (Ellis 1950: 5-6), 

according to an NRMA study.  A study by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology similarly 

estimated that "continuous delays at intersections" increase petrol consumption by 50 per cent 

(Ellis 1950: 5).  Another study, by Cumberland County Council (cited by Ellis 1950: 5), 

estimated that "while motor vehicles function most economically at 30 to 40 miles per hour, the 

average in [Sydney] city proper is 6 miles per hour", and that "this represented a loss of 

£34,000,000 a year to the community" in the form of "unproductive vehicle operating loss 

(£24,000,000) and time lost by occupants (£10,000,000)". 

 
A study published in the Bulletin of Industrial Psychology "estimates that the average travelling 

time to and from work in Sydney is 77 minutes daily or 6½ hours in a five day week" (Ellis 

1952: 7).21  Another study estimated that "traffic delays, mainly in Capital Cities, cause an 

annual wastage of £200 million" Australia-wide (Ellis 1961: 16).  And at a conference on 
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balanced development in Wagga in 1962, Dr. Fred Ledgar of Melbourne University exposes the 

economic absurdity of metropolitan congestion (Ellis 1967: 19; see also 1964: 15-16): 
A traffic hold-up on Sydney Harbour bridge costs $11,600 per hour in terms of wasted petrol and man 
hours.  On this basis the moment a car breaks down on the bridge it would pay the community to arrange 
for it to be quickly heaved over the edge into the harbour and the owner fully compensated so that traffic 
might flow freely on.  Is it possible to achieve a higher degree of absurdity than this? 

 

Studies also showed that metropolitan congestion impacts adversely upon leisure, health, safety, 

worker absenteeism and productivity generally (Ellis 1950: 6).  Ernest Bevin (cited in Ellis 1950: 

6), a British politician, estimated that "if travelling time could be reduced from 1-2 hours to ½-¾ 

hours a day, production would improve by nine or ten per cent".  And approximately "85 per 

cent of [all New South Wales] road casualties occur in Sydney, though the city contains only 

half the State's population" (Ellis 1950: 6). 

 
According to Mumford (1938, cited in Ellis 1961: 15-16): "the high cost of doing business in a 

big city was magnified by high land values, expensive transport delays and high expense of 

storage"; such costs "increased with congestion and eventually became prohibitive"; and "three 

times as much per head was spent on health in larger cities as in centres of from thirty to fifty 

thousand; yet the latter had more favourable health statistics".  The Murray Valley Development 

League (as cited in Ellis 1961: 15; 1964: 15) similarly recorded expert consensus that "larger 

cities reached a stage in their growth when the money spent in transport and services far 

exceeded that required for similar services in smaller centres", and that "while secondary 

industry might be more conveniently conducted in a seaboard city, the cost of the convenience 

was a very heavy cost to the nation".  Ellis (1967: 19; see also 1964: 17) also notes a report by 

Dr G. M. Neutze (1965: 58-63, 74-77) which estimates that "every new job created in Sydney 

meant an extra cost of $304 [£152 according to Neutze in 1965] to the community in provision 

of services, whereas every new job in a place the size of Wagga (or Tamworth) would cost only 

$1.00", and that "a 200,000 increase in Sydney population would cost the community 

$13,000,000 a year". 

 
In relation to port congestion and associated costs, Ellis (1952: 10) observes that "though there 

are 29 more ships on the Australian coast [in 1952] in comparison with 1939 they make one-

third of the pre-war journeys and lift 15 per cent less cargo", and claims that these reductions in 

shipping activities are largely due to "chaos on and around metropolitan wharves" that has 

resulted from "the uneconomic policy of spending millions in a vain attempt to correct 

wharfside chaos in Sydney", hence leaving less money available "to develop those outer ports 

which alone can save Sydney from congestion". 
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Some of the studies and arguments Ellis raised in past decades have probably become even 

more compelling with each passing year, as population growth and metropolitan congestion 

relentlessly increase.  Gargett and Cosgrove (1999: 3-4, as cited in Brown, Grey and Stilwell 

2005: 36-37), for example, predict that "the cost to the Australian economy of metropolitan 

traffic congestion" will "rise from $15 billion per year in 1995 to $30 billion per year in 2015". 

 
Problems associated with metropolitan congestions and "congestible public goods" (Witherby et 

al. 1999: 16, 18, 20) are clearly not unique to any one country, but are especially significant in 

Australia given its highly centralised settlement patterns and political systems.  Ellis and others 

have certainly succeeded in demonstrating that some form of metropolitan de-congestion, or de-

concentration, is highly desirable in order to avoid adverse outcomes – socially, economically 

and environmentally – which could amount to many billions of dollars per year if not addressed.  

New State creation represents one possible approach to these challenges. 

 
 
Benefits if New State Formation is Accompanied by Functional Transfers 
 
New States advocates have consistently recommended that New State formation should be 

accompanied by the transfer of various functions from the States to the Commonwealth 

government (see, for example, Pern 1930; Page 1931; Kitney and Meade 1993: 4; Goss and 

Plumridge 1996: 90; Gregory 2003: 13).  Claims that the benefits of New States outweigh their 

costs have often relied on the assumption that such functional transfers would indeed take place, 

as the following examples illustrate. 

 

Support for New States and a Degree of Unification 
 
Earle Page (1917; 1920) strongly supported Unification before becoming one of Australia's most 

prominent New States advocates by 1920, and his New States proposals always retained 

significant elements of Unification.  In 1922, for example, he recommended "the handing over 

to Federal authorities of the complete control of quarantine, and to local governing bodies the 

administration connected with local hospitals and sanitation" (Page 1922: 11).  The "main 

practical objects desired by the people of Australia" in 1931, according to Page (1931: 5), were: 

1.  A cheapening of the cost of government and a reduction of taxation. 
2. The elimination of overlapping governmental functions. 
3.  The rapid effective occupation of Australia. 
4.  Increased development and production. 
5.  Effective control of politicians by the people. 
6.  Elimination of machine politics. 
7.  The creation of a national sentiment. 
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Whilst arguing that complete Unification will not achieve these goals, Page strongly supports a 

national transport system when arguing the case for a New State in northern New South Wales 

(Page 1924: 19), claiming that "it frequently costs more to move our Australian productions 

about Australia with the present defective transport system of differing gauges and infrequent 

connections, than to bring it thousands of miles overseas" – a situation which "practically 

destroys the effect of the tariff imposed to protect our industries".  He also (Page 1931: 7-8; see 

also 1921: 4) makes the significant claim that the creation of New States would force long 

overdue partial unifications in specific areas such as railway operations and electrical power, to 

achieve sufficient coordination across borders hence created. 

Examine the railways position in N.S.W.; if N.S.W. were divided into four new units.  It is quite 
obvious that such sub-division would force interstate control of the system which must prove a 
definite step towards the Federalisation of the whole transport system, and the end of the policy 
pursued in the past whereby one State built non-paying railways to deprive the other State of 
trade.  The whole problem of trade and commerce would tend to become an interstate matter and 
would be simplified as it has been in U.S.A.  The bulk of the local trade will be interstate, and 
therefore subject to Federal control.  The same thing will apply to electric power, the laws 
regarding which would be Federal.  In that way overlapping will automatically cease by coming 
under Federal control. 

 

Page (1950: 97) later recommended that "the creation of new and smaller States" would 

"simplify the problem of interstate commerce; compel our great State public utilities, such as 

railways, to function in a national way as a national asset; make easier essential reforms in the 

constitution and machinery of government"; and "make a real contribution towards a balanced 

Federal system". 

 
Norman Pern wrote some 20 books or booklets recommending reforms to Australia's system of 

government, with an emphasis on New States and the development of port facilities and 

infrastructure beyond the current State capital cities.22  In a 12 page booklet titled New States: 

Why and How?, Pern (1930: 7), like Page, supported New States along with a national railway 

system under Commonwealth control.  In "any proposed resubdivision of Australia into New 

States", according to Pern (1930: 7), "such subdivision must be based on the assumption of 

Federal Control of all railways with a view to the immediate unification of the rail gauges and 

connecting the railway system to natural ports".  Pern (1930: 10) goes much further than most 

New States advocates, however, recommending that the federal government should be given 

"full national powers", leaving the resultant States with significantly less legal sovereignty than 

Australia's eight current States and Territories: 

Sovereign State Parliaments could not very well exist side-by-side with a New State Legislature, 
thereby providing two different systems of State Government.  If the justification of the first 
New State necessitates, as well, a relationship with the Parliament at Canberra providing that 
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Parliament with full National Powers, it is only logical to reduce the status of the remaining 
Sovereign State Parliaments to that of the first New State pending the step by step creation of 
New States as circumstances or population, etc., warranted. 

 

Pern (1930: 4) believed the creation of New States, as he envisaged them, would overcome the 

costs associated with Australia's system of eight States and Territories, which impact upon 

public and private sectors alike, as follows (emphasis Pern's): 

Sovereign State Parliaments, ... practically cut off from one another by different railway gauges 
– worse almost than any Custom's barrier – handicap and prevent production, interchange of 
products and development, and, further, spend vast sums of money with little or no regard for the 
National Purpose or National Purse.  Government and Transport obviously should be 
subservient to Production, not to force Production to fit in with artificial railway systems and 
artificial ports.  

 

Whereas government structures resulting from the formation of New States are generally 

assumed to remain federal systems of government in which substantive sovereignty is shared 

between national and sub-national governments, the model envisaged by Pern clearly lacks the 

sub-national sovereignty required of true federal systems.  Pern (1930: 10-11) believes that 

"sectional interests must adapt themselves to National considerations" and calls for "government 

in the form of 'New States' or 'Unification', associated with a National Parliament with full 

National Powers".  His model should therefore be classified as a unitary model of government.  

But it would be a mistake to claim that Pern seeks a centralised system of government when his 

principal stated objective is clearly to achieve an improved national railway system, and 

improved port facilities and transport infrastructure generally – especially beyond the existing 

capital cities, to assist the efficiency of primary production and exports in the quest for national 

prosperity (Pern 1930; see also 1927; 1932).  His model closely resembles the Regional 

Government model developed by Ken Thomas, as described in a later section of this chapter 

(and in more detail in Appendix 2B), and his visions generally, and his emphasis on 

infrastructure and economic efficiency in particular, align closely with several comprehensive 

current day reform plans described later in Chapter 5. 

 
Ellis (1950: 45, 48) advocated strongly in favour of New States whilst at the same time 

recognising that "national development is vital", and recommending a "constitutional 

convention in 1951 to review the Commonwealth Constitution in light of fifty years' experience".  

He recognises that "the Uniform Taxation principle (despite its anti-federal principle) removes 

one of the lions from the path of State subdivision" (Ellis 1948a: 35-36) 23 and acknowledged 

the possibility of the "federalisation of all Australian railways under a Commonwealth-State 

Commission, or a purely Federal Commission" (Ellis 1952: 54), but support for a national 
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railway system is conspicuously absent from most of Ellis' writings – in line with his generally 

vigorous opposition to Unification proposals and increased Commonwealth powers generally 

(Ellis 1948a).24

 
Wayne Goss, as Queensland Premier, suggested that Australia should create "about 20 more" 

States (Kitney and Meade 1993: 4), but he has also suggested that "there are functions where a 

consistent national approach would be desirable and where responsibilities which are presently 

shared between the commonwealth and the states could be allocated entirely to Canberra" (Goss 

and Plumridge 1996: 90).  Current day New States advocate Bryan Pape has similarly called for 

the creation of New States, to achieve a total of about 20 States, but again suggests that "some of 

the present state functions could be handed over to the Commonwealth" (Pape, quoted by 

Gregory 2003: 13). 

 

Convergence of New State and Unification Positions 
 
In supporting both New States and varying degrees of unification, Page, Pern, Goss, Pape and 

others show that New States models and Unification models, as generally understood and 

promoted, have substantially overlapped and have occupied varying positions along the federal-

unitary and centralisation-decentralisation continuums as illustrated in Figure 2-1 below. 

 
Figure 2-1:  Separate Dimensions of Unification and Centralisation 
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Source: Drummond (1999: 12; based on Riker 1975: 101; see also Brown 2003: 26).25  

 

Page's shift in preference from Unification to New States may at first glance seem contradictory, 

even erratic, but his opposition to centralisation and commitment to substantive decentralisation 

remained constant throughout (Brown 2004: 40).  Speaking in support of Unification, Page 

(1917: 1-2) laments the "vicious system of government" resulting from the "centralising of 
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affairs in out-of-the-way corners of the States", and proposes to "subdivide the States into 

provinces whose outlines are determined solely by the lines of community of interests, big 

enough to attack national schemes in a large way, but small enough for every legislator to be 

thoroughly conversant with every portion of the area".  Brown (2005: 11) observes that Page's 

position, like that of Pern, Pape, Goss and others, reflects a significant convergence of federalist 

and unitary positions, as adopted by supporters of New States and Unification alike: 

The mysterious way in which Earl Page held to both unification and new states as a goal ... 
becomes less cryptic as we appreciate this intersection of principles. Just as Federation had 
unitary underpinnings, so too Australian ideas of Unification had already internalized many 
fundamentally federal principles. 

 

The Regional Government models considered in the following section provide further evidence 

of the convergent evolution that Brown has identified – an evolution that has acknowledged 

merit in decentralised government and federalism, but has also recognised that New State 

formation, and indeed Australia's federal system generally, could probably only achieve net 

benefits and approach optimal viability if accompanied by an apt degree of functional 

unification.  Whilst such convergence implies great opportunity for consensus among supporters 

of New States, Regional Government models and Unification, this common ground can also be 

interpreted less optimistically as a common recognition that "lions" lurking near Section 51 of 

Australia's Constitution continue to thwart the functionality of Australia's current federal system 

and efforts to reform it alike, much like those encountered on the path to Federation in 1901. 

 
 
Benefits Possible Through Varying Numbers of New States 
 
It has previously been estimated (Drummond 2002: 47, 51-52, 54-55; see Appendix 1C, 

especially Figure 3) that the public sector cost of New States is given by the following 

approximation, where N is the resultant number of State-Territory type government units, so 

that N would be 10 if two New States formed, for example: 
 

CNS[N] = 1.84N0.758 – 8.91 ...[2.1] 

 
Noting that the New States proposals described in this chapter have ranged from single State 

proposals to Wayne Goss' call for 20 New States, Table 2-7 provides estimates of the public 

sector cost of New States models relative to Australia's current model, for systems with between 

8 and 30 State-Territory type government units. 
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The CNS values refer to New States models in which no functions are transferred from the State-

Territory level to the Commonwealth level.  These are based on equation [2.1] above.  The 

CSNS-3 values refer to New State models in which the following three functions are transferred 

from State-Territory governments to the Commonwealth: Public Order and Safety, Education, 

and Health.  The CSNS-6 values refer to New States models in which six functions are transferred 

to the Commonwealth: Public Order and Safety, Education, Health, General Public Services, 

Social Security and Welfare, and Transport and Communications. 

 
Table 2-7:  Estimates of the Relative Cost of Various New States Models 

N Number of 
New States CNS ($b) CSNS-3 ($b) CSNS-6 ($b) 

8 0 0.00 -1.95 -2.15 
9 1 0.83 -1.40 -1.64 

10 2 1.64 -0.87 -1.14 
11 3 2.43 -0.36 -0.66 
12 4 3.21 0.13 -0.21 
13 5 3.96 0.61 0.24 
14 6 4.71 1.07 0.67 
15 7 5.44 1.52 1.08 
16 8 6.16 1.95 1.49 
17 9 6.87 2.38 1.88 
18 10 7.56 2.79 2.27 
19 11 8.25 3.20 2.65 
20 12 8.93 3.60 3.01 
21 13 9.61 3.99 3.37 
22 14 10.27 4.38 3.73 
23 15 10.93 4.75 4.08 
24 16 11.58 5.12 4.42 
25 17 12.22 5.49 4.75 
26 18 12.86 5.85 5.08 
27 19 13.49 6.20 5.41 
28 20 14.12 6.55 5.73 
29 21 14.74 6.89 6.04 
30 22 15.35 7.23 6.35 

Source:  Drummond (2002: 54-55, notes 8 and 9), as shown in Appendix 1B. 
 

According to the estimates in Table 2-7, each New State would cost an extra $800 million per 

annum or so (in 2001-02 dollar terms).  But if Public Order and Safety, Education and Health 

were transferred to the Commonwealth, then each additional New State would only cost about 

$350 million to $550 million per annum, and a system with three New States would still be less 

costly than Australia's current system (by an estimated $0.36 billion = $360 million per annum).  

And if six functions as above (Public Order and Safety, Education, Health, General Public 

Services, Social Security and Welfare, and Transport and Communications) were all transferred 

to the Commonwealth, then each additional New State would cost approximately $300 million 
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to $500 million per annum, and a system with four New States would remain less costly than 

Australia's current system (by about $210 million).  So whereas large numbers of New States 

could well be prohibitively expensive according to these estimates, in small numbers New States 

are likely to be affordable and financially viable, and increasingly so as more functions are 

transferred to the Commonwealth.  Chapters 10 and 11 attempt to improve on these estimates 

and generally clarify the financial viability of New State. 

 
 
Financial Benefits of Regional Government Models 
 
Three prominent Australians have in recent decades developed detailed Regional Government 

models.  Ken Thomas (1980; 1981; 1994), the founder of Thomas Nationwide Transport (TNT), 

has developed two separate regional federation proposals: a 70 region plan in the early 1980s 

and a 37 region plan in the 1990s.26  Chris Hurford (2004: 47), a Commonwealth Minister in the 

Hawke Labor government (1983-87), has developed a two-tiered regional federation model 

comprising 51 regions.  Charles Mollison, a retired senior army officer and now the Chairman 

of the Foundation for National Renewal, has developed a two-tiered Regional Government 

model since 1997 which currently (in 2006) comprises approximately 100 regions.27  These 

Thomas, Hurford and Mollison proposals are described in Appendix 2B, and three additional 

appendices provide further insights into Regional Government proposals and government 

structure reform options for Australia generally.  Appendix 2C displays various regionalisations 

of Australia which have been devised and employed for various purposes and which could 

potentially form the basis of Regional Government subdivisions as alternatives to those 

suggested by Thomas and Hurford.  Appendix 2D provides a largely statistical overview of 

Australia's settlement patterns and local governments.  Appendix 2E then examines appropriate 

scales for Australian sub-national governments. 

 
The Thomas, Hurford and Mollison models are highly significant in demonstrating that support 

for the abolition of State and Territory governments in their current form can coincide with 

support for federalism, or at least quasi-federalism, and therefore does not necessarily imply 

support for a unitary system of government. 

 
This section briefly examines claims and estimates of the financial benefits achievable through 

the Thomas, Hurford and Mollison models. 
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Thomas' Claim that his Model can Better than Halve the Cost of Government 
 
Thomas (1981: 6; see also 1980: 1) laments the "endless disputation" and "wasteful duplication 

of massive public service departments at both State and Federal levels" under Australia's current 

government structure, and claims that his first 70 region model can reduce the number of 

politicians (excluding local government politicians) "from 760 down to 350", at least halve 

Australia's public services, and generally "produce better government at less than half the cost" 

of the current system.  He supports this claim by observing that "the 300,000 State public 

servants in New South Wales run at one for every 16 residents" and then claiming that under his 

proposed model there would be just one public servant for every 33 residents (Thomas 1981: 6).  

Whereas "one in three workers are public servants" in the current system, this would reduce to 

one in six under Thomas' (1981: 6) plans to "decimate the Federal public service", reduce 

Commonwealth functions to just "Defence, Foreign Trade and possibly Immigration", and pass 

"day-to-day administration" to Regional Governments that "will not tolerate extravagance". 

 
Such halving claims may well have validity as applied to politicians, parliaments and elements 

of bureaucracy – especially at the higher levels of government departments, but it is difficult to 

see how such halving could be achieved for the teachers, nurses and police officers who account 

for significant proportions of all public sector employees and gross earnings. 

 
Tables 2-8 and 2-9 below provide data which shed further light on the validity of Thomas' "less 

than half the cost" claim.  Table 2-8 displays the gross earnings of Commonwealth, State and 

Territory government employees in selected years and functional areas, and Table 2-9 displays 

corresponding percentages.  Local government contributions are excluded as Thomas' model 

maintains local governments. 

 
Table 2-8 shows that the total gross earnings of all Commonwealth, State and Territory 

government employees in 2004-05 was over $74 billion, of which nearly $15 billion was at the 

Commonwealth level, and nearly $60 billion was at State-Territory level.  The gross earnings of 

Commonwealth employees in Administration and Defence was over $7 billion in 2004-05, or 

51% of total Commonwealth government gross earnings, but the armed forces and other 

Defence Department employees would account for the majority of this $7 billion.  So Thomas' 

model might at best be able to achieve savings of approximately $8 billion to $10 billion per 

annum at the Commonwealth government level, based on 2004-05 figures, if he succeeded in 

his objective to reduce the Commonwealth government to "Defence, Foreign Affairs and 
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possibly Immigration" (Thomas 1981: 6).  This would represent savings of approximately 50% 

to 70% of Commonwealth government employee gross earnings. 

 
Table 2-8:  Gross Earnings ($m) of Commonwealth and State-Territory 
Government Employees in Selected Functional Areas and Years 

YEAR 

Government 
Administration 

and Defence 
(GAD) 

Education 
(EDU) 

Health and 
Community 

Services 
(HCS) 

EDU and 
HCS 

combined 

Total 
Across All 
Functions 

  Commonwealth ($m) 
1984-85 2,275 272 375 647 9,195 
1989-90 3,081 184 324 508 11,733 
1994-95 4,183 211 168 379 14,341 
1999-00 5,163 217 107 324 12,145 
2004-05 7,461 277 48 325 14,655 

  State ($m) 
1984-85 1,519 6,878 4,954 11,831 23,098 
1989-90 2,204 9,733 8,024 17,757 32,381 
1994-95 3,244 12,711 9,373 22,084 36,383 
1999-00 4,930 16,116 11,947 28,063 44,700 
2004-05 7,384 21,711 17,141 38,852 59,704 

  Commonwealth-State Combined ($m) 
1984-85 3,794 7,149 5,329 12,478 32,292 
1989-90 5,284 9,916 8,348 18,265 44,115 
1994-95 7,427 12,922 9,541 22,462 50,724 
1999-00 10,093 16,332 12,054 28,386 56,845 
2004-05 14,845 21,988 17,189 39,177 74,359 

Source:  ABS Cat. 6248.0.55.001, Wage and Salary Earners, Public Sector, Australia, 2005, 
Table 6b: Gross Earnings, Level of Government, Industry ($m). 
 

At the State-Territory level, Education, Health and Community Services employees totalled $39 

billion in gross earnings in 2004-05, which made up 65% of the $60 billion total for all State-

Territory level government employees.  And the vast majority of this $39 billion represents the 

incomes of teachers and nurses who would almost certainly need to be retained in numbers more 

or less unchanged under Thomas' model.  But savings of perhaps $5 billion to $10 billion might 

be possible at the State-Territory level in view of the $7 billion total of gross earnings of those 

employed in government administration (noting that Defence is a Commonwealth function only), 

and the fact that education, health and other functional areas might also host at least some 

bureaucratic roles which could be rationalised in Thomas' model.  Such $5 billion to $10 billion 

savings amounts to some 8% to 17% of the $60 billion gross earnings total in 2004-05. 
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Table 2-9:  Gross Earnings of Commonwealth and State-Territory 
Government Employees – Percentages in Selected Functional Areas 

YEAR 

Government 
Administration 

and Defence 
(GAD) 

Education 
(EDU) 

Health and 
Community 

Services 
(HCS) 

EDU and 
HCS 

combined 

Total 
Across all 
Functions 

  Commonwealth 
1984-85 24.74 2.95 4.08 7.03 100.00 
1989-90 26.26 1.57 2.76 4.33 100.00 
1994-95 29.17 1.47 1.17 2.64 100.00 
1999-00 42.51 1.78 0.88 2.66 100.00 
2004-05 50.91 1.89 0.33 2.22 100.00 

  State 
1984-85 6.58 29.78 21.45 51.22 100.00 
1989-90 6.80 30.06 24.78 54.84 100.00 
1994-95 8.92 34.94 25.76 60.70 100.00 
1999-00 11.03 36.05 26.73 62.78 100.00 
2004-05 12.37 36.36 28.71 65.07 100.00 

  Commonwealth-State Combined 
1984-85 11.75 22.14 16.50 38.64 100.00 
1989-90 11.98 22.48 18.92 41.40 100.00 
1994-95 14.64 25.47 18.81 44.28 100.00 
1999-00 17.76 28.73 21.20 49.94 100.00 
2004-05 19.96 29.57 23.12 52.69 100.00 

 

The basic assessment carried out above suggests that savings up to $20 billion per annum in 

2004-05 terms – amounting to some 27% of the $74 billion total gross earnings of all 

Commonwealth, State and Territory government employees – could possibly be achieved under 

some drastic rationalisation of Commonwealth, State and Territory governments.  It is difficult, 

however, to see how savings of "more than half" could be achieved as Thomas claims, although, 

as previously, there are elements of Australian government – such as the government 

administration component at both Commonwealth and State- Territory levels – where a halving 

of numbers of public servants may well be achievable.  It appears as though Thomas himself 

became fully aware that halving the numbers of public employees and the cost of government 

overall will not necessarily accompany any halving of the number of politicians, as the "less 

than half the cost" claim is absent in Thomas' later (1994) work describing his second model.  

But he maintains that Australia has "tolerated a swarm of politicians and a duplicated public 

service at both Federal and State levels" and is "the most overgoverned country in the world" 

(Thomas 1994: 9).  He also claims, simply, that "Regional Government will mean less 

politicians, less bureaucrats, less centralism and more freedom" (Thomas 1994: 9). 

 
Whilst Thomas describes his models in considerable detail, it remains unclear how 

bureaucratised his Regional Governments will be.  He seeks to achieve "tightly controlled 
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regional administrations" (Thomas 1980: 1), but doesn't fully explain how such economical 

administrations will operate in practice.  His first model called for 70 regions each having five 

Congressmen, the functions of which, according to Thomas (1980: 5; see also 1981: 3), "might 

be divided thus": 

1. President and director of justice, police and road safety. 
2. Treasurer and director of administration, including land titles and companies. 
3. Works Director including transport, roads, housing, planning and primary industry. 
4. Social Services Director: education, health, employment, industrial matters. 
5. The Senator-Congressman, who would be non-executive at the regional level.  He would 

mainly be occupied with matters of national concern, but would have his feet on the ground 
back home.  He would at least attend and vote at the monthly meeting of his Regional 
Congress. 

 

For his second model, comprising 37 regions each hosting a 10 person parliament, Thomas 

(1994: 2) proposes similarly that "there would be a Premier/Treasurer plus a 7 person Cabinet of 

ministers controlling police, education, health, transport, social security, justice, tourism and 

industrial affairs", and two other members "elected by their colleagues to become Senators in 

the Federal parliament" who "would be non-executive at the Regional level but would be 

signatories to each monthly report". 

 
In both of his models, Thomas' Regional Governments resemble the ACT legislative assembly 

model comprising a small number of Ministers who are typically assigned two to four portfolios 

each, and can therefore only apply themselves "part time" to each portfolio.  Such realities with 

the ACT legislative assembly have raised serious concerns about ministerial workloads and 

accountability (Government Reform Advisory Group 1995; Pettit 1998; Carnell 2000: 185-186; 

Halligan 2000: 107-108; Wettenhall 2000: 66; ACT Legislative Assembly 2002: 31; Doherty 

2006: 3).  The difficult experiences of the ACT and also Tasmania, with their small parliaments 

(Austen 1998; 2000a: 8; 2000b: 10; 2002: 21; McMullan 2006: 15), suggests that models like 

Thomas' here, with its part time ministers, would probably rely very heavily on multiple 

ministerial advisers, departmental liaison officers, and still quite significant central agencies and 

bureaucracies, especially in areas such as education.  Thomas (1994: 22) claims that his 

Regional Governments will provide an "efficient democratic alternative to the present centralist" 

system, and that they will "be seen as shining lights ... for efficient public administration".  Net 

benefits appear achievable if the Ministries of Thomas' Regional Governments were 

accompanied by lean secretariats, but highly unlikely if significant bureaucracies developed in 

the regions. 
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Concerns raised in respect of New States proposals, about the costs of additional or duplicated 

parliaments and public services, might also be levelled with some legitimacy against Thomas' 

Regional Government models (see, for example, Fray 1993: 19; Moore 1993a: 14).  But with 37 

or 70 regions, the Thomas proposals may be able to achieve comprehensive decentralisation and 

reduce the costs of metropolitan congestion to a much greater extent than is possible through 

just a few or several New States.  Results in Chapters 11 to 13 suggest that significant financial 

benefits could result from a rationalisation of Commonwealth, State and Territory governments 

and bureaucracies, but these appear more likely to achieve benefits in the order of five to ten per 

cent rather than the fifty per cent or better implied by the "less than half the cost" claims which 

accompany Thomas' 70 region model. 

 

Claimed Benefits of the Hurford and Mollison Models 
 
The two-tiered Hurford and Mollison models very closely resemble the structures that would 

result if 50 to 100 or so ACT type governments were established Australia-wide.  The ACT's 

expenditure patterns therefore provide significant insights into the likely costs and benefits of 

models like Hurford's and Mollison's. 

 
It has previously been estimated (Drummond 2002: 51-52, 54; see Appendix 1C, especially 

Figure 3) that a two-tiered system of Australian government, comprising 51 ACT style 

"Regional State" governments, could generate public sector savings of approximately $0.5 

billion per annum, or approximately $2 billion to $3 billion per annum if health and other 

functions are transferred to the Commonwealth government as Hurford (2004: 57) proposes.  

Hurford (2004: 56; citing Drummond 2002) states that "the change from three to two levels of 

bureaucracy has been estimated to save $20-25 billion per year in public resources" (in 2000-01 

terms), but savings of this magnitude only appear to be possible if regional bureaucracies in the 

Hurford model were "lean, efficient and effective" (Hurford 2004: 48), as sought by Hurford 

himself, and certainly vastly less costly than the ACT bureaucracy. 

 
Mollison (2004) claims that his model would "streamline business compliance", stop "buck-

passing", "reduce the size of the bureaucracy in Canberra" and elsewhere, and "save about $30 

billion every year" (based on Drummond 1998; 2002; see Appendices 1B and 1C).  He 

acknowledges that "there would of course be bureaucracies in each of the 100 regions", but 

claims that regional bureaucracies "would absorb those currently employed by the 700 councils 

and those currently employed by State Governments", and that the Regional Governments of his 
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model, "being relatively small", would not "suffer the inefficiencies inherent in huge 

bureaucracies" (Mollison 2004). 

 
The Hurford model includes a national health system under Commonwealth control (Hurford 

2004: 57), as above, and the Mollison model hosts "one set of laws nationwide" (Mollison 2004), 

but the Hurford and Mollison models, like the Thomas models, generally emphasise Australia-

wide decentralisation as an essential objective (Hurford 2004: 50-53; Mollison 2004; as further 

explained in Appendix 2B) and hence appear capable of achieving significant reductions in the 

costs of metropolitan concentration, centralisation and congestion in Australia's large cities, 

probably to a greater extent than appears possible through the addition of just a small number of 

New States. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
Chapter 2 has examined past claims and estimates of the financial viability and benefits possible 

through New States and Regional Government models, and supporting rationales and analyses.  

These claims and estimates have displayed varying degrees of validity, but the more valid 

among them are probably still valid today. 

 
New States advocates have demonstrated beyond any doubt that the New England and North 

Queensland areas, among others, could easily afford to operate highly viable State governments, 

but it is not fully clear that Australia as a whole would benefit from the formation of such New 

States in larger numbers.  Perhaps the most compelling claims in favour of New States are those 

based on the apparently very great costs of metropolitan congestion, concentration and 

centralisation that arise in Sydney and other large Australian cities.  New States, however, 

provide just one of several possible methods of decentralisation.  The Regional Government 

models of Thomas, Hurford and Mollison, for example, appear capable of achieving 

comprehensive decentralisation to a greater extent than would be possible through the addition 

of just a small number of New States.  Regional Government models show the potential to 

generate significant financial savings and benefits, but only if regional bureaucracies are much 

leaner than those of Australia's current States and Territories. 

 
This chapter has focused on claims and estimates of financial benefits that advocates and 

researchers have themselves provided in support of their government structure reform proposals.  

But additional factors may override all that has been considered thus far.  It is generally 
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recognised, for example, that there are costs associated with national and sub-national political 

borders, especially where different laws, regulations, policies and standards apply in areas 

divided by borders.  The creation of New States would create new State borders, and the 

Regional Government models considered would also significantly increase the number of State-

Territory type borders within Australia.  So if additional borders generated additional costs, then 

such costs could possibly outweigh the benefits otherwise achievable through New States or 

Regional Government models.  Chapter 3 specifically examines the significance of border costs 

in more detail and will hence shed further light on the overall financial viability and benefit of 

New States and Regional Government models.  Chapter 5 also sheds light on costs associated 

with State-Territory type borders, such as the costs arising as a result of conflicting and 

inconsistent laws and regulations, especially as experienced in the private sector and on an 

economy-wide basis. 
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Chapter 3 

Past Estimates of the Financial Benefits of Unification 
 

 

Numerous Australians have called for Unification, or the pursuit of a unitary system of 

government for Australia, both prior to and since Federation in 1901, and many such proposals 

have been accompanied by supporting rationales and various qualitative and quantitative claims 

and estimates of the financial and general benefits possible through Unification.  Chapter 3 

surveys claims and estimates of the financial benefits of Unification which have been quantified 

in pounds, dollars or in percentage or fractional terms. 

 
This chapter has seven sections.  The first presents ten quantified claims and estimates of the 

financial benefits possible through Australian Unification, in a more or less chronological order 

beginning with estimates prepared by NSW Premier Sir George Dibbs in 1894.  The second 

briefly examines further claims and estimates that Unification can achieve a financial benefit of 

billions or millions of dollars per annum.  The next four sections then describe claims and 

estimates which do not accompany actual Unification proposals, but which nevertheless provide 

significant insights into the magnitude of the financial benefits of Unification and some 

methodologies that can help estimate such benefits.  The third section briefly describes claims 

and estimates by NSW Opposition Leader Peter Debnam in 2006 on savings possible through 

reforms within NSW alone.  The fourth looks at claims and estimates of the financial benefits 

possible through local government amalgamation, noting that Unification can be viewed as an 

amalgamation of Commonwealth, State and Territory governments.  The fifth examines the 

costs associated with State and Territory borders to provide insights into the financial benefits 

possible if such costs were reduced or eliminated through Unification.  The sixth considers 

evidence providing insights into the financial benefits possible if Commonwealth and State-

Territory governments vertically integrated to form a single national government.  The chapter 

concludes with a brief summary of major findings. 

 
This chapter is supported by several appendices which describe a significant number of past 

Unification proposals, along with supporting rationales and qualitative claims and estimates, 

sufficient to clearly establish that Unification has been pursued seriously in Australia since the 

nineteenth century. 
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Quantified Estimates of the Benefits of Unification 
 
This section summarises quantified financial benefit estimates that have accompanied the 

Unification proposals of politicians, academics and authors: Sir George Dibbs in 1894; Albert 

Church and John Boyd Steel in 1913; Arthur Griffith in 1927; Warren Denning in 1930; Jim 

Snow since 1990; Peter Consandine in 1991; Rodney Hall in 1998; Lance Endersbee in 1999; 

Ray Brownlee in 2000; and Bruce Felmingham in 2006.1  This section also refers to estimates 

established in 2002 (Drummond 2002) and referred to in the 2003 report by David Hawker and 

others on the House of Representatives Inquiry into Local Government and Cost Shifting. 

 

Dibbs' 1894 Estimate that Unification Could Save at Least £1,400,000 Per Annum 
 
New South Wales Premier Sir George Dibbs, in a 12 June 1894 letter to Victorian Premier Sir 

James Patterson (reproduced in Crisp 1980: 52-76), called for the Unification of New South 

Wales and Victoria and compares this plan with the proposal for a Federal Commonwealth: 

Let me contrast the two proposals.  The Commonwealth proposals would, as indicated, involve 
an additional charge of £1,325,000 per annum: would convert exclusion into wasteful 
competition between the colonies; would divide the vast surplus revenues of a powerless 
"Supreme Government" unfairly; would add greatly to the already cumbersome nature of our 
respective legislatures; and would have our official representatives in London even more 
hampered and antagonistic than they are now.  It would simply, be a machine for collecting large 
revenues, without the least control over their expenditure; and at many points the bill is 
altogether contradictory and unworkable.  Effective unity, on the other hand, as I have 
endeavoured to make clear, could save the two colonies [NSW and VIC] at least £1,440,000 
annually in our expenditure – a most important consideration at this crisis in our history: 
 

Reduced interest on the joint debt 
(a saving to be increased after 
a time to £1,000,000)   :   £540,000 
Gain on railway administration  :     500,000 
Savings in other departments 
from combination, fully     :     400,000 
    [Total]  £1,440,000 

 

Dibbs envisages mutual benefit among private and public sectors alike when he adds further, in 

this letter to Patterson, that "in added prestige, the internal market strength in the unfettered 

enlargement of markets, in the supremacy of the national Legislature, and in addressing the 

British Government with one voice, the gain would be immediate and steadily increasing". 

 
Towards the end of his 12 June 1894 letter, Dibbs sets out his estimates that "the revenue of the 

two united Australian provinces would, in round figures, be ... £16,700,000" and "the 

expenditure would roughly be ... £13,300,000", so his £1,440,000 savings estimate, in terms of 

1894 currency, amounted to 8.6% of the estimated revenue total of £16,700,000, and 10.8% of 
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the estimated expenditure total of £13,300,000.  Dibbs therefore estimated that Unification 

would achieve public sector financial benefits of approximately 10 per cent. 

 
Dibbs' support for Unification is described in more detail in Appendix 3A, in which pre-

Federation Unification proposals are described.  Extensive extracts of Dibbs' 12 June 1894 letter 

are shown in Appendix 3B. 

 

Claims and Estimates by Church and Steel in 1913 
 
Albert Church attempts to quantify the financial benefits possible through Unification in several 

passages of his 1913 book Australian Unity: A Political Work Dealing Exhaustively with the 

Subject of Unification in all its Aspects, and Proposed New Constitution for Australia.  He 

claims that (Church 1913: 1): 

A dozen years ago Australian unity sought expression by the inauguration of that legislative and 
administrative body known as the commonwealth Parliament.  Australian citizens in the mass 
fondly imagined that this experiment would provide the nation with a strong, efficient, central 
government.  Never were people more misled.  They also expected to see the State Parliaments 
much reduced in numbers and in expensiveness of equipment.  Here, also, their hopes met with 
disappointment.  The ordinary citizen, reasoning from a commonsense point of view, considered 
as a foregone conclusion that these lesser public institutions would act concertedly if not in 
actual subordination to the more important National government.  ...  The plea of economy was 
one of the strongest arguments in favour of Federation, which, so far, has merely piled on the 
agony of additional expense. 

 

Church (1913: 38) acknowledges that "the cost to the nation at large, resulting from that 

constitutional weakness which renders the National Government unable to cope with city vested 

interests and other national evils – is not easily reduced to a cash basis", but makes several 

attempts nevertheless to quantify such costs.  In respect of "superfluous haulage" costs, he notes 

(Church 1913: 38) that the Sydney Bulletin, "a reliable financial and statistical authority, and 

almost the only fearlessly outspoken Australian paper on these national subjects, estimates that 

£600,000 per annum is wasted in New South Wales on superfluous haulage alone", and that "it 

should not be excessive to estimate another £400,000 for the same evil of needless haulage to 

Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, and Townsville", so that "on this item alone, then, a cool million a 

year is lost to the Commonwealth".  He also attempts to quantify the costs associated with rail 

arrangements as a result of duplication and congestion (Church 1913: 39), raising concerns 

similar to those later raised by Ellis and others in support of New States – the common concern 

being centralisation, concentration and congestion, as described in Chapter 2: 

Another positive item to be reckoned in this same account is that reckless swelling of the 
national debt (perhaps to the tune of 15 or 20 millions) in duplicating Sydney railways.  Not only 
is there the expense of this work, which is now going on, but it will tend still further to crush the 
weak ports, and still further crowd the congested traffic facilities of Sydney.  There is also the 
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loss from congestion of railway traffic caused by the produce of a whole State converging to one 
point.  Take the losses of the farmers, whose wheat during the busy season – on occasions as 
much as 4,000,000 bags at a time – has to be stacked at railway stations and country stations, 
because trains cannot travel fast enough to cover the long distances to port. ...  Losses from 
weather, delay of perishable goods, and, failure to reach markets at critical periods, must already 
have amounted to many thousands. 

 

Church (1913: 43-44) recalls that Sir George Dibbs, in 1894, "estimated that in railway rates, 

abolition of border duties and other State disabilities, a saving of 1½ millions per annum would 

be effected in regard to Victoria and N.S. Wales only" and that "at the time of Federation 

£8,000,000 per annum was the amount of saving that financial authorities expected a centralised 

government to effect".  He also (Church 1913: 43) quotes John B. Steel's estimate that 

Unification can save six million pounds per annum: 

Unification means Australian unity, one national, supreme, authority in Australia, one Land Law, 
one Mining Law, one Judicature, one Financial System, one Debt, one Sinking Fund, one 
Banking Act, one Railway System, one Railway Gauge, one Postage System, one Set of General 
Health laws, Quarantine Regulations, Arbitration Laws and Wages System, one School and 
Police system, one Governor-General, and one Parliament with full provision for Provincial 
councils locally elected to manage the local affairs of Australia – reserving to the National 
Parliament sole control of National affairs as in every other country on earth.  Savings six 
millions per annum. 

 

Church (1913: 44) claims further that "it is a very moderate inference to estimate that a properly 

united government could to-day save at the rate of £6,000,000 annually", given "the increased 

population and prosperity of to-day" and the "savings that have been effected by the half 

Federated government we now possess". 

 
Steel's Unification proposals are further described in Appendix 3C, in which the Unification 

proposals and policies of the Australian Labor Party are also described.  Appendix 3D describes 

post-Federation Unification proposals generally, and Appendix 3E provides a compilation of 

media reports since 1986 describing proposals to abolish State governments and related issues. 

 

Griffith's 1927 Claim that Unification could Reduce Costs by One-third 
 
Arthur Griffith was the NSW Labor Government Minister for Public Works from 1910 to 1915 

and Minister for Public Instruction from 1915 to 1916 (NSW Parliament 2003) and, according 

to Davis (1951: 505), "an ardent advocate of Unification".  In a 1927 submission to the 

Commonwealth's Royal Commission on the Constitution, Griffith (1927: 1625, as cited in Davis 

1951: 506) claimed that (emphasis added here): 

We have seven enormously costly public services and we have seven railway departments.  We 
have in the Commonwealth as well as in every State a Crown Law Department. ... In every State 
there is a Treasury Department.  In every State there are departments of public health, and public 
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works, duplicating the reduplicating, and making the cost absolutely ruinous ... we can reduce 
the cost of government by about one-third – as it can be done, because the services would be 
continued but the overlapping would cease, the duplication would be ended. 

 

Griffith's "one-third" cost reduction claim, like Thomas' "less than half the cost" claim as 

described in Chapter 2, could well apply to some of the more bureaucratic central office 

components of the public sector, but could not validly apply to the public sector as a whole, 

noting that the majority of public sector employees are teachers, nurses, police officers and 

others working in "coalface" service provision units rather than central office bureaucracy. 

 

Denning's 1930 Estimate that Unification could Save a Few Million Pounds a Year 
 
In a 1930 publication titled simply Unification, published by Labor Daily in Sydney, Warren 

Denning (1930: 11-12) presented costings as follows (along with Australia-wide totals not 

shown in Denning's original version): 
 

... we find that the cost of Parliamentary Government in Australia is reaching excessive figures.  
Some of the heads under which it is summarised are here shown:- 
 

TOTAL COST OF PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT 
Com'th N.S.W. Vic. S.A. W.A. Qld. Tas. Total 

£550,414 £248,744 £148,816 £106,703 £115,383 £109,887 £37,258 £1,317,205
Chief items on this heavy bill of costs were:- 
 

COST OF GOVERNOR-GENERAL AND GOVERNORS 
Com'th N.S.W. Vic. S.A. W.A. Qld. Tas. Total 
£31,272 £10,548 £15,890 £12,331 £8,475 £8,034 £4,908 £91,458 

 
COST OF MINISTRIES 

Com'th N.S.W. Vic. S.A. W.A. Qld. Tas. Total 
£18,707 £29,137 £10,000 £8,346 £7,868 £12,794 £4,050 £90,902 

 
COST OF PARLIAMENTS 

Com'th N.S.W. Vic. S.A. W.A. Qld. Tas. Total 
£231,166 £178,800 £88,947 £58,895 £86,746 £72,357 £26,087 £742,998 

 
COST OF ELECTIONS 

Com'th N.S.W. Vic. S.A. W.A. Qld. Tas. Total 
£237,762 £25,618 £32,960 £13,192 £11,786 £15,660 £1,526 £338,504 

 

Denning (1930: 12) further claims that the duplications as above represent "only one phase, and 

a relatively small one, of the duplication of State and Commonwealth expenditure": 

Here alone, we believe, nearly half a million could be saved each year.  But contemplate the 
duplication which is going on in a dozen different departments.  Arbitration is one.  Health is 
another.  There are six separate State health authorities, a Federal health authority, and a Federal 
health council to make some attempt at co-ordinating the work of these seven departments.  The 
overhead expenditure on several central departments when one would suffice must be enormous. 
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Denning (1930: 12) estimates that Unification can save, "perhaps, a few millions a year in 

administration", but adds that such gains are by no means the only or most important benefits of 

Unification, and that "there are larger, more intangible factors involved which deserve an 

immense amount of attention". 

 

Estimates by Snow Since 1990 
 
As the Federal Member of Parliament for Eden Monaro between 1983 and 1996, Jim Snow 

made several statements on the public record which included claims or estimates of the 

Australia-wide financial benefit possible if State and Territory governments were abolished, 

leaving Australia with just a national government and local or regional governments.  Several of 

these statements now follow (see also Snow 1998; 2002; 2003; 2005). 

 
A media release from Snow's office, dated 10 October 1990 (see also Peake 1991: 3) reported 

that in a "motion presented to the Parliament" Snow sought to have "the federal system replaced 

with national and local governments only".  Snow (1990) refers to "the huge costs of the federal 

system" and the potential to save $6.5 billion per annum through road and rail reform, as just 

"one example of the possible savings".  Snow then moved a motion in favour of Unification in 

the House of Representatives on 20 December 1990 (see also Snow 1998: 27; Burgess 1990: 1; 

Australian National Audit Office 1990): 

Mr SNOW (Eden-Monaro) (12.03) – Mr Deputy Speaker, I move: 
 

That the House determines that the government should proceed to use its powers and 
seek additional powers from the people, if required, to disburse all State powers to 
federal and local government, as appropriate, and the administration of many federal 
programs to local government. 

 
The present system of government in Australia is costly and inefficient.  The State boundaries, 
which were drawn up in London, bore no relationship whatsoever to the communities in 
Australia – communities around ports and communities at larger territories in inland Australia. 
 
Today, we have 15 chambers of parliament, which is all right if we are interested in party jobs 
for the boys or occasionally the girls.  ...  We have State government cutting one another in their 
prices for power.  We have State governments competing for industries and being prepared to 
offer lower prices to firms which will come into their States.  Who ends up paying for those price 
cuts?  The ratepayers, the other people who pay for power in those States. 
... 
Industrial relations ought to be under the Federal Government.  Economic management is 
another area where national standards should apply.  The Canberra Times [Burgess 1990: 1] 
recently drew attention to the fact that more than $6 billion of Commonwealth money given to 
the States in 1988-89 had not been accounted for by July 1990 according to an Australian 
National Audit Office survey.  That is disgraceful ...; $6 billion was not properly accounted for. 
... 
I strongly support a move to a two-sphere system of government, which will be less costly and 
less confusing, which will reduce buck-passing ... 
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Articles by Crouch in the Sunday Telegraph and Fray in the Age, both dated Sunday 1 August 

1993, describe further efforts by Snow in the Commonwealth Parliament, including claims that 

Unification could achieve financial benefits of "more than $10 billion a year" (Crouch 1993: 15; 

see also Fray 1993: 19).  On 10 February 1994, Snow again spoke in favour of Unification in the 

House of Representatives, and again claimed that "at least $10 billion could be saved by 

rationalising government in Australia". 

 
In the latter half of 1994, a collaboration began which produced an estimate that Unification 

could "improve Australia's fiscal standing by approximately 15 billion dollars per annum" 

(Drummond 1995: 20; see Appendix 1A).  This $15 billion estimate was established almost 

totally independently of Snow's earlier estimates, in 1993 and 1994 as above, that Unification 

could achieve financial benefits of $10 billion per annum or more.  The similarity of these 

various estimates therefore provides at least some degree of mutual confirmation that the 

financial benefit of Unification is likely to be in the order of $10 billion per annum, in the public 

sector alone. 

 

Consandine's "better government at less than half the cost" Claim in 1991 
 
Peter Consandine founded the Republican Party of Australia (RPA) in January 1982, and later 

established the Regional Co-operative Government Movement (RCGM) as "the non-political, 

educative arm" of the RPA (Consandine 1991: 1).  In March 1991, Consandine (1991: 3) and his 

RCGM prepared a Regional Co-operative Government Plan for Australia (RCGPA) which 

proposes that "we should do away with our six States and two Territories plus all Local 

government and establish 50 Regions, each with its own 10-person Legislative Assembly 

elected by Proportional Representation".  Fifty regions is an apt number, according to 

Consandine (1991: 6), "because about 340,000-350,000 residents, on average, is a manageable 

and comprehensive size for a Region", though "outback Regions would have fewer residents 

and densely populated Capital City Regions would have more". 

 
Consandine (1991: 7) believes his 50 region model can eliminate the "enormous duplication of 

public service empires at the State and Federal levels", and hence achieve "better government at 

less than half the cost", reduced taxation levels, and "an increased standard of living".  But his 

"less than half the cost" claim, like that of Griffith as above and that of Thomas as described in 

Chapter 2, could again only validly apply to a fraction of the public sector rather than the public 

sector as a whole. 
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Estimates Claimed by Hall in 1998 
 
Rodney Hall's 1998 book Abolish the States! claims that the financial benefits of Unification 

amount to an estimated "$30 billion each year", where $25 billion of this figure "represents the 

savings achievable if regional governments are established in place of the present state, territory 

and local governments", and "a further $5 billion is unnecessarily spent in state rivalries to 

attract overseas investment" (Hall 1998a: 24, 26; see also Hall 1998b: 13).  This $30 billion 

estimate is further described in the Appendix to Hall's book (Drummond 1998: 97-112), which 

is included here as Appendix 1B.  The estimates appearing in Hall's book, or earlier or later 

versions of the same basic estimates, have been widely acknowledged by supporters of 

Unification, or the abolition of State governments.  According to Woldring (2004: 118; citing 

Hall 1998a; Drummond 2002), for example, "creating two levels of government, instead of the 

present three, could save somewhere between $20 to $45 billion per annum and result in much 

greater efficiencies of governmental activities, allowing funding for goods and services not now 

available".2  More than 30 of the 509 media reports presented in Appendix 3E acknowledge $30 

billion as an estimate of the annual benefits of Unification, often in conjunction with Hall's 1998 

book. 

 
Hall's claim that "money spent by states and territories competing against each other to attract 

foreign investment amounts to $5 billion a year" (Hall 1998a: 42; see also Hall 1998b: 13) is 

based on statements from the Productivity Commission (PC) in 18 April 1997 that were reported 

by Bita (1997: 9) the following weekend in the Weekend Australian newspaper.  This $5 billion 

a year figure and its sources are explained in more detail in Appendix 3F. 

 
Concerns about the costs of inter-State bidding wars and State-based industry assistance 

generally have usually focused on how such assistance has encouraged the duplication of 

industries and manufacturing plants across all or most States, and associated resource 

misallocations and economic distortions, hence preventing the achievement of scale economies 

in production at the most economically, geographically and socially advantageous locations, to 

the detriment of economic, social and environmental outcomes at national, State-Territory and 

more localised scales.3  Wasteful competition within Australia's federal system, according to 

Tisdell (1974: 18; see also 401): 

has led to interference in markets by state governments and this has reduced potential output 
from Australia's resources.  Each state has understandably attempted to improve the share of its 
state in promising new ventures.  Each state has competed with others in an attempt to persuade 
large firms to establish plants there rather than in another state.  As an inducement, raw materials 
such as minerals and electricity have been made available to firms at reduced prices and often 
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roads and associated works have been provided at low rates.  In some instances, this competition 
has encouraged wasteful duplication of plants. 

 

Caves (1984: 347), like Hall (1998) and others, concludes that State government policies 

frequently "aimed at the multinationals" have "contributed to geographic dispersion and small 

scale in industries where foreign subsidiaries are prevalent".  Caves (1984: 315, 321) also notes 

that "the strangling limitation on productivity for Australian manufacturing is thought to lie in 

the difficulty of attaining economies of scale", and that: 

State policies of subsidizing local industrial development have promoted branches of each 
industry in each manufacturing sector.  As a consequence, Australia's manufacturing centers are 
surprisingly nonspecialized, and the typical industry is spread rather evenly among them.  These 
factors add another important deterrent to efficient scales of production. 

 

Baumol et al. (1992: 418; see also 433; Caves 1984: 313-347) similarly observe that Australia's 

"domestic market for goods and services is too small for many industries to attain appropriate 

economies of scale", as "for many years, state governments have pursued policies of subsidising 

local industrial development in order to attract industry to their state", hence often resulting in 

"the establishment of plants by individual firms in a number of states when, perhaps, one larger 

plant would have been more efficient."  Walmsley and Sorensen (1993: 120, citing Linge 1987: 

147) note, as an example of an especially "absurd pattern of production", that "in 1960 Australia 

had sixteen refrigerator manufacturers, operating at twenty locations, competing for an annual 

local market of about 350 000 units", whereas "overseas, 500 000 units per plant was regarded 

as a minimum efficient yearly throughput". 

 
Chapters 5, 12 and 14 provide further insights on the "$5 billion a year" claimed and estimated 

by Hall and others as above.  Chapter 5 examines the private sector and economy-wide costs 

associated with State and Territory government regulations, and several numerical estimates of 

the benefits possible through government structure and regulatory reform.  Chapter 12 includes 

estimates of the relative benefits possible in both public and private sectors if Australia had no 

State governments.  Chapter 14 then examines Commonwealth, State and Territory tax 

expenditures with an emphasis on their possible impact upon the results derived in Chapter 12. 

 

Endersbee's Estimate of "tens of billions of dollars each year" 
 
Professor Lance Endersbee (1999) believes that Australia's Constitution "now presents a major 

impediment to our national progress": 

It preserves the concept of sovereign states, each with their own laws and bureaucracies. It is an 
unreal concept in a world of globalisation and international financial manipulation, where the 
states could be quite vulnerable. There are many needless differences in laws from state to state 
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which could be unified. There is a corresponding bureaucracy at national level, monitoring state 
expenditures. There is continued frustration of trade across state borders, and thereby, 
international trade, eg. separate state rail and port systems. 

 

Endersbee (2000) later explains how such impediments impact adversely throughout the 

Australian economy, across both public and private sectors: 

The growth in the services sector in the Australian economy relative to production has continued 
for fifty years. It has been exacerbated by the duplication of activities by national and all state 
governments, for example separate laws and regulations for a wide range of industrial, 
commercial and social affairs. The cost of such duplication finds its way into taxes, which are 
then a burden on every enterprise. The overall effect in Australia has been continued pressure on 
the production sectors of our national economy, a decline in infrastructure development, sale of 
public assets, an increase in services and various forms of social welfare, and increased national 
indebtedness. The cost of our imports consistently exceeds the value of our exports. As a result, 
Australia is living off savings – our own and that of other people. 

 

Endersbee (1999; see also 2000) estimates that "this incredible duplication of activities from 

state to state, and between the states and the Commonwealth, creates enormous costs, amounting 

to tens of billions of dollars each year ... a burden of cost which is carried, through taxation, by 

every enterprise in Australia".  Government structure reform may therefore "be forced upon us 

by economic reality" (Endersbee 2000). 

 

Brownlee's "$50 billion a year" Estimate 
 
Retired accountant Ray Brownlee (2000: v), in his book Vision of a New Society: One 

Parliament One Tax, proposes a new model of government for Australia in which: 

Australia's fifteen parliaments would be replaced by a single legislative body elected by 
proportional representation from each of forty regions.  Uniform laws of the one parliament 
would be administered in each region by a decentralised public service answering to a council of 
the region's seven or so MPs.  State and local governments, and the senate, would be abolished. 

 

Brownlee (2000: 26) believes his model can reduce "the overall number of parliamentarians by 

two-thirds"; "could well halve the number of public employees, without detriment to services"; 

and can overcome the "wastefulness" and "heavy overlapping and duplication that is an inherent 

feature of the multi-government system".  Such wastefulness, according to Brownlee (2000: 26), 

"impacts on fixed costs that reflect the complexity of that system, and on the variable costs that 

reflect the volumes of work". 

 
Using methods similar to those developed for Jim Snow in 1995 (Drummond 1995) and later 

shown in Rodney Hall's book Abolish the States! (Drummond 1998: 103-106; in Appendix 1B 

here), Brownlee (2000: 27-28) derives the similar estimate that there is "$20 billion a year to be 

saved by replacing state and territory governments with forty structured like the A.C.T.", and 
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claims further that "the new commonwealth should be able to save a further $30 billion at least 

from the elimination of the overlapping and duplication that would otherwise still exist".  He 

hence arrives at the conclusion that "$50 billion a year, indexed to 1997-98 values, is a 

conservative guesstimate of the savings to be derived from the parliamentary and administrative 

framework of the proposed new commonwealth" (Brownlee 2000: 27-28). 

 

Estimates in December 2002 Article 
 
The article 'Costing Constitutional Change: Estimating the Costs of Five Variations on 

Australia's Federal System' appeared in the Australian Journal of Public Administration (AJPA) 

in December 2002.  This article is presented in full in Appendix 1C, and begins, in its abstract, 

with the claim that (Drummond 2002: 43) "results indicate that the Regional States or National-

Local models could deliver greater decentralisation while saving over $20 billion per annum 

compared to the present system". 

 
It is estimated specifically that the horizontal amalgamation of the eight States and Territories 

into a single Australia-wide State-Territory level government could achieve a financial benefit 

of approximately $10 billion to $20 billion per annum in the public sector alone (Drummond 

2002: 46-49), and that the integration of State, Territory and Commonwealth governments into a 

single national government, leaving local government and regional administrative arrangements 

otherwise unchanged, could achieve a financial benefit of approximately $30 billion per annum, 

again in the public sector alone (Drummond 2002: 49-52).  Following two previous efforts to 

assess the private sector costs associated with government regulation (Business Regulation 

Review Unit 1986: 3-5; Drummond 1998: 103-105), it is then claimed that the private sector 

benefit achievable, in a system comprising just national and local (or regional) governments, 

would be approximately half the estimated public sector benefit, hence $15 billion per annum, 

therefore generating an overall financial benefit – across both the public and private sectors – of 

approximately $45 billion per annum (Drummond 2002: 53).  This thesis attempts to improve 

on these various estimates of the benefits possible through Unification. 

 

The 2003 Hawker Report's Reference to Estimates of $20 Billion Per Annum 
 
The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Economics, Finance and Public 

Administration (HRSCEFPA) carried out an Inquiry into Local Government and Cost Shifting, 

chaired by David Hawker MP, the report of which began by stating that "this major Inquiry ... 

has addressed not only the matter of cost shifting" but has "also revealed the underlying issues 
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relating to governance arrangements between the three spheres of government" (Hawker 2003: 

vii).  This report twice refers to the estimates presented in the AJPA article (Drummond 2002) 

as above, as follows: 

• As the Committee heard, the duplication and coordination costs of all levels of government in 
Australia under the current arrangements probably amount to more than $20 billion per annum. 
(Hawker 2003: vii) 

• According to Mr Drummond of the Division of Management and Technology, University of 
Canberra, it has been estimated that the full extent of duplication and coordination costs under the 
current arrangements probably amount to more than $20 billion per annum. (Hawker 2003: 140) 

 

The $20 billion estimate as above has attracted some degree of acknowledgement, support and 

endorsement (see Appendix 3E, especially the entries dated 25 November 2003 and shortly 

after).4  At least two media reports, however, have criticised the manner in which this $20 

billion estimate has been presented and interpreted in some quarters.  Skulley and Ludlow (2004: 

61) report in the Australian Financial Review that: 

Critics of the Hawker report have queried one of the headline findings, that duplication in the 
three levels of government costs $20 billion a year. The source for the figure was given as the 
December 2002 issue of the Australian Journal of Public Administration, but critics say it was 
originally used as the estimated savings in fixed costs from abolishing state governments. 

 

The critics reported in the Skulley-Ludlow article as above correctly recognise that the "$20 

billion a year" estimate (Drummond 2002) refers to "savings in fixed costs from abolishing state 

governments", but the estimate equivalently refers to savings achievable if the costs of 

bureaucratic duplication and coordination among Commonwealth, State and Territory 

governments were eliminated.  The distinction the critics make is therefore largely illusory, but 

it would indeed be misleading to represent this $20 billion a year figure as a financial benefit 

that could be achieved under Australia's current government structures in the absence of 

comprehensive reform.  The Canberra Times (2003: 38) Editorial of 26 November 2003 

criticises the emphasis given to the $20 billion figure and makes the important distinction 

between cost-shifting among levels of government – amounting to an estimated $1 billion a year 

– and the costs of bureaucratic duplication and coordination in Australia's current system of 

government – estimated at $20 billion a year. 

 

Felmingham's "$100 billion per annum" Estimate 
 
Dr Bruce Felmingham, a Reader in Economics at the University of Tasmania (with research 

interests in international finance, monetary economics, population economics, and related labour 

market issues, such as immigration and productivity, according to the University of Tasmania 

website), claimed as follows in a 9 July 2006 opinion piece, titled 'Turn Tasmania into a council', 
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which appeared in the Sunday Tasmanian newspaper (Felmingham 2006: 19; emphasis added 

here):5

... the financial relationship between the three tiers of government is a mess.  We should start 
again with the structure of Australian government.  For starters, how about two and not three 
tiers? That would save Australian taxpayers $100 billion per annum as the duplication of 
functions and of cost is curtailed. 

 
 
Further Estimates in the Billions or Millions of Dollars Per Annum 
 
A 1931 publication by F. A. Clark, titled The Commonwealth under Business Management: 

Overthrow of Corrupted Democracy and Abolition of State Governments By Constitutional 

Means, recommends that Australia should "abolish the State Parliaments" as "the cost of 

government is appalling" and "the waste in both production and distribution is alarming, and 

largely responsible for the high cost of living" (Clark 1931: 14-15).  Further, according to Clark 

(1931: 18), "abolishing all State Parliaments and State Governors" can save "millions of pounds 

in our cost of government". 

 
Among the 509 media reports presented in Appendix 3E, about 20 refer to the $20 billion 

estimate mentioned in the 2003 Hawker report, and a further 60 or so report claims or estimates 

that Unification, or "abolishing State governments", or "abolishing the States", can generate 

Australia-wide financial benefits in the billions of dollars per year.  The reports in Appendix 3E 

include the following claims and estimates, in addition to those already described above, that 

financial benefits in the billions of dollars per annum could be achieved through Unification: 

• even by conservative estimations, we could save $10 billion annually, if we replaced Australia's 
antiquated, wasteful and short-sighted tiers of government. (Klusman 30 October 1997: 12) 

• let's have a Commonwealth referendum to abolish State Governments ... I conservatively estimate 
Australian taxpayers will be better off by some $2 billion a year. (Holborow 12 March 1998: 20) 

• Let's go further and have a referendum to abolish State Governments ...  The billions of dollars saved 
could help pay off our ever-increasing foreign debt. (Cox 29 August 1999: 72) 

• There are two main reasons to abolish State governments – firstly, to have the same laws across 
Australia, and second, to save the huge amount of money it takes to keep State politicians and their 
bureaucrats, while in office and afterwards ... this costs many billions of dollars every year. (Bradley 
28 September 2000) 

• while Mr Entsch and Cr Byrne agreed North Queensland suffered at the expense of the power 
brokers in the south-east, they did not agree adding extra states, politicians and bureaucracies was the 
answer.  "I don't think it's practical," Mr Entsch said from Darwin yesterday.  "My view is we should 
abolish all state governments. We should be expanding our local authorities and empowering them.  
"Understand if we have another state in FNQ, you've got to have another parliament, another premier, 
another whole lot of representatives and another bureaucracy to sustain it which would defeat the 
purpose of it because it would cost hundreds of millions of dollars to run it.  "It doesn't matter how 
much we carve ourselves up, there's still only 20 million people."  Mr Entsch said Australia would 
save "billions" and run more efficiently if departments currently under State control – health, 
education, transport and legal – were regulated to a national standard. (Robins 28 October 2000: 5) 
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• Replication of bureaucracies between state and commonwealth and between state and state, multiple 
sets of laws and compliance costs, perverse fiscal incentives, cost-shifting and buck-passing together 
waste billions of dollars a year – billions of dollars that might otherwise be spent by the private 
sector on more wealth creation, or by the public sector on more hospitals, schools, roads, public 
transport, police, legal aid, etcetera. (Putland 24 March 2001: 18) 

• With the removal of the State governments there would be no 1200 border anomalies to contend with 
and the several billion dollars saved would be better spent on hospitals, than on premiers and other 
politicians who like things the way they are. (Bradley 1 November 2001) 

• There are many billions of dollars to be redirected if a system of federal and local government were 
to be put in place. (Bradley 18 December 2002) 

• it would be better if we follow Rodney Hall's advice, as suggested in his book Abolish the States, and 
save some billions. (Hajszan 18 June 2003: 14) 

• Mark Latham's meeting with the premiers and territory leaders might not have been so chummy if he 
had discussed what every sensible Australian would like to see: a plan to phase out state 
governments to really save our country billions of dollars in useless administrative duplication. 
(Crane 17 July 2004: 40) 

• the Howard government has a unique opportunity to ... initiate a process that could lead to a more 
sensible and effective federation, which doesn't squander the billions that are currently lost through 
squabbling, buck-passing and duplication, while providing at best a mediocre service to the 
Australian people. (Hewson 22 October 2004: 82) 

• Getting rid of State governments could save billions of dollars, as well as making government more 
accountable. (Russell 6 November 2004: 83) 

• Why do these state government allow billions of dollars to be wasted on duplicated bureaucracy 
instead of having more doctors and nurses?  ... we do not need ... state governments. (Bradley 11 
March 2005: 10) 

• Bloodletting between Canberra and the states has been a constant since federation, creating a maze of 
differing laws and regulations and adding billions to the cost of providing essential services through 
duplication and horrendous inefficiencies. (Ansley 16 April 2005: B12) 

 

Appendix 3E also include the following claims and estimates that benefits in the millions of 

dollars per annum could be achieved through Unification: 

 why don't we go the whole hog and abolish all state governments?  They are becoming more and 
more irrelevant and we would save millions of dollars, leading to lower taxes for everyone. (Bray 10 
January 2000: 17) 

 When Premier Bob Carr is looking at the money savings from council amalgamations, perhaps he 
could look at an amalgamation which would save very many millions of dollars. Why not 
amalgamate the states? (Anderson 9 February 2004: 12) 

 COME on Mr Howard, don't stop at taking over hospitals, be really bold and embrace fundamental 
reform to our system of government. Removal of state and territory governments would free up huge 
amounts of money now spent in propping up duplicated state, territory and federal governments and 
bureaucracies – costing millions each year.  Such a reform would go a long way towards improving 
our pension, education and health systems, and get the dead hand of bureaucracy off the backs of 
working Australians. (Malcolmson 11 March 2004: 14) 

 Abolishing state governments would save the nation millions of dollars in administration costs, 
dramatically reduce the mis-spending of taxpayer moneys and enable focus on often way overdue 
local needs. (Bongarzoni 5 January 2005: 8) 

 

The next four sections examine further claims and estimates which are not specifically applied 

to complete Unification proposals as such, but which nevertheless provide significant insights 

into the magnitude of the financial benefits possible through Unification. 
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Debnam's 2006 Claim that $1 Billion Per Annum can be Saved in NSW Alone 
 
Liberal party politician Peter Debnam, as Leader of the NSW Opposition, made claims and 

estimates that were reported by Wade (2006: 8) in the Sydney Morning Herald on 13 February 

2006: 

[Mr Debnam's] broad strategy is to cut the 300,000-strong public service by 10 per cent, using 
the savings to stimulate economic activity and make the state more competitive by cutting 
business taxes.  "NSW doesn't have a revenue problem; it has an expenditure problem," Mr 
Debnam says.  "We need to rein in the cost of the bureaucracy."  He claims that back office 
bureaucrats make up about 45 per cent of the public service, compared with about 20 per cent or 
less in private-sector enterprises.  With costs outstripping state revenue, this "gargantuan" 
bureaucracy cannot be sustained, he says.  If elected, the Coalition will freeze recruitment of 
back-office "desk jobs".  Because about 10 per cent of the public sector retires each year, this 
would reduce the size of the public sector by almost 30,000 over two years and save nearly $1 
billion each year. 

 

Debnam believes that savings amounting to $1 billion per annum can be achieved by reducing 

"back office" bureaucracy in NSW alone, even with the continued operation of the NSW State 

government, hence suggesting that even greater financial benefits could be achieved if State 

bureaucracy was eliminated altogether through complete Unification.  Further research would 

need to be carried out, however, to establish whether $1 billion could really be saved without 

reducing the numbers of teachers, nurses, police officers and other genuinely "front-line" State 

government employees, if the NSW State government continued to exist.  As Wade (2006: 8) 

recognises, "one question mark over the Coalition's savings plan is how it would distinguish 

between front-line and back office workers.  Mr Debnam's claim that almost 50 per cent of state 

public servants fall in to the latter category is sure to be contested". 

 
 
Estimates that Local Government Amalgamations Could Save About 20 Per 
Cent or $2 Billion Per Annum 
 
Local government amalgamations and their claimed and demonstrated costs and benefits are 

considered in this chapter for two related reasons.  Firstly, whereas proposals for New States, 

Regional Governments and Unification have never succeeded since Federation in 1901, 

advocates of local government amalgamations have been relatively very successful.  Local 

government amalgamations have occurred quite commonly throughout Australia's post-

Federation history and therefore provide real examples of government structure reform in 

Australia.  Secondly, the insights provided by local government amalgamations are especially 

significant in any examination of Unification, because the Unification of State, Territory and 
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Commonwealth governments, into a single national government, can be viewed as an 

amalgamation process. 

 
Several reports since the early 1990s have claimed that significant savings and financial benefits 

generally, in the order of 20%, could be achieved through local government amalgamations in 

Victoria and New South Wales.  In a 1993 publication titled Reforming Local Government in 

Victoria, economist Des Moore (1993b) estimated that 440 million dollars per annum could be 

saved if the number of councils in Victoria was halved (Moore 1996: 63-67; Kiss 1997: 49-50; 

May 2003: 93-94).  Moore (1993a: 14; see also Hallam 1994; Aulich 1999: 17) also observed 

that: 

A recent Institute of Public Affairs analysis of local government in Victoria shows that there is 
the potential to save ratepayers about $500-$600 million a year by halving the number of 
councils and introducing other reforms. Larger councils, of course, have the potential to provide 
stronger local government. 

 

Gettler (1995: 3) reported in the Age in March 1995 that the Victorian government aimed to 

save "between $362 million and $395 million a year" by reducing the number of Victorian 

councils from 210 to 78.  In 1996, following the amalgamations which reduced the number of 

councils to 78, the Victorian government and Victorian Auditor General (VAG) announced that 

amalgamations had generated financial savings of 323 million dollars per annum (VAG 1996).6

 
A 1998 report titled Reinventing Local Government in New South Wales, prepared by KPMG 

for the NSW Division of the Property Council of Australia, estimated that a "very significant" 

amount of "$845M out of a total expenditure of $3,821", or "22% of the cost of Local 

Government of the State" (KPMG 1998: 97), could be saved if NSW's 177 councils 

amalgamated into just 20 larger councils, based on the boundaries of regional organisations of 

councils (ROCs).  This same report also estimated that savings of approximately $600 million 

per annum, or 16%, could be saved if NSW's 177 councils amalgamated into just 50 larger 

councils (KPMG 1998: 108).  Stephen Soul, whose doctoral thesis explored the financial and 

general impacts of local government size (Soul 2000; see also 1996a: 41-43; 1996b: 8-10), has 

also estimated that ratepayer savings of $500 million per annum could be achieved if NSW's 

174 councils (in early 2001) were reduced in number to 51 councils through amalgamations 

(Cameron and Jamal 2001: 7). 

 
Moore, the Institute of Public Affairs, the Victorian government, KPMG, Soul and others (see 

also Property Council of Australia 2000: 13) have claimed and estimated, as above, that 

financial benefits amounting to approximately 15% to 20% could be achieved in Victoria and 
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New South Wales if local government numbers were reduced by a factor of about two or three.  

So if this 15% to 20% range applied Australia-wide, then financial benefits in the order of $3 

billion to $4 billion per annum might be possible through a comprehensive national program of 

local government amalgamations, at least $2 billion per annum of which should remain 

available for further savings even following the comprehensive amalgamations that have taken 

place in Victoria and South Australia, noting that total local government spending in Australia 

was approximately $14 billion in 1998-99, $17 billion in 2001-02, and $18 billion in 2004-05 

(ABS Cat. 5512.0 1998-99; 2001-02; 2004-05).7  Several studies, however, have suggested that 

gains from local government amalgamations have generally been approximately 5% or so, rather 

than the 15% to 20% figures claimed by amalgamation advocates as above.  Allan (2003: 75), 

for example, compares claimed and realised savings achieved through local government 

amalgamations in Victoria and South Australia:8

Victoria: Here the government promised savings of 20 percent yet got only 8.5 percent which 
was mainly from compulsory competitive tendering, not mergers. ... 
 

South Australia: Authorities promised a saving of 17.4 percent but realised only 2.3 percent.  
Rates escalated after a temporary freeze and not surprisingly the public became disenchanted 
with mergers. 

 

May (2003: 95; see also Garsden 2004: 19) similarly observes that the 1998-99 Local 

Government National Report stated that "sustainable annual savings from the South Australian 

amalgamations would amount to between $19 million and $33 million", or "some three to five 

per cent of council expenditure".  Garsden (2004: 19) notes that "the 1993 Queensland 

amalgamations were forecast to produce savings equivalent to 6.1% of the rate base".  Kiss 

(1999: 119; see also Clennell 1999: 36) suggests that the costs of the Victorian amalgamations 

may even have matched or exceeded the benefits: 

Comparing Victorian local government operational expenditures of $2.452 billion in 1991-92 
with those of $2.859 billion for 1996-97, the latest figures available, and then adjusting the 1991-
92 figure to 1997 values, gives a figure of $2,746 billion.  It would seem that the operating costs 
have increased [ABS, Local Government Finance: Victoria, 1993; 1998].  Rates have gone down 
considerably, a benefit to major property-owners in particular, but so has capital expenditure, 
which means that 'savings' have only been made by failing to maintain infrastructure.  ...  there 
are strong grounds for stating that local communities have not made any sustainable economic 
gains. 

 

Dollery and others (see, for example, Byrnes and Dollery 2002: 391-414; Dollery and Crase 

2004: 265-275; see also Kiss 1997: 45-73; 1999: 110-121; Vince 1997: 151-171; McNeill 2000: 

12-14) have conducted comprehensive surveys of Australian and international research on local 

government amalgamations and scale economies and diseconomies in local government, and 

have robustly demonstrated that: 
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• Economies of scale arguments in favour of local government amalgamations have generally 
not been supported by empirical evidence and have been theoretically suspect. 

 

• Theoretical and empirical insights from Australian and elsewhere generally offer very little 
support to claims that local governments serving larger populations are inherently superior 
or inferior, financially and generally, to those serving lesser populations.  Moderately sized 
local governments, serving populations between 10,000 to 300,000 or so, have generally 
attracted more theoretical and empirical support than very small and very large local 
governments. 

 

• Even if there were optimal sizes for local government areas in terms of population and land 
area, such optimal sizes would depend on the functions carried out by the local governments 
and on factors such as population density, so research findings based on local government 
systems in Europe and North America, for example, typically only provide limited insights 
into the likely costs and benefits of local government reform in Australia. 

 

• Australian local governments, on average, are already large by international standards in 
terms of population, and very large indeed in terms of land area. 

 

• It is extremely unlikely that vast financial and general benefits can be achieved through large 
scale local government amalgamation programs.  So claims and estimates of financial 
benefits exceeding 10% or so probably should be viewed with considerable caution. 

 

Estimates of the financial benefits possible through local government amalgamations, and 

associated research and debates, offer this current study several significant lessons.  Firstly, 

post-reform estimates of the financial benefits of local government amalgamations in Australia 

have generally been significantly more modest than those promoted prior to amalgamations. 

Secondly, if credible analysts believe gains of 20% or about $2 billion per annum (bpa) 

Australia-wide are possible in a local government sector which accounts for just seven percent 

of total expenditure across all three levels of government, then such analysts and other 

stakeholders are likely to find it relatively easy to accept that gains in the order of $10 bpa to 

$30 bpa or so could be achieved if Commonwealth, State and Territory governments, 

accounting for 93% of total government expenditure, were carefully rationalised.  Total public 

sector expenditure across all levels of government was $311 billion in 2001-02 and $367 billion 

in 2004-05 (ABS Cat. 5512.0 2001-02; 2004-05), so $10 billion represents just three per cent of 

these recent total public sector expenditure figures, and $30 billion just eight to nine per cent. 

 
Appendix 3G examines the local government amalgamation debate in detail and includes further 

descriptions of the KPMG estimates summarised above, a detailed critique of these KPMG 

estimates (McNeill 2000: 12-14), and a compilation of extracts from the Australian and 

international literatures on the financial costs and benefits of local government amalgamations 

and related considerations.  Appendices 2D and 2E provide further insights into the local 
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government amalgamation debate through their assessments of settlement patterns, local 

governments, and scales suitable for sub-national governments in Australia. 

 
 
Costs Associated with State and Territory Borders 
 
A significant body of research has confirmed that national and sub-national borders significantly 

impede trade, and economic and social exchange generally.  Many border effect studies have 

focused on flows of trade and populations across political borders, but some have attempted to 

quantify border effects in terms of tariff equivalence (see, for example, Wei 1996, Anderson and 

van Wincoop 2001; Wacziarg, Spolaore and Alesina 2003).  Most border effect studies have 

focused on international borders, but several have specifically examined sub-national borders 

such as Australia's State and Territory borders (see especially Wolf 1997; 2000; Chen 2004; 

Millimet and Osang 2006).  Appendix 3H presents a compilation of significant literature 

extracts on border effects, and Appendix 3I presents a similar compilation of extracts from 

media reports and other literature on border anomalies in Australia and closely related issues. 

 
Several papers have emphasised the significant costs, risks and hazards associated with life-and-

death gravity emergency response procedures which vary across State and Territory borders.  

Gough Whitlam (1983: 40-42), for example, famously lamented the incompatibility of fire hose 

connections which undermined inter-State assistance efforts in response to bushfires.  The use of 

different radio frequencies across the NSW-ACT border arose as a significant impediment in the 

emergency response to the bushfires which killed four people in the ACT in January 2003 

(McLeod 2003: 75; Nairn 2003: 183, 237-239; Ellis, Kanowski and Whelan 2004: 137-140).  

Nearly three years before the ACT bushfires, Brian Sharp, the Mayor of Murray Shire and 

chairman of the Murray Regional Organisation of Councils, expressed serious concerns that 

"Victorian firefighters … use different radio frequencies" to those used in NSW (Borchard 2000: 

9).  The House of Representatives Select Committee into the Recent Australian Bushfires, 

chaired by Federal Liberal MP Gary Nairn (2003: 287), concluded that "the current lack of 

national standards in key areas continues to restrict the effectiveness of fire suppression efforts 

in this country", and that "a parallel can be drawn between the current state of bushfire 

management and the inefficiencies that prevailed before the introduction of a national rail 

gauge", but emphasises that "telling as this parallel may be, it does not reflect the far more tragic 

consequences of inefficiencies in bushfire management that may arise in the loss of life, 

property and heritage".  Appendix 3J presents a compilation of extracts from media reports and 
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other literature on the costs associated with border anomalies affecting the prevention and 

response to bushfires. 

 
Nocera and Garner (1999: 598-602) examined the different ambulance triage systems employed 

by Australia's States and Territories and the impact of State and Territory borders on ambulance 

and medical responses to mass casualty incidents (MCIs) in view of the inconsistent ambulance 

triage procedures in place.  They observed that "all eight State and Territory ambulance services 

use a numerical and colour coded system to indicate triage priority during an MCI" and that 

"there were five different triage tag designs for triage documentation, six different triage 

taxonomies and five different triage methodologies with minimal homology between the 

different triage systems and the National Triage Scale used in hospitals" (Nocera and Garner 

1999: 598), and hence conclude that "the multiplicity of state ambulance triage taxonomies 

severely hinders mutual aid arrangements across State and Territory borders" (Nocera and 

Garner 1999: 600). 

 

Three Million Australians Living Within 100 Kilometres of a State or Territory Border 
 
To emphasise the scale of the ambulance triage problem briefly described above, Nocera and 

Garner (1999: 600; see also Daily Telegraph 1999: 17) refer to Australian Bureau of Statistics 

1996 Census data on the numbers of people living within 100 km of one or more State and 

Territory borders: 

Approximately 3.31 million Australians live within 100 km of a State or Territory border where 
ambulance units crossing the border in response to an MCI will potentially result in two 
completely different triage systems being used at the site of the MCI.  In addition, 88 370 
Australians live within 100 km of the junction of three State borders where none of the state 
ambulance services uses the same triage system. 

 

Because Nocera and Garner refer to borders crossable by ambulances, the 3.31 million and 

88,370 figures as above could only apply to the seven mainland States and Territories, the 

population of which totalled 17,429,441 according to the 1996 Census.  So if 3.31 million 

Australians lived within 100 kilometres of a State or Territory border in 1996, then that 

represented 19.0% of Australia's 1996 mainland population, and 18.5% of Australia's total 

population (17,892,423).  The conurbation extending from the NSW-QLD border through the 

Gold Coast and up to Brisbane would account for more than half of this 3.31 million figure, and 

the ACT and its surrounds would account for another 400,000 or so people, but there are still 

very significant border populations which are totally separate from the eight State and Territory 

capital cities.  Over 100,000 people live within a small radius of Albury-Wodonga, and many 
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towns are located on the NSW and VIC sides of the Murray river westwards to the South 

Australian border, including the larger townships of Corowa-Wahgunya, Yarrawonga-Mulwala, 

Cobram-Barooga, Echuca-Moama, Swan Hill and Mildura.  According to the 2001 Census 

(ABS Cat. 2016.2 2003: 62), Mildura (population 27,931) was the seventh largest urban centre 

in Victoria by population, Wodonga the eighth (27,659), Echuca the 20th (10,926), Swan Hill 

the 24th (9,738) Cobram the 44th (4,542), and Yarrawonga the 48th (4,042).  The three State 

junction between South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales accounts for the majority of 

the 88,370 people quoted above from Garner and Nocera, and includes the township of 

Wentworth in NSW (with a 2001 Census population of 1,433), and in SA: Renmark (population 

4,448), Berri (4,213), Loxton (3,350), Barmera (1,937) and Waikerie (1,764). 

 
Table 3-1 below lists Australian urban centres and towns which cross State or Territory (STU) 

borders or which extend to within 10 km of an STU border, along with their populations 

according to the ABS 2001 Census, and shows that the sixth and seventh largest urban centres in 

Australia (Gold Coast-Tweed and Canberra-Queanbeyan) are both border cities.9  So after the 

five mainland capital cities, the two largest metropolitan areas in Australia are located in border 

regions. 

 
The 21 settlements listed in Table 3-1, with a combined population of approximately 900,000 

(according to the 2001 Census), made up nearly 5% of Australia's total population, but over 

14% of the population located on the mainland but outside the five mainland State capital cities.  

And these 21 settlements are merely those which actually cross STU borders or come to within 

10 kilometres of an STU border.  A significant additional population is located within 20 

kilometres of STU borders, including Mount Gambier in SA which is located approximately 15 

km from the Victorian border and which had a population of 22,656 according to the 2001 

Census. 
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Table 3-1:  Australian Urban Centres and Towns which Cross STU Borders or Extend to Within 10 Kilometres of Such a Border 

Settlement Population STU(s) 
STU(s) 

crossed or 
nearby 

Rank Among all 
Australian Urban 

Centres 

Percentage of 
Australia's Total 

Population 

Cumulative 
Population

Cumulative 
Population as a 
Percentage of 

Australia's Total 
Population 

Percentage of 
Mainland Non-

capital Population

Cumulative 
Population as a 
Percentage of 

Mainland Non-
capital Population 

Gold Coast-Tweed Heads 406,619 QLD, NSW QLD, NSW 6 2.143 406,619 2.14 6.5 6.5 
Canberra-Queanbeyan 336,805 ACT, NSW ACT, NSW 7 1.775 743,424 3.92 5.4 11.8 

Albury-Wodonga 69,664 NSW, VIC NSW, VIC 18 0.367 813,088 4.29 1.1 12.9 
Mildura 27,931 VIC VIC, NSW 38 0.147 841,019 4.43 0.44 13.4 

Echuca-Moama 13,744 VIC, NSW VIC, NSW 76 0.0724 854,763 4.51 0.22 13.6 
Swan Hill 9,738 VIC VIC, NSW 110 0.0513 864,501 4.56 0.15 13.7 

Corowa-Wahgunyah 5,907 NSW, VIC NSW, VIC 169 0.0311 870,408 4.59 0.094 13.8 
Yarrawonga-Mulwala 5,697 VIC, NSW VIC, NSW 175 0.0300 876,105 4.62 0.091 13.9 

Goondiwindi 5,475 QLD QLD, NSW 183 0.0289 881,580 4.65 0.087 14.0 
Cobram 4,542 VIC VIC, NSW > 200 (44 in VIC) 0.0239 886,122 4.67 0.072 14.1 

Stanthorpe 4,166 QLD QLD, NSW > 200 (42 in QLD) 0.0220 890,288 4.69 0.066 14.1 
Howlong 1,949 NSW NSW, VIC > 400 (154 in NSW) 0.0103 892,237 4.70 0.031 14.2 

Barham-Koondrook 1,852 NSW, VIC NSW, VIC > 400 0.0098 894,089 4.71 0.029 14.2 
Rutherglen 1,838 VIC VIC, NSW > 400 (92 in VIC) 0.0097 895,927 4.72 0.029 14.2 

Merbein 1,822 VIC VIC, NSW > 400 (93 in VIC) 0.0096 897,749 4.73 0.029 14.3 
Tocumwal 1,525 NSW NSW, VIC > 400 (187 in NSW) 0.0080 899,274 4.74 0.024 14.3 
Wentworth 1,433 NSW NSW, VIC > 400 (197 in NSW) 0.0076 900,707 4.75 0.023 14.3 

Barooga 1,029 NSW NSW, VIC > 400 (242 in NSW) 0.0054 901,736 4.75 0.016 14.3 
Kilarney 831 QLD QLD, NSW > 700 (176 in QLD) 0.0044 902,567 4.76 0.013 14.3 

Texas 700 QLD QLD, NSW > 700 (197 in QLD) 0.0037 903,267 4.76 0.011 14.4 
Bogabilla 666 NSW NSW, QLD > 700 (314 in NSW) 0.0035 903,933 4.76 0.011 14.4 
Pinnaroo 594 SA SA, VIC > 700 (90 in SA) 0.0031 904,527 4.77 0.009 14.4 

Sources:  ABS (2003) Catalogues 2016.0 to 2016.7, Selected Characteristics for Urban Centres, 2001; Browne, A. (2001), 'Explore Australia 2002: The Complete Touring Companion', 20th 
edition, Penguin Books Australia, Melbourne, 2001. 
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Estimates Based on the Border Anomalies Study by Shaw & Associates (1997) 
 
Appendix 3I includes extracts from an extremely significant 1997 report, titled Creating the 

Perfect Border: Border Anomalies Study, prepared by Shaw & Associates for the Murray 

Regional Development Board to assess border anomalies and the costs they impose on 

communities near the Murray River border between Victoria and NSW.  Whilst many studies 

have dealt with border anomalies in varying levels of detail, this Shaw & Associates study 

stands out as an especially comprehensive analysis which has offered considerable assistance to 

this current study by providing actual estimates of border costs that can be used, as below, to 

estimate the Australia-wide cost of border anomalies in Australia. 

 
Table 3-2 below presents estimates which Shaw & Associates (1997: Attachment 1) develop for 

94 businesses which provided quantified responses in dollar terms to the survey question: "Give 

a broad "ballpark" estimate of the total extra cost your organisation incurs as a result of 

operating under border anomalies".  These 94 businesses span across 16 of the 17 ANZSIC 

(Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification) categories (ABS Cat. 1292.0 

1993). 

 
Table 3-2:  Shaw & Associates (1997) Border Anomaly Cost Estimates by Industry 

 
Note: Shaw & Associates received no quantified estimates from any business in the Communication 
ANZSIC category for which there is no entry here. 
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Table 3-3 extends on the figures shown in Table 3-2 above to include: (1) the Australia-wide 

total number of operating businesses in the respective ANZSIC categories, based on data from 

the ABS publication Business Operations and Industry Performance 1996-97 (Cat. 8140.0 

1999); (2) estimates of the Australia-wide total number of operating businesses in each ANZSIC 

category which are located within 100 km of an STU border, based on the estimate, as above, 

that 18.5% of the Australian population was located within 100 km of a State or Territory border 

in 1996; and (3) estimates (labelled E1) of the Australia-wide costs attributed to border 

anomalies for each ANZSIC category, based on the assumption that all operating businesses 

located within 100 km of an STU border would experience costs due to border anomalies equal 

to those established by Shaw & Associates as in Table 3-2. 

 
Table 3-3:  Estimated Costs of Border Anomalies Based on Shaw & Associates (1997) 
Costs Per Business Estimates  

Industry Description 
R = 
Nos. 

Respondents

Estimated 
Cost 

C = 
Cost per 
business

T = 
Australia-
wide Total 
Number of 
Businesses
in 1996-97
(ABS Cat. 

8140.0) 

B = Estimated 
Australia-wide 

Number of 
Businesses 

Located Within 
100 km of a 

State or 
Territory 
Border in 
1996-97 

(B = 18.5% of T) 

E1 = 
Estimated 
Australia-
wide Costs 

Due to 
Border 

Anomalies
(E1 = 

B ÷ R × C)
 

($m) 

A Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries 3 $5,900 $1,967 120,125 22,222 44 

B Mining 1 $30,000 $30,000 2,079 385 12 
C Manufacturing 10 $100,000 $10,000 54,880 10,152 102 
D Electricity, Gas & Water 4 $126,500 $31,625 520 96 3 
E Construction 6 $89,000 $14,833 95,127 17,598 261 
F Wholesale Trade 5 $168,600 $33,720 46,988 8,693 293 
G Retail Trade 7 $162,650 $23,236 115,739 21,411 498 

H Accommodation, Cafes and 
Restaurants 2 $2,300 $1,150 34,833 6,444 7 

I Transport and Storage 5 $90,000 $18,000 31,314 5,793 104 
J Communication Services 0 n/a n/a 3,249 601   
K Finance and Insurance 8 $53,500 $6,688 22,731 4,205 28 

L Property and Business 
Services 30 $315,750 $10,525 134,540 24,889 262 

M Government Administration 
and Defence 5 $79,000 $15,800 5,804 1,074 17 

N Education 1 $10,000 $10,000 9,601 1,776 18 

O Health and Community 
Services 4 $1,255,450 $313,863 48,875 9,042 2,838 

P Cultural and Recreational 
Services 1 $40,000 $40,000 18,958 3,507 140 

Q Personal and Other Services 2 $4,500 $2,250 38,699 7,159 16 
Totals   94 $2,533,150 $26,948 784,062 145,047 4,642 

 

The figure at the bottom right corner of Table 3-3 provides the estimate that the Australia-wide 

cost of border anomalies across all industries in 1996-97 was approximately $4,600 million, or 
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$4.6 billion.  The health and community services industry accounts for approximately 60% of 

this total figure ($2.8 billion), and estimates exceeding $100 million also arise for the retail trade 

($498m), wholesale trade ($293), property and business services ($262m), construction ($261m), 

transport and storage ($104m), and manufacturing ($102m) industries.  These estimates are of 

course highly sensitive to the assumptions they are based on and the data used to represent the 

total number of businesses.  Table 3-4 repeats the E1 estimates shown in the rightmost column 

of Table 3-3 and also provides four corresponding estimates (labelled E2 through E5) based on 

more recent ABS business counts in the form of the all businesses and employing businesses 

counts presented in each of the publications Small Business in Australia 2001 (ABS Cat. 1321.0) 

and Australian Business Register – A Snapshot 2000 (ABS Cat. 1369.0).  It is seen that the cost 

estimates based on the all businesses counts are significantly larger than those based on the 

counts for employing businesses only, and that the estimates based on the employing businesses 

counts very closely resemble those obtained in Table 3-3.  Two further estimates columns are 

also provided in Table 3-4.  The estimates labelled E6 are the minimums of the corresponding 

estimates E1 through E5, and those labelled E7 are simply the minimum E6 estimates divided 

by 2 and rounded down to the nearest whole number (in $m). 

 
Further research would need to be carried out to test the assumptions which these estimates are 

based on, and more reliable estimates could of course be obtained if larger sample sizes were 

employed, but it is assumed tentatively that the estimates E1 through E5 shown in Table 3-4 

would probably over-estimate the Australia-wide costs of border anomalies, especially the 

estimates E2 and E4 based on the all businesses counts, and that taking minimum estimates (for 

E6) and then halving (for E7) may provide more realistic estimates. 

 
According to the tentatively preferred minimum and halved E7 estimates, border-costs are 

approximately $1.4 billion per annum in health and community services, and in excess of 

$100m per annum in four other industries: retail trade ($212m), property and business services 

($122m), wholesale trade ($118m) and construction ($110m).  
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Table 3-4:  Estimated Costs of Border Anomalies Based on Shaw & Associates (1997) 
Cost Per Business Estimates 

Industry Number of 
Businesses 

E1 = 
Estimate 
Based on 

Operating 
Businesses

as in 
ABS Cat. 
8140.0, 
1996-97 

($m) 

E2 = 
Estimate 
Based on 

All 
Businesses

as in 
ABS Cat. 
1321.0, 
2000-01 

 
($m) 

E3 = 
Estimate 
Based on 

Employing 
Businesses

as in 
ABS Cat. 
1321.0, 
2000-01 

($m) 

E4 = 
Estimate 
Based on 

All 
Businesses 

as in 
ABS Cat. 
1369.0, 
October 

2000 
 

($m) 

E5 = 
Estimate 
Based on 

Employing 
Businesses 

as in 
ABS Cat. 
1369.0, 
October 

2000 
($m) 

E6 = 
Minimum 

of 
Estimates 

E1 
through 

E5 
 

($m) 

E7 = 
Tentative 

Best 
Estimate
= (E6 ÷ 2) 
Rounded

Down 
 

($m) 

Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries 3 44 108 27 108 27 27 13 

Mining 1 12 62 14 62 14 12 5 
Manufacturing 10 102 176 93 279 107 93 46 

Electricity, Gas & 
Water 4 3 36 3 36 3 3 1 

Construction 6 261 638 221 1,090 245 221 110 
Wholesale Trade 5 293 390 278 533 236 236 118 

Retail Trade 7 498 725 425 1,055 446 425 212 
Accommodation, 

Cafes and Restaurants 2 7 8 6 15 6 6 3 

Transport and Storage 5 104 243 93 449 100 93 46 
Communication 

Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Finance and Insurance 8 28 32 21 412 41 21 10 
Property and Business 

Services 30 262 441 245 1,268 273 245 122 

Government 
Administration and 

Defence 
5 17 31 9 31 9 9 4 

Education 1 18 47 16 97 20 16 8 
Health and 

Community Services 4 2,838 4,662 2,752 7,571 2,750 2,750 1,374 

Cultural and 
Recreational Services 1 140 306 109 892 125 109 54 

Personal and Other 
Services 2 16 30 13 146 13 13 6 

Totals 94 4,642 7,937 4,327 14,045 4,416 4,279 2,132 

 

The estimates shown in Tables 3-3 and 3-4 essentially assume that all businesses based within 

100 km of a border will experience the same costs as those which responded to the Shaw & 

Associates survey, but there are several factors which suggest that such an assumption will over-

estimate costs, such as the following: 
 

• Shaw & Associates (1997: 4) acknowledge that "the sample of businesses selected to receive 
[their] survey was not random"; rather, "it was deliberately skewed towards industries and 
organisations that were considered more likely than others to experience some impact from 
border anomalies".  Furthermore, the Shaw & Associates survey questions were sent to 981 
businesses, of which 259 responded, and 94 quantified border cost estimates as in Table 3-2 
above (Shaw & Associates 1997: 1-6, Attachment 1).  Shaw & Associates (1997: 5) also 
observed that "just over half (55%) [of the 259] respondents believe that their business or 
organisation incurs extra costs from border anomalies", but "91% of respondents felt that the 
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cost impact is less than 5% of total costs", 5% "indicated their costs were between 5% and 
10%, 1% said they were between 10% and 20% and 2% [6 businesses among the 259 
respondents] believed the cost impact of border anomalies to be over 20% of their total 
costs". 

 

• Among all businesses located within 100 km of an STU border, it seems intuitively likely 
that businesses located very near such a border (within 20 km, for example) will typically 
experience significantly greater border related costs than those located further away from the 
border (more than 50 km away, for example). 

 

• The 18.5% percentage figure used to obtain the border cost estimates shown in Tables 3-3 
and 3-4 are based on the 3.31 million figure cited by Nocera and Garner (1999: 600), which 
includes much of the southern section of the Brisbane metropolitan area – much of which 
may experience limited direct border costs.  Countering this, however, is the fact that the 
populations in Table 3-1 – which only include recognised urban centres and townships – 
total almost one million. 

 

Whilst the lower E7 estimates are tentatively preferred over the other estimates in Tables 3-3 

and 3-4, based on acknowledgements such as those above, it is also acknowledged that 

economy-wide border cost impacts might significantly exceed those captured in the Shaw & 

Associates survey responses, and that larger cost estimates would probably arise if the costs of 

foregone business opportunities could be quantified.  Many border area businesses which 

believe border costs are minimal might be avoiding border-related costs because they are simply 

resigned to operation on just one side of the border, because of perceived costs, risks and other 

impedients to cross-border operation.  Such businesses may hence miss potentially lucrative 

opportunities to trade across borders.  Chapter 5 further assesses the economy-wide cost impacts 

of separate State and Territory regulatory and business environments, and associated economic 

distortions and frictions, all of which are likely to be most pronounced in border regions. 

 
 
Financial Benefits of Commonwealth-State Vertical Integration 
 
An initial effort (Drummond 2002: 49-51) claimed that financial benefits in the order of 

approximately $10 billion per annum (bpa) could be achieved in Australia's public sector alone 

if Commonwealth and State-Territory levels of government vertically integrated to form a single 

national government, over and above the benefits possible at the State-Territory level alone if 

State and Territory governments horizontally integrated to form a single Australia-wide State-

Territory type government.  This $10 bpa estimate comprised vertical duplication cost savings 

of approximately $2 bpa and coordination cost savings of approximately $8 bpa. 
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This section now examines several further claims and estimates which provide general guides 

on the magnitude of the financial benefits possible through Commonwealth-State vertical 

integration, beginning with estimates presented to a Victorian Parliamentary inquiry in the late 

1990s. 

 

Victoria's 1998 Inquiry into Commonwealth-State Overlap and Duplication 
 
In 1996, the Victorian Parliament's Federal-State Relations Committee (FSRC 1998) began an 

inquiry into Commonwealth-State Overlap and Duplication.  According to its terms of reference, 

the FSRC (1998: xv) was to "inquire into, consider and report to Parliament on overlap and 

duplication of roles and responsibilities between the Commonwealth and the State, and areas of 

responsibility for which the States should have an enhanced role for the benefit of the 

Federation".  So this inquiry's examination of overlap and duplication explicitly assumed the 

continued existence of Australia's eight States and Territories. 

 
The FSRC (1998: 12; see also Trebeck and Cutbush 1996: 221-240) notes that "in its 

consultation undertaken for the Leaders' Forum, ACIL estimated the cost of overlap and 

duplication in Australia ... to be of the order of one-half to one percent of total program 

expenditure", where overlap and duplication is "measured in terms of additional administrative 

and overhead costs where two tiers of government are involved in service delivery and 

associated policy development".  It is hence estimated that "the cost to government of overlap 

and duplication in Australia is something like $1 billion annually", given that "total 

Commonwealth expenditure in 1998-99 is forecast to be $141.6 billion" (FSRC 1998: 12).  But, 

again, this $1 bpa estimate assumes the continuance of Australia's current federal structure. 

 

Further Insights into the Gains Possible Through Vertical Integration 
 
Fletcher (1991: 13) observes that "the states tend to view government duplication and overlap as 

synonymous with commonwealth government activity", and that "commonwealth government 

proposals for reform appear to be aimed at reducing duplication and overlap by consolidating 

commonwealth authority".  Day (2001: 15) later observes, similarly, that "throughout the last 

century, it has been an ongoing struggle for the national government to assert its supremacy over 

the states", and that "in effect, the constitution had simply added another layer of government to 

the existing colonies". 
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According to a 1990 estimate, reported by Fray (1993: 19) in August 1993, it costs the 

Commonwealth government alone "more than $30 million a year" to administer Commonwealth 

specific purpose payments (SPPs) to the States and Territories, an amount which economist Fred 

Argy (cited in Fray 1993: 19) described as "just the tip of the iceberg". 

 
Moore (1993a: 14), writing in the Melbourne Age as a Senior Fellow at the Institute of Public 

Affairs, claims that "existing duplication between the Commonwealth and state governments is 

considerable", and observes further that "Institute research showed scope to cut Commonwealth 

spending by $9 billion, for instance".  Farr et al. (1996: 4) similarly report their findings that the 

Federal Government is a "massively and expensively overmanaged" operation costing $124 

billion-a-year, and that "buried in its myriad layers ... are areas where billions of dollars are 

wasted".10  It is claimed that "the Federal Government could save $1 billion and improve service 

by scrapping duplication of State Government activities", and that rationalisation at senior 

bureaucratic levels could generate further benefits in the order of $1 billion per annum (Farr et 

al. 1996: 5).  Former Labor Finance Minister Peter Walsh (cited by Farr et al. 1996: 5) similarly 

estimates that the Federal government's "administration costs ... could be hacked back by $2 

billion".  Literature extracts in Appendix 3K provide further insights into the magnitude of the 

financial benefits possible if Australia's Commonwealth and State-Territory level governments 

vertically integrated into a single national government in the process of Unification. 

 

 
Conclusion 
 
Unification advocates from Sir George Dibbs in the 1890s and John B. Steel shortly before 

World War I, to Jim Snow, Rodney Hall and others since the 1990s, have claimed that 

Unification could achieve financial benefits in the order of five to ten per cent.  Arthur Griffith 

in 1927 claimed that Unification could reduce the cost of government by about one-third, and 

Peter Consandine in 1991 claimed that his Unification plan could achieve "better government at 

less than half the cost", but these extreme claims, like Ken Thomas' claim that his Regional 

Government model could halve the cost of government, as described in Chapter 2, could not 

realistically apply to the whole of Australia's public sector, though they may well apply to some 

fractions of the public sector. 

 
It has been estimated that local government amalgamations could achieve gains in the order of 

20% or $2 billion per annum Australia-wide, across a local government sector which accounts 

for just seven percent of total expenditure across all three levels of government, and whilst such 
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gains have been challenged, they indicate that claims that Unification can achieve public sector 

benefits in the order of $10 billion to $30 billion per annum, or three to nine per cent of total 

public sector expenditure across all levels of government (based on 2001-02 and 2004-05 

figures), are relatively modest. 

 
Significant costs associated with State and Territory borders and border anomalies have been 

identified, possibly amounting to over $1 billion per annum in the health and community 

services sector alone.  Evidence has also been considered which indicates that gains in the order 

of at least several billion dollars per annum could be achieved if Australia's Commonwealth and 

State-Territory levels integrated in the process of Unification. 

 
Most recent claims and estimates in the order of $10 billion per annum or more, as described 

above, appear to derive ultimately from the Snow estimates from the early 90s, and the 

estimates developed subsequently in collaborations involving Snow and Hall (Drummond 1995; 

1998; 2002).  These Snow-Hall-Drummond estimates have attracted a degree of 

acknowledgement and endorsement, from reform advocates, politicians from various political 

parties, the media, and other stakeholders.  And whilst such acknowledgement and support does 

not amount to independent confirmation of technical accuracy, it is clear nevertheless that these 

estimates have aligned at least acceptably well with intuitive expectations.  Chapters 10 and 12 

attempt to update and improve on these earlier estimates of the financial benefits of Unification. 
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Chapter 4 

Past Estimates of the Financial Benefits of 
Functional Transfers 

 

 

There have been numerous calls, though rarely formally proposed and fully developed, for 

national approaches to education, health, laws, and other government functions, both prior to 

and since Federation.  Many of these proposals have been accompanied by qualitative claims or 

estimates of the financial and general benefits possible through such reform, and a small number 

have been supported by quantified financial benefit estimates of particular relevance to this 

current study.  Such quantified estimates have generally lacked explanations, rationales and 

analyses sufficient to fully confirm their accuracy, but they at least demonstrate the impressions 

that various stakeholders have developed, and they often provide valuable insights into the 

magnitudes of financial benefits possible through national approaches, and methodologies that 

may help develop improved estimates. 

 
Whereas Chapters 2 and 3 examined quantified claims and estimates of the financial benefits 

possible through New States, Regional Governments and Unification, Chapter 4 similarly 

explores the partial unification processes that would occur if one or more functions, or parts 

thereof, but not all functions, were transferred from the States and Territories to the 

Commonwealth government.  Such functional transfers could occur through formal 

constitutional amendments adding functions to Section 51 of the Commonwealth Constitution, 

other formal constitutional reforms, or less formal plans for national approaches under existing 

constitutional arrangements. 

 
Chapter 4 has four sections.  The first assesses claims and estimates of the financial benefits 

possible if the education function, or part thereof, was transferred from the States and Territories 

to the Commonwealth, or if national approaches to education were otherwise adopted.  The 

second and third similarly examine health care and law, order and safety functions respectively.  

The fourth then assesses selected combinations of two or more functions. 

 
The financial benefit estimates considered in this chapter, and associated reform proposals, 

should be interpreted in light of the commonly observed fact that Australia's Commonwealth 

Constitution has left considerable residual powers to the state level.  According to an OECD 

survey of 26 countries (Halligan 1997: 77), the Australian States:1
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are among the most powerful intermediate governments in the world because of the breadth of 
their functions and their substantial role in service delivery (in large part a function of the 
centralisation at the sub-national level, which occurs at the expense of local government). 

 

The transfer of powers from the States to the Commonwealth has therefore, according to 

Greenwood (1949: 42), become increasingly necessary and appropriate as Australia's sense of 

unity has developed over time – economically, socially and generally: 

At the time when Federation was achieved the sense of separateness was still strong and a 
limited form of union was all that was practicable, but the very success of the Federation brought 
into being a nation and the steady growth of national sentiment, reinforced by the revolution in 
communications and the closer integration of the economy, makes it only reasonable that there 
should be a corresponding growth in the powers entrusted to the Commonwealth Parliament. 

 

The reforms examined in this chapter would shift Australia's system of government at least 

somewhat towards the unitary end of the federal-unitary continuum, whilst generally preserving 

a federal system, constitutionally at least (Thompson 1992: 157), but a unitary polity would 

result if all law, order and safety functions were fully transferred to the Commonwealth 

government. 

 
 
Education 
 
There have been numerous calls for national approaches to education in Australia, many of 

which have been supported by qualitative claims of the financial and general benefits of national 

systems, but very few quantified estimates of such financial benefits have been discovered.  

Appendix 4A describes recent proposals for national approaches to education and qualitative 

assessments of the benefits possible through national systems, and shows that there is 

considerable support for national approaches to at least some elements of the education function, 

from politicians and other stakeholders. 

 
This section describes and briefly analyses two quantified claims made public in 2004 which 

provide rare and valuable insights into the magnitude of the financial benefits possible through 

national approaches to education, from Dr Brendan Nelson as Commonwealth Education 

Minister and Bruce Wilson as the Chief Executive Officer of the Curriculum Corporation. 

 

Nelson Claims One in Four Education Dollars is Lost in Red Tape 
 
Following the release of a report by Angus et al. (2004) in June 2004, Nelson (quoted in Maiden 

2004: 3) claimed that "one in every four dollars spent on the nation's primary schools never 
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made it to the classroom as a result of state governments' "overly bureaucratic" administration 

practices", amounting to $2.75 billion in the 2003-04 financial year.  Nelson further claimed that 

"if state governments could reduce their administration costs by even 5 percentage points, this 

would release more than $500 million per annum to support Australia's state government 

primary schools" (Maiden 2004: 3). 

 
Angus et al. (2004: 36) explain that this 25 per cent (or "one in four") figure spent by 

government education systems but "not linked to schools", amounting to $1,400 per student in 

government primary schools, includes the costs of "services based in districts, special schools, 

bus travel, some forms of staff leave, superannuation, contract cleaning, costs that are met by 

other government departments and the cost of capital which is included in accrual accounting 

figures".  Much of this 25 per cent of total expenditure, therefore, is for essential activities 

carried out in support of education, so clearly cannot be accurately classified as "red tape" or 

excessive administrative expenditure, as Nelson claims.  Nelson himself implies that a 5 per cent 

cost reduction, releasing some $500 million per annum at primary school level alone, might be a 

more realistic goal. 

 
If $500 million could be released from bureaucracy at primary school level, along with a similar 

amount at secondary level and perhaps more within the tertiary education sector, then financial 

benefits of $1 billion per annum, or more, might be possible, whether through a national 

approach to education or other measures.  Results displayed in Part III of this thesis indicate that 

financial benefits of this order may indeed be possible if the current eight State and Territory 

education systems rationalised horizontally into a single Australia-wide education system. 

 

Wilson's $100 Million Estimate 
 
Arguing in support of a single national curriculum framework, Wilson (2004: 16; see also Partis 

2004: 14; Davis 2005: 5) observes that "we now have eight curriculum and assessment systems" 

in Australia in which "hundreds of people work away at solving the same set of problems", 

spending, "by some estimates, over $100 million annually on activity which could be done once 

rather than eight times". 

 
Curriculum and assessment in primary and secondary schools is clearly only one – albeit 

significant – component of total educational expenditure, so if annual savings in the order of 

$100 million could be achieved through the establishment of single, rationalised school 
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curriculum and assessment systems, then even greater financial benefits could be achieved if a 

fully unified national education system were established. 

 
The claims by Nelson and Wilson, as above, that $100 million to $1 billion or so could be saved 

each year if a fully national education system was established in Australia, are insufficiently 

developed to be considered reliable estimates, but they provide at least some expert support for 

the estimates presented later in Chapters 12 and 13. 

 
 
Health 
 
Numerous politicians and other stakeholders have recently called for a fully national health 

system under Commonwealth government control.  Appendix 4B describes many of these 

proposals and accompanying claims of the financial and general benefits possible through a 

national health system. 

 
Chapter 3 has already described estimates which suggest that financial benefits in the order of 

one billion dollars per annum could possibly be achieved if border anomalies, found to be 

especially costly in health care, can be overcome in a fully national health system.  This section 

now considers further dollar or percentage estimates of the costs associated with Australia's 

current health arrangements, and the benefits possible if Commonwealth, State and Territory 

health bureaucracies and systems generally were rationalised to form a national health system. 

 

Gottliebsen's 1996 Reference to an Estimate of Half a Billion Dollars 
 
Writing in May 1996, finance commentator Robert Gottliebsen (1996: 6) recalled that "with 

Health: two years ago, when Graham Richardson was Health Minister, the Commonwealth, 

Victoria and Queensland reached an agreement" and that "initial savings through reduced 

duplication amounted to $500 million, but with a bit more work, savings probably would be 

closer to $1 billion".  Significantly, this $500 million per annum gain reported by Gottliebsen 

(1) was achieved despite the retention of separate Commonwealth, State and Territory health 

systems, and (2) left latent benefits, amounting to another $500 million or so (in 1996 dollars), 

remaining to be achieved at some later stage through further reforms. 
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Dwyer, Knowles and Menadue Claiming in 1999 that Duplication Costs $1.5 Billion 
 
Professor John Dwyer, professor of medicine at the Prince of Wales Hospital, claimed in 

November 1999 that approximately $1.5 billion of NSW's $7 billion health budget "was not 

appropriately spent because of duplication'' (quoted by Doherty and Ragg 1999: 2), and was 

supported in his claim by NSW Health Minister Craig Knowles and NSW Health Council 

chairman John Menadue.2  According to Menadue, "several hundred million dollars'' worth of 

"improvements and efficiencies'' could be achieved within the NSW public hospital system 

(Doherty and Ragg 1999: 2). 

 
With $1.5 billion representing approximately 20% of $7 billion, and "several hundred million 

dollars" (quoting Menadue as above) approximately 10% of $7 billion, the claims by Dwyer and 

Menadue as above amount to claims that approximately 10% to 20% of the NSW health budget 

was being wasted by bureaucratic duplication and other inefficiencies in 1999 within the State 

of New South Wales alone, and possibly an even greater percentage if the interfaces between 

New South Wales and the Commonwealth and between New South Wales and the other States 

and Territories were taken into account. 

 

Estimates Presented at August 2003 Health Summit 
 
The following estimates were included in a paper presented at the Australian Health Care 

Summit (AHCS) in Canberra, on 19 August 2003 (Drummond 2003a: 3; see also 2002: 43-56; 

2003b: 7-9), as follows (emphasis as in original): 

• approximately $1 billion to $2 billion per annum could be saved within the public health sectors if 
Australia's eight state and territory public health sectors horizontally amalgamated into a single 
Australia-wide state-type public health sector. 

• approximately $2 billion to $4 billion per annum could be saved within the public health sectors if 
Australia's state, territory and Commonwealth public health sectors all coalesced into a single 
national health sector/system, leaving health care/service regions more or less as in the present 
system. 

• approximately $3 billion to $6 billion per annum could be saved within the health sector as a whole 
(i.e. public and private combined) if Australia's state, territory and Commonwealth public health 
sectors all coalesced into a single national public health sector, hence facilitating a single national 
private health sector as well. 

 

Two papers presented at this Health Summit (Drummond 2003a; 2003b) are reproduced in full 

in Appendix 4C.  These 2003 estimates, significantly, were established without knowledge and 

fully independently of the 1999 estimates by Dwyer, Knowles and Menadue, and other earlier 

estimates, as described above.  These estimates have attracted a significant level of 

acknowledgement, and some degree of support and endorsement, from reform advocates, 
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politicians from various political parties, the media and other stakeholders.  And whilst such 

acknowledgement and support does not amount to independent confirmation of technical 

accuracy, the prominent use of these 2003 estimates suggests that their magnitude, amounting to 

approximately 5% of annual Australia-wide health expenditure, aligns at least acceptably well 

with expert and stakeholder assessments. 

 
Among the 192 media reports presented in Appendix 4B, describing proposals for national 

approaches to health or closely related issues, more than 50 claim or estimate that Australia's 

current health system hosts duplication of bureaucracy and effort, and waste and inefficiencies 

generally, amounting to approximately one to four billion dollars per annum across 

Commonwealth, State and Territory health administrations, and that an efficient national health 

system absent of such waste and duplication, run by the Commonwealth government or 

otherwise, could generate savings and benefits generally of at least $1 billion per annum, 

relative to the current system.3  Most of these billion dollar claims and estimates in Appendix 

4B appear to have derived from the estimates presented at the 2003 AHCS, as above, either 

directly or indirectly, or from the separate claims by Dwyer, Knowles and Menadue as above.  

Whilst most media reports have been supportive or at least open-minded towards these 2003 

AHCS estimates, one article in the Queensland Courier-Mail newspaper (Jones 2004: 4) reports 

Senator Nick Minchin, the Federal Finance Minister, strongly challenging these estimates: 

"Senator Minchin said that in order to identify real savings from which to fund new spending, 

Labor had to detail to voters the specific programs it would cut".  Senator Minchin's challenge 

here clearly does have legitimacy.  In response, it can be confirmed that the 2003 AHCS 

estimates certainly do assume that the central office bureaucratic elements, within Australia's 

current nine Commonwealth, State and Territory health administrations, can and would be very 

significantly reduced in the process of rationalising to a single national system under 

Commonwealth control, with just one central health bureaucracy, administrative regions more 

or less unchanged from present arrangements, and scope for further rationalisation across 

finance departments and other government departments associated with health care. 

 
Chapters 12 and 13 provide updated versions of the estimates presented at the 2003 AHCS 

which again indicate that benefits amounting to approximately $1 billion per annum can be 

achieved, in the public health sector alone, if Australia's State and Territory health systems 

horizontally amalgamated (or integrated, or coalesced) into a single Australia-wide, State-

Territory level health system, and that perhaps $2 billion could be achieved following the 

complete integration of State, Territory and Commonwealth health departments and systems 
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into a fully integrated national system.  And when the health function costs associated with 

border anomalies are taken into account, as described in Chapter 3, it is eventually estimated 

that overall benefits of $2 billion to $4 billion per annum could be achieved, in total across both 

public and private sectors, if Australia moved to a national health system, representing 

efficiency gains of approximately 5 per cent per annum, noting that total public sector health 

expenditure across all levels of government was approximately $44 billion in 2001-02, and $52 

billion in 2003-04 (ABS Cat. 5512.0: 2001-02; 2003-04), and total Australia-wide health 

expenditure across both public and private sectors was approximately $61 billion in 2000-01, 

according to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW 2004: 230, 242, 246), of 

which the Commonwealth government provided approximately $28.7 billion (47%), State, 

Territory and local governments contributed $13.8 billion (23%), and private sources 

contributed $18.4 billion (30%).  So a benefit of $1.0 billion per annum amounts to 

approximately 2% of total public sector health expenditure; $2.0 billion would amount to some 

4%, and so on.  So cost and benefit estimates in the order of one billion dollars per annum are 

clearly quite modest in percentage terms. 

 

Iemma in 2004 and 2005 
 
Several media reports in 2004 and 2005, as shown in Appendix 4B, describe plans of the NSW 

government to overcome administrative duplication within the NSW health system and hence 

save an estimated $100 million to $150 million, or possibly as much as $700 million, each year.  

O'Malley (2004: 1), on 6 March 2004, reports claims, by then NSW Health Minister Morris 

Iemma, "that $700 million could be saved by combining the corporate services of the state's 17 

area services".  The 9 March 2004 Editorial in the Sydney Morning Herald (2004a: 10) refers to 

further claims by Iemma that removing administrative duplication "may save $150 million a 

year", and also refers to the "several hundred million dollars" claim of John Menadue, described 

earlier in this section: 

There is an echo of earlier times in much of this. In 1999, during another perceived public 
hospital crisis, Mr Knowles set up the NSW Health Council. The council's head, John Menadue, 
said there were "several hundred million dollars" worth of "improvements and efficiencies" to be 
made. 

 

Later in March 2004, Sofios (2004: 2) reported the claim that "$150 million a year" could be 

saved by "reorganis[ing] area health services to cut duplication across 17 regions".  By July 

2004, however, the claimed savings had reduced to a still significant $100 million (Sydney 

Morning Herald 2004b: 12), which represented about 1.0% of NSW's $10 billion annual health 
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budget.  On 2 August 2004, Allen (2004: 5) further describes how Iemma's claims "dovetailed" 

with similar claims made by the federal Labor party and a recent South Australian review: 

NSW Labor's plan to save $100 million in health costs under massive statewide reforms 
involving the loss of 650 administrative jobs is expected to lead to more direct funding, such as 
the hiring of 1600 extra nurses.  The plans dovetail with federal Labor's proposal for a $2 billion 
money-saving plan to eliminate "waste and duplication" from the health system in the 
commonwealth bureaucracy, and with a recent report on an overhaul of South Australia's health 
system.  Federal opposition health spokeswoman Julia Gillard and NSW Health Minister Morris 
Iemma have developed an "excellent working relationship" in terms of synchronising policies 
that will eliminate duplication across the $77 billion health system, say political sources.   

 

A year later in August 2005, Iemma, as NSW Premier, claimed that a financial benefit of $100 

million per annum had actually been achieved as a result of the reforms he initiated in 2004 as 

Health Minister (Allen and Hewett 2005: 1). 

 
Australia's population has been almost exactly three times that of NSW in recent years, so if 

intra-State bureaucratic duplication and inefficiencies amounted to $100 million per annum in 

the NSW health system alone, then the corresponding Australia-wide figure might be 

approximately $300 million per annum if all States and Territories hosted similar inefficiencies 

in proportion to their population.  Alternatively, if such intra-State inefficiencies amounted to 

$100 million per annum in all eight States and Territories, then the Australia-wide figure for 

such inefficiencies might total approximately $800 million per annum.  In any event, the NSW 

experience suggests that the Australia-wide total of intra-State duplication and inefficiencies 

may have been in the order of half a billion dollars per annum prior to the Iemma-led reforms in 

NSW, or approximately 1% of the total health expenditure of the States and Territories. 

 

Rankin's 2004 Claim that "Billions" are Wasted in Duplication and Bureaucracy 
 
In a September 2004 opinion piece in the Canberra Times newspaper, country general 

practitioner Tim Rankin (2004: 19) describes bureaucratic duplication within and among 

Australia's nine Commonwealth, State and Territory health administrations, observes that there 

are "hundreds of area health bureaucracies ... empire building and wasting billions in futile 

duplication and paper chasing", and hence claims that "what we really need is a truly national 

health policy" encompassing "medical costs, manpower, hospitals, [and] pharmaceuticals". 

 

Estimates in February 2005 Productivity Commission Report on NCP 
 
In the February 2005 report on its Review of National Competition Policy Reforms, the 

Productivity Commission (2005a; see also 2005b) refers extensively to the need to reform 
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Australia's health system and states that "in the Commission's judgement, the human service 

area that currently offers the largest potential benefits from a nationally coordinated reform 

approach is health care" (Productivity Commission 2005a: XXXIV), despite the fact that health 

is not mentioned at all in the terms of reference for this review, nor in any of the titles of the 

report's 12 chapters.4  The Commission (2005a: 367) suggests that it is reasonable to aim for a 

10 per cent efficiency improvement across the health sector, amounting to "around 1 per cent of 

GDP at the present time and, given likely expenditure trends, as much as 2 per cent by 2050". 

 
With Australia's GDP being approximately $892 billion in 2004-05 (ABS Cat. 5204.0 2004-05: 

19), a benefit of one per cent of GDP would amount to approximately $9 billion per annum in 

2004-05 terms.  The Commission (2005a: XLIII, XXVII) observes that "such cost savings could 

be drawn on to improve service quality and access to the health care system, and to help meet 

the costs of servicing an ageing population", and claims further that "given the projected 

escalation in expenditure in areas such as health and aged care, taking advantage of all 

opportunities to improve the efficiency of service delivery will be especially important". 

 
The Commission (2005a: 371) also observes, as the Australian Democrats did in their 2000 

'Delivering a Remedy' plan (described in detail in Appendix 4B), that the financial benefits from 

a successfully reformed health care system have the potential to extend beyond the public health 

sector to the whole of the Australian economy.  Private sector and economy-wide benefits that 

can flow from efficiency gains in the public sector are further considered briefly in the next 

section on law, order and safety functions, and as a central theme of Chapter 5. 

 

Beattie in 2005 Claiming that Billions are Wasted Each Year 
 
In several statements in 2005, Queensland Premier Peter Beattie claimed that millions or billions 

of dollars are wasted as a result of overlaps between the Commonwealth and the States, as 

reported on ABC radio news and the ABC news website (via www.abc.net.au/news/) as follows, 

for example: 
 

27 May 2005: "I'm frustrated by the lack of reform in health.  We waste billions of dollars every 
day". 

 

14 August 2005: "The facts are unless we have national reform of health, then we're still going to be 
wasting billions of dollars every year. ... It would be better if either the 
Commonwealth or the states completely ran health".  

 

29 August 2005: "The truth is the health system has dreadful overlaps between the Commonwealth 
and the state.  Everyday we waste millions of dollars in Australia". 
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Mr Beattie's 27 May 2005 claim that "we waste billions of dollars every day" across Australia's 

health systems can be discounted as a slip of the tongue, as implied by his subsequent claims, on 

14 and 29 August 2005 respectively, as above, that the level of waste is in the billions per year 

or millions per day. 

 

Estimate by Somlyay in Early 2006 
 
Alex Somlyay is a former federal health department economist and currently (in 2007) the 

Liberal MP for the Queensland electorate of Fairfax (centred on the Sunshine Coast) and 

chairman of the House of Representatives Committee on Health and Ageing.  In January 2006, 

Somlyay (as quoted by Steketee 2006: 10; see also Podger 2006: 62) stated that "the 

commonwealth should take a national approach" and "should be running public hospitals", and 

claimed further that "at this stage we are getting about 20c in the dollar of spending actually 

getting through to the patient".  Further research would need to be done to assess this "20c in the 

dollar" claim, and more precisely trace the link between expenditures, activities and outcomes in 

the Australian health system, but the claims and estimates examined in this section collectively 

suggest a strong consensus that Australia's health system hosts inefficiencies amounting to 

several billion dollars per annum, or at least 5% to 10% or so, in the public sector alone, much 

of which could be overcome through a move to a fully national health system. 

 
 
Law, Order and Safety 
 
As with education and health, there have been many calls for national approaches to law, order 

and safety functions in Australia, such as the Commonwealth government's current attempt to 

establish a national industrial relations system.  There have also been many claims that national 

approaches can generate significant benefits, but quantified estimates of the financial benefits of 

such national systems have again been rare and difficult to locate.  This section summarises 

several of the best quantified claims and estimates which have been discovered, from 

criminologists John Walker and Pat Mayhew, former Commonwealth Justice Minister Duncan 

Kerr, and others, all of which provide estimates of the financial costs of current systems or other 

significant insights into the financial benefits possible through national systems of law, order 

and safety. 

 
Appendix 4D, supporting this section, describes proposals for national approaches to law, order 

and safety functions, or parts thereof, and claims of benefits expressed mainly in qualitative 
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terms, again sufficient to establish that there has been widespread support for such national 

approaches. 

 

Costs of Crime Estimates from Walker, Mayhew and Others 
 
According to criminologist John Walker (1997: 1; see also 1992: 2; Mayhew and Adkins 2003: 

2), the costs of crime include "property losses and/or medical costs incurred during the actual 

incident and its immediate aftermath", and the costs of "long-term and wide-ranging 

consequences of the incident", "preventive efforts made to reduce the future incidence or 

severity of such crimes", and "the criminal justice system set up to deal with the offenders".  

Walker (1997: 1; citing the United Kingdom Home Office Standing Conference on Crime 

Prevention 1988) notes further that economists identify two distinct crime cost components – 

financial costs and economic costs – where the financial costs of crime "are not, in the eyes of 

economists, losses to the community, but are illegal transfers of purchasing power from victims 

to offenders", and the economic costs "arise when crime causes society to divert time, energy 

and resources from more productive purposes".  Economic costs hence include the "costs of 

public and private resources used against crime", and additional losses and costs associated with 

"the diversion of scarce medical resources to the treatment of victims of crime, the quality of life 

losses incurred by victims, and the time spent by victims assisting police with enquiries" 

(Walker 1997: 2). 

 
Employing various techniques, acknowledging often significant limitations, and building on 

earlier estimates by Walker (1992: 9; 1997: 6), Mayhew and Adkins (2003: 1-2, 7-8; see also 

Mayhew 2003; Riley 1993: 41; Webber 2001: 11) estimate that the total cost of crime in 

Australia in 2001-02 was "nearly $32 billion", which equated to "$1,600 per person per year in 

Australia", or "five per cent of GDP".  This $32 billion estimate can be divided into two 

components: an estimated $13 billion for the largely anticipated (and budgeted) costs in dealing 

with crimes, and an estimated $19 billion component – largely for the unanticipated 

consequences of crime – which Mayhew and Adkins (2003: 1, 7-8) refer to as simply crime 

costs.  The $13 billion costs in dealing with crime component includes annual (2001-02) costs of 

the criminal justice system ($6.4 billion), the private security industry ($3.1 billion), insurance 

and other precautions ($2.3 billion), and provisions for victims ($880 million).  The major 

components of the $19 billion crime costs estimate include the estimated annual costs of fraud 

($5.9 billion), property loss ($4.1 billion), intangible costs ($3.3 billion), lost output ($2.2 
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billion), the costs of drugs not elsewhere counted ($2.0 billion), damage due to arson ($1.35 

billion), and medical costs ($250 million) (Mayhew and Adkins 2003: 1, 7). 

 
So costs, as above, reflect a combination of public and private sector expenditures, insurance 

costs, and opportunity costs and other economic losses flowing from crime.  Chapter 5 assesses 

the private sector and economy-wide costs of business regulation in terms of similar cost 

components. 

 
Whilst these cost of crime assessments do not provide direct estimates of the financial benefits 

possible through a national approach to law and order, they assist this study by providing 

comprehensive details of the costs of the criminal justice system, and credible estimates of the 

overall magnitudes of costs and losses associated with crime.  They hence provide indirect 

insights into the financial benefits possible through rationalised structures and systems of 

government, policing and justice, and through crime reductions potentially achievable through 

more efficient and effective institutional arrangements, such as seamless cross-border police 

operations.  The next estimate considered, that of Justice Minister Duncan Kerr in 1993, 

provides more specific assessments of the costs associated with cross-border law and order 

operations. 

 

Kerr's 1993 Estimate that Separate Legal Systems Cost $4 Billion a Year 
 
According to Justice Minister Duncan Kerr in September 1993, "barriers facing law 

enforcement officers investigating crimes to be dealt with by interstate jurisdictions ... are 

estimated to add an extra $4 billion a year to the cost of administering justice in Australia" 

(Easterbrook 1993: 9).  Kerr (quoted by Easterbrook 1993: 9) added that "across all jurisdictions 

there is a recognition that continued inconsistency in criminal law can no longer be justified", 

and that "criminal activity does not recognise the boundary lines drawn on the map of Australia".  

In response to such concerns, Kerr announced "the introduction of a uniform national criminal 

code to remove inconsistencies in the treatment of criminal offences between the states" and 

thereby "promote equality before the law by ensuring that all Australians accused of a federal 

offence would be tried in accordance with the same basic principles" (Easterbrook 1993: 9). 

 
The claim, as above, that Australia's separate Commonwealth, State and Territory laws and legal 

systems impose additional administrative costs of $4 billion per annum, in 1993, appears to be 

an over-estimate in view of the fact that the total expenditures of Australia's criminal justice 

system in 1995-96 was $6.4 billion, including just $4.0 billion at State and Territory level 
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(Walker 1997: 5).  No further details of this estimate have been found, but the $4 billion figure 

may well be more accurate as an estimate of the total of additional costs incurred economy-wide 

– across private and public sectors in combination – due to the impact of the separate legal 

systems.  Other estimates considered below in this section, and elsewhere in this chapter, 

indicate that the retention of separate Commonwealth, State and Territory law, order and safety 

systems might indeed incur additional costs in the order of several hundred million dollars per 

annum, because of the institutional and procedural duplication, delays and frictions that arise 

under current arrangements.  It is also possible that the effectiveness of crime prevention, law 

enforcement, and Australia's legal systems generally, may in practice be impaired by 

jurisdictional barriers, and that, to the extent of such impairment, higher levels of crime arise 

which hence generate higher costs.  If fraud control, for example, became significantly more 

effective in the absence of jurisdictional barriers, such that fraud levels and the cost of fraud 

reduced by a realistically achievable level of, say, 20%, then that could represent an 

improvement of over $1.0 billion per annum, noting the $5.9 billion cost of fraud which 

Mayhew and Adkins estimated for 2001-02 as above. 

 

Further Estimates in the Millions Per Annum 
 
According to a statement by the Australian Law Council in September 1990 (Jurman 1990: 4), 

"the high cost of justice could be cut by millions if uniform national laws were enacted" in 

"areas including transport, safety standards, consumer credit, product safety, packaging, 

labelling and stamp duty".  According to Alex Chernov (cited by Jurman 1990: 4), the Council's 

president, "differing laws in each State and territory had led to unnecessary complexity and high 

costs". 

 
Chulov, Videnieks and Toohey (2002: 5) observe that the Commonwealth government's "$50 

million Crimtrac DNA database has been rendered virtually inoperable because of differences in 

state laws governing protocols and procedures for sampling and exchange of forensic samples 

across borders".  And according to the Pedestrian Council of Australia (reported in Kearney 

2003: 23), if a national speed limit plan was introduced across Australia, so that "we all knew 

what the speed limit was", then "it would be much simpler" and "we could put millions (of 

dollars) into road safety". 

 
The Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI 2005a: 18) observes that there are 

currently "4500 federal and State awards" in Australia, "for just over eight million employees", 

and that (ACCI 2005a: 11; see also 30; emphasis added here): 
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Current multiple overlapping systems of Commonwealth and State regulation on employment 
laws are the product of colonial disputes of the 1890s and are unsuited to the modern era of 
national economic integration and globalisation.  They breach almost every principle of efficient 
and effective regulatory design.  They impose duplicate but different regulation on the same 
topics, create uncertainty over legal rights and obligations, have no coherent basis for their 
coverage and cost the taxpayer over $100 million per year in the duplication of courts, tribunals, 
bureaucracies and inspectorates. 

 

As with health care, education, and other government functions, the establishment of unitary 

systems of law, order and safety constitutes merely one of a range of institutional, managerial or 

even cultural reform options which may have the potential to improve effectiveness and 

efficiency.  This present thesis seeks to focus on estimates of financial benefits achievable – 

directly or indirectly, and in public and private sectors alike – as a result of government structure 

reforms. 

 
The claims and estimates referred to above suggest that various stakeholders have estimated that 

annual benefits in the order of $100 million are possible through moves to national systems in 

individual areas such as industrial relations which represent just a fraction of the totality of law, 

order and safety functions.  Such estimates therefore indicate that benefits in the order of several 

hundred million dollars per annum may well be possible in the public sector alone if all law, 

order and safety functions were transferred to the Commonwealth, and that benefits exceeding 

$1 billion per annum may be achievable in the public and private sectors in combination. 

 
 
Multiple Functions 
 
Appendix 4E summarises numerous proposals to establish national systems across two or more 

government functions, and associated estimates of the financial benefits possible through such 

reforms, including many very recent proposals by senior politicians spanning political party and 

Commonwealth-State divides.  Only three quantified estimates of the financial benefits of 

multiple function transfers have been located in literature searches and recent media reports, two 

of which are associated with estimates described earlier in this chapter in the sections on 

education and health.  These three estimates, by Gottliebsen, Steketee and Partis, are now briefly 

examined. 

 

Gottliebsen's 1996 Estimates for Health, Education and Other Functions 
 
As noted previously in the section on the health function, Gottliebsen (1996: 6) recalled that 

"when Graham Richardson was Health Minister, the Commonwealth, Victoria and Queensland 
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reached an agreement" which saved an estimated $500 million by reducing duplication.  

Gottliebsen adds that "a similar process would yield big returns in Education and other 

government departments with activities that are duplicated in the states", hence suggesting that 

financial benefits in the order of at least a few billion dollars per annum could be achieved if 

several functions – including health and education – were rationalised to overcome wasteful 

duplication, whether under Commonwealth control or otherwise. 

 

Steketee's 2004 "Hundreds of Millions" Estimate 
 
In October 2004, Steketee (2004: 27) reported plans by NSW Premier Bob Carr "for a wholesale 

rationalisation of state and federal powers" and to "trade responsibilities to produce more 

efficient government and produce savings for taxpayers".  The "carve up of federal and state 

responsibilities" (Steketee 2004: 27), according to former NSW Liberal Premier Nick Greiner 

(as quoted by Steketee 2004: 27), "is the single greatest area of micro-economic reform that 

remains untouched ... efficiency gains in health alone would be just massive".  Steketee (2004: 

27) estimates that "the pay-off from having one level of government running big areas such as 

health is potentially hundreds of millions of dollars".  

 

Partis' 2004 Estimate 
 
Wilson's "$100 million" estimate for just part of the education function, described above, 

generated a response from South Australian Stuart Partis (2004: 14) in a letter to The Australian 

newspaper.  Partis argues that "thanks to our state/federal systems the same applies to just about 

every aspect of life in Australia" (Partis 2004: 14).  If Wilson and Partis are both accurate in 

their respective assessments, then their claims in combination suggest that national systems 

across several functions could generate benefits amounting to at least several hundred million 

dollars each year. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
This chapter has examined a series of quantified claims and estimates which provide direct or 

indirect insights into the financial benefits possible if one or several government functions were 

transferred from States and Territories to the Commonwealth government, or if national systems 

were otherwise established. 
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There have been numerous proposals for national approaches in one or more government 

functions, including education, health, and law, order and safety, as described in Appendices 

4A, 4B, 4D and 4E, some of which have called for formal constitutional reform.  Most reform 

proposals considered have been motivated by cost concerns and problems identified in 

Australia's current arrangements, and have been accompanied by criticisms of such current 

structures and systems, with repeated emphasis on complexity, confusion, coordination 

problems, waste, duplication, and inefficiency.  Several proposals for national approaches have 

also been accompanied by claims or estimates as to the financial and general benefit possible 

through the proposed reforms, though mostly in qualitative terms.  Few quantitative estimates 

have been located besides those presented in this chapter. 

 
The quantitative estimates presented in this chapter have seldom been backed up by rigorous 

analysis, and hence often need to be viewed with caution.  But they have always been based on 

at least some sound rationales such as bureaucratic duplication and cross-border frictions.  When 

considered alongside the numerous proposals and claims set out in Appendices 4A, 4B, 4D and 

4E, these estimates clearly demonstrate that an increasingly wide range of stakeholders – at both 

Commonwealth and State-Territory levels, across party political divides, and in both the public 

and private sectors – have become comfortable with the idea that annual benefits ranging from 

several hundred million dollars to several billion dollars, or 1% to 10% or so in percentage 

terms, may be achievable if one or more government functions were transferred from the States 

and Territories to the Commonwealth, or carefully designed national approaches were otherwise 

implemented.  Chapters 11 through 14 attempt to further clarify such estimates as a central 

objective of this thesis.  The estimates presented in this chapter provide at least some 

benchmarks against which these later estimates can be compared. 
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Chapter 5 

Private Sector and Economy-Wide Regulatory 
Costs and Reform Benefits 

 

 

Whereas Chapters 2, 3 and 4 focused on estimates of costs and benefits possible in the public 

sector through various government structure reform options, Chapter 5 examines estimates of: 

(1) private sector and economy-wide costs that various researchers and analysts have attributed 

to Australia's current government structures and associated regulatory systems, and (2) the 

benefits possible if various reform scenarios are followed – all of which involve at least some 

degree of reform to Australia's government structures and regulatory systems.  Whilst the 

emphasis in this section is on private sector costs and benefits, it is acknowledged that the costs 

and benefits of regulation involve both public and private sectors, and that it is impossible in 

general to neatly separate public and private sector costs and benefits, noting that: (1) there are 

regulators in both the public and private sectors (the latter in the case of private industry self-

regulation); (2) taxes and regulatory compliance costs are incurred by public and private sector 

businesses alike; and (3) costs affecting private sector businesses and profitability will impact 

upon public sector taxation revenues. 

 
The cost and benefit estimates presented in this chapter, and associated reform options, align 

with concerns that have been highly placed on the policy and reform agendas of business groups, 

Commonwealth, State and Territory governments, and other stakeholders in recent years.  Lewis 

and Murphy (2005: 4) reported in October 2005, for example, that: 

The danger of red tape strangling the economy has forced the Howard Government to establish a 
high-level taskforce to strip back corporate regulation.  Layers of rules and regulation covering 
environmental and taxation laws are expected to be pared back under plans to streamline a 
system estimated to cost $8 billion a year in compliance.  ...  It will pursue both commonwealth 
and state legislation, targeting areas of duplication or where laws are redundant. 

 

This chapter has eight sections designed to provide insights into the private sector and economy-

wide financial benefits possible through government structure reform.  The first provides an 

overview of business regulation in Australia with an emphasis on the volume of regulators and 

regulation at both Commonwealth and State-Territory levels.  The second and third sections 

then describe detailed attempts to quantify the overall costs of regulation in Australia, and the 

benefits possible through reform, by the former Commonwealth Business Regulation Review 

Unit (BRRU) in 1986, and by Access Economics and others in recent years.1  The fourth section 
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examines a comprehensive reform plan developed by Victorian Premier Steve Bracks, and 

accompanying estimates of the financial benefits possible through such reforms.  The fifth 

briefly considers further quantified estimates established in Australia and other countries.  The 

sixth examines the economic costs Australia faces as a result of its geographic remoteness and 

distance to world markets, and its unique geography and climate generally.  The seventh 

compares and reconciles various estimates summarised in this chapter.  The eighth then briefly 

concludes. 

 
 
Regulations and Regulators in Australia 
 
Regulation in Australia is carried out through government regulation and various forms of self-

regulation.  This section briefly describes Australia's regulation and regulators with an emphasis 

on quantitative descriptions of the volumes of such regulation and regulators. 

 

Government Regulation and Self-Regulation 
 
Regulations are established by Commonwealth, State, Territory and local governments to 

impose various legally enforceable obligations on businesses and individuals, including 

"through legislation, subordinate legislation and other regulatory instruments, such as guidelines, 

ministerial directions, mandatory codes of practice and accreditation and licensing standards" 

(Bracks 2005: 25). 

 
The Taskforce on Industry Self-Regulation (TISR 2000: 26-30) observes that self-regulation in 

Australia takes forms including information campaigns; service charters; internal complaints 

handling departments and procedures; accreditation, licensing and membership certification 

schemes; quality assurance schemes; the use of standards (such as those developed by Standards 

Australia); and codes and dispute resolution schemes.  The TISR (2000: 12, 23) also refers to a 

national "directory of self-regulatory schemes" comprising some 45 schemes.2

 
In addition to systems of government regulation and self-regulation, there are also systems of 

co-regulation, in which a regulatory scheme "is developed by industry with some government 

involvement but industry is fully responsible for its implementation (TISR 2000: v; see also 

Sylvan 2002: 3). 
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The Growing Volume of Regulation 
 
Walmsley and Sorensen (1993: 213) observe that "over the period 1959-1979 the 

Commonwealth and State governments passed 16 631 Acts and no less than 32 351 Statutory 

Rules", and that "in the 1970s there were 40 per cent more laws and 62 per cent more rules 

passed than in the 1960s".  They also note that "the cost to the private sector of complying with 

business regulations was put at $4 billion dollars as long ago as 1978/79", and that "70 per cent 

of these regulations" were "imposed by State governments" (Walmsley and Sorensen 1993: 213-

214; citing McLachlan 1985: 27-28).  Katie Lahey (2005: 8), the chief executive of the Business 

Council of Australia (BCA), has recently made similar observations: 

Regulation is now growing at 10 per cent a year – three times the economic growth rate.  More 
pages of legislation have passed the Commonwealth Parliament in the 14 years between 1990 
and 2004 than in the preceding 90 years.  The federal and state parliaments added 33,000 pages 
of new law to the statute and rule books in 2003.  In 2003, the state with the greatest volume of 
new legislation, Queensland, added another 8700 pages of laws and rules. And in Victoria there 
are 69 state business regulators policing 26,000 pages of rules and regulations.  Increasing 
amounts of business time and resources that would otherwise be directed to growth plans, 
innovation and improving competitiveness are being diverted into costly paperwork and box-
ticking. 

 

The BCA (2005a: viii) notes further that "in the four years from 2000 to 2003, the 

Commonwealth Parliament passed the same volume of primary legislation as it passed in the 

sixty-nine years from 1901 to 1969".  Banks (2005: 6, citing Banks 2003) similarly observes 

that "perhaps the most celebrated example of regulatory accretion in Australia is the Income Tax 

Assessment Act" which "has grown to some 7000 pages from the paltry 120 pages that did the 

job when it was first introduced back in 1936". 

 

The Volume of Regulators 
 
The Productivity Commission (2005c: 1; see also Banks 2005: 6-7) estimates that there are "up 

to 600 regulators Australia-wide": 

There are approximately 60 Australian [Commonwealth] Government regulators and national 
standard setting bodies involved in developing and/or administering regulations. While the total 
budgets and number of staff of these regulators is difficult to estimate, a sample of 16 Australian 
Government regulators is indicative. In 2003-04, they had a combined staff of over 33,000 and 
annual budgets exceeding $4.1 billion ...  A further 40 Ministerial Councils are involved in 
making regulations. While the number of state and territory based regulators is unknown, a 
recent study by the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission [2005] identified 69 
regulators in that state. If the Victorian result is extrapolated to the other seven Australian states 
and territories, there could be up to 500 state and territory based regulators, making a total of up 
to 600 regulators Australia-wide. 
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The observation that there are about 60 Commonwealth regulators and about 69 Victorian ones 

lends strong support to the claim by Banks (2005: 7) that, "as a rule of thumb", Commonwealth 

Government regulatory volumes could "be multiplied eight times to account for State and 

Territory regulations".  The BCA (2005b: 34) similarly observes that "a major contributor to the 

compliance burden of larger corporations in Australia arises from duplicated and overlapping 

regulation between States and between the Commonwealth and States", that businesses 

operating across Australia face "eight occupational health and safety systems, eight ways of 

calculating payroll tax and eight sets of environmental approvals", and so on, and that "in many 

areas of regulation, Australia's 20 million people face greater regulatory diversity, overlap and 

duplication than Europe's 457 million".  Appendix 5A contains further descriptions and 

examples of regulatory costs which have been at least partly attributed to Australia's current 

government structure. 

 
In relation to non-government self-regulators, Sylvan (2002: 3) notes that the TISR, which she 

was a member of (TISR 2000: ix), revealed "that there were literally thousands of self-

regulatory arrangements in place in Australia", but she added that "nobody knew much about 

most of them or even what was going on with the majority of them", and that "attention was 

really focused on a few of the big self-regulatory or co-regulatory schemes". 

 
The following sections now examines several attempts to quantify the costs of business 

regulation in Australia, and the benefits possible through regulatory reforms which may include 

varying degrees of government structure reform. 

 
 
Estimates by the Business Regulation Review Unit in 1986 
 
Following similar analyses by Murray Weidenbaum (1978) in the United States, the Business 

Regulation Review Unit (BRRU 1986: 3-4; see also Moran 1987: 138) estimates the total cost of 

business regulation (TCRBRRU) in Australia in 1986 as the sum of the following three 

components:3

• the cost of employing regulators (CERBRRU) – also referred to as administrative cost; 
• paperburden cost (PCBRRU), defined as "the cost to those regulated of furnishing the regulators with 

appropriate information and paperwork"; and 
• compliance cost (CCBRRU) – by far the largest of the three components, defined as "the cost to firms 

of complying with regulations in undertaking tasks or in not pursuing opportunities which might be 
open to them"; so CCBRRU includes an opportunity cost component. 
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Cost of Employing Regulators 
 
The BRRU estimates that the total cost of employing regulators (CERBRRU) at Commonwealth 

and State levels "would be between $1.8 billion and $3.6 billion" in 1986.  Paperburden costs 

and compliances costs are then estimated by the BRRU (1986: 4-5) as multiples of this 

CERBRRU estimate based on rationales established by various studies. 

 

Paperburden Cost 
 
For paperburden cost (PCBRRU), the BRRU (1986: 4) applies a multiple of two, based on 

estimates by the Confederation of Australian Industry (CAI), although it appears as though a 

higher figure could also have been employed: 

The costs of the paperburden of Commonwealth regulations on industry was estimated by the 
Confederation of Australian Industry in its 1980 study to be twofold the cost incurred by the 
Government.  Though the derivation of these estimates was based on a small sample, the cost 
estimate is relatively conservative in comparison with estimates reported in the US.  In the US in 
1979, according to the Federal Paperwork Commission, the costs of paperwork imposed on the 
private sector ranged between $U.S.25B and $U.S.$32B – at least five times the budgets of the 
various regulatory agencies. 

 

Multiplying the CERBRRU estimate by two hence "results in a paperburden cost to business in a 

range of $3.6B and $7.2B" (BRRU 1986: 4). 

 

Compliance Cost 
 
The BRRU (1986: 4; see also Moran 1987: 138-139) employs a multiple of 20 to establish 

compliance cost (CCBRRU) estimates, again following Weidenbaum (1978): 

According to these estimates, the aggregate compliance costs to U.S. business of Federal 
business regulations amounted to 20 times the size of government expenditures undertaken for 
these purposes.  Weidenbaum's disaggregated estimates of the ratio of compliance to 
administration costs demonstrate considerable variability, ranging from less than 2:1 for Health, 
Education and Welfare, through 5:1 for equal opportunity and 19:1 for the Environmental 
Protection Agency to over 210:1 for the Interstate Commission (which is mainly concerned with 
transport). 

 

It is further claimed (BRRU 1986: 4) that Weidenbaum "opted for the lower end of costs where 

a range was available" and generally "sought to apply conservative principles" in developing his 

compliance cost ratios, and that the multiple of 20 is thus more likely to err on the low side 

rather than the high side. 

 
The BRRU (1986: 4) employs the 20:1 cost ratio as above to estimate that total Australia-wide 

compliance cost (CCBRRU) was in the range "between $36B and $72B", again in 1986. 
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Total Cost of Regulation 
 
The CERBRRU, PCBRRU and CCBRRU components as above are summed together to establish that 

"the estimated overall cost of business regulation" in Australia was "between $40B and $80B" in 

1985-86 (BRRU 1986: 5).  The BRRU (1986: 5; see also Moran 1987: 139; James 1987: 2) 

notes further that this estimate "is equivalent to 15-30% of Australia's $250B gross domestic 

product" in 1985-86, and that "even if the ratio of compliance to administrative costs in 

Australia were 10:1 (that is half that estimated of US federal regulations), business regulation 

costs would still amount to between 9% and 19% of gross domestic product".  Moran (1987: 

139) also notes that the total cost estimates as above "do not include resources expended in 

lobbying for preferred treatment – resources that, in view of the stakes, could be very 

considerable".  In relation to such lobbying costs, it is noteworthy that numerous Australian 

industry, trade, employer and employee organisations have State and Territory subdivisions to 

liaise separately with each government. 

 
Table 5-1 below reproduces the estimates established by the BRRU (1986: 3-5) as above, in 

both dollar and percentage terms, and for each estimate provides a middle estimate defined as 

the mid-point between the BRRU's low and high range estimates.  Two estimates of the overall 

cost of regulation are provided in Table 5-1: the total cost of regulation (TCRBRRU) and the 

combined paperburden and compliance cost (PCCBRRU).  The TCRBRRU is the sum of all three 

components described above, which amounts to the CERBRRU component multiplied by 23 in 

view of the ratios employed to estimate the PCBRRU and CCBRRU components, as follows: 
 

 TCRBRRU = CERBRRU + PCBRRU + CCBRRU  

  = CERBRRU + 2CERBRRU + 20CERBRRU = 23CERBRRU ...[5.1] 

 
The PCCBRRU is the sum of just the paperburden and compliance components, or CERBRRU 

multiplied by 22: 
 

      PCCBRRU = PCBRRU + CCBRRU = 2CERBRRU + 20CERBRRU = 22CERBRRU ...[5.2] 

 
This PCCBRRU estimate excludes the cost of the government regulation itself, but would include 

the cost of non-government regulation, and is defined here to help compare these BRRU 

estimates with similar Access Economics described in the next section. 

 
Table 5-1 includes the regulatory cost estimates which would arise in the financial years 

2001-02 and 2004-05 if the percentage estimates derived by the BRRU for 1985-86 applied 

equally in these later years. 
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Table 5-1:  Costs of Business Regulation in Australia Based on BRRU (1986) Methodology 

YEAR 1985-86 
($b) 

All Years
(%) 

1998-99 
($b) 

2001-02 
($b) 

2004-05 
($b) 

GDP (current prices in years indicated) 256.1 100.0 607.9 735.8 891.5 
  Estimates of the Cost of Employing Regulators (CERBRRU) 

CERBRRU Low Estimate 1.8 0.7 4.3 5.2 6.3 
CERBRRU Middle Estimate 2.7 1.1 6.4 7.8 9.4 

CERBRRU High Estimate 3.6 1.4 8.5 10.3 13 
  Paperburden Cost (PCBRRU) Estimates 

PCBRRU Low Estimate 3.6 1.4 8.5 10.3 12.5 
PCBRRU Middle Estimate 5.4 2.1 12.8 15.5 18.8 

PCBRRU High Estimate 7.2 2.8 17.1 20.7 25.1 
  Compliance Cost (CCBRRU) Estimates 

CCBRRU Low Estimate 36 14 85 103 125 
CCBRRU Middle Estimate 54 21 128 155 188 

CCBRRU High Estimate 72 28 171 207 251 
  Total Cost of Regulation (TCRBRRU) Estimates 
            = CERBRRU + PCBRRU + CCBRRU = CERBRRU + 2CERBRRU + 20CERBRRU = 23CERBRRU

TRCBRRU Low Estimate 41 16 98 119 144 
TRCBRRU Middle Estimate 62 24 147 178 216 

TRCBRRU High Estimate 83 32 197 238 288 
  Estimates of Paperburden and Compliance Cost (PCCBRRU) 
            = PCBRRU + CCBRRU = 2CERBRRU + 20CERBRRU = 22CERBRRU

TPCBRRU Low Estimate 40 15 94 114 138 
TPCBRRU Middle Estimate 59 23 141 171 207 

TPCBRRU High Estimate 79 31 188 228 276 
 
 
Significant Costs Net of the Benefits of Regulation 
 
The costs of business regulation as above appear to be alarmingly high, but it is acknowledged 

that "all regulations, like taxation and public spending, produce benefits as well as costs" 

(Moran 1987: 140), and that estimates of regulatory costs net of benefits would be much lower 

than the gross estimates as above (BRRU 1986: 5; Moran 1987: 140).  Benefits of regulation 

include security, safety, hygiene, stability, competent corporate governance, public confidence, 

and higher standards generally (ACCI 2005b: 9; Productivity Commission 2005c: 1).  The 

BRRU (1986: 5) still concludes overall, however, that "massive costs are associated with 

unwarranted regulations and vast gains possible with their removal". 

 
 
Recent Estimates by Access Economics and Others 
 
Several recent studies have been carried out in Australia and other countries which provide 

updated estimates of the costs of business regulation in Australia, including a substantial effort 

by Access Economics (2005a) for the Business Council of Australia (BCA) which shall now be 

briefly described. 
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Access Economics (2005a: 1-2, 13, 17) defines the total cost of business regulation (TCRAE) in 

terms of three components which largely correspond with those defined by the BRRU in 1986 

as above, as follows: 

• administrative cost (ACAE) – the extra burden on taxpayers to finance the cost to governments of 
administering regulations; 

• compliance cost (CCAE) – the cost burden on businesses in complying with regulations; and 
• efficiency loss (ELAE), or deadweight loss – the total cost to the economy which results from 

regulation, in the form of opportunity costs, higher prices, lower wages, and net losses generally. 
 

The administrative cost component (ACAE) defined by Access Economics is the same as the cost 

of employing regulators (CERBRRU) component used by the BRRU as above.  The Access 

Economics compliance cost (CCAE) and efficiency loss (ELAE) components, in combination, 

largely or wholly align with the paperburden and compliance cost components defined by the 

BRRU.  The compliance cost component (CCAE) defined by Access Economics appears to align 

with the paperburden cost component (PCBRRU) and also part of the compliance cost component 

(CCBRRU) as defined by the BRRU.  The Access Economics efficiency loss component (ELAE) 

similarly appears to align with the remainder of CCBRRU that includes opportunity costs but is 

not already included in the CCAE component.  The following equations summarise the 

relationship between the BRRU and Access Economics cost components defined above, to close 

approximation at least, assuming equality of the total regulation costs TCRAE and TCRBRRU: 
 

ACAE = CERBRRU      ...[5.3] 
 
CCAE + ELAE = PCBRRU + CCBRRU = PCCBRRU  ...[5.4] 
 
TCRAE = ACAE + CCAE + ELAE = TCRBRRU   ...[5.5] 

 
Access Economics (2005a: 13) acknowledges that all three cost components they identify are 

difficult to accurately measure. 

 

Administrative Cost as Defined by Access Economics 
 
The administrative cost (ACAE) component is "typically the most visible and easily identifiable", 

even though "it is generally not possible to isolate the total of government resources devoted to a 

particular piece of legislation" (Access Economics 2005a: 18).  Citing the 2001-02 annual 

reports of various Commonwealth agencies, Banks (2003: 3; see also Access Economics 2005a: 

13, 18; BCA 2005a: viii) estimates that "at the Federal level, government agencies with explicit 

regulatory functions alone employed around 30 000 staff and spent some $4.5 billion in 2001-

02", but adds that "this ignores other government departments that have regulatory functions, 
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not to mention ministerial councils and inter-governmental bodies (such as the National 

Transport Commission)".  This $4.5 billion estimate also generally excludes the costs of courts, 

tribunals, and "many more bureaucratic resources within departments" that "are devoted to 

researching, formulating and monitoring policy with regulatory impacts" (Banks 2003: 3; 

Access Economics 2005a: 18). 

 

Compliance Cost as Defined by Access Economics 
 
Business compliance cost (CCAE) is defined by Access Economics (2005a: 19; emphasis in 

original) as "that proportion of a firm's administrative processes and resources which are 

devoted to activities they would not do if the regulation did not exist", including costs associated 

with: 

• staff time needed to comply with regulations; 
• hiring of any additional staff required to meet the additional administration burden; 
• maintaining and developing new and up-to-date reporting systems; 
• obtaining advice (lawyers, accountants, architects etc); 
• educating staff about the new requirements; and 
• any associated costs of advertising, travel or the like. 

 

The BCA (2005b: ii, see also 10) has identified "six drivers of high compliance costs", the first 

four of which relate to Australia's government structures and systems, as follows: 

1.the interaction between different laws, resulting in conflicting, overlapping or inconsistent regulation; 
2. the constant changing of laws, making it difficult for companies to ensure they comply and adding 

considerably to their costs; 
3. the inefficiencies and frustrations of multiple and unco-ordinated licensing and approvals processes; 
4. the lack of clear delineation between the roles of different regulators, their powers and their 

objectives; 
5. the perverse consequences of a 'zero tolerance' attitude by regulators, driving excessive, unproductive 

and, at times, counter-productive compliance responses; and 
6. the excessive and growing focus on personal liability of Directors and officers, causing companies to 

inflict higher than necessary compliance costs upon themselves. 
 

The OECD (2001: 60) estimated that the direct compliance cost of labour market, taxation and 

environmental regulations incurred by Australian small and medium sized businesses in 1998 

totalled approximately $17 billion, or 2.9 per cent of GDP.4  Lattimore et al. (1998: xxiv; see 

also Banks 2005: 7) provide similar estimates for 1994-95 for small and medium businesses and 

also for all businesses: 

Evidence from some recent surveys suggests that Commonwealth taxation compliance costs for 
SMEs are around 1.5 per cent of turnover. Other paperwork compliance burdens — associated 
with state taxes and other regulations — represent roughly another 0.3 per cent of turnover. It 
appears that regulatory and taxation paperwork compliance costs for SMEs summed to around 
$9.2 billion in 1994-95 out of a total of $10.8 billion in paperwork compliance burdens across 
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the economy. SMEs, therefore, bear roughly 85 per cent of the aggregate paperwork compliance 
burden, although their share of economic activity is about one third. 

 

Combining the $17 billion estimate by the OECD (2001: 60) and the 85% figure derived by 

Lattimore et al., as above, suggests that the total direct compliance cost for all Australian 

businesses would have been approximately $20 billion in 1998 – of which 85%, or $17 billion, 

was borne by small and medium sized businesses. 

 
According to a "Dutch study using the MISTRAL model", by Chittenden et al. (2001: 3, as cited 

in Access Economics 2005a: 20), approximately "one fifth of all administration costs borne by 

business were caused solely by compliance responsibilities".  Access Economics (2005a: 20) 

recommends further that "while caution is required when extrapolating from the Dutch 

experience to Australian regulation, a figure of around 20% would support Australian survey 

data that regulatory compliance costs are significant". 

 
Lattimore et al. (1998: xxiv), like others, recognise the presence of other significant costs and 

economy-wide efficiency losses associated with regulation, in addition to the compliance costs 

they estimate, such as "more costly inputs, less efficient production and impacts on 

entrepreneurship and innovation". 

 

Efficiency Loss as Defined by Access Economics 
 
Efficiency losses (ELAE), according to Access Economics (2005a: 22), are the "economy-wide 

costs" which "stem from an allocation of resources which is different to that which would 

otherwise have prevailed in the absence of regulation", and which appear as (emphasis in 

original): 

• Higher prices for consumers and other businesses and lower wages to employees (to finance 
compliance costs, and because less efficiently allocated resources mean productivity is lower than it 
would have been), and 

• Higher taxes paid to governments (to finance administration costs). 
 

Efficiency losses "are typically the largest costs and most well-hidden costs of regulation" 

(Access Economics 2005a: 22), and their direct measurement is virtually impossible, but Access 

Economics (2005a: 23, see also 13) suggests two indirect "yardsticks of the efficiency costs of 

Australia's regulatory burden": 

• The first indirect yardstick of the current burden of regulation on prosperity comes from estimates of 
the efficiency gains from two decades of deregulation and reform. 

• A second yardstick of efficiency costs is provided by a World Bank study of regulatory reach across 
137 nations. 
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In relation to their first yardstick, Access Economics (2005a: 2; see also 2005b: 2; 2005c) 

estimates that "the efficiency gains from two decades of deregulation and reform" amount to 

approximately 10.8% of GDP.  It is further estimated that about 7.7% of this 10.8%, "or around 

$3,000 per person per year", resulted from "reforms to national competition policy, tariff and 

quota setting, the deregulation of financial and foreign exchange markets" and "reforms to 

workplace relations policies", and that the remaining 3.1% was achieved by "the Accord in the 

1980s" and other wage setting reforms (Access Economics 2005c: 2).  Victorian Premier Steve 

Bracks (2005: 6) is another who shares the widely held view (see also BCA 2005c: 3, 16; 

Access Economics 2005b: 2; 2005c; OECD 2005: 8, 11, 97-163) that "two major waves of 

economic reform" since the 1980s "have underwritten the living standards Australians now 

enjoy": 

The first wave of reform, from the early 1980s, saw the floating of the dollar, the deregulation of 
financial markets and the effective end of tariff barriers designed to protect Australian industry.  
The 1995 COAG agreement to implement National Competition Policy (NCP) was central to a 
second wave of reform which sought to increase competition. ... Our living standards have 
increased dramatically – income per head has risen from 18th in the OECD in the early 1990s to 
8th today. Moreover, these benefits have been widely shared across the community. 

 

In relation to their second nominated yardstick, Access Economics (2005a: 25) observes that 

"another indicator of the efficiency costs to Australia of our less than best practice regulation is 

provided by a World Bank study of regulatory reach across 137 nations".  This World Bank 

(2004) study revealed that Australia's economy is subject to relatively costly frictions and 

distortions in the form of slow and costly contract enforcement procedures, and high stamp 

duties, collateral creation costs, insolvency costs, businesses creation costs and "firing costs" 

(Access Economics 2005a: 25).  Access Economics (2005a: 13) notes that this study also found 

that "nations that regulate lightly grow faster than others", and hence claims that "the 

deadweight efficiency losses to Australia of our less than best practice regulatory record is likely 

to be costing us dearly". 

 
Based on these two yardsticks as above, in combination, Access Economics (2005a: 24) 

suggests that "further reforms" could possibly "generate similar dividends" to those achieved by 

past reforms as above: 

A recent report commissioned by the National Competition Council [2004: 12] found that, 
despite the progress to date, there remains "considerable opportunity for the extension of the 
National Competition Policy reform program to capture efficiency improvements across a broad 
range of sectors."  This finding was based on a comparison of Australian reforms to our OECD 
peers. In particular, the report concluded that reforms to Australia's health, education, 
communications and environment sectors are likely to produce the greatest net benefits. 
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Access Economics therefore suggests that room for improved efficiency within the Australian 

economy is significant, and sufficient to make feasible the aim to achieve reform dividends in 

the future that approach the 10.8% GDP improvement that has been attributed to the reforms of 

the past two decades. 

 
Note that 10.8% of the 2004-05 GDP ($891.5 billion as in Table 5-1) is approximately $96 

billion, and of the 2003-04 GDP ($813.2 billion) is approximately $88 billion.  Note also that a 

lesser estimate of gains from reforms to date, such as this 10.8% Access Economics estimate 

here, would, all else being equal, imply a greater figure for gains remaining to be achieved 

through further reforms. 

 
Significant support for this 10.8% estimate is provided by the Australian Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry (ACCI 2005b: 7), which applies methodologies developed by Crain (2005; see also 

Crain and Hopkins 2001) to estimate that "regulation costs the Australian economy 

approximately $86.0 billion per year or 10.2 per cent of GDP".  The ACCI (2005b: 7) adds that 

while this "estimate is inclusive of most types of regulation it is not exhaustive".  In an interview 

with Andrew Geoghegan on ABC's AM program, on 31 October 2005, the ACCI's Chief 

Executive Peter Hendy estimated further that "between 5 and 10 per cent of GDP is subject to a 

regulatory burden", amounting to "between 45 to 80 billion dollars" per annum, and hence 

claimed that "administrative inefficiencies" could be costing the Australian economy up to $80 

billion per annum. 

 
Economy-wide improvements amounting to approximately $80 billion per annum in current 

(2005-06) terms also emerge in a second recent analysis by Access Economics (2005b) which 

examines several future economic growth scenarios, including a low growth or business as usual 

scenario achieving annual growth of 2.4% until 2024-25, and a high growth or go for growth 

scenario achieving a 4.0% annual growth rate.  Assuming "a constant Commonwealth tax to 

GDP ratio", Access Economics (2005b: v; see also BCA 2005c: 22, 25) estimates that the 

"prosperity dividend from a 'go for growth' strategy would generate additional tax receipts ... the 

equivalent of an extra 9% of the 2024-25 GDP in the 'business as usual' scenario – almost $80 

billion in today's money".  It is further explained that (Access Economics 2005b: iv): 

By 2024-25, income per capita would be $16,500 a year higher (in today's dollars) with 4.0% 
growth than 2.4% growth. And the average real wealth of individuals would also be rather higher 
under the strong growth scenario. Real wealth per capita in 2024-25 would be $368,200 (in 
today's dollars) with 4.0% a year average growth – some $74,200 higher than real wealth per 
capita under the scenario of 2.4% average GDP growth. 
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According to the BCA (2005c: 25; see also Access Economics 2005b), reforms such as the 

following can help achieve "greater efficiency in the allocation and use of resources" in the 

pursuit of this 4.0% growth target: 

• further workplace relations reforms to enhance the flexibility of agreement making and reduce 
impediments to job creation and workforce participation; 

• tax reform, where the BCA recently recommended the lowering and compressing of personal income 
tax rate scales, reducing company tax rates, abolishing inefficient State taxes, and eventually 
increasing recourse to taxes on consumption rather than income; 

• another round of competition policy reforms focusing on greater harmonisation across the Federal-
State system (this cuts across regulatory and Federal-State issues discussed below) and increased 
competition in sectors which continue to enjoy significant protection; 

• improved business regulation (including the reduction of duplication across Federal-State, and within 
State systems); 

• improved planning and provision of infrastructure; and 
• Federal-State reforms to improve accountability and efficiency in the delivery of goods and services 

(including notably health and education). 
 

Significantly, all five reform recommendations as above heavily involve Federal-State issues 

relevant to government structure reform considerations.  Access Economics (2005b: 26) 

specifically supports comprehensive Federal-State reforms as follows (emphasis added here): 

Improving Federal-State cooperation in health, education, infrastructure and the environment 
would help stop buck passing, shift the spotlight to roles and responsibilities and sort out who 
does what best (potentially leading to a more rational allocation of funding/service delivery 
rather than settling for historical precedents).  Getting better results out of areas where Federal-
State activities intersect is vital.  Inconsistencies, duplication and additional costs associated 
with poorly coordinated or conflicting State-Federal (and local) Government policies and 
regulations affect virtually every area of reform highlighted by the BCA and others. Existing 
Federal-State relations are a block to delivering better policies in the areas of taxation, workplace 
and other regulations, and the provision of infrastructure to name a few. Each of these has direct 
and indirect bearings on Australia's economic and productivity outlook. In addition, two obvious 
areas in need of a shakedown are health (because of the growing costs and the scope for better 
efficiencies from cooperation) and education (because of its importance in enabling greater skill 
acquisition). 

 

Noting the estimate, as above, that Australia's per capita income would be "$16,500 a year 

higher (in today's dollars)" in 2024-25 under 4.0% growth, than under 2.4% growth, the 

Productivity Commission (PC 2005a: 166, see also xxvii), in its 2005 Review of National 

Competition Policy Reforms, observes as follows: 

That Australia still lies well inside the performance frontier in many sectors is a source of 
opportunity for raising living standards further in the future. For example, were it possible to 
achieve the same labour productivity levels as in the United States — still well below the world's 
best performance levels — Australian gross household income would rise by 20 per cent or some 
$22 000 a year. Whether or not achieving US levels of productivity is realistic, the benefits for 
Australia from realising our productivity potential are nonetheless likely to be very significant. 
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This Productivity Commission Review (PC 2005a) again referred prominently to duplication 

and overlap among Commonwealth, State and Territory governments and regulatory systems, 

and related issues. 

 
Whilst it remains to be seen whether this four percent growth target can be achieved and 

sustained over twenty or more years so as to achieve the estimated 9% increase in GDP by 

2024-25, through reforms suggested as above or otherwise, this second Access Economics 

analysis certainly demonstrates that the aim to eventually improve the Australian economy by 

10% of GDP or so is quite realistic. 

 
 
Bracks Reform Plan Aiming to Add 6% to GDP 
 
Victorian Premier Steve Bracks (2005: 17), in a comprehensive reform plan, regularly draws 

attention to the "more competitive international business environment" and the "the need for 

Australian governments to continue to support international engagement and the ability of 

Australian businesses to compete".  Bracks (2005: 25) asserts that regulation "creates 

compliance costs", "can reduce productivity", and "may constrain labour force participation", 

and recommends "a concerted push to reduce the costs of regulation for business". 

 
Bracks (2005: 10) also acknowledges an OECD (2005: 12) assessment that Australian 

productivity levels are now "well below those recorded in several other OECD countries", and 

warns that the gains from reforms carried out since the 1980s are seriously under threat from 

three principal sources of pressure which, in combination, "have the potential to undermine 

economic growth and limit the capacities of governments to meet community needs and 

expectations" (Bracks 2005: 7, see also 16-17; emphasis in original): 

• International competitive pressures will intensify with the rapid growth of China, India and other 
emerging economies. 

• As the incremental benefits from the first two waves of reform diminish, recent strong rates of 
productivity growth may prove difficult to sustain. 

• Population ageing and low fertility are projected to reduce overall labour force participation rates. 
 

Bracks' concerns are supported by Productivity Commission (2005d: 127, as cited in Access 

Economics 2005b: 7) estimates that population ageing presents challenges which have the 

potential to decrease Australia's GDP by approximately 13% over the next four decades "in the 

absence of action" in response to such challenges (Access Economics 2005b: 7). 
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In response to these various threats and challenges, Bracks (2005: 6, 10) has developed a 

comprehensive national reform plan which aims to boost Australia's GDP by approximately 6% 

over the decade to 2015.  This "third wave of reform", according to Bracks (2005: 8, 10), should 

"build on the NCP focus on competition"; "recognise productivity and participation as the 

critical drivers of future prosperity", with "our people – our human capital – as the centrepiece"; 

and seek to "further develop the competitiveness of our businesses through completing 

legislative reviews, reducing 'red tape' and building world-class economic infrastructure". 

 
Bracks (2005: 10) believes a program of reform focused as he proposes can "deliver an extra 6.1 

per cent to annual GDP projections within the next decade", which "would add an extra $65 

billion to national income each year by 2015 – or around $3000 per person".  So the Bracks plan 

is yet another accompanied by estimates that GDP improvements amounting to over $50 billion 

per annum can be achieved through effective reform. 

 

Bracks and Others on the Costs and Benefits of Infrastructure 
 
Bracks' emphasis on the importance of "world-class infrastructure" is widely shared.   

The Committee for Economic Development of Australia (CEDA), for example, in its 2005 

paper Infrastructure: Getting on with the job, discusses Australia's future infrastructure needs, 

estimates the cost and benefits of such infrastructure, and frequently refers to the impact of 

Australia's government structures and systems upon infrastructure. 

  
According to CEDA (2005: 5), Australia currently suffers from a "serious backlog in 

infrastructure investment, in water, energy and land transport, estimated conservatively at $25 

billion, which requires immediate attention".  CEDA (2005: 6) acknowledges that 

"infrastructure services are important inputs to all industries and hence to economic efficiency, 

productivity and Australia's international competitiveness", and claims that "Australia's federal 

system of government imposes unique complexities and constraints on infrastructure investment 

compared with many other countries" (CEDA 2005: 7).  Appendix 5B presents extracts from 

this CEDA report of relevance to this current research. 

 
In their 2005-06 State of the Regions report, National Economics (2005: 6) observes that 

"infrastructure makes social networks more efficient, minimises production costs, increases the 

scale and efficiency of labour markets and promotes sustainable growth".  It is estimated that 

(National Economics 2005: 6): 
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• as a result of other Australian regions not having the same social and human capital standards per 
capita as Global Sydney, the loss of household income was $43 billion nation-wide; 

• as a result of the rest of Australia not having the same scale in labour market catchment, industry 
concentrations of activity and balance in terms of the demand and supply of skills, the cost to the 
nation was $16 billion in 2001; 

• as a result of the rest of Australia not having the same quality transport, communication and other 
links to the rest of the world as Global Sydney, the cost to the nation in terms of household income 
was $37 billion. 

 
 
Dutch Plan Endorsed by Bracks and Others 
 
Victorian Premier Steve Bracks (2005: 26) believes that there is "ample scope for further 

reductions in regulatory costs".  Citing a report by the UK Better Regulation Task Force (BRTF 

2005), Bracks (2005: 26) specifically recommends that Australia should follow the lead of the 

Netherlands and aim to reduce administrative costs imposed on businesses by regulation "by at 

least 25 per cent" over the coming decade. 

 
The Productivity Commission (2005c: 94, 96; citing BRTF 2005) acknowledges Dutch 

Government estimates that "a reduction in the administrative burden of 25 per cent would 

increase GDP by 1.5 per cent over the medium term", and notes that several other countries "are 

investigating their own versions of the Dutch approach to reducing administrative burdens", 

including the United Kingdom, Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, France, Italy, Hungary, Norway, 

Sweden, Poland and South Africa.  In July 2005, the UK Government adopted BRTF (2005: 3) 

recommendations to implement "the Dutch approach to reducing administrative burden" and "a 

'one in, one out' approach to new regulation" requiring "proposals for new regulation to be 

accompanied by consideration of compensatory simplification measures of other regulation" 

(Productivity Commission 2005c: 96).  The BRTF (2005: 3) estimated that these measures could 

increase the UK's GDP by more than one per cent. 

 
Citing the 2005 Hampton Report's recommendations to consolidate the number of regulators in 

the United Kingdom (Hampton 2005), the ACCI (2005b: 35) recommends that regulatory 

reform in Australia should rationalise regulators as well as regulations to "provide for a more 

centralised decision-making process and alleviate the possibility of institutions creating 

regulations in a vacuum". The ACCI (2005b: 21, citing the Commonwealth Office of Small 

Business 2003) also refers to the following nine countries which have set specific "quantitative 

targets" for regulatory reductions and, in all cases, have aimed to reduce regulatory burdens by 

25% or more in at least some form of regulation: Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Spain, Ireland, 

the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, and the UK. 
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Further Estimates 
 
To further support the economy-wide estimates of the previous sections, this section provides 

several other quantified estimates that have been established recently for particular industries or 

sectors, and further insights from studies in other countries. 

 

Manufacturing and Other Industry Estimates 
 
Manufacturing accounted for 11.7% of Australia's total factor income in 2002-03, so provides 

significant insights into compliance costs, regulatory burdens generally, and the benefits 

possible through structural and systemic reform.5

 
Based on "the time cost of staff alone, and excluding purchases of equipment, professional fees, 

overheads and other on costs that would significantly add to the cost of compliance", the 

Australian Industry Group (2004: 3; see also Access Economics 2005a: 20; Lahey 2005: 8) has 

estimated that manufacturing companies on average spend "102 hours per month on managing 

compliance – the equivalent of 1.79 hours (1 hour 47 minutes) per employee", and that 

manufacturers alone "are spending over $680 million per year" Australia-wide "on managing 

compliance with taxes, environmental management and other regulations". 

 
The Building Products Innovation Council (BPIC 2003: 2; see also Productivity Commission 

2004a: 78; 2004b; BCA 2005d: 2), in a submission to the Productivity Commission (2004b) 

Inquiry into First Home Ownership, referred to a "BPIC-HIA joint survey of Chief Executives 

of building product manufacturing companies" which established that the "cost impact of 

complying with the State and Territory variations" were "between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of 

turnover", which, "at a conservative 2 per cent cost impact ... equates to some $600m annually 

on building product manufacturers alone".  This submission also noted that respondents to the 

BPIC-HIA survey "commented that regulatory inconsistencies were on the increase and the 

highest areas of cost impact were in the area of inconsistent environmental regulation, OH&S, 

workers compensation, technical building codes and workplace relations" (BPIC 2003: 2). 

 
A survey carried out by the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce (VACC 2003: 2) 

revealed that: 

• members reported that their businesses spend an average of 11.6 hours per week on regulatory 
compliance tasks, with the average compliance hours rising as business size increases. 

• Eighty-six percent of members reported that the time they spent on regulatory compliance activities 
had increased compared with five years ago. 
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• Business owners are undertaking 59.4% of total business compliance activities, employees are 
performing 28.3%, and consultants such as accountants complete the remaining 12.3% of 
compliance tasks. The survey results show that owners of micro businesses, those with less than five 
employees, carry the greatest share of the compliance burden. 

• Respondents were asked what the impact on their business would be if governments reduced the 
compliance burden by 50 per cent. The areas of greatest impact identified were 'more time to run 
business' (cited by 70.8% of respondents), 'less stress' (68.8%), 'increased profits' (50.1%), 'increased 
productivity' (48.4%), and 'more family/leisure time' (47.4%). 

 

The VACC (2003: 2), like others, laments the fact that regulatory burdens have increased 

despite government commitments to reduce such burdens: 

The Federal Government's commitment to reduce business compliance costs and red tape by 50 
per cent has not been delivered. In fact, the majority of small businesses in the Retail Motor 
Industry report an increased compliance load compared with five years ago. Governments at all 
levels must work together to reduce the compliance burden by improving the process of 
regulation design and implementation. This is a key area of reform that could potentially deliver 
social and economic benefits to Australia. 

 
 
The Example of Occupation Health and Safety 
 
Several recent reports (for example Productivity Commission 2004c; Australian Treasury 2004; 

BCA 2005d: 2; Access Economics 2005a: 41-42, 63-64) raise occupational health and safety 

(OHS) as an area of life and death gravity where duplication and inconsistency of laws and 

regulations are especially costly. 

 
The Productivity Commission (2004c: 4; see also 50-51), in the report of its Inquiry into 

National Workers' Compensation and Occupational Health & Safety Frameworks, observes that 

Australia hosts "ten principal OHS statutes – six State, two Territory and two for the Australian 

Government (one relating to Australian Government employees and the other relating to the 

maritime industry)".  And "there are even more workers' compensation schemes, as some States 

have industry-specific as well as State-wide schemes" (Access Economics 2005a: 63).  The 

Commission (2004c: 17) observed that "the multiplicity of OHS and workers' compensation 

arrangements, their divergent elements and their constant change impose a significant 

compliance burden and cost, particularly on multi-state employers", and that "while multi-state 

businesses make up less than 1 per cent of businesses, they are typically larger firms and 

account for almost 30 per cent of employment".  Access Economics (2005a: 64) further 

observes that submissions to this Productivity Commission inquiry "could not identify the total 

cost increment due to inconsistent State-based regimes", but notes that "many firms could 

quantify the impact of duplication and inconsistency on particular aspects of their compliance 

program", as follows, for example (Productivity Commission 2004c: xxvi): 
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• Optus (sub. 57) estimated that, if it received a single national self-insurance licence, it would expect 
savings of up to $2 million per annum of its $6 million annual workers' compensation costs. It 
estimated (sub. 134) that the cost of complying with multiple workers' compensation and OHS 
arrangements adds about 5 to 10 per cent to the cost of workers' compensation premiums. 

• CSR (sub. 109) estimated the cost of maintaining and renewing five self-insurance licences at over 
$700 000 per annum, compared to $200 000 for a single licence. 

• Insurance Australia Group (sub. 89) estimated that the existence of multiple schemes added $10.1 
million to the (once-off) cost of setting up a single national IT platform. In total, it estimated that 
having to comply with multiple jurisdictions adds about $1.7 million to IT costs annually. Further, it 
estimated that a national scheme could offer overall operating cost savings to the group of $1.2 
million per annum and reduce actuarial costs by $400 000 per annum. 

• BHP Billiton (sub. 110) commented that it cost in the vicinity of $50 000 to purchase a system to 
manage and supply information for each of the jurisdictions. 

• Skilled Engineering (IRsub. 177) estimated that the annual cost saving from operating under a single 
set of national OHS and workers' compensation rules would be in excess of $2.5 million, or some 15 
per cent of the company's annual costs of OHS and workers' compensation. 

 

Several further submissions to this Productivity Commission inquiry also "identified areas of 

lost efficiency to the economy, the value of which could not be quantified in dollar terms" 

(Access Economics 2005a: 64): 

The opportunity cost of internal safety management staff time spent on training and researching 
jurisdictional differences in law may be that less time [is] spent on other areas of their job which 
generate greater benefits in terms of preventing injuries.  Alternatively, firms could redirect these 
labour resources to other areas of the organisation and increase production and profitability 
without any reduction in safety standards. 

 
 
Studies in Other Countries 
 
Costs of regulation generally, and economy-wide efficiency loss in particular, in a given country, 

will depend upon the government structures and regulatory systems in the country, and their 

efficiency and effectiveness, and also on the extent to which efficiency enhancing reforms have 

already taken place, and hence the reform potential which remains to generate further 

improvements.  Costs of regulation in a given country, therefore, could only ever offer general 

guidance on the situation in another country.  It is significant, nevertheless, that Australian 

estimates in the vicinity of 10% of GDP, as above, closely align with corresponding estimates in 

several other countries.  The UK Better Regulation Task Force (BRTF 2005: 12; see also BCA 

2005a: 13; Lahey 2005: 8; US Office of Management and Budget 2004) observes, for example, 

that "information from the United States and the Netherlands suggests that the total cost of 

regulation is 10% - 12% of GDP". 

 
The BCA (2005a: 13) refers to an estimate, by the US Office of Management and Budget [2004], 

that "the cost of federal regulation alone is about 8 per cent of US GDP", which indicates that 

the total cost of regulation in the US would comfortably exceed 10% of GDP.  It is also 
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observed with respect to these US estimates that "analyses of the costs of regulation in Canada 

and Mexico give comparable figures and it is reasonable to assume that a similar figure applies 

in Australia" (BCA 2005a: 13).  Lahey (2005: 8) notes further that "overseas experience 

suggests that a figure of 8 per cent of Australia's GDP soaked up by red tape and compliance 

costs is not an unreasonable estimate", and emphasises that "regulation costs and burdens are not 

just confined to business": 

They have direct costs for the community.  The vast majority of tax returns are lodged through 
tax agents, while federal tax legislation has grown from 3000 to 10,000 pages in a decade.  A 
recent Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission found that red tape was adding $1500 
to the cost of building homes in Victoria and these costs were being passed on to the consumer.  
Even volunteer organisations are losing personnel because of the endless form-filling and 
liability requirements, according to a recent survey in Newcastle. 

 
 
Costs Associated with Australia's Remote Location and Unique 
Natural Environment 
 
American geologist Herbert E. Gregory (1916: 473) once described Australia as "the most 

isolated of all inhabited continents" and "remote from the center of all of the world's activities".  

Spate (1968: 19) later wrote that "humanly speaking the most essential feature in Australian life 

is this: with New Zealand, she is the remotest outlier of Western, and specifically British, 

civilisation".  Blainey (1982: 341, 342) has since written that "distance has been visibly tamed in 

the last quarter century but it has not been conquered" and that "Australia will continue to be 

seen as isolated".  Australia constantly faces significant challenges as a result of its remoteness 

from global markets, and its unique natural environment generally, and no examination of 

alternative government structures for Australia, and the financial costs, benefits and affordability 

of such structures, could be adequate without a candid assessment of such challenges. 

 
Appendix 5C describes Australia's geographic remoteness and unique geography and climate 

generally, with an emphasis on economic impacts and features of relevance to government 

structure, and is supported by five additional appendices – 5D through 5H – which provide more 

specific descriptions of Australia's exports and primary industries, wealth, geographic 

remoteness, geography generally and climate.  This section briefly summarises some of the 

main findings established in Appendices 5C through 5H on the economy-wide costs of 

Australia's geographic remoteness and unique natural environment. 
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Economic Costs of Australia's Geographic Remoteness 
 
Appendix 5F presents a detailed comparison of Australia and other countries in terms of their 

geographical remoteness and distance to world markets, and combines results established by 

Leamer (1997), Blum and Leamer (2002; 2004), Ewing and Battersby (2003) and Maddison 

(2003; as summarised in Appendix 5E) to estimate the economy-wide costs Australia faces as a 

result of such remoteness.  It is estimated that (1) the tariff-equivalence of Australia's distance to 

world markets may range between 20% and 120%, depending on the type of good traded, and (2) 

the compounding impacts of geographic remoteness since 1870 or so may have left Australia's 

per capita GDP some 20% to 50% lower now than might have eventuated if Australia's distance 

to world markets approximated the average for all countries, or about $200 billion to $900 

billion lower in dollar terms (based on Australia's 2004-05 GDP of $891.5 billion), or $11,000 

to $44,000 lower in per capita terms.  Further research could improve on these estimates, but it 

is certainly clear that Australia faces significant economic challenges as a result of its 

geographic remoteness, and is therefore particularly reliant upon government structures and 

regulatory environments which at every point support individuals, communities and businesses, 

rather than hinder them, in their quest to overcome the relentless impacts of distance in an 

increasingly competitive global economy in which comparative advantages and disadvantages 

are increasingly magnified. 

 

Australia's Unique Geography and Climate Generally 
 
Australia's natural environment is unique in ways which extend well beyond its geographic 

remoteness from other countries as described above.  As further described in Appendices 5C, 

5G and 5H, Australia: 

• is the third least densely populated country in the world, and the least densely populated of the 30 
OECD countries; 

• is the only island continent and by far the largest island country in terms of land area; 
• is the hottest continent; 
• is the driest of the five inhabited continent in terms of average annual rainfall per unit land area, river 

volumes, wetland areas, and runoffs; 
• has the highest average rainfall per capita of the inhabited continents, despite having the lowest 

average rainfall per unit land area, as a result of its very low population density; 
• has the most variable and uncertain rainfall patterns and the most variable stream flows of the 

inhabited continents; and 
• is especially prone to droughts, heat-waves, floods and bushfires, and highly variable climatic 

patterns generally, for reasons which appear to be associated with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation 
effect. 
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Australia's vast land area and extremely low population density mean that Australia faces very 

high costs for domestic land transport and trade as well as for international transport and trade as 

above.  As further illustrated in Appendix 5D, Australia's export levels are relatively very low as 

a percentage of GDP and very highly dependent on primary resources exports.  Australia's rural 

sector continues to account for a significant fraction of Australia's total exports, but is constantly 

at the mercy of Australia's hot, dry and variable climate, and is especially susceptible to 

potentially adverse impacts of global warming and climate change.  According to research by 

Peter Grace of Queensland University (quoted by Beeby 2006: 2):6

In Australia over the next 30 to 50 years, atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are predicted to 
increase significantly, with temperatures rising up to three degrees and rainfall falling by around 
20 per cent or more in some areas.  Under these conditions and with the wheat varieties and 
agronomic practices currently used in Australia, we would expect to see an average decline in 
wheat yields across the country of 15 per cent which equates to around a billion dollars in lost 
income. 

 

Australia's climate clearly hosts significant strengths, advantages and opportunities, as well as 

weaknesses, disadvantages and threats, but the persistent heat and low and variable rainfall 

levels make Australia relatively very highly susceptible to natural disasters in the forms of 

droughts, floods and bushfires, and associated human, economic and environmental costs.  

Australia's very hot climate also presents significant disadvantages to its manufacturing sector 

and wealth creation generally, relative to other industrialised countries (see, for example, Blum 

and Leamer (2004: 546, 555, 561). 

 

Australia's Particular Need for Supportive Government Structures 
 
The empirical evidence summarised in this section (and in more detail in Appendices 5C 

through 5H) demonstrates that Australia is genuinely unique in terms of its global isolation and 

distance from world markets, and its geographic and climatic features generally, and hence faces 

unique disadvantages and costs which significantly impact upon the viability and profitability of 

businesses and trade generally, and the manufacturing, agricultural and export sectors in 

particular.  The need to avoid complacency and take particular care in the design of competent 

and supportive government structures and regulatory systems is therefore especially great for 

Australia.  Structures and systems which could competently serve locationally advantaged 

countries in North America, Western Europe and parts of Asia may not be enough to reverse the 

economic decline Australia has experienced over the past 130 or so years.  Australia apparently 

needs especially competent and supportive government structures and systems which, to the 
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greatest extent possible, gainfully exploit its advantages, and at the same time mitigate against 

its unique and severe disadvantages. 

 

 
Comparison and Reconciliation of Recent Estimates 
 

The above estimates by Access Economics, the OECD and others, as summarised in Table 5-2 

below, turn out to be remarkably consistent with the estimates developed by the BRRU in 1986, 

as in Table 5-1 above, noting that the BRRU estimates applied to regulation deriving from all 

levels of government. 

 
Table 5-2:  Summary of Recent Regulation Cost Estimates 

Cost Component in 
BRRU Terminology 

Cost Component in 
Access Economics 

Terminology 

Estimate 
(Australian unless otherwise 

indicated) 
Source of Estimate 

Cost of Employing 
Regulators  
(CERBRRU) 

Administrative Cost 
(ACAE) 

At least $4.5 billion in 
2001-02 for Commonwealth 

Government only 

Productivity Commission  
(see, for example, 

Banks 2003: 3) 
Paperburden Cost 

(PCBRRU) 
Compliance Cost 

(CCAE) 
$17 billion in 1998 for just small 

and medium sized businesses OECD (2001: 60) 

Paperburden Cost 
(PCBRRU) 

Compliance Cost 
(CCAE) 

$10.8 billion in 1994-95 for all 
businesses Lattimore et al. (1998: xxiv)

Paperburden Cost 
(PCBRRU) 

Compliance Cost 
(CCAE) 

$9.2 billion in 1998 for just small 
and medium sized businesses (85% 

of the total of $10.8 billion) 
Lattimore et al. (1998: xxiv)

Paperburden Cost 
(PCBRRU) 

Compliance Cost 
(CCAE) 

$20 billion in 1998 (85% of which 
is $17 billion, the OECD small and 
medium sized business estimate) 

OECD (2001: 60) and 
Lattimore et al. (1998: xxiv)

Compliance Cost 
(CCBRRU) 

Efficiency Loss 
(ELAE) 

10.8% of GDP 
($96 billion in 2004-05) 

Access Economics  
(2005a: 2, 2005b: 2) 

Compliance Cost 
(CCBRRU) 

Efficiency Loss 
(ELAE) 

9% of GDP 
($80 billion in 2004-05) 

Access Economics 
(2005b: v) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRBRRU) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRAE) 

10.2% of GDP 
($86.0 billion in 2005) 

ACCI (2005b: 7), based on 
by Crain (2005; see also 
Crain and Hopkins 2001) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRBRRU) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRAE) 

6.1% of GDP 
($65 billion in 2015) Bracks (2005: 6,10) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRBRRU) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRAE) 

10% to 12% of GDP in the United 
States and the Netherlands 

UK Better Regulation Task 
Force (BRTF 2005: 12) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRBRRU) 

Total Cost of 
Regulation 
(TCRAE) 

8% of US GDP in 2004 for federal 
regulation alone 

US Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB 2004) 

 

The Productivity Commission's estimate as above, that the administrative cost of 

Commonwealth government regulation alone was at least $4.5 billion in 2001-02, suggests that 

the cost of regulation from all governments (Commonwealth, State, Territory and local) was 
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probably at least $7 billion or so in 2001-02, which very closely matches the corresponding 

CERBRRU estimates in Table 5-1 – ranging from a low estimate of $5 billion to a high estimate 

of $10 billion, with a middle estimate of $8 billion.  This apparent confirmation that the 1986 

CERBRRU estimate appears to be very reasonable is highly significant given that the BRRU 

Paperburden Cost (PCBRRU) and Compliance Cost (CCBRRU) estimates are formed as multiples of 

this CERBRRU estimate. 

 
The estimate that Australia's total business compliance cost, or paperburden costs in BRRU 

terminology, was approximately $20 billion in 1998, as in Table 5-2, slightly exceeds the high 

range PCBRRU estimate for 1998-99 of $17 billion as in Table 5-1.  This comparison is highly 

significant in view of the BRRU (1986: 4) acknowledgment, as above, that the ratio of two they 

employed to estimate paperburden costs perhaps should have been higher in view of the ratio of 

five or so suggested by the 1979 study by the US Federal Paperwork Commission.  The more 

recent estimates by Lattimore et al. and the OECD suggest that the 1986 BRRU estimates could 

be improved slightly if a ratio of three was used rather than two, although it is also possible that 

the OECD and Lattimore et al. figures may slightly overestimate the true costs.  Overall, the 

various results mutually confirm one another quite strongly. 

 
The BRRU compliance cost estimate (CCBRRU) of 21% almost exactly aligns with the Access 

Economics estimates that reforms since the 1980s have generated improvements amounting to 

approximately 10.8% of GDP, and that there is still room for improvement within the Australian 

economy such that further well targeted  reforms could possibly achieve another similar level of 

improvement, so perhaps another 10% of GDP or so.  It is clearly extremely significant that 

these BRRU and Access Economics estimates derive from substantially different approaches – 

so can be considered independent checks of each other – yet provide such strong mutual support 

for one another.  It is possible that the BRRU and Access Economics analyses could both be 

inaccurate to an extent, but given the strength of agreement of these independent approaches, it 

seems more likely that both estimates are very reasonable indeed. 

 
Furthermore, the BRRU compliance cost estimate (CCBRRU) of 21% of GDP exactly aligns with 

the combination of the Access Economics estimate of 10.8% of GDP, and the ACCI (2005b: 7) 

estimate, as above, that "regulation costs the Australian economy approximately $86.0 billion 

per year or 10.2 per cent of GDP".  For this comparison it might be more apt to employ the 

BRRU total cost of regulation estimate (TCRBRRU) of 24% of GDP, but this is still very close to 

21%. 
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The reports by Crain (2005) and Crain and Hopkins (2001), which the ACCI followed to derive 

their 10.2% of GDP estimate, contain no reference at all to the work by Weidenbaum which the 

BRRU followed in their 1986 estimates.  So the ACCI and BRRU estimates can also be 

considered independent of one another, and hence robust reinforcers of one another.  It is 

possible that the BRRU, Access Economics and ACCI analyses could share similar inaccuracies, 

but their strength of agreement despite their substantially independent approaches is certainly 

significant. 

 
The estimates described in this chapter provide significant benchmarks and broad magnitude 

guides against which the private sector and economy-wide estimates developed in Part III can be 

compared.  The private sector and economy-wide relative benefit estimates presented in 

Chapters 11 and 12 turn out to be substantially consistent with the estimates in the order of 5% 

to 10% presented in this chapter. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
A range of estimates established over the past two decades have consistently indicated that the 

economy-wide costs of excessive regulation in Australia, and the benefits possible through 

regulatory reform, amount to approximately five to ten per cent of GDP, or some $40 billion to 

$100 billion per annum in 2004-05 terms.  Exploratory estimates established in this current 

study have also suggested that the economy-wide costs of Australia's geographic remoteness and 

distance from world markets amount to approximately 20 to 50 per cent of GDP, or at least $200 

billion in 2004-05 terms.  These estimates, if at least broadly accurate, indicate that (1) the 

tyranny of distance remains one of Australia's most enduring and economically significant 

characteristics, (2) Australia is especially reliant upon government structures and regulatory 

systems which support trading and commercial endeavours to the greatest extent possible, and 

(3) government structure and regulatory reforms have the potential to achieve significant 

economic gains for Australia. 
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Part II 

Classifications and Data 
 

 

The core objective of this study, again, is to estimate the relative financial benefits of a 

comprehensive range of Australian government structure alternatives.  Part II addresses this 

core objective through primary objectives (POs) 1 and 4 as follows: 

• Establish methods to estimate the relative benefits of a comprehensive range of government 
structure alternatives (PO1). 

• Establish a classification system, or taxonomy, for government structure alternatives in 
terms of sub-national governments and the distribution of functions between national and 
sub-national governments (PO4). 

 

Chapters 6 to 9 present classifications, definitions, notations, data and preliminary results to 

establish foundations for the methodologies and results presented in Part III.  Chapter 6 

introduces the four financial years considered in subsequent analyses (1998-99 to 2001-02) and 

a classification system for the various levels of government, and defines Australia's nine 

principal political units as the eight States and Territories and Australia as a whole.  Chapter 7 

defines the 23 expenditure categories used throughout Part III.  Chapter 8 presents the 

Australian Bureau of Statistics expenditure data used for these expenditure categories.  Chapter 

9 then establishes classification systems for a comprehensive range of government structure 

alternatives, in terms of numbers of sub-national political units and the distribution of functions 

among levels of government, and defines transformations between government structures and 

notations describing such transformations.  These classification systems can be considered ends 

in themselves, but their main role in support of the core objective is to classify the following 

nine government structure models the relative benefits of which are estimated in Part III:  New 

State Current Local (NSC), Fewer States Current Local (FSC), Regional States (RS), Dual 

National Current Local (DNC), National Current Local (NCL), Functional Transfer Current 

Local (FTC), Simplified New States Current Local (SNC), Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC), and Simplified Regional States (SRS). 
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Chapter 6 

Preliminary Classifications and Data 
 

 

Chapters 6 to 9 present classifications, data, definitions, notations and other insights in order to 

establish foundations for the methodologies and results that follow in Chapters 10 to 14.  

Chapter 6 establishes initial classifications and statistical foundations by describing, in turn: the 

four financial years considered in subsequent analyses; the populations, land areas, population 

densities and geopolitical sizes of Australia and the eight States and Territories; and a 

classification system for the various levels of government. 

 
 
The Four Financial Years Considered 
 
Relative benefit estimates are calculated in Part III using Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 

population and expenditure data for Australia's eight States and Territories over the four 

financial years 1998-99, 1999-00, 2000-01 and 2001-02.  These were the first four years in 

which Australian government finance statistics were reported using the accrual accounting 

method (ABS Cat. 5512.0 1998-99: 2, 62-64).  Government finance data was reported according 

to the cash accounting method up until 1997-98, so meaningful comparisons of recent 

government finance data are more easily achieved using data from 1998-99 onwards. 

 
Byrnes and Dollery (2002: 396, 403-405), in a detailed investigation of scale economies and 

diseconomies in local governments in Australia and other countries, draw attention to the 

limitations of empirical findings based on data from just a single financial year, and support 

studies based on multiple years.  Data from four separate years are employed in order to at least 

partly address these concerns and to develop more robust estimates generally than would be 

possible if data from just one year was used.  Table 6-1 summarises these four financial years 

and the abbreviations used for these years in subsequent descriptions and analyses, where the 

letter Y is used as the abbreviation for "financial year". 

 
Table 6-1: The Four Financial Years Considered 

Financial Year (Y) Abbreviation Description 
1998-99 Y = 98-99 from 1 July 1998 until 30 June 1999 
1999-00 Y = 99-00 from 1 July 1999 until 30 June 2000 
2000-01 Y = 00-01 from 1 July 2000 until 30 June 2001 
2001-02 Y = 01-02 from 1 July 2001 until 30 June 2002 

Four Year Average Y = 4YA four year average of the years 98-99, 99-00, 00-01 and 01-02 
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For expenditure, population and other data analysed in this thesis, the four year average (4YA) 

is always calculated as the simple mean average of the corresponding values for the four 

individual years, as follow, where X is the given measure: 
 

4
XXXXX 02-0101-0000-9999-98

YA4
+++

=   ...[6.1] 

 
 
Australia's Nine Principal Political Units  
 
Australia's nine principal political units (PPUs) are the eight current State-Territory units (STUs) 

and Australia as a whole.  This study also considers various State-Territory type units (STTUs) 

which arise in several of the alternative government structures that are explored in following 

chapters.  State-Territory type units include the current STUs, combinations of two or more 

current STUs, units arising through the creation of New States or Territories, and units 

resembling the ACT in a Regional Government structure.  The single letter U is often used in 

this chapter and later chapters to represent PPUs, STUs and STTUs.  Table 6-2 lists Australia's 

nine PPUs along with their two or three letter abbreviations and one letter abbreviations as used 

herein.1

 
Table 6-2: Australia's Nine Principal Political Units (PPUs) 

Principal Political Unit (PPU = U) Abbreviation 
Australia U = AUS 

New South Wales U = NSW = N 
Victoria U = VIC = V 

Queensland U = QLD = Q 
Western Australia U = WA = W 
South Australia U = SA = S 

Tasmania U = TAS = T 
Australian Capital Territory U = ACT = A 

Northern Territory U = NT 
 

Australia's nine principal political units (PPUs) are now described in terms of their populations, 

land areas, population densities and a measure referred to as geopolitical size as defined below.  

The relative benefit estimates established in Part III are calculated using population and 

expenditure data, but land area, population density and geopolitical size measures are also 

employed to guide the interpretation of estimates generated.  Geopolitical sizes are also 

employed in one of the techniques used to generate relative benefit estimates for unitary 

government structures – the progressive amalgamation technique – as described in Chapter 10. 
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Populations 
 
The expression PU,Y is used to represent the population of principal political unit U on 31 

December of financial year Y.  Analyses are based on populations at 31 December, in the 

middle of each financial year, in order to minimise any time related biases, as shown in Table 

6-3 below.2

 
Table 6-3:  Populations (PU,Y) of Australia's Nine Principal Political Units 

PPU = U Y = 98-99 Y = 99-00 Y = 00-01 Y = 01-02 Y = 4YA 
NSW 6,375,118 6,448,683 6,530,563 6,607,706 6,490,518 
VIC 4,662,048 4,713,790 4,772,927 4,838,513 4,746,820 
QLD 3,474,469 3,531,351 3,595,084 3,667,852 3,567,189 
WA 1,836,151 1,862,055 1,887,762 1,914,196 1,875,041 
SA 1,493,680 1,501,424 1,508,379 1,515,979 1,504,866 

TAS 471,698 471,419 471,602 472,260 471,745 
ACT 311,105 313,767 317,259 320,566 315,674 
NT 191,302 194,143 196,661 197,890 194,999 

AUS 18,815,571 19,036,633 19,280,238 19,534,961 19,166,851 
Source:  ABS Cat. 3201.0, Population by Age and Sex: Australian States and Territories, 
June 1997 to June 2002, 2001 Census Edition – Final, 2003.   
 

For each year Y, Australia's total population PAUS,Y is assumed to be the simple sum addition of 

the populations of the eight current STUs, as follows: 
 

Y,NTY,ACTY,TASY,SAY,WAY,QLDY,VICY,NSWY,AUS PPPPPPPPP +++++++=       ...[6.2] 

 
The four year average (Y = 4YA) population figures in the rightmost column in Table  

6-3 are calculated using the following formula:3

 

4
 P  P  P P

P 02-01U,01-0000-99U,99-98U,
YA4U,

+++
=    ...[6.3] 

 
For each individual financial year Y (so for Y = 98-99, Y = 99-00, Y = 00-01 and Y = 01-02), 

but not for the four year average (Y = 4YA), the unit population share of principal political unit 

U is written as psU,Y and defined as U's population in year Y as a fraction or percentage of 

Australia's total population in year Y: 
 

Y,AUS

Y,U
Y,U P

P
ps =  for individual years Y  ...[6.4] 

and 

%100
P
P

%ps
Y,AUS

Y,U
Y,U ×=     ...[6.5] 
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The corresponding four year average (4YA) unit population shares are therefore: 
 

4
 ps  ps  ps ps

ps 02-01U,01-0000-99U,99-98U,
YA4U,

+++
=    ...[6.6] 

and 

4
% ps % ps % ps %ps

%ps 02-01U,01-0000-99U,99-98U,
YA4U,

+++
=   ...[6.7] 

 
Table 6-4 displays population shares as percentages corresponding to the population figures in 

Table 6-3, based on expressions [6.5] and [6.7].4

 
Table 6-4: Percentage Population Shares (ps%U,Y) of Australia's Nine PPUs 

PPU = U Y = 98-99 Y = 99-00 Y = 00-01 Y = 01-02 Y = 4YA 
NSW 33.882 33.875 33.872 33.825 33.864 
VIC 24.778 24.762 24.756 24.768 24.766 
QLD 18.466 18.550 18.646 18.776 18.610 
WA 9.759 9.781 9.791 9.799 9.783 
SA 7.939 7.887 7.823 7.760 7.852 

TAS 2.507 2.476 2.446 2.418 2.462 
ACT 1.653 1.648 1.646 1.641 1.647 
NT 1.017 1.020 1.020 1.013 1.017 

AUS 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 
 

Table 6-4 shows that NSW has a little more than one-third of Australia's population, and VIC 

has a little less than one-quarter, and so on.  In NSW, SA, TAS and the ACT, the population 

share has decreased over each of the four years considered, whilst in QLD and WA the 

population share has increased each year.  Victoria's population share increased from 2000-01 to 

2001-02, following declining population shares in previous years.  The NT's population share 

rose from 1998-99 to 1999-00, but fell from 2000-01 to 2001-02. 

 
Population shares, and all other measures described in this chapter, can be determined for other 

State-Territory Type Units (STTUs) explored in subsequent analyses as well as for the PPUs. 

 
The Australia to unit population ratio, or unit population ratio for short, of principal political 

unit U in individual financial year Y, is written as NPR-U,Y and is defined as Australia's total 

population in year Y divided by U's population in year Y, as follows: 
 

YU,

YAUS,
YU,-PR P

P
  N =  for individual years Y    ...[6.8] 

and 

4
N  N  N  N

  N 02-U,01-PR01-U,00-PR00-U,99-PR99-U,98-PR
U,4YA-PR

+++
=  ...[6.9] 
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As follows directly from equation [6.8] above, NPR-U,Y = 1 for U = AUS.  For each of the eight 

STUs, NPR-U,Y provides how many times greater Australia's total population is than that of the 

given State or Territory U in year Y. 

 
Expressions [6.4] and [6.8] show that population ratios and population shares of given PPUs, as 

defined here, are mathematical reciprocals of one another in individual years, though this exact 

relationship does not generally apply with four year average (4YA) values.5

 
Table 6-5 provides population ratios corresponding to the population shares presented in Table 

6-4, to four decimal places and also to the nearest whole number, and shows that NPR-TAS,01-02, 

for example, is approximately 41.4, so Australia's population was about 41 times greater than 

that of Tasmania in the year 2001-02.  The whole number entries in Table 6-5 are rounded unit 

population ratios NRPR-U,Y defined as follows, for individual years and Y = 4YA alike, where 

"ROUND" here is the mathematical operation of rounding a number to the nearest whole 

number: 

NRPR-U,Y = ROUND(NPR-U,Y)   ...[6.10] 

 
It is seen that the whole numbered NRPR-U,Y entries in Table 6-5 are unchanged for all PPUs  

except for TAS, which increases from 40 in 1999-00 to 41 in 2000-01, and for NT, which 

increases from 98 in 2000-01 to 99 in 2001-02. 

 
Table 6-5:  Population Ratios (NPR-U,Y and NRPR-U,Y) of Australia's Nine PPUs 

PPU = U Y = 98-99 Y = 99-00 Y = 00-01 Y = 01-02 Y = 4YA 
NSW 2.9514 = 3 2.9520 = 3 2.9523 = 3 2.9564 = 3 2.9530 = 3 
VIC 4.0359 = 4 4.0385 = 4 4.0395 = 4 4.0374 = 4 4.0378 = 4 
QLD 5.4154 = 5 5.3908 = 5 5.3629 = 5 5.3260 = 5 5.3738 = 5 
WA 10.2473 = 10 10.2235 = 10 10.2133 = 10 10.2053 = 10 10.2223 = 10 
SA 12.5968 = 13 12.6791 = 13 12.7821 = 13 12.8860 = 13 12.7360 = 13 

TAS 39.8890 = 40 40.3815 = 41 40.8824 = 41 41.3649 = 41 40.6295 = 41 
ACT 60.4799 = 60 60.6712 = 61 60.7712 = 61 60.9391 = 61 60.7153 = 61 
NT 98.3552 = 98 98.0548 = 98 98.0377 = 98 98.7160 = 99 98.2909 = 98 

AUS 1.0000 = 1 1.0000 = 1 1.0000 = 1 1.0000 = 1 1.0000 = 1 
 
 
Land Areas 
 
The abbreviation AU is used to represent the land area (in square kilometres) of principal 

political unit U.  Such land areas are assumed to be the same for all years under consideration. 
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The unit land area share, or land area share for short, of principal political unit U, is written as 

lasU or las%U, and is defined as U's land area as a fraction or percentage of Australia's total land 

area, as follows: 

AUS

U
U A

Alas =     ...[6.11] 

and  

%100
A
A%las

AUS

U
U ×=   ...[6.12] 

 
Table 6-6 provides the land areas that are used for the nine PPUs for each of the four years 

under consideration, as obtained from the ABS (Cat. 1379.0.55.001 2004), and percentage land 

area shares calculated using expression [6.12] above.6

 
Table 6-6:  Land Areas (AU) of Australia's Nine Principal Political Units (U) 

PPU = U Land Area (AU, in square kilometres) Percentage Land Area Share (las%U) 
NSW 801,353.2 10.403 
VIC 227,590.0 2.954 
QLD 1,734,156.8 22.512 
WA 2,532,482.5 32.875 
SA 985,334.5 12.791 

TAS 67,914.3 0.882 
ACT 2,349.4 0.030 
NT 1,352,157.7 17.553 

AUS 7,703,338.4 100.000 
 

The Australian total land area of 7,703,338.4 square kilometres is determined here, for present 

purposes, as the sum of the land areas of the eight STUs as above.7

 

Population Densities 
 
The population density PDU,Y, of principal political unit U in year Y, is defined as U's 

population per unit land area: 
 

U

YU,
YU, A

P
  PD =   for individual years Y    ...[6.13] 

and 

4
PD  PD  PD  PD

  PD 02-U,0101-U,0000-U,9999-U,98
U,4YA

+++
=   ...[6.14] 

 
The relative population density, of principal political unit U in year Y, is written as pdU,Y and 

defined as U's population density relative to that of Australia: 
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YAUS,

YU,
YU, PD

PD
  pd =   for individual years Y   ...[6.15] 

and 

4
 pd  pd  pd pd

  pd 02-U,0101-U,0000-U,9999-U,98
U,4YA

+++
=   ...[6.16] 

 
Table 6-7 shows PPU population densities and relative population densities for individual years 

and as four year averages. 

 
Table 6-7:  Population Densities (PDU,Y) and Relative Population Densities (pdU,Y) 
of Australia's Nine PPUs 

PPU = U Y = 98-99 Y = 99-00 Y = 00-01 Y = 01-02 Y = 4YA 
  Population Densities (PDU,Y) 

NSW 7.9554 8.0472 8.1494 8.2457 8.0994 
VIC 20.4844 20.7118 20.9716 21.2598 20.8569 
QLD 2.0035 2.0364 2.0731 2.1151 2.0570 
WA 0.7250 0.7353 0.7454 0.7559 0.7404 
SA 1.5159 1.5238 1.5308 1.5385 1.5273 

TAS 6.9455 6.9414 6.9441 6.9538 6.9462 
ACT 132.4188 133.5520 135.0385 136.4457 134.3637 
NT 0.1415 0.1436 0.1454 0.1464 0.1442 

AUS 2.4425 2.4712 2.5028 2.5359 2.4881 
  Relative Population Densities (pdU,Y) 

NSW 3.2571 3.2564 3.2561 3.2516 3.2553 
VIC 8.3866 8.3812 8.3791 8.3835 8.3826 
QLD 0.8203 0.8240 0.8283 0.8340 0.8267 
WA 0.2968 0.2975 0.2978 0.2981 0.2976 
SA 0.6206 0.6166 0.6116 0.6067 0.6139 

TAS 2.8436 2.8089 2.7745 2.7421 2.7923 
ACT 54.2140 54.0430 53.9541 53.8055 54.0041 
NT 0.0579 0.0581 0.0581 0.0577 0.0580 

AUS 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
 
 
Geopolitical Sizes 
 
A political size (PS) measure was previously defined (Drummond 2002: 54 [Note 2]) by the 

following formula, where P and A are the population and land area respectively of the country 

or other political unit being assessed: 
 

3132312 AP)AP(PS ==   [6.17] 

 
Whilst PS as defined above can provide meaningful comparisons between countries and sub-

national political units, such as Australia's STUs, it can be improved on in several respects.  

Firstly, factors besides population and land area, such as economic strength (as measured by 

GDP or per capita GDP or otherwise) and military strength, certainly seem to contribute to the 
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overall effective "size" of a country or polity in terms of political influence, power and 

significance in the global arena.  Accordingly, measures based on population and land area 

alone shall henceforth be referred to as measures of geopolitical size, rather than overall 

political size.  It can also be argued that political size should be directly proportional to 

population, whereas PS in result [6.17] is proportional to population raised to the power of two-

thirds. 

 
As a refinement of the political size measure defined previously as in [6.17], the geopolitical 

size (SGPU,Y,α) of political unit U (an Australian PPU or other country or sub-national political 

unit) in year Y is defined here by the following formula, where α is the SGP weighting 

coefficient and SGP identifier, PU,Y is the population of unit U in year Y, and AU is the land area 

of U (assumed invariant with time for present purposes). 
 

α
1

UYU,,Y,U )A()(P  SGP ×=α   ...[6.18] 
 

So for α = ∞, 0
α
1
= and geopolitical size reduces to just population: 

 

SGPU,Y,∞ = PU,Y   ...[6.19] 

 
Geopolitical size is designed to measure a composite of land area and population in order to give 

an overall measure of countries, STUs, STTUs and equivalents in other countries.  For example, 

whilst the ACT has a greater population than NT, NT has a very much greater land area than the 

ACT and can hence be considered a larger political unit overall.  Geopolitical size, as further 

described in Chapter 10, is also employed in the estimation technique referred to herein as the 

progressive amalgamation technique, as political size defined by [6.17] above was previously 

used (Drummond 2002: 49), as a criterion for determining the order in which Australia's STUs 

could progressively amalgamate in a hypothetical Unification process. 

 
Geopolitical size relative to Australia ( ) is defined by expression [6.20] below, such 

that the measure for Australia as a whole is 100%, and the measure for other political units is 

SGP

AUS
αY,U,SGP

U,Y,α as a percentage of the corresponding Australian value SGPAUS,Y,α. 
 

%100
SGP
SGP

SGP
αY,AUS,

αY,U,AUS
αY,U, ×=   ...[6.20] 

 
Land area relative to Australia ( ) is similarly defined as follows: AUS

UA



 

 

 
Appendix 6A shows how Australia compares with 25 other countries in terms of geopolitical 

size defined as above, and several other indices which attempt to measure federal and unitary 

countries and sub-national polities such as Australia's STUs in terms of overall political size 

(SOP) and fiscal centralisation and decentralisation. 

The Table 6-9 entries for α values of 2 through 6 are highlighted in bold typeface as these 

values are employed in subsequent analyses in Chapter 10. 

 

 
Table 6-8 below provides land areas (AU) and geopolitical sizes (SGPU,Y,α)  for Australia's nine 

PPUs for α = 1 to 10 and α = ∞, based on 2002 populations, along with corresponding measures 

relative to Australia as a whole and rank orderings, and shows that: 
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%100
A
AA

AUS

UAUS
U ×=

AUS
UAExpression [6.23] shows that  is identical to the percentage land area share defined by 

expression [6.12] above, except that [6.12] was defined only for Australian PPUs or STTUs, 

whereas U in [6.21] can represent other countries as well as Australian PPUs and STTUs. 

  ...[6.21] 

• NSW, VIC and QLD are the three largest units in terms of geopolitical size for all α = 3 and 
greater. 

• The five mainland States are the five largest units in terms of geopolitical size for all α = 1 
and greater. 

• The six States are the six largest units in terms of geopolitical size for all α = 4 and greater. 
• TAS, the ACT and NT are the three smallest units in terms of geopolitical size for all α = 1 

and greater. 
• The ACT and NT are the two smallest units in terms of geopolitical size for all α = 4 and 

greater. 
• Geopolitical size rank orderings are identical for all α = 4 through α = 7 inclusive. 
• Geopolitical size rank orderings are identical for α = 8, 9 and 10. 
• Among the six States, geopolitical size rank orderings are identical for α = 8, 9, 10 and ∞.  

So for α = 8, 9 and 10, rank orderings of the six States are the same as population rank 
orderings. 



α n/a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ∞ 

U AU
(km2) SGPU,Y,1 SGPU,Y,2 SGPU,Y,3 SGPU,Y,4 SGPU,Y,5 SGPU,Y,6 SGPU,Y,7 SGPU,Y,8 SGPU,Y,9 SGPU,Y,10

SGPU,Y,∞ = 
PU,Y

AUS 7,692,030 151,078,999,697,370 54,473,291,257 3,877,127,839 1,034,363,944 468,135,230 275,953,957 189,183,506 142,533,928 114,361,224 95,888,655 19,640,979 
NSW 800,640 5,311,533,830,400 5,936,101,389 616,020,402 198,445,835 100,570,388 63,927,671 46,252,036 36,283,764 30,041,398 25,830,118 6,634,110 
VIC 227,420 1,104,630,791,760 2,316,342,723 296,481,802 106,070,753 57,247,196 37,948,382 28,291,093 22,698,234 19,124,570 16,675,212 4,857,228 
QLD 1,730,650 6,422,393,691,800 4,881,938,464 445,544,164 134,598,428 65,634,099 40,662,045 28,884,206 22,349,295 18,307,205 15,606,611 3,710,972 
WA 2,529,880 4,868,888,143,640 3,061,116,346 262,238,539 76,754,678 36,723,990 22,465,350 15,814,608 12,153,948 9,903,425 8,406,977 1,924,553 
SA 983,480 1,493,607,142,080 1,506,099,330 151,028,657 47,825,799 23,989,652 15,144,854 10,903,859 8,522,491 7,036,127 6,035,975 1,518,696 

TAS 68,400 32,326,660,800 123,604,077 19,328,142 7,643,086 4,380,422 3,022,369 2,318,606 1,900,583 1,628,295 1,438,833 472,612 
ACT 2,430 781,274,160 15,848,944 4,322,476 2,257,349 1,528,687 1,178,867 979,164 851,918 764,497 701,064 321,512 
NT 1,349,130 268,024,911,450 230,753,481 21,951,926 6,770,719 3,342,967 2,088,320 1,492,256 1,159,787 953,319 814,942 198,665 

  Land Areas and Geopolitical Sizes Relative to Australia (%):  and  AUS
UA AUS

αY,U,SGP
AUS 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
NSW 10.41 3.52 10.90 15.89 19.19 21.48 23.17 24.45 25.46 26.27 26.94 33.78 
VIC 2.96 0.73 4.25 7.65 10.25 12.23 13.75 14.95 15.92 16.72 17.39 24.73 
QLD 22.50 4.25 8.96 11.49 13.01 14.02 14.74 15.27 15.68 16.01 16.28 18.89 
WA 32.89 3.22 5.62 6.76 7.42 7.84 8.14 8.36 8.53 8.66 8.77 9.80 
SA 12.79 0.99 2.76 3.90 4.62 5.12 5.49 5.76 5.98 6.15 6.29 7.73 

TAS 0.89 0.02 0.23 0.50 0.74 0.94 1.10 1.23 1.33 1.42 1.50 2.41 
ACT 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.43 0.52 0.60 0.67 0.73 1.64 
NT 17.54 0.18 0.42 0.57 0.65 0.71 0.76 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.85 1.01 

  Rank Ordering of Australia's STUs by Land Area (AU) and Geopolitical Size ( SGPU,Y,α ) 
NSW 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
VIC 6 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 
QLD 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
WA 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
SA 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

TAS 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
ACT 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 
NT 3 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 

Table 6-8:  Land Areas (AU) and Geopolitical Sizes (SGPU,Y,α) of Australia's PPUs in 2002 
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Government Level Taxonomy 
 
Levels of government, denoted by "LEV", are classified as in Table 6-9. 

 
Table 6-9:  Government Levels and Abbreviations 

Three Letter 
Abbreviation Level(s) of Government (LEV) Relationships with Other LEV 

Classifications 

CEN central government only = Commonwealth or 
national government only  

STO State-Territory only, excluding local government  
LOC local government only  

CSO 
central and State-Territory only = Commonwealth 
and State-Territory governments, excluding local 
governments 

CSO = CEN + STO 

CLO 
central and local only = Commonwealth or national 
government and local governments, excluding 
State-Territory governments 

CLO = CEN + LOC 

STL 

State-Territory including local or State-Territory-
local = State-Territory level, including the local 
level if local governments are present (noting they 
are not present as a separate level in the ACT) 

STL = STO + LOC 

ALL All levels of government ALL = CEN + STO + LOC = CEN + 
STL = CSO + LOC = CLO + STO 

 

So LEV = ALL for data and analyses applying to all levels of government; LEV = STL for data 

and analyses applying just to the States and Territories, including local governments as part of 

this level; and so on. 

 
In the expenditure analyses that follow in later chapters, LEV refers to the level of government 

associated with expenditures.  So all seven LEV classifications listed in Table 6-9 can be readily 

applied to the public sector and public sector expenditures.  They don't all make proper sense for 

the private sector, however, because private sector activities and expenditures occur largely 

independently of levels of government.  Indeed, only LEV = ALL, which internalises 

differences in government levels, makes sense for the private sector.  Accordingly, LEV = ALL 

will apply for all of the private sector expenditure data and analyses presented in following 

chapters.  Most public sector analyses presented herein will involve just the STL or the CEN 

levels as defined above.  Whilst subsequent analyses generally only involve the ALL, STL and 

CEN levels, the seven levels in Table 6-1 are defined to achieve a complete set of classifications. 

 
To avoid under-counting or double-counting through incomplete or overlapping classifications, 

the ALL, CEN and STL classifications, for example, are defined such that CEN and STL are 

non-overlapping, but in combination are equivalent to the ALL designation.  Similarly, STO and 
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LOC are non-overlapping but in combination are equivalent to the STL level designation.  The 

full list of these relationships among levels are as shown in the rightmost column of Table 6-9. 

 
 
Summary 
 
Table 6-10 below summarises some of the key terms defined in this chapter which are used in 

subsequent chapters. 

 
Table 6-10:  Summary of Key Terms 

Variable Abbreviation(s) Values Assumed 
Financial Year as at 31 December Y 98-99, 99-00, 00-01, 01-02 

Principal Political Unit PPU and U AUS, NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT
Current State-Territory Unit STU NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 

State-Territory Type Unit STTU 
current STUs, fractions of current STUs, and 

combinations (or multiples) of STUs or parts of 
current STUs 

Population of Unit U in Financial 
Year Y at 31 December of that 

Financial Year 
PU,Y see Table 6-3 above 

Land Area of Unit U LU see Table 6-6 above 
Population Density of Unit U in 

Year Y PDU,Y see Table 6-7 above 

Geopolitical Size of Unit U in Year 
Y Based on Weighting Factor α SGPU,Y,α see Table 6-8 above 

Level of Government LEV CEN, STO, LOC, CSO, CLO, STL, ALL 
 

Chapters 7 and 8 now introduce the 23 expenditure categories and expenditure data employed 

extensively to estimate the financial benefits of various government structure models relative to 

Australia's current government structure.  Chapter 9 then introduces systems established to 

classify a comprehensive range of government structure models. 
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Chapter 7 

Expenditure Categories 
 

 

Chapter 7 establishes an expenditure category set comprising 23 expenditure categories that are 

employed extensively in later chapters, including five private sector expenditure categories and 

18 public sector expenditure categories. 

 
Chapter 7 has six sections.  The first introduces notation used to describe the 23 expenditure 

categories, and a hierarchy of subsets among the categories.  The next four sections then 

describe four subsets of the 23 categories: the five private sector categories, the three major 

public sector expenditure, and two subsets of public sector expenditure categories comprising 

single government functions, including education and health, and combinations of two or more 

functions.  The chapter concludes with a summary of the 23 expenditure categories defined. 

 
 
Expenditure Category Notation and Subsets 
 
The abbreviation "CAT" (in bold typeface) is used to represent this expenditure category set, 

and the term "CAT" (in regular typeface) is similarly used as the collective label for expenditure 

categories as they arise in various mathematical expressions employed herein.  So in a 

mathematical sense, "CAT" can be considered a categorical variable which can assume the 

value of any of the 23 individual expenditure categories. 

 
The bold typeface terms CATPRI and CATPUB are used, respectively, to represent the private 

sector expenditure category subset and the public sector expenditure category subset.  The 

corresponding regular typeface terms CATPRI and CATPUB are used as collective labels for the 

individual expenditure categories within these subsets. 

 
The private sector expenditure category subset (CATPRI) comprises five private sector 

expenditure categories defined and described below: Gross Private Product (GPP), Private 

Final Demand (PFD), Household Final Consumption Expenditure (HFC), Gross Business 

Product (GBP) and Business Final Demand (BFD). 

 
In set notation, CATPRI can be expressed as follows, where the symbol  denotes subset: ⊂
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CATPRI = {GPP, PFD, HFC, GBP, BFD}  ...[7.1] 
and 

CATCATPRI ⊂      ...[7.2] 

 
So GPP, PFD, HFC, GBP and BFD are all members, or elements in set theory terminology, of 

the set CATPRI.  So, in set notation: 
 

⎪
⎪
⎪

⎭

⎪⎪
⎪

⎬

⎫

⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

PRI

PRI

PRI

PRI

PRI

CAT
CAT
CAT
CAT
CAT

BFD
GBP
HFC
PFD
GPP

  ...[7.3] 

 
In [7.3] above, PRICAT∈GPP  is the symbolic abbreviation of the statement "GPP is an element 

of the set CATPRI", and likewise for the other four expenditure categories.   

 
Expression [7.3] can also be represented by the single statement [7.4] below, where CATPRI 

collectively represents the five private sector categories GPP, PFD, HFC, GBP and BFD. 
 

PRICAT∈PRICAT    ...[7.4] 

 
The CATPRI set is further subdivided into the major private sector expenditure category subset, 

represented by the set label CATPRI-MAJ and the variable label CATPRI-MAJ, and the minor 

private sector expenditure category subset, similarly represented by CATPRI-MIN and 

CATPRI-MIN.  The major private sector expenditure categories are GPP, PFD and HFC.  So in set 

notation: 
 

CATPRI-MAJ = {GPP, PFD, HFC}  ...[7.5] 
and 

CATCATCAT PRIMAJPRI ⊂⊂-   ...[7.6] 

 
The minor private sector expenditure categories are GBP and BFD.  So in set notation: 
 

CATPRI-MIN = {GBP, BFD}   ...[7.7] 
and 

CATCATCAT PRIMPRI ⊂⊂IN-   ...[7.8] 

 
The public sector expenditure category subset (CATPUB) comprises 18 public sector expenditure 

categories and is further subdivided into the major public sector expenditure category subset, 

represented by the set label CATPUB-MAJ and the variable label CATPUB-MAJ, and the expenditure 
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categories within general government subset, or expenditure categories within GOV subset 

(noting the general government abbreviation of GOV, as below), similarly represented by 

CATGOV and CATGOV.  The major public sector expenditure categories are Total Public Sector 

Expenditure (TPS), General Government Expenditure (GOV), and Public Sector Corporations 

Expenditure (PSC), so that: 
 

CATPUB-MAJ = {TPS, GOV, PSC}  ...[7.9] 
and 

CATCATPUB ⊂     ...[7.10] 

 
The major expenditure category subset is defined as the union of the CATPRI-MAJ and 

CATPUB-MAJ subsets, as follows in set notation, where the symbol  denotes union (that is, the 

union of two sets): 

U

 

CATCATCATCAT MAJ-PUBMAJ-PRIMAJ ⊂= U   ...[7.11]  
and 

CATMAJ = {GPP, PFD, HFC, TPS, GOV, PSC}  ...[7.12] 

 
Appendix 7A provides an overview of the major private and public sector components of 

Australia's national, State and Territory economies and includes detailed descriptions of the five 

major private sector expenditure categories and the three major public sector expenditure 

categories. 

 
As the two most broadly defined private and public sector expenditure categories respectively, 

GPP and TPS are assigned to a principal expenditure category subset, represented by the set 

label CATPPL and the variable label CATPPL, as follows: 
 

CATPPL = {GPP, TPS}   ...[7.13] 
and 

CATCATCAT MAJPPL ⊂⊂   ...[7.14] 

 
The 15 expenditure categories within the CATGOV subset are defined later in this chapter.  This 

CATGOV set is divided into two further subsets, the single function expenditure categories 

within GOV subset, represented by CATGOV-SF and CATGOV-SF, and the multi-function 

expenditure categories within GOV subset, represented by CATGOV-MF and CATGOV-MF.  So the 

following subset relations apply: 
 

CATCATCATCAT PUBGOVSF-GOV ⊂⊂⊂   ...[7.15] 
and 

CATCATCATCAT PUBGOVMF-GOV ⊂⊂⊂   ...[7.16] 
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The CATPRI, CATPUB-MAJ, CATGOV, CATGOV-SF and CATGOV-MF subsets, and the 23 

expenditure categories within these sets, are defined in the following sections.  The chapter then 

concludes with a summary of all 23 expenditure categories and the subsets within the full CAT 

set that have been defined here. 

 
 
Private Sector Expenditure Categories 
 
The five private sector expenditure categories are briefly defined below and are described in 

more detail in Appendix 7A. 

 

Major Private Sector Expenditure Categories 
 
Gross Private Product (GPP) is defined as the private sector component of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP), Private Final Demand (PFD) is defined as the private sector component of 

Domestic Final Demand (DFD), and Household Final Consumption Expenditure (HFC) is the 

major component of GPP and PFD.   

 

Minor Private Sector Expenditure Categories 
 
Gross Business Product (GBP) is defined as GPP less HFC.  Business Final Demand (BFD) is 

similarly defined as PFD less HFC, and is also equal to Private Sector Gross Fixed Capital 

Formation (CAPPRI). 

 
 
Major Public Sector Expenditure Categories 
 
Australia's total public sector is defined by the ABS (Cat. 5512.0 2001-02: 41) as "the 

consolidated total of the General Government, Public Non-financial Corporations and Public 

Financial Corporations sectors".  Total Public Sector Expenditure (TPS) is therefore defined as 

the total of all government sector and public corporations expenditures, or, equivalently, as the 

sum of its two components: General Government Expenditure (GOV) and Public Sector 

Corporations Expenditure (PSC).  General Government Expenditure makes up the majority of 

total public sector expenditure and includes expenditures in the 15 expenditure categories within 

GOV which are defined below in the next section.  Public Sector Corporations Expenditure is 

the sum of its two components: Public Non-financial Corporations Expenditure (PSCNON-FIN) 

and Public Financial Corporations Expenditure (PSCFIN). 
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Single-Function Expenditure Categories Within General Government 
 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics Government Purpose Classification (GPC) system, which is 

based on the United Nations Classification of the Functions of Government (COFOG, last 

updated 1999), is employed herein to classify government functions.1  The ABS GPC system 

divides government activities and expenditures into 16 function or "purpose" areas, 15 of which 

(all except Defence) apply at the State-Territory including local (STL) level in Australia's 

current system of government.  Table 7-1 below lists the 15 non-Defence functions defined by 

the GPC system and the combined STL level expenditures in each of these functional areas as 

percentages of the Australia-wide total of general government expenditure.  Figures are 

provided for each of the four financial years considered and as four year averages (4YA), and 

functions are listed in descending order by 4YA expenditure percentages. 

 
Whereas the GPC system uses four digit numerical codes for the various functional areas, 

separate three letter function codes have been established here to provide convenient 

abbreviations for each function, as listed in Table 7-1. 

 
Table 7-1:  STL Level General Government Expenditure Components by Functions for 
the Four Years 1998-99 through 2001-02 

General Government Expenditure of State, Territory and Local  
Governments by Function – Percentages and Ranks 

Function 
Category 

Function 
Code 1998-

1999 
% 

1999-
2000 
% 

2000-
2001 
% 

2001-
2002 
% 

4YA 
% 

Cumulative 
Percentage 

of Four 
Year 

Averages R
an

k 
98

-9
9 

R
an

k 
99

-0
0 

R
an

k 
00

-0
1 

R
an

k 
01

-0
2 

Rank
of 

4YA

Education EDU 22.10 22.54 22.36 23.02 22.51 22.51 1 1 1 1 1 
Health HEA 19.71 19.86 19.98 20.61 20.04 42.55 2 2 2 2 2 
Transport and Communications TAC 12.05 12.02 11.87 11.26 11.80 54.35 3 3 3 3 3 
Public Order and Safety POS 8.02 8.08 8.25 8.32 8.17 62.51 4 4 5 4 4 
General Public Services GPS 7.28 7.86 8.29 6.41 7.46 69.97 5 5 4 6 5 
Housing and Community 
Amenities HCA 6.54 6.02 6.88 7.90 6.83 76.81 6 6 6 5 6 

Social Security and Welfare  SSW 5.63 5.70 5.67 6.04 5.76 82.57 7 7 7 7 7 
Recreation and Culture  RAC 4.09 4.33 4.10 3.87 4.09 86.66 8 8 8 8 8 
Other Economic Affairs OEA 3.42 3.14 3.16 3.59 3.33 89.99 10 10 9 9 9 
Public Debt Transactions PDT 3.61 3.54 2.87 2.30 3.08 93.07 9 9 10 10 10 
Nominal Interest on 
Superannuation NIS 2.40 2.61 2.21 2.24 2.37 95.44 12 11 11 11 11 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing AFF 2.62 2.45 1.92 2.03 2.25 97.69 11 12 12 12 12 
Fuel and Energy FAE 0.90 0.70 1.03 0.91 0.88 98.58 14 13 13 13 13 
Other OTH 1.14 0.65 0.64 0.73 0.79 99.37 13 14 15 15 14 
Mining, Manufacturing and 
Construction MMC 0.47 0.51 0.76 0.79 0.63 100.00 15 15 14 14 15 

  TOTALS 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00       
Source: ABS Cat. 5512.0,  Australian Government Finance Statistics, 1998-99 to 2001-02. 
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Table 7-1 reveals a generally very regular pattern of expenditure among the 15 non-Defence 

functional classifications here.  Its five rightmost columns show that the functional expenditure 

rankings for the individual years are generally very similar to the respective four year average 

rankings.  The rankings for the individual years which depart from the four year averages are 

highlighted by underlining as shown.  Figure 7-1 below provides a graphical representation of 

the 4YA expenditure percentages listed in Table 7-1. 

 
Table 7-1 and Figure 7-1 show that STL level general government expenditures in education 

and health well exceed those in all other functional areas.  Education and health alone have 

accounted for over 40% of STL level general government expenditure in all four years 1998-99 

through 2001-02.  And the eight highest expenditure functions, on average over the four years, 

have accounted for 87% of total State, Territory and local general government expenditure. 

 
Figure 7-1:  State, Territory and Local (STL) Government Expenditures 
by Function as Percentages of GOV Total 
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It would be possible to analyse all 15 functional areas listed in Table 7-1, but only the eight 

highest ranking functions by expenditure in Table 7-1 will be considered as single-function 

expenditure categories in the costing analyses that follow here; that is: Education (EDU), Health 

(HEA), Transport and Communications (TAC), Public Order and Safety (POS), General Public 

Services (GPS), Housing and Community Amenities (HCA), Social Security and Welfare 

(SSW), and Recreation and Culture (RAC).  The functions ranked 9 through 15 inclusive in 

Table 7-1 are excluded on account of their small contribution to the total of STL level general 
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government expenditures – in all cases being less than 3.7%.  The functions ranked 9 and 14 in 

Table 7-1 above – "Other Economic Affairs" (OEA) and "Other" (OTH) – warrant exclusion on 

account of their imprecise "other" definitions.  And functions ranked 10 and 11 – Public Debt 

Transactions (PDT) and Nominal Interest on Superannuation (NIS) – can also be excluded on 

grounds of being financial transaction functions only.  The eight functions of highest 

expenditure here are clearly defined, easily understood and diverse enough to provide a 

comprehensive range of functional transfer alternatives in the ensuing analyses. 

 
Table 7-2 below lists the eight single function expenditure categories that have been selected for 

further analyses and the associated single function expenditure category subsets, which are 

referred to henceforth as single function sets. 

 
Table 7-2:  Single Function Expenditure Categories Within General Government and 
Associated Single Function Sets 

Expenditure Categories 
Single  

Function  
Sets 

Expenditure as 
Percentage of Total 

General 
Government 

Expenditure – Four 
Year Average 

Expenditure by all State, 
Territory and Local 

Governments in 2001-02 
($b and as % of Total 
General Government 

Expenditure) 
Education EDU = {EDU} 22.5 % 27.1   (23.0 %) 
Health HEA = {HEA} 20.0 % 24.2   (20.6 %) 
Transport and Communications TAC = {TAC} 11.8 % 13.2   (11.3 %) 
Public Order and Safety POS = {POS} 8.2 % 9.8   (8.3 %) 
General Public Services GPS = {GPS} 7.5 % 7.5   (6.4 %) 
Housing and Community Amenities HCA = {HCA} 6.8 % 9.3   (7.9 %)  
Social Security and Welfare SSW = {SSW} 5.8 % 7.1   (6.0 %) 
Recreation and Culture RAC = {RAC} 4.1 % 4.6   (3.9 %) 
 

The single function expenditure categories within GOV (CATGOV-SF) subset, or single functions 

within GOV for short, is defined as: 
 

CATGOV-SF = {EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, HCA, SSW, RAC}  ...[7.17] 

 
The single function sets listed in Table 7-2 above are all subsets of the CATGOV-SF subset, as 

follows for the education function set (EDU), and similarly for the other single function sets: 
 

CATCATCATCATEDU PUBGOVSF-GOV ⊂⊂⊂⊂   ...[7.18] 
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Multi-Function Expenditure Categories Within General Government 
 
As summarised in Table 7-2, the previous section defined eight expenditure categories as 

individual government functions from among the 15 functions listed in Table 7-1.  Seven further 

expenditure categories are defined here for combinations of two or more of these 15 government 

functions.  As previously introduced, these seven are referred to collectively as the multi-

function expenditure categories within GOV, or multi-function combinations within GOV, or just 

multi-function combinations (MFCs) with associated multi-function sets (MFSs). 

 
Firstly, General Government Balance Expenditure (BAL) is defined as the total of General 

Government Expenditure less the combined sum of the eight single function expenditure 

categories listed in Table 7-3, as follows: 
 

      BAL = GOV – (EDU + HEA + TAC + POS + GPS + HCA + SSW + RAC)     ...[7.19]  

 
In methodology and results chapters that follow later, a more formal notation is employed which 

distinguishes between expenditure categories as categories and the actual expenditures of these 

categories in dollar terms.  To initiate the transition to this more formalised notation, the 

provisional notation ECAT shall be employed henceforth to represent the expenditure of a given 

expenditure category CAT.  Result [7.19] can thus be re-expressed as: 
 

      EBAL = EGOV – (EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ESSW + ERAC) ...[7.20]  

 
The BAL category can also be defined as the sum of the expenditures of the seven government 

functions ranked 9 through 15 in Tables 7-1 and 7-2, as follows: 
 

EBAL = EOEA + EPDT + ENIS + EAFF + EFAE + EOTH + EMMC  ...[7.21] 

 
In set notation, the General Government Balance set BAL can be expressed as follows, noting 

[7.21] above: 

BAL = {OEA, PDT, NIS, AFF, FAE, OTH, MMC}  ...[7.22] 

 
Figure 7-2 below provides a pie chart representations of the eight single function expenditure 

categories listed in Table 7-2, and also the BAL category defined above. 
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Figure 7-2:  Four Year Average STL Level Expenditure Components Within  
General Government – Single Functions and Balance (BAL) 
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Subsequent analyses consider government structure models in which "bundles", or sets, of 

several major government functions are transferred from the State-Territory level in the current 

structure to the Commonwealth level in a reformed structure.  To help facilitate such analyses, 

six multi-function combinations and associated multi-function sets are defined, in addition to 

BAL as above, as combinations of the eight major government functions listed in Table 7-2.  

 
The Two Function Combination (2FC) is defined here as the combination of the Education 

(EDU) and Health (HEA) functions.  These two functions are selected in combination here as 

the two functional areas which account for by far the greatest percentage shares of STL level 

general government expenditure.  As shown in Table 7-1 and Figure 7-1 above, EDU makes up 

approximately 23% of STL general government expenditure, with HEA next on 20%, then TAC 

(Transport and Communications) a distant third on 12%. 

 
In terms of expenditures, E2FC is the sum of expenditures in Education (EEDU) and Health (EHEA), 

as follows: 

E2FC = EEDU + EHEA  ...[7.23] 

 
In set notation, the Two Function Set can be defined as follows: 
 

2FC = {EDU, HEA}  ...[7.24] 
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A Three Function Combination (3FC) is similarly defined as the combination of Education 

(EDU), Health (HEA) and also Public Order and Safety (POS), as follows in terms of 

expenditures and set notation respectively: 
 

E3FC = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS = E2FC + EPOS  ...[7.25]  
and 

3FC = {EDU, HEA, POS}    ...[7.26] 

 
Among the government functions set out in Table 7-2 above, public order and safety (including 

all law making functions, courts, police forces and so on) and general public services are 

perhaps especially significant in distinguishing between unitary and federal systems of 

government.  When political scientists define political systems as either federal or unitary, 

special consideration is given to the constitutional assignment of legal, administrative and 

financial powers, responsibilities and functions (see, for example, Sawer 1976: 2).  So if Public 

Order and Safety (POS) functions were transferred to the national government, the resultant 

system would probably reach the unitary side of the federal-unitary continuum according to 

legal functions criteria.  Similarly, if General Public Services functions were transferred to the 

national government, then the resultant system would become more unitary in an administrative 

sense.  If the Three Function Combination of EDU, HEA and POS, as above, were transferred 

from State-Territory governments to the Commonwealth government, the resultant system 

would have a more unitary than federal legal character.  And if the General Public Services 

function were also transferred from State-Territory governments to the Commonwealth 

government, then the system resulting would host a more unitary than federal character in both 

legal and administrative senses.  To help explore such a system, the Four Function Combination 

(4FC) is defined as the combination of Education (EDU), Health (HEA), Public Order and 

Safety (POS) and General Public Services (GPS), as follows in terms of expenditures and set 

notation: 
 

E4FC = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS + EGPS = E3FC + EGPS  ...[7.27]  
and 

4FC = {EDU, HEA, POS, GPS}    ...[7.28] 

 
Figure 7-3 below provides a pie chart representations of the 4FC expenditure category defined 

above and the remaining components of STL level general government expenditure. 
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Figure 7-3:  Four Year Average STL Level Expenditure Components 
Within GOV – 4FC, BAL and Remaining Single Function Categories 
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Two six function transfer combinations are now defined.  The Six Function Combination A 

(6FA) is defined as the combination of Education (EDU), Health (HEA), Transport and 

Communications (TAC), Public Order and Safety (POS), General Public Services (GPS), and 

Social Security and Welfare (SSW), as follows: 
 

E6FA = EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + ESSW = E4FC + ETAC + ESSW ...[7.29]  
and 

6FA = {EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, SSW}  ...[7.30] 

 
The Six Function Combination B (6FB) is now defined as the combination of Education (EDU), 

Health (HEA), Public Order and Safety (POS), General Public Services (GPS), Housing and 

Community Amenities (HCA) and Recreation and Culture (RAC), as follows: 
 

E6FB = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ERAC = E4FC + EHCA + ERAC ...[7.31]  

and 
6FB = {EDU, HEA, POS, GPS, HCA, RAC}  ...[7.32] 

 
Finally, the Eight Function Combination (8FC) is defined as the combination of all eight 

functions listed in Table 7-2, so that: 
 

E8FC = EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ESSW + ERAC  

= E6FA + EHCA + ERAC = E6FB + ETAC + ESSW   ...[7.33]  
and 

8FC = {EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, HCA, SSW, RAC}   ...[7.34] 
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So with [7.33], expression [7.20] can be written as: 
 

EBAL = EGOV – E8FC  ...[7.35] 

 
If either of the 4FC, 6FA, 6FB or 8FC functional combinations were transferred from State-

Territory governments to the Commonwealth government, the resultant system would almost 

certainly be classified as a unitary rather than federal system, though such a system could still 

host a degree of federal character, provided that sufficient financial and general autonomy and 

constitutional recognition is provided for sub-national governments in that model. 

 
Collectively, the multi-function expenditure categories defined above are the seven members of 

the CATGOV-MF expenditure category subset defined earlier, as follows: 
 

CATGOV-MF = {BAL, 2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB, 8FC}  ...[7.36] 

 
Result [7.36] combines with the earlier result [7.17] to give the complete CATGOV subset as 

follows: 
 

CATGOV = {EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, HCA, SSW, RAC,  

BAL, 2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB, 8FC}   ...[7.37] 

 
The BAL function set is not actually a subset of any of the other expenditure category sets 

defined here as the government function areas on the right-hand side of [7.22] are not among the 

23 expenditure categories defined for analysis herein.  The 2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC 

function transfer sets, however, are all subsets of the CATGOV-SF subset, as follows for the Two 

Function Set (2FC), and similarly for the 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC sets: 
 

CATCATCATCAT2F PUBGOVSF-GOV ⊂⊂⊂⊂C   ...[7.38] 

 
Table 7-3 as follows summarises the seven multi-function expenditure categories that have been 

selected for analysis. 
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Table 7-3:  Multi-Function Expenditure Categories Within General Government and 
Associated Multi-Function Sets 

Expenditure Categories in Terms of  
Expenditure Sums and Set Notation 

Expenditure as 
a Percentage of 
Total General 
Government 

Expenditure – 
Four Year 
Average 

Expenditure by all 
State, Territory and 
Local Governments 

in 2001-02 ($b and as 
a Percentage of Total 
General Government 

Expenditure) 
General Government Balance (BAL): 

EBAL = EGOV – E8FC = 
         = EOEA + EPDT + ENIS + EAFF + EFAE + EOTH + EMMC

BAL = {OEA, PDT, NIS, AFF, FAE, OTH, MMC} 

13.3 % 14.8   (12.6 %) 

Two Function Combination (2FC): 

E2FC = EEDU + EHEA

2FC = {EDU, HEA} 

42.5 % 51.3   (43.6 %) 

Three Function Combination (3FC): 

E3FC = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS = E2FC + EPOS

3FC = {EDU, HEA, POS} 

50.7 % 61.1   (51.9 %) 

Four Function Combination (4FC): 

E4FC = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS + EGPS = E3FC + EGPS

4FC = {EDU, HEA, POS, GPS} 

58.2 % 68.6   (58.4 %) 

Six Function Combination A (6FA): 

E6FA = EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + ESSW = E4FC + ETAC + ESSW

6FA = {EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, SSW} 

75.7 % 89.0   (75.7 %) 

Six Function Combination B (6FB): 

E6FB = EB EDU + EHEA + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ERAC = E4FC + EHCA + ERAC

6FB = {EDU, HEA, POS, GPS, HCA, RAC} 

69.1 % 82.5   (70.1 %) 

Eight Function Combination (8FC): 

E8FC = EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ESSW + ERAC

8FC = {EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, HCA, SSW, RAC} 

86.7 % 102.8   (87.4 %) 

 
 
Summary 
 
The expenditure categories (CAT) considered herein are significant components and sub-

components of Australia's public and private sector economies, as shown in Figure 7-4 and 

Table 7-4 below. 

 
Expenditure categories (CAT) are divided into two main subsets: CATPRI are the private sector 

expenditure categories and CATPUB are the public sector expenditure categories.  The three 

major private sector expenditure categories (GPP, PFD and HFC) are assigned to a subset within 

CATPRI denoted by CATPRI-MAJ.  The two private sector expenditure categories besides the 

three major categories (GBP and BFD) are assigned to a minor private sector expenditure 

categories subset given by CATPRI-MIN. 
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The three major public sector expenditure categories (TPS, GOV and PSC) are assigned to a 

subset CATPUB-MAJ within CATPUB.  The 15 public sector expenditure categories besides the 

three major categories are assigned to an expenditure categories within GOV subset CAT

B

GOV.  

Eight of the expenditure categories from within GOV (EDU, HEA, TAC, POS, GPS, HCA, 

SSW and RAC) are single function categories assigned to the subset CATGOV-SF.  The 

remaining seven categories from within GOV (BAL, 2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC) are 

multi-function combinations assigned to the CATGOV-MF subset. 

 
A major expenditure category subset CATMAJ comprises the six major expenditure categories: 

GPP, PFD, HFC, TPS, GOV and PSC.  Finally, just two expenditure categories – GPP and TPS 

– are assigned to the principal expenditure category subset CATPPL. 

 
Figure 7-4 below illustrates the full expenditure category set CAT in terms of the 23 expenditure 

categories and all category subsets defined above except for the CATMAJ and CATPPL subsets 

which cut across the public and private sector expenditure category subsets. 
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Figure 7-4:  The Full Expenditure Category Set and Subsets 

All 23 Expenditure Categories (CAT) 

Private Sector Expenditure 
Categories 
(CATPRI) 
 

Major Private Sector 
Expenditure Categories 
(CATPRI-MAJ): 
 

GPP 
PFD 
HFC 

Minor Private Sector 
Expenditure Categories 
(CATPRI-MIN): 
 

GBP 
BFD 

Public Sector Expenditure 
Categories 
(CATPUB) 
 
 Major Public Sector 

Expenditure Categories 
(CATPUB-MAJ): 
 

TPS 
GOV 
PSC 

Expenditure Categories 
Within GOV 
(CATGOV): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Single Function 
Expenditure 
Categories Within 
GOV (CATGOV-SF): 
 
   EDU         GPS 
   HEA         HCA 
   TAC         SSW     
   POS         RAC 

Multi-Function 
Expenditure 
Categories Within 
GOV (CATGOV-MF): 
 
   BAL         6FA 
   2FC         6FB 
   3FC         8FC 
   4FC 

 
 

Table 7-4 provides an additional summary of the 23 expenditure categories in terms of category 

subsets, category descriptions and ABS data sources. 
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Table 7-4:  Expenditure Categories and Expenditure Category Subsets 

Expenditure Category 
(CAT) 

Three 
Letter 

Abbrev
-iation 

General Description and/or Sub-Categories 
(Noting that Sub-Categories can generally be broken 

down further than indicated here) 

ABS 
Catalogue(s)

Providing 
Expenditure 

Data 
Major Private Sector Expenditure Categories (CATPRI-MAJ) 

Gross Private Product GPP Private Sector Component of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 
AUS as a whole and of Gross State Product (GSP) for STUs 5220.0, 5204.0

Private Final Demand PFD Private Sector Component of Domestic Final Demand (DFD) for 
AUS as a whole and of State Final Demand (SFD) for STUs 5220.0, 5204.0

Household Final 
Consumption HFC 

Household Final Consumption Expenditure (as distinct from 
General Government Final Consumption Expenditure and 
Private Gross Fixed Capital Formation) 

5220.0, 5204.0

Minor Private Sector Expenditure Categories (CATPRI-MIN) 
Gross Business Product GBP EGBP = EGPP – EHFC (so all of GPP less the HFC component) 5220.0, 5204.0

Business Final Demand BFD EBFD = EPFD – EHFC (so all of PFD less the HFC component) = 
Private Sector Gross Fixed Capital Formation 5220.0, 5204.0

Major Public Sector Expenditure Categories (CATPUB-MAJ) 

Total Public Sector TPS Includes General Government and Public Sector Corporations:  
ETPS = EGOV + EPSC

5512.0 

General Government GOV Includes Functional Components as Below 5512.0 

Public Sector Corporations PSC Further Subdivided into Public Non-financial Corporations and 
Public Financial Corporations 5512.0 

Single Function Expenditure Categories Within General Government (CATGOV-SF) 

Education EDU Sub-Categories include:  primary and secondary; university; 
technical and further education. 5512.0 

Health HEA Sub-Categories include:  acute care institutions; other health 
institutions; community health services. 5512.0 

Transport and 
Communications TAC Sub-Categories include:  road transport; water transport; rail 

transport; air transport; communications and other transport. 5512.0 

Public Order and Safety POS 
Sub-Categories include:  police services; fire protection services; 
law courts and legal services; juvenile corrective services; 
prisons and other corrective services. 

5512.0 

General Public Services GPS 
Sub-Categories include:  legislative and executive affairs; 
financial and fiscal affairs; foreign economic aid; general 
research; general services; government superannuation benefits. 

5512.0 

Housing and Community 
Amenities HCA Sub-Categories include:  housing and community development; 

water supply; sanitation and protection of the environment. 5512.0 

Social Security and Welfare SSW Sub-Categories include:  social security; welfare services. 5512.0 

Recreation and Culture RAC Sub-Categories include:  recreational facilities and services; 
cultural facilities and services. 5512.0 

Multi-Function Expenditure Categories Within General Government (CATGOV-MF) 
General Government 

Balance BAL EBAL = EGOV – E8FC (i.e. all of GOV less 8FC as below) 
         = EOEA + EPDT + ENIS + EAFF + EFAE + EOTH + EMMC

5512.0 
Two Function Combination 2FC E2FC = EEDU + EHEA 5512.0 
Three Function Combination 3FC E3FC = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS = E2FC + EPOS 5512.0 
Four Function Combination 4FC E4FC = EEDU + EHEA + EPOS + EGPS = E3FC + EGPS 5512.0 
Six Function Combination A 6FA E6FA = EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + ESSW 5512.0 
Six Function Combination B 6FB E6FB = EB EDU + EHEA + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ERAC 5512.0 
Eight Function Combination 8FC E8FC = EEDU + EHEA + ETAC + EPOS + EGPS + EHCA + ESSW + ERAC 5512.0 

Sources: ABS Cats. 5220.0, 5204.0 and 5512.0, 1998-99 to 2001-02. 
 

Chapter 8 now presents expenditure data for the expenditure categories defined above. 
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Chapter 8 

Expenditure Data 
 

 

Chapter 8 presents the expenditure data, for the four financial years 1998-99 through 2001-02, 

which are employed extensively in Part III to estimate the relative financial benefits of various 

government structure models defined in Chapter 9.  Every relative benefit estimate derived in 

Part III is based on the expenditure data presented in this chapter and the population data shown 

in Table 6-3.  This chapter is hence designed to help develop a sound working familiarity with 

the expenditure data in advance of the main methodology and results chapters that follow in Part 

III, especially in terms of limitations, conspicuous patterns and features, and any anomalies. 

 
As described previously in Table 7-4, all private sector expenditure data employed herein are 

from the Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogues 5220.0 and 5204.0, titled Australian 

National Accounts: State Accounts and Australian System of National Accounts respectively, for 

the financial years 1998-99, 1999-2000, 2000-01 and 2001-02.  All public sector expenditure 

data are from the Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue 5512.0, titled Government Finance 

Statistics, again for the years 1998-99 through 2001-02 following the move to the accrual 

accounting method in Australian government budgets and government finance reporting. 

 
This chapter has four sections.  The first presents the raw actual expenditure data for the 23 

expenditure categories and the four years from 1998-99 to 2001-02, along with the 

corresponding population data presented earlier in Table 6-3.  But to enable meaningful 

comparisons and joint analysis of data across all four years considered, it is necessary to 

inflation-adjust expenditure data.  The second section defines inflation adjusted actual 

expenditure and inflation adjusted actual per capita expenditure, describes the relationship 

between raw and inflation adjusted figures, and presents the inflation adjusted expenditure data 

used in Part III.  The third section defines relative actual per capita expenditure, and, for the 

two principal expenditure categories (GPP and TPS) only, presents inflation adjusted actual 

expenditures, actual per capita expenditures, and relative actual per capita expenditures.  The 

full set of tables for all 23 expenditure categories are presented in Tables 8A-1 through 

8A-23 in Appendix 8A (Tables 8A-1 and 8A-6 are identical to Tables 8-9 and 8-10 below 

respectively), along with additional summary tables.  The chapter concludes with a brief 

summary. 
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The relative actual per capita expenditure figures presented in the third section here closely 

resemble the relativities established by the Commonwealth Grants Commission, in their 

magnitudes and meanings, and must reflect Grants Commission methodologies to some extent 

at least, as further explained in Chapter 14. 

 
 
Raw Actual Expenditure Data 
 
The expression  AEU,CAT,LEV,Y,raw  shall be employed to represent raw actual expenditure (in 

billions of dollars) of political unit U, in expenditure category CAT, at political level LEV, in 

financial year Y.  So "AE" denotes known actual expenditure, whereas "EE" will later be 

employed for estimated expenditure.  Raw actual expenditures are expressed as dollar values 

representing current values in each of the four financial years considered. 

 
Table 8-1 below shows population and raw expenditure data for the five private sector 

expenditure categories: Gross Private Product (GPP), Private Final Demand (PFD), Household 

Final Consumption Expenditure (HFC), Gross Business Product (GBP) and Business Final 

Demand (BFD).  As previously discussed, the LEV = ALL level applies to these private sector 

raw actual expenditures because there is no clear correspondence, in general, between private 

sector expenditures and levels of government.  The cells in Table 8-1 containing the negative 

GBP values for the ACT and TAS are shaded in light grey.  Table 8-2 presents population and 

raw expenditure data for the three major public sector expenditure categories: Total Public 

Sector Expenditure (TPS), General Government Expenditure (GOV) and Public Sector 

Corporations Expenditure (PSC).  All public sector expenditure figures here are for the State-

Territory including local level (LEV = STL).  Table 8-3 provides population and raw 

expenditure data for the eight single function expenditure categories from within General 

Government (GOV) as defined in Chapter 7.  Table 8-4 then presents similar data for the seven 

multi-function expenditure categories from within GOV. 

 
The four year average (4YA) figures in the lowermost rows of Tables 8-1 through 8-4 are not 

meaningful because they involve an invalid combination of figures based on different dollar 

values for the four different years for which the data is presented.  This problem is resolved with 

the inflation adjusted actual expenditure data defined and presented in the next section. 

 
Table 8-1, for the five private sector expenditure categories (GPP, PFD, HFC, GBP and BFD), 

is based on the exact same data as that presented in Tables 7A-4, 7A-6, 7A-10 and 7A-12 in 
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Appendix 7A.  Table 8-2, for the three major public sector expenditure categories (TPS, GOV 

and PSC), is similarly based on data presented in Table 7A-18 in Appendix 7A.  Tables 8-3 and 

8-4, for the 15 expenditure categories within GOV, correspond to the percentage figures shown 

in Tables 7-1 to 7-3 and Figures 7-1 to 7-3 in Chapter 7. 

 

Table 8-1:  Raw Actual Expenditures (AEU,CAT,ALL,Y,raw) for Private Sector CATs, 
by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

GPP 
($b) 

PFD 
($b) 

HFC 
($b) 

GBP 
($b) 

BFD 
($b) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 168.100 166.998 128.757 39.343 38.241 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 121.330 118.139 89.152 32.178 28.987 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 72.297 80.460 60.776 11.521 19.684 
98-99 WA 1.836151 51.071 48.581 33.028 18.043 15.553 
98-99 SA 1.493680 30.278 31.398 25.392 4.886 6.006 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 8.119 8.993 7.707 0.412 1.286 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 3.298 7.896 6.474 -3.176 1.422 
98-99 NT 0.191302 3.877 5.676 3.134 0.743 2.542 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 179.327 180.523 136.902 42.425 43.621 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 129.253 126.626 94.880 34.373 31.746 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 76.569 84.533 63.788 12.781 20.745 
99-00 WA 1.862055 54.759 49.357 34.409 20.350 14.948 
99-00 SA 1.501424 33.848 36.781 26.618 7.230 10.163 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 8.054 9.397 7.998 0.056 1.399 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 2.941 8.553 6.947 -4.006 1.606 
99-00 NT 0.194143 4.221 5.007 3.380 0.841 1.627 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 190.370 187.839 147.764 42.606 40.075 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 138.854 133.748 101.793 37.061 31.955 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 83.152 88.746 69.070 14.082 19.676 
00-01 WA 1.887762 59.114 50.268 36.490 22.624 13.778 
00-01 SA 1.508379 34.863 37.402 28.880 5.983 8.522 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 8.214 9.992 8.502 -0.288 1.490 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 3.510 9.240 7.808 -4.298 1.432 
00-01 NT 0.196661 5.100 5.088 3.566 1.534 1.522 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 200.858 196.162 154.925 45.933 41.237 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 149.143 144.944 108.814 40.329 36.130 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 92.655 97.914 73.663 18.992 24.251 
01-02 WA 1.914196 62.699 54.696 38.775 23.924 15.921 
01-02 SA 1.515979 35.985 39.349 31.067 4.918 8.282 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 8.324 10.893 8.923 -0.599 1.970 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 3.853 10.011 8.216 -4.363 1.795 
01-02 NT 0.197890 5.065 6.073 3.877 1.188 2.196 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 458.370 468.141 354.420 103.950 113.721 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 488.972 500.777 374.922 114.050 125.855 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 523.177 522.323 403.873 119.304 118.450 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 558.582 560.042 428.260 130.322 131.782 
4YA AUS 19.166851 507.275 512.821 390.369 116.907 122.452 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  24,361.2 24,880.5 18,836.5 5,524.7 6,044.0 
99-00 AUS  25,685.8 26,306.0 19,694.8 5,991.1 6,611.2 
00-01 AUS  27,135.4 27,091.1 20,947.5 6,187.9 6,143.6 
01-02 AUS  28,594.0 28,668.7 21,922.7 6,671.2 6,746.0 
4YA AUS  26,466.3 26,755.6 20,366.9 6,093.7 6,386.2 

Sources: ABS Cat. 5220.0 (Australian National Accounts: State Accounts, 2001-02 [containing data for the years 
1998-99 through 2001-02]), and ABS Cat. 5204.0 (Australian System of National Accounts, 2001-02 [again for the 
years 1998-99 through 2001-02]). 
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Table 8-2:  Raw STL Level Actual Expenditures (AEU,CAT,STL,Y,raw) for 
Major Public Sector CATs, by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

AEU,TPS,STL,Y,raw 
($b) 

AEU,GOV,STL,Y,raw 
($b) 

AEU,PSC,STL,Y,raw 
($b) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 40.540 33.026 7.514 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 28.340 21.540 6.800 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 24.069 18.717 5.352 
98-99 WA 1.836151 14.916 10.109 4.807 
98-99 SA 1.493680 11.276 8.250 3.026 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 3.608 2.683 0.925 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 2.043 1.764 0.279 
98-99 NT 0.191302 2.781 2.300 0.481 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 41.332 34.228 7.104 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 28.669 23.112 5.557 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 24.791 19.163 5.628 
99-00 WA 1.862055 16.119 10.807 5.312 
99-00 SA 1.501424 11.528 8.784 2.744 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 3.719 2.835 0.884 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 2.149 1.838 0.311 
99-00 NT 0.194143 2.795 2.322 0.473 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 45.738 35.869 9.869 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 31.454 25.362 6.092 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 26.402 22.108 4.294 
00-01 WA 1.887762 16.052 11.512 4.540 
00-01 SA 1.508379 11.107 9.247 1.860 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 3.979 2.961 1.018 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 2.397 2.093 0.304 
00-01 NT 0.196661 2.607 2.301 0.306 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 45.745 38.451 7.294 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 32.066 26.793 5.273 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 28.885 23.040 5.845 
01-02 WA 1.914196 16.601 12.018 4.583 
01-02 SA 1.515979 11.485 9.600 1.885 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 4.168 3.140 1.028 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 2.206 2.127 0.079 
01-02 NT 0.197890 2.963 2.532 0.431 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 127.573 98.389 29.184 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 131.102 103.089 28.013 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 139.736 111.453 28.283 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 144.119 117.701 26.418 
4YA AUS 19.166851 135.633 107.658 27.975 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  6,780.2 5,229.1 1,551.1 
99-00 AUS  6,886.8 5,415.3 1,471.5 
00-01 AUS  7,247.6 5,780.7 1,466.9 
01-02 AUS  7,377.5 6,025.1 1,352.3 
4YA AUS  7,073.0 5,612.6 1,460.5 

Source: ABS Cat. 5512.0 (Government Finance Statistics), 1998-99 to 2001-02. 
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Table 8-3:  Raw STL Level Expenditures (AEU,CAT,STL,Y,raw) for Single Function 
CATs within GOV, by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

EDU 
($b) 

HEA 
($b) 

TAC 
($b)  

POS 
($b) 

GPS 
($b) 

HCA 
($b)  

SSW 
($b)  

RAC 
($b) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 7.436 6.832 4.355 2.758 1.806 2.146 2.079 1.298 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 5.389 4.792 2.773 1.818 1.317 1.351 1.999 0.887 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 3.967 3.473 2.694 1.465 2.042 1.570 0.582 0.711 
98-99 WA 1.836151 2.350 2.034 1.261 0.886 0.878 0.567 0.390 0.508 
98-99 SA 1.493680 1.889 1.742 0.718 0.682 0.404 0.572 0.375 0.422 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 0.622 0.487 0.232 0.194 0.177 0.250 0.154 0.152 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 0.451 0.351 0.095 0.157 0.230 0.110 0.093 0.087 
98-99 NT 0.191302 0.405 0.366 0.145 0.205 0.563 0.094 0.066 0.096 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 7.457 6.677 4.706 2.763 2.625 2.223 2.057 1.529 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 5.660 5.119 2.873 2.013 1.160 1.412 2.024 1.055 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 4.122 3.396 2.846 1.447 2.172 1.856 0.635 0.685 
99-00 WA 1.862055 2.493 2.173 1.403 0.902 1.037 0.606 0.480 0.532 
99-00 SA 1.501424 1.937 1.903 0.838 0.754 0.407 0.610 0.400 0.457 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 0.675 0.555 0.281 0.201 0.171 0.234 0.129 0.142 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 0.457 0.364 0.125 0.150 0.280 0.127 0.092 0.085 
99-00 NT 0.194143 0.421 0.393 0.087 0.212 0.286 0.108 0.058 0.111 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 8.069 7.352 5.335 3.210 2.024 2.712 2.330 1.713 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 6.306 5.762 3.000 2.061 1.121 1.958 2.197 1.064 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 4.507 3.841 3.271 1.675 3.054 1.990 0.668 0.745 
00-01 WA 1.887762 2.319 2.040 1.456 0.956 1.750 0.693 0.451 0.519 
00-01 SA 1.508379 2.133 2.019 0.843 0.841 0.576 0.687 0.419 0.427 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 0.690 0.565 0.267 0.219 0.209 0.296 0.174 0.161 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 0.456 0.387 0.117 0.158 0.459 0.107 0.095 0.053 
00-01 NT 0.196661 0.418 0.395 0.112 0.215 0.274 0.105 0.059 0.115 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 8.643 7.825 5.242 3.335 1.987 3.045 2.577 1.391 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 6.822 6.227 2.829 2.170 1.044 2.420 2.288 1.159 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 5.054 4.073 3.114 1.884 2.460 2.262 0.761 0.844 
01-02 WA 1.914196 2.743 2.605 1.576 0.960 0.938 0.750 0.548 0.540 
01-02 SA 1.515979 2.226 2.137 0.859 0.903 0.452 0.795 0.575 0.450 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 0.724 0.584 0.288 0.235 0.222 0.314 0.180 0.172 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 0.474 0.442 0.110 0.179 0.440 0.090 0.112 0.081 
01-02 NT 0.197890 0.462 0.450 0.121 0.240 0.311 0.125 0.109 0.127 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 22.509 20.077 12.273 8.165 7.417 6.660 5.738 4.161 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 23.222 20.580 13.159 8.442 8.138 7.176 5.875 4.596 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 24.898 22.361 14.401 9.335 9.467 8.548 6.393 4.797 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 27.148 24.343 14.139 9.906 7.854 9.801 7.150 4.764 
4YA AUS 19.166851 24.444 21.840 13.493 8.962 8.219 8.046 6.289 4.580 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  1.1963 1.0670 0.6523 0.4339 0.3942 0.3540 0.3050 0.2211 
99-00 AUS  1.2199 1.0811 0.6912 0.4435 0.4275 0.3770 0.3086 0.2414 
00-01 AUS  1.2914 1.1598 0.7469 0.4842 0.4910 0.4434 0.3316 0.2488 
01-02 AUS  1.3897 1.2461 0.7238 0.5071 0.4020 0.5017 0.3660 0.2439 
4YA AUS  1.2743 1.1385 0.7036 0.4672 0.4287 0.4190 0.3278 0.2388 

Source: ABS Cat. 5512.0 (Government Finance Statistics), 1998-99 to 2001-02. 
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Table 8-4  Raw STL Level Expenditures (AEU,CAT,STL,Y,raw) for Multi-Function 
CATs within GOV, by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

BAL 
($b) 

2FC 
($b) 

3FC 
($b) 

4FC 
($b) 

6FA 
($b) 

6FB 
($b)  

8FC 
($b)  

98-99 NSW 6.375118 4.316 14.268 17.026 18.832 25.266 22.276 28.710 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 1.214 10.181 11.999 13.316 18.088 15.554 20.326 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 2.213 7.440 8.905 10.947 14.223 13.228 16.504 
98-99 WA 1.836151 1.235 4.384 5.270 6.148 7.799 7.223 8.874 
98-99 SA 1.493680 1.446 3.631 4.313 4.717 5.810 5.711 6.804 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 0.415 1.109 1.303 1.480 1.866 1.882 2.268 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 0.190 0.802 0.959 1.189 1.377 1.386 1.574 
98-99 NT 0.191302 0.360 0.771 0.976 1.539 1.750 1.729 1.940 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 4.191 14.134 16.897 19.522 26.285 23.274 30.037 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 1.796 10.779 12.792 13.952 18.849 16.419 21.316 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 2.004 7.518 8.965 11.137 14.618 13.678 17.159 
99-00 WA 1.862055 1.181 4.666 5.568 6.605 8.488 7.743 9.626 
99-00 SA 1.501424 1.478 3.840 4.594 5.001 6.239 6.068 7.306 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 0.447 1.230 1.431 1.602 2.012 1.978 2.388 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 0.158 0.821 0.971 1.251 1.468 1.463 1.680 
99-00 NT 0.194143 0.646 0.814 1.026 1.312 1.457 1.531 1.676 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 3.124 15.421 18.631 20.655 28.320 25.080 32.745 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 1.893 12.068 14.129 15.250 20.447 18.272 23.469 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 2.357 8.348 10.023 13.077 17.016 15.812 19.751 
00-01 WA 1.887762 1.328 4.359 5.315 7.065 8.972 8.277 10.184 
00-01 SA 1.508379 1.302 4.152 4.993 5.569 6.831 6.683 7.945 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 0.380 1.255 1.474 1.683 2.124 2.140 2.581 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 0.261 0.843 1.001 1.460 1.672 1.620 1.832 
00-01 NT 0.196661 0.608 0.813 1.028 1.302 1.473 1.522 1.693 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 4.406 16.468 19.803 21.790 29.609 26.226 34.045 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 1.834 13.049 15.219 16.263 21.380 19.842 24.959 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 2.588 9.127 11.011 13.471 17.346 16.577 20.452 
01-02 WA 1.914196 1.358 5.348 6.308 7.246 9.370 8.536 10.660 
01-02 SA 1.515979 1.203 4.363 5.266 5.718 7.152 6.963 8.397 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 0.421 1.308 1.543 1.765 2.233 2.251 2.719 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 0.199 0.916 1.095 1.535 1.757 1.706 1.928 
01-02 NT 0.197890 0.587 0.912 1.152 1.463 1.693 1.715 1.945 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 11.389 42.586 50.751 58.168 76.179 68.989 87.000 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 11.901 43.802 52.244 60.382 79.416 72.154 91.188 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 11.253 47.259 56.594 66.061 86.855 79.406 100.200 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 12.596 51.491 61.397 69.251 90.540 83.816 105.105 
4YA AUS 19.166851 11.785 46.285 55.247 63.466 83.248 76.091 95.873 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  0.6053 2.2633 2.6973 3.0915 4.0487 3.6666 4.6238 
99-00 AUS  0.6252 2.3009 2.7444 3.1719 4.1717 3.7903 4.7901 
00-01 AUS  0.5837 2.4512 2.9353 3.4264 4.5049 4.1185 5.1970 
01-02 AUS  0.6448 2.6358 3.1429 3.5450 4.6348 4.2906 5.3804 
4YA AUS  0.6147 2.4128 2.8800 3.3087 4.3400 3.9665 4.9978 

Source: ABS Cat. 5512.0 (Government Finance Statistics), 1998-99 to 2001-02. 

 
 
Inflation Adjusted Expenditure Data 
 
Inflation adjustments are carried out separately, for each of the three financial years 1998-99 

through 2000-01 and for each expenditure category, so that Australia-wide actual per capita 

expenditures match those of 2001-02 in all four years under consideration.  So expenditures for 
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the years 1998-99, 1999-00 and 2000-01 are inflation adjusted to 2001-02 dollar per capita 

values within each expenditure category (CAT) and level (LEV).  As stated previously, 

LEV = ALL applies for all private sector expenditure categories, and LEV = STL for all public 

sector categories. 

 
For the three earlier years 1998-99 through to 2000-01, inflation adjusted figures will differ 

from the corresponding raw figures.  Inflation adjustment generally increases the numerical 

value of the expenditure figures. 

 
Tables 8-5 through 8-8 provide inflation adjusted data corresponding to the raw data presented 

in the respective Tables 8-1 through 8-4, based on the following mathematical formula: 
 

raw,Y,LEV,CAT,AUS

raw,02-01,LEV,CAT,AUSraw,Y,LEV,CAT,U
Y,LEV,CAT,U ae

aeAE
AE

×
=   ...[8.1] 

where: 

AEU,CAT,LEV,Y is the inflation adjusted actual expenditure (in billions of dollars) of 
political unit U, in expenditure category CAT, at political level LEV, in financial year Y; 
 
AEU,CAT,LEV,Y,raw  is the raw actual expenditure (in billions of dollars) of political unit U, 
in expenditure category CAT, at political level LEV, in financial year Y, as defined 
earlier; 
 
aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y,raw is the Australia-wide raw actual per capita expenditure (in dollars per 
person) in expenditure category CAT, at political level LEV, in financial year Y; and 
 
aeAUS,CAT,LEV,AUS,01-02,raw is the Australia-wide raw actual per capita expenditure (in 
dollars per person) in expenditure category CAT, at political level LEV, in financial year 
2001-02. 

 

The inflation adjustment formula [8.1] is designed to equalise the Australia-wide per capita 

expenditure figures for all four years under consideration, in each given CAT, as demonstrated 

in Tables 8-5 through 8-8 below.  The mathematical expressions and processes involved in the 

inflation adjustment process are described in full in Appendix 8B.  Further research could 

explore alternative inflation-adjustment methods.1 

 
The raw actual per capita expenditure aeU,CAT,LEV,Y,raw is defined as the corresponding raw actual 

expenditure divided by the corresponding population, as given by expression [8.2] below. 
 

Y,U

raw,Y,LEV,CAT,U
raw,Y,LEV,CAT,U P

AE
ae =   ...[8.2] 

 
The inflation adjusted actual per capita expenditure aeU,CAT,LEV,Y is similarly defined: 
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Y,U

Y,LEV,CAT,U
Y,LEV,CAT,U P

AE
ae =    ...[8.3a] 

or, equivalently: 
 

AEU,CAT,LEV,Y = aeU,CAT,LEV,Y × PU,Y   ...[8.3b] 

 
So for Australia as a whole with U = AUS: 
 

AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y = aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y × PAUS,Y  ...[8.3c] 

 
All analyses and estimates described henceforth in this thesis are based on the inflation adjusted 

data presented in Tables 8-5 to 8-8 below.  No data analyses are carried out with raw 

expenditure data because raw data analyses based on different dollar values for the different 

years under consideration would lack validity. 

 
Table 8-5 below provides the inflation adjusted data corresponding to the raw data in Table 8-1 

for each of the five private sector expenditure categories considered.  It is seen that the 2001-02 

expenditure figures are the same in Tables 8-1 and 8-5, but the inflation adjusted figures in 

Table 8-5 are numerically greater than the corresponding raw figures in Table 8-1 for 1998-99 

through to 2000-01. 

 
Table 8-6 provides inflation adjusted data corresponding to the raw data in Table 8-2 for the 

three major public sector expenditure categories.  It is again observed that the 2001-02 

expenditure figures are the same in Tables 8-2 and 8-6, but the inflation adjusted figures in 

Table 8-6 are numerically greater than the corresponding raw figures in Table 8-2 for 1998-99 

through to 2000-01.  This same equality of 2001-02 figures is also observed in Tables 8-3 and 

8-7 for the eight single function expenditure categories within GOV, and in Tables 8-4 and 8-8 

for the seven multi-function expenditure categories within GOV. 

 
The lowermost five rows of Tables 8-5 through 8-8 show that inflation adjustment equalises the 

Australia-wide per capita expenditure figures for all four years under consideration.  This 

equality follows from the defining formula [8.1] above and is further explained in Appendix 8B 

(see especially formula [8B.2b]). 
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Table 8-5:  Inflation Adjusted Expenditures (AECAT,ALL,U,Y) for Private Sector CATs, 
by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

GPP 
($b) 

PFD 
($b) 

HFC 
($b) 

GBP 
($b) 

BFD 
($b) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 197.307 192.424 149.853 47.508 42.682 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 142.411 136.126 103.759 38.856 32.354 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 84.859 92.710 70.734 13.912 21.970 
98-99 WA 1.836151 59.945 55.978 38.439 21.787 17.359 
98-99 SA 1.493680 35.539 36.179 29.552 5.900 6.704 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 9.530 10.362 8.970 0.498 1.435 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 3.871 9.098 7.535 -3.835 1.587 
98-99 NT 0.191302 4.551 6.540 3.647 0.897 2.837 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 199.630 196.737 152.389 47.241 44.510 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 143.887 137.999 105.613 38.275 32.393 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 85.238 92.126 71.004 14.232 21.168 
99-00 WA 1.862055 60.959 53.790 38.302 22.660 15.253 
99-00 SA 1.501424 37.680 40.085 29.629 8.051 10.370 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 8.966 10.241 8.903 0.062 1.428 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 3.274 9.321 7.733 -4.461 1.639 
99-00 NT 0.194143 4.699 5.457 3.762 0.936 1.660 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 200.603 198.777 154.643 45.934 44.004 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 146.318 141.537 106.532 39.956 35.088 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 87.622 93.914 72.286 15.182 21.605 
00-01 WA 1.887762 62.291 53.195 38.189 24.391 15.129 
00-01 SA 1.508379 36.737 39.580 30.225 6.450 9.358 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 8.656 10.574 8.898 -0.310 1.636 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 3.699 9.778 8.172 -4.634 1.572 
00-01 NT 0.196661 5.374 5.384 3.732 1.654 1.671 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 200.858 196.162 154.925 45.933 41.237 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 149.143 144.944 108.814 40.329 36.130 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 92.655 97.914 73.663 18.992 24.251 
01-02 WA 1.914196 62.699 54.696 38.775 23.924 15.921 
01-02 SA 1.515979 35.985 39.349 31.067 4.918 8.282 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 8.324 10.893 8.923 -0.599 1.970 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 3.853 10.011 8.216 -4.363 1.795 
01-02 NT 0.197890 5.065 6.073 3.877 1.188 2.196 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 538.012 539.418 412.489 125.523 126.929 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 544.333 545.756 417.335 126.998 128.420 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 551.298 552.739 422.676 128.623 130.064 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 558.582 560.042 428.260 130.322 131.782 
4YA AUS 19.166851 548.056 549.489 420.190 127.866 129.299 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  28.5940 28.6687 21.9227 6.6712 6.7460 
99-00 AUS  28.5940 28.6687 21.9227 6.6712 6.7460 
00-01 AUS  28.5940 28.6687 21.9227 6.6712 6.7460 
01-02 AUS  28.5940 28.6687 21.9227 6.6712 6.7460 
4YA AUS  28.5940 28.6687 21.9227 6.6712 6.7460 
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Table 8-6:  Inflation Adjusted STL Level Expenditures (AEU,CAT,STL,Y) for 
Major Public Sector CATs, by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

AEU,TPS,STL,Y  
($b) 

AEGOV,STL,U,Y  
($b) 

AEPSC,STL,U,Y  
($b) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 44.111 38.053 6.551 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 30.837 24.819 5.929 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 26.189 21.566 4.666 
98-99 WA 1.836151 16.230 11.648 4.191 
98-99 SA 1.493680 12.269 9.506 2.638 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 3.926 3.091 0.806 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 2.223 2.033 0.243 
98-99 NT 0.191302 3.026 2.650 0.419 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 44.277 38.083 6.529 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 30.712 25.715 5.107 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 26.557 21.321 5.172 
99-00 WA 1.862055 17.267 12.024 4.882 
99-00 SA 1.501424 12.349 9.773 2.522 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 3.984 3.154 0.812 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 2.302 2.045 0.286 
99-00 NT 0.194143 2.994 2.583 0.435 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 46.558 37.386 9.098 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 32.018 26.435 5.616 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 26.875 23.043 3.959 
00-01 WA 1.887762 16.340 11.999 4.185 
00-01 SA 1.508379 11.306 9.638 1.715 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 4.050 3.086 0.938 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 2.440 2.182 0.280 
00-01 NT 0.196661 2.654 2.398 0.282 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 45.745 38.451 7.294 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 32.066 26.793 5.273 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 28.885 23.040 5.845 
01-02 WA 1.914196 16.601 12.018 4.583 
01-02 SA 1.515979 11.485 9.600 1.885 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 4.168 3.140 1.028 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 2.206 2.127 0.079 
01-02 NT 0.197890 2.963 2.532 0.431 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 138.812 113.367 25.445 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 140.443 114.698 25.744 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 142.240 116.166 26.074 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 144.119 117.701 26.418 
4YA AUS 19.166851 141.403 115.483 25.920 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  7.3775 6.0251 1.3523 
99-00 AUS  7.3775 6.0251 1.3523 
00-01 AUS  7.3775 6.0251 1.3523 
01-02 AUS  7.3775 6.0251 1.3523 
4YA AUS  7.3775 6.0251 1.3523 
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Table 8-7:  Inflation Adjusted STL Level Expenditures (AEU,CAT,STL,Y) for 
Single Function CATs within GOV, by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

EDU 
($b) 

HEA 
($b) 

TAC 
($b)  

POS 
($b) 

GPS 
($b) 

HCA 
($b)  

SSW 
($b)  

RAC 
($b) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 8.638 7.979 4.832 3.223 1.842 3.042 2.495 1.431 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 6.260 5.596 3.077 2.124 1.343 1.915 2.399 0.978 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 4.608 4.056 2.989 1.712 2.083 2.225 0.699 0.784 
98-99 WA 1.836151 2.730 2.375 1.399 1.035 0.895 0.804 0.468 0.560 
98-99 SA 1.493680 2.194 2.034 0.797 0.797 0.412 0.811 0.450 0.465 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 0.723 0.569 0.257 0.227 0.181 0.354 0.185 0.168 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 0.524 0.410 0.105 0.183 0.235 0.156 0.112 0.096 
98-99 NT 0.191302 0.470 0.427 0.161 0.240 0.574 0.133 0.079 0.106 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 8.495 7.696 4.927 3.159 2.469 2.959 2.440 1.544 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 6.448 5.901 3.008 2.302 1.091 1.879 2.400 1.066 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 4.696 3.914 2.980 1.655 2.043 2.470 0.753 0.692 
99-00 WA 1.862055 2.840 2.505 1.469 1.031 0.975 0.807 0.569 0.537 
99-00 SA 1.501424 2.207 2.194 0.877 0.862 0.383 0.812 0.474 0.462 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 0.769 0.640 0.294 0.230 0.161 0.311 0.153 0.143 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 0.521 0.420 0.131 0.172 0.263 0.169 0.109 0.086 
99-00 NT 0.194143 0.480 0.453 0.091 0.242 0.269 0.144 0.069 0.112 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 8.683 7.899 5.170 3.362 1.657 3.069 2.572 1.679 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 6.786 6.191 2.907 2.159 0.918 2.216 2.425 1.043 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 4.850 4.127 3.170 1.754 2.501 2.252 0.737 0.730 
00-01 WA 1.887762 2.496 2.192 1.411 1.001 1.433 0.784 0.498 0.509 
00-01 SA 1.508379 2.295 2.169 0.817 0.881 0.472 0.777 0.463 0.419 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 0.743 0.607 0.259 0.229 0.171 0.335 0.192 0.158 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 0.491 0.416 0.113 0.165 0.376 0.121 0.105 0.052 
00-01 NT 0.196661 0.450 0.424 0.109 0.225 0.224 0.119 0.065 0.113 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 8.643 7.825 5.242 3.335 1.987 3.045 2.577 1.391 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 6.822 6.227 2.829 2.170 1.044 2.420 2.288 1.159 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 5.054 4.073 3.114 1.884 2.460 2.262 0.761 0.844 
01-02 WA 1.914196 2.743 2.605 1.576 0.960 0.938 0.750 0.548 0.540 
01-02 SA 1.515979 2.226 2.137 0.859 0.903 0.452 0.795 0.575 0.450 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 0.724 0.584 0.288 0.235 0.222 0.314 0.180 0.172 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 0.474 0.442 0.110 0.179 0.440 0.090 0.112 0.081 
01-02 NT 0.197890 0.462 0.450 0.121 0.240 0.311 0.125 0.109 0.127 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 26.148 23.447 13.618 9.541 7.565 9.440 6.887 4.589 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 26.455 23.722 13.778 9.653 7.654 9.551 6.968 4.642 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 26.794 24.026 13.955 9.777 7.752 9.673 7.057 4.702 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 27.148 24.343 14.139 9.906 7.854 9.801 7.150 4.764 
4YA AUS 19.166851 26.636 23.884 13.873 9.719 7.706 9.616 7.015 4.674 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  1.3897 1.2461 0.7238 0.5071 0.4020 0.5017 0.3660 0.2439 
99-00 AUS  1.3897 1.2461 0.7238 0.5071 0.4020 0.5017 0.3660 0.2439 
00-01 AUS  1.3897 1.2461 0.7238 0.5071 0.4020 0.5017 0.3660 0.2439 
01-02 AUS  1.3897 1.2461 0.7238 0.5071 0.4020 0.5017 0.3660 0.2439 
4YA AUS  1.3897 1.2461 0.7238 0.5071 0.4020 0.5017 0.3660 0.2439 
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Table 8-8:  Inflation Adjusted STL Level Expenditures (AEU,CAT,STL,Y) for 
Multi-Function CATs within GOV, by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

BAL 
($b) 

2FC 
($b) 

3FC 
($b) 

4FC 
($b) 

6FA 
($b) 

6FB 
($b)  

8FC 
($b)  

98-99 NSW 6.375118 4.598 16.616 19.839 21.595 28.923 26.067 33.407 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 1.293 11.857 13.981 15.269 20.706 18.201 23.652 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 2.357 8.664 10.376 12.553 16.282 15.479 19.204 
98-99 WA 1.836151 1.316 5.106 6.141 7.050 8.928 8.452 10.326 
98-99 SA 1.493680 1.540 4.229 5.026 5.409 6.651 6.683 7.917 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 0.442 1.292 1.518 1.697 2.136 2.202 2.639 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 0.202 0.934 1.117 1.363 1.576 1.622 1.832 
98-99 NT 0.191302 0.383 0.898 1.137 1.765 2.003 2.023 2.257 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 4.323 16.191 19.351 21.818 29.202 26.346 33.738 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 1.852 12.348 14.650 15.593 20.941 18.586 23.942 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 2.067 8.612 10.267 12.447 16.240 15.483 19.273 
99-00 WA 1.862055 1.218 5.345 6.377 7.382 9.430 8.765 10.812 
99-00 SA 1.501424 1.524 4.399 5.261 5.589 6.931 6.869 8.206 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 0.461 1.409 1.639 1.790 2.235 2.239 2.682 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 0.163 0.940 1.112 1.398 1.631 1.656 1.887 
99-00 NT 0.194143 0.666 0.932 1.175 1.466 1.619 1.733 1.883 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 3.451 16.583 19.949 21.370 29.137 26.128 33.900 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 2.091 12.977 15.128 15.778 21.037 19.035 24.297 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 2.604 8.977 10.732 13.530 17.507 16.473 20.448 
00-01 WA 1.887762 1.467 4.687 5.691 7.310 9.231 8.623 10.543 
00-01 SA 1.508379 1.438 4.465 5.346 5.762 7.028 6.962 8.225 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 0.420 1.350 1.578 1.741 2.185 2.229 2.672 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 0.288 0.907 1.072 1.511 1.720 1.688 1.897 
00-01 NT 0.196661 0.672 0.874 1.101 1.347 1.515 1.586 1.753 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 4.406 16.468 19.803 21.790 29.609 26.226 34.045 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 1.834 13.049 15.219 16.263 21.380 19.842 24.959 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 2.588 9.127 11.011 13.471 17.346 16.577 20.452 
01-02 WA 1.914196 1.358 5.348 6.308 7.246 9.370 8.536 10.660 
01-02 SA 1.515979 1.203 4.363 5.266 5.718 7.152 6.963 8.397 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 0.421 1.308 1.543 1.765 2.233 2.251 2.719 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 0.199 0.916 1.095 1.535 1.757 1.706 1.928 
01-02 NT 0.197890 0.587 0.912 1.152 1.463 1.693 1.715 1.945 

 Australia-wide Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 12.132 49.595 59.136 66.701 87.206 80.729 101.234 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 12.275 50.177 59.831 67.484 88.230 81.678 102.424 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 12.432 50.820 60.596 68.348 89.359 82.723 103.734 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 12.596 51.491 61.397 69.251 90.540 83.816 105.105 
4YA AUS 19.166851 12.359 50.521 60.240 67.946 88.834 82.237 103.124 

 Australia-wide Per Capita Expenditures ($ per person) 
98-99 AUS  0.6448 2.6358 3.1429 3.5450 4.6348 4.2906 5.3804 
99-00 AUS  0.6448 2.6358 3.1429 3.5450 4.6348 4.2906 5.3804 
00-01 AUS  0.6448 2.6358 3.1429 3.5450 4.6348 4.2906 5.3804 
01-02 AUS  0.6448 2.6358 3.1429 3.5450 4.6348 4.2906 5.3804 
4YA AUS  0.6448 2.6358 3.1429 3.5450 4.6348 4.2906 5.3804 

 
 
Actual Expenditures, Per Capita Expenditures and Relative Per Capita 
Expenditures 
 
For just the two principal expenditure categories – GPP and TPS – Tables 8-9 and 8-10 below 

present inflation adjusted actual expenditure (AEU,CAT,LEV,Y), as in Tables 8-5 through 8-8 above, 

along with inflation adjusted actual per capita expenditure (aeU,CAT,LEV,Y), and, in rightmost 

columns, relative actual per capita expenditure (arU,CAT,LEV,Y). 
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Figures are again provided for each political unit U, for each year Y, and as four year averages 

(4YA).  Inflation adjusted actual expenditures and per capita expenditures were defined 

previously in expressions [8.1] through [8.3c].  The relative inflation adjusted actual per capita 

expenditure arU,CAT,LEV,Y, or relative actual per capita expenditure (with inflation adjustment 

implied), is defined by the following formula for expenditure category CAT, political level LEV, 

political unit U, and financial year Y: 
 

Y,LEV,CAT,AUS

Y,LEV,CAT,U
Y,LEV,CAT,U ae

ae
ar =   ...[8.4] 

 
Relative actual per capita expenditure figures provide the per capita expenditures of Australia's 

STUs relative to Australia-wide per capita expenditure levels, and, as previously noted, are 

hence closely related to the relativities employed in Commonwealth Grants Commission 

methodologies.  Chapter 14 further explores such Grants Commission links. 

 
Tables 8-9 and 8-10 below, and the full set of tables for all 23 expenditure categories in 

Appendix 8A, are accompanied by brief comments on notable features apparent in each data set, 

focusing primarily on relative actual per capita expenditure patterns, as such relative 

expenditures provide the most valid and convenient bases for comparing the expenditure 

patterns of political units of vastly differing populations. 

 
Table 8-9 shows that arGPP,ALL,U,Y figures, for all four years under consideration, are greater than 

1.060 for WA, NSW and VIC, but less than 0.960 for the other five STUs.  For the ACT, 

arGPP,ALL,ACT,Y is for all years less than 0.440.  For TAS, arGPP,ALL,TAS,Y is for all years less than 

0.710, and is seen to decreasing with each passing year.  For QLD and SA, arGPP,ALL,U,Y is less 

than 0.890 for all years.  Private sector per capita expenditure levels, in terms of GPP as defined, 

are highest in WA, followed by NSW and VIC, and are generally higher in the more populous 

STUs than in the less populous STUs, but this pattern is by no means uniform and is opposed by 

the WA, QLD and NT figures in particular.  The high WA figure appears to follow from WA's 

highly productive export mining industry, as illustrated in Table 7A-14 in Appendix 7A. 

 
The rightmost column of Table 8-10 shows that TPS relative actual per capita expenditure 

(arTPS,STL,U,Y) figures are less than 1.000 for NSW and VIC for all four years under consideration, 

and less than 1.000 for the ACT in all years expect 2000-01.  The arTPS,STL,U,Y values for the 

other five STUs (QLD, WA, SA, TAS and NT) exceed 1.000 for all four years considered.  The 

NT figure actually exceeds 2.000 in three of the four years. 
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The four year average (4YA) figures in the lower half of Table 8-10 show that arTPS,STL,U,Y 

values are lowest in Victoria, by far the highest in NT, just slightly below 1.000 in NSW and the 

ACT, and slightly higher than 1.000 for QLD and SA. 

 
Table 8-10 also shows that public sector expenditure levels are generally lower per capita in the 

more populous STUs than in the less populous STUs, but this pattern is certainly not uniform 

and is opposed by the ACT and WA in particular. 
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Table 8-9:  Gross Private Product (GPP) Expenditure by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

AEGPP,ALL,U,Y 
($b) 

aeGPP,ALL,U,Y  
($ per person) 

arGPP,ALL,U,Y  
(no units) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 197.307 30949.60 1.0824 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 142.411 30546.89 1.0683 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 84.859 24423.47 0.8541 
98-99 WA 1.836151 59.945 32646.88 1.1417 
98-99 SA 1.493680 35.539 23792.78 0.8321 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 9.530 20202.90 0.7065 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 3.871 12442.85 0.4352 
98-99 NT 0.191302 4.551 23787.65 0.8319 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 199.630 30956.74 1.0826 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 143.887 30524.66 1.0675 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 85.238 24137.52 0.8441 
99-00 WA 1.862055 60.959 32737.35 1.1449 
99-00 SA 1.501424 37.680 25096.33 0.8777 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 8.966 19018.87 0.6651 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 3.274 10434.41 0.3649 
99-00 NT 0.194143 4.699 24203.29 0.8464 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 200.603 30717.51 1.0743 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 146.318 30655.73 1.0721 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 87.622 24372.60 0.8524 
00-01 WA 1.887762 62.291 32997.52 1.1540 
00-01 SA 1.508379 36.737 24355.23 0.8518 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 8.656 18353.43 0.6419 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 3.699 11658.18 0.4077 
00-01 NT 0.196661 5.374 27326.82 0.9557 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 200.858 30397.54 1.0631 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 149.143 30824.14 1.0780 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 92.655 25261.38 0.8835 
01-02 WA 1.914196 62.699 32754.75 1.1455 
01-02 SA 1.515979 35.985 23737.14 0.8301 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 8.324 17625.89 0.6164 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 3.853 12019.38 0.4203 
01-02 NT 0.197890 5.065 25594.97 0.8951 

 Four Year Averages for States and Territories 
4YA NSW 6.490518 199.600 30755.35 1.0756 
4YA VIC 4.746820 145.440 30637.86 1.0715 
4YA QLD 3.567189 87.593 24548.74 0.8585 
4YA WA 1.875041 61.473 32784.12 1.1465 
4YA SA 1.504866 36.485 24245.37 0.8479 
4YA TAS 0.471745 8.869 18800.27 0.6575 
4YA ACT 0.315674 3.674 11638.71 0.4070 
4YA NT 0.194999 4.922 25228.18 0.8823 

 Australian Totals and Averages 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 538.012 28593.96 1.0000 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 544.333 28593.96 1.0000 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 551.298 28593.96 1.0000 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 558.582 28593.96 1.0000 
4YA AUS 19.166851 548.056 28593.96 1.0000 

 Analysis of ar (relative actual per capita expenditure) Figures for the Four Separate Years 
 NSW # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 VIC # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 QLD # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 WA # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 SA # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 TAS # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 ACT # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 NT # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 AUS # ar > 1.0000 (/32) 12 # 4 or 0 (i.e. # YES) (/8) 8 
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Table 8-10:  Total Public Sector (TPS) Expenditure by PPU from 1998-99 to 2001-02 

Y U PU,Y  
(m) 

AETPS,STL,U,Y  
($b) 

aeTPS,STL,U,Y  
($ per person) 

arTPS,STL,U,Y  
(no units) 

98-99 NSW 6.375118 44.111 6919.31 0.9379 
98-99 VIC 4.662048 30.837 6614.40 0.8966 
98-99 QLD 3.474469 26.189 7537.67 1.0217 
98-99 WA 1.836151 16.230 8839.17 1.1981 
98-99 SA 1.493680 12.269 8214.19 1.1134 
98-99 TAS 0.471698 3.926 8322.80 1.1281 
98-99 ACT 0.311105 2.223 7145.44 0.9685 
98-99 NT 0.191302 3.026 15817.88 2.1441 
99-00 NSW 6.448683 44.277 6866.02 0.9307 
99-00 VIC 4.713790 30.712 6515.26 0.8831 
99-00 QLD 3.531351 26.557 7520.43 1.0194 
99-00 WA 1.862055 17.267 9273.32 1.2570 
99-00 SA 1.501424 12.349 8225.08 1.1149 
99-00 TAS 0.471419 3.984 8451.00 1.1455 
99-00 ACT 0.313767 2.302 7337.00 0.9945 
99-00 NT 0.194143 2.994 15422.33 2.0905 
00-01 NSW 6.530563 46.558 7129.18 0.9663 
00-01 VIC 4.772927 32.018 6708.17 0.9093 
00-01 QLD 3.595084 26.875 7475.51 1.0133 
00-01 WA 1.887762 16.340 8655.55 1.1732 
00-01 SA 1.508379 11.306 7495.47 1.0160 
00-01 TAS 0.471602 4.050 8588.38 1.1641 
00-01 ACT 0.317259 2.440 7690.71 1.0425 
00-01 NT 0.196661 2.654 13493.81 1.8291 
01-02 NSW 6.607706 45.745 6922.98 0.9384 
01-02 VIC 4.838513 32.066 6627.24 0.8983 
01-02 QLD 3.667852 28.885 7875.18 1.0675 
01-02 WA 1.914196 16.601 8672.57 1.1755 
01-02 SA 1.515979 11.485 7575.96 1.0269 
01-02 TAS 0.472260 4.168 8825.65 1.1963 
01-02 ACT 0.320566 2.206 6881.59 0.9328 
01-02 NT 0.197890 2.963 14972.93 2.0295 

 Four Year Averages for States and Territories 
4YA NSW 6.490518 45.173 6959.37 0.9433 
4YA VIC 4.746820 31.408 6616.27 0.8968 
4YA QLD 3.567189 27.127 7602.20 1.0305 
4YA WA 1.875041 16.610 8860.15 1.2010 
4YA SA 1.504866 11.852 7877.68 1.0678 
4YA TAS 0.471745 4.032 8546.96 1.1585 
4YA ACT 0.315674 2.293 7263.68 0.9846 
4YA NT 0.194999 2.909 14926.74 2.0233 

 Australian Totals (AUS = sum of all eight States and Territories) 
98-99 AUS 18.815571 138.812 7377.49 1.0000 
99-00 AUS 19.036633 140.443 7377.49 1.0000 
00-01 AUS 19.280238 142.240 7377.49 1.0000 
01-02 AUS 19.534961 144.119 7377.49 1.0000 
4YA AUS 19.166851 141.403 7377.49 1.0000 

 Analysis of ar (relative actual per capita expenditure) Figures for the Four Separate Years 
 NSW # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 VIC # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 0 4 or 0? YES 
 QLD # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 WA # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 SA # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 TAS # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 ACT # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 1 4 or 0? no 
 NT # ar > 1.0000 (/4) 4 4 or 0? YES 
 AUS # ar > 1.0000 (/32) 21 # 4 or 0 (i.e. # YES) (/8) 7 
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Summary 
 
Chapter 8 has introduced the expenditure data used to calculate the main relative benefit 

estimates reported in Chapters 11, 12 and 13 following, and has hence provided an opportunity 

to develop a sound working familiarity with the data and its prominent patterns, trends and 

anomalies. 

 
Tables 8-9 and 8-10 above indicate that the more populous STUs typically generate higher 

levels of private sector expenditure per capita (in terms of GPP) and lower levels of public 

sector expenditure per capita (in terms of TPS) than the less populous STUs, and this general 

pattern is apparent in the data for most of the 23 expenditure categories, as shown in full in 

Appendix 8A.  But there is no simple pattern for the GPP and TPS expenditure categories, nor 

any of the 23 CATs.  Appendix 8A should be examined carefully in order to gain a fuller 

appreciation of the data across all CATs. 
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Chapter 9 

Government Structure Classifications and Transformations 
 

 

Chapter 9 builds on a previous effort to classify government structures and transformations 

between them (Drummond 2002: 43-46) and seeks to address Primary Objective 4 of this study, 

which calls for a classification system, or taxonomy, for government structure alternatives in 

terms of sub-national governments and the distribution of functions between national and sub-

national governments. 

 
This chapter has six sections.  The first reviews previous efforts to classify government 

structures and transformations.  The second and third then describe two comprehensive 

classification systems in which models are distinguished by their sub-national governmental 

units and the distributions of government functions among the levels of government present 

within each given overall structure: the complete government structure (CGS) and basic 

government structure (BGS) classification systems. Sub-national government units are 

described in terms of their number and also the actual sets of such sub-national units in the CGS 

classification system, but are only described in terms their number in the BGS classification 

system.  The fourth section describes government structure models of particular interest which 

are assessed in terms of their relative financial benefits in Part III of this thesis.  The fifth 

describes a complete government structure transformation (CGST) classification system in 

terms of an embryonic transformation algebra which can be considered analogous to the 

algebraic systems employed in matrix algebra and linear transformations.  The sixth then 

presents selected examples of government structure transformations. 

 
By establishing comprehensive classification systems describing government structure 

alternatives and transformational pathways between such structures, Chapter 9 seeks to 

construct a conceptual framework which can be used to analyse and compare alternative 

government structures and hence generally reduce to a manageable level the "lateral thinking" 

(Wiltshire 1991: 13) required to progress the "Herculean task" (Jaensch 1997: 93) of 

conceptualising, designing and advocating alternative visions for Australia's government 

structure. 
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Previous Classifications and Transformations 
 
Australian government structures can be defined, as previously (Drummond 2002: 43-46), in 

terms of six models: the National-Local, Dual National, New States, Regional States, Simplified 

New States and Simplified Regional States models.1  The following five transformations 

between these six models can also be defined (Drummond 2002: 44-46): 

• horizontal amalgamations – which reduce the number of State-Territory type governments; 
• vertical amalgamations – in which the single State government in the Dual National model 

amalgamates with the Commonwealth government of the present system to form a single 
new national government in the National-Local model; 

• New State formations – in which New States are formed though divisions of existing States; 
• State-Local integrations – in which local governments are absorbed into parent State-

Territory type governments; and 
• functional transfers – in which functions are transferred from the State-Territory level to the 

Commonwealth level. 
 

These six models and associated transformations are now described in turn. 

 

National-Local and Dual National Models 
 
The National-Local model would result if present Commonwealth, State and Territory 

governments coalesced, through a combination of horizontal and vertical amalgamation 

processes, into a single national government, leaving local governments in more or less their 

present form.  Noting the Australian Capital Territory's unique combination of State and 

municipal government functions, this coalescence would in effect require the establishment of 

an ACT local municipal government, and the transfer of the ACT's present State government 

roles to the newly formed national government.  Conceptually, it is advantageous to consider the 

process leading to the National-Local model as a two stage amalgamation process, involving an 

initial process of horizontal amalgamation, and a subsequent process of vertical amalgamation, 

as follows: 

 
Figure 9-1:  Horizontal and Vertical Amalgamation Processes Leading to the National-Local Model 
 
 Present Federal System (3 tiered)
 

Horizontal Amalgamation  

Dual National Model (3 tiered)  

 
Vertical Amalgamation 

 
National-Local Model (2 tiered) 
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In the horizontal amalgamation process, the eight State and Territory governments are assumed 

to integrate into a single Australia-wide State-Territory type government, the new single State 

government, which would operate parallel to the present Commonwealth government in what is 

hence called the Dual National model.  The vertical amalgamation stage then sees the 

coalescence of the Commonwealth government and the new single State government into the 

one new national government.  The Dual National model would never be seriously considered 

for actual implementation, but was assessed along with the other five alternative models as it 

assumes a pivotal role in the process of estimating the costs or benefits of government structures 

(Drummond 2002: 46-51).  The Dual National model also has at least some degree of 

substantive legitimacy in terms of several prominent examples of parallel bureaucracy and "dual 

nationalism" generally within the Australian public and private sectors, including: 

• the 25 or so Australian Technical Colleges which the Commonwealth Government is 
currently (in 2007) establishing, which will operate parallel to State and Territory secondary 
school and TAFE systems; 

• the Catholic Church administered education and health systems, which operate parallel to 
Commonwealth, State, Territory and other non-government education and health providers; 
and 

• the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) over the period of its 
existence from 1990 to 2005. 

 

The National-Local and Dual National models and other similar models defined later in this 

chapter will be referred to collectively as Unification models.  The National-Local model clearly 

describes a unitary system of government, and the Dual National model has been designed to 

provide insights into a unitary model and can also be considered unitary.  The horizontal 

amalgamation process described in Figure 9-1 can be considered a partial unification process, 

and the horizontal and vertical amalgamation processes together constitute complete Unification. 

 

New States, Regional States, Simplified New States and Simplified Regional States Models 
 
The New States model would result if New States were formed in accordance with Chapter VI 

of Australia's federal Constitution, and so would generally be assumed to comprise State 

governments in their present form, but smaller in size and greater in number, leaving local 

governments in essentially their present form.  The Regional States model would arise if, 

through a process of vertical amalgamation, or State-local integration, local governments were 

absorbed into the States of the New States model.  So the Regional States model would emerge 

if regional governments, based on the ACT combined State-local model, were formed 

throughout Australia.  The Simplified Regional States model would result if a further process of 

functional transfer shifted some State-Territory level functions, powers and responsibilities from 
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Regional States to an expanded Commonwealth government.  The Simplified New States model 

would arise if New States were subject to a similar functional transfer process.  Two functional 

transfer options were considered for illustrative purposes in the earlier analysis (Drummond 

2002: 45):  the 3 Function Transfer and 6 Function Transfer schemes, described in Table 9-1 as 

follows: 

 
Table 9-1.  Functional Transfers to Commonwealth Government 
in Simplified New States and Simplified Regional States Models 

Functions and Transfer Schemes 
Expenditure by all State, Territory and 
Local Governments in 2000-2001 
($b and % of total expenditure)a

1. Public Order & Safety 9.34  (8.4%) 
2. Education 24.90  (22.3%) 
3. Health 22.36  (20.1%) 
Total 3 Function Transfer (1+2+3) 56.59  (50.8%) 
4. General Public Services 9.47  (8.5%) 
5. Social Security & Welfare 6.39  (5.7%) 
6. Transport & Communications 14.40  (12.9%) 
Total 6 Function Transfer 
(1+2+3+4+5+6) 86.86  (77.9%) 

a.  Functions and expenditures are from ABS Cat. 5512.0: 2000-01, Table 31. 
 

Figure 9-2 below illustrates the common lineage extending from Australia's current federal 

system to the New States model, and eventually the Simplified Regional States model, via either 

the Regional States or Simplified New States models. 

 
Figure 9-2:  Processes Leading to the New States, Regional States, Simplified New States 
and Simplified Regional States Models 
 

Present Federal System (3 tiered) 

 
New State Formation 

 
New States Model (3 tiered) 

 
Integration State-Local 

Simplified Regional States Model (2 tiered)

Regional States Model (2 tiered) 

Functional Transfer 

Simplified New States Model (3 tiered) 

Functional

Integration State-Local

Transfer  

 

 

 

 

 

The six models described above represent a continuum of possible systems comprising two or 

three principal levels of democratic government.  If only a small number of New States were to 
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form, and little or no functional transfer eventuated, the resultant New States or Simplified New 

States models would depart little from Australia's present system.  At the other extreme, if a 

very large number of regional governments formed in a Simplified Regional States system, and 

there were significant functional transfers (as with the 6 function transfer described in Table 

9-1), regional governments hence formed would resemble strengthened local governments as 

generally conceived, so the Simplified Regional States model would approach the National-

Local model. 

 
Whereas it is generally always assumed that New States formation would preserve a federal 

system (see, for example, Ellis 1933; Page 1923; 1924; 1931; 1950; Drummond 1946; 1949), 

the Regional States model as defined would also clearly remain a federation.  In the absence of 

functional transfers, the New States and Regional States models would remain federal systems 

just as much as Australia's current federal system.  The Simplified New States and Simplified 

Regional States models, however, would tend to move along the federal-unitary continuum 

increasingly towards a unitary form as more and more functions are transferred to the national 

government. 

 
New States and Simplified New States models and other similar models defined later in this 

chapter are referred to collectively as New States models in accordance with historical 

descriptions (see also Chapter 2 and Appendix 2A).  Regional States and Simplified Regional 

States models, similarly, are collectively referred to as Regional Government models (see also 

Chapter 2 and Appendix 2B). 

 
 
Complete Government Structure Classification System 
 
The six models described in the preceding section have been useful in describing a range of 

government structure possibilities, at least superficially and in qualitative senses, but more 

complete and specific classification systems, or taxonomies, are possible, and two such 

classification systems are introduced and defined in full in this and the next section: 

• the complete government structure (CGS) classification system (CGSCS), in which models 
are expressed symbolically in what will be referred to as complete government structure 
notation (CGSN); and 

• the basic government structure (BGS) classification system (BGSCS): a simplified version 
of the CGS system as above in which models are expressed symbolically in basic 
government structure notation (BGSN). 
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The complete government structure (CGS) classification system describes hypothetical 

Australian government structure models in terms of three dimensions as follows: 

• S-dimension:  the number of State-Territory type governments (NS) and the actual set of 
such State-Territory type governments (S);  

• L-dimension:  the number of local governments (NL) and the actual set of such local 
governments (L); and 

• F-dimension:  the set of government functions (F) which are transferred from State-Territory 
governments in the present system to the Commonwealth or national government in the 
resultant system.  So F is the set of functions that would be added to Section 51 of the 
current Commonwealth Constitution in order to constitutionally recognise such functional 
transfers. 

 

Government system reforms extending beyond those described by these S-, L- and F-

dimensions can be envisaged, such as the transfer of one or more government functions from the 

Commonwealth to the State-Territory level, but the present thesis will confine its attention to 

these three dimensions. 

 
A hierarchy of models and "families" of models can be defined and classified using these CGS 

and BGS systems, and can be symbolically expressed in CGS and BGS notations, where MOD 

represents government structure models.  A total of 26 families of models shall now be defined 

in terms of these CGS and BGS systems, as distinguished by a two or three letter identifier, 

including: 

• State-Local Functional Transfer (SLF) models, with MOD = SLF; 

• Regional States Functional Transfer (RSF) models, with MOD = RSF; 

• National-Local (NL) models, with MOD = NL; 

• Functional Transfer (FT) models, with MOD = FT; and 

• Australia's Current (CU) model, with MOD = CU. 

 
The State-Local Functional Transfer (SLF) models make up the complete set of all government 

structure models that are possible, in theory at least, when the S-, L- and F-dimensions assume 

all possible values.  The 25 model classifications introduced here in addition to the SLF models 

are all subsets of SLF models that arise when one or more of the S-, L- and F-dimensions are 

subject to restriction. 

 
All 26 model classifications employed herein are now formally defined in turn, beginning with 

the SLF models. 
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State-Local Functional Transfer (SLF) Models 
 
State-Local Functional Transfer models of Australian government, or SLF models for short, are 

models in which sub-national government units comprise up to two levels – State-Territory and 

local, like the present States and the Northern Territory.  As introduced above, NS denotes the 

number of State-Territory type units (STTUs) in the resultant system, S is the set of such STTUs, 

NL denotes the number of local government units, L is the set of local government units, and F 

denotes the set of functions which are transferred from State-Territory governments in the 

present system to the Commonwealth or national government in the resultant system.  So F is 

the set of functions that would be added to Section 51 of the current Commonwealth 

Constitution in order to constitutionally recognise functional transfers. 

 
Whilst the ACT has just the single level of combined State-local government, if an SLF model 

retains the ACT as a distinct political unit with its present political boundaries, then the ACT 

unit shall be included in the NS count and the set S of all State-Territory type units. 

 
So SLF models can be expressed briefly as: 
 

MOD = SLF = SLF(NS: S; NL: L; F)  ...[9.1] 

 
Where, as above: NS is the number of State type units in the resultant model, including the two 

existing territories if they remain; 
 
S is the actual set of State-Territory type units; 
 
NL is the number of local government units in the resultant model; 
 
L is the actual set of local government units; 

and 
F is the set of functions transferred from the State-Territory level to the 
Commonwealth or national government in the resultant model. 

 

The notation used in result [9.1] above and similar expressions that follow shall be referred to as 

CGS notation, as introduced earlier, or complete notation for short. 

 
The numbers NS and NL are counting numbers which can theoretically span from 0 through 1, 2, 

3 and so on upwards without an upper bound, but in practice it is clear that these numbers must 

be finite rather than infinite.  So NS and NL are assumed to be finite numbers, though in theory 

at least there is an infinite number of ways in which the sets S and L can form.  For example, if 

NS = 2, there are theoretically an infinite number of ways in which Australia can be divided up 

(geographically in terms of land borders, or otherwise) into 2 political units, so the set S of such 
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units could be constituted in an infinite number of different ways.  In practice, however, if the 

location of land borders were only assumed accurate to the nearest metre or some equivalent in 

terms of longitude or latitude, for example, there would then be a finite number of ways in 

which sets S and L could form, though a still extremely large number.  Furthermore, sets F of 

functions transferred from the State-Territory level to the Commonwealth or national level could 

theoretically be an extremely large set of minutely specific functions, though in practice will be 

finite sets involving a relatively small number of broad, clearly defined functions such as 

education, health and so on, as in Table 9-1 above and Tables 7-1 through 7-4 in Chapter 7. 

 
It can be seen in [9.1] that as the sets S (for State-Territory government units), L (for local 

government units) and F (for functional transfers from State-Territory level to the 

Commonwealth level) assume all possible arrangements, an infinite continuum of government 

structures can be defined and classified.  So the classification framework here is complete and 

comprehensive in this sense.  As stated above, however, only a finite range of options will be 

explored herein.  The functional transfer sets (F) associated with the F-dimension as defined 

above, as in expression [9.1], will now be further described. 

 

Functional Transfer Sets (F) 
 
As defined above, functional transfer sets, denoted by F, are sets of government functions 

transferred from State-Territory governments in the present system to the Commonwealth or 

national government in a reformed government structure.  Functional transfers can involve just 

one functional area, such as education or health, or a "bundle" of several functions such as 

education and health.  The term "functions" is used herein to represent constitutionally assigned 

government powers, responsibilities, functions and purpose areas generally. 

 
As indicated in Table 9-1 above and in Tables 7-1 through 7-4 in Chapter 7, specific functional 

areas such as education and health, individually or in multi-function combinations, are defined 

herein as expenditure categories CAT and associated functional sets CAT or FCAT.2  The eight 

single function sets listed in Table 7-2 and the seven multi-function sets listed in Table 7-3 have 

been defined specifically for employment herein as functional transfer sets, as defined above, in 

subsequent analyses.  The Three Function Set comprising Education (EDU), Health (HEA) and 

Public Order and Safety (POS), for example, can be employed here as a functional transfer set 

for a reformed government structure in which the EDU, HEA and POS functions are transferred 

from State-Territory governments to the Commonwealth government, as follows: 
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F3FC = 3FC = {EDU, HEA, POS}  ...[9.2] 

 
Functional transfer sets include, but are not limited to, the function sets and expenditure 

category subsets aligning with all 18 of the public sector expenditure categories defined in 

Chapter 7.  For example, if all public sector corporations were transferred from State-Territory 

government control to the Commonwealth government, the applicable functional transfer set 

could be described as follows: 
 

FPSC = {PSC}   ...[9.3] 

 
Chapter 10 following will describe how government structure models are financially assessed 

for each given expenditure category.  For such assessments, function sets F can only include 

functions or sub-functions which are defined within the given expenditure category considered.  

For the education expenditure category (CAT = EDU), for example, F can only be a subset of 

sub-functions within the education function.  So F has to be either the empty set (Ø), FEDU in 

full, or some other subset of FEDU.  In other words, F must comprise the empty set or one or 

more sub-functions within the education function – such as "primary and secondary" education 

or "technical and further education" as listed in Table 7-4 in Chapter 7.  Similar restrictions on F 

apply to all of the public sector expenditure categories listed in Table 7-4.  Whilst functions 

could in theory be broken down into a very large number of very specific sub-functions, 

subsequent analyses herein will only employ functional transfer sets from among the single 

function and multi-function sets as listed in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 in Chapter 7. 

 

Subsets of State-Local Functional Transfer (SLF) Models 
 
If just one of NS and NL in expression [9.1] were zero, but the other not zero, then the SLF 

model would comprise just two levels of government: national and local if NS = 0, or national 

and State-Territory if NL = 0.  And if NS and NL are both zero, then the SLF model here would 

comprise just the single level of government at the national level.  Models in which one or both 

of NS and NL are zero form subsets of SLF models.  Several important subsets of the infinite 

totality of these SLF models are now introduced and described in turn.  All of these model 

subsets can be described in terms of expression [9.1] above. 

 

Three Level Functional Transfer (3LF) Models 
 
Three Level Functional Transfer models of Australian government, or 3LF models for short, are 

the subset of SLF models in which there is at least one State-Territory level government and 
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there is also at least one local government.  So with NL ≥  1 and NS ≥  1 in [9.1], the 3LF model 

can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = 3LF = 3LF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; F) = SLF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; F) ...[9.4] 

 
It can be seen that the 3LF government structure models include all SLF models except for those 

in which either or both of NS and NL are zero.  The next three models described are subsets of 

the SLF models in which NS or NL or both are zero. 

 

Single Level National (NAT) Model 
 
The Single Level National model, or NAT model for short, is the special case SLF model in 

which NS and NL are both zero, so that all government functions are carried out by the single 

national government.  So in the NAT model, NS = 0, NL = 0, S and L are both empty sets 

(denoted by Ø), and F = FALL, where FALL is the full set of government functions held at the 

State-Territory level – all of which go to the national government in the NAT model.  So with 

NS = 0, NL = 0, S = Ø, L = Ø and F = FALL in [9.1], the NAT model can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = NAT = NAT(NS = 0: S = Ø; NL = 0: L = Ø; F = FALL) 

= SLF(0: Ø; 0: Ø; FALL)  ...[9.5] 

 

Regional States Functional Transfer (RSF) Models 
 
Regional States Functional Transfer models of Australian government, or RSF models for short, 

are the subset of SLF models in which there are no local governments (so NL = 0), but there is at 

least one State-Territory level government (so NS ≥  1).  So with NL = 0, NS ≥  1 and L = Ø in 

[9.1], the RSF model can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = RSF = RSF(NS ≥  1: S; F) = SLF(NS ≥  1: S; NL = 0: L = Ø; F) 

= SLF(NS ≥  1: S; 0: Ø; F)  ...[9.6] 

 
In the absence of local governments, the sub-national governments in RSF models occur at just 

the single level and will resemble the ACT combined State-local model within Australia's 

current system of government. 

 

National-Local (NL) Models and the National Current Local (NCL) Model 
 
National-Local models, or NL models for short, are the subset of SLF models in which there are 

no State-Territory level governments (so NS = 0), but there is at least one local level government 
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(so NL ≥  1).  In NL models, as with the NAT model described by expression [9.5], all State-

Territory level functions are transferred to the national government, so F = FALL.  So with NS = 

0, S = Ø, NL ≥  1 and F = FALL in [9.1], the NL model can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = NL = NL(NL ≥  1: L) = SLF(NS = 0: S = Ø; NL ≥  1: L; F = FALL) 

= SLF(0: Ø; NL ≥  1: L; FALL)  ...[9.7] 

 
The National-Local models defined by [9.7] include the National-Local model considered in 

previous analyses (Drummond 2002: 44-45).  Originally, the National-Local model was 

assumed to consist of local governments in their current number and form.  This previously used 

National-Local model classification shall be referred to henceforth as the National Current 

Local (NCL) model, where "Current" refers to local governments in their current form and 

number.  So the NCL model can be described as follows in terms of expression [9.7]: 
 

MOD = NCL = NL(NL = NLCU: L = LCU)  

  = SLF(NS = 0: S = Ø; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F = FALL) 

    = SLF(0: Ø; NLCU: LCU; FALL)  ...[9.8] 

 
Where: NLCU is the number of local government units in Australia's current model of 

government; 
and 

LCU is the set of local government units in the current model. 

 

State-Local (SL), Three Level (3L) and Regional States (RS) Models 
 
Three relatively simple subsets, or simplifications, of the SLF, 3LF and RSF models described 

above are State-Local (SL) models, Three Level (3L) models and Regional States (RS) models 

respectively.  In the SL, 3L and RS models there are no functional transfers from the State-

Territory level to the Commonwealth or national level.  So F = Ø for all of these models. 

 
State-Local models, or SL models for short, are SLF models in which there is no functional 

transfer.  So variation is only permitted within the S and L dimensions in SL models.  With 

F = Ø in [9.1], the SL model can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = SL = SL(NS: S; NL: L) 

= SLF(NS: S; NL: L; F= Ø) = SLF(NS: S; NL: L; Ø)  ...[9.9] 

 
Three Level models, or 3L models for short, are 3LF models in which there is no functional 

transfer.  So with F = Ø in [9.4], the 3L model can be expressed as: 
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MOD = 3L = 3L(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L) 

= 3LF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; F = Ø) = SLF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; Ø)          ...[9.10] 

 
Regional States models, or RS models for short, are RSF models in which there is no functional 

transfer.  So with F = Ø in [9.6], RS models can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = RS = RS(NS ≥  1: S) 

= RSF(NS ≥  1: S; F = Ø) = SLF(NS ≥  1: S; 0: Ø; Ø)  ...[9.11] 

 

Functional Transfer (FT) and Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) Models 
 
Another subset of SLF and 3LF models are Functional Transfer models, or FT models for short, 

in which the current eight States and Territories are retained (so NS = 8), but one or more 

functions are transferred from the State-Territory level of the present system to the 

Commonwealth level in the resultant system.  It is also assumed that FT models, like SLF and 

3LF models, will have at least one local level government (so NL ≥  1).  So FT models can be 

described as follows in terms of expression [9.4]: 
 

MOD = FT = FT(NL ≥  1: L; F) = 3LF(NS = 8: S = SCU; NL ≥  1: L; F)  

= 3LF(8: SCU; NL ≥  1: L; F) = SLF(8: SCU; NL ≥  1: L; F)     ...[9.12] 

 
Where: SCU is the set of eight State and Territory governments in the current model; 

and 
F, again, is the set of functions transferred from the present State-Territory level to 
the Commonwealth or national government in the resultant model. 

 

Functional Transfer Current Local models, or FTC models for short, are the FT models that 

arise when local governments remain in their present form and number.  So with NL = NLCU and 

L = LCU (as defined following [9.8] above) in [9.12], FTC models are given by: 
 

MOD = FTC = FTC(F) = 3LF(NS = 8: S = SCU; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F)  

= 3LF(8: SCU; NLCU: LCU; F) = SLF(8: SCU; NCU: LCU; F)     ...[9.13] 

 
In FTC models, the only changes from the current system are functional transfers. 

 

Australia's Current (CU) Model and Local Government Reform (LGR) Model 
 
Australia's current model of government, or CU model for short, can be considered a special 

case of FTC model in which there are no functional transfers, so that F = Ø, and [9.1], [9.4] and 

[9.13] hence reduce to: 
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MOD = CU = FTC(F = Ø) 

= 3LF(NS = 8: S = SCU; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F = Ø)  

  = SLF(8: SCU; NLCU: LCU; Ø)   ...[9.14] 

 
Local Government Reform models, or LGR models for short, are the same as the CU model 

above except that local governments are allowed to vary from their present number and form.  

Again it is assumed, however, that there is at least one local level government (so NL ≥  1).  So 

for LGR models, with NL ≥  1 replacing NL = NLCU and L replacing LCU, [9.14] becomes: 
 

 MOD = LGR = LGR(NL ≥  1: L) = 3LF(NS = 8: S = SCU; NL ≥  1: L; F = Ø) 

= SLF(8: SCU; NL ≥  1: L; Ø)         ...[9.15] 

 
It is seen that in LGR models, the only changes from the current system are changes in the 

number and form of local governments. 

 

Dual National State-Local (DSL), Dual National Three Level (DN3), Dual National Two 
Level (DN2) and Dual National Current Local (DNC) Models 
 
Dual National State-Local models, or DSL models for short, are the subset of SL models in 

which there is just a single Australia-wide State-Territory level government denoted by SAUS.  

So with NS = 1 in and S = {SAUS} in [9.9], DSL models are given by: 
 

MOD = DSL = DSL(NL: L)  

= SL(NS = 1: S = {SAUS}; NL: L) = SLF(1: {SAUS}; NL: L; Ø) ...[9.16] 

 
Dual National Three Level models, or DN3 models for short, are the subset of 3L models in 

which there is just a single Australia-wide State-Territory level government (SAUS).  So with 

NS = 1 in and S = {SAUS} in [9.10], DN3 models are given by: 
 

MOD = DN3 = DN3(NL ≥  1: L) = 3L(NS = 1: S = {SAUS}; NL ≥  1: L) 

= SLF(1: {SAUS}; NL ≥  1: L; Ø)       ...[9.17] 

 
The DN3 models include all DSL models except for the Dual National Two Level model, or 

DN2 model for short, which is the unique single model among DSL models in which there are 

no local governments.  Expression [9.11] shows that the DN2 model is also the special case of 

RS models in which NS = 1 and S = {SAUS}.  So with NL = 0 and L = Ø in [9.16], and with 

NS = 1 and S = {SAUS} in [9.11], DN2 models are given by: 
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MOD = DN2 = DSL(NL = 0: L = Ø) = SL(NS = 1: S = {SAUS}; NL = 0: L = Ø) 

= SLF(1: {SAUS}; 0: Ø; Ø) = RS(NS = 1: S = {SAUS})        ...[9.18]  

 
The Dual National Current Local model, or DNC model for short, is the unique DN3 model that 

arises when local governments remain in their current form and number.  So with NL = NLCU 

and L = LCU in [9.17], DNC models are given by: 
 

MOD = DNC = DN3(NL = NLCU: L = LCU) 

 = 3L(NS = 1: S = {SAUS}; NL = NLCU: L = LCU) 

= SLF(1: {SAUS}; NLCU: LCU ; Ø)   ...[9.19] 

 

New States (NS) and Fewer States (FS) Models 
 
New States models, or NS models for short, are the subset of 3L models in which New States are 

added to the eight States and Territories of the current system.  So in NS models NS will always 

exceed eight (the number of State-Territory type governments in Australia's current system).  

With NS > 8, or N ≥  9, in [9.10], NS models can be expressed as: 
 

MOD = NS = NS(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L) = 3L(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L)  

= 3LF(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F = Ø) = SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; Ø)        ...[9.20] 

 
Whereas New States models are just 3L models for cases where NS > 8, or NS ≥  9, Fewer States 

models, or FS models for short, are again just 3L models, but this time for cases where NS is 

between 2 and 7 inclusive.  This range of NS values is assumed here in order to avoid overlap 

with the NL and DN3 models defined in expressions [9.7] and [9.17] respectively for NS = 0 (in 

NL models) and NS = 1 (in DN3 models).  This 2 ≤  NS ≤  7 range also avoids overlap with the 

LGR models defined in [9.15], in which NS = 8.  So with 2 ≤  NS ≤  7 in [9.1] and [9.4], FS 

models are given by: 
 

MOD = FS = FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L) = 3L(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L)   

  = 3LF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F = Ø) 

= SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; Ø)  ...[9.21] 

 

New States Current Local (NSC) and Fewer States Current Local (FSC) Models 
 
New States Current Local (NSC) models are simply NS models with local governments 

remaining in their current number and form.  So with NL = NLCU and L = LCU in [9.20], NSC 

models are given by: 
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MOD = NSC = NSC(NS ≥  9: S) = NS(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU) 

= 3L(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU) 

= 3LF(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F = Ø) 

= SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NLCU: LCU; Ø)  ...[9.22] 

 
Fewer States Current Local (FSC) models are simply FS models with local governments 

remaining in their current number and form.  So with NL = NLCU and L = LCU in [9.21], FSC 

models are given by: 
 

MOD = FSC = FSC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S) = FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU) 

 = 3L(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU)  

  = 3LF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F = Ø)  

= SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NLCU: LCU; Ø) ...[9.23] 

 

Simplified New States (SNS) and Simplified Fewer States (SFS) Models 
 
Simplified New States models, or SNS models for short, are the subset of 3L models in which 

New States are added to the eight States and Territories of the current system, and in which at 

least one function is transferred from State-Territory level to the Commonwealth or national 

level.  So for SNS models F is not the empty set Ø.  So SNS models are the same as NS models 

except that F ≠  Ø for SNS models whereas F = Ø for NS models.  So with F ≠  Ø replacing F = 

Ø in [9.20], SNS models are given by: 
 

MOD = SNS = SNS(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

= 3L(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

= 3LF(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

= SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) ...[9.24] 

 
Simplified Fewer States models, or SFS models for short, are the same as SNS models except 

that in SFS models NS is between 2 and 7 inclusive.  So with 2 ≤  NS ≤  7 replacing NS ≥  9 in 

[9.24], SFS models are given by: 
 

MOD = SFS = SFS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

= 3L(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

= 3LF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

= SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø)     ...[9.25] 
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Simplified Regional States (SRS) Models 
 
Simplified Regional States models, or SRS models for short, are just RSF models (given by 

expression [9.6]) in which at least one function is transferred from State-Territory level to the 

Commonwealth or national level.  So SRS models are the same as RS models (defined by 

expression [9.11]) except that F ≠  Ø for SRS models whereas F = Ø for RS models.  So with 

F ≠  Ø replacing F = Ø in [9.11], SRS models are given by: 
 

MOD = SRS = SRS(NS ≥  1: S; F ≠  Ø) = RSF(NS ≥  1: S; F ≠  Ø) 

= SLF(NS ≥  1: S; 0: Ø; F ≠  Ø) ...[9.26] 

 

Simplified New States Current Local (SNC) Models and Simplified Fewer States 
Current Local (SFC) Models 
 
Simplified New States Current Local (SNC) models are simply SNS models with local 

governments remaining in their current number and form.  So with NL = NLCU and L = LCU in 

[9.24], SNC models are given by: 
 

MOD = SNC = SNC(NS ≥  9: S; F ≠  Ø) 

      = SNS(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F ≠  Ø) 

 = 3L(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F ≠  Ø) 

  = 3LF(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F ≠  Ø) 

= SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NLCU: LCU; F ≠  Ø)     ...[9.27] 

 
Simplified Fewer States Current Local (SFC) models are simply SFS models with local 

governments remaining in their current number and form.  So with NL = NLCU and L = LCU in 

[9.25], SFC models are given by: 
 

MOD = SFC = SFC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; F ≠  Ø) 

      = SFS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F ≠  Ø) 

 = 3L(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F ≠  Ø) 

  = 3LF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L = LCU; F ≠  Ø) 

= SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NLCU: LCU; F ≠  Ø)     ...[9.28] 

 
The following section now describes the basic government structure (BGS) classification 

systems and notations as simplifications of the CGS system as above. 
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Basic Government Structure Classification System 
 
In the complete government structure (CGS) classification system, using CGS notation, SLF 

models are expressed as in equation [9.1], which is repeated as follows: 
 

MOD = SLF = SLF(NS: S; NL: L; F)  ...[9.1] 

 
In the basic government structure (BGS) classification system, in which the simplified BGS 

notation is used, State and local governments are described only in terms of their numbers – that 

is, NS and NL.  Sets S and L, of actual State-Territory and local government units respectively, 

are not specified in simplified model notation.  So in BGS notation, SLF models are described 

by the expression: 
 

MOD = SLF = SLF(NS; NL; F)  …[9.29] 

 
The model identifier is underlined in basic (BGS) notation in order to distinguish from complete 

(CGS) notation. 

 
For any given NS, NL and F, expression [9.29] represents all possible sets of NS State-Territory 

type governments and NL local type governments. 

 
Similarly, whereas RSF models, for example, are described by expression [9.4] in complete 

notation, they are expressed as follows in basic notation: 
 

RSF = RSF(NS ≥  1; F) …[9.30] 

 
The models classified and expressed in the preceding passages are summarised in Table 9-2 and 

Figures 9-3 and 9-4, on the following three pages.  Figures 9-3 and 9-4 show how the models in 

Table 9-2 can be distinguished by their numbers of State-Territory type governments (NS) and 

local type governments (NL). 
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Table 9-2: Government Structure Models in Complete and Basic Model Notation 

Government Structure Model (MOD) Categories 
Variable Restrictions  

("var" means dimension is not fixed or 
otherwise restricted, and so remains 

variable) 
Model Complete Government Structure 

(CGS) Notation 
Basic Government Structure 

(BGS) Notation NS S NL L F 

SLF SLF(NS: S; NL: L; F) SLF(NS; NL; F) var var var var var 

3LF 3LF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; F) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; F) 

3LF(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1; F) =  
SLF(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1; F) 

var 
NS ≥  1 var var 

NL ≥  1 var var 

NAT NAT = 
SLF(0: Ø; 0: Ø; FALL) 

NAT = 
SLF(0; 0; FALL) NS = 0 S = Ø NL = 0 L 

= Ø 
F = 
FALL

RSF RSF(NS ≥  1: S; F) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1: S; 0: Ø; F) 

RSF(NS ≥  1; F) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1; 0; F) 

var 
NS ≥  1 var NL = 0 L 

= Ø var 

NL NL(NL ≥  1: L) = 
SLF(0: Ø; NL ≥  1: L; FALL) 

NL(NL ≥  1) = 
SLF(0; NL ≥  1; FALL) NS = 0 S = Ø var 

NL ≥  1 var F = 
FALL

NCL NCL = 
SLF(0: Ø; NLCU: LCU; FALL) 

NCL = 
SLF(0; NLCU; FALL) NS = 0 S = Ø NL = 

NLCU

L = 
LCU

F = 
FALL

SL SL(NS: S; NL: L) = 
SLF(NS: S; NL: L; Ø) 

SL(NS; NL) = 
SLF(NS; NL; Ø) var var var var F 

= Ø 

3L 3L(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1: S; NL ≥  1: L; Ø) 

3L(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1; Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  1 var var 

NL ≥  1 var F 
= Ø 

RS RS(NS ≥  1: S) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1: S; 0: Ø; Ø) 

RS(NS ≥  1) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1; 0; Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  1 var NL = 0 L 

= Ø 
F 

= Ø 

FT LFT(NL ≥  1: L; F) = 
SLF(8: SCU; NL ≥  1: L; F) 

LFT(NL ≥  1; F) = 
SLF(8; NL ≥  1; F) NS = 8 S = SCU

var 
NL ≥  1 var var 

FTC FT(F) = 
SLF(8: SCU; NLCU: LCU; F) 

FT(F) = 
SLF(8; NLCU; F) NS = 8 S = SCU

NL = 
NLCU

L = 
LCU

var 

CU CU = 
SLF(8: SCU; NLCU: LCU; Ø) 

CU = 
SLF(8; NLCU; Ø) NS = 8 S = SCU

NL = 
NLCU

L = 
LCU

F 
= Ø 

LGR LGR(NL ≥  1: L) = 
SLF(8: SCU; NL ≥  1: L; Ø) 

LGR(NL ≥  1) = 
SLF(8; NL ≥  1; Ø) NS = 8 S = SCU

var 
NL ≥  1 var F 

= Ø 

DSL DSL(NL: L) = 
SLF(1: {SAUS}; NL: L; Ø) 

DSL(NL) = 
SLF(1; NL; Ø) NS = 1 S = 

{SAUS} var var F 
= Ø 

DN3 DN3(NL ≥  1: L) = 
SLF(1: {SAUS}; NL ≥  1: L; Ø) 

DN3(NL ≥  1) = 
SLF(1; NL ≥  1; Ø) NS = 1 S = 

{SAUS} 
var 

NL ≥  1 var F 
= Ø 

DN2 DN2 = 
SLF(1: {SAUS}; 0: Ø; Ø) 

DN2 = 
SLF(1; 0; Ø) NS = 1 S = 

{SAUS} NL = 0 L 
= Ø 

F 
= Ø 

DNC DNC = 
SLF(1: {SAUS}; NLCU: LCU; Ø) 

DNC = 
SLF(1; NLCU; Ø) NS = 1 S = 

{SAUS} 
NL = 
NLCU

L = 
LCU

F 
= Ø 

NS NS(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; Ø) 

NS(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1; Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  9 var var 

NL ≥  1 var F 
= Ø 

FS FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; Ø) 

FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; Ø) 

var 
2 ≤  NS ≤  7 var var 

NL ≥  1 var F 
= Ø 

NSC NSC(NS ≥  9: S) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L; Ø) 

NSC(NS ≥  9) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL = NLCU; Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  9 var NL = 

NLCU
var F 

= Ø 

FSC FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L; Ø) 

FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; Ø) 

var 
2 ≤  NS ≤  7 var NL = 

NLCU
var F 

= Ø 

SNS SNS(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

SNS(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  9 var var 

NL ≥  1 var F 
≠  Ø

SFS SFS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL ≥  1: L; F ≠  Ø) 

SFS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) 

var 
2 ≤  NS ≤  7 var var 

NL ≥  1 var F 
≠  Ø

SNC SNC(NS ≥  9: S; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9: S; NL = NLCU: L; F ≠  Ø) 

SNC(NS ≥  9; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL = NLCU; F ≠  Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  9 var NL = 

NLCU
var F 

≠  Ø

SFC SFC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7: S; NL = NLCU: L; F ≠  Ø) 

SFC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL= NLCU; F ≠  Ø)

var 
2 ≤  NS ≤  7 var NL = 

NLCU
var F 

≠  Ø

SRS SRS(NS ≥  1: S; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1: S; 0: Ø; F ≠  Ø) 

SRS(NS ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  1; 0; F ≠  Ø) 

var 
NS ≥  1 var NL = 0 L 

= Ø 
F 

≠  Ø



Models underlined in Figure 9-3 above are those which are considered most extensively in 

subsequent analyses.  Figure 9-4 following provides a "tree diagram" representation of the 

subset relationships among the 26 model classifications defined here. 
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Government Structure Models of Particular Interest 
 
Conceptually at least, Australia could transform to a vast range of the SLF models and the other 

25 subsets of SLF models as defined above, within its present constitutional provisions.  This 

thesis will focus, however, on those models which are most viable in terms of historical and 

contemporary support, and which host realistic numbers of State-Territory type governments. 

 
As described in Chapters 2 and 3 especially, several government structure models have 

particular historical significance.  New States models have been supported since pre-Federation 

times, and two-level models such as the National-Local and Regional States models have also 

attracted varying degrees of support among Unificationists and Regional Government advocates. 

 
Local government amalgamations and reorganisations have occurred at regular intervals in 

Australia's six States and the Northern Territory throughout much of Australia's post-Federation 

history, so Local Government Reform (LGR) models as defined here have been active in 

practice throughout the history of Australian local government.  Australia's current (CU) model 

can be considered a static "snapshot" example of a continually evolving LGR model. 

 
As previewed in Chapter 1, this present focuses on rearrangement at the Commonwealth and 

State-Territory levels, so, unless specified to the contrary, it is henceforth assumed that local 

government numbers will remain at more or less current levels (so NL = NLCU).  So LGR models 

will not be examined henceforth. 

 
The Single Level National Government (NAT) model and Dual National State-Local (DSL) 

models would never be seriously considered for actual implementation.  But as noted previously 

(Drummond 2002: 45), the Dual National models prove especially useful as intermediate stages 

in the transition to other models – especially the National-Local models.  The Dual National 

Current Local (DNC) model will be considered quite extensively in subsequent analyses. 

 
Among the 26 families of models introduced above, the following ten will be focused on in 

subsequent chapters: 

• Australia's Current (CU) model; 
• New States Current Local (NSC) and Simplified New States Current Local (SNC) models; 
• Fewer States Current Local (FSC) and Simplified Fewer States Current Local (SFC) models; 
• Regional States (RS) and Simplified Regional States (SRS) models; 
• Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models; 
• the Dual National Current Local (DNC) model; and 
• the National Current Local (NCL) model. 
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The classifications as above are often employed in following chapters, but it is sometimes more 

convenient to describe these models in terms which better align with common usage and 

historical labels as identified in Chapters 2 to 4.  Accordingly, as noted earlier in this chapter, 

the NSC and SNC models are sometimes referred to collectively as the New States models; the 

FSC and SFC models are similarly referred to as Fewer States models; the DNC and NCL 

models as Unification models; the RS and SRS models as Regional Government models; and 

the FTC models as Functional Transfer models. 

 
Table 9-3 below lists the models previously summarised in Table 9-2 and Figures 9-3 and 9-4, 

and states, with reasons, which models will be considered in the relative cost and benefit 

analyses which are described in the chapters that follow. 
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Table 9-3:  Models Used in Subsequent Analyses 

MOD Simplified Model Notation 
Considered in 

Subsequent 
Analyses? 

Comments on Significance if Considered  
in Subsequent Analyses, or on why not 

Considered Further 
SLF SLF(NS; NL; F) NO insufficiently specific 

3LF 3LF(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1; F) =  
SLF(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1; F) NO insufficiently specific 

NAT NAT =  
SLF(0; 0; FALL) NO A single level monolithic government model would never be 

seriously considered. 

RSF RSF(NS ≥  1; F) =  
SLF(NS ≥  1; 0; F) NO 

The RSF models are subdivided into two distinct subsets of 
models which shall be considered in subsequent analyses:  RS 

models (in which F = Ø) and SRS models (in which F ≠  Ø).  To 
avoid unnecessary duplication, subsequent analyses shall refer to 

RS and SRS models in place of the parent RSF classification. 

NL NL(NL ≥  1) =  
SLF(0; NL ≥  1; FALL) NO but the NCL model will be considered prominently 

NCL NCL =  
SLF(0; NLCU; FALL) YES 

The NCL model is a two level model supported by those who 
believe that all State-Territory functions should be taken over by 
Commonwealth government, and that local governments should 

remain in their current numbers. 
SL SL(NS; NL) = SLF(NS; NL; Ø) NO insufficiently specific 

3L 3L(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1) =  
SLF(NS ≥  1; NL ≥  1; Ø) NO insufficiently specific 

RS RS(NS ≥  1) =  
SLF(NS ≥  1; 0; Ø) YES Such models would comprise ACT type Regional Governments.

FT FT(NL ≥  1; F) =  
SLF(8; NL ≥  1; F)  NO Local government reform is not the focus of the analysis and 

research reported herein. 

FTC FTC(F) = 
SLF(8; NLCU; F) YES 

Such models are often proposed and debated.  Recent examples 
include the push for a national industrial relations system and 
recent proposals for health to be transferred from the State-

Territory level to the Commonwealth (see Chapter 4 and 
Appendices 4A, 4B, 4D and 4E). 

CU CU = 
SLF(8; NLCU; Ø) YES Australia's current government structure is the benchmark 

against which other models are compared and analysed 

LGR LGR(NL ≥  1) =  
SLF(8; NL ≥  1; Ø) NO Local government reform is not the focus of this present study. 

DSL DSL(NL) = SLF(1; NL; Ø) NO The DSL models are not considered in total, but one form of 
DSL model is: the DNC model. 

DN3 DN3(NL ≥  1) =  
SLF(1; NL ≥  1; Ø) NO but its subset DNC model will be considered prominently 

DN2 DN2 =  
SLF(1; 0; Ø) NO system with one State-Territory type government and no local 

governments would never seriously be considered 
DNC DNC = SLF(1; NLCU; Ø) YES Assumes a pivotal role in expenses and costing analyses 

NS NS(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1) =  
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1; Ø) NO Just one subset of NS models is considered: the NSC models. 

FS FS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1) =  
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; Ø) NO Just one subset of FS models is considered: the FSC models. 

NSC NSC(NS ≥  9) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL = NLCU; Ø) YES 

New States models have received significant support for more 
than a century over many different parts of Australia, as 

described in Chapter 2 and Appendix 2A. 

FSC FSC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL = NLCU; Ø) YES 

Not often supported historically but includes "obvious" 
possibilities such as the absorption of ACT into NSW (which has 

been advocated), or of TAS into VIC etc. 

SNS SNS(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) =  
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø)  NO Just one subset of SNS models is considered: the SNC models. 

SFS SFS(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) NO Just one subset of SFS models is considered: the SFC models. 

SNC SNC(NS ≥  9; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(NS ≥  9; NL = NLCU; F ≠  Ø) YES as per NSC 

SFC SFC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; F ≠  Ø) = 
SLF(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; NL= NLCU; F ≠  Ø) YES as per FSC 

SRS SRS(NS ≥  1; F ≠  Ø) =  
SLF(NS ≥  1; 0; F ≠  Ø) YES as per RS 
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The following section now classifies and describes various transformations between 

government structures as defined herein. 

 
 
Complete Government Structure Transformation System 
 
Extending on the transformation categories described above (see Figures 9-1 and 9-2), a 

complete government structure transformation (CGST) system (CGSTS) is now defined in order 

to describe the shift from any one government structure model to any other among those 

presented in Tables 9-2 and 9-3 and Figures 9-3 and 9-4 above.  This CGST system includes a 

complete government structure transformation algebra (CGSTA) comprising the equations, 

notations and symbolic representations employed to describe the full range of government 

structure transformations. 

 
The CGST system describes transformations in terms of four categories which are defined in 

turn below:  model transformations, horizontal transformations, vertical transformations and 

functional transformations.  All transformations can be described by model transformations 

alone, but horizontal, vertical and functional transformations provide an additional capacity to 

focus on particular dimensions of interest among the S-, L- and F-dimensions. 

 
Horizontal transformations include the horizontal amalgamations and New State formations 

previously defined as above (see Figures 9-1 and 9-2).  Vertical transformations include the 

vertical amalgamations and State-Local integrations as above.  Functional transformations are 

the same as the Functional Transfers as previously classified.  Fuller descriptions of these 

transformations now follow. 

 

Model Transformations 
 
Model transformations or M-transformations shall describe the shift from one government 

structure model MOD1 to a second government structure model MOD2, and shall be represented 

symbolically by the expression .  So model transformations can involve shifts in 

all three government structure dimensions as defined herein: the S-dimension, L-dimension and 

F-dimension. 

]MODMOD[ M 21
T →
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Horizontal Transformations 
 
Horizontal transformations or H-transformations describe shifts in the number of State-

Territory or local level governments, and apply only to the S-dimension or L-dimension.  

Horizontal transformations include integrations (or amalgamations or absorptions) and 

disintegrations (or divisions or additions) which occur horizontally across a single level of 

government.  So horizontal transformations can occur at State-Territory (S-dimension) and local 

(L-dimension) levels.  State-Territory level horizontal transformations shall be referred to as 

S-transformations, and local level horizontal transformations shall be referred to as 

L-transformations, as follows: 

 

S-transformations 

)] ;:N(:N:N[ S L2S1S
T FLSS 21→

 denotes a transformation from the set S1 of State-Territory 

government type units ( in number) to the set S
1SN 2 of State-Territory type units ( in 

number), with the L-dimension (the set L of local government type units, N

2SN

L in number) 

and F-dimension remaining unchanged. 

 

L-transformations 

)] ;:N(:N:N[ L S2L1L
T FSLL 21→

 denotes a transformation from the set L1 of local government type 

units ( in number) to the set L
1LN 2 of local government type units ( in number), with 

the S-dimension (the set S of State-Territory type governments, N

2LN

S in number) and 

F-dimension remaining unchanged. 

 

Horizontal amalgamations and New State formations as previously described (see Figures 9-1 

and 9-2) form subsets of S-transformations. 

 

Vertical Transformations 
 
Vertical transformations or V-transformations describe shifts in the number of levels of 

government and can again only apply to the S-dimension or L-dimension.  Vertical 

transformations include integrations (or amalgamations or absorptions) and disintegrations (or 

divisions or additions) between adjacent levels of government.  Vertical amalgamations and 

State-Local integrations as previously described (see Figures 9-1 and 9-2) are example of 

vertical transformations here.  Vertical transformations involving Commonwealth and State-
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Territory levels shall be referred to as C-S-transformations, and vertical transformations 

involving State-Territory and local levels shall be referred to as S-L-transformations, as follows: 

 

C-S-transformations can be further sub-divided into: 

 
C-S-integrations

)] :(N C:N[C CSI LS
T LS→+  denotes the coalescence of NS State-Territory type 

governments (forming the set S) and the Commonwealth government into a new 

national – or central – government, with the L-dimension unchanged.  There is 

no need to specify the F-dimension for C-S-integrations because all powers held 

by State-Territory and Commonwealth governments prior to integration are 

assumed by the resultant national government. 

 

C-S-disintegrations

)];:N( :NC[C CSD LS
T

SFLS+→  denotes the transformation from a system with a central 

national government, and no State-Territory level governments, to a system with 

a Commonwealth government and NS separate State-Territory type governments 

(forming the set S) hosting a function set FS, with the L-dimension remaining 

unchanged. 

 

S-L-transformations can be further sub-divided into: 

 

S-L-integrations

)](:N:N:[N SLI SLS
T FSLS →+  denotes the absorption of NL local level governments 

(forming the set L) into their NS parent State-Territory level governments 

(forming the set S), forming new consolidated State-Territory level governments 

(still NS in number, forming the same set S of geographical units), leaving no 

local governments, with the F-dimension remaining unchanged. 

 

S-L-disintegrations

)](:N:N:[N SLD LSS
T FLSS +→  denotes the transformation from a system with NS State-

Territory level governments (forming the set S) and no local level governments 

to a system with the same NS State-Territory governments (again in set S) but 

also NL separate local level governments (forming the set L) with powers, 
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responsibilities and functions matching (as far as possible) those held by local 

governments in Australia's current system, with the F-dimension (defining the 

division of functions between Commonwealth and State-Territory levels) 

remaining unchanged.  The assumption that local governments will host 

functions matching those held by current local governments is an imperfect one, 

noting the variations in functions held by local governments in the different 

States and the Northern Territory in the current system, but is necessary to avoid 

the need to define a fourth dimension (in addition to the S-, L- and F-dimensions) 

to describe the division of functions between the State-Territory and local levels.  

A more complete taxonomy could accommodate such additional dimensions, but 

would introduce an unnecessary complication to the present analysis. 

 

Functional Transformations 
 
Functional transformations or F-transformations describe functional shifts between State-

Territory and Commonwealth levels, and so only apply to the F-dimension.  Functional 

transformations are shifts from a system with F = F1 to a system with F = F2, in which the S-

dimension and L-dimension remain unchanged, as denoted by .  If F)]:N;:N([ F LS
T LSFF 21→ 1 is the 

empty set (Ø), an F-transformation becomes a shift from the current system to a system with F = 

F2; that is, a system in which a set of functions F2 is transferred from the State-Territory level in 

the present system to the Commonwealth level. 

 

Summary of Transformation Classifications 
 
The transformations defined above are summarised in Table 9-4 below.  These transformations 

are not fully exhaustive.  A form of C-S-disintegration which is not considered here, but which 

could be defined theoretically, is that in which Commonwealth and State-Territory level 

governments coalesced so as to produce enhanced State-Territory governments and no national 

government.  The transformations that are defined are sufficient, however, to provide pathways 

from the current system of government to all of the models listed and illustrated in Tables 9-2 

and 9-3 and Figures 9-3 and 9-4. 
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Table 9-4:  Summary of Transformation Classifications 

Transformation 
Type Symbology Description Examples 

Model Transformations or M-transformations 

M-transformations ]MODMOD[ M 21→
T  

Shift from one model MOD1 to a second 
model MOD2 such that shifts can take place 
in any or all of the S-, L- and F-dimensions. 

]  describes 

the shift from the current 
model to a model MOD

MODCU[ M A
T →

A

Horizontal Transformations or H-transformations 

S-transformations )] ;:N(:N:N[ S L2S1S
T FLSS 21→

Shift from the set S1 of State-Territory 
government type units (NS1 in number) to the 
set S2 of State-Territory type units (NS2 in 
number), with the L-dimension (the set L of 
NL local governments, NL in number) and F-
dimension remaining unchanged. 

Establishment of New 
States or amalgamation of 
State-Territory 
governments to form Dual 
National models 

L-transformations )] ;:N(:N:N[ L S2L1L
T FSLL 21→

Shift from the set L1 of local government type 
units (NL1 in number) to the set L2 of local 
government type units (NL2 in number), with 
the S-dimension (the set S of State-Territory 
type governments, NS in number) and F-
dimension remaining unchanged. 

Local government 
amalgamations 

Vertical Transformations or V-transformations 

C-S-integration )] :(N C:N[C CSI LS
T LS→+  

Coalescence of NS State-Territory type 
governments (forming the set S) and the 
Commonwealth government into a new 
national – or central – government, with the 
L-dimension unchanged. 

Formation of National-
Local Model 

C-S-disintegration )];:N( :NC[C CSD LS
T

SFLS+→

Transformation from a system with a central 
national government, and no State-Territory 
level governments, to a system with a 
Commonwealth government and NS separate 
State-Territory type governments (forming 
the set S) hosting a function set FS, with the 
L-dimension remaining unchanged. 

Shift from a National-Local 
model back to the current 
system 

S-L-integration )](:N:N:[N SLI SLS
T FSLS →+

Absorption of NL local level governments 
(forming the set L) into their NS parent State-
Territory level governments (forming the set 
S), forming new consolidated State-Territory 
level governments (still NS in number, 
forming the same set S of geographical units), 
leaving no local governments, with the F-
dimension remaining unchanged. 

Abolition of local 
government 

S-L-disintegration )](:N:N:[N SLD LSS
T FLSS +→

Shift from a system with NS State-Territory 
level governments (forming the set S), and no 
local level governments, to a system with the 
same NS State-Territory governments (again 
in set S) but also NL separate local level 
governments (forming the set L) with powers, 
responsibilities and functions matching (as far 
as possible) those held by local governments 
in Australia's current system, with the F-
dimension remaining unchanged. 

Establishment of a separate 
level of local government in 
the ACT 

Functional Transformations or F-transformations 

F-transformations )]:N;:N([ F LS
T LSFF 21→

 
Shift from a system with F = F1 to a system 
with F = F2, with the S-dimension and L-
dimension remaining unchanged 

Creation of a national 
health care system by 
transferring health functions 
from States and Territories 
to the Commonwealth 
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Selected Transformations 
 
Seven examples of transformations of particular interest are now presented in terms of the 

CGST algebra and basic government structure (BGS) notation, so the model symbols MOD are 

underlined (MOD).  Transformations are illustrated in government structure transformation 

diagrams, or transformation diagrams for short, and are also described in terms of government 

structure transformation equations, or transformation equations for short, as follows: 

 

Example 9-1: Health Function Only Transferred to Commonwealth  
– All Else Unchanged from the Current System 

 

M-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 Transfer of health from 

states and territories to the 
Commonwealth

{HEA})](FTCU[ MT → 

 FT({HEA}) = SLF(8; NLCU; {HEA}) 
 
 
F-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 Transfer of health from 

states and territories to the 
Commonwealth

)]N(8; {HEA}[ F LCU
T →∅ 

 FT({HEA}) = SLF(8; NLCU; {HEA}) 
 
 
M-transformation equation: 

 

CU     FT({HEA})  ...[9.31a] 
OR 

{HEA})](FT[CU MT → [ CU ] = FT({HEA})  ...[9.31b] 

 

F-transformation equation: 

 

CU     FT({HEA})  ...[9.31c] 
OR 

)]N;(8 {HEA}[ F LCU
T →∅ [ CU ] = FT({HEA})  ...[9.31d] 

)]N;(8 {HEA}[ F LCU
T →∅  

{HEA})](FTCU[ MT  →
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Example 9-2: Addition of Just One New State – All Else Unchanged 

 

M-transformation diagram: 

 

)]9(NSCCU[ MT →
Addition of one New State 

Current System ( CU ) 
 

 

NSC(9) = SLF(9; NLCU; Ø )  

 
 
S-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 

)];N(9[8 S LCU
T ∅→Addition of one New State 

 

NSC(9) = SLF(9; NLCU; Ø )  

 
 
M-transformation equation: 

 

CU     NSC(9)  ...[9.32a] 
)]9(NSCCU[ MT →  

OR 

)]9(NSCCU[ MT → [ CU ] = NSC(9)   ...[9.32b] 

 

S-transformation equation: 

 

CU     NSC(9)  ...[9.32c] 
)];N(9[8 S LCU

T ∅→  

OR 

)];N(9[8 S LCU
T ∅→ [ CU ] = NSC(9)   ...[9.32d] 
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Example 9-3: Addition of New States to Achieve 41 State-Territory Governments 
– All Else Unchanged 

 

M-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 

)]41(NSCCU[ MT →Addition of 33 New States 
 

NSC(41) = SLF(41; NLCU; Ø )  

 
 
S-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 

)];N(41[8 S LCU
T ∅→Addition of 33 New States 

 

NSC(41) = SLF(41; NLCU; Ø )  

 
 
M-transformation equation: 

 

CU     NSC(41)  ...[9.33a] )]41(NSCCU[ MT →

OR 

)]41(NSCCU[ MT → [ CU ] = NSC(41)   ...[9.33b] 

 

S-transformation equation: 

 

CU     NSC(41)  ...[9.33c] )];N(41[8 S LCU
T ∅→

OR 

)];N(41[8 S LCU
T ∅→ [ CU ] = NSC(41)   ...[9.33d] 
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Example 9-4: Absorption of One State Only – All Else Unchanged 

 

M-transformation diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 
 
S-transformation diagram: 

FSC(7) = SLF(7; NLCU; Ø ) 

Absorption of one State or 
Territory government 

Current System ( CU ) 

)];N(7[8 S LCU
T ∅→

)]7(FSCCU[ MT →

Absorption of one state or 
territory government 

Current System ( CU ) 

 

 

 

FSC(7) = SLF(7; NLCU; Ø )  

 
 
M-transformation equation: 

 

CU     FSC(7)  ...[9.34a] 
)]7(FSCCU[ MT →  

OR 

)]7(FSCCU[ MT → [ CU ] = FSC(7)   ...[9.34b] 

 

S-transformation equation: 

 

CU     FSC(7)  ...[9.34c] 
)];N(7[8 S LCU

T ∅→  

OR 

)];N(7[8 S LCU
T ∅→ [ CU ] = FSC(7)   ...[9.34d] 
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Example 9-5: Horizontal Integration to DNC Model Followed by Vertical Integration to 
NCL Model 

 

M-transformation diagram: 

NCL = SLF(0; NLCU; FALL ) 

]NCLDNC[ MT →
Vertical C-S integration from 
DNC model to NCL model 

DNC = SLF

Horizontal S-Transformation 
from 8 states and territories 

to one single state 
t

(1; NLCU; Ø ) 

Current System ( CU )  

 
]DNCCU[ MT →

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram Showing S- and V-transformations: 

Vertical C-S integration from 
DNC model to NCL model )]N(C1-[C CSI LCU

T →

NCL = SLF(0; NLCU; FALL ) 

DNC = SLF

Horizontal S-Transformation 
from 8 states and territories 

to one single state 
t

(1; NLCU; Ø ) 

Current System ( CU )  

 
)];N(1[8 S LCU

T ∅→
 

 

 

 

 

 

M-transformation equations: 

 

CU             DNC           NCL ...[9.35a] ]DNCCU[ MT → ]NCLDNC[ MT →

 

OR, considered as a single overall transformation: 

 

  CU             NCL   ...[9.35b] ]NCLCU[ MT →

OR  

]DNCCU[ MT → [ CU ] = DNC    ...[9.35c] 

]NCLDNC[ MT → [ DNC ] = NCL   ...[9.35d] 
and 
 ]NCLCU[ MT → [ CU ] = NCL    ...[9.35e] 
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S- and V-transformation equations: 

 

CU            DNC           NCL ...[9.35f] 
)];N(1[8 S LCU

T ∅→ )]N(C1[C CSI LCU
T →+

 

OR  

)];N(1[8 S LCU
T ∅→ [ CU ] = DNC   ...[9.35g] 

and 
 [ )]N(C1[C CSI LCU

T →+ DNC ] = NCL   ...[9.35h] 

 

Also, in combination, substituting [9.35c] into [9.35d] gives the following compound equation: 
 

]NCLDNC[ MT → [ ]DNCCU[ MT → [ CU ] ] = NCL   ...[9.35i] 

 

Equivalently, substituting [9.35g] into [9.35h] gives: 
 

)]N(C1C[: CSI LCU
T →+ [ [ )];N(1[8 S LCU

T ∅→ CU ] ] = NCL  ...[9.35j] 

 

So [9.35e], [9.35i] and [9.35j] show the following equivalences: 
 

]NCLCU[ MT → [ CU ] = ]NCLDNC[ MT → [ ]DNCCU[ MT → [ CU ] ] 

= [ [ )]N(C1[C CSI LCU
T →+ )];N(1[8 S LCU

T ∅→ CU ] ] = NCL  ...[9.35k] 
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Example 9-6: NCL Model Through Transfer of All State-Territory Functions 

 

M-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 Transfer of all State-

Territory government 
functions to the 

]NCLCU[ MT →   

 NCL = SLF(0; NLCU; FALL) 
 
 
F-transformation diagram: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 Transfer of all State-

Territory government 
functions to the 

][ FT
ALLF→∅ 

 NCL = SLF(0; NLCU; FALL) 
 
 
M-transformation equation: 

 

CU     NCL  ...[9.36a] 
OR 

]NCLCU[ MT → [ CU ] = NCL   ...[9.36b] 

 

F-transformation equation: 

 

CU     NCL  ...[9.36c] 
OR 

][ FT
ALLF→∅ [ CU ] = NCL   ...[9.36d] 

 
It is seen that equation [9.36b] is identical to [9.35b] from the previous example 5.  And [9.36d] 

combines with [9.35k] to give: 

 

]NCLCU[ MT → [ CU ] = ]NCLDNC[ MT → [ ]DNCCU[ MT → [ CU ] ]  

= [ [ )]N(C1[C CSI LCU
T →+ )];N(1[8 S LCU

T ∅→ CU ] ]  

= [ ][ FT
ALLF→∅ CU ] = NCL  ...[9.36e] 

 

]NCLCU[ MT    →

]   [ FT
ALLF→∅  
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Example 9-7: Regional States Model Formation Through the Addition of 54 New State-
Territory Units and the Absorption of Local Governments into State-Territory Units by 
Vertical Integration 
 
To avoid symbolic overload, this example shall be described just in terms of S-transformations 

and V-transformations, but not in terms of M-transformations. 

 

Diagram Showing S- and V-transformations: 

 Current System ( CU ) 
 

)];N(62[8 S LCU
T ∅→ )](8N-[8 SLI LCU

T ∅→
Addition of 54  S-L-integration New States 

 RS(8) = SLF(8; 0; Ø ) NSC(62) = SLF(62; NLCU; Ø )
 Addition of 54 New 

Regional States )](62N-[62 SLI LCU
T ∅→ )];0(62[8 ST ∅→  S-L-integration

 
RS(62) = SLF(62; 0; Ø )  

 

Transformation equations, noting the two alternative but equivalent pathways: 

 

CU             NSC(62)          RS(62) ...[9.37a] )];N(62[8 S LCU
T ∅→ )](62N-[62 SLI LCU

T ∅→

 
OR 
 

CU             RS(8)          RS(62) ...[9.37b] )](8N-[8 SLI LCU
T ∅→  )];0(62[8 ST ∅→

 
Furthermore, for [9.37a]: 
 

)];N(62[8 S LCU
T ∅→ [ CU ] = NSC(62)   ...[9.37c] 

and 

)](62N-[62 SLI LCU
T ∅→ [ NSC(62) ] = RS(62)  ...[9.37d] 

 
So substituting [9.37c] into [9.37d] gives: 
 

)](62N-[62 SLI LCU
T ∅→ [ [ )];N(62[8 S LCU

T ∅→ CU ] ] = RS(62)  ...[9.37e] 

 
And for [9.37b]: 
 

)](8N-[8 SLI LCU
T ∅→ [ MCU ] = MRS(8)   ...[9.37f] 

and 

)];0(62[8 ST ∅→ [ RS(8) ] = RS(62)   ...[9.37g] 
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So substituting [9.37f] into [9.37g] gives: 
 

)];0(62[8 ST ∅→ [ [ )](8N-[8 SLI LCU
T ∅→ CU ] ] = RS(62)  ...[9.37h] 

 
As is implied in the transformation diagram here, results [9.37e] and [9.37h] show that: 
 

)](62N-[62 SLI LCU
T ∅→ [ [ )];N(62[8 S LCU

T ∅→ CU ] ]  

= [ [ )];0(62[8 ST ∅→ )](8N-[8 SLI LCU
T ∅→ CU ] ] = RS(62)  ...[9.37i] 

 
Result [9.37i], like [9.36e] earlier, show that the same government structure destination can be 

reached via alternative paths.  Example 7 here also shows that government structure 

transformations as defined, and their associated algebra, can sometimes comply with the 

commutative law which arises in logic and mathematics – including the mathematics associated 

with matrices and linear or geometric transformations.  Two government structure 

transformations TA and TB will obey the commutative law if the following result holds true for 

an initial government structure MOD

B

1: 
 

TA ( TB [MODB 1] ) = TBB (TA [MOD1] )  ...[9.37j] 

 

Result [9.37i] and the transformation diagram for example 7 here show that the same Regional 

States model RS(62), comprising 62 State-Territory type governments and no local governments, 

can be achieved irrespective of the order in which the two contributing transformations take 

place, these being the addition of 54 State-Territory type units and the absorption of local 

governments into the State-Territory type units. 

 
As a further illustration of the order independence, or commutativity, of government structure 

transformations as defined, it is clear that if transformation TA describes the addition of 10 New 

State-Territory type units, TB describes the transfer of education and health from the State-

Territory level to the Commonwealth, and T

B

C describes a reduction in the number of local 

governments by 40, then the same final government structure model (a Simplified New States 

model in this latest example) will be arrived at irrespective of the order in which these three 

constituent transformations apply. 

 
Chapters 10 to 13 following seek to analyse several of the government structures classified here 

in terms of estimates of their financial benefits or costs relative to Australia's current 

government structure. 
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Part III 

New Relative Financial Benefit Estimates 
 

 

Part III contains newly established relative benefit estimates and further insights into these 

estimates as called for in the core objective (CO) and primary objectives (POs) 1, 5 and 6, as 

follows: 

• Estimate the relative financial benefits of a comprehensive range of Australian government 
structure alternatives (CO). 

• Establish methods to estimate the relative benefits of a comprehensive range of government 
structure alternatives (PO1). 

• Derive, present and interpret relative benefit estimates in a competent and even-handed 
manner (PO5). 

• Assess relative benefit estimates in light of Commonwealth Grants Commission 
methodologies, tax expenditures, privatisation levels, and Australia's industrial and 
economic geography (PO6). 

 

Chapter 10 describes the calculation techniques employed to generate the relative benefit 

estimates shown in Chapters 11 to 13.  Chapter 11 presents estimates obtained for New States, 

Fewer States and Regional Government models in which there are no functional transfers 

between State-Territory and Commonwealth levels.  Chapter 12 describes estimates obtained for 

Unification models using the various regression techniques introduced in Chapter 10.  Chapter 

13 displays estimates for Functional Transfer models, in which Australia's eight STUs continue 

to exist but with one or more of their functions transferred to the Commonwealth, and for New 

States, Fewer States and Regional Government models in which there are functional transfers 

from the State-Territory level to the Commonwealth level.  Chapter 14 then examines the 

estimates in Chapters 11 to 13 in light of Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies, 

tax expenditures, privatisation across the STUs, and Australia's industrial and economic 

geography. 
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Chapter 10 

Methodology:  Relative Benefit Estimation Techniques  
 

 

The core objective of this study is to assess government structure alternatives in terms of their 

financial benefit relative to Australia's current federal system, or relative financial benefit, or 

just relative benefit, for short.  Chapter 10 describes the techniques employed to estimate such 

relative benefits for selected government structures as defined in Chapter 9 and listed in Table 

10-1 below. 

 
This chapter has nine sections.  The first defines the relative expenditure (RE), relative benefit 

(RB), and relative cost (RC) of government structures, and the relationships among RE, RB and 

RC in dollar, percentage and per capita terms.  Dollar estimates are expressed in billions of 

dollars per annum ($bpa), and per capita figures in dollars per person per annum ($pppa).  The 

second section introduces the numerical techniques employed to estimate the relative 

expenditures and relative benefits of government structures.  The third describes the STU-based 

per capita benchmarking technique, or STU-based PCB technique or just PCB technique for 

short, which is used to estimate the relative expenditures and benefits of Fewer States Current 

Local (FSC) models – based on NSW, VIC and QLD, New States Current Local (NSC) models 

– based on WA, SA, TAS and NT, and Regional States (RS) models – based on the ACT.  The 

next four sections describe several regression techniques employed to obtain RE and RB 

estimates for Unification (DNC and NCL) and Functional Transfer (FTC) models, as follows: 
 

• the linear regression (LR) technique; 
 

• four non-linear regression techniques, these being the quadratic regression (QR), quadratic 
regression tangential extension (QT), power regression (PR), and power regression 
tangential extension (PT) techniques; 

 

• five composite regression (CR) techniques which use the results from the linear and non-
linear regression techniques in various combinations; and 

 

• progressive amalgamation (PA) techniques. 
 

The eighth section describes how DNC model relative benefit estimates are used for NCL and 

FTC models.  The ninth section then introduces two measures of overall relative benefit – 

partial total relative benefit (TOT) and full total relative benefit (FTOT) – which provide 

combined sum totals of private sector relative benefit and public sector relative benefit. 
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Descriptions of RB estimation techniques are accompanied by details of various statistical 

methods and results that can be employed to check the accuracy and precision of the estimates 

calculated.  The main "higher level" outputs sought by the core objective are the relative benefit 

estimates displayed in Chapters 11 to 13.  Chapter 10 presents various "lower level" outputs of 

the various numerical techniques employed, and refers to more detailed presentations of such 

results in several appendices, including graphical representations of the expenditure versus 

population relationships examined and direct outputs of the various regression techniques 

employed in the form of regression equation coefficients and goodness of fit indices. 

 
 
Relative Benefits of Government Structures 
 
This study attempts to estimate the merits of various government structure models (MOD), 

relative to Australia's current model of government (MOD = CU), in terms of financial 

expenditure, cost and benefit criteria. 

 
Previous efforts (Drummond 1995; 1998; 2002) have expressed financial estimates for various 

government structures as cost savings, and for the 18 public sector expenditure categories, 

relative benefit estimates can indeed be considered cost savings estimates.  Unification – or the 

abolition of State governments – has often been discussed in terms of the cost savings that might 

be achieved by eliminating a level of government and associated bureaucracy, regulation and so 

on.  Government structure reforms in practice do not always generate cost savings foreseen in 

theory, however, as was acknowledged in Chapter 3 in relation to local government 

amalgamations. 

 
Government structure reform options should be assessed here in an even-handed manner that 

acknowledges the possibilities of more expensive structures and less expensive structures, and 

of net costs as well as well as net benefits.  Measures of net financial cost or benefit should also 

be meaningfully applicable to the private and public sectors alike.  In the public sector, savings 

and cost or expenditure reductions are generally acknowledged as beneficial in terms of 

reducing taxpayer burdens, all else being equal at least.  In the private sector, however, 

increased expenditure levels, reflecting economic growth or expansion, are generally seen as 

beneficial, all else being equal. 

 
This study seeks to remain even-handed with respect to the often heated debates in political and 

economic circles on taxation levels, taxation versus government services, government size or the 
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size of the state, public versus private ownership, and so on.  Estimates established herein 

suggest that some government structure reform options may generate significant savings within 

the public sector.  And such savings could be used as a basis to (1) decrease taxation whilst 

maintaining more or less current standards of public service provision, (2) raise standards of 

public service provision whilst more or less maintaining current taxation levels, or (3) a 

combination of (1) and (2) as just described.  Whilst these three broad options are acknowledged, 

this thesis will not seek to promote any particular manner of dealing with any financial benefits 

that might arise in any particular government structure. 

 
To improve on one-sided and limited measures such as cost savings, three closely related 

measures are defined in this chapter to assess the financial merits of reformed government 

structure models: relative expenditure (RE), relative benefit (RB) and relative cost (RC).  

Relative benefit estimates are called for in the core objective and reported most extensively in 

Chapters 11 to 13, but it is advantageous to first define relative expenditure in dollar, percentage 

and per capita terms, and then define relative benefit in terms of relative expenditure, and 

relative cost as simply the negative of relative benefit.  Relative benefit and relative expenditure, 

as defined below, are identical for private sector CATs and simply the negative of one another 

for public sector CATs, so it is convenient in practice to first calculate RE and then establish the 

corresponding RB estimate as simply RB = RE or RB = –RE for private and public sector CATs 

respectively.  Reflecting such practical and definitional conveniences, this chapter focuses on 

the formulas used to establish RE estimates. 

 
Relative benefit, expenditure and cost measures will generally be used to assess government 

structure models (MOD) relative to Australia's current government structure (MOD = CU), but 

these relative measures can also be defined in terms of any government structure transformation 

defined in Chapter 9, such that the initial government structure considered may differ from 

Australia's current structure.  Relative benefit is hence also defined here for a generalised 

government structure transformation from an initial model MOD1 to a final model MOD2. 

 

Relative Expenditure 
 
The Australia-wide estimated annual relative expenditure (REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y), or relative 

expenditure for short (with "Australia-wide", "estimated" and "annual" assumed here), of a 

particular government structure model (MOD), in a given expenditure category (CAT), at 

government level(s) LEV, as calculated using estimation technique EST, in financial year(s) Y, 

will be defined as the Australia-wide estimated annual expenditure (EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y) of 
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that model relative to the known Australia-wide actual annual expenditure (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y) of 

Australia's current model (MOD = CU), as follows: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y  ...[10.1a] 

 
Where: REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y is the Australia-wide estimated annual relative 

expenditure, or relative expenditure (RE) for short, of government structure 
model MOD, in expenditure category CAT, at government level(s) LEV, as 
calculated using estimation technique EST, in financial year(s) Y; 

 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y is the Australia-wide estimated annual expenditure, or 
estimated expenditure (EE) for short, of model MOD, in expenditure category 
CAT, at government level(s) LEV, as calculated using estimation technique EST, 
in financial year(s) Y; 

and 
AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y = the Australia-wide actual annual expenditure, or actual 
expenditure (AE) for short, of Australia's current model of government (MOD = 
CU), in expenditure category CAT, at government level(s) LEV, in financial 
year(s) Y. 

 

The categorical variables MOD (government structure model), CAT (expenditure category), 

LEV (government level) and Y (year) have been defined previously in Chapters 6, 7 and 9. 

 
Expression [10.1a] is a standard relative value formula, or, equivalently, a standard numerical 

difference formula, and without subscripts reduces to simply: 
 

RE = EE – AE   ...[10.1b] 

 
The AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y values employed here, as presented in Chapter 8, have been obtained from 

the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and are hence known values rather than estimates as 

such, though they will typically be less than perfectly accurate given various data limitations 

affecting ABS data.  So with actual expenditures (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y = AE) known, estimated 

expenditures (EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EE) are the only figures required to establish relative 

expenditure estimates and then relative benefit estimates for the government structure models 

considered.  The central role of this chapter is to explain the techniques used to determine such 

estimated expenditures. 

 

Relative Percentage Expenditure 
 
A percentage measure, Australia-wide estimated annual relative percentage expenditure (RE%), 

or relative percentage expenditure for short, is also defined, as follows: 
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    100
AE

AEEE
%RE

Y,AUS,LEV,CAT

Y,AUS,LEV,CATY,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×

−
=      ...[10.2a] 

or, with [10.1a]: 

100
AE

RE
%RE

Y,AUS,LEV,CAT

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×=        ...[10.2b] 

 
Expression [10.2a] is a standard percentage difference formula which, along with [10.2b], 

reduces to the following without subscripts: 
 

100
AE
RE100

AE
AEEE%RE ×=×

−
=    ...[10.2c] 

 

Relative Per Capita Percentage Expenditure 
 
Relative expenditures can also be expressed in per capita terms (in dollars per person per annum, 

or $pppa).  Australia-wide estimated annual relative per capita expenditure (re, in lowercase), 

or relative per capita expenditure for short, is defined as follows, where PAUS,Y is Australia's 

population in financial year Y: 
 

Y,AUS

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS P

RE
re =     ...[10.3a] 

or, with [10.1a] again: 

Y,AUS

Y,EST,LEV,CATY,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS P

AEEE
re

−
=  ...[10.3b] 

 
Expressions [10.1a], [10.2a] and [10.3b] above show that positive RE, RE% and re values 

indicate a government structure model in which estimated expenditures (EE) are greater than the 

actual expenditures (AE) arising under Australia's current government structure, whereas 

negative values indicate a model in which estimated expenditures are less than the actual 

expenditures arising under the current structure. 

 
Relative expenditure (RE), as defined above, is an even-handed and value neutral descriptor 

which is meaningfully applicable to public and private sectors alike.  But as was discussed 

earlier, such relative expenditure estimates generally have different meanings in the public and 

private sectors.  For the public sector, expenditure generally refers to public sector expenses or 

outlays.  For the private sector, however, expenditure refers to household, business and other 

private sector expenditures.  Whilst negative RE values will generally reflect beneficial cost 
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savings, efficiency gains and waste reductions in public sector expenditure categories, in private 

sector expenditure categories such negative values would generally reflect economic contraction 

and a reduction in overall and per capita wealth.  Similarly, positive RE values in public sector 

expenditure categories will generally reflect a more costly and less beneficial system, whilst in 

private sector expenditure categories such positive RE values would generally indicate 

beneficial economic expansion and increased wealth. 

 

Relative Benefit and Relative Cost 
 
Relative benefit (RB) and relative cost (RC) are two additional relative measures which are 

defined here to address the differing meanings of positive and negative RE values in the public 

and private sectors and hence provide an overall measure of net benefit or cost.  The Australia-

wide estimated annual relative benefit (RB), or relative benefit for short, of a model (MOD), for 

given CAT, LEV, EST and Y, is defined here as relative expenditure itself for private sector 

expenditure categories (CAT = CATPRI ∈  CATPRI, as defined in Chapter 9), and as the negative 

of relative expenditure for public sector expenditure categories (CAT = CATPUB ∈  CATPUB).  

So for private sector expenditure categories (CAT = CATPRI ∈  CATPRI, with LEV = ALL in all 

cases as previously explained in Chapter 6): 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y = REAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y  ...[10.4a] 

 
And for public sector expenditure categories (CAT = CATPUB ∈  CATPUB, with no restrictions 

on LEV, again as explained in Chapter 6): 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y = –REAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y  ...[10.4b] 

 
The Australia-wide estimated annual relative percentage benefit (RB%) of a government 

structure model, or relative percentage benefit for short, is defined by an expression equivalent 

to [10.2b] for relative percentage expenditures, as follows for both private and public sector 

CATs: 

100
AE

RB
%RB

Y,AUS,LEV,CAT

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×=   ...[10.5] 

 
The Australia-wide estimated annual relative per capita benefit (rb, in lowercase), or relative 

per capita benefit for short, is similarly given by an expression equivalent to [10.3a] for relative 

per capita expenditures, again for private and public sector CATs alike: 
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Y,AUS

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS P

RB
rb =    ...[10.6] 

 
Relative percentage benefit and relative per capita benefit can also be expressed as in [10.4a] 

and [10.4b] above, as follows: 
 

RB%AUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y = RE%AUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y   ...[10.7a] 
 
RB%AUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y = –RE%AUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y  ...[10.7b] 
 
rbAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y = reAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y    ...[10.8a] 

and 
rbAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y = –reAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y   ...[10.8b] 

 

In practice, as noted earlier, it is most convenient to first calculate RE, RE% and re estimates 

and then use the simple results [10.4a], [10.4b], [10.7a], [10.7b], [10.8a] and [10.8b] above to 

determine the corresponding RB, RB% and rb estimates ultimately sought. 

 
Positive and negative RB values, as defined, reflect substantive net benefit and net cost 

respectively, in public and private sectors alike, as intuitively and commonly understood.  

Australia-wide estimated annual relative cost (RC), or relative cost for short, is hence defined as 

simply the negative of relative benefit, as follows in dollar, percentage and per capita terms: 
 

RCAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = –RBAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y   ...[10.9] 
 

RC%AUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = –RB%AUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y  ...[10.10] 
and 

rcAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = –rbAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y   ...[10.11] 

 
The relative benefit estimates summarised in Chapters 11 to 13, and presented in full in 

accompanying appendices, are calculated using results [10.1a] through [10.6] as above – 

especially [10.1a], [10.4a], [10.4b], [10.5] and [10.6].  Relative cost (RC), whilst defined here, is 

clearly unnecessary and redundant given the definition of relative benefit (RB), and is generally 

not used any further.  It suffices to note that RB and RC are the negatives of each other, so a 

negative relative benefit indicates a positive relative cost. 

 
Table 10-1 lists the relative benefit estimate expressions for Australia's current government 

structure and the nine alternative government structure models considered henceforth, with 

models expressed in basic government structure notation (with the MOD designator underlined).  

Table 10-1 also lists the relative benefit estimation techniques used for each model. 
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Table 10-1: Relative Expenditure Notation for Models of Particular Interest 

Model 
(MOD) 

Relative Expenditure Expression 
(RBAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y) Example or Other Comments Estimation 

Techniques Used 

CU RBAUS,CU,CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,CU,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = 0 follows from the 
definition of RE and RB as in [10.1a], [10.4a] 
and [10.4b] above with 
EEAUS,CU,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y 
for Australia's current government structure 

not needed as zero by 
definition 

NSC RBAUS,NSC(NS ≥  9),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 
RBAUS,NSC(NS = 10),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system 
with two New States and local governments in 
their current form and number 

STU-based per capita 
benchmarking (PCB) 

FSC RBAUS,FSC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,FSC(NS = 6),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system in 
which the ACT is absorbed into NSW and TAS 
is absorbed into VIC, with local governments 
otherwise remaining in their current form and 
number (noting that in complete model [CGSM] 
notation the remaining six units would all be 
specified) 

STU-based PCB 

RS RBAUS,RS(NS ≥  1),CAT,LEV,EST,Y RBAUS,RS(NS = 62),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system in 
which there are 62 Regional States 

STU-based PCB 

DNC RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,EST,Y 
RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = 
RBAUS,DNC,GPP,ALL,LR,Y for the GPP 
expenditure category, as obtained using a linear 
regression estimation technique 

linear regression (LR), 
non-linear regression 
(QR, QT, PR and PT), 
composite regression 
(CR), and progressive 
amalgamation 
technique (PA) 

NCL RBAUS,NCL,CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,NCL,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = 
RBAUS,NCL,TPS,STL,QR-8ST,Y is an estimate of 
the relative benefit of the National Current Local 
(NCL) model in the Total Public Sector (TPS) 
expenditure category, at the State-Territory 
including local (STL) level, as obtained using the 
quadratic regression method with data for all 
eight State-Territory units.  The abbreviation 
8ST represents the set of all eight STUs, as 
shown in Table 10-3 below. 

linear regression (LR), 
non-linear regression 
(QR, QT, PR and PT), 
composite regression 
(CR), and progressive 
amalgamation 
technique (PA) 

FTC RBAUS,FTC(F),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,FTC(F),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system in 
which education and health functions are 
transferred from State-Territory governments to 
the Commonwealth government, with local 
governments remaining in their current form and 
number 

linear regression (LR), 
non-linear regression 
(QR, QT, PR and PT), 
composite regression 
(CR), and progressive 
amalgamation 
technique (PA) 

SNC RBAUS,SNC(NS ≥  9; F ≠  ∅),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,SNC(NS = 10; F = F2FC),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a 
system with 2 New States, current number of 
local governments, and education and health 
functions transferred from State-Territory 
governments to the Commonwealth government 

all techniques: PC, 
LR, QR, QT, PR, PT, 
CR and PA 

SFC RBAUS,SFC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; F ≠  ∅),CAT,LEV,EST,Y

RBAUS,SFC(NS = 6; F = F2FC),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a 
system in which the ACT is absorbed into NSW 
and TAS is absorbed into VIC, with current 
number of local governments, and education and 
health functions transferred from State-Territory 
governments to the Commonwealth government 

all techniques: PC, 
LR, QR, QT, PR, PT, 
CR and PA 

SRS RBAUS,SRS(NS ≥  1; F ≠  ∅),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,SRS(NS = 62; F = F2FC),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a 
system in which there are 62 Regional States, 
with education and health functions transferred 
from State-Territory governments to the 
Commonwealth government 

all techniques: PC, 
LR, QR, QT, PR, PT, 
CR and PA 
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Benefit Measured Relative to Models Besides Australia's Current Model of Government 
 
Relative expenditure, relative benefit and relative cost have thus far been defined relative to 

Australia's current model of government, for obvious convenience.  Expenditure, benefit and 

cost can also be defined and estimated for any model transformation (TM), as described in 

Chapter 9.  Expressions [10.12] to [10.14] below define the relative benefits of a model 

transformation between an initial model MOD1 and a destination or resultant model MOD2: 
 

      Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT],MODMOD[ T 1221M
RBRBRB −=→  

                   ...[10.12] 

 
      Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT],MODMOD[ T 1221M

%RB%RB%RB −=→  
                   ...[10.13] 

 
      Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT],MODMOD[ T 1221M

rbrbrb −=→          ...[10.14] 
 

The relative benefit of the transformation from the DNC (Dual National Current Local) model to 

the NCL (National Current Local) model, for example, is given by: 
 

        Y,EST,LEV,CAT,DNCY,EST,LEV,CAT,NCLY,EST,LEV,CAT],NCLDNC[ T RBRBRB
M

−=→    ...[10.15] 

 
Relative benefits can also be defined and estimated for transformations expressed as S-, L-, V- 

or F-transformations as classified in Chapter 9.  The relative benefit of an F-transformation, for 

example, is given by the following general expression: 
 

Y,EST,LEV,CAT), ;:N ;:N(SLFY,EST,LEV,CAT), ;:N ;:N(SLF

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,)]:N ;:(N FF[ T

LSLS

LS21F

RBRB          

RB

12 FLSFLS

LS

−

=→
   ...[10.16] 

 
 
Relative Benefit Estimation Techniques 
 
This section briefly introduces the eight main relative benefit estimation techniques (ESTs) 

which are described in more detail in following sections and employed herein to calculate 

estimates of Australia-wide estimated expenditures, relative expenditures and relative benefits of 

the various government structure models considered, as in Table 10-1 above.  These eight 

techniques are presented in Table 10-2 below along with abbreviations, the government 

structure models they are used for, and the mathematical formulas used to obtain the Australia-

wide estimated expenditures that are required to determine relative expenditure estimates and 

then relative benefit estimates using formulas [10.1a], [10.4a], [10.4b] and others as above. 
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Table 10-2:  Relative Benefit Estimation Techniques 

Relative Benefit 
Estimation Technique

(EST) 

EST 
abbreviation 

Government 
Structure Models 

Used For 

Mathematical Formula Used for Estimated 
Expenditure = EE(P) 

STU-based per capita 
benchmarking PCB-U FSC, NSC, RS, 

SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEPCB-U(P) = aeUP = (aeU × P), where aeU is 
the inflation adjusted actual per capita 

expenditure for STU U 

linear regression LR-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EELR(P) = ALR + BLRP, where ALR and BLR are 
numbers derived using the least squares linear 

regression method 

quadratic regression QR-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEQR(P) = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2, where AQR, 
BQR and CQR are numbers derived using the 
least squares quadratic regression method 

quadratic regression 
tangential extension QT-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 

SFC, SNC, SRS 
EEQT(P) = AQT + BQTP, where AQT and BQT 
are numbers derived using the QT method 

power regression PR-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEPR(P) = KPL, where K and L are numbers 
derived using the least squares power 

regression method 
power regression 

tangential extension PT-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEPT(P) = APT + BPTP, where APT and BPT are 
numbers derived using the PT method 

composite regression 
technique CR-REG-cr DNC, NCL, FTC, 

SFC, SNC, SRS 
uses combinations of results obtained using 

the LR, QT and PT techniques 
progressive 

amalgamation 
regression 

PA-i(j) DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

uses several different linear regression results 
(of the form EE = A + BP) at different stages 

of the calculation process 
 
 
The STU-based Per Capita Benchmarking Technique 
 
The STU-based per capita benchmarking technique, or STU-based PCB technique or just PCB 

technique for short, simply employs the per capita expenditures of Australia's current eight 

State-Territory units (STUs) as the bases for estimating Australia-wide expenditures of 

government structure models containing more or less State-Territory Type Units (STTUs) than 

the current eight STUs.  As defined earlier in Chapter 6, the "U" term appearing in the PCB-U 

abbreviation in the EST column in Table 10-2, for the STU-based PCB technique, is simply a 

further abbreviation of STU, referring to the current eight States and Territories. 

 

Regression Techniques 
 
The seven estimation techniques listed in Table 10-2 besides the STU-based PCB technique all 

involve regression methods of some kind, so are referred to collectively as the seven regression 

techniques.  The QR, QT, PR and PT techniques are also collectively referred to as the four non-

linear regression techniques. 

 
The linear and non-linear regression techniques (LR, QR, QT, PR and PT) apply the widely 

used least squares regression method to each of the 23 expenditure categories to determine 
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mathematical formulas of the form EE(P) (meaning estimated expenditure as a mathematical 

function of population as in the rightmost column of Table 10-2) which best fit the observed 

actual expenditure (AE) versus population (P) relationships for the given expenditure 

categories.1  The Australian population (PAUS) is then substituted into these EE(P) formulas to 

determine the Australia-wide estimated expenditures EEAUS = EE(PAUS) which are employed 

along with known actual expenditures in formula [10.1a] above to determine RE and then RB 

using formulas [10.4a] and [10.4b] for private and public sector CATs respectively.  With 

estimated expenditure written as EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(P), as a function of population P, the 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y, as defined in the previous section, 

can be written as follows with P = PAUS: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS)    ...[10.17] 

 
And with [10.17], expression [10.1a] can be re-written as: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y ...[10.18] 

 

Regression Sets 
 
All regression techniques except the PA technique (so the linear, non-linear and composite 

regression techniques) employ a series of 11 separate regression sets, denoted by REG in the 

EST column in Table 10-2 above.  The first regression set 8ST comprises all eight STUs.  The 

other 10 regression sets are subsets of 8ST comprising between three and seven STUs.  Table 

10-3 below lists all 11 regression sets (REG) employed herein. 

 
Table 10-3:  Regression Sets Employed in Regression Techniques 

Regression 
Set (REG) 

Number
of STUs Description STUs in REG 

8ST 8 all 8 STUs NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT
7MA 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus ACT NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, NT 
7MQ 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus QLD NSW, VIC, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 
7MV 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus VIC NSW, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 
7MW 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus WA NSW, VIC, QLD, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 
6ST 6 6 States NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS 
6PS 6 6 largest STUs by geopolitical size NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, NT 
5MS 5 5 mainland States NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA 
4LA 4 4 largest States NSW, VIC, QLD, WA 
3PO 3 3 largest States by population NSW, VIC, QLD 
3PS 3 three largest States by geopolitical size NSW, QLD, WA 

 

Of the 11 regression sets listed in Table 10-3 above, the 8ST and 5MS regression sets perhaps 

have particular significance and validity in representing all eight STUs and all five mainland 
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States respectively.  It is possible, however, that expenditure and benefit estimates obtained 

could, for some expenditure categories at least, be biased or otherwise tainted by the data of one 

or more potentially or actually anomalous STUs, such as the ACT and NT, for example, on 

account of their unusually high and low population densities respectively, or VIC on account of 

the high levels of privatisation that have occurred there.  By employing 11 separate regression 

sets, the impact of any such anomalies and biases can be acknowledged, addressed, and 

hopefully minimised, as further explained in Appendix 10A (see especially Tables 10A-33 to 

10A-36 and associated explanations). 

 

Composite Estimate and Progressive Amalgamation Technique Identifiers 
 
The identifier "cr" in the CR-REG-cr abbreviation for the composite regression (CR) technique 

assumes the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for five separate CR estimates.  The identifier "i" in the 

PA-i(j) abbreviation for the progressive amalgamation (PA) technique also assumes the values 1 

through 5 to distinguish five different amalgamation sequences employed within the PA 

technique.  The "j" in PA-i(j) similarly assumes the values 1, 2, 3 and 4 to distinguish four 

separate PA technique estimates obtained for each of the five amalgamation sequences.  The CR 

and PA estimates are described in more detail later in this chapter. 

 
More detailed description of all eight estimation techniques now follow, beginning with the 

STU-based per capita technique. 

 
 
The STU-Based Per Capita Benchmarking Technique 
 
Relative benefit estimates based on Australia's eight current STUs, as previewed earlier, are 

referred to collectively as STU-based per capita benchmarking estimates, or just STU-based 

PCB estimates or PCB estimates for short.  Estimates based on the population and expenditure 

data of NSW are referred to as NSW-based per capita benchmarking estimates, those based on 

the ACT are referred to as ACT-based PCB estimates, and so on. 

 
The PCB technique is based on the rationale that Australia's eight current STUs, in terms of 

benchmarks established by their own per capita expenditure levels, can provide the bases for 

direct and convenient "off the shelf" estimates of the relative benefits (or costs) of the following 

government structure models under consideration, these being the New States, Fewer States and 

Regional Government models not involving functional transfers: 
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• New States Current Local (NSC); 

• Fewer States Current Local (FSC); and 

• Regional States (RS). 

 
The RB estimates for the NSC, FSC and RS models as above then substantially contribute to the 

corresponding RB estimates for three additional models, these being the New States, Fewer 

States and Regional Government models that do involve functional transfers: 
 

• Simplified New States Current Local (SNC); 

• Simplified Fewer States Current Local (SFC); and 

• Simplified Regional States (SRS). 

 
Per capita RB estimates calculated for the FSC models also provide at least some insights into 

the relative benefits of the Dual National Current Local (DNC) model, noting that the DNC 

model is equivalent to an FSC model with just a single Australia-wide STTU.2 

 
Because Australia's population is approximately 60 times greater than that of the ACT, for 

example, public and private sector expenditure figures for the ACT can provide the basis for 

estimates of the relative benefits of Regional States (RS) models comprising some 60 or so 

State-Territory type units (STTUs).  Likewise, because Australia's population is approximately 

three times that of NSW, data for NSW can be used to estimate the relative benefits of Fewer 

States Current Local (FSC) models comprising three STTUs, and so on. 

 
The less populous units among the current eight STUs provide insights into government 

structure models hosting a larger number of smaller STTUs, and the more populous units 

provide insights into models hosting fewer larger STTUs.  Specifically, the population and 

expenditure data of NT, TAS, SA and WA can be used to estimate the relative benefit of various 

New States Current Local (NSC) models, and the data of NSW, VIC and QLD provide relative 

benefit estimates for Fewer States Current Local (FSC) models.  And, as above, the ACT's 

population and expenditure data similarly provide relative benefit estimates for a Regional 

States (RS) model hosting some 60 STTUs.  So all eight STUs provide insights into the relative 

costs or benefits of one of the government structure models considered. 

 
These PCB estimates are unlikely to be precise, but are established in an attempt to provide at 

least some insights into the general magnitude of relative benefits (or costs) of New States, 

Fewer States and Regional Government models. 
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Table 10-4 below summarises the STU-based PCB estimates obtained using each of the eight 

STUs. 

 
Table 10-4:  Per Capita Benchmarking Estimates Based on the Eight STUs 

Estimates Estimation 
Technique 
Abbreviation 

Models Used For Description / Comments 

STU-based 
per capita 
benchmarking 
estimates in 
general 

EST = PCB-U 
where "U" again is 
an additional 
identifier of the 
political unit which 
the estimation is 
based on 

• Regional States (RS) 
• Simplified Regional States (SRS) 
• New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 
• Functional Transfer (FT) 
• Dual National Current Local 

(DNC) 

Smaller, less populous units provide insights into New States type 
models, whilst larger, more populous units provide insights into 
Fewer States models 

NSW based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-NSW • Fewer States Current Local (FSC)
• Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC) 

Australia's population is approximately 3 times greater than that of 
NSW, so NSW-based estimations can provide insights into FSC and 
SFC models with NS = 3 or so 

VIC based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-VIC • Fewer States Current Local (FSC)
• Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC) 

Australia's population is approximately 4 times greater than that of 
VIC, so VIC-based estimations can provide insights into FSC and 
SFC models with NS = 4 or so 

QLD based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-QLD • Fewer States Current Local (FSC)
• Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC) 

Australia's population is approximately 5 times greater than that of 
QLD, so QLD-based estimations can provide insights into FSC and 
SFC models with NS = 5 or so 

WA based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-WA • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Australia's population is approximately 10 times greater than that of 
WA, so WA-based estimations can provide insights into NSC and 
SNC models with NS = 10 or so 

SA based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-SA • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Australia's population is approximately 13 times greater than that of 
SA, so SA-based estimations can provide insights into NSC and SNC 
models with NS = 13 or so 

TAS based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-TAS • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Tasmania-based estimations are employed because any New States 
that form are likely to resemble Tasmania in population and/or land 
area.  Australia's population is approximately 41 times greater than 
that of TAS, so TAS-based estimations can provide insights into NSC 
and SNC models with NS = 41 or so 

NT based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-NT • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Australia's population is approximately 98 times greater than that of 
NT, so NT-based estimations can provide insights into NSC and SNC 
models with NS = 98 or so 

ACT based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-ACT • Regional States (RS) 
• Simplified Regional States (SRS)

ACT-based estimations are employed because RS and SRS models 
are based on the ACT government combined State-local prototype 
and would probably resemble the ACT government in population 
and/or land area.  Australia's population is approximately 61 times 
greater than that of the ACT, so ACT-based estimations can provide 
insights into RS and SRS models with NS = 61 or so 

 

The STU-based PCB technique relative benefit estimates in Chapter 11 are obtained directly 

from the data presented earlier in Chapter 8, using mathematical formulas that now follow. 

 

PCB Technique Australia-wide Expenditure and Relative Expenditure Formulas 
 
For the PCB technique estimate based on STU U, the estimation designator EST is set to PCB-U, 

as in Table 10-2 above, and expression [10.1a] becomes: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y ...[10.19] 

 
Formula [10.20] below, defining the Australia-wide estimated expenditure 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y, is the central result for the STU-based PCB technique. 
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      Y,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U

Y,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PCB,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS Pae

P
PAE

EE ×=
×

=        ...[10.20] 

 
So with [10.20] for EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y and [8.3b] (in Chapter 8) for AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y, 

result [10.19] becomes: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = aeU,CAT,LEV,Y × PAUS,Y – aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y × PAUS,Y 

 
which reduces to: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (aeU,CAT,LEV,Y – aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y) × PAUS,Y       ...[10.21] 

 
Figures 10-1 and 10-2 below provide graphical representations of results [10.19] through 

[10.21], with CAT, LEV and Y subscripts omitted, for hypothetical cases with positively and 

negatively valued relative expenditures (RE) respectively. 

 

Figure 10-1:  STU-based PCB Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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> 0 
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gradient aeAUS 
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E 

E = 0 
P = 0 

RBAUS,PCB-U = REAUS,PCB-U 
for private sector CATs, 
and 
RBAUS,PCB-U = –REAUS,PCB-U 
for public sector CATs 
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Figure 10-2:  STU-based PCB Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 

 
 
 
Whilst formula [10.21] could be used to determine RE estimates, and then RB, RB% and rb 

estimates using results [10.4a], [10.4b], [10.5] and [10.6], several additional formulas are now 

established which enable RE% and re to be calculated directly from the relative actual per capita 

expenditure (ar) values shown in Tables 8-9 and 8-10 for the GPP and TPS expenditure 

categories, and in Appendix 8A for all 23 CATs.  These formulations very closely align with the 

relativities established by the Commonwealth Grants Commission, as further explained in 

Chapter 14. 

 
Result [10.21] can be written as follows: 
 

      Y,AUSY,LEV,CAT,AUS
Y,LEV,CAT,AUS

Y,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PC,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS Pae1

ae
ae

RE ××⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−=  ...[10.22] 

 
So with formulas [8.3c] and [8.4] from Chapter 8, [10.22] provides the following expression for 

the STU-based PCB technique relative expenditure in terms of STU U's relative actual per 

capita expenditure (arU,CAT,LEV,Y): 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (arU,CAT,LEV,Y – 1) × AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y  ...[10.23] 

PAUS 

AEAUS 
= aeAUS × PAUS 
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= (aePCB-U – aeAUS)PAUS 
< 0 

line of gradient aeAUS

E 
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P = 0 

E = 0 
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gradient aeU 

RBAUS,PCB-U = REAUS,PCB-U 
for private sector CATs, 
and 
RBAUS,PCB-U = –REAUS,PCB-U 
for public sector CATs
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Substituting [10.23] into [10.2b] with EST = PCB-U then gives the PCB technique relative 

expenditure estimate as a percentage of Australia-wide actual expenditure (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y): 
 

( )
%100

AE
AE1ar

%RE
Y,LEV,CAT,AUS

Y,LEV,CAT,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PC,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×

×−
=  

 
which, on cancelling, reduces to the simple result: 
 

RE%AUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (arU,CAT,LEV,Y – 1) × 100%   ...[10.24] 

 
Substituting [10.23] into [10.3a] with EST = PCB-U similarly gives the PCB technique relative 

expenditure estimate in per capita (or $pppa) terms, as follows: 
 

( )
                           

P
AE1ar

re
Y,AUS

Y,LEV,CAT,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PCB,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS

×−
=  

 
which, with [8.3a] for U = AUS, reduces to: 
 

reAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (arU,CAT,LEV,Y – 1) × aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y   ...[10.25] 

 
The RB% and rb estimates corresponding to the RE% and re estimates calculated using [10.24] 

and [10.25] can be established using the simple formulas [10.7a], [10.7b], [10.8a] and [10.8b].  

Tables 11A-A1 through 11A-A23 in Appendix 11A provide a direct demonstration of the 

simple link between ar and RB% for PCB estimates (see especially the ar and RB% columns 

third and fourth from the left respectively in these tables).  The uppermost entry in Table 

11A-A1, for example, shows that arGPP,ALL,NSW,98-99 = 1.0824, so RE% = 8.24% (using [10.24] 

above), and RB% = 8.24% as well (using [10.7a]). 

 
As noted previously, for private sector expenditure categories, LEV = ALL is assumed 

throughout, to reflect the fact that the bulk of private sector expenditures cannot be associated 

with or assigned to any one level of government.  Public sector expenditures will generally only 

be examined at the STL (State-Territory including local) level, so LEV = STL is assumed for all 

public sector expenditure categories unless otherwise stated. 

 

RB Estimates Per Unit 
 
The PCB technique estimates defined above for RE, RE%, re, RB, RB% and rb are all 

Australia-wide estimates, whereas supporters of New States, Regional States or the 
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amalgamation of current STUs may be more interested in relative benefit estimates for each 

additional unit created, or each unit lost due to the amalgamation of two units into one. 

 
The STU-based PCB technique is designed to provide insights into the Australia-wide 

expenditure and relative benefit for government structure models comprising NS STUs, where 

NS is the Australia to unit population ratio defined in equation [6.8] in Chapter 6 for individual 

years (and equation [6.9] as a four year average) as repeated below: 
 

YU,

YAUS,
YU,-PRS P

P
  NN ==  for individual years Y  ...[6.8] 

 
For NSC, SNC and RS models comprising more STTUs than the current eight STUs (noting that 

RS models can host more or less than the current eight, though are generally assumed to have 

more), NS will exceed eight and the number of new units, or number of units added (Nua) will be 

(NS – 8), as follows: 
 

Nua = NS – 8 = NPR-U,Y – 8   ...[10.26]  

 
The relative benefit per unit added (RBpua) can hence be defined by equation [10.27] below: 
 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−

=
−

=
−

==

8
P

P
RB

)8N(
RB

)8N(
RB

N
RBRB

Y,U

Y,AUSY,U-PRSua
pua   ...[10.27] 

 
For FSC, SFC and RS models comprising less STTUs than the current eight STUs, the number 

of units NS in the resultant model will be (8 – NS) less than the current eight (since NS = 3, for 

example, is less than 8 by 8 – 3 = 5, and so on), so the number of units reduced (Nur) is given by: 
 

Nur = 8 – NS = 8 – NPR-U,Y   ...[10.28]  

 
The relative benefit per unit reduction (RBpur) can then be defined by: 
 

⎟
⎟
⎠
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⎜
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⎛
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=
−

=
−

==

Y,U
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)N8(

RB
)N8(
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N
RBRB   ...[10.29] 

 
The percentage and per capita estimates RB%pua, RB%pur, rbpua and rbpur, corresponding to the 

RBpua and RBpur estimates given by [10.27] and [10.29], are calculated using results [10.5] and 

[10.6] above, noting that these estimates still represent Australia-wide relative benefits for each 

additional unit or each reduction in the number of units by one through amalgamation. 
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The Linear Regression Technique 
 
The linear regression (LR) technique is the first regression technique employed herein to 

estimate the relative benefits of Dual National Current Local (DNC), National Current Local 

(NCL), and Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models, and contribute to the RB 

estimates of SFC, SNC and SRS models.  The non-linear regression techniques described in the 

section following this one can all be regarded as variations on the LR technique. 

 
The LR technique is used to determine Australia-wide estimated expenditures 

EEMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y(PAUS) as called for in the relative expenditure formula [10.18] as above, 

with EST = LR-REG, noting that the actual expenditures (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y) also required are 

known from ABS data sources, as displayed in Tables 8-5 to 8-8 in Chapter 8. 

 
This section describes the LR technique firstly in terms of formulas and diagrams used to 

calculate Australia-wide expenditure estimates and relative expenditures, and then in terms of 

the technique's underlying rationales and demonstrated validity in terms of the goodness of fit 

levels it achieves with actual expenditure and population data across the 23 expenditure 

categories.  For illustrative purposes, some actual results will be displayed here, in advance of 

the main presentation of regression technique results in Chapter 12. 

 

LR Technique Formulas and Diagrams 
 
Figures 10-3 and 10-4 show how relative expenditure estimates are calculated using the linear 

regression technique.  Figure 10-3 shows a situation in which Australia-wide relative 

expenditure REAUS,LR (or just RELR, with Australia-wide application implied unless otherwise 

specified) is positive, hence giving a positive relative benefit RBAUS,LR (or just RBLR) for private 

sector expenditure categories and a negative RBAUS,LR for public sector expenditure categories, 

as follows from the earlier results [10.4a] and [10.4b].  Figure 10-4 similarly shows a situation 

in which REAUS,LR is negative, hence giving a negative RBAUS,LR estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories and a positive RBAUS,LR estimate for public sector expenditure categories. 

 
The linear regression technique applies the least squares regression method to establish linear 

expenditure versus population relationships, or linear estimated expenditure (EELR) functions, 

which best estimate the observed relationship between actual expenditure (AE) and population 

among Australia's eight STUs over the four financial years considered, for each of the 23 

expenditure categories assessed, as follows with EST = LR-REG: 
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    EEMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y(P) = AMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y + (BMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y × P)       ...[10.30a] 

 
To help focus on substantive mathematical relationships, the subscripts MOD, CAT, LEV, REG 

and Y will often be omitted henceforth so that [10.30a] can be expressed in the following 

abbreviated form: 
 

EELR = EELR-REG(P) = ALR + (BLR × P) = ALR + BLRP  ...[10.30b] 

 
where: P, the population of STUs or hypothetical STTUs, is a positive counting number 

defined up to and including the population of Australia as a whole, so that 
0 < P ≤  PAUS,Y; 
 
EELR = EELR-REG(P) = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y(P) is the estimated expenditure as a 
function of population P, in expenditure category CAT, at level LEV, as obtained 
using the LR technique with regression set REG, in year Y, again for 
0 < P ≤  PAUS,Y; 
 
P is assumed to be the sole independent variable or explanatory variable or cost 
driver or expenditure driver which explains EELR; 
 
EELR is the dependent variable or explained variable or response variable;   
 
ALR = AMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y, a constant value obtained using the LR technique, is 
the vertical-axis intercept (here, the expenditure-intercept) of the graphical 
representation of the linear EELR versus P relationship, and hence the 
hypothetical expenditure for an STTU with zero population; and 
 
BLR = BMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y, a second constant value obtained using the LR 
technique, is the gradient (or slope) of the graphical representation of the linear 
EELR versus P relationship, and can hence be regarded as an estimate of the 
marginal per capita expenditure of STUs or STTUs. 

 

The LR technique Australia-wide estimated expenditure is given by [10.30b] with P = PAUS, as 

follows, with non-essential subscripts again omitted: 
 

EEAUS,LR = EELR(PAUS) = ALR + BLRPAUS   ...[10.31] 

 
Substituting [10.31] into [10.1a] with EST = LR-REG (or just LR for short) then provides the 

following formula used to calculate LR technique relative expenditure estimates: 
 

REAUS,LR = EEAUS,LR – AEAUS = (ALR + BLRPAUS) – AEAUS  ...[10.32] 

 
So once the regression coefficients ALR and BLR are obtained using least squares linear 

regression methods, the Australia-wide relative expenditure estimate REAUS,LR is obtained using 

these ALR and BLR values along with the Australian population PAUS, the known actual 

expenditure AEAUS and [10.30b] above.  The corresponding RB estimates are then obtained 
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using the simple results [10.4a] and [10.4b].  Appendix 10B presents detailed LR technique 

sample calculations.  Regression coefficients, relative benefit estimates and other statistics 

derived for this thesis have been calculated using Microsoft Excel.3 

 
For the 8ST regression set only, [10.32] reduces to the following simplified result which is 

further described below in relation to the LR technique rationale: 
 

REAUS,LR-8ST = –7ALR     ...[10.33] 
 

Formula [10.33] is mathematically derived and explained in more detail in Appendix 10C. 

 

Figure 10-3: LR Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-4: LR Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 
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all LR technique estimates will be unbiased (Slater and Ascroft 1990: 288, 291; Flaherty et al. 
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This study employs four non-linear regression techniques and the progressive amalgamation 

(PA) technique in an attempt to (1) improve on LR estimates where possible, (2) generally 

address the uncertainties associated with LR estimates and specifically establish whether it is 

more likely, on balance of probability, that LR technique RB estimates are under-estimates or 

over-estimates, and hence (3) develop more robust DNC model RB estimates than could be 

established using the LR technique alone.  The DNC model estimates established in this study 

will remain uncertain and imperfect even after all estimates from all estimation techniques 

become available for joint consideration, but if RBAUS,LR estimates for a particular CAT are 

found to be positive (or negative as the case may be), and corresponding estimates established 

using all non-linear regression techniques and the PA technique are also found to be positive (or 

negative), then such RBAUS,LR estimates can be considered very robustly positive (or negative), 

and can be supported with significantly more confidence than would be possible if the LR 

technique alone was applied. 

 

Rationale Supporting the Use of the Linear Regression Technique 
 
The linear regression technique is based on a standard linear cost function or expenditure 

function as employed extensively in cost accounting, econometrics, economics, business 

statistics, and other disciplines, and in specialised analytical techniques such as cost-volume-

profit (CVP) analyses (see, for, example Croucher and Oliver 1986: 290-305; Anderson et al. 

1989: 455-489; Anthony and Reece 1989: 533-559; Slater and Ascroft 1990: 71-73, 202-203, 

282-292; Bazley et al. 1991: 357-379; Horngren et al. 1996: 59-79, 359-370, 380-388; 2000: 59-

75, 328-330, 338-342; Flaherty et al. 1999: 315-340, 374; Mason et al. 1999: 435-455; 

Ramanathan 2002: 76-121).6  

 
The LR technique and the non-linear regression techniques described in the next section all 

operate on the assumption that STU and STTU actual expenditure depends on population P only.  

This assumption is certainly bound to be imperfect, and more valid for some CATs than for 

others, but previous analyses (e.g. Drummond 2002) and this current study, as further described 

below, have shown that the expenditure versus population relationship is well described by a 

linear expenditure function for most public sector functions and expenditure categories.  It is 

found herein that the major private sector CATs are also generally very well described by a 

linear expenditure function. 

 
Appendix 10E provides further significant support for the use of the LR technique by showing 

that linearity will generally apply to aggregations of expenditure across multiple functions or 
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sectors and across multiple regions within an STTU if such linearity applies to the expenditures 

of each individual function or sector and each individual region within the given STTU, and 

vice-versa. 

 
Cost drivers (or explanatory variables) and cost functions (or expenditure functions as classified 

herein), according to Horngren at al. (2000: 351; see also 1996: 366-367, 379), should be 

evaluated and selected for use on the basis of three important criteria: "(a) economic plausibility, 

(b) goodness of fit, and (c) slope of the regression line".  The LR technique is now briefly 

assessed in terms of these three criteria. 

 

Economic Plausibility of the LR Technique 
 
An expenditure function is regarded as economically plausible if "a plausible cause-and-effect 

relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable" can be established 

(Horngren 1996: 366).  The LR technique, based on population as the sole explanatory variable, 

will therefore be considered "economically plausible" if there is good reason, in theory and 

practice, to expect that expenditure will indeed substantially depend upon population according 

to a linear mathematical relationship as in [10.30b] above. 

 
The economic plausibility of the LR technique can be established to some extent at least in 

terms of common sense, generally accepted and hence economically plausible interpretations of 

the regression coefficients ALR and BLR in [10.30b] which are derived as part of the LR 

technique.  For STL level public sector expenditure categories, the coefficients ALR can be 

interpreted as estimates of the STL level fixed or overhead expenditures (FOEs) incurred by 

Australia's STUs more or less independently of STU populations to pay for the salaries, office 

rent and other costs associated with politicians, parliaments, State governors, ministers, 

departmental heads, senior public servants generally, central agencies, and head office 

bureaucracy generally.  The gradient coefficient BLR can be similarly interpreted as an estimate 

of the STL level marginal per capita expenditures of STUs on salaries and other operating costs 

incurred largely or wholly in proportion to population, to pay for nurses, doctors, teachers, 

police officers and others employed in hospitals, schools, police stations and other "coalface" 

service and outcome facilitation activities.  There is, therefore, very good reason to believe that 

a linear cost function, or linear expenditure function, will substantially well, if not perfectly, 

describe actual expenditure versus population relationships, at least for public sector expenditure 

categories. 
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For the case of public sector expenditure categories and the 8ST regression set, formula [10.33] 

above describes the case in which the Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS) of the Dual National 

Current Local (DNC) model incurs just a single component of FOE, given by ALR, whereas 

eight lots of such FOEs are incurred at the STL level under the current government structure.  

So the financial benefit from the horizontal integration, or amalgamation, of the eight STUs into 

the AWSS would amount to seven lots of the FOE component ALR, hence providing [10.33] as 

above. 

 
It is not immediately clear that [10.30b] describes STU private sector CATs as plausibly as 

public sector CATs, but some degree of plausibility at least can be established by applying cost-

volume-profit (CVP) analysis to Australia's STU private sectors and the five private sector 

CATs defined herein, as described in detail in Appendix 10F.  According to such CVP 

applications, the private sector expenditure levels of Australia's STUs can be described to good 

approximation by [10.30b] with a negative ALR value, and the results of this study show that this 

is indeed the case, at least for the three major private sector expenditure categories of GPP 

(Gross Private Product), PFD (Private Final Demand) and HFC (Household Final Consumption 

expenditure).  Table 10G-1 of Appendix 10G shows that ALR values established using the LR 

technique are negative for GPP, PFD and HFC alike for all 11 regression sets employed.  For 

the GPP case with the 8ST regression set, for example, [10.30b] is found to be 

EELR = –5.51 + (30.89 × P), where P is population in millions, so ALR = –5.51 and BLR = 30.89, 

as shown in Figure 10-5 below.  Tables 10-6 and 10-7 below similarly show that GPP, PFD and 

HFC expenditure levels are very well described by [10.30b].  The LR technique expression 

[10.30b] with negative ALR thus clearly appears to have substantive economic plausibility for 

private sector CATs (GPP, PFD and HFC at least), in terms of both the CVP analogy developed 

in Appendix 10F and the demonstrated conformity of actual data to [10.30b]. 

 
Several Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC) research papers discuss the plausibility of 

regression analyses, as now briefly summarised. 

 

Recent CGC Findings of Relevance to the LR Technique 
 
Recent CGC studies have uncovered several findings and viewpoints which challenge or support 

the use of the LR technique and other regression techniques employed herein.  A submission 

from the Victorian government, for example, responding to a 2001 CGC discussion paper titled 

Administrative Scale, "proposed the regression of head office expenditure against State 

population for each assessment category [or expenditure category]", such that "the intercept 
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would estimate the average fixed costs across all States and incorporate the average of all States' 

efficiency into the assessment".  The CGC (2002: 9) is sceptical of the utility of such approaches, 

however, as follows in response to this Victorian recommendation: 

The suggestion that the disability should be quantified from regression analysis is not new – the 
Commission itself raised it in the 1996 research report – but there are too few States, too much 
variation in the coverage of departmental functions and hence in expenditures, and too much 
distortion in the data from the effect of other factors to rely on the results of such an approach. 

 

The expenditure data used herein to calculate relative benefit estimates is bound to have 

limitations in terms of accuracy and like-with-like comparability across the STUs which could 

affect the accuracy and validity of the regression analysis outputs and RB estimates hence 

derived, along the lines described by the CGC as above.  There is good reason to believe, 

however, that the 23 CATs examined in this study will be less susceptible to such problems than 

the expenditure categories the CGC uses in its own analyses.  The CGC has in recent times 

recognised some 39 expenditure categories, including eight within the education function alone, 

and nine in health and community services (CGC 2004a: 36-38; 2005a: 25-27).  The use of 

regression analyses across this large number of quite narrowly defined expenditure categories 

could indeed be problematic, because different STUs, as the CGC soundly reasons, are bound to 

classify similar activities under different functional or sub-functional headings, whereas 

regression analyses rely upon like-with-like comparability of data.  If a lesser number of more 

inclusive expenditure categories could be employed, however, like most or all of the 23 CATs 

considered here, then some of the variations across STUs could be largely internalised in order 

to provide greater comparability across the STUs and hence more valid regression analyses.  

The like-with-like comparability of STU expenditure data is likely to be especially sound for the 

most inclusive private and public sector CATs in GPP and TPS, and the other major CATs (PFD, 

HFC, GOV and PSC) to a similar if slightly lesser extent, as these major CATs are best able to 

more fully internalise differences across STUs that would diminish the validity of regression 

outputs if not internalised.  It is acknowledged, however, that border costs, inefficiencies, 

spillover effects and border effects generally, as described in Chapter 3 (and Appendices 3H, 3I 

and 3J), have the potential to impact upon the like-with-like comparability of STU data used 

here, perhaps especially for the ACT given its island-like location within NSW.  But such 

spillover effects and comparability problems generally are likely to be much less of a problem in 

this study than they are for similar regression analyses carried out to estimate the financial 

benefits possible through local government amalgamations, as described in Chapter 3, Appendix 

3G (and also in Appendix 10A in relation to goodness of fit levels). 
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This study acknowledges that there are advantages and disadvantages associated with broadly 

defined aggregated expenditure categories such as TPS and GPP, and also with more finely 

defined disaggregated expenditure categories like the 39 employed by the CGC.  It is also 

acknowledged that important cross-checking and a complete picture generally can only be 

achieved through the use of both aggregated and disaggregated expenditure categories.  The 

results obtained for the general government (GOV) expenditure category, for example, can be 

examined alongside the corresponding results for the eight single function CATs within GOV 

and the general government balance (BAL) CAT in order to develop a more complete and more 

accurate picture of the GOV category and its functional components than would be possible if 

analyses were only carried out at an aggregated or disaggregated level. 

 
The 23 CATs employed herein have been specifically designed to (1) be broad enough to 

address comparability concerns like those raised by the CGC above, (2) harness benefits and 

manage weaknesses that arise at different levels of data aggregation or disaggregation, and (3) 

develop a complete overall picture across Australia's private and public sectors and some of 

their major components. 

 
Grants Commission methodologies are described and linked to this current study in more detail 

in Chapter 14 and Appendix 14A.  

 

LR Technique Goodness of Fit Levels 
 
The most direct evidence of the validity of the LR technique and the non-linear regression 

techniques also examined is the demonstrated goodness of fit of regression equations (and 

associated lines and curves) to actual expenditure and population data.  Three standard measures 

of the goodness of fit of a regression equation are the coefficient of determination (r2), the 

adjusted coefficient of determination (r2) and the F-statistic.  These statistics are described in 

detail in Appendix 10A.  The coefficient of determination (r2) measures goodness of fit as a 

fraction or percentage, and in this study refers to the percentage of variation in actual 

expenditure which is explained by population in accordance with the regression equation 

derived using the least squares method.  An r2 value of exactly 1.0000 or 100.00% would arise if 

a least squares regression equation perfectly fits actual expenditure and population data, and 

would imply that population fully or perfectly explains all variation in actual expenditure.  An r2 

value of 0.0000 or 0.00% would arise (1) if the least squares regression equation has a zero 

(horizontal) gradient, hence implying that expenditure is independent of population, or, in other 

words, is not explained by population at all; or (2) if population and expenditure data to be fitted 
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displays no discernible pattern at all.  If data exhibits the proverbial "bee swarm" pattern or a 

perfectly circular pattern, for example, in which no pre-eminent or distinctive directionality can 

be detected at all, then the linear regression technique will be unable to establish any meaningful 

gradient, and in such cases the regression technique will again produce a gradient of 0.0000 and 

an associated r2 value of 0.0000. 

 
Adjusted coefficients of determination (r2) exactly match the corresponding unadjusted r2 value 

for the case of r2 = 1.0000 only, but in all other cases r2 is less than r2 by a reduction factor based 

on the regression equation sought and the sample size employed in the regression analysis.  So 

whereas r2 values always lie in the range from 0.0000 to 1.0000, adjusted r2 values can be 

negative.  This study uses both r2 and r2 values, but will assess regression equation goodness of 

fit levels in terms of r2 according to the criteria set out in Table 10-5 below (though this table 

could equally apply if r2 were used, except that the bottom row would need to change to r2 = 

0.0000 because r2 cannot be less than zero). 

 
Table 10-5: Goodness of Fit Levels Based on Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (r2) 

Adjusted Coefficient 
of Determination 

(r2) Value 

Goodness of Fit 
or 

Explanatory Power 
Abbreviation 

r2 = 1.0000 Perfect PER 
0.9950 ≤  r2 < 1.0000 Nearly Perfect NPER 
0.9900 ≤  r2 < 0.9950 Excellent EXC 
0.9800 ≤  r2 < 0.9900 Very Very Good to Excellent VVGE 
0.9500 ≤  r2 < 0.9800 Very Very Good VVG 
0.9000 ≤  r2 < 0.9500 Very Good VG 
0.8000 ≤  r2 < 0.9000 Good GOOD 
0.7000 ≤  r2 < 0.8000 Moderate to Good M2G 
0.6000 ≤  r2 < 0.7000 Moderate MTE 
0.5000 ≤  r2 < 0.6000 Poor to Moderate P2M 
0.4000 ≤  r2 < 0.5000 Poor POOR 
0.3000 ≤  r2 < 0.4000 Very Poor VPR 
0.2000 ≤  r2 < 0.3000 Very Very Poor VVPR 
0.1000 ≤  r2 < 0.2000 Extremely Poor EXPR 
0.0000 < r2 < 0.1000 Almost None ALNO 

r2 ≤  0.0000 None NONE 
 

Linear regression technique RB estimates are based on extrapolations of regression equations 

and lines from the NSW population level out to the Australia-wide population level, and can 

therefore only be considered accurate for regression equations which achieve a genuinely good 

fit to actual population and expenditure data.  Accordingly, RB estimates will generally be 

considered reliable only if based on regression equations with r2 values of 0.9000 or greater, and 

hence goodness of fit (GOF) levels of very good (VG) or better as classified in Table 10-5 above.  
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Estimates based on regression equations with r2 values less than 0.9000 will generally be viewed 

with caution. 

 
Table 10-6 below shows the median r2 levels, across the 11 regression sets, achieved by the 

linear regression technique and four non-linear regression techniques initially trialled for use in 

this study, as further described in Appendix 10A, including the quadratic and power regression 

techniques which have been selected for further use, as described in the following section.  

Table cells are grey shaded for cases where r2 values are less than 0.9000, to highlight such 

lesser GOF levels.  The r2
LOGR and r2

EXPR values in Table 10-6 have been obtained using 

logarithmic regression (LOGR) and exponential regression (EXPR) techniques, but these LOGR 

and EXPR techniques have not been employed to establish relative benefit estimates because of 

their generally inferior fits to actual expenditure and population data. 

 
Table 10-6 shows that the LR, QR and PR techniques generally achieve vastly greater r2 values 

than the LOGR and EXPR techniques, and that r2
LR, r2

QR and r2
PR values are genuinely very high 

indeed for most of the 23 CATs, with GPS, GBP, BAL, PSC and SSW the only CATs with 

median r2 values less than 0.9000 for at least four of the five regression techniques compared.  

The median r2 values exceed 0.9000 for 18 or 19 of the 23 CATs for the linear (LR), quadratic 

(QR) and power (PR) regression methods, but never once reach even 0.8900 for the logarithmic 

and exponential regression methods. 

 
Table 10-7 repeats Table 10-6 but presents CATs in descending order by r2 value, and also 

includes summaries of the maximum (MAX), minimum (MIN), mean average (MEAN) and 

median (MED) values across the five regression techniques compared.  This Table 10-7 

presentation enables the better fitted and less well fitted CATs to be distinguished.7  The CATs 

for which r2 values are consistently very high are HFC, PFD, EDU and the multi-function CATs 

within GOV (2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC).  The CATs least well fitted by the five 

regression techniques are GPS, GBP, BAL, PSC and SSW. 

 
Tables 10-6 and 10-7 show that the GOF levels achieved by the LR, QR and PR techniques are 

in the very good to nearly perfect range for most CATs, as classified in Table 10-5, and hence 

more than sufficient to support the use of the LR, QR and PR techniques in the RB estimation 

process.  Figures 10-5 and 10-6 below show the regression analyses for the GPP and TPS 

expenditure categories based on the most inclusive 8ST regression set, and again clearly 

illustrate that the GOF levels of the LR, QR and PR techniques are objectively very good and 

vastly superior to those achieved by the LOGR and EXPR techniques.  And as Tables 10-6 and 
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10-7 above show, many CATs achieve GOF levels superior to those achieved by the GPP and 

TPS expenditure categories. 

 
Table 10-6:  Median r2 Values (adjusted) across all 11 REG Sets 

CAT r2
LR r2

QR r2
PR r2

LOGR r2
EXPR CAT Rank

LR 
Rank 
QR 

Rank 
PR 

Rank 
LOGR 

Rank
EXPR

GPP 0.9822 0.9885 0.9712 0.8294 0.8219 GPP 2 1 3 4 5 
PFD 0.9948 0.9975 0.9922 0.8348 0.8620 PFD 2 1 3 5 4 
HFC 0.9939 0.9990 0.9945 0.8216 0.8832 HFC 3 1 2 5 4 
GBP 0.8409 0.8643 0.6502 0.7233 0.6286 GBP 2 1 4 3 5 
BFD 0.9758 0.9791 0.9365 0.8434 0.8197 BFD 2 1 3 4 5 
TPS 0.9899 0.9912 0.9800 0.8807 0.8390 TPS 2 1 3 4 5 
GOV 0.9938 0.9936 0.9749 0.8699 0.8691 GOV 1 2 3 4 5 
PSC 0.8316 0.8532 0.8618 0.8414 0.6584 PSC 4 2 1 3 5 
EDU 0.9977 0.9977 0.9915 0.8758 0.8645 EDU 2 1 3 4 5 
HEA 0.9921 0.9929 0.9815 0.8649 0.8580 HEA 2 1 3 4 5 
TAC 0.9650 0.9689 0.9771 0.8062 0.8210 TAC 3 2 1 5 4 
POS 0.9910 0.9925 0.9666 0.8542 0.8646 POS 2 1 3 5 4 
GPS 0.5253 0.6712 0.6942 0.5730 0.6008 GPS 5 2 1 4 3 
HCA 0.9277 0.9446 0.9634 0.8323 0.8087 HCA 3 2 1 4 5 
SSW 0.8807 0.8964 0.9310 0.7199 0.8720 SSW 3 2 1 5 4 
RAC 0.9722 0.9729 0.9473 0.8498 0.8598 RAC 2 1 3 5 4 
BAL 0.8118 0.8381 0.7988 0.6708 0.7371 BAL 2 1 3 5 4 
2FC 0.9961 0.9963 0.9878 0.8715 0.8609 2FC 2 1 3 4 5 
3FC 0.9972 0.9973 0.9919 0.8720 0.8626 3FC 2 1 3 4 5 
4FC 0.9961 0.9966 0.9773 0.8793 0.8709 4FC 2 1 3 4 5 
6FA 0.9980 0.9979 0.9882 0.8696 0.8723 6FA 1 2 3 5 4 
6FB 0.9951 0.9959 0.9788 0.8838 0.8698 6FB 2 1 3 4 5 
8FC 0.9975 0.9976 0.9826 0.8747 0.8704 8FC 2 1 3 4 5 

MAX 0.9980 0.9990 0.9945 0.8838 0.8832 MAX 5 2 4 5 5 
MIN 0.5253 0.6712 0.6502 0.5730 0.6008 MIN 1 1 1 3 3 

MEAN 0.9411 0.9532 0.9356 0.8236 0.8207 MEAN 2.3 1.3 2.6 4.3 4.6 
MED 0.9910 0.9925 0.9771 0.8498 0.8609 MED 2.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

GOF (r2) r2
LR (/23) r2

QR (/23) r2
PR (/23) r2

LOGR (/23) r2
EXPR (/23) # 1 2 16 5 0 0 

# > 0.9950 7 9 0 0 0 # 2 15 7 1 0 0 
# > 0.9900 12 13 4 0 0 # 3 4 0 16 2 1 
# > 0.9800 14 14 9 0 0 # 4 1 0 1 13 8 
# > 0.9500 17 17 16 0 0 # 5 1 0 0 8 14 
# > 0.9000 18 18 19 0 0 % 1 8.7 69.6 21.7 0.0 0.0 
# > 0.8000 22 22 20 19 19 % 2 65.2 30.4 4.3 0.0 0.0 
# > 0.7000 22 22 21 21 20 % 3 17.4 0.0 69.6 8.7 4.3 
# > 0.6000 22 23 23 22 23 % 4 4.3 0.0 4.3 56.5 34.8 
# > 0.5000 23 23 23 23 23 % 5 4.3 0.0 0.0 34.8 60.9 
% > 0.9950 30.4 39.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
% > 0.9900 52.2 56.5 17.4 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.9800 60.9 60.9 39.1 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.9500 73.9 73.9 69.6 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.9000 78.3 78.3 82.6 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.8000 95.7 95.7 87.0 82.6 82.6       
% > 0.7000 95.7 95.7 91.3 91.3 87.0       
% > 0.6000 95.7 100.0 100.0 95.7 100.0       
% > 0.5000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0       

Note: the N/A entries for the power and exponential regression techniques arise because of negative numbers.  
Table 10-6 is Table 10A-9 in Appendix 10A. 
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Table 10-7:  Median r2 across all 11 Regression Sets for the 23 CATs in Descending Order by r2 

Rank CAT LR CAT QR CAT PR CAT LOGR CAT EXPR CAT MAX CAT MIN CAT MEAN CAT MED 
1 6FA 0.9980 HFC 0.9990 HFC 0.9945 6FB 0.8838 HFC 0.8832 HFC 0.9990 4FC 0.8709 EDU 0.9454 HFC 0.9939 
2 EDU 0.9977 6FA 0.9979 PFD 0.9922 TPS 0.8807 6FA 0.8723 6FA 0.9980 8FC 0.8704 6FA 0.9452 PFD 0.9922 
3 8FC 0.9975 EDU 0.9977 3FC 0.9919 4FC 0.8793 SSW 0.8720 EDU 0.9977 6FB 0.8698 6FB 0.9447 3FC 0.9919 
4 3FC 0.9972 8FC 0.9976 EDU 0.9915 EDU 0.8758 4FC 0.8709 8FC 0.9976 6FA 0.8696 8FC 0.9446 EDU 0.9915 
5 2FC 0.9961 PFD 0.9975 6FA 0.9882 8FC 0.8747 8FC 0.8704 PFD 0.9975 GOV 0.8691 3FC 0.9442 6FA 0.9882 
6 4FC 0.9961 3FC 0.9973 2FC 0.9878 3FC 0.8720 6FB 0.8698 3FC 0.9973 EDU 0.8645 4FC 0.9440 2FC 0.9878 
7 6FB 0.9951 4FC 0.9966 8FC 0.9826 2FC 0.8715 GOV 0.8691 4FC 0.9966 3FC 0.8626 2FC 0.9425 8FC 0.9826 
8 PFD 0.9948 2FC 0.9963 HEA 0.9815 GOV 0.8699 POS 0.8646 2FC 0.9963 2FC 0.8609 GOV 0.9403 HEA 0.9815 
9 HFC 0.9939 6FB 0.9959 TPS 0.9800 6FA 0.8696 EDU 0.8645 6FB 0.9959 HEA 0.8580 HFC 0.9384 TPS 0.9800 
10 GOV 0.9938 GOV 0.9936 6FB 0.9788 HEA 0.8649 3FC 0.8626 GOV 0.9938 POS 0.8542 HEA 0.9379 6FB 0.9788 
11 HEA 0.9921 HEA 0.9929 4FC 0.9773 POS 0.8542 PFD 0.8620 HEA 0.9929 RAC 0.8498 PFD 0.9362 4FC 0.9773 
12 POS 0.9910 POS 0.9925 TAC 0.9771 RAC 0.8498 2FC 0.8609 POS 0.9925 TPS 0.8390 TPS 0.9362 GOV 0.9749 
13 TPS 0.9899 TPS 0.9912 GOV 0.9749 BFD 0.8434 RAC 0.8598 TPS 0.9912 PFD 0.8348 POS 0.9338 GPP 0.9712 
14 GPP 0.9822 GPP 0.9885 GPP 0.9712 PSC 0.8414 HEA 0.8580 GPP 0.9885 GPP 0.8219 RAC 0.9204 POS 0.9666 
15 BFD 0.9758 BFD 0.9791 POS 0.9666 PFD 0.8348 TPS 0.8390 BFD 0.9791 HFC 0.8216 GPP 0.9186 TAC 0.9650 
16 RAC 0.9722 RAC 0.9729 HCA 0.9634 HCA 0.8323 GPP 0.8219 TAC 0.9771 BFD 0.8197 BFD 0.9109 RAC 0.9473 
17 TAC 0.9650 TAC 0.9689 RAC 0.9473 GPP 0.8294 TAC 0.8210 RAC 0.9729 HCA 0.8087 TAC 0.9076 BFD 0.9365 
18 HCA 0.9277 HCA 0.9446 BFD 0.9365 HFC 0.8216 BFD 0.8197 HCA 0.9634 TAC 0.8062 HCA 0.8953 HCA 0.9277 
19 SSW 0.8807 SSW 0.8964 SSW 0.9310 TAC 0.8062 HCA 0.8087 SSW 0.9310 SSW 0.7199 SSW 0.8600 SSW 0.8807 
20 GBP 0.8409 GBP 0.8643 PSC 0.8618 GBP 0.7233 BAL 0.7371 GBP 0.8643 BAL 0.6708 PSC 0.8093 PSC 0.8414 
21 PSC 0.8316 PSC 0.8532 BAL 0.7988 SSW 0.7199 PSC 0.6584 PSC 0.8618 PSC 0.6584 BAL 0.7713 BAL 0.7988 
22 BAL 0.8118 BAL 0.8381 GPS 0.6942 BAL 0.6708 GBP 0.6286 BAL 0.8381 GBP 0.6286 GBP 0.7415 GBP 0.7233 
23 GPS 0.5253 GPS 0.6712 GBP 0.6502 GPS 0.5730 GPS 0.6008 GPS 0.6942 GPS 0.5253 GPS 0.6129 GPS 0.6008 

 MAX 0.9980 MAX 0.9990 MAX 0.9945 MAX 0.8838 MAX 0.8832 MAX 0.9990 MAX 0.8709 MAX 0.9454 MAX 0.9939 
 MIN 0.5253 MIN 0.6712 MIN 0.6502 MIN 0.5730 MIN 0.6008 MIN 0.6942 MIN 0.5253 MIN 0.6129 MIN 0.6008 
 MEAN 0.9411 MEAN 0.9532 MEAN 0.9356 MEAN 0.8236 MEAN 0.8207 MEAN 0.9572 MEAN 0.8024 MEAN 0.8948 MEAN 0.9296 
 MED 0.9910 MED 0.9925 MED 0.9771 MED 0.8498 MED 0.8609 MED 0.9925 MED 0.8390 MED 0.9362 MED 0.9749 
 # (/23) LR # (/23) QR # (/23) PR # (/23) LOGR # (/23) EXPR # (/23) MAX # (/23) MIN # (/23) MEAN # (/23) MED 
 > 0.9950 7 > 0.9950 9 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 9 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 
 > 0.9900 12 > 0.9900 13 > 0.9900 4 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 13 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 4 
 > 0.9800 14 > 0.9800 14 > 0.9800 9 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 14 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 9 
 > 0.9500 17 > 0.9500 17 > 0.9500 16 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 18 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 15 
 > 0.9000 18 > 0.9000 18 > 0.9000 19 > 0.9000 0 > 0.9000 0 > 0.9000 19 > 0.9000 0 > 0.9000 17 > 0.9000 18 
 > 0.8000 22 > 0.8000 22 > 0.8000 20 > 0.8000 19 > 0.8000 19 > 0.8000 22 > 0.8000 18 > 0.8000 20 > 0.8000 20 
 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 21 > 0.7000 21 > 0.7000 20 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 19 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 22 
 > 0.6000 22 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 22 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 22 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 23 
 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 

Note: Table 10-7 is Table 10A-14 in Appendix 10A. 
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Figure 10-5:  GPP Data and Five Regression Techniques (LR, QR, PR, LOGR and EXPR) [Figure 10H-1 in Appendix 10H] 

GPP Actual Expenditure (AE) and Estimated Expenditure (EE) versus Population

PR:  EE = 22.6652P1.1690

r2 = 0.9721 (r2 = 0.9712)
[but SSR/(SSE + SSR) = 0.9890]

QR:  EE = -1.6581 + 25.6268P + 0.8395P2

r2 = 0.9895 (r2 = 0.9888)

LR:  EE = -5.5102 + 30.8939P
r2 = 0.9874 (r2 = 0.9870)

LOGR:  EE = 54.9558 + 49.3413Ln(P)
r2 = 0.8078 (r2 = 0.8014)

EXPR:  EE = 7.2756e0.6083P

r2 = 0.8206 (r2 = 0.8146)
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According to the r2 values generated by Microsoft Excel, the 
best fit over the population range from PNT to PNSW is QR (r2 = 
0.9895), then LR (0.9874), PR (0.9721), EXPR (0.8206) and 
LOGR (0.8078).  Note, however, that r2 defined as SSR/(SSE 
+ SSR) for PR is actually 0.9890 [compared with 0.9985 for 
QR and 0.9874 for LR as above].  The PR curve therefore fits 
the data better than the LR line and approximately as well as 
the QR curve, as can be confirmed from a close inspection of 
this graph.  The QR and PR regression curves very nearly 
coincide and differ only slightly from the LR line of best fit.

It is clear that the LOGR and EXPR regression curves do not 
fit the actual AE and P data very well, and could not be used 
to estimate Australia-wide GPP.
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Figure 10-6:  TPS Data and Five Regression Techniques (LR, QR, PR, LOGR and EXPR) [Figure 10H-2 in Appendix 10H] 

TPS Actual Expenditure (AE) and Estimated Expenditure (EE) versus Population

PR:  EE = 8.6086P0.8674

r2 = 0.9726 (r2 = 0.9717)
[but SSR/(SSE + SSR) = 0.9918]

QR:  EE = 0.8977 + 7.6588P - 0.1505P2

r2 = 0.9918 (r2 = 0.9912)

LR:  EE = 1.5882 + 6.7146P
r2 = 0.9903 (r2 = 0.9900)

LOGR:  EE = 14.6268 + 11.1002Ln(P)
r2 = 0.8681 (r2 = 0.8637)

EXPR:  EE = 3.6636e0.4560P

r2 = 0.8381 (r2 = 0.8327)
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According to the r2 values generated by Microsoft Excel, the best fit 
over the population range from PNT to PNSW is QR (r2 = 0.9918), 
then LR (0.9903), PR (0.9726), LOGR (0.8681) and EXPR 
(0.8381).  But r2 defined as SSR/(SSE + SSR) for PR is actually 
0.991781, compared with 0.991771 for QR and 0.9903 for LR as 
above.  The PR curve therefore fits the data better than the LR 
line, as is apparent on close inspection of this graph, and very 
slightly better than the QR curve too.  The QR and PR regression 
curves very nearly exactly coincide and differ only slightly from the 
LR line of best fit.

It is clear that the LOGR and EXPR regression curves do not fit the 
actual AE and P data very well, and could not be used to estimate 
Australia-wide TPS expenditure.
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Regression Coefficient Analyses 
 
As Horngren et al. (2000: 351; see also 1996: 366-367, 379) advise, expenditure functions 

established using the linear regression technique should be evaluated in terms of the "slope of 

the regression line", as given by the BLR coefficient in formula [10.30b].  Regression equations 

are considered sound according to this regression line slope criterion if BLR established using the 

LR technique exceeds zero to a statistically significant extent.  This turns out to be the case for 

nearly all of the 253 linear regressions carried out across the 23 expenditure categories and 11 

regression sets, as described in full detail in Appendix 10G.  If BLR = zero, then the estimated 

expenditure function EELR(P), as given by [10.30b], will have the constant value ALR for all 

populations and hence a zero gradient, and, importantly, will be fully independent of population, 

such that the coefficient of determination describing the explanatory power of population will be 

zero, as explained in the previous sub-section.8  Negative BLR values would imply that 

expenditure decreases with population, which would clearly be absurd.  Linear regression 

equations could therefore only be considered valid for their intended purpose here in cases 

where BLR exceeds zero to a statistically significant extent.  Appendix 10G provides detailed 

summaries of all regression coefficients obtained using the linear, quadratic and power 

regression techniques, and detailed analyses of the linear and quadratic regression coefficients, 

and shows that estimates of BLR exceed zero for all 253 cases across the 23 CATs and 11 

regression sets, except for the GPS regression based on the 3PO regression set.  But this BLR 

value for GPS and 3PO is not negative to a statistically significant extent.  At the 10% 

significance level, all BLR values are found to be positive to a statistically significant extent 

except for the anomalous GPS estimate for the 3PO regression set.9  At the 1.0% significance 

level, all BLR values are found to be positive to a statistically significant extent except for the 

GPS estimates for the 4LA, 3PO and 3PS regression sets.  And for 17 of the 23 CATs, all 11 

BLR values established across the 11 regression sets are found to be positive to a statistically 

significant extent even at the 0.01% significance level.  Regression coefficients and equations 

are hence clearly statistically significant for the vast majority of the 253 regression analyses 

carried out.  The GPS regression equations generally have the least statistical significance and 

predictive power. 

 
 
Non-linear Regression Techniques 
 
The previous section demonstrated that linear expenditure functions describing relationships 

between actual expenditure and population appear to have significant economic plausibility, and 
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that direct empirical support for such linear functions is found in the generally very high 

goodness of fit levels shown in Tables 10-6 and 10-7 and also in Figures 10-5 and 10-6 above 

(and in more detail in Appendices 10A and 10H).  Relative benefit estimates based on such 

linear functions can therefore be supported in terms of such plausibility and clearly 

demonstrated validity.  When linear expenditure functions fit actual data extremely well – as 

reflected by r2 values which exceed 0.9800 and even 0.9900 and very closely approach 1.0000 – 

only modest improvement is possible through non-linear regression techniques.  Improvements 

on linear expenditure functions are generally possible, however, at least to the extent of "fine 

tuning", as again illustrated in Figures 10-5 and 10-6 above.  Such improvements can be 

achieved using any of several curvilinear or non-linear mathematical functions and associated 

non-linear regression techniques and non-linear curve-fitting techniques generally.10  Non-

linear cost or expenditure functions can describe the effects of "economies of scale, quantity 

discounts, step-cost functions, and learning curve effects" (Horngren et al. 1996: 379) – some of 

which may well be significant in the expenditure patterns among Australia's eight STUs which 

RB estimates ultimately reflect. 

 
Quadratic and other polynomial functions, power functions, logarithmic functions and 

exponential functions provide four non-linear mathematical forms that are commonly used to 

examine economic and other relationships which may depart from linearity to some extent 

(Freund 1984: 421-428; Croucher and Oliver 1986: 304; Slater and Ascroft 1990: 73-75; 

Davison 1992: 99; Horngren et al. 1996: 371-374; 2000: 344-347; Flaherty et al. 1999: 374; 

Ramanathan 2002: 77, 232-242).11 

 
Polynomial functions include linear functions (first order polynomials), quadratic functions 

(second order polynomials), cubic functions (third order polynomials) and fourth and higher 

order polynomials.  Polynomials of sufficiently high order can curve up and down in a 

zigzagging fashion to "chase down" and fit points well and often perfectly well, but 

"polynomials of orders greater than 2 should be avoided", according to Ramanathan (2002: 239), 

as they generally lack the coherence and economic plausibility needed for cost or expenditure 

functions.12  This study, accordingly, will only employ first order (linear) and second order 

(quadratic) polynomial functions, along with power functions, noting that logarithmic and 

exponential functions were trialled but rejected because of generally inferior goodness of fit 

levels, as shown in Tables 10-6 and 10-7 and further explained above. 
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Non-linear regression techniques are employed in addition to linear regression techniques in the 

relative benefit estimation process for two significant reasons: firstly, in an attempt to establish 

expenditure function equations that fit actual expenditure and population data better than linear 

regression equations; and secondly, to establish whether Australia-wide estimated expenditures 

and relative benefit estimates are more likely to be over-estimated or under-estimated using 

linear regression equations.  Non-linear regression equations are especially significant, therefore, 

in providing a powerful way of checking whether RB estimates based on linear regression are 

more likely to err on the high (or positive) side or the low (or negative) side.   

 
This section now describes in turn the four RB estimation techniques that have been established 

using least squares quadratic and power regression equations: the quadratic regression (QR) and 

quadratic tangential extension (QT) techniques based on quadratic regression equations, and the 

power regression (PR) and power tangential extension (PT) techniques based on power 

regression equations. 

 

Quadratic Regression and Quadratic Tangential Extension Techniques 
 
The quadratic regression (QR) and quadratic tangential extension (QT) techniques are described 

below first in terms of formulas and diagrams, and then in terms of underlying rationales and 

goodness of fit. 

 

QR and QT Technique Formulas and Diagrams 
 
Figures 10-7 and 10-8 below show how relative expenditure (RE) is calculated using the QR 

and QT techniques.  Figure 10-7 shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is positive, 

hence giving a positive RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a negative RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories, as follows from the earlier results [10.4a] and 

[10.4b].  Figure 10-8 similarly shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is negative, 

hence giving a negative RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a positive RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories. 

 
The estimated expenditure formula generated by the quadratic regression technique (with EST = 

QR-REG) is the quadratic function expression as follows, where AQR, BQR and CQR are the least 

squares regression coefficients obtained using Microsoft Excel to achieve the best possible fit of 

the quadratic function to the actual expenditure data: 
 

EEMOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y(P) = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2  ...[10.34] 
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Substituting [10.34] into [10.17] hence gives the following expression for the QR technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y(PAUS) = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2 

...[10.35] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as 

illustrated graphically in Figures 10-7 and 10-8 below: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y = (AQR + BQRP + CQRP2) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y  ...[10.36] 

 
So with [10.36] and [10.4a], the QR technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

    RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,QR-REG,Y = (AQR + BQRP + CQRP2) – AEAUS,CATPRI,ALL,Y        ...[10.37a] 

 
And with [10.36] and [10.4b], the QR technique RB estimate for public sector expenditure 

categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

    RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,QR-REG,Y = AEAUS,CATPUB,STL,Y – (AQR + BQRP + CQRP2)     ...[10.37b] 
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Figure 10-7:  QR and QT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-8:  QR and QT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 
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The QT technique estimated expenditure formula is thus identical to the corresponding QR 

formula given by [10.34] for populations up to PNSW, but for populations between PNSW and 

PAUS is the linear equation (EEQT = AQT +BQTP) of the tangent to the QR curve at PNSW, again as 

shown in Figures 10-7 and 10-8 above.  The QT technique is named because of this tangential 

extension of the QR curve at PNSW. 

 
The coefficients AQT and BQT in [10.38a] and [10.38c] are given by the following expressions, 

where AQR, BQR and CQR are the least squares regression coefficients obtained using the QR 

technique as in [10.34] above: 
 

AQT = AQR – CQR(PNSW)2   ...[10.39] 
and 

BQT = BQR + 2CQRPNSW   ...[10.40] 

 
Derivations of results [10.39] and [10.40] are shown in Appendix 10I. 

 
Substituting [10.38c] into [10.17] therefore provides the following result for the QT technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure, with P = PAUS: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QT-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS) = AQT + BQTPAUS   ...[10.41] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as shown 

in Figures 10-7 and 10-8 above: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QT-REG,Y = (AQT +BQTPAUS) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y     ...[10.42] 

 
So with [10.42] and [10.4a], the QT technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,QT-REG,Y = (AQT + BQTPAUS) – AEAUS, CATPRI,ALL,Y ...[10.43a] 

 
And with [10.42] and [10.4b], the QT technique relative benefit estimate for public sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,QT-REG,Y = AEAUS, CATPUB,STL,Y – (AQT + BQTPAUS) ...[10.43b] 

 

QR and QT Technique Rationales 
 
Slater and Ascroft (1990: 73; see also Freund 1984: 421; Crouch and Oliver 1986: 304; 

Anderson et al. 1989: 559; Davison 1992: 99; Flaherty 1999: 373-374) observe that "although 

many situations can be approximated by a linear function, we know that others are represented 
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by some type of curved function", and that "the simplest form of a curved function is the 

quadratic", as "typically used in economics to represent an average cost or marginal cost 

function".  Ramanathan (2002: 238-239) observes further that quadratic functions "are 

frequently employed "to fit U-shaped cost functions and other nonlinear relations".13  

 
Quadratic regression equations EEQR = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2 (as in [10.34] above) are linear 

equations EE = AQR + BQRP (equivalent in mathematical form to the linear regression equation 

[10.30b] above) modified by the inclusion of an additional term (the CQRP2 term in [10.34]) 

designed to capture departures from linearity in the actual expenditure versus population 

relationship.  If CQR is exactly zero, then the quadratic function defined in [10.34] will reduce to 

the linear function of [10.30b].  But CQR is generally not exactly zero, and [10.34] will therefore 

generally describe a curve rather than a straight line.  If CQR > 0, the quadratic regression curve 

will have a "concave up" curvature and will "accelerate" upwards as population increases, as in 

Figure 10-7 above, hence generally giving rise to (1) REAUS,QR estimates that exceed 

corresponding linear REAUS,LR estimates, (2) RBAUS,QR estimates that exceed the corresponding 

linear RBAUS,LR estimates for private sector CATs, and (3) RBAUS,QR estimates that fall below 

the corresponding linear RBAUS,LR estimates for public sector CATs.  If CQR < 0, the QR curve 

will have a "concave down" curvature, such that expenditure will rise with population at a 

progressively decreasing rate, as in Figure 10-8, and then eventually level out and fall.  The CQR 

< 0 case therefore generally gives rise to (1) REAUS,QR estimates that fall below the 

corresponding linear REAUS,LR estimates, (2) RBAUS,QR estimates that generally fall below 

corresponding linear RBAUS,LR estimate for private sector CATs, and (3) RBAUS,QR estimates that 

generally exceed corresponding linear RBAUS,LR estimates for public sector CATs.  It generally 

follows, therefore, that for private sector CATs, positive CQR values suggest that RB should be 

more positive (or less negative) than linear RBAUS,LR estimates indicate, whereas for public 

sector CATs, negative CQR values similarly suggest that RB should be more positive (or less 

negative) than linear RBAUS,LR estimates. 

 
Figure 10H-15 in Appendix 10H for the GPS expenditure category, for example, provides a case 

where the quadratic regression curve rises and then falls at a population level below that of 

NSW.  This GPS regression curve is clearly unsuitable for extrapolation out to the Australia-

wide population level as required for RB estimation purposes, because such extrapolation would 

generate plainly absurd negative estimated expenditure values.  But even in cases like this for 

GPS, in which the QR curve is clearly unable to provide a valid RB estimate, mere knowledge 

of whether CQR is positive or negative is sufficient to establish, very significantly, whether 
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departures from linearity are "concave up" departures as in Figure 10-7 or "concave down" 

departures as in Figure 10-8, and, as a result, whether LR technique RB estimates are more 

likely to err on the high (positive) side or the low (negative) side.  Of the 253 CQR values 

obtained across the 23 CATs and 11 regression sets, 144 (57%) are of a sign (positive for private 

sector CATs and negative for public sector CATs) which suggests that RB estimates are more 

positive (or less negative) than corresponding  RBAUS,LR estimates indicate, whereas the 

remaining 109 (43%) are of a sign (negative for CATPRI and positive for CATPUB) which 

suggests that RB estimates are more negative (or less positive) than corresponding  RBAUS,LR 

estimates. 

 
As demonstrated in Tables 10-6 and 10-7 and Figures 10-5 and 10-6 above, and in more detail 

in Appendices 10A and 10H, the linear regression technique generally fits actual expenditure 

and population data well, and often very well indeed, but quadratic regression can achieve "fine 

tuning" improvements by capturing any slight curvature in the expenditure versus and 

population relationship among the actual data (Freund 1984: 428).  The QR technique indeed 

appears to be most useful in providing actual RB estimates in cases where LR equations fit data 

well, and QR equations provide just a very a slight improvement in goodness of fit to the actual 

data.  But for all cases, as above, QR regression curves generally, and the positivity or negativity 

of the CQR coefficient in particular, provide invaluable insights into whether LR technique RB 

estimates are more likely to be over-estimates or under-estimates. 

 

The QT technique is based on the rationale that the marginal per capita expenditure level of 

NSW in any expenditure category, given by the gradient BQT of the tangent to the QR curve at 

PNSW, is likely to continue to apply for hypothetical STTUs with populations exceeding that of 

NSW, up to and including the Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS) of the DNC model. 

 
The extrapolations from the NSW population level to the Australia-wide population level that 

are used to generate LR technique RB estimates, as described in Figures 10-3 and 10-4 above, 

can be strongly defended, as previously, on the basis that such extrapolations provide unbiased 

estimates which are equally likely to err on the high side or the low side.  Such extrapolation is 

much more difficult to defend, however, for QR curves, because QR curves exhibit accelerating 

curvatures which give rise to directional biases which will generally be compounded by the 

process of extrapolation from the NSW population level to the Australia-wide level.  The  QR 

technique RB estimates are therefore unlikely to be very accurate except in cases where QR 

curves depart only very slightly from LR lines.  The QT technique is designed to overcome the 
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potential or actual directional bias that can arise as a result of the accelerating curvature of QR 

curves. 

 

Power Regression and Power Tangential Extension Techniques 
 
The power regression (PR) and power tangential extension (PT) techniques are described below 

first in terms of formulas and diagrams, then in terms of underlying rationales and goodness of 

fit. 

 

PR and PT Technique Formulas and Diagrams 
 
Figures 10-9 and 10-10 below show how relative expenditure (RE) is calculated using the PR 

and PT techniques.  Figure 10-9 shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is positive, 

hence giving a positive RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a negative RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories, as follows from the earlier results [10.4a] and 

[10.4b].  Figure 10-10 similarly shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is negative, 

hence giving a negative RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a positive RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories. 

 
The estimated expenditure formula generated by the power regression technique (with EST = 

PR-REG) is the power function expression as follows, where K and L are the least squares 

regression coefficients obtained using Microsoft Excel to achieve the best possible fit of the 

power function to the actual expenditure data: 
 

EEMOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y(P) = KPL  ...[10.44] 

 
Substituting [10.44] into [10.17] hence gives the following expression for the PR technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y(PAUS) = K(PAUS)L ...[10.45] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as 

illustrated graphically in Figures 10-9 and 10-10 below: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y = K(PAUS)L – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y    ...[10.46] 

 
So with [10.46] and [10.4a], the PR technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,PR-REG,Y = K(PAUS)L – AEAUS,CATPRI,LEV,Y  ...[10.47a] 
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And with [10.46] and [10.4b], the PR technique RB estimate for public sector expenditure 

categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,PR-REG,Y = AEAUS,CATPUB,STL,Y – K(PAUS)L  ...[10.47b] 

 

Figure 10-9:  PR and PT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-10: PR and PT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 
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or, as separate expressions: 
 

EEPT = KPL   for 0 < P ≤  PNSW   ...[10.48b] 
and 

EEPT = APT + BPTP  for PNSW ≤  P ≤  PAUS   ...[10.48c] 
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shown in Figures 10-9 and 10-10 above.  The PT technique (like the QT technique) is named 

because of this tangential extension of the PR curve at PNSW. 

 
The coefficients APT and BPT are given by the following expressions, where K and L are again 

the least squares regression coefficients obtained using the PR technique as in [10.44] above: 
 

APT = K(1 – L)(PNSW,Y)L   ...[10.49] 
and 

BPT = KL(PNSW,Y)L–1    ...[10.50] 

 
Derivations of results [10.49] and [10.50] are shown in Appendix 10I. 

 
Substituting [10.48c] into [10.17] therefore provides the following result for the PT technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure, with P = PAUS: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PT-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS) = APT + BPTPAUS       ...[10.51] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as shown 

in Figures 10-9 and 10-10 above: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PT-REG,Y = (APT +BPTPAUS) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y   ...[10.52] 

 
So with [10.52] and [10.4a], the PT technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,PT-REG,Y = (APT +BPTPAUS) – AEAUS,CATPRI,ALL,Y ...[10.53a] 

 
And with [10.52] and [10.4b], the PT technique relative benefit estimate for public sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,PT-REG,Y = AEAUS,CATPUB,STL,Y – (APT +BPTPAUS) ...[10.53b] 

 

PR and PT Technique Rationales 
 
The power regression technique, like the quadratic regression technique described earlier in this 

section, is a variation on the linear regression technique which is commonly used in cases where 

data exhibit a degree of non-linearity, or curvature (Freund 1984: 425; Horngren et al. 1996: 

371-374; 2000: 344-347). 

 
For the case of L = 1, the power function expression [10.44] reduces to a linear function for 

which EE = 0 at P = 0, as follows: 
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EEMOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y(P)|L=1 = KP  ...[10.54] 

 
For L values not exactly equal to 1, [10.44] will describe a curve rather than a straight line.  For 

L values greater than 1, the curve "accelerates" upwards as population increases, as is the case in 

Figure 10-9 above.  And for L values less than one, but still greater than zero, the power 

function will continue to rise as population increases, but at a progressively decreasing rate, as 

shown in Figure 10-10. 

 
Because population (P) is always a positive quantity, EE given by [10.44] will always be 

positive if K > 0, irrespective of the value of L.  Accordingly, the PR technique can only be 

applied to expenditure categories and regression sets for which all expenditure (AE) values are 

all positive, which is the case for 247 of the 253 estimates attempted across the 23 expenditure 

categories and 11 regression sets.  For the GBP expenditure category, however, for just six 

regression sets (8ST, 7MA, 7MQ, 7MV, 7MW and 6ST), the PR technique does not work as 

these cases all involve one or more negative AE values for the ACT and TAS (see Tables 8-1 

and 8-5).  For the 247 estimates possible using the PR technique, K values turn out to be 

positive in all cases, and L is positive in all cases except for a clearly inaccurate estimate for the 

GPS expenditure category obtained using the 3PO regression set.  Of the 246 positive L values 

obtained, 62 exceed 1 and 184 are less than 1.  And, significantly, 203 (82%) of these 246 L 

values are in the range between 0.8 and 1.2, and 234 (95%) are between 0.6 and 1.4.  So the 

bulk of the power functions generated using the PR technique amount to relatively modest 

departures from the linear expression given by [10.54] above. 

  
The PT technique, like the QT technique, is based on the rationale that the marginal per capita 

expenditure level of NSW in any expenditure category, given by the gradient BPT of the tangent 

to the PR curve at PNSW, is likely to continue to apply for hypothetical STTUs with populations 

exceeding that of NSW, up to and including the Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS) of the 

DNC model. 

 
Because the PT technique relies on the power functions derived using the PR technique, the PT 

technique, like the PR technique, works for 247 of the 253 estimates sought across the 23 CATs 

and 11 regression sets, but does not work for the GBP CAT for the six regression sets which 

include the negative ACT and TAS AE values. 
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Composite Regression Estimates 
 
Five composite regression estimates RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-cr,Y, or RBCR-REG-cr or just RBcr for 

short, are calculated using LR, QT and PT technique estimates in various combinations based on 

five separate criteria designed to take maximum advantage of the LR, QT and PT estimates. 

 
Of the LR, QR, QT, PR and PT techniques described earlier in this chapter, the LR, QT and PT 

techniques are considered most suitable for extrapolation out to the Australia-wide population 

level as required in the RB estimation calculations.  Some RBQR estimates, and RBQT and RBPR 

estimates to a lesser extent, are found to be extreme and in many cases simply impossible and 

hence clearly inaccurate.  Such erroneous and doubtful estimates generally arise when the 

curvature of QR and PR regression curves is pronounced to an extent which renders them 

unsuitable for extrapolation to the Australia-wide population as required for RB estimation 

purposes (as in Figures 10-7 through 10-10 above).  The QR technique regression curves for the 

PSC and GPS expenditure categories (see Figures 10H-10 and 10H-15 in Appendix 10H, for the 

8ST regression set) provide examples of such pronounced curvature.  Composite estimates, 

accordingly, are based on the LR, QT and PT estimates only. 

 
The EST designator is set to CR-REG-cr for the five composite estimates, as in Table 10-2 

above, where REG is the regression set, as with the linear and non-linear regression techniques 

described above, and cr is an additional identifier that assumes the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the 

five respective CR estimates. 

 
The first four composite estimates – RB1, RB2, RB3 and RB4 – are designed to select superior 

estimates based on goodness of fit criteria as follows: 
 

• RB1 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-1,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 
corresponding LR or QT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the best 
goodness of fit credentials, as follows (omitting several subscripts), noting that the r2 
value associated with the QT estimate is r2

QR: 
 

RB1 = RBCAT,CR-REG-1,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  r2
LR > r2

QR  ...[10.55a] 
and 

RB1 = RBCAT,CR-REG-1,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  r2
QR > r2

LR  ...[10.55b] 
 

or, more briefly: 
 

RB1 = RB(LR or QT based on highest r2)   ...[10.55c] 
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• RB2 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-2,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 
corresponding LR or PT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the best 
goodness of fit credentials, as follows (omitting several subscripts), noting that the r2 
value associated with the PT estimate is r2

PR: 
 

RB2 = RBCAT,CR-REG-2,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  r2
LR > r2

PR  ...[10.56a] 
and 

RB2 = RBCAT,CR-REG-2,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  r2
PR > r2

LR  ...[10.56b] 
 

or, more briefly: 
 

RB2 = RB(LR or PT based on highest r2)   ...[10.56c] 
 

• RB3 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-3,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 
corresponding QT or PT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the best 
goodness of fit credentials: 

 
RB3 = RBCAT,CR-REG-3,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  r2

QR > r2
PR  ...[10.57a] 

and 
RB3 = RBCAT,CR-REG-3,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  r2

PR > r2
QR  ...[10.57b] 

 
or, more briefly: 

 
RB3 = RB(QT or PT based on highest r2)   ...[10.57c] 

 
• RB4 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-4,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 

corresponding LR, QT or PT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the 
best goodness of fit credentials: 

 
RB4 = RBCAT,CR-REG-4,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  r2

LR > r2
QR and r2

PR ...[10.58a] 
 

RB4 = RBCAT,CR-REG-4,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  r2
QR > r2

LR and r2
PR ...[10.58b] 

and 
RB4 = RBCAT,CR-REG-4,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  r2

PR > r2
LR and r2

QR ...[10.58c] 
 

or, more briefly: 
 

RB4 = RB(LR, QT or PT based on highest r2)   ...[10.58d] 
 

Appendix 10A provides, for each CAT and REG, detailed descriptions of r2
PR, r2

LR and r2
QR 

values, the highest values among these, and the estimation techniques (LR, QT or PT) with the 

highest associated r2 values which determine the various RB1, RB2, RB3 and RB4 estimates. 

 
The fifth composite estimate – RB5 – is designed to establish a plausible baseline minimum RB 

estimate for each CAT and REG, as follows: 
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• RB5 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-5,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is simply the 
minimum (so least positive, or most negative) of the corresponding LR, QT and PT 
estimates, as follows (omitting several subscripts): 

 
RB5 = RBCAT,CR-REG-5,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  RBLR < RBQT and RBPT ...[10.59a] 

 
RB5 = RBCAT,CR-REG-5,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  RBQT < RBLR and RBPT ...[10.59b] 

and 
RB5 = RBCAT,CR-REG-5,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  RBPT < RBLR and RBQT ...[10.59c] 
 

or, more briefly, where MIN defines the minimum value: 
 

RB5 = RB(minimum of LR, QT and PT) = MIN(RBLR, RBQT, RBPT)  ...[10.59d] 
 

The RBDNC estimates in Chapter 12 are significantly positive for most CATs, REGs and 

estimation techniques, and the RB5 estimates test the robustness of such positivity.  Positive RB5 

estimates imply that all three corresponding RBLR, RBQT and RBPT estimates must be positive, 

and hence generally support the positivity of the individual RBLR, RBQT and RBPT estimates. 

 
 
The Progressive Amalgamation Technique 
 

I hate the word "unification," and will not use it.  I have said before that there is much to be said 
for amalgamation.  I can understand that there might be an immense amount of money saved by 
amalgamation in the way of carrying on the government of the country, and there might be an 
immense amount of force from the head of the Commonwealth which you cannot get from the 
partial disintegration which is involved even in federation.  But it is not our mission to establish 
an amalgamation of these colonies.  We are here under Bills passed by our various colonies, and 
there is a claim for federation, and not a claim for merging the colonies in one common concern. 
 

(Sir John Downer of South Australia, speaking at the Third Session of the National Australasian [Federation] 
Convention, in Melbourne on 8 March 1898, as recorded on page 2034 of the official report) 

 

I invite the honorable and learned member (Mr. Higgins) to consider this point: If the people of 
the smaller states are willing to adopt the type of government suggested by our Victorian friends, 
we can save the expense of ten Houses of Legislature and five Governors, and we can become a 
truly united people.  But we have been sent here to frame a scheme of federation, not of 
amalgamation. 
 

(Sir Richard Baker of South Australia, speaking at the Third Session of the National Australasian Convention, 
in Melbourne on 17 March 1898, as recorded on page 2482 of the official report) 

 

The progressive amalgamation (PA) technique is a refinement of the estimation algorithm (EA) 

technique described previously (Drummond 2002: 48-49), as shown in Appendix 1C (see 

especially between results [4] and [11]), and is the most complex of all estimation techniques 

used in this study.14  Like the EA technique, the PA technique is designed as an alternative to 

the LR technique for the assessment of Unification (DNC and NCL) models.  Whereas the linear 
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regression technique determines fixed or overhead expenditures (FOEs) given by the ALR 

coefficients, as in formula [10.30b] above, which are assumed to be the same constant values for 

all eight STUs and hypothetical STTUs that are envisaged, the EA and PA techniques have been 

designed to allow these FOEs and A coefficients to vary across the eight STUs, to address the 

likelihood that they do in reality differ to at least some extent – as suggested by the regression 

graphs for most CATs as shown in Appendix 10H. 

 
This section first describes the notation that supports the PA technique and then introduces the 

amalgamation sequences, relative expenditure and relative benefit formulas, and underlying 

rationales and historical support for STU amalgamation.  Amalgamation sequences describe the 

sequential orders in which STUs and STTUs amalgamate one unit at a time until the Australia-

wide single STTU (AWSS) of the DNC model is formed.  Appendices 10B and 10J present 

more detailed descriptions of the PA technique, and associated mathematical derivations and 

sample calculations. 

 

PA Technique Notation 
 
The PA technique uses modified versions of the notations NS and S introduced in Chapter 9 

(following expression [9.1]) to represent the number of STTUs (NS) and the actual set of STTUs 

(S) in a given government structure model, noting that STTUs include the current eight STUs.  

The notation Ami,{Sb,i,Nb},{Sa,i,Na} denotes the amalgamation process in amalgamation sequence i 

which begins with the STTU set {Sb,i,Nb} and ends up with set {Sa,i,Na} after amalgamation, 

where "b" and "a" denote "before" and "after" respectively, and Nb and Na denote the number of 

STTUs before and after amalgamation respectively.  The simplified notation Ami,Nb,Na similarly 

represents the sequence i amalgamation process which reduces the number of STTUs from Nb to 

Na.  The expression Ami,Nb,Nb–1 therefore describes a single amalgamation step in which the 

number of STTUs reduces by just one, from Nb to Nb–1. 

 
The Nb STTUs in the set {Sb,i,Nb} are represented by Ui,Nb[k] for consecutive counting numbers k 

from 1 to Nb, as follows:  
 

{Sb,i,Nb} = {Ui,Nb[1], Ui,Nb[2], ..., Ui,Nb[Nb]}   ...[10.60a] 

 
So for Nb = 8 down to Nb = 1: 
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      {Sb,i,8} = {Ui,8[1], Ui,8[2], Ui,8[3], Ui,8[4], Ui,8[5], Ui,8[6], Ui,8[7], Ui,8[8]} 

  = {NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT}   ...[10.60b] 
 
      {Sb,i,7} = {Ui,7[1], Ui,7[2], Ui,7[3], Ui,7[4], Ui,7[5], Ui,7[6], Ui,7[7]}   ...[10.60c] 
  
      {Sb,i,6} = {Ui,6[1], Ui,6[2], Ui,6[3], Ui,6[4], Ui,6[5], Ui,6[6]}    ...[10.60d] 
 
      {Sb,i,5} = {Ui,5[1], Ui,5[2], Ui,5[3], Ui,5[4], Ui,5[5]}     ...[10.60e] 
 
      {Sb,i,4} = {Ui,4[1], Ui,4[2], Ui,4[3], Ui,4[4]}       ...[10.60f] 
 
      {Sb,i,3} = {Ui,3[1], Ui,3[2], Ui,3[3]}        ...[10.60g] 
 
      {Sb,i,2} = {Ui,2[1], Ui,2[2]}        ...[10.60h] 
and 

      {Sb,i,1} = {Ui,1[1]} = {AWSS}       ...[10.60i] 
 

For Nb = 8, the eight members of the set {Sb,i,Nb} = {Sb,i,8} will in all cases be the eight current 

STUs, and for Nb = 1 the single member of the set {Sb,i,Nb} = {Sb,i,1} will always be the 

Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS), but for Nb values of 2 through to 7, different STTU sets 

are possible. 

 

The Five Amalgamation Sequences 
 
It can be shown using combinatorial mathematics that Australia's eight STUs can amalgamate 

into the Australia-wide single STTU in 1,587,600 different sequential orders, if the number of 

STTUs reduces by just one in each of seven amalgamation steps.15  But if it is assumed, as it is 

here, that the first three amalgamations on the path to the AWSS are those which form the joint 

STTUs NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT, as further described below, then the total number of 

possible amalgamation sequences reduces to just 1,080.  The number of possible sequences 

reduces substantially again, furthermore, if implausible amalgamations between non-contiguous 

STTUs (WA and QLD, for example) are excluded.  This study employs five amalgamation 

sequences which have been selected as realistic, plausible paths towards the AWSS of the DNC 

model.  Table 10-8 below describes these five sequences in terms of the seven amalgamation 

steps in each sequence, the numbers of STTUs and sets of STTUs before and after each 

amalgamation step, and equations describing the specific amalgamations taking place at each 

step. 
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Table 10-8:  The Five PA Technique Amalgamation Sequences  

Nb Na Am1,Nb,Na Amalgamation Equation 
STTU Set Before 
Amalgamation 

{Sb,i,Nb} 

STTU Set After 
Amalgamation 

{ Sa,i,Na} 

 Amalgamation Sequence 1:  Based on Geopolitical Size (SGPU,Y,2) 

8 7 Am1,8,7 NSW + ACT  NSW-ACT NSW VIC QLD WA 
SA TAS ACT NT 

NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

7 6 Am1,7,6 VIC + TAS  VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA NT 

6 5 Am1,6,5 SA + NT  SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA-NT 

5 4 Am1,5,4 WA + SA-NT  WA-SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA-NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

4 3 Am1,4,3 NSW-ACT + VIC-TAS  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

3 2 Am1,3,2 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS + QLD  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-
QLD WA-SA-NT 

2 1 Am1,2,1 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD + WA-SA-NT  AWSS NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-
QLD WA-SA-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 2: Based on Population 
8 7 Am2,8,7 S + NT  S-NT N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N  V  Q  W  S-NT  T  A
7 6 Am2,7,6 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S-NT  T  A N-A  V  Q  W  S-NT  T
6 5 Am2,6,5 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S-NT  T N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am2,5,4 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT 
4 3 Am2,4,3 V-T + W-S-NT  V-T-W-S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT N-A  V-T-W-S-NT  Q 
3 2 Am2,3,2 N-A + Q  N-A-Q N-A  V-T-W-S-NT  Q N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT 
2 1 Am2,2,1 N-A-Q + V-T-W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 3:  Variant on Sequence 1 
8 7 Am3,8,7 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT
7 6 Am3,7,6 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT
6 5 Am3,6,5 S + NT  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am3,5,4 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT 
4 3 Am3,4,3 N-A + Q  N-A-Q N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T  W-S-NT 
3 2 Am3,3,2 N-A-Q + V-T  N-A-Q-V-T N-A-Q  V-T W-S-NT N-A-Q-V-T  W-S-NT 
2 1 Am3,2,1 N-A-Q-V-T + W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-Q-V-T  W-S-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 4:  Variant on Sequence 3 Based on Football Codes 
8 7 Am4,8,7 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT
7 6 Am4,7,6 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT
6 5 Am4,6,5 S + NT  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am4,5,4 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A V-T Q W S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT 
4 3 Am4,4,3 N-A + Q  N-A-Q N-A V-T Q W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T  W-S-NT 
3 2 Am4,3,2 V-T + W-S-NT  V-T-W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T  W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT 
2 1 Am4,2,1 N-A-Q + V-T-W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 5:  Variant on Sequence 1 
8 7 Am5,8,7 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT
7 6 Am5,7,6 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT
6 5 Am5,6,5 S + NT  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am5,5,4 N-A + V-T  N-A-V-T N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A-V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
4 3 Am5,4,3 N-A-V-T + Q  N-A-V-T-Q N-A-V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A-V-T-Q  W  S-NT 
3 2 Am5,3,2 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A-V-T-Q  W  S-NT N-A-V-T-Q  W-S-NT 
2 1 Am5,2,1 N-A-V-T-Q + W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-V-T-Q  W-S-NT AWSS 

 

The first three amalgamations, for all five amalgamation sequences considered, absorb the ACT 

into NSW to form the combined unit NSW-ACT; TAS into VIC to form VIC-TAS; and NT into 

SA to form SA-NT.  For amalgamation sequences 1, 3, 4 and 5, the first amalgamation step 

Ami,8,7 forms NSW-ACT, the second step Ami,7,6 forms VIC-TAS, and the third step Ami,6,5 

forms SA-NT.  For sequence 2 only, Am2,8,7 forms SA-NT, Am2,7,6 forms NSW-ACT, and 
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Ami,6,5 forms VIC-TAS.  These different sequences have no bearing at all on relative benefit 

estimates, as explained below. 

 
For amalgamation sequences 1 to 4, the fourth amalgamation step Ami,5,4 is in all cases WA + 

SA-NT  WA-SA-NT.  Sequences 1, 3 and 5 all establish an east coast consolidation of NSW-

ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD and a central-western consolidation of WA-SA-NT by their second last 

amalgamation step (Ami,3,2 for i = 1, 3 and 5).  Sequences 2 and 4 establish a south-central-

western consolidation of VIC-TAS-WA-SA-NT and a north-eastern consolidation of NSW-

ACT-QLD by their second last amalgamation step (Ami,3,2 for i = 2 and 4).  The five 

amalgamation sequences are based on rationales as follows: 

• Amalgamation Sequence 1:  STTUs are amalgamated one at a time in ascending order by 
geopolitical size SGPU,Y,2, as defined in Chapter 6 (see Table 6-8).  In each case, STTUs are 
amalgamated with the STTU deemed most suitable based on geographical location (so ACT 
with NSW, TAS with VIC, and so on).  This sequence is designed, as previously 
(Drummond 2002: 49), so that as the number of STTUs "steps down one at a time, the 
remaining political units increasingly display the large population and land area 
characteristics of the Australia-wide new single state" (AWSS). 

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 2:  Same rationale as amalgamation sequence 1 except that STTUs 
are amalgamated one at a time in ascending order by population. 

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 3:  Same as amalgamation sequence 1, except that QLD is 
amalgamated before VIC-TAS in sequence 3 (in steps Am3,4,3 and Am3,3,2), whereas VIC-
TAS is amalgamated before QLD in sequence 1 (in steps Am1,4,3 and Am1,3,2) in sequence 1.  

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 4:  Same as amalgamation sequence 3 up to step Am4,4,3, but step 
Am4,3,2 is based on football code allegiances and hence differs from Am3,3,2.  Same as 
amalgamation sequence 2 except that NSW-ACT-QLD forms before VIC-TAS-WA-SA-NT 
in sequence 4. 

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 5:  Same as sequence 1 except that WA-SA-NT forms in the sixth 
(and second last) step (Am5,3,2) in sequence 5, but in the fourth step (Am1,5,4) in sequence 1. 

 
 
PA Technique Relative Expenditure and Relative Benefit Formulas 
 
The relative expenditure expression [10.1a] becomes as follows for the PA technique, with EST 

set to PA-i(j) as previously noted (see Table 10-2): 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PA-i(j),Y = EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PA-i(j),Y – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y     ...[10.61] 

 
The notation REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PA-i(j),Y, or REi(j) for short with subscripts besides i(j) omitted, is 

used to represent the Australia-wide estimated annual relative expenditure of government 

structure model MOD, in expenditure category CAT, at government level(s) LEV, in financial 

year(s) Y, as calculated using the PA estimation technique with amalgamation sequence i and 
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PA technique estimate j.  Relative expenditures can also be estimated for individual 

amalgamation steps.  The notation REi,Nb,Na,CAT,LEV,Y = RECAT,LEV,Y(Ami,Nb,Na), or just REi,Nb,Na = 

RE(Ami,Nb,Na) with subscripts CAT and Y implied but omitted, represents the relative 

expenditure of the amalgamation step in amalgamation sequence i which reduces the number of 

STTUs from Nb (before amalgamation) to Na (after amalgamation).  The notation 

RBi,Nb,Na,CAT,LEV,Y = RBCAT,LEV,Y(Ami,Nb,Na), or just RBi,Nb,Na = RB(Ami,Nb,Na), represents the 

corresponding relative benefit.  It is convenient, as previously, to first derive expressions in 

terms of relative expenditures rather than relative benefits, and then use [10.4a] and [10.4b] to 

obtain corresponding RB estimates. 

 
The PA technique establishes RE estimates as sums of the following two components: 

• a small STU component REi,8,5 which describes the relative benefit possible if Australia's 
three least populous STUs – NT, ACT and TAS – were amalgamated with (or absorbed into) 
SA, NSW and VIC respectively, hence reducing the number of STTUs from the current 
eight STUs to five STTUs; and 

 

• a large STTU component – which is defined differently for the four PA estimates, as below 
– which describes the relative benefit possible if the five STTUs established following the 
three small STU amalgamations, as above, further amalgamated into the single Australia-
wide single STTU (AWSS). 

 

The four PA technique RE estimates REi(j) for each amalgamation sequence i are defined here 

by the following formulas for j = 1, 2, 3 and 4 in turn, where ∑
=

f

b

N

8N
represents the summation 

from Nb = 8 down to Nb = Nf (where "f" denotes "final"), REi,8,5 is the small STU component of 

the RE estimate as above, and the large STU components are shown in square brackets: 
 

REi(1) = REi,8,1 = ∑
=

−

2

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE  

= REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5 + REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + REi,3,2 + REi,2,1 

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,1]  

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + REi,3,2 + REi,2,1]   ...[10.62] 

 

REi(2) = REi,8,3 + 2REi,3,2 = ∑
=

−

4

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE + 2REi,3,2  

= (REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5 + REi,5,4 + REi,4,3) + 2REi,3,2  

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,3 +2REi,3,2] 

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 +2REi,3,2]     ...[10.63] 
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REi(3) = REi,8,4 + 3REi,4,3 = ∑
=

−

5

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE + 3REi,4,3  

= (REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5 + REi,5,4) + 3REi,4,3   

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,4 +3REi,4,3]      ...[10.64] 

 

REi(4) = REi,8,5 + 4REi,5,4 = ∑
=

−

6

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE + 4REi,5,4  

= (REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5) + 4REi,5,4   

= REi,8,5 + [4REi,5,4]       ...[10.65] 

 

Expressions [10.62] through [10.65] all apply equally if RE was replaced by RB throughout, so: 
 

RBi(1) = RBi,8,5 + [RBi,5,4 + RBi,4,3 + RBi,3,2 + RBi,2,1]   ...[10.66] 
 

RBi(2) = RBi,8,5 + [RBi,5,4 + RBi,4,3 +2RBi,3,2]    ...[10.67] 
 

RBi(3) = RBi,8,5 + [RBi,5,4 +3RBi,4,3]     ...[10.68] 
and 

RBi(4) = RBi,8,5 + [4RBi,5,4]      ...[10.69] 

 
Relative benefits RBi(j) and RBi,Nb,Na and corresponding relative expenditures REi(j) and REi,Nb,Na 

are related by the following results which derive from the earlier results [10.4a] and [10.4b], 

omitting other subscripts: 
 

RBi(j) = REi(j)    for private sector CATs   …[10.70] 
 

RBi(j) = –REi(j)    for public sector CATs   …[10.71] 
 
RBi,Nb,Na = REi,Nb,Na for private sector CATs   …[10.72] 

and 
RBi,Nb,Na = –REi,Nb,Na for public sector CATs   …[10.73] 

 
The REi(j) and RBi(j) estimates defined above are now further described in terms of their small 

STU components REi,8,5 and RBi,8,5 and their large STTU components in turn. 

 

Small STU Components REi,8,5 and RBi,8,5 
 
The PA technique (1) applies the LR technique with the 5MS regression set (for each CAT) and 

hence establishes linear regression equations and associated ALR-5MS and BLR-5MS values, (2) 

assumes that the marginal per capita expenditures BLR-5MS apply to TAS, ACT and NT as well as 

the five mainland States, and then (3) calculates the modified fixed or overhead expenditure 
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(FOE) coefficients ATAS,CAT,4YA, AACT,CAT,4YA and ANT,CAT,4YA needed to satisfy the following 

four year average actual expenditure equations (omitting subscripts MOD, CAT, LEV and EST): 
 

AETAS,4YA = ATAS,4YA + BLR-5MSPACT,4YA  ...[10.74] 
 
AEACT,4YA = AACT,4YA + BLR-5MSPACT,4YA  ...[10.75] 

and 
AENT,4YA = ANT,4YA + BLR-5MSPACT,4YA  ...[10.76] 

 
For all five amalgamation sequences considered it is assumed that the first three amalgamations 

are those which form NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT, as above, and that the estimated 

expenditures (EE) of these three amalgamated units will be the sums of the actual expenditures 

(AE) of their amalgamating units less the FOE expenditure components (AU,4YA) of the less 

populous amalgamating unit in each case, as follows, omitting subscripts besides the STTUs: 
 

EENSW-ACT = (AENSW + AEACT) – AACT   ...[10.77] 
 
EEVIC-TAS = (AEVIC + AETAS) – ATAS    ...[10.78] 

and 
EESA-NT = (AESA + AENT) – ANT    ...[10.79] 

 
The relative expenditures (RE) of the combined units then follow from the general result 

RE = EE – AE (formula [10.1b] as defined earlier) and rearrangements of [10.77] through 

[10.79]: 

RENSW-ACT = EENSW-ACT – (AENSW + AEACT) = –AACT ...[10.80] 
 
REVIC-TAS = EEVIC-TAS – (AEVIC + AETAS) = –ATAS  ...[10.81] 

and 
RESA-NT = EESA-NT – (AESA + AENT) = –ANT   ...[10.82] 

 
The small STU relative expenditure component REi,8,5 can therefore be obtained by summing 

the three relative expenditures given by [10.80], [10.81] and [10.82], so that: 
 

REi,8,5 = RENSW-ACT + REVIC-TAS + RESA-NT = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) ...[10.83] 

 
Combining [10.83] with [10.4a] and [10.4b] hence gives that: 
 

RBi,8,5 = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) for private sector CATs  ...[10.84a] 
and 

RBi,8,5 = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) for public sector CATs  ...[10.84b] 

 
Results [10.83], [10.84a] and [10.84b] do not depend on the order of the first three 

amalgamation steps which produce NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT, and hence apply equally 
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for all five amalgamation sequences in Table 10-8, and hence for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  For 

public sector CATs, [10.84b] can be understood in terms of cost savings, whereas for private 

sector CATs, [10.84a] can be understood in terms of the cost-volume-profit analogy described 

briefly above and in more detail in Appendix 10F. 

 
Table 10-9 below shows the ATAS,CAT,4YA, AACT,CAT,4YA, and ANT,CAT,4YA values obtained for all 

23 CATs, the sum of these three components, and the REi,8,5 and RBi,8,5 estimates calculated 

using [10.83], [10.84a] and [10.84b] above.  Appendix 10J (see Figures 10J-1a and 10J-1b) 

includes a graphical illustration of how ATAS,CAT, AACT,CAT and ANT,CAT are determined, and 

specifically demonstrates how the TPS ATAS,TPS, AACT,TPS, and ANT,TPS figures in Table 10-9 

below are calculated. 

 
Table 10-9:  PA Technique Adjusted A Coefficients for TAS, ACT and NT (all 4YA)     

CAT ATAS,CAT AACT,CAT ANT,CAT ATAS,CAT + AACT,CAT + ANT,CAT REi,8,5 RBi,8,5  
GPP -6.0624 -6.3172 -1.2498 -13.6294 13.6294 13.6294 
PFD -4.1335 -0.2518 -0.1925 -4.5778 4.5778 4.5778 
HFC -2.6303 0.1825 -1.0211 -3.4689 3.4689 3.4689 
GBP -3.4597 -6.5798 -0.2251 -10.2646 10.2646 10.2646 
BFD -1.4887 -0.4301 0.8073 -1.1115 1.1115 1.1115 
TPS 1.0570 0.3020 1.6794 3.0384 -3.0384 3.0384 
GOV 0.5095 0.3510 1.4627 2.3232 -2.3232 2.3232 
PSC 0.5010 -0.0425 0.2284 0.6869 -0.6869 0.6869 
EDU 0.1275 0.0928 0.2125 0.4328 -0.4328 0.4328 
HEA 0.0476 0.0522 0.2104 0.3102 -0.3102 0.3102 
TAC -0.0879 -0.1276 -0.0295 -0.2450 0.2450 -0.2450 
POS 0.0079 0.0261 0.1449 0.1789 -0.1789 0.1789 
GPS 0.0758 0.2563 0.3001 0.6322 -0.6322 0.6322 
HCA 0.1128 -0.0104 0.0410 0.1433 -0.1433 0.1433 
SSW -0.0380 -0.0348 -0.0086 -0.0814 0.0814 -0.0814 
RAC 0.0628 0.0135 0.0741 0.1504 -0.1504 0.1504 
BAL 0.2037 0.0578 0.4811 0.7426 -0.7426 0.7426 
2FC 0.1752 0.1451 0.4229 0.7431 -0.7431 0.7431 
3FC 0.1829 0.1712 0.5681 0.9221 -0.9221 0.9221 
4FC 0.2647 0.4589 0.8970 1.6206 -1.6206 1.6206 
6FA 0.1363 0.2919 0.8556 1.2838 -1.2838 1.2838 
6FB 0.4331 0.4652 1.0213 1.9195 -1.9195 1.9195 
8FC 0.3024 0.2961 0.9774 1.5758 -1.5758 1.5758 

 
 
Large STTU Components and Full REi(j) and RBi(j) Estimates 
 

The RBi(j) estimates are distinguished by their large STTU components, noting that their small 

STU components are in all cases identical for all i and j, as given by [10.84a] and [10.84b] 

above.  These estimates are most conveniently explained in reverse order, as follows: 
 

• The large STTU component [4REi,5,4] of the REi(4) estimate given by [10.65] is the estimate 
obtained when the LR technique is applied to the five STTUs that result from the 
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amalgamations which form NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT.  As explained further in 
Appendix 10J, REi,5,4 is given by the following result, where Ai,5 is the A coefficient of the 
linear regression equation obtained for these five STTUs: 

 
REi,5,4 = –Ai,5   ...[10.85a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b] for private and public sector CATs respectively: 

 
RBi,5,4 = –Ai,5 for private sector CATs ...[10.85b] 

and 
RBi,5,4 = Ai,5 for public sector CATs ...[10.85c] 

 
• The REi,5,4 term in [REi5,4 + 3REi,4,3] from the REi(3) expression [10.64] is provided by 

[10.85a] above, and the REi,4,3 term is the estimate obtained when the LR technique is 
applied to the four STTUs that result after the fourth amalgamation step Ami,5,4 in each of 
the five amalgamation sequences.  The REi,4,3 estimate is again the negative of the A 
coefficient of the linear regression equation obtained for the four remaining STTUs (as 
explained in Appendix 10J): 

 
REi,4,3 = –Ai,4   ...[10.86a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b]: 

 
RBi,4,3 = –Ai,4 for private sector CATs ...[10.86b] 

and 
RBi,4,3 = Ai,4 for public sector CATs ...[10.86c] 

 
• The REi,5,4 and REi,4,3 terms in [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + 2REi,3,2] in [10.63], for REi(2), are provided 

by [10.85a] and [10.86a] above.  The REi,3,2 term is again the negative of the A coefficient of 
the linear regression equation obtained when the LR technique is applied to the three STTUs 
that result after the fifth amalgamation step Ami,4,3 in each of the five amalgamation 
sequences (as explained in Appendix 10J): 

 
REi,3,2 = –Ai,3   ...[10.87a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b]: 

 
RBi,3,2 = –Ai,3 for private sector CATs ...[10.87b] 

and 
RBi,3,2 = Ai,3 for public sector CATs ...[10.87c] 

 
• The REi,5,4, REi,4,3 and REi,3,2 terms in the STTU component [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + REi,3,2 + 

REi,2,1] in [10.62], for REi(1), are provided by [10.85a], [10.86a] and [10.87a] above.  The 
REi,3,2 term is again the negative of the A coefficient of the linear regression equation 
obtained when the LR technique is applied to the two STTUs that result after the sixth 
amalgamation step Ami,3,2 in each of the five amalgamation sequences (again as explained in 
Appendix 10J): 

 
REi,2,1 = –Ai,2   ...[10.88a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b]: 

 
RBi,2,1 = –Ai,2 for private sector CATs ...[10.88b] 

and 
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RBi,2,1 = Ai,2 for public sector CATs ...[10.88c] 

 
Results [10.83] and [10.85a] through [10.88a] enable [10.62] through [10.65] to be expressed as: 
 

REi(1) = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + Ai,3 + Ai,2)  ...[10.89] 
 
REi(2) =–(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + 2Ai,3)   ...[10.90] 
 
REi(3) = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + 3Ai,4)   ...[10.91] 

and 
REi(4) = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (4Ai,5)    ...[10.92] 

 
The RB estimates corresponding to the RE estimates in [10.89] through [10.92] are as follows 

for private sector expenditure CATs, noting that RBCATPRI = RECATPRI from [10.4a]: 
 

RBi(1),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + Ai,3 + Ai,2)  ...[10.93] 
 
RBi(2),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + 2Ai,3)   ...[10.94] 
 
RBi(3),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + 3Ai,4)    ...[10.95] 

and 
RBi(4),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (4Ai,5)    ...[10.96] 

 
For public sector CATs, RBCATPUB = –RECATPUB from [10.4b], and [10.89] through [10.92] 

provide that: 
 

RBi(1),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + Ai,3 + Ai,2)  ...[10.97] 
 
RBi(2),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + 2Ai,3)   ...[10.98] 
 
RBi(3),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (Ai,5 + 3Ai,4)    ...[10.99] 

and 
RBi(4),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (4Ai,5)    ...[10.100] 

 
Formula [10.97] is essentially identical to formula [11] employed previously (Drummond 2002: 

49, see Appendix 1C). 

 
Tables 10-10 and 10-11 provide partial sample calculations for the PA technique RB estimates 

for the principal CATs of GPP and TPS, based on amalgamation sequence 1.  Several similar 

tables and a fully detailed PA technique sample calculation are provided in Appendix 10B.  

Appendix 10J describes how the PA technique improves on the EA technique established in 

2002 and provides further detailed descriptions of the mathematical formulas used to determine 

PA technique RE and RB estimates. 
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Table 10-10:  The Four PA Technique RB Estimates for GPP Based on Amalgamation Sequence 1  

Nb Na Am1,Nb,Na Amalgamation Equation 
Unit Set Before 
Amalgamation 

{Sb,1,Nb} 

Unit Set After 
Amalgamation 

{Sa,1,Na} 

Relative Benefit 
for Individual 
Amalgamation 

Step 
= RB(Am1,Nb,Na) 

= RB1,Nb,Na 

Cumulative 
Relative Benefit 
= RB(Am1,8,Na) 

= RB1,8,Na 

8 7 Am1,8,7 NSW + ACT  NSW-ACT NSW VIC QLD WA 
SA TAS ACT NT 

NSW-ACT VIC QLD WA SA
TAS NT RB1,8,7 = $6.3172 b RB1,8,7 = $6.3172 b 

7 6 Am1,7,6 VIC + TAS  VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT RB1,7,6 = $6.0624 b RB1,8,6 = $12.380 b 

= RB1,8,7 + RB1,7,6 

6 5 Am1,6,5 SA + NT  SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT RB1,6,5 = $1.2498 b RB1,8,5 = $13.629 b 

= RB1,8,6 + RB1,6,5 

5 4 Am1,5,4 WA + SA-NT  WA-SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,5,4 = $9.4466 b RB1,8,4 = $23.076 b 

= RB1,8,5 + RB1,5,4 

4 3 Am1,4,3 NSW-ACT + VIC-TAS  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,4,3 = $19.8125 b RB1,8,3 = $42.889 b 

= RB1,8,4 + RB1,4,3 

3 2 Am1,3,2 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS + QLD  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,3,2 = $21.5443 b RB1,8,2 = $64.433 b 

= RB1,8,3 + RB1,3,2 

2 1 Am1,2,1 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD + WA-SA-NT  AWSS NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT AWSS RB1,2,1 = $0.9558 b RB1,8,1 = $65.389 b 

= RB1,8,2 + RB1,2,1 

  Four Relative Benefit Estimates 

RB Estimate RB1(j)     Formula and Estimate    

RB1(1)     RB1(1) = RB1,8,1 = $65.39 b    

RB1(2)     RB1(2) = RB1,8,3 + 2RB1,3,2 = $42.889 b + (2 × $21.5443) = $85.98 b    

RB1(3)     RB1(3) = RB1,8,4 + 3RB1,4,3 = $23.076 b + (3 × $19.8125) = $82.51 b    

RB1(4)     RB1(4) = RB1,8,5 + 4RB1,5,4 = $13.629 b + (4 × $9.4466) = $51.42 b    

Note:  Table 10-10 is Table 10B-1 in Appendix 10B 
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Table 10-11:  The Four PA Technique RB Estimates for TPS Based on Amalgamation Sequence 1  

Nb Na Am1,Nb,Na Amalgamation Equation 
Unit Set Before 
Amalgamation 

{Sb,1,Nb} 

Unit Set After 
Amalgamation 

{Sa,1,Na} 

Relative Benefit 
for Individual 
Amalgamation 

Step 
= RB(Am1,Nb,Na) 

= RB1,Nb,Na 

Cumulative 
Relative Benefit 
= RB(Am1,8,Na) 

= RB1,8,Na 

8 7 Am1,8,7 NSW + ACT  NSW-ACT NSW VIC QLD WA 
SA TAS ACT NT 

NSW-ACT VIC QLD WA SA
TAS NT RB1,8,7 = $0.3020 b RB1,8,7 = $0.3020 b 

7 6 Am1,7,6 VIC + TAS  VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT RB1,7,6 = $1.0570 b RB1,8,6 = $1.359 b 

= RB1,8,7 + RB1,7,6 

6 5 Am1,6,5 SA + NT  SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT RB1,6,5 = $1.6794 b RB1,8,5 = $3.038 b 

= RB1,8,6 + RB1,6,5 

5 4 Am1,5,4 WA + SA-NT  WA-SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,5,4 = $3.6837 b RB1,8,4 = $6.722 b 

= RB1,8,5 + RB1,5,4 

4 3 Am1,4,3 NSW-ACT + VIC-TAS  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,4,3 = $3.8705 b RB1,8,3 = $10.593 b 

= RB1,8,4 + RB1,4,3 

3 2 Am1,3,2 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS + QLD  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,3,2 = $4.9708 b RB1,8,2 = $15.563 b 

= RB1,8,3 + RB1,3,2 

2 1 Am1,2,1 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD + WA-SA-NT  AWSS NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT AWSS RB1,2,1 = $4.0165 b RB1,8,1 = $19.580 b 

= RB1,8,2 + RB1,2,1 

  Four Relative Benefit Estimates 

RB Estimate RB1(j)     Formula and Estimate    

RB1(1)     RB1(1) = RB1,8,1 = $19.58 b    

RB1(2)     RB1(2) = RB1,8,3 + 2RB1,3,2 = $10.593 b + (2 × $4.9708) = $20.53 b    

RB1(3)     RB1(3) = RB1,8,4 + 3RB1,4,3 = $6.722 b + (3 × $3.8705) = $18.33 b    

RB1(4)     RB1(4) = RB1,8,5 + 4RB1,5,4 = $3.038 b + (4 × $3.6837) = $17.77 b    

Note:  Table 10-11 is Table 10B-6 in Appendix 10B 
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Rationales Supporting the PA Technique 
 
A number of rationales underlying the PA technique have already been described earlier in this 

section, and several further rationales will now be briefly described. 

 
For the 8ST regression set, the LR technique fixed or overhead expenditure (FOE) coefficients 

ALR represent a simple average of the FOE levels of all eight STUs considered, whereas it can 

be soundly argued that the five mainland States and the larger and more populous STUs 

generally clearly provide much more significant insights into the DNC model than can be 

provided by the three least populous STUs in TAS, ACT and NT, and should hence be assigned 

a heavier weighting in the RB estimation process and all underlying numerical techniques.  The 

11 regression sets themselves, through their general bias towards the larger and more populous 

STUs, ensure that the larger STUs have greater influence on DNC model RB estimates than the 

smaller STUs.  The PA technique similarly assigns heavier weighting to the more populous 

STUs, whilst at the same time seeking to obtain realistic estimates for the relative benefits 

possible if TAS, ACT and NT amalgamated with VIC, NSW and SA respectively. 

 
The role of the five mainland States in the PA technique is akin to the benchmarking task played 

since 1936 by the standard States in Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies, 

though these standard States at different times have comprised (1) just NSW and VIC, (2) just 

VIC and QLD, (3) NSW, VIC and QLD, (4) NSW, VIC, QLD and SA, and (5) all six States 

(CGC 1995: xiii, 83-106, 143-145; 1999: 469).  In terms of scale, the five mainland States are 

large enough to resemble and provide realistic insights into an Australia-wide single State, 

whereas TAS, ACT and NT are probably simply too small to provide any such meaningful 

insights. 

 
Whilst the practice of extrapolation is relied upon in numerous fields such as ballistics and all 

estimations of future outcomes, it is acknowledged that the extrapolations used in the regression 

techniques give rise to doubts, though, as noted above, the non-linear regression techniques can 

be used to provide at least some indication as to whether linear regression RB estimates are 

more likely to be over-estimates or under-estimates.  Whereas the regression technique RB 

estimates are based on extrapolations of regression lines and curves from the NSW population 

level out to the Australia-wide population, the PA technique reduces the need for extrapolation 

by forming amalgamated units which, with each successive amalgamation step, become 

increasingly populous.  By the final amalgamation step, the more populous of the two remaining 

STTUs will have a population at least half that of Australia as a whole. 
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Several Commonwealth Grants Commission papers have acknowledged that the different STUs 

probably have differing FOE levels.  A South Australian submission, in response to the 

Commission's 2001 discussion paper on administrative scale, "assumes that the policy and core 

administrative responsibilities are not the same for all States, but depend on the size of the 

population", and hence "theorises that fixed costs are not the same for all jurisdictions but are 

lumpy or incremental" and "could, arguably, be different for each State" (CGC 2002: 10): 

Thus a very small jurisdiction would forego curriculum development and piggyback on the work 
done by other jurisdictions; their legislatures would have fewer representatives.  In South 
Australia's view, the 1999 Review assumption of the same level of fixed costs for the less 
populous States is incorrect ... 

 

The Commission acknowledges the South Australian position as above and accepts that "the less 

populous States tend to have smaller legislatures than the larger States", but considers the South 

Australian view "problematic, both theoretically and practically", defends the notion of a 

minimum sized legislature, and states that "it is difficult to know where to draw the line below 

which States are not entitled to the same minimum level of central office and State-wide 

services as other States" (CGC 2002: 10).  The PA technique has been largely inspired by 

concerns similar to those arising in these South Australian and CGC assessments.  The South 

Australian position is supported by empirical and theoretical research which shows evidence of 

significant scale thresholds in public service provision and commercial activity generally, noting, 

for example, the opportunities that arise for quantity discounts with large purchases (Horngren 

1996: 370; 2000: 342-344).  Further support for this South Australian position comes from New 

South Wales input to the Commission which claimed that minimum variable costs can be 

incurred once certain scale thresholds, or critical masses, are exceeded which make a particular 

service viable (CGC 2003: 8): 

New South Wales also suggested that the Commission was confusing the concept of fixed cost, 
on which the administrative scale factor is based, with the concept of minimum variable cost. It 
said that fixed costs were unavoidable costs that must be incurred, regardless of the volume of 
services provided (determined by the size of the population being serviced). On the other hand, 
minimum variable costs occurred in respect of services that did not have a fixed cost component. 
They occurred because of the need to have a critical mass before the service became viable. New 
South Wales urged the Commission to bear in mind the distinction between fixed cost and 
minimum variable cost when the results of the current data collection were examined. It 
considered that no administrative scale disabilities should be assessed for most States in respect 
of functions which have a minimum, as opposed to a fixed, cost component. 

 

Further evidence that STUs have differing FOE levels, as noted previously (Drummond 2002: 

51), arose in a study by Renfrow et al. (1998: 337) which found that the numbers of Senior 

Executive Service (SES) Managers in State, Territory and Commonwealth public services in 

1995 were as shown in Table 10-12 below. 
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Table 10-12:  Senior Executive Service Numbers in 1995 

Political Unit Number of SES Managers 
NSW 1217 
VIC 641 
QLD 510 
WA 368 
SA 202 

TAS 97 
ACT 127 
NT 163 

State-Territory Sub-total 3325 
Commonwealth 1727 

Australia-wide Total 5052 
 

Regression techniques which treat STU FOE levels as regression variables could also be used to 

further assess the variability of FOE levels across the STUs.  Appendix 10E demonstrates how 

FOE levels can vary across STUs and may generally be larger for more populous STUs if the 

expenditure patterns of regional sub-divisions within STUs follow certain assumptions. 

 

Historical Support for STU Amalgamations 
 
Definitive historical support for the progressive amalgamation concept is provided in the plan 

set out by NSW Premier Sir George Dibbs', in his 12 June 1894 letter to Victorian Premier Sir 

James Patterson, for the "Unification of New South Wales and Victoria as a preliminary to 

complete Australian Union", as described in Chapter 3 and Appendices 3A and 3B.  Dibbs 

suggests in this letter that "it would be easier first to completely unify the interests of the two 

great colonies of Victoria and New South Wales, and then to attract neighbouring colonies 

within the sphere of our extended influence", though he adds that "if our neighbours should elect 

to unite with us forthwith, I quite admit they should be welcomed cordially".  Quick and Garran 

(1901: 156) observed further that: 

Sir George Dibbs, of course, was not the first apostle of unification – an idea which really meant 
little more than undoing the work of separation and re-establishing the earlier complete unity.  
Sir John Robertson – a typical New South Wales anti-federalist – had always expressed his 
willingness to welcome Victoria back as a "repentant child;" and there is reason to believe that 
even Sir Henry Parkes, at the very outset of his career, had some leaning to a complete 
amalgamation. 

 

As described more fully in Appendix 3A, transcripts of the Federation debates show that 

William Lyne (NSW), Bernhard Wise (NSW), George Reid (NSW), Sir John Downer (SA) and 

Sir Richard Baker (SA) all expressed support for Unification, or "amalgamation" in Downer's 

words (as quoted at the beginning of this section), a fact which has seldom been recognised, 

despite recent efforts to clarify such truths (see for example Crisp 1980; Botsman 2000).  Serle 
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(1969: 46) observes further that Melbourne Age newspaper proprietor David Syme in 1886 

"recommended amalgamation of Victoria and South Australia as the latter's answer to its current 

depression".  Constitutional historian A.C.V. Melbourne (1963: 336) refers to an even earlier 

plan in the 1840s to amalgamate the Port Phillip District and the colony of South Australia: 

Lord Stanley had evidently objected to the multiplication of separate governments in Australia, 
for Mercer also suggested that, if it should be inexpedient to create a government in the Port 
Phillip District, union with the free province of South Australia would be preferable to union 
with a convict colony like New South Wales. 

 

The amalgamation of NSW and VIC has been proposed in recent years as an alternative to the 

plan to create a single local government for Albury-Wodonga (see, for example, Greenhow 2001) 

that was jointly announced by the NSW and VIC governments in 2001, but since abandoned. 

 
Commenting on the proposal to make NT a State, the Adelaide Advertiser Editorial on 21 

August 1998 stated that: 

Instead of becoming a fully-fledged State of fewer than 200,000 people, it would make much 
better sense for the NT to rejoin SA. After all, we are supposed to be working on a common 
railway and other links, and we have got this far without having to turn Shane Stone, the NT 
Chief Minister, into a premier. In the same way, it would make sense for Tasmania (population 
473,000) to become part of Victoria, and the ACT (population 309,000) part of NSW, by which 
it is surrounded. 

 

Proposals to reabsorb most or all of the land territory and governmental functions of the ACT 

back into NSW regularly appear in the Canberra Times newspaper (see, for example, Lawson 

2003: 9; Stone 2003: 16; Connor 2005: B6; Kershaw 2005a: 14; 2005b: 12; 2006a: 22; 2006b: 

29; Hingee 2006a: 10; 2006b: 29; 2006c: 18).  Hingee (2006a: 10) supports a Fewer States type 

model through STU amalgamation, as follows: 

I would prefer that if there were to be any states at all, then they be reduced to four with the ACT 
joining NSW, the Northern Territory joining Queensland, Tasmania joining Victoria and South 
Australia joining Western Australia. We would then achieve critical mass in economic terms and 
get rid of some state governors and expensive, duplicated machinery of government. 

 

Victorian and Tasmanian newspapers have similarly reported support for plans to amalgamate 

Tasmania and Victoria (see, for example, Sunday Herald Sun 1998: 3; Crosby 2000: 14; Barns 

2006: 21; see also Felmingham 2006: 19). 

 
 
The Use of DNC Model Estimates for NCL and FTC Models  
 
The regression techniques described above are designed to estimate the relative benefits 

RBDNC,CAT of the DNC model that would arise if Australia's eight States and Territories 
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horizontally integrated into an Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS), as illustrated in Figure     

10-11 below (and Figure 9-1 in Chapter 9).  These RBDNC,CAT estimates are employed as 

RBNCL,CAT estimates in Chapter 12 for Unification (NCL) models, and as RBFTC,CAT estimates in 

Chapter 13 for Functional Transfer (FTC) models, but will less than perfectly estimate 

RBNCL,CAT and RBFTC,CAT because DNC estimates are not designed to take into account the 

additional benefits possible (1) if costs associated with State and Territory borders – as 

described in Chapter 3 – could be reduced or eliminated through Unification or functional 

transfers, and (2) through vertical integration.  Border costs were considered in Chapter 3 (and 

Appendices 3H, 3I and 3J), but are not systematically taken into account by any models defined 

and analysed in this thesis.  Vertical integration benefits were also considered in Chapter 3 (and 

Appendix 3K), but the relative benefits achievable through vertical integration from the DNC 

model to the NCL model are not estimable using regression analyses as is possible for the 

horizontal integration process leading to the DNC model, and do not appear to be estimable 

using any simple technique.  Relative benefit estimates RBDNC,CAT obtained for DNC models are 

therefore used herein for NCL and FTC models pending further research into the benefits 

possible through vertical integration and the border costs which could be overcome through 

Unification or functional transfers. 

 
This section describes the relationship between DNC, NCL and FTC estimates and explains why 

the RBDNC,CAT estimates used for NCL and FTC models are likely to under-estimate the true 

values of RBNCL,CAT and RBFTC,CAT but generally provide reasonably accurate estimates. 

 
Figure 10-11 below describes the relationship between Australia's current (CU) government 

structure and the two Unification models (DNC and NCL) considered herein, and shows that the 

relative benefit RBNCL,CAT for complete Unification to the NCL model can be constructed as the 

sum of (1) the DNC model horizontal integration relative benefit RBDNC,CAT and (2) the 

additional relative benefit of the vertical integration process transforming from the DNC model 

to the NCL model.16  This relationship can also be described by the following rearrangement of 

formula [10.15]: 
 

        Y,EST,LEV,CAT],NCLDNC[ TY,EST,LEV,CAT,DNCY,EST,LEV,CAT,NCL M
RBRBRB →+=  ...[10.101a] 

 

or, in simplified notation, omitting most subscripts: 
 

 RBNCL,CAT = RBDNC,CAT + RBDNC→NCL,CAT  ...[10.101b] 
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Figure 10-11:  Australia's Current (CU) Model and Unification (DNC and NCL) Models 
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Figure 10-12 below provides a graphical illustration of [10.101b], where the RBDNC→NCL,CAT 

component could in some cases be a negative quantity. 

 
Figure 10-12:  Relationship between RBDNC,CAT and RBNCL,CAT 

              + RBDNC→NCL,CAT

                      
RBNCL,CAT = RBDNC,CAT         

                      
 

For the 15 expenditure categories (CAT) in the CATGOV subset as defined in Chapter 7, these 

being the single functions and multi-function combinations within GOV (EDU, HEA, 2FC, 3FC, 

and so on), Figures 10-11 and 10-12, and formulas [10.101a] and [10.101b] apply for FTC 

models as well as NCL models, as in Figure 10-13 and formula [10.102] below. 

 
Figure 10-13:  Relationship between RBFTC, RBNCL and RBDNC 
for CATs in CATGOV 

              + RBDNC→NCL,CAT

             
= RBDNC,CAT        RBFTC,CAT 

= RBNCL,CAT  
             

 

 RBFTC,CAT = RBNCL,CAT = RBDNC,CAT + RBDNC→NCL,CAT  ...[10.102] 

for CATs in CATGOV 

 
The RBFTC,CAT estimates in Chapter 13 are identical to the corresponding RBNCL,CAT estimates in 

Chapter 12 as a result of the equality of RBFTC,CAT and RBNCL,CAT illustrated in Figure 10-13 and 

[10.102].  This equality reflects the government structure model classification system developed 

in Chapter 9, and can be explained using the example of the education function and expenditure 

category for which CAT = EDU.  The RBFTC,EDU estimate represents the relative benefit possible 

if EDU alone was transferred from State-Territory governments to the Commonwealth 

government to achieve a fully national education system, but this RBFTC,EDU amount should 

more or less exactly equate to RBNCL,EDU – the EDU component of the total relative benefit 

achieved if complete Unification took place to achieve an NCL model.  For both NCL and FTC 

models, the final RBFTC,EDU or RBNCL,EDU estimate can be constructed as the sum of the DNC 

estimate RBDNC,EDU and the vertical integration estimate RBDNC→NCL,EDU, as illustrated in 

Figures 10-11 through 10-13 above. 
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The DNC model hosts two Australia-wide governments – the Commonwealth and the Australia-

wide single STTU (AWSS) – and a private sector and overall economy subject to the laws and 

regulations of these two Australia-wide governments, so RBDNC→NCL,CAT could potentially be 

significant for private sector and public sector expenditure categories alike. 

 
For private sector expenditure categories, for which LEV = ALL applies, the NCL model 

estimate RBNCL,CATPRI represents the private sector relative benefit possible if the Australian 

private sector was regulated by a single national government, and local governments in their 

current form and number, but with no State-Territory type governments.  The DNC model 

estimate RBDNC,CATPRI similarly represents the private sector relative benefit possible if the 

Australian private sector was regulated by two Australia-wide governments in addition to local 

governments: the Commonwealth government and the Australia-wide single STTU of the DNC 

model.  Private sector businesses and individuals would be subject to duplicated regulatory 

burdens under the DNC model, and this could significantly impede the Australian economy as 

described in Chapter 5.  It is likely, therefore, that the DNC model RBDNC,CATPRI estimates 

obtained using the regression techniques described in this chapter will generally under-estimate 

the true values of RBNCL,CATPRI for Unification models. 

 
For public sector expenditure categories, the NCL model estimates RBNCL,CATPUB represent the 

public sector relative benefits possible in each public sector CAT if Unification took place to 

achieve national systems across all government functions, and the FTC model estimates 

RBFTC(F),CATPUB represent the benefits possible if one of more functional transfers, defined by the 

transfer set F, took place to achieve national systems under Commonwealth control.  The DNC 

model estimates RBDNC,CATPUB similarly represent the public sector relative benefits possible if 

Australia's current eight States and Territories horizontally integrated into the Australia-wide 

single STTU of the DNC model.  The DNC model hosts parallel Commonwealth and STL level 

systems of general government, education, health and so on, and two separate Commonwealth 

and STL fixed or overhead expenditure (FOE) components for each functional area.  The NCL 

models have single national systems and FOE components across all functional areas, and 

Functional Transfer (FTC) models also have single national systems and FOE components in 

each of the functional areas defined by their respective functional transfer sets F.  The vertical 

integrations of Commonwealth and STL level functions which give rise to NCL and FTC 

models therefore have the potential to achieve financial benefits above and beyond the benefits 

possible through horizontal integration to the DNC model alone, as described in Figures 10-11 
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through 10-13 above (and earlier in Chapter 3).  If FOEs for single national systems in NCL and 

FTC models exceeded the corresponding FOEs of the Commonwealth alone, and of individual 

State-Territory governments alone, but were well approximated by the sum of the 

Commonwealth FOE and the FOE of a single STU, as seems intuitively reasonable, then 

RBNCL,CAT and RBFTC,CAT would represent the gain achieved by reducing from eight STTUs to 

the single AWSS, and would approximately equal the sum of the FOEs of seven of the eight 

STUs.  But this multiple of seven STU FOEs aligns more or less exactly with the linear 

regression technique DNC model result [10.33] as above (if seven lots of the linear regression 

coefficient ALR accurately estimates this sum of seven STU FOEs), so the use of RBDNC,CAT 

estimates for NCL and FTC models would on this basis seem to be very sound.17 

 
 
Partial Total and Full Total Relative Benefit Estimates 
 
Six full total relative benefit estimates, or full totals for short, denoted by FTOTi for i = 1 

through 6, are defined here as aggregate estimates of the total relative benefit Australia-wide and 

economy-wide, across both public and private sectors, as follows: 
 

 RBAUS,MOD,FTOTi,EST,Y = RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL,EST,Y  

     + RBAUS,MOD, CATPUB-MAJ-i,ALL,EST,Y ...[10.103a] 

 
or, omitting common subscripts AUS, MOD, EST and Y: 
 

 RBFTOTi = RBCATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,ALL   ...[10.103b] 

 
Six partial total relative benefit estimates, or partial totals for short, denoted by TOTi for i = 1 

through 6, are similarly defined by the expression: 
 

 RBAUS,MOD,TOTi,EST,Y = RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL,EST,Y 

     + RBAUS,MOD, CATPUB-MAJ-i,STL,EST,Y ...[10.104a] 

or, omitting subscripts: 
 

 RBTOTi = RBCATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,STL   ...[10.104b] 

 
The six full totals and six partial totals are based on the six combinations of the two most 

inclusive public sector expenditure categories (TPS and GOV) and the three most inclusive 

private sector expenditure categories (GPP, PFD and HFC), as in Table 10-13 below: 
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Table 10-13:  Public and Private Sector Components of Full and Partial Totals 

i FTOTi TOTi 
Private Sector Component 

CATPRI-MAJ-i 
Public Sector Component 

CATPUB-MAJ-i 
1 FTOT1 TOT1 GPP TPS 
2 FTOT2 TOT2 PFD TPS 
3 FTOT3 TOT3 HFC TPS 
4 FTOT4 TOT4 GPP GOV 
5 FTOT5 TOT5 PFD GOV 
6 FTOT6 TOT6 HFC GOV 

 

For the full total expressions [10.103a] and [10.103b], LEV is ALL for the private and public 

sector components alike because a consideration of all levels of government is necessary to 

achieve a complete total measure.  Also, as mentioned in Chapter 6 when government levels 

were first classified for use herein, ALL is the only level applicable to the private sector 

expenditure categories (CAT = CATPRI), but for public sector categories (CAT = CATPUB) the 

full total relative benefit, corresponding to LEV = ALL, is given as the sum of the LEV = CEN 

and LEV = STL components.  For the partial total expressions [10.104a] and [10.104b], LEV is 

ALL for the private sector component only, and STL for the public sector component.  Figure 

10-14 and expressions [10.105] through [10.108] below further illustrate the relationship 

between full totals and partial totals, and their components, using the example of FTOT1 and 

TOT1 based on the principal expenditure categories GPP and TPS. 
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Figure 10-14:  Relationship between the Full Total RBFTOT1 and the Partial Total RBTOT1 

 
   RBFTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,ALL ...[10.105] 

                    

  Full total = RBFTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,ALL 
                    
                    

 

   RBTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,STL ...[10.106] 

                    

                    
  Partial Total = RBTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,STL 
                    

 

   RBFTOT1 = RBTOT1 + RBTPS,CEN  ...[10.107] 

              + RBTPS,CEN 

                    
  Full Total = RBFTOT1 = RBTOT1  
                    

 

   RBTPS,ALL = RBTPS,STL + RBTPS,CEN ...[10.108] 

              + RBTPS,CEN   
                    
          RBTPS,ALL = RBTPS,STL       
                    

 
 
The generalised versions of [10.107] and [10.108] are as follows, again omitting common 

subscripts AUS, MOD, EST and Y: 
 

 RBFTOTi = RBTOTi + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN    ...[10.109] 
and 

 RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,ALL = RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,STL + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN ...[10.110] 

 
In [10.109] and [10.110] above, CATPUB-MAJ-i will be TPS for i = 1, 2 and 3, and GOV for i = 4, 

5 and 6, as in Table 10-13. 

 
Result [10.110] assumes that relative benefits for public sector CATs can be neatly and 

separately attributed to the central (CEN) level and State-Territory including local (STL) level 

without gaps or overlaps.  In practice, however, it will be difficult to avoid gaps and overlaps 
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when assigning relative benefits to one or other of the STL and CEN levels for public sector 

CATs, because some extent of relative benefit will in general relate to duplication between the 

CEN and STL levels in the current CU) government structure model – which could hence be 

attributed to either or both of the CEN and STL levels.  To overcome this problem, it will be 

assumed that relative benefits at the STL level relate to benefits that arise purely within the 

"horizontal plane" of the STL level.  All contributions to relative benefits that arise between the 

STL and CEN levels will be attributed to the CEN level. 

 
Full total and partial total RB estimates can be expressed in percentage terms using the 

following formulas, again omitting common subscripts AUS, MOD, EST and Y: 
 

%100
AEAE
RBRB

%100
AE
RB

%RB
ALL,CATALL,CAT

ALL,CATALL,CAT

FTOT

FTOT
FTOT

i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i

i
i

×
+

+
=×=  

           ...[10.111] 
and 

%100
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%100
AE
RB

%RB
STL,CATALL,CAT

STL,CATALL,CAT

TOT

TOT
TOT

i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i

i
i

×
+

+
=×=  

           ...[10.112] 

 
Full totals and partial totals can also be expressed in per capita terms, omitting common 

subscripts MOD and EST: 
 

Y,ALL,CAT,AUSY,ALL,CAT,AUS
Y,AUS

Y,FTOT,AUS
Y,FTOT,AUS i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i
i

rbrb
P

RB
rb +==  

           ...[10.113] 
and 

Y,STL,CAT,AUSY,ALL,CAT,AUS
Y,AUS

Y,TOT,AUS
Y,TOT,AUS i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i
i

rbrb
P

RB
rb +==  

           ...[10.114] 

 
This study is motivated by the hope that financial benefits achieved through government 

structure reform could be invested and generally exploited wisely, in ways that are mutually 

beneficial to private and public sectors alike and the Australian economy overall.  Expressions 

[10.103a] through [10.114] above are employed here as first order approximations based on the 

intuitively sound rationale that private and public sector benefit estimates can be added together 

to generate total economy-wide benefit estimates.18  It is fully acknowledged, however, that 

these partial total and full total expressions are bound to provide less than perfectly accurate 

measures of total economy-wide benefits across both public and private sectors, because of: (1) 

multiplier effects associated with interactions between (i) taxation, (ii) public and private sector 
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investment, (iii) public and private sector consumption, and (iv) public and private sector 

expenditure overall; and (2) overlaps and interactions between public and private sectors 

generally which make it impossible to fully differentiate between public and private sector 

activities and expenditures (see, for example, Wiltshire 1991: 17; Taylor and Moosa 2002: 296-

297; McTaggart et al. 2003: 531-547).  Further research could examine how formulas [10.103a] 

through [10.114] could be improved to better address multiplier effects and associated 

interactions between public and private sectors. 

 
Chapters 11 to 13 present partial total RB estimates obtained using the various per capita 

benchmarking and regression techniques described earlier in this chapter, but do not present full 

total estimates.  Full totals have been defined for completeness, but this thesis makes no further 

attempt to systematically estimate the RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN components in [10.109] and [10.110] 

which represents the difference (1) between full total and partial total RB estimates, and (2) 

between ALL level public sector RB estimates and STL level public sector RB estimates, as 

shown in Figure 10-14 for the case of TOT1 and FTOT1.  Partial total RB estimates can, 

however, be interpreted as approximations of the corresponding full total RB estimates.  Such 

approximations should be perfectly accurate if RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN is zero, but will become 

increasingly inaccurate as the magnitude of RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN increases.  If RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN 

is a positive quantity, as illustrated in Figure 10-14 for TOT1 and FTOT1, then the partial total 

will under-estimate the corresponding full total and hence err on the low (or negative) side.  If 

RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN is negative, the partial total will over-estimate the full total and err on the 

high (positive) side. 

 
For Unification (DNC and NCL) models, for example, the RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN component can be 

interpreted, more or less equivalently, as: (1) the general government (GOV) or total public 

sector (TPS) RB estimate for the process of vertical integration between CEN (Commonwealth) 

and STL (State-Territory including local) level public sectors; (2) the overall (public and private 

sector combined) RB estimate for the process of vertical integration between CEN and STL 

level public sectors (noting that public sector vertical integrations could have private sector 

financial implications); (3) the GOV, TPS or overall RB estimate for the transformation between 

the DNC model and the NCL model; and (4) a net measure of the costs of vertical duplication 

and vertical coordination between the CEN and STL level public sectors which are present in 

the DNC model but which could be avoided in the NCL model.  This RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN 

component is therefore likely to be a positive quantity for Unification models, as illustrated in 
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Figure 10-14, and possibly significantly positive.  Partial totals are hence likely to under-

estimate the corresponding full total relative benefits for Unification models.  New States 

Current Local (NSC) models, however, host additional STTUs that could be expected to add to 

the extent and cost of vertical duplication and coordination between the CEN and STL levels, so 

RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN is likely to be a negative quantity for NSC models, though probably only 

modestly negative.  Partial totals are hence likely to closely approximate but very slightly over-

estimate the corresponding full total relative benefits for New States models.19 

 
Chapter 3 examined various claims and estimates which provided insights into the costs of 

vertical duplication and coordination under Australia's current government structure, and the 

benefits possible through vertical integration in the process of Unification (see also Appendix 

3K), but these estimates are not considered complete or accurate enough to employ as estimates 

of the RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN components needed to establish full total RB estimates for Unification 

models and other models assessed in this study.  Improved RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN estimates could 

undoubtedly be established, however, through close examinations of Commonwealth, State and 

Territory government budgets and the use of analytical techniques that could quantify any 

economies or diseconomies of scope generated through vertical integration or disintegration 

between CEN and STL levels of government. 

 
Chapters 11 to 13 now present the RB estimates established using the estimation techniques 

described in this chapter. 
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Chapter 11 

Estimates for New States, Fewer States and Regional 
Government Models Not Involving Functional Transfers 

 

 

Chapter 11 presents the relative benefit estimates obtained for New States, Fewer States and 

Regional Government models in which there are no functional transfers between State-Territory 

and Commonwealth levels: the New States Current Local (NSC), Fewer States Current Local 

(FSC), and Regional States (RS) models.  These estimates have been obtained using the STU-

based per capita benchmarking (PCB) technique described in Chapter 10. 

 
Chapter 11 has six sections, the first three of which present relative benefit estimates under 

separate headings for FSC models based on NSW, VIC and QLD; NSC models based on WA, 

SA, TAS and NT; and RS models based on the ACT.  The fourth section compares RB 

estimates across the eight STUs.  The fifth assesses RB estimates presented in this chapter in 

terms of their limitations and room for improvement, and insights they provide into the relative 

benefits of Unification models (DNC and NCL models) as described in Chapter 12 and Fewer 

States, New States and Regional Government models involving functional transfers (SFC, SNC 

and SRS models) as described in Chapter 13.  The sixth describes general patterns and main 

findings to conclude the chapter. 

 
Each set of STU-based estimates in the first three sections below includes graphical 

presentations of four year average RB estimates for all 23 expenditure categories and for all six 

partial totals, three tables, and comments summarising prominent results and patterns.  Two of 

the three tables for each set of STU-based estimates show individual year and four year average 

(4YA) RB estimates in billions of dollars per annum ($bpa), percentages, and dollars per person 

per annum ($pppa).  The cells in tables containing negative estimates are shaded light grey to 

help facilitate comparisons and identify patterns generally.  These tables also provide 4YA 

numbers of units reduced (Nur) and RB estimates per unit reduced (pur) for the FSC estimates, 

and numbers of units added (Nua) and RB estimates per unit added (pua) for the NSC and RS 

estimates.  Per unit estimates are designed to assess the relative financial cost or benefit of a 

reformed government structure in which the number of STUs or STTUs increases or decreases 

by one, as would occur if a single New State was formed, for example, or if the ACT was 

absorbed into NSW to reduce the number of STUs by one.  The lowermost two rows of these 

tables state the numbers of positive and negative annual estimates for each expenditure category.  
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Entries of 4 and 0 in these rows indicate that estimates for all four years are positive and 

negative respectively, and hence indicate that estimates display at least some degree of year-to-

year stability. 

 
The third table in each set of STU-based estimates in the first three sections provides population 

share (ps%U,Y), Australia to unit population ratios (NS = NPR-U,Y), rounded unit population ratios 

(NRPR-U,Y), land area shares (las%U), and relative population densities (pdU,Y).  The unit 

population ratios (NPR-U,Y and NRPR-U,Y) provide estimates of NS – the number of STTUs in the 

given STU-based FSC, NSC or RS model.  The population shares, land area shares and 

population densities – especially the latter – indicate the extent to which FSC, NSC and RS 

models based on each STU can be considered representative of Australia as a whole – at least in 

terms of land area coverage and population density. 

 
Full sets of results corresponding to the relative benefit estimates summarised in this chapter are 

presented in Appendix 11A. 

 
 
Fewer States Current Local Models Based on NSW, VIC and QLD 
 
Relative benefit estimates for FSC models based on NSW, VIC and QLD are presented in 

graphical and tabular formats and further summarised below.  
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The NSW-Based FSC Model (NS ≈ 3) 
 

Figure 11-1:  NSW-based RB Estimates 
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Table 11-1a:  NSW-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 8.24 5.28 7.22 11.70 -0.75 6.21 0.93 24.01 2.50 -0.43 -4.73 0.31 28.13 4.90 -6.94 7.93 
99-00 8.26 6.42 7.79 9.81 2.32 6.93 1.99 25.14 5.21 4.22 -5.57 3.38 4.78 8.55 -3.36 1.79 
00-01 7.43 6.17 8.02 5.43 -0.12 3.37 4.99 -3.02 4.32 2.93 -9.37 -1.52 36.88 6.33 -7.60 -5.43
01-02 6.31 3.55 6.95 4.20 -7.49 6.16 3.42 18.37 5.88 4.97 -9.61 0.47 25.21 8.15 -6.55 13.68
4YA 7.56 5.36 7.49 7.79 -1.51 5.67 2.83 16.13 4.48 2.92 -7.32 0.66 23.75 6.98 -6.11 4.49 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 44.32 28.50 29.79 14.69 -0.96 8.62 1.06 6.11 0.65 -0.10 -0.64 0.03 2.13 0.46 -0.48 0.36 
99-00 44.98 35.02 32.52 12.46 2.97 9.74 2.28 6.47 1.38 1.00 -0.77 0.33 0.37 0.82 -0.23 0.08 
00-01 40.94 34.11 33.88 6.99 -0.15 4.79 5.79 -0.79 1.16 0.70 -1.31 -0.15 2.86 0.61 -0.54 -0.26
01-02 35.23 19.89 29.76 5.47 -9.87 8.88 4.02 4.85 1.60 1.21 -1.36 0.05 1.98 0.80 -0.47 0.65 
4YA 41.37 29.38 31.49 9.90 -2.00 8.01 3.29 4.16 1.20 0.70 -1.02 0.06 1.83 0.67 -0.43 0.21 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 2356 1515 1583 781 -51 458 56 325 35 -5 -34 2 113 25 -25 19 
99-00 2363 1839 1708 655 156 511 120 340 72 53 -40 17 19 43 -12 4 
00-01 2124 1769 1757 362 -8 248 300 -41 60 37 -68 -8 148 32 -28 -13 
01-02 1804 1018 1523 280 -505 455 206 248 82 62 -70 2 101 41 -24 33 
4YA 2161 1535 1643 520 -102 418 171 218 62 36 -53 3 95 35 -22 11 

 PUR Estimates (4YA) 
Nur = 8 – NS 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 

RB%pur 1.50 1.06 1.48 1.54 -0.30 1.12 0.56 3.20 0.89 0.58 -1.45 0.13 4.71 1.38 -1.21 0.89 
RBpur ($bpa) 8.20 5.82 6.24 1.96 -0.40 1.59 0.65 0.82 0.24 0.14 -0.20 0.01 0.36 0.13 -0.09 0.04 
rbpur ($pppa) 428 304 326 103 -20 83 34 43 12 7 -10 0.7 19 7 -4 2 
# Y > 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 3 4 3 0 3 4 4 0 3 
# Y < 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 4 1 
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Table 11-1b:  NSW-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB% 

98-99 -11.85 1.12 0.99 4.45 2.11 4.70 2.60 7.82 5.47 6.97 6.97 4.53 5.87 
99-00 -3.96 4.74 4.52 4.56 2.29 4.78 2.76 7.99 6.52 7.58 7.17 5.65 6.54 
00-01 18.04 3.66 2.81 7.69 3.74 6.75 3.52 6.59 5.60 6.84 7.00 5.97 7.36 
01-02 -3.41 5.45 4.64 6.98 3.32 7.49 4.24 6.28 4.09 6.75 5.80 3.53 6.19 
4YA -0.29 3.74 3.24 5.92 2.87 5.93 3.28 7.17 5.42 7.03 6.74 4.92 6.49 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -1.44 0.55 0.58 2.97 1.84 3.80 2.64 52.94 37.13 38.41 45.38 29.56 30.84 
99-00 -0.49 2.38 2.71 3.08 2.02 3.90 2.83 54.72 44.75 42.26 47.26 37.29 34.80 
00-01 2.24 1.86 1.70 5.26 3.34 5.59 3.65 45.73 38.90 38.67 46.73 39.90 39.67 
01-02 -0.43 2.81 2.85 4.83 3.00 6.28 4.45 44.11 28.77 38.64 39.26 23.91 33.78 
4YA -0.03 1.90 1.96 4.03 2.55 4.89 3.39 49.38 37.39 39.49 44.66 32.67 34.77 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -76 29 31 158 98 202 140 2814 1973 2041 2412 1571 1639 
99-00 -26 125 142 162 106 205 149 2874 2351 2220 2482 1959 1828 
00-01 116 97 88 273 173 290 189 2372 2018 2006 2424 2070 2058 
01-02 -22 144 146 247 154 322 228 2258 1473 1978 2010 1224 1729 
4YA -2 99 102 210 133 255 177 2580 1954 2061 2332 1706 1814 

 PUR Estimates (4YA) 
Nur = 8 – NS 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 

RB%pur -0.06 0.74 0.64 1.17 0.57 1.18 0.65 1.42 1.07 1.39 1.33 0.97 1.29 
RBpur ($bpa) -0.01 0.38 0.39 0.80 0.51 0.97 0.67 9.78 7.41 7.82 8.85 6.47 6.89 
rbpur ($pppa) -0.4 20 20 42 26 50 35 511 387 408 462 338 359 
# Y > 0 (/4) 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
# Y < 0 (/4) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 11-1c:  NSW Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

NSW,Y 33.882 33.875 33.872 33.825 33.864 
NS = NPR-NSW,Y 2.9514 2.9520 2.9523 2.9564 2.9530 
NS ≈ NRPR-NSW,Y 3 3 3 3 3 

las%
NSW 10.403 10.403 10.403 10.403 10.403 

pdNSW,Y 3.2571 3.2564 3.2561 3.2516 3.2553 

 

New South Wales public and private sector expenditure data provide insights into the relative 

benefits of FSC models with three State-Territory type units (STTUs), as could arise if the eight 

current STUs amalgamated into three STTUs.  As Table 11-1c indicates, three STTUs with 

NSW's population and land area would have a total population a little greater than Australia's 

current total population (noting that 3 × 33.864% = 102% for the 4YA figure), a land area 

approximately 31% of Australia's total land area (noting that 3 × 10.403% = 31%), and a 

population density about 3.3 times greater than the Australia-wide level.  New South Wales 

therefore provides a highly suitable basis for estimating the financial benefit of the FSC model, 

taking into account the vast uninhabited sections of the Australian continent. 
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The results above show that NSW-based PCB technique RB estimates are positive in 19 of the 

23 expenditure categories, including all six major CATs and hence both principal CATs, and 

also in all six partial totals.  Negative RB estimates arise in just four expenditure categories: 

BFD (–1.51% = –$2.00 bpa), TAC (–7.32% = –$1.02 bpa), SSW (–6.11% = –$0.43 bpa) and 

BAL (–0.29% = –$0.03 bpa).  This negative TAC estimate may provide at least some basic 

evidence of transport congestion in NSW generally, and perhaps Sydney in particular, as 

described by Ellis and others (see Chapter 2) when arguing in favour of New States as a solution 

to problems of metropolitan population concentrations and congestion.  The negative SSW 

estimate might similarly reflect some level of social congestion, or at least urban congestion.  

Further research would be needed, however, to clarify these possibilities. 

 
The three major private sector CATs – GPP (7.56% = $41 bpa), PFD (5.36% = $29 bpa) and 

HFC (7.49% = $31 bpa) – all show a relative benefit exceeding 5.0%, and the three major public 

sector CATs – TPS (5.67% = $8 bpa), GOV (2.83% = $3 bpa) and PSC (16.7% = $4 bpa) – all 

show a relative benefit of 2.8% or greater.  So if Australia-wide per capita GPP and STL level 

TPS expenditure matched the corresponding NSW levels, then Australia-wide GPP would be 

about $41 bpa (7.56%) greater than current levels, and Australia-wide STL level TPS would be 

some $8 bpa (5.67%) less than current levels.  Among the eight single function expenditure 

categories within general government, the five which show a positive relative benefit are: EDU 

(4.48% = $1.20 bpa), HEA (2.92% = $0.70 bpa), POS (0.66% = $0.06 bpa), GPS (23.75% = 

$1.83 bpa), HCA (6.98% = $0.67 bpa) and RAC (4.49% = $0.21 bpa).  The RB estimate is very 

slightly negative for BAL (–0.29% = –$0.03 bpa), but positive for the other six multi-function 

CATs within general government, ranging from 2.87% ($2.55 bpa) for 6FA to 5.93% 

($4.89 bpa) for 6FB.  Finally, all six partial totals show positive relative benefits, ranging from 

4.92% ($33 bpa) for TOT5 to 7.17% ($49 bpa) for TOT1. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-1a and 11-1b show that most NSW-based estimates 

display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For 15 of the 23 CATs, including both 

principal CATs and all major CATs except for PSC, RB estimates for all four individual years 

are positively valued.  For two of the 23 CATs (TAC and SSW) all four RB estimates are 

negative.  For the remaining six CATs, the four individual year estimates include both positive 

and negative values.  And for all six TOTs, RB estimates are positively valued for all four 

individual years. 
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Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be better off by about 5% to 8% ($30 

bpa to $40 bpa, or $6 bpa to $8 bpa per unit reduced) in the private sector (based on the GPP, 

PFD and HFC estimates), by about 3% to 6% ($4 bpa to $8 bpa, or $0.8 bpa to $1.6 bpa per unit 

reduced) in the public sector (based on the TPS and GOV estimates), and by about 7% ($50 bpa, 

or $10 bpa per unit reduced) overall (based on the TOT1 and other partial total estimates) if 

NSW per capita expenditure levels were achieved Australia-wide, as could eventuate if 

Australia moved to a system of three STTUs and such STTUs matched the per capita 

expenditure levels of NSW on average in both the public and private sectors, with all else 

unchanged.  

 

The VIC-Based FSC Model (NS ≈ 4) 
 

Figure 11-2:  VIC-based RBFSC Estimates 
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Table 11-2a:  VIC-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 6.83 1.85 1.52 24.93 2.87 10.34 11.64 5.96 3.37 3.67 8.81 10.14 28.34 18.13 -40.60 13.97
99-00 6.75 2.12 2.20 21.71 1.87 11.69 9.46 19.89 1.57 -0.45 11.83 3.70 42.43 20.54 -39.13 7.30 
00-01 7.21 3.44 1.81 25.48 8.98 9.07 8.08 12.99 -2.31 -4.09 15.85 10.82 52.17 7.47 -38.82 10.40
01-02 7.80 4.49 2.58 24.94 10.69 10.17 8.09 19.41 -1.46 -3.28 19.22 11.56 46.33 0.31 -29.20 1.78 
4YA 7.15 2.97 2.03 24.27 6.10 10.32 9.32 14.56 0.29 -1.04 13.93 9.05 42.32 11.61 -36.94 8.36 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 36.75 9.97 6.27 31.30 3.65 14.36 13.20 1.52 0.88 0.86 1.20 0.97 2.14 1.71 -2.80 0.64 
99-00 36.75 11.55 9.18 27.58 2.40 16.41 10.85 5.12 0.41 -0.11 1.63 0.36 3.25 1.96 -2.73 0.34 
00-01 39.75 19.00 7.66 32.78 11.67 12.90 9.38 3.39 -0.62 -0.98 2.21 1.06 4.04 0.72 -2.74 0.49 
01-02 43.57 25.15 11.06 32.50 14.09 14.66 9.53 5.13 -0.40 -0.80 2.72 1.14 3.64 0.03 -2.09 0.08 
4YA 39.20 16.42 8.55 31.04 7.95 14.58 10.74 3.79 0.07 -0.26 1.94 0.88 3.27 1.11 -2.59 0.39 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 1953 530 333 1663 194 763 702 81 47 46 64 51 114 91 -149 34 
99-00 1931 607 482 1449 126 862 570 269 22 -6 86 19 171 103 -143 18 
00-01 2062 985 397 1700 606 669 487 176 -32 -51 115 55 210 37 -142 25 
01-02 2230 1288 566 1664 721 750 488 263 -20 -41 139 59 186 2 -107 4 
4YA 2044 852 445 1619 412 761 561 197 4 -13 101 46 170 58 -135 20 

 PUR Estimates (4YA) 
Nur = 8 – NS 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 

RB%pur 1.80 0.75 0.51 6.12 1.54 2.60 2.35 3.68 0.07 -0.26 3.51 2.28 10.68 2.93 -9.32 2.11 
RBpur ($bpa) 9.89 4.14 2.16 7.83 2.01 3.68 2.71 0.96 0.02 -0.06 0.49 0.22 0.82 0.28 -0.65 0.10 
rbpur ($pppa) 516 215 112 409 104 192 142 50 1.0 -3 25 12 43 15 -34 5 
# Y > 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 4 0 4 
# Y < 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 4 0 

 

Table 11-2b:  VIC-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB% 

98-99 56.98 3.51 4.58 7.61 4.17 9.01 5.71 7.55 3.59 3.74 7.67 3.55 3.70 
99-00 39.05 0.62 1.12 6.69 4.15 8.10 5.60 7.76 4.08 4.59 7.22 3.39 3.77 
00-01 32.05 -3.15 -0.85 6.75 4.90 7.05 5.39 7.59 4.59 3.64 7.36 4.24 3.16 
01-02 41.21 -2.32 -0.08 5.19 4.66 4.42 4.13 8.29 5.65 4.49 7.85 5.12 3.77 
4YA 42.32 -0.33 1.19 6.56 4.47 7.14 5.20 7.80 4.48 4.12 7.53 4.08 3.60 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 6.91 1.74 2.71 5.08 3.64 7.27 5.78 51.10 24.33 20.63 49.95 23.17 19.47 
99-00 4.79 0.31 0.67 4.51 3.66 6.62 5.73 53.17 27.97 25.60 47.60 22.40 20.03 
00-01 3.98 -1.60 -0.51 4.61 4.38 5.83 5.59 52.66 31.90 20.57 49.14 28.38 17.04 
01-02 5.19 -1.19 -0.05 3.59 4.22 3.71 4.34 58.22 39.81 25.72 53.09 34.68 20.59 
4YA 5.22 -0.19 0.70 4.45 3.98 5.86 5.36 53.79 31.00 23.13 49.94 27.16 19.29 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 367 93 144 270 193 386 307 2716 1293 1096 2654 1232 1035 
99-00 252 16 35 237 192 348 301 2793 1469 1345 2501 1177 1052 
00-01 207 -83 -27 239 227 302 290 2731 1655 1067 2548 1472 884 
01-02 266 -61 -2 184 216 190 222 2980 2038 1317 2718 1775 1054 
4YA 273 -9 37 232 207 307 280 2805 1614 1206 2605 1414 1006 

 PUR Estimates (4YA) 
Nur = 8 – NS 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 3.96 

RB%pur 10.68 -0.08 0.30 1.65 1.13 1.80 1.31 1.97 1.13 1.04 1.90 1.03 0.91 
RBpur ($bpa) 1.32 -0.05 0.18 1.12 1.00 1.48 1.35 13.58 7.82 5.84 12.61 6.85 4.87 
rbpur ($pppa) 69 -2 9 59 52 77 71 708 407 304 658 357 254 
# Y > 0 (/4) 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
# Y < 0 (/4) 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 11-2c:  VIC Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

VIC,Y 24.778 24.762 24.756 24.768 24.766 
NS = NPR-VIC,Y 4.0359 4.0385 4.0395 4.0374 4.0378 
NS ≈ NRPR-VIC,Y 4 4 4 4 4 

las%
VIC 2.954 2.954 2.954 2.954 2.954 

pdVIC,Y 8.3866 8.3812 8.3791 8.3835 8.3826 

 

Victorian data provide insights into the relative benefits of FSC models with four STTUs, as 

could arise if the eight current STUs amalgamated into four units.  As Table 11-2c indicates, 

four STTUs with Victoria's population and land area would have a total population slightly less 

than Australia's current total population (4 × 24.766% = 99% for the 4YA figure), and a land 

area approximately 12% of Australia's total land area (4 × 2.954% = 11.8%), and a population 

density about 8.4 times greater than the Australia-wide density.  Victoria therefore provides a 

moderately suitable basis for estimating the financial benefit of the FSC model, taking into 

account the significant uninhabited sections of the continent. 

 
The results above show that VIC-based PCB technique RB estimates are positive in 20 of the 23 

expenditure categories, including all major CATs.  Negative RB estimates arise in just three 

CATs: HEA (–1.04% = –$0.26 bpa), SSW (–36.94% = –$2.59 bpa) and 2FC (–0.33% = 

–$0.19 bpa).  The negative 2FC figure appears to largely derive from the negative HEA figure.  

The RB estimates for the three major private sector CATs all exceed 2.0%: GPP (7.15% = $39 

bpa), PFD (2.97% = $16 bpa) and HFC (2.03% = $9 bpa).  The RB estimates for the three major 

public sector CATs all exceed 9.0%: TPS (10.32% = $15 bpa), GOV (9.32% = $11 bpa) and 

PSC (14.56% = $4 bpa).  So if Australia-wide per capita GPP and STL level TPS expenditure 

matched the corresponding VIC levels, then Australia-wide GPP would be $39 bpa (7.15%) 

more than current levels, and Australia-wide STL level TPS would be $15 bpa (10.32%) less 

than current levels.  Among the eight single function CATs within general government, the six 

showing a positive relative benefit are: EDU (0.29% = $0.07 bpa), TAC (13.93% = $1.94 bpa), 

POS (9.05% = $0.88 bpa), GPS (42.32% = $3.27 bpa), HCA (11.61% = $1.11 bpa), RAC 

(8.36% = $0.39 bpa) and BAL (42.32% = $5 bpa).  The relative benefit is positive for all multi-

function CATs within general government except for the very slightly negative 2FC (–0.33% 

= –$0.19 bpa), being greatest for BAL (42.32% = $5 bpa).  All six partial totals show positive 

relative benefits, ranging from 3.60% for TOT6 ($19 bpa) to 7.80% ($54 bpa) for TOT1. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-2a and 11-2b show that most VIC-based estimates, like 

those of NSW above, display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For 18 of the 23 CATs, 
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including all major CATs and both principal CATs, RB estimates for all four individual years 

are positively valued.  There is just one CAT – SSW – for which the RB estimates are negative 

for all four years.  For the remaining four CATs, the four individual year estimates include both 

positive and negative values.  And for all six TOTs, RB estimates are again positively valued for 

all four individual years. 

 
Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be better off by about 2% to 7% 

($8 bpa to $40 bpa, or $2 bpa to $10 bpa per unit reduced) in the private sector (based on GPP, 

PFD and HFC), by about 10% ($14 bpa, or $3.7 bpa per unit reduced) in the public sector 

(based on TPS), and by about 4% to 8% ($20 bpa to $50 bpa, or $5 bpa to $13 bpa per unit 

reduced) overall (based on partial totals) if VIC per capita expenditure levels were achieved 

Australia-wide, as could eventuate if Australia moved to a system of four STTUs and such 

STTUs matched the per capita expenditure levels of VIC on average in both the public and 

private sectors, all else unchanged. 

 

The QLD-Based FSC Model (NS ≈ 5) 
 

Figure 11-3:  QLD-based RBFSC Estimates 
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Table 11-3a:  QLD-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 -14.59 -6.93 -7.14 -39.98 -6.27 -2.17 -3.02 0.69 4.56 6.32 -18.87 2.83 -49.09 -27.66 45.07 7.47 
99-00 -15.59 -9.00 -8.28 -39.59 -11.14 -1.94 -0.21 -8.30 4.31 11.04 -16.59 7.60 -43.88 -39.43 41.73 19.65
00-01 -14.76 -8.88 -8.28 -36.70 -10.91 -1.33 -6.38 18.58 2.92 7.88 -21.81 3.77 -73.01 -24.85 43.96 16.71
01-02 -11.65 -6.88 -8.39 -22.38 -1.99 -6.75 -4.26 -17.84 0.85 10.89 -17.30 -1.29 -66.82 -22.92 43.31 5.64 
4YA -14.15 -7.92 -8.02 -34.66 -7.58 -3.05 -3.47 -1.72 3.16 9.03 -18.64 3.23 -58.20 -28.71 43.52 12.37

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -78.47 -37.36 -29.44 -50.18 -7.95 -3.01 -3.42 0.18 1.19 1.48 -2.57 0.27 -3.71 -2.61 3.10 0.34 
99-00 -84.84 -49.13 -34.57 -50.28 -14.31 -2.72 -0.24 -2.14 1.14 2.62 -2.29 0.73 -3.36 -3.77 2.91 0.91 
00-01 -81.39 -49.08 -35.01 -47.20 -14.20 -1.89 -7.41 4.84 0.78 1.89 -3.04 0.37 -5.66 -2.40 3.10 0.79 
01-02 -65.10 -38.55 -35.93 -29.17 -2.62 -9.72 -5.01 -4.71 0.23 2.65 -2.45 -0.13 -5.25 -2.25 3.10 0.27 
4YA -77.45 -43.53 -33.74 -44.21 -9.77 -4.34 -4.02 -0.46 0.84 2.16 -2.59 0.31 -4.49 -2.76 3.05 0.58 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -4170 -1985 -1565 -2667 -423 -160 -182 9 63 79 -137 14 -197 -139 165 18 
99-00 -4456 -2581 -1816 -2641 -752 -143 -13 -112 60 138 -120 39 -176 -198 153 48 
00-01 -4221 -2546 -1816 -2448 -736 -98 -384 251 41 98 -158 19 -294 -125 161 41 
01-02 -3333 -1974 -1839 -1493 -134 -498 -256 -241 12 136 -125 -7 -269 -115 159 14 
4YA -4045 -2271 -1759 -2312 -511 -225 -209 -23 44 113 -135 16 -234 -144 159 30 

 PUR Estimates (4YA) 
Nur = 8 – NS 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 

RB%pur -5.39 -3.02 -3.06 -13.20 -2.89 -1.16 -1.32 -0.65 1.20 3.44 -7.10 1.23 -22.16 -10.93 16.57 4.71 
RBpur ($bpa) -29.49 -16.58 -12.85 -16.83 -3.72 -1.65 -1.53 -0.17 0.32 0.82 -0.98 0.12 -1.71 -1.05 1.16 0.22 
rbpur ($pppa) -1540 -865 -670 -881 -195 -86 -80 -9 17 43 -51 6 -89 -55 61 11 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 4 0 3 0 0 4 4 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 0 0 4 1 4 4 0 0 

 

Table 11-3b:  QLD-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB% 

98-99 -5.23 5.39 4.98 -1.92 -1.11 -3.83 -2.73 -12.04 -5.95 -5.89 -12.57 -6.25 -6.25 
99-00 9.23 7.48 7.50 0.57 0.77 -2.19 -1.44 -12.79 -7.56 -6.69 -12.91 -7.47 -6.54 
00-01 -12.33 5.27 5.02 -6.16 -5.07 -6.79 -5.71 -12.01 -7.33 -6.53 -13.30 -8.45 -7.87 
01-02 -9.43 5.59 4.48 -3.60 -2.04 -5.34 -3.64 -10.65 -6.86 -7.98 -10.37 -6.43 -7.50 
4YA -4.44 5.93 5.49 -2.78 -1.86 -4.54 -3.38 -11.87 -6.92 -6.77 -12.29 -7.15 -7.04 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -0.63 2.67 2.94 -1.28 -0.97 -3.10 -2.76 -81.48 -40.37 -32.45 -81.89 -40.78 -32.86 
99-00 1.13 3.75 4.48 0.39 0.68 -1.79 -1.47 -87.56 -51.85 -37.29 -85.07 -49.37 -34.81 
00-01 -1.53 2.68 3.04 -4.21 -4.53 -5.62 -5.93 -83.28 -50.97 -36.90 -88.80 -56.50 -42.42 
01-02 -1.19 2.88 2.75 -2.50 -1.84 -4.47 -3.82 -74.82 -48.27 -45.65 -70.11 -43.56 -40.94 
4YA -0.56 3.00 3.31 -1.90 -1.66 -3.74 -3.50 -81.79 -47.87 -38.07 -81.47 -47.55 -37.76 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -34 142 156 -68 -51 -165 -147 -4331 -2146 -1725 -4352 -2167 -1747 
99-00 59 197 236 20 36 -94 -77 -4599 -2724 -1959 -4469 -2593 -1828 
00-01 -80 139 158 -218 -235 -291 -307 -4319 -2644 -1914 -4606 -2930 -2200 
01-02 -61 147 141 -128 -94 -229 -196 -3830 -2471 -2337 -3589 -2230 -2096 
4YA -29 156 173 -98 -86 -195 -182 -4270 -2496 -1984 -4254 -2480 -1968 

 PUR Estimates (4YA) 
Nur = 8 – NS 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 

RB%pur -1.69 2.26 2.09 -1.06 -0.71 -1.73 -1.29 -4.52 -2.64 -2.58 -4.68 -2.72 -2.68 
RBpur ($bpa) -0.21 1.14 1.26 -0.72 -0.63 -1.43 -1.33 -31.14 -18.23 -14.50 -31.02 -18.11 -14.38 
rbpur ($pppa) -11 60 66 -37 -33 -74 -69 -1626 -950 -755 -1620 -944 -749 
# Y > 0 (/4) 1 4 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 3 0 0 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
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Table 11-3c:  QLD Population, Land Area and Density Measures 
Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 

ps%
QLD,Y 18.466 18.550 18.646 18.776 18.610 

NS = NPR-QLD,Y 5.4154 5.3908 5.3629 5.3260 5.3738 
NS ≈ NRPR-QLD,Y 5 5 5 5 5 

las%
QLD 22.512 22.512 22.512 22.512 22.512 

pdQLD,Y 0.8203 0.8240 0.8283 0.8340 0.8267 

 

Queensland data provide insights into the relative benefits of FSC models with five STTUs.  As 

Table 11-3c indicates, five STTUs with QLD's population and land area would have a total 

population slightly less than Australia's current total population (5 × 18.610 = 93% for the 4YA 

figure), a land area approximately 113% of Australia's total land area (5 × 22.512% = 113%), 

and a population density about 83% of the Australia-wide density.  With its population density 

so closely resembling the Australia-wide level, Queensland provides a very highly suitable basis 

for estimating the financial benefit of the FSC model. 

 
The results above show that QLD-based PCB technique RB estimates are negative in 16 of the 

23 expenditure categories, including all six major CATs and hence both principal CATs.  

Positive RB estimates arise in just seven CATs, including EDU, HEA, POS, SSW and RAC.  

The three major private sector CATs all show large negative benefits in the order of 10%: GPP 

(–14.15% = –$77 bpa), PFD (–7.92% = –$44 bpa) and HFC (–8.02% = –$34 bpa).  The two 

minor private sector CATs also show a significant negative benefit: GBP (–34.66% = –$44 bpa) 

and BFD (–7.58% = –$10 bpa).  The three major public sector CATs all show a modest negative 

benefit: TPS (–3.05% = –$4.3 bpa), GOV (–3.47% = –$4.0 bpa) and PSC (–1.72% = –$0.5 bpa).  

So if Australia-wide per capita GPP and STL level TPS expenditure matched the corresponding 

QLD levels, then Australia-wide GPP would be $77.4 bpa (or 14.15%) less than current levels, 

and Australia-wide STL level TPS would be $4.3 bpa (or 3.05%) more than current levels.  

Among the eight single function CATs within general government, the five which show a 

positive relative benefit are: EDU (3.16% = $0.84 bpa), HEA (9.03% = $2.16 bpa), POS (3.23% 

= $0.31 bpa), SSW (43.52% = $3.05 bpa) and RAC (12.37% = $0.58 bpa).  Among the multi-

function CATs, the relative benefit is positive for 2FC and 3FC only, ranging from –4.54% 

(–$3.74 bpa) for 6FB to 5.93% ($3.00 bpa) for 2FC.  Modest negative benefits are observed for 

the other five multi-function CATs.  All six partial totals show negative relative benefits, 

ranging from –6.77% (–$38 bpa) for TOT3 to –12.29% (–$81 bpa) for TOT4. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-3a and 11-3b show that most QLD-based estimates 

display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For six of the 23 CATs (EDU, HEA, SSW, 

RAC, 2FC and 3FC), RB estimates for all four individual years are positively valued.  For 12 of 
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the 23 CATs, including both principal CATs and all major CATs except for PSC, all four RB 

estimates are negative.  For the remaining five CATs, the four individual year estimates include 

both positive and negative values.  And for all six TOTs, RB estimates are negatively valued for 

all four individual years. 

 
Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be worse off by about 7% to 14% ($30 

bpa to $80 bpa, or $10 bpa to $30 bpa per unit reduced) in the private sector (based on GPP, 

PFD and HFC), by about 3% ($4 bpa, or $1.0 bpa to $1.5 bpa per unit reduced) in the public 

sector, and by about 7% to 12% ($40 bpa to $80 bpa, or $14 bpa to $30 bpa per unit reduced) 

overall (based on partial totals) if QLD per capita expenditure levels were achieved Australia-

wide, as could occur if Australia moved to a system of five STTUs and such STTUs matched 

the per capita expenditure levels of QLD on average in both the public and private sectors, all 

else unchanged. 

 
 
New States Current Local Models Based on WA, SA, TAS and NT 
 
Per capita technique relative benefit estimates for NSC models based on WA, SA, TAS and NT 

are now presented.  These results represent a modern attempt to improve on the financial benefit 

analyses which Page, Ellis and others employed in support of New States generally, and a New 

England New States in particular, as described earlier in Chapter 2. 
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PC Method RB Estimates for WA-Based NSC Model (NS ≈ 10) 
 

Figure 11-4:  WA-based RBNSC Estimates 
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Table 11-4a:  WA-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 14.17 6.34 -4.51 77.87 40.15 -19.81 -5.29 -68.79 -6.98 -3.82 -5.29 -11.20 -21.30 12.76 30.35 -25.11
99-00 14.49 0.76 -6.17 82.42 21.43 -25.70 -7.17 -93.86 -9.75 -7.95 -9.00 -9.23 -30.27 13.66 16.47 -18.34
00-01 15.40 -1.71 -7.72 93.68 18.80 -17.32 -5.49 -63.94 4.87 6.82 -3.26 -4.59 -88.80 17.20 27.95 -10.50
01-02 14.55 -0.33 -7.60 87.35 23.29 -17.55 -4.20 -77.04 -3.11 -9.21 -13.75 1.10 -21.88 21.91 21.78 -15.68
4YA 14.65 1.27 -6.50 85.33 25.92 -20.10 -5.54 -75.91 -3.74 -3.54 -7.83 -5.98 -40.56 16.38 24.14 -17.41

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 76.26 34.20 -18.59 97.74 50.96 -27.50 -5.99 -17.50 -1.83 -0.89 -0.72 -1.07 -1.61 1.20 2.09 -1.15
99-00 78.88 4.17 -25.76 104.67 27.51 -36.09 -8.23 -24.16 -2.58 -1.89 -1.24 -0.89 -2.32 1.31 1.15 -0.85
00-01 84.90 -9.44 -32.64 120.49 24.45 -24.64 -6.38 -16.67 1.31 1.64 -0.45 -0.45 -6.88 1.66 1.97 -0.49
01-02 81.28 -1.85 -32.55 113.83 30.70 -25.30 -4.95 -20.35 -0.85 -2.24 -1.94 0.11 -1.72 2.15 1.56 -0.75
4YA 80.33 6.77 -27.39 109.18 33.41 -28.38 -6.39 -19.67 -0.99 -0.85 -1.09 -0.57 -3.13 1.58 1.69 -0.81

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 4053 1818 -988 5195 2708 -1462 -318 -930 -97 -48 -38 -57 -86 64 111 -61 
99-00 4143 219 -1353 5498 1445 -1896 -432 -1269 -136 -99 -65 -47 -122 69 60 -45 
00-01 4404 -490 -1693 6249 1268 -1278 -331 -865 68 85 -24 -23 -357 86 102 -26 
01-02 4161 -95 -1666 5827 1571 -1295 -253 -1042 -43 -115 -100 6 -88 110 80 -38 
4YA 4190 363 -1425 5692 1748 -1483 -334 -1027 -52 -44 -57 -30 -163 82 88 -42 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 

RB%pua 6.59 0.57 -2.93 38.40 11.66 -9.04 -2.49 -34.16 -1.68 -1.59 -3.52 -2.69 -18.25 7.37 10.86 -7.83
RBpua ($bpa) 36.15 3.05 -12.32 49.13 15.03 -12.77 -2.87 -8.85 -0.44 -0.38 -0.49 -0.26 -1.41 0.71 0.76 -0.36
rbpua ($pppa) 1885 163 -641 2561 787 -667 -150 -462 -23 -20 -25 -14 -73 37 40 -19 
# Y > 0 (/4) 4 2 0 4 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 4 4 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 0 2 4 0 0 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 0 0 4 
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Table 11-4b:  WA-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB% 

98-99 -11.12 -5.49 -6.41 -8.31 -4.91 -7.29 -4.52 7.20 0.99 -8.36 10.79 4.32 -4.67 
99-00 -1.45 -8.91 -8.96 -11.83 -9.27 -9.71 -7.92 6.25 -4.65 -11.09 10.72 -0.62 -6.39 
00-01 -20.53 5.80 4.08 -9.23 -5.50 -6.46 -3.80 8.69 -4.90 -10.14 11.76 -2.37 -7.24 
01-02 -10.03 -6.00 -4.85 -6.78 -5.61 -3.93 -3.50 7.97 -3.86 -10.11 11.29 -1.00 -6.87 
4YA -10.78 -3.65 -4.03 -9.04 -6.32 -6.85 -4.94 7.53 -3.11 -9.92 11.14 0.08 -6.29 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -1.35 -2.72 -3.79 -5.54 -4.28 -5.88 -4.58 48.76 6.70 -46.09 70.27 28.21 -24.58 
99-00 -0.18 -4.47 -5.36 -7.98 -8.18 -7.93 -8.11 42.79 -31.92 -61.85 70.65 -4.06 -33.99 
00-01 -2.55 2.95 2.47 -6.31 -4.92 -5.34 -3.95 60.26 -34.08 -57.28 78.52 -15.82 -39.02 
01-02 -1.26 -3.09 -2.98 -4.70 -5.08 -3.30 -3.68 55.98 -27.15 -57.85 76.33 -6.80 -37.50 
4YA -1.34 -1.83 -2.41 -6.13 -5.61 -5.61 -5.08 51.95 -21.61 -55.77 73.94 0.38 -33.77 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -72 -145 -201 -295 -228 -313 -243 2591 356 -2450 3734 1499 -1306 
99-00 -9 -235 -282 -419 -430 -417 -426 2248 -1677 -3249 3711 -213 -1786 
00-01 -132 153 128 -327 -255 -277 -205 3125 -1768 -2971 4073 -821 -2024 
01-02 -65 -158 -152 -240 -260 -169 -189 2866 -1390 -2961 3908 -348 -1919 
4YA -70 -96 -127 -320 -293 -294 -266 2707 -1120 -2908 3856 29 -1759 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 

RB%pua -4.85 -1.64 -1.82 -4.07 -2.85 -3.08 -2.22 3.39 -1.40 -4.47 5.01 0.04 -2.83 
RBpua ($bpa) -0.60 -0.82 -1.09 -2.76 -2.53 -2.53 -2.29 23.37 -9.73 -25.09 33.27 0.17 -15.20 
rbpua ($pppa) -31 -43 -57 -144 -132 -132 -120 1218 -504 -1308 1735 13 -791 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 4 1 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 3 4 0 3 4 

 

Table 11-4c:  WA Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

WA,Y 9.759 9.781 9.791 9.799 9.783 
NS = NPR-WA,Y 10.2473 10.2235 10.2133 10.2053 10.2223 
NS ≈ NRPR-WA,Y 10 10 10 10 10 

las%
WA 32.875 32.875 32.875 32.875 32.875 

pdWA,Y 0.2968 0.2975 0.2978 0.2981 0.2976 

 

Western Australia's public and private sector financial data provide insights into the relative 

benefits of NSC models with 10 STTUs, as could arise if two New States or Federal Territories 

formed.  As Table 11-4c indicates, 10 STTUs with WA's population and land area would have a 

total population slightly less than Australia's current total population (10 × 9.783 = 98% for the 

4YA figure), a land area more than three times that of Australia as a whole (10 × 32.875% = 

329%), and a population density about 30% of the Australia-wide density.  Western Australia 

therefore provides a highly suitable basis for estimating the financial benefit of the NSC model, 

again taking into account the vast uninhabited sections of the continent. 

 
The results above show that WA-based PCB technique RB estimates are negative in 17 of the 23 

CATs, and positive in the other six.  Among the five private sector CATs, RB estimates are 

positive for four – GPP (14.65% = $80 bpa), PFD (1.27% = $7 bpa), GBP (85.33% = $109 bpa) 
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and BFD (25.92% = $33 bpa), and negative for just HFC (–6.50% = –$27 bpa).  The three major 

public sector CATs all show a significant negative benefit: TPS (–20.10% = –$28 bpa), GOV 

(–5.54% = –$6 bpa) and PSC (–75.91% = –$20 bpa).  So if Australia-wide per capita GPP and 

STL level TPS expenditure matched the corresponding WA levels, then Australia-wide GPP 

would be $80.3 bpa (or 14.65%) more than current levels, and Australia-wide STL level TPS 

would be $28.4 bpa (or 20.10%) more than current levels.  Among the eight single function 

CATs within general government, the only two which show a positive relative benefit are: HCA 

(16.38% = $1.58 bpa) and SSW (24.14% = $1.69 bpa).  The relative benefit is negative for all 

seven multi-function CATs within general government, ranging from –10.78% (–$1.34 bpa) for 

BAL to –3.65% (–$1.83 bpa) for 2FC. The six partial totals range from –9.92% (–$56 bpa) for 

TOT3 to 11.14% ($74 bpa) for TOT4.  Three of the partial totals are positive and three are 

negative. 

 
Several of these WA-based estimates especially stand out.  The estimates for the five private 

sector CATs, in combination, suggest that WA is below the Australia-wide average in terms of 

household consumption expenditure per head (based on HFC), but above the Australia-wide 

average in terms of investment levels and exports per head of population (noting the highly 

positive GPP, GBP and BFD values; such patterns are further illustrated in Appendices 7A and 

14C).  The WA GPP figure of 14.65% ($80 bpa) is by far the greatest among the eight STUs.  

The only other states with positive relative benefits for GPP are NSW (7.56% = $41 bpa) and 

VIC (7.15% = $39 bpa), whilst the other five STUs all have a negative benefit for GPP, ranging 

from –11.77% (–$64 bpa) for NT to –59.30% (–$325 bpa) for the albeit far from certain ACT 

figure.  The very high GPP and GBP figures for WA need to be viewed with considerable 

caution, however, because they largely reflect WA's buoyant mining exports sector and are 

unlikely to be matched Australia-wide because all WA estimates are based on a hypothetical 

land area more than three times that of Australia as a whole, as noted earlier, which would 

provide more than three times Australia's actual mineral resources potential, all else being equal. 

 
The highly negative PSC figure (–75.91% = –$20 bpa) indicates that public sector corporation 

expenditures in WA, per head of population, are well above the Australia-wide average, 

probably for reasons associated with WA's vast land area and very low population density, and 

the costs of providing infrastructure and services – such as water, power and transport – over 

such vast distances.  The diversity of the six partial total estimates reflect the diversity of the 

contributing figures in the TPS, GOV, GPP, PFD and HFC expenditure categories. 
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The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-4a and 11-4b show that most WA-based estimates display 

a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For five of the 23 CATs (GPP, GBP, BFD, HCA and 

SSW), RB estimates for all four individual years are positively valued.  For 12 of the 23 CATs, 

all four RB estimates are negative.  For the remaining six CATs, the four individual year 

estimates include both positive and negative values.  For two of the six TOTs (TOT1 and 

TOT4), RB estimates are positively valued for all four individual years; for a further two (TOT3 

and TOT6), RB estimates are negatively valued for all four individual years; and for the 

remaining two TOTs (TOT2 and TOT5), RB estimates include both positive and negative 

values. 

 
Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be better off by about 1% to 15% ($5 

bpa to $80 bpa, or $3 bpa to $40 bpa per unit added) in the private sector (based on GPP and 

PFD) and worse off by about 5% to 20% ($7 bpa to $28 bpa, or $3 bpa to $13 bpa per unit 

added) in the public sector (based on TPS and GOV) if WA per capita expenditure levels were 

achieved Australia-wide, as could occur if Australia moved to a system of 10 STTUs and such 

STTUs matched the per capita expenditure levels of WA on average in both the public and 

private sectors, all else unchanged.  The significant variation among the partial totals, as 

illustrated in Figure 11-4 and Table 11-4b, makes it very difficult to assess whether Australia 

would be better or worse off overall, across both private and public sectors combined, if 

Australia-wide per capita expenditure levels matched those of WA across all private and public 

sector CATs.  If TOT1 figures could be relied upon, however, then Australia would be some 7% 

to 8% ($50 bpa, or $23 bpa per unit added) better off overall if Australia-wide per capita 

expenditure levels matched those of WA. 

 
It is perhaps significant that the TOT1 estimate for WA (7.53% = $50 bpa) – the STU of largest 

land area – is very similar to the corresponding estimates for NSW (7.17% = $49 bpa) and VIC 

(7.80% = $54 bpa) – the two most populous STUs, though probably for reasons extending 

beyond population and land area alone, such as industry composition and export performance. 
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The SA-Based FSC Model (NS ≈ 13) 
 

Figure 11-5:  SA-based RB Estimates 
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Table 11-5a:  SA-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 -16.79 -15.51 -9.75 -40.79 -33.47 -11.34 -5.63 -30.61 -5.71 -9.30 26.31 -5.22 31.39 -8.19 17.68 -27.75
99-00 -12.23 -6.88 -9.98 -19.62 2.39 -11.49 -8.04 -24.20 -5.76 -17.24 19.26 -13.24 36.59 -7.78 13.67 -26.07
00-01 -14.82 -8.47 -8.60 -35.90 -8.04 -1.60 -6.05 15.94 -9.50 -15.41 25.18 -15.16 22.23 -2.73 16.23 -13.78
01-02 -16.99 -9.46 -6.52 -51.37 -19.02 -2.69 -5.10 8.05 -5.66 -13.12 21.71 -17.47 25.84 -4.52 -3.63 -21.72
4YA -15.21 -10.08 -8.71 -36.92 -14.54 -6.78 -6.20 -7.70 -6.66 -13.77 23.11 -12.77 29.01 -5.81 10.99 -22.33

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -90.34 -83.68 -40.23 -51.20 -42.49 -15.74 -6.38 -7.79 -1.49 -2.18 3.58 -0.50 2.37 -0.77 1.22 -1.27
99-00 -66.58 -37.52 -41.67 -24.92 3.06 -16.14 -9.22 -6.23 -1.52 -4.09 2.65 -1.28 2.80 -0.74 0.95 -1.21
00-01 -81.72 -46.82 -36.34 -46.17 -10.45 -2.27 -7.03 4.16 -2.55 -3.70 3.51 -1.48 1.72 -0.26 1.15 -0.65
01-02 -94.88 -52.99 -27.93 -66.95 -25.06 -3.88 -6.00 2.13 -1.54 -3.19 3.07 -1.73 2.03 -0.44 -0.26 -1.03
4YA -83.38 -55.25 -36.54 -47.31 -18.73 -9.51 -7.16 -1.93 -1.78 -3.29 3.20 -1.25 2.23 -0.56 0.76 -1.04

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -4801 -4448 -2138 -2721 -2258 -837 -339 -414 -79 -116 190 -26 126 -41 65 -68 
99-00 -3498 -1971 -2189 -1309 161 -848 -484 -327 -80 -215 139 -67 147 -39 50 -64 
00-01 -4239 -2429 -1885 -2395 -542 -118 -365 216 -132 -192 182 -77 89 -14 59 -34 
01-02 -4857 -2713 -1430 -3427 -1283 -198 -307 109 -79 -164 157 -89 104 -23 -13 -53 
4YA -4349 -2890 -1910 -2463 -981 -500 -374 -104 -93 -172 167 -65 117 -29 40 -54 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 

RB%pua -3.21 -2.13 -1.84 -7.80 -3.07 -1.43 -1.31 -1.63 -1.41 -2.91 4.88 -2.70 6.13 -1.23 2.32 -4.72
RBpua ($bpa) -17.61 -11.67 -7.72 -9.99 -3.96 -2.01 -1.51 -0.41 -0.37 -0.70 0.68 -0.26 0.47 -0.12 0.16 -0.22
rbpua ($pppa) -918 -610 -403 -520 -207 -106 -79 -22 -20 -36 35 -14 25 -6 8 -11 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 4 0 4 0 3 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 0 4 0 4 1 4 
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Table 11-5b:  SA-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB%  

98-99 -59.93 -7.40 -7.05 -2.15 3.93 -4.28 1.48 -15.67 -14.66 -10.15 -14.85 -13.80 -8.86 
99-00 -57.46 -11.15 -11.49 -5.01 0.39 -6.63 -1.58 -12.08 -7.82 -10.36 -11.50 -7.08 -9.56 
00-01 -47.89 -12.30 -12.77 -7.75 -0.53 -7.58 -1.35 -12.11 -7.06 -6.84 -13.30 -8.05 -8.05 
01-02 -23.07 -9.19 -10.52 -6.40 -1.79 -7.05 -2.95 -14.05 -8.08 -5.56 -14.92 -8.70 -6.22 
4YA -47.09 -10.01 -10.46 -5.33 0.50 -6.38 -1.10 -13.48 -9.40 -8.23 -13.64 -9.41 -8.17 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -7.27 -3.67 -4.17 -1.43 3.42 -3.45 1.50 -106.08 -99.43 -55.97 -96.71 -90.06 -46.60 
99-00 -7.05 -5.60 -6.88 -3.38 0.35 -5.41 -1.62 -82.72 -53.66 -57.80 -75.80 -46.74 -50.88 
00-01 -5.95 -6.25 -7.74 -5.30 -0.47 -6.27 -1.40 -84.00 -49.10 -38.62 -88.75 -53.85 -43.37 
01-02 -2.91 -4.73 -6.46 -4.43 -1.62 -5.91 -3.10 -98.76 -56.87 -31.81 -100.88 -58.99 -33.93 
4YA -5.80 -5.06 -6.31 -3.64 0.42 -5.26 -1.16 -92.89 -64.76 -46.05 -90.54 -62.41 -43.70 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -386 -195 -222 -76 182 -184 80 -5638 -5284 -2975 -5140 -4787 -2477 
99-00 -371 -294 -361 -178 18 -284 -85 -4345 -2819 -3036 -3982 -2455 -2673 
00-01 -309 -324 -401 -275 -25 -325 -73 -4357 -2547 -2003 -4603 -2793 -2250 
01-02 -149 -242 -331 -227 -83 -303 -159 -5055 -2911 -1628 -5164 -3020 -1737 
4YA -304 -264 -329 -189 23 -274 -59 -4849 -3390 -2411 -4722 -3264 -2284 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 4.74 

RB%pua -9.94 -2.11 -2.21 -1.13 0.11 -1.35 -0.23 -2.85 -1.99 -1.74 -2.88 -1.99 -1.73 
RBpua ($bpa) -1.22 -1.07 -1.33 -0.77 0.09 -1.11 -0.24 -19.61 -13.67 -9.72 -19.12 -13.18 -9.23 
rbpua ($pppa) -64 -56 -69 -40 5 -58 -12 -1024 -716 -509 -997 -689 -482 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 

 

Table 11-5c:  SA Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

SA,Y 7.939 7.887 7.823 7.760 7.852 
NS = NPR-SA,Y 12.5968 12.6791 12.7821 12.8860 12.7360 
NS ≈ NRPR-SA,Y 13 13 13 13 13 

las%
SA 12.791 12.791 12.791 12.791 12.791 

pdSA,Y 0.6206 0.6166 0.6116 0.6067 0.6139 

 

South Australia's public and private sector financial data provide insights into the relative 

benefits of NSC models with 13 STTUs, as could arise if five New States or Federal Territories 

were established.  As Table 11-5c indicates, 13 STTUs with South Australia's population and 

land area would have a total population slightly greater than Australia's current total population 

(13 × 7.852 = 102% for the 4YA figure), a land area approximately 1.7 times that of Australia as 

a whole (13 × 12.791% = 166%), and a population density about 60% of the Australia-wide 

density.  South Australia therefore provides a very highly suitable basis for estimating the 

financial benefit of the NSC model. 

 
The results above show that SA-based PCB technique RB estimates are negative in 19 of the 23 

CATs, and positive in the other four: TAC, GPS, SSW and 6FA.  The five private sector CATs 

all show large negative benefits in the order of 10% or greater: GPP (–15.21% = –$83 bpa), 
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PFD (–10.08% = –$55 bpa), HFC (–8.71% = –$37 bpa), GBP (–36.92% = –$47 bpa) and BFD 

(–14.54% = –$19 bpa).  The three major public sector CATs, similarly, all show a significant 

negative benefit of approximately 7%: TPS (–6.78% = –$10 bpa), GOV (–6.20% = –$7 bpa) and 

PSC (–7.70% = –$2 bpa).  If Australia-wide per capita GPP and STL level TPS expenditure 

matched the corresponding SA levels, then Australia-wide GPP would be $83.4 bpa (or 15.2%) 

less than current levels, and Australia-wide STL level TPS would be $9.5 bpa (or 6.8%) more 

than current levels.  Among the eight single function CATs within general government, the three 

which show a positive relative benefit are: TAC (23.11% = $3.20 bpa), GPS (29.01% = 

$2.23 bpa) and SSW (10.99% = $0.76 bpa).  Among the multi-function CATs, the RB estimate 

is positive (and only very slightly positive) for 6FA (0.50% = $0.42 bpa) only.  Negative 

benefits ranging from –1.10% (–$1.16 bpa) for 8FC to –47.09% (–$5.80 bpa) for BAL are 

observed for the other six multi-function CATs.  All six partial totals show negative relative 

benefits, ranging from –8.17% (–$44 bpa) for TOT6 to –13.64% (–$91 bpa) for TOT4. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-5a and 11-5b show that most SA-based estimates display 

a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For two of the 23 CATs (TAC and GPS), RB 

estimates for all four individual years are positively valued.  For 16 of the 23 CATs, including 

both principal CATs and all major CATs except PSC, all four RB estimates are negative.  For 

the remaining five CATs, the four individual year estimates include both positive and negative 

values.  And for all six TOTs, RB estimates are negatively valued for all four individual years. 

 
Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be worse off by about 9% to 15% ($35 

bpa to $80 bpa, or $8 bpa to $18 bpa per unit added) in the private sector (based on GPP, PFD 

and HFC), by about 6% to 7% ($7 bpa to $10 bpa, or $1.5 bpa to $2.0 bpa per unit added) in the 

public sector (in terms of TPS and GOV), and by about 8% to 13% ($40 bpa to $90 bpa, or $9 

bpa to $20 bpa per unit added) overall (based on partial totals) if SA per capita expenditure 

levels were achieved Australia-wide, as could occur if Australia moved to a system of 13 

STTUs and such STTUs matched the per capita expenditure levels of SA on average in both the 

public and private sectors, all else unchanged. 
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The TAS-Based NSC Model (NS ≈ 41) 
 

Figure 11-6:  TAS-based RBNSC Estimates 
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Table 11-6a:  TAS-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 -29.35 -23.37 -13.26 -84.19 -54.89 -12.81 -8.77 -26.43 -10.23 3.24 24.60 5.22 4.81 -49.73 -7.06 -45.71
99-00 -33.49 -24.22 -13.86 -98.02 -55.11 -14.55 -11.05 -27.43 -17.38 -8.90 13.77 3.85 15.15 -31.68 11.33 -24.76
00-01 -35.81 -21.79 -13.94 -109.87 -48.57 -16.41 -8.61 -47.15 -13.30 -3.30 24.20 4.09 9.75 -41.57 -11.27 -37.21
01-02 -38.36 -19.54 -13.81 -119.01 -38.16 -19.63 -10.35 -60.96 -10.31 0.76 15.74 1.87 -16.92 -32.52 -4.14 -49.34
4YA -34.25 -22.23 -13.72 -102.77 -49.19 -15.85 -9.70 -40.49 -12.80 -2.05 19.58 3.76 3.20 -38.88 -2.78 -39.26

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -157.88 -126.08 -54.70 -105.68 -69.67 -17.79 -9.95 -6.73 -2.67 0.76 3.35 0.50 0.36 -4.69 -0.49 -2.10
99-00 -182.28 -132.21 -57.83 -124.48 -70.78 -20.44 -12.68 -7.06 -4.60 -2.11 1.90 0.37 1.16 -3.03 0.79 -1.15
00-01 -197.44 -120.45 -58.91 -141.32 -63.18 -23.35 -10.01 -12.29 -3.56 -0.79 3.38 0.40 0.76 -4.02 -0.80 -1.75
01-02 -214.26 -109.45 -59.16 -155.10 -50.29 -28.29 -12.18 -16.11 -2.80 0.19 2.23 0.19 -1.33 -3.19 -0.30 -2.35
4YA -187.97 -122.05 -57.65 -131.64 -63.48 -22.46 -11.20 -10.55 -3.41 -0.49 2.71 0.36 0.24 -3.73 -0.20 -1.84

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -8391 -6701 -2907 -5617 -3703 -945 -529 -357 -142 40 178 26 19 -250 -26 -111 
99-00 -9575 -6945 -3038 -6539 -3718 -1074 -666 -371 -242 -111 100 20 61 -159 41 -60 
00-01 -10241 -6248 -3056 -7330 -3277 -1211 -519 -638 -185 -41 175 21 39 -209 -41 -91 
01-02 -10968 -5603 -3028 -7940 -2575 -1448 -624 -824 -143 10 114 9 -68 -163 -15 -120 
4YA -9794 -6374 -3007 -6856 -3318 -1169 -584 -548 -178 -26 142 19 13 -195 -10 -96 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63

RB%pua -1.05 -0.68 -0.42 -3.15 -1.51 -0.49 -0.30 -1.24 -0.39 -0.06 0.60 0.12 0.10 -1.19 -0.09 -1.20
RBpua ($bpa) -5.76 -3.74 -1.77 -4.03 -1.95 -0.69 -0.34 -0.32 -0.10 -0.01 0.08 0.01 0.01 -0.11 -0.01 -0.06
rbpua ($pppa) -300 -195 -92 -210 -102 -36 -18 -17 -5 -0.8 4 0.6 0.4 -6 -0.3 -3 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 4 3 0 1 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 0 0 1 4 3 4 
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Table 11-6b:  TAS-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
RB% 

98-99 -45.35 -3.88 -2.41 -1.49 2.29 -8.82 -3.99 -25.95 -21.21 -13.15 -25.77 -20.84 -12.29 
99-00 -51.67 -13.39 -10.61 -7.14 -2.31 -10.70 -5.75 -29.60 -22.24 -14.03 -29.58 -21.94 -13.25 
00-01 -38.05 -8.57 -6.48 -4.15 0.02 -10.18 -5.31 -31.83 -20.69 -14.56 -31.08 -19.50 -12.79 
01-02 -38.26 -5.08 -3.96 -5.43 -2.02 -11.09 -7.01 -34.52 -19.56 -15.28 -33.48 -17.95 -13.07 
4YA -43.33 -7.73 -5.86 -4.55 -0.50 -10.20 -5.51 -30.48 -20.93 -14.25 -29.98 -20.06 -12.85 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -5.50 -1.92 -1.43 -0.99 2.00 -7.12 -4.04 -175.67 -143.87 -72.48 -167.83 -136.03 -64.64 
99-00 -6.34 -6.72 -6.35 -4.82 -2.03 -8.74 -5.89 -202.71 -152.64 -78.26 -194.95 -144.88 -70.50 
00-01 -4.73 -4.35 -3.93 -2.84 0.02 -8.42 -5.51 -220.79 -143.80 -82.26 -207.45 -130.46 -68.92 
01-02 -4.82 -2.61 -2.43 -3.76 -1.83 -9.30 -7.37 -242.55 -137.74 -87.45 -226.45 -121.64 -71.35 
4YA -5.35 -3.90 -3.53 -3.10 -0.46 -8.39 -5.70 -210.43 -144.51 -80.11 -199.17 -133.25 -68.85 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -292 -102 -76 -53 106 -378 -214 -9336 -7646 -3852 -8920 -7229 -3436 
99-00 -333 -353 -333 -253 -107 -459 -309 -10649 -8018 -4111 -10241 -7611 -3704 
00-01 -245 -226 -204 -147 1 -437 -286 -11451 -7458 -4266 -10760 -6767 -3574 
01-02 -247 -134 -124 -192 -94 -476 -377 -12416 -7051 -4477 -11592 -6227 -3652 
4YA -279 -204 -184 -161 -23 -437 -297 -10963 -7544 -4177 -10378 -6958 -3591 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 32.63 

RB%pua -1.33 -0.24 -0.18 -0.14 -0.02 -0.31 -0.17 -0.93 -0.64 -0.44 -0.92 -0.61 -0.39 
RBpua ($bpa) -0.16 -0.12 -0.11 -0.10 -0.01 -0.26 -0.17 -6.45 -4.43 -2.46 -6.10 -4.08 -2.11 
rbpua ($pppa) -9 -6 -6 -5 -0.7 -13 -9 -336 -231 -128 -318 -213 -110 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

 

Table 11-6c:  TAS Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

TAS,Y 2.507 2.476 2.446 2.418 2.462 
NS = NPR-TAS,Y 39.8890 40.3815 40.8824 41.3649 40.6295 
NS ≈ NRPR-TAS,Y 40 40 41 41 41 

las%
TAS 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 

pdTAS,Y 2.8436 2.8089 2.7745 2.7421 2.7923 

 

Tasmania's public and private sector financial data provide insights into the relative benefits of 

NSC models with about 41 STTUs, as could arise if some 33 new STTUs were created.  As 

Table 11-6c indicates, 41 STTUs with Tasmania's population and land area would have a total 

population slightly greater than Australia's current total population (41 × 2.462 = 101% for the 

4YA figure), a land area approximately 36% of Australia's total land area (41 × 0.882% = 36%), 

and a population density about 2.8 times the Australia-wide density.  Tasmania therefore 

provides a highly suitable basis for estimating the financial benefit of the NSC model, taking 

into account the vast uninhabited sections of the continent. 

 
The results above show that TAS-based PCB technique RB estimates are negative in 20 of the 

23 CATs, and positive in the remaining three: TAC, POS and GPS.  The five private sector 

CATs all show very large negative benefits: GPP (–34.25% = –$188 bpa), PFD (–22.23% = 
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–$122 bpa), HFC (–13.72% = –$58 bpa), GBP (–102.77% = –$132 bpa) and BFD (–49.19% = 

–$63 bpa).  The three major public sector CATs again all show significant negative benefits: 

TPS (–15.85% = –$22 bpa), GOV (–9.70% = –$11 bpa) and PSC (–40.49% = –$11 bpa).  So if 

Australia-wide per capita GPP and STL level TPS expenditure matched the corresponding TAS 

levels, then Australia-wide GPP would be $188 bpa (or 34.25%) less than current levels, and 

Australia-wide STL level TPS would be $22 bpa (or 15.85%) more than current levels.  Among 

the eight single function CATs within general government, the three which show a positive 

relative benefit are: TAC (19.58% = $2.71 bpa), POS (3.76% = $0.36 bpa) and GPS (3.20% = 

$0.24 bpa).  The relative benefit is negative for all seven multi-function CATs within general 

government, ranging from –0.50% (–$0.46 bpa) for 6FA to –43.33% (–$5 bpa) for BAL.  All 

six partial totals show negative relative benefits, ranging from –12.85% (–$69 bpa) for TOT6 to 

–30.48% (–$210 bpa) for TOT1. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-6a and 11-6b show that most TAS-based estimates 

display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For two of the 23 CATs (TAC and POS), RB 

estimates for all four individual years are positively valued.  For 17 of the 23 CATs, including 

all major CATs and hence both principal CATs, all four RB estimates are negative.  For the 

remaining four CATs, the four individual year estimates include both positive and negative 

values.  And for all six TOTs, RB estimates are negatively valued for all four individual years. 

 
Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be worse off by about 15% to 35% 

($60 bpa to $190 bpa, or $1.8 bpa to $6 bpa per unit added) in the private sector (based on GPP, 

PFD and HFC), by about 10% to 15% ($10 bpa to $20 bpa, or $0.3 bpa to $0.7 bpa per unit 

added) in the public sector (in terms of TPS and GOV), and by about 13% to 30% ($70 bpa to 

$210 bpa, or $2 bpa to $6 bpa per unit added) overall (based on partial totals), if TAS per capita 

expenditure levels were achieved Australia-wide, as could occur if Australia moved to a system 

of 41 STTUs and such STTUs matched the per capita expenditure levels of TAS on average in 

both the public and private sectors, all else unchanged. 
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The NT-Based NSC Model (NS ≈ 98) 
 

Figure 11-7:  NT-based RBNSC Estimates 
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Table 11-7a:  NT-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 -16.81 19.25 -13.03 -29.70 119.85 -114.41 -129.92 -62.11 -76.97 -79.30 -16.20 -146.94 -646.58 -38.82 -13.13 -126.92
99-00 -15.36 -1.96 -11.60 -27.69 26.76 -109.05 -120.86 -65.57 -77.77 -87.25 35.17 -146.24 -244.60 -47.57 3.20 -136.82
00-01 -4.43 -4.50 -13.44 26.06 25.97 -82.91 -102.40 -6.07 -64.59 -73.18 23.75 -125.80 -183.75 -20.43 9.52 -135.03
01-02 -10.49 7.05 -10.63 -10.01 64.50 -102.95 -112.36 -61.05 -67.99 -82.48 15.52 -139.17 -290.89 -25.90 -50.49 -163.16
4YA -11.77 4.96 -12.18 -10.34 59.27 -102.33 -116.39 -48.70 -71.83 -80.55 14.56 -139.54 -341.46 -33.18 -12.73 -140.48

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -90.43 103.85 -53.74 -37.28 152.13 -158.81 -147.29 -15.80 -20.13 -18.59 -2.21 -14.02 -48.91 -3.66 -0.90 -5.82 
99-00 -83.58 -10.70 -48.42 -35.17 34.37 -153.15 -138.63 -16.88 -20.57 -20.70 4.85 -14.12 -18.72 -4.54 0.22 -6.35 
00-01 -24.43 -24.88 -56.80 33.51 33.78 -117.92 -118.96 -1.58 -17.31 -17.58 3.31 -12.30 -14.24 -1.98 0.67 -6.35 
01-02 -58.59 39.46 -45.54 -13.05 85.00 -148.38 -132.25 -16.13 -18.46 -20.08 2.19 -13.79 -22.85 -2.54 -3.61 -7.77 
4YA -64.26 26.93 -51.12 -13.00 76.32 -144.56 -134.28 -12.60 -19.12 -19.24 2.04 -13.56 -26.18 -3.18 -0.90 -6.57 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -4806 5519 -2856 -1981 8085 -8440 -7828 -840 -1070 -988 -117 -745 -2600 -195 -48 -310 
99-00 -4391 -562 -2543 -1848 1805 -8045 -7282 -887 -1081 -1087 255 -742 -983 -239 12 -334 
00-01 -1267 -1290 -2946 1738 1752 -6116 -6170 -82 -898 -912 172 -638 -739 -102 35 -329 
01-02 -2999 2020 -2331 -668 4351 -7595 -6770 -826 -945 -1028 112 -706 -1170 -130 -185 -398 
4YA -3366 1422 -2669 -690 3998 -7549 -7012 -659 -998 -1004 105 -708 -1373 -166 -47 -343 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 

RB%pua -0.13 0.05 -0.13 -0.11 0.66 -1.13 -1.29 -0.54 -0.80 -0.89 0.16 -1.55 -3.78 -0.37 -0.14 -1.56 
RBpua ($bpa) -0.71 0.30 -0.57 -0.14 0.85 -1.60 -1.49 -0.14 -0.21 -0.21 0.02 -0.15 -0.29 -0.04 -0.01 -0.07 
rbpua ($pppa) -37 16 -30 -8 44 -84 -78 -7 -11 -11 1.2 -8 -15 -2 -0.5 -4 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 2 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 2 4 3 0 4 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 2 4 
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Table 11-7b:  NT-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB% 

98-99 -210.90 -78.07 -89.15 -160.23 -125.94 -146.50 -119.32 -36.83 -8.10 -38.55 -36.50 -6.65 -38.23 
99-00 -432.25 -82.22 -92.57 -113.06 -79.90 -108.06 -80.22 -34.57 -23.88 -36.14 -33.72 -22.61 -35.16 
00-01 -429.70 -68.66 -78.08 -93.22 -66.27 -87.91 -65.65 -20.53 -20.55 -30.93 -21.48 -21.50 -32.62 
01-02 -360.04 -74.84 -85.22 -108.55 -84.59 -101.99 -82.68 -29.45 -15.47 -33.88 -28.22 -13.69 -32.56 
4YA -358.22 -75.95 -86.25 -118.76 -89.17 -111.11 -86.97 -30.34 -17.00 -34.87 -29.98 -16.11 -34.64 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -25.59 -38.72 -52.72 -106.87 -109.83 -118.27 -120.79 -249.24 -54.97 -212.55 -237.72 -43.44 -201.03
99-00 -53.06 -41.26 -55.38 -76.30 -70.49 -88.26 -82.17 -236.73 -163.85 -201.56 -222.21 -149.32 -187.04
00-01 -53.42 -34.89 -47.31 -63.72 -59.21 -72.72 -68.10 -142.35 -142.80 -174.72 -143.39 -143.83 -175.76
01-02 -45.35 -38.54 -52.32 -75.17 -76.59 -85.48 -86.90 -206.96 -108.92 -193.91 -190.83 -92.79 -177.79
4YA -44.35 -38.35 -51.93 -80.51 -79.03 -91.18 -89.49 -208.82 -117.63 -195.69 -198.54 -107.35 -185.40

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -1360 -2058 -2802 -5680 -5837 -6286 -6420 -13247 -2921 -11297 -12634 -2309 -10684
99-00 -2787 -2167 -2909 -4008 -3703 -4636 -4316 -12436 -8607 -10588 -11673 -7844 -9825 
00-01 -2771 -1810 -2454 -3305 -3071 -3772 -3532 -7383 -7407 -9062 -7437 -7460 -9116 
01-02 -2321 -1973 -2678 -3848 -3920 -4376 -4448 -10594 -5575 -9927 -9769 -4750 -9101 
4YA -2310 -2002 -2711 -4210 -4133 -4767 -4679 -10915 -6128 -10218 -10378 -5591 -9682 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 90.29 

RB%pua -3.97 -0.84 -0.96 -1.32 -0.99 -1.23 -0.96 -0.34 -0.19 -0.39 -0.33 -0.18 -0.38 
RBpua ($bpa) -0.49 -0.42 -0.58 -0.89 -0.88 -1.01 -0.99 -2.31 -1.30 -2.17 -2.20 -1.19 -2.05 
rbpua ($pppa) -26 -22 -30 -47 -46 -53 -52 -121 -68 -113 -115 -62 -107 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

 

Table 11-7c:  NT Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

NT,Y 1.017 1.020 1.020 1.013 1.017 
NS = NPR-NT,Y 98.3552 98.0548 98.0377 98.7160 98.2909 
NS ≈ NRPR-NT,Y 98 98 98 99 98 

las%
NT 17.553 17.553 17.553 17.553 17.553 

pdNT,Y 0.0579 0.0581 0.0581 0.0577 0.0580 

 

The Northern Territory's public and private sector financial data provide insights into the 

relative benefits of NSC models with about 98 STTUs, as could arise if 90 new STTUs were 

formed.  As Table 11-7c indicates, 98 STTUs with NT's population and land area would have a 

total population just slightly lower than Australia's total population (98 × 1.017 = 99.7% for the 

4YA figure), a land area about 17 times Australia's total land area (98 × 17.553% = 1720%), and 

a population density about 5.8% of (or 17 times less than) the Australia-wide level.  The NT 

therefore provides a poor basis for estimating the financial benefit of the NSC model, even 

taking into account the vast uninhabited sections of the continent.  There is good reason to 

believe that an NSC model hosting 98 STTUs would host expenditure patterns much more 

favourable than those suggested by these NT-based estimates.  So these NT-based estimates 

need to be viewed with caution and an expectation that an NSC model with about 100 STTUs 

could well be much more financially attractive than results here indicate. 
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The results above show that NT-based PCB technique RB estimates are negative in 20 of the 23 

CATs, and positive in the remaining three: PFD, BFD and TAC.  Among the five private sector 

CATs, RB estimates are positive for two – PFD (4.96% = $27 bpa) and BFD (59.27% = 

$76 bpa) – and negative for the other three – GPP (–11.77% = –$64 bpa), HFC (–12.18% = 

–$51 bpa) and GBP (–10.34% = –$13 bpa).  The three major public sector CATs all show a 

significantly negative benefit in the order of 100%: TPS (–102.33% = –$145 bpa), GOV 

(–116.39% = –$134 bpa) and PSC (–48.70% = –$13 bpa).  So if Australia-wide per capita GPP 

and STL level TPS expenditure matched the corresponding NT levels, then Australia-wide GPP 

would be $64 bpa (or 11.77%) less than current levels, and Australia-wide STL level TPS would 

be $145 bpa (or 102.3%) more than current levels.  Among the eight single function CATs 

within general government, the only one showing a positive relative benefit is TAC (14.56% = 

$2.04 bpa).  The relative benefit is negative for all seven of the multi-function CATs within 

general government, ranging from –75.95% (–$38 bpa) for 2FC to –358.22% (–$44 bpa) for 

BAL.  All six partial totals show negative relative benefits, ranging from –16.11% (–$107 bpa) 

for TOT5 to –34.87% (–$196 bpa) for TOT3. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-7a and 11-7b show that most NT-based estimates display 

a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For just one of the 23 CATs (BFD), RB estimates for 

all four individual years are positively valued.  For 18 of the 23 CATs, including both principal 

CATs and all major CATs except PFD, all four RB estimates are negative.  For the remaining 

four CATs, the four individual year estimates include both positive and negative values.  And 

for all six TOTs, RB estimates are negatively valued for all four individual years. 

 
Collectively, these figures indicate that Australia would be worse off by about 100% to 120% 

($130 bpa to $140 bpa, or $1.5 bpa to $1.6 bpa per unit added) in the public sector (in terms of 

TPS and GOV) and by about 15% to 35% ($100 bpa to $210 bpa, or $1.2 bpa to $2.3 bpa per 

unit added) overall (in terms of partial totals) if NT per capita expenditure levels were achieved 

Australia-wide, as could occur if Australia moved to a system of 98 STTUs and such STTUs 

matched the per capita expenditure levels of the NT on average, all else unchanged.  As noted 

previously in relation to the NT's very low population density, however, there is good reason to 

believe that an NSC model with 98 or so STTUs would be significantly more financially 

attractive than results here generally indicate. 

 
The significant variation among the estimates for the private sector CATs makes it very difficult 

to assess whether Australia's private sector would be better or worse off if Australia-wide per 
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capita expenditure levels matched those of the NT.  The GPP estimate suggests that Australia's 

private sector would be worse off by about 12% ($60 bpa, or $0.7 bpa per unit added), but the 

PFD estimate indicates that the private sector would be better off by about 5% ($27 bpa, or $0.3 

bpa per unit added).  Further assessments would be needed to clarify these NT-based private 

sector estimates. 

 
 
Regional States Model Based on the ACT 
 
Per capita technique relative benefit estimates for the ACT-based RS model are now presented. 

 

The ACT-Based RS Model (NS ≈ 61) 
 

Figure 11-8:  ACT-based RBRS Estimates 
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Table 11-8a:  ACT-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for Major and SF CATs 

CAT GPP PFD HFC GBP BFD TPS GOV PSC EDU HEA TAC POS GPS HCA SSW RAC
 RB% 

98-99 -56.48 2.01 10.48 -284.79 -24.37 3.15 -8.43 42.18 -21.18 -5.74 53.19 -16.29 -87.55 0.11 1.98 -26.45
99-00 -63.51 3.62 12.42 -313.11 -22.58 0.55 -8.17 32.64 -19.40 -7.31 42.37 -7.80 -108.75 -7.38 4.99 -12.21
00-01 -59.23 7.51 17.49 -318.93 -26.53 -4.25 -14.12 34.68 -11.30 -5.18 50.63 -2.86 -194.64 23.93 9.69 32.86
01-02 -57.97 8.93 16.91 -304.02 -17.00 6.72 -10.12 81.78 -6.40 -10.65 52.59 -10.12 -241.40 44.04 4.54 -3.61
4YA -59.30 5.52 14.32 -305.21 -22.62 1.54 -10.21 47.82 -14.57 -7.22 49.69 -9.27 -158.08 15.18 5.30 -2.35

 RB ($bpa)                 
98-99 -303.89 10.84 43.21 -357.47 -30.94 4.37 -9.56 10.73 -5.54 -1.34 7.24 -1.55 -6.62 0.01 0.14 -1.21
99-00 -345.70 19.77 51.83 -397.64 -29.00 0.77 -9.37 8.40 -5.13 -1.73 5.84 -0.75 -8.32 -0.70 0.35 -0.57
00-01 -326.53 41.49 73.92 -410.22 -34.51 -6.04 -16.41 9.04 -3.03 -1.24 7.06 -0.28 -15.09 2.31 0.68 1.54 
01-02 -323.78 50.02 72.42 -396.20 -22.40 9.69 -11.92 21.60 -1.74 -2.59 7.44 -1.00 -18.96 4.32 0.32 -0.17
4YA -324.97 30.53 60.34 -390.38 -29.21 2.20 -11.81 12.45 -3.86 -1.73 6.90 -0.90 -12.25 1.48 0.37 -0.10

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -16151 576 2296 -18999 -1644 232 -508 570 -294 -71 385 -83 -352 1 7 -65 
99-00 -18160 1039 2723 -20888 -1523 40 -492 441 -270 -91 307 -40 -437 -37 18 -30 
00-01 -16936 2152 3834 -21277 -1790 -313 -851 469 -157 -65 366 -14 -783 120 35 80 
01-02 -16575 2560 3707 -20282 -1146 496 -610 1106 -89 -133 381 -51 -971 221 17 -9 
4YA -16955 1582 3140 -20361 -1526 114 -615 647 -202 -90 360 -47 -636 76 19 -6 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72

RB%pua -1.12 0.10 0.27 -5.79 -0.43 0.03 -0.19 0.91 -0.28 -0.14 0.94 -0.18 -3.00 0.29 0.10 -0.04
RBpua ($bpa) -6.16 0.58 1.14 -7.41 -0.55 0.04 -0.22 0.24 -0.07 -0.03 0.13 -0.02 -0.23 0.03 0.01 0.00 
rbpua ($pppa) -322 30 60 -386 -29 2 -12 12 -4 -2 7 -0.9 -12 1.4 0.4 -0.1 
# Y > 0 (/4) 0 4 4 0 0 3 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 3 4 1 
# Y < 0 (/4) 4 0 0 4 4 1 4 0 4 4 0 4 4 1 0 3 

 

Table 11-8b:  ACT-Based Per Capita RB Estimates for MF CATs and TOTs 

CAT BAL 2FC 3FC 4FC 6FA 6FB 8FC TOT1 TOT2 TOT3 TOT4 TOT5 TOT6
 RB% 

98-99 -0.90 -13.90 -14.28 -23.63 -9.32 -21.51 -9.42 -44.25 2.24 8.63 -48.12 0.20 6.40 
99-00 19.45 -13.72 -12.76 -25.70 -12.15 -23.02 -11.78 -50.37 2.99 9.43 -53.88 1.57 7.98 
00-01 -40.95 -8.40 -7.49 -34.31 -16.99 -23.98 -11.11 -47.95 5.10 12.02 -51.38 3.75 10.67 
01-02 3.72 -8.41 -8.68 -35.08 -18.26 -24.04 -11.78 -44.70 8.48 14.34 -49.64 5.62 11.08 
4YA -4.67 -11.11 -10.80 -29.68 -14.18 -23.14 -11.02 -46.82 4.70 11.10 -50.75 2.79 9.03 

 RB ($bpa) 
98-99 -0.11 -6.89 -8.45 -15.76 -8.13 -17.36 -9.54 -299.53 15.21 47.58 -313.45 1.28 33.65 
99-00 2.39 -6.88 -7.64 -17.34 -10.72 -18.80 -12.06 -344.93 20.54 52.60 -355.07 10.40 42.45 
00-01 -5.09 -4.27 -4.54 -23.45 -15.18 -19.84 -11.53 -332.56 35.45 67.88 -342.93 25.08 57.51 
01-02 0.47 -4.33 -5.33 -24.29 -16.53 -20.15 -12.39 -314.10 59.71 82.10 -335.70 38.10 60.50 
4YA -0.59 -5.59 -6.49 -20.21 -12.64 -19.04 -11.38 -322.78 32.73 62.54 -336.79 18.72 48.53 

 rb ($pppa) 
98-99 -6 -366 -449 -838 -432 -923 -507 -15919 808 2529 -16659 68 1788 
99-00 125 -362 -401 -911 -563 -988 -634 -18119 1079 2763 -18652 546 2230 
00-01 -264 -221 -235 -1216 -787 -1029 -598 -17249 1839 3521 -17787 1301 2983 
01-02 24 -222 -273 -1243 -846 -1031 -634 -16079 3056 4203 -17185 1950 3097 
4YA -30 -293 -340 -1052 -657 -993 -593 -16841 1696 3254 -17571 966 2525 

 PUA Estimates (4YA) 
Nua = NS – 8 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 52.72 

RB%pua -0.09 -0.21 -0.20 -0.56 -0.27 -0.44 -0.21 -0.89 0.09 0.21 -0.96 0.05 0.17 
RBpua ($bpa) -0.01 -0.11 -0.12 -0.38 -0.24 -0.36 -0.22 -6.12 0.62 1.19 -6.39 0.36 0.92 
rbpua ($pppa) -0.6 -6 -6 -20 -12 -19 -11 -319 32 62 -333 18 48 
# Y > 0 (/4) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 4 4 
# Y < 0 (/4) 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 4 0 0 
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Table 11-8c:  ACT Population, Land Area and Density Measures 

Y 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 4YA 
ps%

ACT,Y 1.653 1.648 1.646 1.641 1.647 
NS = NPR-ACT,Y 60.4799 60.6712 60.7712 60.9391 60.7153 
NS ≈ NRPR-ACT,Y 60 61 61 61 61 

las%
ACT 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 

pdACT,Y 54.2140 54.0430 53.9541 53.8055 54.0041 

 

The ACT's public and private sector financial data provide insights into the relative benefits of 

RS models with about 61 STTUs resembling the ACT.  As Table 11-8c indicates, about 61 

STTUs with the ACT's population and land area would have a total population slightly greater 

than Australia's current total population (61 × 1.647% = 100.5% for the 4YA figure), a land area 

approximately 2% of Australia's total land area (61 × 0.030% = 1.8%), and a population density 

about 54 times the Australia-wide density.  The ACT therefore provides a poor basis for 

estimating the financial benefit of the RS model, even taking into account the vast uninhabited 

sections of the continent.  The vast majority of Australia's population do, however, live in 

capital cities and other areas with population densities comparable to and often greater than that 

of the ACT.  So ACT-based RB estimates can still offer significant insights, but they need to be 

viewed with considerable caution, especially in view of the uncertainty of the ACT private 

sector expenditure data, which raises significant doubts about the ACT-based RB estimates for 

private sector CATs and partial totals as well, because major private sector CAT estimates 

substantially contribute to partial total estimates. 

 
The results above show that ACT-based PCB technique RB estimates are negative in 16 of the 

23 CATs, and positive in the other seven CATs.  Among the five private sector CATs, RB 

estimates are positive for two – PFD (5.52% = $31 bpa) and HFC (14.32% = $60 bpa) – and 

negative for the other three – GPP (–59.30% = –$325 bpa), GBP (–305.21% = –$390 bpa) and 

BFD (–22.62% = –$29 bpa).  Among the three major public sector CATs, TPS (1.54% = $2.20 

bpa) and PSC (47.82% = $12 bpa) are positive and GOV (–10.21% = –$12 bpa) is negative.  So 

if Australia-wide per capita GPP and STL level TPS expenditure matched the corresponding 

ACT levels, then Australia-wide GPP would be $325 bpa (or 59.30%) less than current levels, 

and Australia-wide STL level TPS would be $2.2 bpa (or 1.54%) less than current levels.  

Among the eight single function CATs within general government, the three which show a 

positive relative benefit are: TAC (49.69% = $7 bpa), HCA (15.18% = $1.48 bpa) and SSW 

(5.30% = $0.37 bpa).  Among the seven multi-function CATs, all RB estimates are negative, 

ranging from –29.68% (–$20 bpa) for 4FC to –4.67% (–$0.59 bpa) for BAL.  The ACT joins 
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WA as just the second STU to generate both positive and negative partial total RB estimates.  

The RB estimates for the six ACT-based TOTs include two highly negative values – TOT1 

(–46.82% = –$323 bpa) and TOT4 (–50.75% = –$337 bpa) – and four positive values ranging 

from 2.79% ($19 bpa) for TOT5 to 11.10% ($63 bpa) for TOT3. 

 
The RB estimates for the single-function and multi-function CATs within general government 

appear to be the most reliable of the ACT-based estimates.  The major CAT estimates and 

partial totals, as above, display significant variation – ranging from highly negative to highly 

positive values – and raise serious doubts generally. 

 
With the major public sector CATs, the slightly positive ACT-based RB estimate for TPS 

(1.54% = $2.20 bpa) reflects the substantial cancelling out of the positive PSC estimate (47.82% 

= $12.45 bpa) and the highly negative GOV value (–10.21% = –$11.81 bpa).  The negative 

GOV estimate indicates that the ACT's general government sector is more expensive per head of 

population than the Australia-wide average, perhaps because the ACT is unable to achieve 

scale-related benefits as well as most or all of the more populous STUs.  The largely positive 

PSC estimate indicates that ACT expenditure per head in public sector corporations is well 

below the Australia-wide average, which can probably be largely explained by the fact that the 

ACT is geographically compact and hence spared of the need for expensive transport, power and 

water infrastructure and services – which are typically provided by public sector corporations in 

most STUs – across large areas and distances. 

 
The ACT-based RB estimates for the private sector CATs and partial totals cannot be relied 

upon because of data limitations which have been described previously.  The diverse 

combination of a very highly negative GPP estimate (–59% = –$325 bpa) and positive PFD 

(5.52% = $31 bpa) and HFC (14.32% = $60 bpa) estimates, therefore, cannot be explained by 

factors such as industry mix and exports as easily as was possible with the superficially similar 

WA-based estimates. 

 
The lowermost two rows in Tables 11-8a and 11-8b show that most ACT-based estimates 

display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  For five of the 23 CATs – PFD, HFC, PSC, 

TAC and SSW – RB estimates for all four individual years are positively valued, apparently 

reflecting the ACT's high level of wealth and socio-economic advantage, compact size, low 

levels of transport congestion, and low demands on public sector corporations generally.  For 14 

of the 23 CATs, all four RB estimates are negative.  For the remaining four CATs, the four 

individual year estimates include both positive and negative values.  For four of the six TOTs 
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(TOT2, TOT3, TOT5 and TOT6), RB estimates are positively valued for all four individual 

years.  For the other two (TOT1 and TOT4), RB estimates are negatively valued for all four 

individual years. 

 
It is generally very difficult to draw firm overall conclusions from these ACT-based estimates, 

especially for the major CATs and partial totals.  Estimates for the major public sector CATs 

seem intuitively reasonable, though the TPS estimate derived, of just 1.54% ($2.20 bpa), is 

certainly not decisively positive.  And for the major private sector CATs and partial totals, 

estimates are affected by the considerable uncertainties associated with the ABS private sector 

expenditure data that have been used to establish estimates.  But if GPP, TPS and TOT1 

estimates could be relied upon, they would suggest that Australia could be worse off by about 

59% (or $320 bpa, or $6 bpa per unit added) in the private sector (in terms of GPP), better off by 

about 1.5% (or $2 bpa, or $0.04 bpa per unit added) in the public sector (in terms of TPS), and 

worse off by about 47% (or $320 bpa, or $6 bpa per unit added) overall (in terms of TOT1) if 

ACT per capita expenditure levels were achieved Australia-wide, as would occur if Australia 

moved to a system of 61 STTUs and such STTUs matched the per capita expenditure levels of 

the ACT on average in both the public and private sectors, with all else unchanged. 

 
 
Comparisons Across the Eight STUs 
 
Whereas RB estimates have been presented one STU at a time in the preceding sections, this 

section compares estimates across the eight STUs through seven additional summary tables and 

brief descriptions of prominent patterns following these tables.  Table 11-9a lists the four year 

average RB estimates for each CAT and STU in billions of dollars per annum ($bpa).  Tables 

11-9b and 11-9c then present 4YA estimates in percentage and dollar per person per annum 

($pppa) terms respectively.  Tables 11-10a to 11-10c repeat Tables 11-9a to 11-9c but present 

estimates on per unit bases: per unit added for NSC and RS models based on WA, SA, TAS, NT 

and ACT, and per unit reduced for FSC models based on NSW, VIC and QLD.  Table 11-11 

repeats Tables 11-9a through 11-10c, but for GPP, TPS and TOT1 only, to summarise and 

compare the broadest private sector, public sector and economy-wide estimates. 
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Summary of STU-based RB Estimates 
 

Table 11-9a:  PCB Technique 4YA RB Estimates ($bpa) 

CAT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
GPP 41.43 39.17 -77.53 80.31 -83.35 -187.71 -324.98 -64.51 3 
PFD 29.43 16.34 -43.54 6.96 -55.39 -122.17 30.32 27.25 5 
HFC 31.49 8.53 -33.71 -27.32 -36.61 -57.64 60.18 -51.16 3 
GBP 9.96 31.03 -44.32 109.10 -47.21 -131.41 -390.26 -13.22 3 
BFD -1.95 7.89 -9.80 33.51 -18.79 -63.60 -29.25 76.64 3 
TPS 8.01 14.59 -4.31 -28.42 -9.59 -22.41 2.18 -144.70 3 
GOV 3.27 10.76 -4.00 -6.40 -7.16 -11.20 -11.79 -134.41 2 
PSC 4.18 3.77 -0.45 -19.68 -2.00 -10.50 12.40 -12.62 3 
EDU 1.19 0.08 0.84 -1.00 -1.77 -3.41 -3.88 -19.13 3 
HEA 0.70 -0.25 2.16 -0.84 -3.29 -0.49 -1.72 -19.24 2 
TAC -1.02 1.93 -2.59 -1.09 3.21 2.72 6.89 2.02 5 
POS 0.06 0.88 0.31 -0.58 -1.24 0.37 -0.90 -13.56 4 
GPS 1.83 3.26 -4.48 -3.13 2.24 0.25 -12.18 -26.31 4 
HCA 0.67 1.12 -2.76 1.58 -0.56 -3.74 1.46 -3.19 4 
SSW -0.43 -2.59 3.05 1.69 0.77 -0.20 0.37 -0.89 4 
RAC 0.21 0.39 0.58 -0.81 -1.04 -1.84 -0.11 -6.57 3 
BAL -0.04 5.23 -0.55 -1.33 -5.82 -5.36 -0.58 -44.27 1 
2FC 1.89 -0.17 3.00 -1.84 -5.06 -3.90 -5.61 -38.37 2 
3FC 1.95 0.72 3.31 -2.43 -6.30 -3.53 -6.51 -51.96 3 
4FC 4.02 4.46 -1.89 -6.14 -3.62 -3.09 -20.16 -80.70 2 
6FA 2.55 3.97 -1.65 -5.62 0.44 -0.45 -12.60 -79.22 3 
6FB 4.88 5.88 -3.73 -5.63 -5.25 -8.39 -19.03 -91.38 2 
8FC 3.38 5.37 -3.49 -5.09 -1.13 -5.69 -11.37 -89.68 2 

# (/23) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT  
# > 0 19 20 7 6 4 3 7 3  
# < 0 4 3 16 17 19 20 16 20  

TOT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
TOT1 49.44 53.77 -81.84 51.89 -92.94 -210.13 -322.80 -209.21 3 
TOT2 37.44 30.93 -47.84 -21.46 -64.98 -144.59 32.50 -117.45 3 
TOT3 39.51 23.12 -38.02 -55.73 -46.20 -80.05 62.36 -195.85 3 
TOT4 44.70 49.94 -81.54 73.92 -90.51 -198.91 -336.77 -198.92 3 
TOT5 32.70 27.10 -47.54 0.56 -62.55 -133.37 18.52 -107.16 4 
TOT6 34.76 19.29 -37.72 -33.71 -43.78 -68.84 48.39 -185.57 3 

# (/6) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT  
# > 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 4 0  
# < 0 0 0 6 3 6 6 2 6  
MAX 49.44 53.77 -37.72 73.92 -43.78 -68.84 62.36 -107.16 4 
MIN 32.70 19.29 -81.84 -55.73 -92.94 -210.13 -336.77 -209.21 2 

MEAN 39.76 34.02 -55.75 2.58 -66.83 -139.31 -82.97 -169.02 3 
MED 38.47 29.02 -47.69 -10.45 -63.77 -138.98 25.51 -190.71 3 
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Table 11-9b:  PCB Technique 4YA RB% Estimates (%) 

Unit (U) # > or < percentage indicated (/8) 
CAT 

NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT > 
20

> 
10

> 
5 

> 
0 

< 
0 

< 
– 5 

< 
– 10 

< 
– 20 

CAT UMAX UMIN

GPP 7.56 7.15 -14.15 14.65 -15.21 -34.25 -59.30 -11.77 0 1 3 3 5 5 5 2 GPP WA ACT
PFD 5.36 2.97 -7.92 1.27 -10.08 -22.23 5.52 4.96 0 0 2 5 3 3 2 1 PFD ACT TAS
HFC 7.49 2.03 -8.02 -6.50 -8.71 -13.72 14.32 -12.18 0 1 2 3 5 5 2 0 HFC ACT TAS
GBP 7.79 24.27 -34.66 85.33 -36.92 -102.77 -305.21 -10.34 2 2 3 3 5 5 5 4 GBP WA ACT
BFD -1.51 6.10 -7.58 25.92 -14.54 -49.19 -22.62 59.27 2 2 3 3 5 4 3 2 BFD NT TAS
TPS 5.67 10.32 -3.05 -20.10 -6.78 -15.85 1.54 -102.33 0 1 2 3 5 4 3 2 TPS VIC NT
GOV 2.83 9.32 -3.47 -5.54 -6.20 -9.70 -10.21 -116.39 0 0 1 2 6 5 2 1 GOV VIC NT
PSC 16.13 14.56 -1.72 -75.91 -7.70 -40.49 47.82 -48.70 1 3 3 3 5 4 3 3 PSC ACT WA
EDU 4.48 0.29 3.16 -3.74 -6.66 -12.80 -14.57 -71.83 0 0 0 3 5 4 3 1 EDU NSW NT
HEA 2.92 -1.04 9.03 -3.54 -13.77 -2.05 -7.22 -80.55 0 0 1 2 6 3 2 1 HEA QLD NT
TAC -7.32 13.93 -18.64 -7.83 23.11 19.58 49.69 14.56 2 5 5 5 3 3 1 0 TAC ACT QLD
POS 0.66 9.05 3.23 -5.98 -12.77 3.76 -9.27 -139.54 0 0 1 4 4 4 2 1 POS VIC NT
GPS 23.75 42.32 -58.20 -40.56 29.01 3.20 -158.08 -341.46 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 GPS VIC NT
HCA 6.98 11.61 -28.71 16.38 -5.81 -38.88 15.18 -33.18 0 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 HCA WA TAS
SSW -6.11 -36.94 43.52 24.14 10.99 -2.78 5.30 -12.73 2 3 4 4 4 3 2 1 SSW QLD VIC
RAC 4.49 8.36 12.37 -17.41 -22.33 -39.26 -2.35 -140.48 0 1 2 3 5 4 4 3 RAC QLD NT
BAL -0.29 42.32 -4.44 -10.78 -47.09 -43.33 -4.67 -358.22 1 1 1 1 7 4 4 3 BAL VIC NT
2FC 3.74 -0.33 5.93 -3.65 -10.01 -7.73 -11.11 -75.95 0 0 1 2 6 4 3 1 2FC QLD NT
3FC 3.24 1.19 5.49 -4.03 -10.46 -5.86 -10.80 -86.25 0 0 1 3 5 4 3 1 3FC QLD NT
4FC 5.92 6.56 -2.78 -9.04 -5.33 -4.55 -29.68 -118.76 0 0 2 2 6 4 2 2 4FC VIC NT
6FA 2.87 4.47 -1.86 -6.32 0.50 -0.50 -14.18 -89.17 0 0 0 3 5 3 2 1 6FA VIC NT
6FB 5.93 7.14 -4.54 -6.85 -6.38 -10.20 -23.14 -111.11 0 0 2 2 6 5 3 2 6FB VIC NT
8FC 3.28 5.20 -3.38 -4.94 -1.10 -5.51 -11.02 -86.97 0 0 1 2 6 3 2 1 8FC VIC NT

MAX 23.75 42.32 43.52 85.33 29.01 19.58 49.69 59.27                 # (/23) 
MIN -7.32 -36.94 -58.20 -75.91 -47.09 -102.77 -305.21 -358.22                 NSW 1 0 

# (/23) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT                 VIC 9 1 
> 20% 1 3 1 3 2 0 2 1                 QLD 5 1 
> 10% 2 7 2 5 3 1 4 2                 WA 3 1 
> 5% 10 15 5 5 3 1 6 2                 SA 0 0 
> 0% 19 20 7 6 4 3 7 3                 TAS 0 4 
< 0% 4 3 16 17 19 20 16 20                 ACT 4 2 

< – 5% 2 1 8 12 18 16 14 20                 NT 1 14 
< – 10% 0 1 5 5 10 12 12 20                       
< – 20% 0 1 3 3 3 8 6 16                       

TOT% NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT > 
20

> 
10

> 
5 

> 
0 

< 
0 

< 
– 5 

< 
– 10 

< 
– 20 CAT UMAX UMIN

TOT1% 7.17 7.80 -11.87 7.53 -13.48 -30.48 -46.82 -30.34 0 0 3 3 5 5 5 3 TPS VIC ACT
TOT2% 5.42 4.48 -6.92 -3.11 -9.40 -20.93 4.70 -17.00 0 0 1 3 5 4 2 1 GOV NSW TAS
TOT3% 7.03 4.12 -6.77 -9.92 -8.23 -14.25 11.10 -34.87 0 1 2 3 5 5 2 1 PSC ACT NT
TOT4% 6.74 7.53 -12.29 11.14 -13.64 -29.98 -50.75 -29.98 0 1 3 3 5 5 5 3 GPP WA ACT
TOT5% 4.92 4.08 -7.15 0.08 -9.41 -20.06 2.79 -16.11 0 0 0 4 4 4 2 1 PFD NSW TAS
TOT6% 6.49 3.60 -7.04 -6.29 -8.17 -12.85 9.03 -34.64 0 0 2 3 5 5 2 1 HFC ACT NT

# (/6) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT                 # (/6) UMAX UMIN

# > 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 4  0                 NSW 2 0 
# < 0 0 0 6 3 6 6 2  6                 VIC 1 0 
MAX 7.17 7.80 -6.77 11.14 -8.17 -12.85 11.10 -16.11                 QLD 0 0 
MIN 4.92 3.60 -12.29 -9.92 -13.64 -30.48 -50.75 -34.87                 WA 1 0 

MEAN 6.29 5.27 -8.67 -0.10 -10.39 -21.42 -11.66 -27.16                 SA 0 0 
MED 6.61 4.30 -7.09 -1.51 -9.41 -20.49 3.74 -30.16                 TAS 0 2 

all 6 > 0? NSW VIC                             ACT 2 2 
all 6 < 0?     QLD   SA TAS   NT                 NT 0 2 
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Table 11-9c:  PCB Technique 4YA rb Estimates ($pppa) 

CAT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
GPP 2161.38 2043.89 -4045.22 4190.16 -4348.59 -9793.69 -16955.26 -3365.78 3 
PFD 1535.46 852.50 -2271.37 363.01 -2889.94 -6374.06 1581.77 1421.72 5 
HFC 1643.00 444.87 -1758.97 -1425.12 -1910.32 -3007.16 3139.95 -2669.13 3 
GBP 519.51 1618.95 -2312.43 5692.33 -2463.09 -6856.16 -20361.23 -689.63 3 
BFD -101.88 411.65 -511.21 1748.31 -980.54 -3318.02 -1525.92 3998.41 3 
TPS 418.12 761.22 -224.70 -1482.66 -500.19 -1169.47 113.81 -7549.25 3 
GOV 170.54 561.46 -208.83 -333.73 -373.75 -584.31 -615.37 -7012.44 2 
PSC 218.08 196.95 -23.24 -1026.55 -104.18 -547.61 646.69 -658.56 3 
EDU 62.20 4.09 43.92 -52.04 -92.54 -177.94 -202.47 -998.23 3 
HEA 36.42 -12.93 112.57 -44.08 -171.57 -25.52 -89.94 -1003.79 2 
TAC -52.98 100.80 -134.94 -56.64 167.29 141.70 359.66 105.39 5 
POS 3.34 45.91 16.37 -30.33 -64.76 19.06 -46.99 -707.58 4 
GPS 95.49 170.14 -233.99 -163.09 116.64 12.85 -635.57 -1372.82 4 
HCA 35.04 58.26 -144.06 82.19 -29.13 -195.05 76.14 -166.47 4 
SSW -22.37 -135.19 159.29 88.35 40.21 -10.18 19.40 -46.58 4 
RAC 10.96 20.39 30.16 -42.45 -54.46 -95.74 -5.74 -342.59 3 
BAL -1.90 272.90 -28.63 -69.52 -303.63 -279.41 -30.10 -2309.78 1 
2FC 98.66 -8.80 156.35 -96.17 -263.87 -203.72 -292.76 -2001.84 2 
3FC 101.86 37.48 172.69 -126.78 -328.72 -184.30 -339.58 -2710.91 3 
4FC 209.81 232.45 -98.45 -320.36 -188.90 -161.37 -1052.06 -4210.14 2 
6FA 132.80 207.23 -86.20 -293.08 23.17 -23.28 -657.18 -4132.97 3 
6FB 254.52 306.55 -194.73 -293.79 -273.88 -437.49 -992.63 -4767.40 2 
8FC 176.52 280.00 -181.83 -265.69 -59.18 -296.61 -593.08 -4679.10 2 

# (/23) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT  
# > 0 19 20 7 6 4 3 7 3  
# < 0 4 3 16 17 19 20 16 20  

TOT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
TOT1 2579.50 2805.12 -4269.93 2707.50 -4848.78 -10963.16 -16841.45 -10915.03 3 
TOT2 1953.58 1613.72 -2496.08 -1119.65 -3390.13 -7543.53 1695.57 -6127.53 3 
TOT3 2061.12 1206.10 -1983.67 -2907.78 -2410.50 -4176.62 3253.76 -10218.37 3 
TOT4 2331.92 2605.36 -4254.05 3856.43 -4722.34 -10378.00 -17570.63 -10378.22 3 
TOT5 1706.00 1413.96 -2480.20 29.28 -3263.69 -6958.37 966.40 -5590.72 4 
TOT6 1813.54 1006.34 -1967.79 -1758.85 -2284.07 -3591.47 2524.58 -9681.56 3 

# (/6) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT  
# > 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 4 0  
# < 0 0 0 6 3 6 6 2 6  
MAX 2579.50 2805.12 -1967.79 3856.43 -2284.07 -3591.47 3253.76 -5590.72 4 
MIN 1706.00 1006.34 -4269.93 -2907.78 -4848.78 -10963.16 -17570.63 -10915.03 2 

MEAN 2074.28 1775.10 -2908.62 134.49 -3486.59 -7268.53 -4328.63 -8818.57 3 
MED 2007.35 1513.84 -2488.14 -545.19 -3326.91 -7250.95 1330.99 -9949.97 3 
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Summary of STU-based RB Estimates in Per Unit Terms 
 

Table 11-10a:  PCB Technique 4YA RB Estimates Per Unit Added or Reduced ($bpa) 

CAT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
GPP 8.20 9.89 -29.49 36.15 -17.61 -5.76 -6.16 -0.71 3 
PFD 5.82 4.14 -16.58 3.05 -11.67 -3.74 0.58 0.30 5 
HFC 6.24 2.16 -12.85 -12.32 -7.72 -1.77 1.14 -0.57 3 
GBP 1.96 7.83 -16.83 49.13 -9.99 -4.03 -7.41 -0.14 3 
BFD -0.40 2.01 -3.72 15.03 -3.96 -1.95 -0.55 0.85 3 
TPS 1.59 3.68 -1.65 -12.77 -2.01 -0.69 0.04 -1.60 3 
GOV 0.65 2.71 -1.53 -2.87 -1.51 -0.34 -0.22 -1.49 2 
PSC 0.82 0.96 -0.17 -8.85 -0.41 -0.32 0.24 -0.14 3 
EDU 0.24 0.02 0.32 -0.44 -0.37 -0.10 -0.07 -0.21 3 
HEA 0.14 -0.06 0.82 -0.38 -0.70 -0.01 -0.03 -0.21 2 
TAC -0.20 0.49 -0.98 -0.49 0.68 0.08 0.13 0.02 5 
POS 0.01 0.22 0.12 -0.26 -0.26 0.01 -0.02 -0.15 4 
GPS 0.36 0.82 -1.71 -1.41 0.47 0.01 -0.23 -0.29 4 
HCA 0.13 0.28 -1.05 0.71 -0.12 -0.11 0.03 -0.04 4 
SSW -0.09 -0.65 1.16 0.76 0.16 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 4 
RAC 0.04 0.10 0.22 -0.36 -0.22 -0.06 0.00 -0.07 3 
BAL -0.01 1.32 -0.21 -0.60 -1.22 -0.16 -0.01 -0.49 1 
2FC 0.38 -0.05 1.14 -0.82 -1.07 -0.12 -0.11 -0.42 2 
3FC 0.39 0.18 1.26 -1.09 -1.33 -0.11 -0.12 -0.58 3 
4FC 0.80 1.12 -0.72 -2.76 -0.77 -0.10 -0.38 -0.89 2 
6FA 0.51 1.00 -0.63 -2.53 0.09 -0.01 -0.24 -0.88 3 
6FB 0.97 1.48 -1.43 -2.53 -1.11 -0.26 -0.36 -1.01 2 
8FC 0.67 1.35 -1.33 -2.29 -0.24 -0.17 -0.22 -0.99 2 

# (/23) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT   
# > 0 19 20 7 6 4 3 7 3   
# < 0 4 3 16 17 19 20 16 20   

TOT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
TOT1 9.78 13.58 -31.14 23.37 -19.61 -6.45 -6.12 -2.31 3 
TOT2 7.41 7.82 -18.23 -9.73 -13.67 -4.43 0.62 -1.30 3 
TOT3 7.82 5.84 -14.50 -25.09 -9.72 -2.46 1.19 -2.17 3 
TOT4 8.85 12.61 -31.02 33.27 -19.12 -6.10 -6.39 -2.20 3 
TOT5 6.47 6.85 -18.11 0.17 -13.18 -4.08 0.36 -1.19 4 
TOT6 6.89 4.87 -14.38 -15.20 -9.23 -2.11 0.92 -2.05 3 

# (/6) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT   
# > 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 4 0   
# < 0 0 0 6 3 6 6 2 6   
MAX 9.78 13.58 -14.38 33.27 -9.23 -2.11 1.19 -1.19 4 
MIN 6.47 4.87 -31.14 -25.09 -19.61 -6.45 -6.39 -2.31 2 

MEAN 7.87 8.59 -21.23 1.13 -14.09 -4.27 -1.57 -1.87 3 
MED 7.62 7.34 -18.17 -4.78 -13.43 -4.26 0.49 -2.11 3 
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Table 11-10b:  PCB Technique 4YA RB% Estimates Per Unit Added or Reduced (%) 

Unit (U) # > or < percentage indicated (/8) 
CAT 

NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT > 
20

> 
10

> 
5 

> 
0 

< 
0 

< 
– 5 

< 
– 10 

< 
– 20 

CAT UMAX UMIN

GPP 1.50 1.80 -5.39 6.59 -3.21 -1.05 -1.12 -0.13 0 0 1 3 5 1 0 0 GPP WA QLD
PFD 1.06 0.75 -3.02 0.57 -2.13 -0.68 0.10 0.05 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 PFD NSW QLD
HFC 1.48 0.51 -3.06 -2.93 -1.84 -0.42 0.27 -0.13 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 HFC NSW QLD
GBP 1.54 6.12 -13.20 38.40 -7.80 -3.15 -5.79 -0.11 1 1 2 3 5 3 1 0 GBP WA QLD
BFD -0.30 1.54 -2.89 11.66 -3.07 -1.51 -0.43 0.66 0 1 1 3 5 0 0 0 BFD WA SA 
TPS 1.12 2.60 -1.16 -9.04 -1.43 -0.49 0.03 -1.13 0 0 0 3 5 1 0 0 TPS VIC WA
GOV 0.56 2.35 -1.32 -2.49 -1.31 -0.30 -0.19 -1.29 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 GOV VIC WA
PSC 3.20 3.68 -0.65 -34.16 -1.63 -1.24 0.91 -0.54 0 0 0 3 5 1 1 1 PSC VIC WA
EDU 0.89 0.07 1.20 -1.68 -1.41 -0.39 -0.28 -0.80 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 EDU QLD WA
HEA 0.58 -0.26 3.44 -1.59 -2.91 -0.06 -0.14 -0.89 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 HEA QLD SA 
TAC -1.45 3.51 -7.10 -3.52 4.88 0.60 0.94 0.16 0 0 0 5 3 1 0 0 TAC SA QLD
POS 0.13 2.28 1.23 -2.69 -2.70 0.12 -0.18 -1.55 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 POS VIC SA 
GPS 4.71 10.68 -22.16 -18.25 6.13 0.10 -3.00 -3.78 0 1 2 4 4 2 2 1 GPS VIC QLD
HCA 1.38 2.93 -10.93 7.37 -1.23 -1.19 0.29 -0.37 0 0 1 4 4 1 1 0 HCA WA QLD
SSW -1.21 -9.32 16.57 10.86 2.32 -0.09 0.10 -0.14 0 2 2 4 4 1 0 0 SSW QLD VIC
RAC 0.89 2.11 4.71 -7.83 -4.72 -1.20 -0.04 -1.56 0 0 0 3 5 1 0 0 RAC QLD WA
BAL -0.06 10.68 -1.69 -4.85 -9.94 -1.33 -0.09 -3.97 0 1 1 1 7 1 0 0 BAL VIC SA 
2FC 0.74 -0.08 2.26 -1.64 -2.11 -0.24 -0.21 -0.84 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 2FC QLD SA 
3FC 0.64 0.30 2.09 -1.82 -2.21 -0.18 -0.20 -0.96 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 3FC QLD SA 
4FC 1.17 1.65 -1.06 -4.07 -1.13 -0.14 -0.56 -1.32 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 4FC VIC WA
6FA 0.57 1.13 -0.71 -2.85 0.11 -0.02 -0.27 -0.99 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 6FA VIC WA
6FB 1.18 1.80 -1.73 -3.08 -1.35 -0.31 -0.44 -1.23 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 6FB VIC WA
8FC 0.65 1.31 -1.29 -2.22 -0.23 -0.17 -0.21 -0.96 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 8FC VIC WA

MAX 4.71 10.68 16.57 38.40 6.13 0.60 0.94 0.66                 # (/23) 
MIN -1.45 -9.32 -22.16 -34.16 -9.94 -3.15 -5.79 -3.97                 NSW 0 0 

# (/23) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT                VIC 10 1 
> 20% 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0                QLD 6 3 
> 10% 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0                WA 1 9 
> 5% 0 3 1 5 1 0 0 0                SA 1 5 
> 0% 19 20 7 6 4 3 7 3                TAS 0 0 
< 0% 4 3 16 17 19 20 16 20                ACT 0 0 

< – 5% 0 1 5 4 2 0 1 0                NT 0 0 
< – 10% 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0                      
< – 20% 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0                      

TOT% NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT > 
20

> 
10

> 
5 

> 
0 

< 
0 

< 
– 5 

< 
– 10 

< 
– 20 CAT UMAX UMIN

TOT1% 1.42 1.97 -4.52 3.39 -2.85 -0.93 -0.89 -0.34 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 TPS WA QLD
TOT2% 1.07 1.13 -2.64 -1.40 -1.99 -0.64 0.09 -0.19 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 GOV VIC QLD
TOT3% 1.39 1.04 -2.58 -4.47 -1.74 -0.44 0.21 -0.39 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 PSC NSW WA
TOT4% 1.33 1.90 -4.68 5.01 -2.88 -0.92 -0.96 -0.33 0 0 1 3 5 0 0 0 GPP WA QLD
TOT5% 0.97 1.03 -2.72 0.04 -1.99 -0.61 0.05 -0.18 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 PFD VIC QLD
TOT6% 1.29 0.91 -2.68 -2.83 -1.73 -0.39 0.17 -0.38 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 HFC NSW WA

# (/6) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT                # (/6) UMAX UMIN

# > 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 4 0                NSW 2 0 
# < 0 0 0 6 3 6 6 2 6                VIC 2 0 
MAX 1.42 1.97 -2.58 5.01 -1.73 -0.39 0.21 -0.18                 QLD 0 4 
MIN 0.97 0.91 -4.68 -4.47 -2.88 -0.93 -0.96 -0.39                 WA 2 2 

MEAN 1.25 1.33 -3.30 -0.04 -2.19 -0.66 -0.22 -0.30                 SA 0 0 
MED 1.31 1.08 -2.70 -0.68 -1.99 -0.63 0.07 -0.33                 TAS 0 0 

all 6 > 0? NSW VIC                             ACT 0 0 
all 6 < 0?     QLD   SA TAS   NT                 NT 0 0 
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Table 11-10c:  PCB Technique 4YA rb Estimates Per Unit Added or Reduced ($pppa) 

CAT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
GPP 428.25 515.85 -1540.31 1885.48 -918.20 -300.15 -321.64 -37.28 3 
PFD 304.23 215.16 -864.88 163.35 -610.21 -195.35 30.01 15.75 5 
HFC 325.54 112.28 -669.77 -641.27 -403.36 -92.16 59.56 -29.56 3 
GBP 102.94 408.60 -880.51 2561.42 -520.08 -210.12 -386.25 -7.64 3 
BFD -20.19 103.90 -194.65 786.70 -207.04 -101.69 -28.95 44.28 3 
TPS 82.85 192.12 -85.56 -667.16 -105.61 -35.84 2.16 -83.61 3 
GOV 33.79 141.71 -79.52 -150.17 -78.92 -17.91 -11.67 -77.66 2 
PSC 43.21 49.71 -8.85 -461.93 -22.00 -16.78 12.27 -7.29 3 
EDU 12.32 1.03 16.72 -23.42 -19.54 -5.45 -3.84 -11.06 3 
HEA 7.22 -3.26 42.86 -19.83 -36.23 -0.78 -1.71 -11.12 2 
TAC -10.50 25.44 -51.38 -25.49 35.32 4.34 6.82 1.17 5 
POS 0.66 11.59 6.23 -13.65 -13.67 0.58 -0.89 -7.84 4 
GPS 18.92 42.94 -89.10 -73.39 24.63 0.39 -12.06 -15.20 4 
HCA 6.94 14.70 -54.86 36.99 -6.15 -5.98 1.44 -1.84 4 
SSW -4.43 -34.12 60.65 39.76 8.49 -0.31 0.37 -0.52 4 
RAC 2.17 5.15 11.49 -19.10 -11.50 -2.93 -0.11 -3.79 3 
BAL -0.38 68.88 -10.90 -31.28 -64.11 -8.56 -0.57 -25.58 1 
2FC 19.55 -2.22 59.53 -43.27 -55.72 -6.24 -5.55 -22.17 2 
3FC 20.18 9.46 65.76 -57.05 -69.41 -5.65 -6.44 -30.02 3 
4FC 41.57 58.67 -37.49 -144.16 -39.89 -4.95 -19.96 -46.63 2 
6FA 26.31 52.30 -32.82 -131.88 4.89 -0.71 -12.47 -45.77 3 
6FB 50.43 77.37 -74.15 -132.20 -57.83 -13.41 -18.83 -52.80 2 
8FC 34.97 70.67 -69.23 -119.55 -12.50 -9.09 -11.25 -51.82 2 

# (/23) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT   
# > 0 19 20 7 6 4 3 7 3   
# < 0 4 3 16 17 19 20 16 20   

TOT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
TOT1 511.10 707.97 -1625.88 1218.31 -1023.82 -335.99 -319.48 -120.89 3 
TOT2 387.08 407.28 -950.44 -503.82 -715.82 -231.19 32.16 -67.86 3 
TOT3 408.39 304.40 -755.33 -1308.44 -508.98 -128.00 61.72 -113.17 3 
TOT4 462.04 657.56 -1619.83 1735.31 -997.12 -318.06 -333.31 -114.94 3 
TOT5 338.02 356.87 -944.39 13.17 -689.13 -213.25 18.33 -61.92 4 
TOT6 359.33 253.99 -749.28 -791.44 -482.28 -110.07 47.89 -107.23 3 

# (/6) NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT   
# > 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 4 0   
# < 0 0 0 6 3 6 6 2 6   
MAX 511.10 707.97 -749.28 1735.31 -482.28 -110.07 61.72 -61.92 4 
MIN 338.02 253.99 -1625.88 -1308.44 -1023.82 -335.99 -333.31 -120.89 2 

MEAN 410.99 448.01 -1107.53 60.52 -736.19 -222.76 -82.11 -97.67 3 
MED 397.73 382.07 -947.42 -245.32 -702.47 -222.22 25.25 -110.20 3 
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Brief Summary of GPP, TPS and TOT1 estimates 
 

Table 11-11:  RBPC-U,4YA Estimates for GPP, TPS and TOT1 only 

CAT NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT # > 0 (/8)
  RB ($bpa) 

GPP 41.43 39.17 -77.53 80.31 -83.35 -187.71 -324.98 -64.51 3 
TPS 8.01 14.59 -4.31 -28.42 -9.59 -22.41 2.18 -144.70 3 

TOT1 49.44 53.77 -81.84 51.89 -92.94 -210.13 -322.80 -209.21 3 
  RB% 

GPP 7.56 7.15 -14.15 14.65 -15.21 -34.25 -59.30 -11.77 3 
TPS 5.67 10.32 -3.05 -20.10 -6.78 -15.85 1.54 -102.33 3 

TOT1 7.17 7.80 -11.87 7.53 -13.48 -30.48 -46.82 -30.34 3 
  rb ($pppa) 

GPP 2161.38 2043.89 -4045.22 4190.16 -4348.59 -9793.69 -16955.26 -3365.78 3 
TPS 418.12 761.22 -224.70 -1482.66 -500.19 -1169.47 113.81 -7549.25 3 

TOT1 2579.50 2805.12 -4269.93 2707.50 -4848.78 -10963.16 -16841.45 -10915.03 3 
  RB per unit ($bpa) 

GPP 8.20 9.89 -29.49 36.15 -17.61 -5.76 -6.16 -0.71 3 
TPS 1.59 3.68 -1.65 -12.77 -2.01 -0.69 0.04 -1.60 3 

TOT1 9.78 13.58 -31.14 23.37 -19.61 -6.45 -6.12 -2.31 3 
  RB% per unit 

GPP 1.50 1.80 -5.39 6.59 -3.21 -1.05 -1.12 -0.13 3 
TPS 1.12 2.60 -1.16 -9.04 -1.43 -0.49 0.03 -1.13 3 

TOT1 1.42 1.97 -4.52 3.39 -2.85 -0.93 -0.89 -0.34 3 
  rb per unit ($pppa) 

GPP 428.25 515.85 -1540.31 1885.48 -918.20 -300.15 -321.64 -37.28 3 
TPS 82.85 192.12 -85.56 -667.16 -105.61 -35.84 2.16 -83.61 3 

TOT1 511.10 707.97 -1625.88 1218.31 -1023.82 -335.99 -319.48 -120.89 3 

 

Prominent estimates and comparisons across the eight STUs are now briefly discussed in turn 

for the CATPRI, CATPUB-MAJ, CATGOV-SF and CATGOV-MF expenditure category subsets, for 

partial totals, and in terms of general patterns across all CATs and TOTs. 

 

Private Sector CATs 
 
For the three major private sector CATs (GPP, PFD and HFC), RB estimates are all positive for 

NSW and VIC, and all negative for QLD, SA and TAS.  For WA, the estimate is highly positive 

for GPP, GBP and BFD, positive also for PFD, but negative for HFC, which suggests that the 

WA business sector above and beyond the household sector is very strong, especially its export 

sector dominated by mining exports.  The ACT estimates cannot be relied upon, as discussed 

previously, because of data limitations and the fact that the ACT is a special case with its public 

sector dominant economy.  The NT results are also less than clear cut and subject to data 

limitation issues, with negative GPP, HFC and GBP estimates, but positive PFD and BFD 

estimates.  The overall pattern is that the more populous STUs generate the most positive RB 

estimates in all private sector CATs and especially the three major private sector CATs and 
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GBP.  It hence largely follows that FSC models have more positive RB estimates than the NSC 

and RS models for major private sector CATs, although QLD and WA oppose this trend to 

some extent at least, and ACT figures appear insufficiently coherent to support any firm 

conclusions. 

 

Major Public Sector CATs 
 
The RB estimates for the major public sector CATs show a sharp division between NSW and 

VIC for which all RB estimates are positive, and the other four States and NT for which all RB 

estimates are negative.  The results for the ACT are again less than fully clear, but the positive 

TPS and PSC estimates coupled with the negative GOV estimate suggest a relatively expensive 

general government sub-sector and a lean public sector corporations sub-sector, which could 

probably be at least partly explained by the fact that the ACT is geographically compact and 

hence subject to relatively lesser needs for transport, power and water infrastructure and 

services, as noted earlier.  As STU populations diminish, RB estimates generally become more 

negative, but WA is again an exception to this pattern to some extent.  As with the private sector 

CATs as above, it is again largely the case that FSC models have more positive RB estimates 

than NSC and RS models for major public sector CATs, with the ACT being most opposed to 

this trend, due mainly to its relatively lesser levels of PSC expenditure. 

 

Single Functions Within GOV 
 
Single function CATs within general government again display the general trend of more 

positive RB estimates for the more populous STUs, and more negative estimates for the less 

populous STUs.  This trend is most clear for the EDU and RAC CATs, for which the RB 

estimates are positive for NSW, VIC and QLD, and negative for the other five STUs.  For HEA, 

NSW and QLD are the only STUs giving positive RB estimates, and the VIC estimate, whilst 

negative, is only very slightly negative (–1.04%) and the least negative among the six negative 

EDU estimates.  For TAC, however, the four most positive RB estimates arise for the four least 

populous STUs.  The RB estimates for SSW also oppose the general pattern of more positive 

RB estimates for more populous STUs, and more negative RB estimates for less populous 

STUs. 
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Multi-Function Combinations Within GOV 
 
The pattern among multi-function CATs is generally very clear cut, with the more populous 

STUs generally providing the most positive RB estimates.  The NSW-based RB estimates are 

positive for all multi-function CATs except BAL, and for BAL the VIC estimate is the only 

positive one and the NSW estimate is the least negative of the seven negative estimates.  The 

VIC-based estimates are positive for all multi-function CATs except 2FC, and for 2FC the NSW 

and QLD estimates are the only positive ones, and the VIC estimate is the least negative of the 

six negative estimates.  For five of the seven multi-function CATs – BAL, 2FC, 3FC, 4FC and 

6FB – the NSW, VIC and QLD estimates are the three most positive of the eight estimates. 

 
It should be acknowledged that the multi-function CATs are far from independent of one 

another.  The 3FC category, for example, is simply the 2FC function with the addition of the 

POS category.  The 4FC function is simply the 3FC function with the addition of the GPS 

category, and so on.  Furthermore, the 8FC category makes up the great majority of the GOV 

category itself.  Estimates for the multi-function CATs display the same general patterns 

observed previously for their constituent single-function CATs. 

 

Partial Totals 
 
The pattern among partial totals is again very clear cut, except for the ACT estimates which lack 

coherence and are clearly affected by data limitations.  All six partial total estimates are positive 

for both NSW and VIC, and all six are negative for QLD, SA, TAS and NT.  So it again largely 

follows that FSC models have more positive partial total RB estimates than NSC models (based 

on SA, TAS and NT at least), although the results for QLD and WA again somewhat oppose 

this trend, and ACT figures again appear insufficiently coherent to support firm conclusions 

because of data limitations affecting the major private sector CATs which contribute largely to 

partial total estimates. 

 
 
Further Assessments of STU-Based Estimates 
 
This section describes estimates presented in this chapter in terms of their limitations and scope 

for improvement, and insights they provide into the relative benefits of DNC and NCL models 

as described in Chapter 12, and of SFC, SNC and SRS models as described in Chapter 13. 
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Limitations and Scope for Improvements 
 
Estimates presented in this chapter are all based on the assumption that the public and private 

sector expenditure patterns of current STUs provide an accurate basis for estimating Australia-

wide average per capita expenditure patterns of systems with more or less States or Regional 

Governments based on the ACT prototype.  This assumption is likely to be more accurate for 

some STUs than for others.  It has already been acknowledged above, for example, that the NT 

and ACT are unlikely to provide accurate bases for relative benefit estimates, for NSC and RS 

models respectively, because their population densities differ so significantly from the 

Australia-wide level.  Estimates based on the ACT also suffer from the ACT's unique role as 

national capital, its relatively very small private sector, and data limitations affecting private 

sector CAT and partial total estimates as previously acknowledged.  There are numerous 

additional factors likely to render the estimates here less than fully accurate, such as differential 

levels of service quality, industry composition and intranational and international trade 

performances. 

 
Advocates of a New State in the NSW New England Area or North Queensland, for example, 

could validly argue that WA, SA, TAS and NT do not resemble their proposed New State areas 

sufficiently well, in their private and public sector compositions and characters, to be employed 

as a basis for assessing the financial merits of a New State in their region or any other region.  

These limitations are fully acknowledged. 

 
To competently assess a particular New State proposal, it would be necessary to assess accurate 

regional economic data for the proposed area, as Page and Ellis have attempted in past decades 

for New England and other areas, as described earlier in Chapter 2.  The data limitations 

associated with ACT private sector expenditure data suggest that regional economic data in 

Australia is still not accurate enough to facilitate fully accurate assessments of any proposed 

New State area, but more accurate assessments are likely to be possible as regional economic 

data collections improve.  Data limitations should not, however, be used as an excuse to 

overlook the clear anecdotal evidence that North Queensland, New England and other regions 

almost certainly could support a New State, especially if funded according to current 

Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies.  It is less clear, however, that Australia as a 

whole would benefit if New States were created and financially supported by Commonwealth 

grants on the basis that currently applies.  Further research could seek to clarify such 

uncertainties. 
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Insights into Unification Models 
 
The FSC models, like the DNC (Dual National Current Local) model, might never be seriously 

contemplated, but they have inherent value, conceptually at least, through the insights they 

provide as intermediate stages along the path to the DNC and NCL models, as described in 

Chapter 9.  This conceptual path is also envisaged in the progressive amalgamation technique as 

described in Chapter 10.  The fact that FSC model relative benefit estimates based on NSW and 

VIC are generally significantly positive provides at least some initial evidence that relative 

benefit estimates are likely to be highly positive for the DNC and NCL models, as confirmed in 

Chapter 12. 

 

Further RB Estimates Extending on FSC, NSC and RS Results 
 
Chapter 13 presents relative benefit estimates for SFC (Simplified Fewer States Current Local), 

SNC (Simplified New States Current Local) and SRS (Simplified Regional States) models 

which are largely based on the corresponding results presented here in Chapter 11, and then 

adjusted for functional transfers.  Results in Chapter 13 indicate that the financial viability of 

FSC, NSC and RS models – especially NSC and RS models – could significantly improve if 

changes in the number of STUs followed or were accompanied by functional transfers from 

STU level to the Commonwealth level. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
The four year average RB estimates presented above display several significant patterns, most of 

which are matched by the corresponding estimates for each of the four individual years 

considered.  Estimates for FSC models based on the expenditure patterns of NSW and VIC are 

generally significantly positive, and those based on SA, TAS and NT for NSC models are 

generally significantly negative, but QLD-based FSC estimates, in opposition to the general 

trend, are mostly negative, and patterns among estimates based on WA and the ACT are 

generally more complex than those based on the other six STUs. 

 
Estimates for FSC models based on NSW and VIC are generally significantly positive and 

therefore strongly support the idea that a government structure hosting just three or four STTUs 

could generate significant financial benefits, in both private and public sectors and overall 

across both sectors, if the resultant STTUs were able to match the public and private sector 

expenditure patterns of NSW or VIC in Australia's current system.  These estimates suggest that 
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the absorption of the ACT back into NSW, for example, might have merit, on financial grounds 

at least.  The four year average FSC estimates based on QLD are negative, however, for all five 

private sector CATs, all three major public sector CATs, and 16 of the 23 CATs overall. 

 
Estimates for NSC models based on SA, TAS and NT suggest that a structure with more STTUs 

than the current eight would probably incur significant financial costs, or negative benefits, 

across both public and private sectors and overall, if resultant STTUs matched the populations 

and expenditure patterns of SA, TAS and NT on average.  Estimates for NSC models based on 

WA are also generally significantly negative for public sector expenditure categories, like those 

based on SA, TAS and NT, but are positive for four of the five private sector CATs (all but HFC 

– which is significantly negative), against the general trend for NSC estimates, and very 

significantly positive for the GPP and GBP expenditure categories.  These highly positive 

WA-based GPP and GBP figures reflect positively on the prospects of perhaps two New States 

covering large land areas and hosting significant mineral reserves, but need to be viewed with 

caution, as noted earlier, because they are based on a hypothetical land area more than three 

times Australia's actual land area and, therefore, a mineral resource potential which Australia 

could never realistically achieve.  There is little doubt that a New State in northern WA, for 

example, could attract substantial benefits to the inhabitants of any such northern area, but it is 

far from clear that such a development would achieve net benefits Australia-wide, because any 

gain in mineral export potential in a northern WA New State area would be matched by a loss 

for the remaining part of WA including Perth, and hence Australia overall, all else being equal.  

The WA-based GPP and GBP estimates here thus give rise to dilemmas like those which made 

it difficult for Page, Ellis and others in past times to demonstrate that an undoubtedly viable 

New England New State could help to achieve net benefits on an Australia-wide basis overall, 

as described earlier in Chapter 2. 

 
Whilst the estimates presented in this chapter suggest that New States may be very expensive if 

established in large numbers across the whole of Australia, the NSC model RB estimates 

expressed per unit added, such as the TAS-based and NT-based estimates in the lower half of 

Table 11-11, suggest that the public and private sector costs of just one or a few New States may 

well be very modest if the expenditure patterns of new units resembled those of TAS and NT.  

One or a few New States might therefore be relatively inexpensive to create for areas like 

central and northern WA and northern Queensland with populations ranging from 100,000 to 

500,000 or so, and large land areas and associated potential for mineral wealth.  Whereas costs 

associated with border anomalies and border effects generally could well be prohibitive for a 
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New State if it significantly increased the number of Australians living close to STTU borders, 

New States in the northern parts of WA and QLD could be established with borders passing 

through very sparsely populated areas and may therefore constitute the most financially viable 

of all New State options. 

 
As with Belshaw's 1955 qualitative attempt to assess "the economics of New States", as briefly 

summarised in Chapter 2, the estimates in this chapter offer little support for New States on 

financial grounds, but equally demonstrate that one or a few New States are unlikely to be 

prohibitively expensive – perhaps especially if established in locations such as the central and 

northern parts of WA and QLD.   

 
The RS model estimates based on ACT expenditure patterns are generally only slightly positive 

or slightly negative for public sector CATs, and need to be viewed with considerable caution for 

private sector CATs and partial totals because of data uncertainties and the ACT's unique public 

sector dominance.  These ACT-based estimates therefore neither support nor oppose RS models 

to any significant extent. 
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Chapter 12 

Estimates for Unification Models 
 

 

Chapter 12 presents relative benefit estimates obtained for the Unification models defined in 

Chapter 9 – the Dual National Current Local (DNC) and National Current Local (NCL) models 

– using the various regression techniques introduced in Chapter 10.  Estimates shown in this 

chapter are those obtained for the DNC partial Unification model, but these are also employed 

as estimates for the NCL full Unification model, as explained in Chapter 10. 

 
This chapter has two sections.  The first provides relative benefit estimate summary statements 

for each of the 23 expenditure categories and six partial totals.  The second section then provides 

briefer results summaries, conclusions and recommended best estimates, most of which are 

median linear regression estimates and their associated lower and upper 90% confidence limits.  

Appendix 12A provides further summary tables across all regression techniques designed to 

directly support those shown in manageable quantities in this chapter.  Full sets of estimates and 

associated results obtained using the individual regression techniques are provided in 

Appendices 12B through 12F as follows: 

• Appendix 12B – linear regression (LR) technique estimates 
• Appendix 12C – quadratic regression (QR) and quadratic regression tangential extension 

(QT) technique estimates 
• Appendix 12D – power function regression (PR) and power regression tangential 

extension (PT) technique estimates 
• Appendix 12E – composite regression estimates 
• Appendix 12F – progressive amalgamation (PA) technique estimates 

 

In the summary tables that follow, cells containing negative relative benefit estimates are again 

shaded light grey to facilitate comparisons and highlight patterns.  Percentage estimates 

exceeding 50% or falling below negative 50% are considered worthy of scrutiny and are 

diagonally struck through as follows: 

63.18 or -71.09 
 

Relative benefit estimates exceeding 100% for public sector CATs and falling below negative 

100% for private sector CATs imply negative estimated expenditure levels which in general are 

impossible.1  Such implausible estimates are struck out through both diagonals as follows: 

122.45 or –106.77 
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Estimates for All Expenditure Categories and Partial Totals 
 
Summaries of the RBDNC estimates obtained using the various regression techniques described 

in Chapter 10 are now presented for each of the 23 expenditure categories and six partial totals. 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,GPP Estimates 
 

Figure 12-1:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,GPP Estimates  
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Table 12-1a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,GPP Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 7.25 53.93 22.50 22.75 14.14 22.50 7.90 22.50 22.50 6.90 10.15 

MED RB ($bpa) 39.74 295.54 123.34 124.67 77.49 123.34 43.31 123.34 123.34 37.82 55.60 

MED rb ($pppa) 2,074 15,420 6,435 6,504 4,043 6,435 2,260 6,435 6,435 1,973 2,901 

MED r2 0.9822 0.9885 0.9885 0.9712 0.9712 0.9885 0.9848 0.9888 0.9888 0.9712  
MED GOF VVGE VVGE VVGE VVG VVG VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVG  

 

Table 12-1b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,GPP Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 0.71 3.22 7.25 11.38 14.25 7.38 7.27 6.83 6.72 10.12 9.15 8.82 8.25 

MED RB ($bpa) 3.91 17.64 39.74 62.35 78.11 39.70 39.55 37.64 37.52 54.45 49.80 48.61 46.08 

MED rb ($pppa) 204 920 2,074 3,253 4,075 2,110 2,078 1,953 1,921 2,894 2,616 2,521 2,359 

MED r2 0.9822 0.9822 0.9822 0.9822 0.9822 0.9849 0.9840 0.9844 0.9878 0.9676 0.9643 0.9653 0.9727

MED GOF VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVG VVG VVG VVG 
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The graph and table above, and the more detailed results provided in Appendix 12A and the 

other supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,GPP is significantly 

positive and in the order of 5 to 10 per cent, or $27 billion to $55 billion per annum (bpa) in 

June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,GPP estimates presented are very robustly positive. All 24 

estimates shown above (actually 23 separate estimates noting the repeated LR estimates) are 

positive – even the LR-90L and LR-99L lower confidence limit estimates and the negatively 

biased RB5 estimate.  And, significantly, the QR, QT, PR and PT estimates are all substantially 

more positive than the LR estimate, and the RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates also exceed 

the LR estimate, hence indicating that if the LR estimate RBDNC,GPP,LR is inaccurate, it is much 

more likely to be inaccurate on the low side rather than the high side.  In other words, the QR, 

QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates, individually and collectively, suggest that 

the RBDNC,GPP,LR estimate of 7.25% ($40 bpa) is much more likely to be an under-estimate than 

an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 estimate (6.90% = $38 bpa) is only slightly lower 

than the RBDNC,GPP,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,GPP display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 6.7% ($38 bpa) to 7.4% ($40 bpa), and the 

5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 8.2% ($46 bpa) to 10.1% ($54 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG and 

VVGE ranges (r2 from 0.9712 to 0.9888), so the least squares regression equations derived have 

typically described the GPP versus population relationship very very well indeed for populations 

ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the population-

GPP relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such 

regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with a very very high 

level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,GPP,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,GPP, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,GPP, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,GPP,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,GPP estimate of 7%, or $40 bpa, or about $2000 per person per annum 

(pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,PFD Estimates 
 

Figure 12-2:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,PFD Estimates  
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Table 12-2a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,PFD Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 5.05 44.52 18.30 2.31 1.42 18.30 5.05 18.30 18.30 1.14 7.48 

MED RB ($bpa) 27.77 244.64 100.54 12.69 7.81 100.54 27.77 100.54 100.54 6.25 41.10 

MED rb ($pppa) 1,449 12,764 5,246 662 407 5,246 1,449 5,246 5,246 326 2,144 

MED r2 0.9948 0.9975 0.9975 0.9922 0.9922 0.9975 0.9950 0.9975 0.9975 0.9922  
MED GOF EXC NPER NPER EXC EXC NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC  

 

Table 12-2b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,PFD Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 0.75 2.34 5.05 7.03 8.65 3.72 4.34 4.53 3.16 6.59 7.02 7.81 5.82 

MED RB ($bpa) 4.10 12.88 27.77 38.64 47.51 20.08 23.67 25.03 17.71 35.55 38.32 43.17 32.62 

MED rb ($pppa) 214 672 1,449 2,016 2,479 1,067 1,243 1,298 906 1,889 2,013 2,239 1,670 

MED r2 0.9948 0.9948 0.9948 0.9948 0.9948 0.9943 0.9939 0.9940 0.9960 0.9907 0.9896 0.9910 0.9937

MED GOF EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC NPER EXC VVGE EXC EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,PFD is significantly positive and 

in the order of 5 per cent, or $27 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  As with the RBDNC,GPP estimates, all 

24 RBDNC,PFD estimates shown above are again positive, including the LR-90L and LR-99L 
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estimates and the negatively biased RB5 estimate, so the RBDNC,PFD estimates presented are 

hence very robustly positive.  The QR and QT estimates are significantly more positive than the 

LR estimate, and the RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates all match or exceed the LR estimate, 

though the PR and PT estimates are somewhat less positive than the LR estimate.  Taken 

together, these estimates indicate that if the LR estimate RBDNC,PFD,LR of 5.05% ($28 bpa) is 

inaccurate, it is more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate, like the RBDNC,GPP,LR 

estimate described above, but the presence of RBDNC,PFD,PR and RBDNC,PFD,PT estimates which 

fall below the RBDNC,PFD,LR estimate suggests that the likelihood of under-estimation is less for 

the RBDNC,PFD,LR estimate than for the RBDNC,GPP,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,PFD display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for 

the four individual years range from 3.2% ($18 bpa) to 4.5% ($25 bpa), and the 5MS estimates 

for the four individual years range from 5.8% ($33 bpa) to 7.8% ($43 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVGE to 

NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9896 to 0.9975), so the least squares regression equations derived have 

typically described the PFD versus population relationship extremely well for populations 

ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the population-

PFD relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such 

regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an extremely high 

level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,PFD,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,PFD, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,PFD, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,PFD,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,PFD estimate of 5%, or $28 bpa (or about $1400 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,HFC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-3:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,HFC Estimates  
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Table 12-3a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,HFC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 6.53 62.24 25.63 7.00 4.61 25.63 6.52 25.63 25.63 4.61 10.64 

MED RB ($bpa) 27.43 261.52 107.71 29.41 19.38 107.71 27.40 107.71 107.71 19.38 44.73 

MED rb ($pppa) 1,431 13,644 5,620 1,535 1,011 5,620 1,429 5,620 5,620 1,011 2,334 

MED r2 0.9939 0.9990 0.9990 0.9945 0.9945 0.9990 0.9964 0.9990 0.9990 0.9939  
MED GOF EXC NPER NPER EXC EXC NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC  

 

Table 12-3b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,HFC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 2.96 4.61 6.53 9.20 10.91 4.87 5.28 5.22 4.61 9.00 9.99 10.13 9.01 

MED RB ($bpa) 12.45 19.39 27.43 38.64 45.83 20.07 22.02 22.05 19.76 37.14 41.69 42.82 38.59 

MED rb ($pppa) 650 1,011 1,431 2,016 2,391 1,067 1,157 1,144 1,011 1,974 2,190 2,221 1,975 

MED r2 0.9939 0.9939 0.9939 0.9939 0.9939 0.9942 0.9929 0.9924 0.9933 0.9935 0.9921 0.9916 0.9919

MED GOF EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,HFC is significantly positive 

and in the order of 5 to 10 per cent, or $21 bpa to $42 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  All 24 

RBDNC,HFC estimates shown above are again positive, including the LR-90L and LR-99L 
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estimates and the negatively biased RB5 estimate, so the RBDNC,HFC estimates presented are 

again very robustly positive.  The QR, QT, RB1, RB3 and RB4 estimates are all significantly 

more positive than the LR estimate, and the PR estimate is slightly more positive than the LR 

estimate, but the PT, RB2 and RB5 are less positive than the LR estimate (the RB2 estimate only 

very slightly less).  Taken together, these estimates indicate that if the LR estimate RBDNC,HFC,LR 

of 6.53% ($27 bpa) is inaccurate, it is again more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-

estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,HFC display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 4.6% ($20 bpa) to 5.3% ($22 bpa), and the 

5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 9.0% ($37 bpa) to 10.1% ($43 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the EXC and 

NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9916 to 0.9990), so the least squares regression equations derived have 

described the HFC versus population relationship extremely well for populations ranging up to 

that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the population-HFC 

relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such 

regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an extremely high 

level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,HFC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,HFC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,HFC, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,HFC,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,HFC estimate of 6.5%, or $27 bpa (or about $1400 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,GBP Estimates 
 

Figure 12-4:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,GBP Estimates  
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Table 12-4a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,GBP Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 10.36 19.02 11.98 11.24 8.59 10.36 10.36 11.26 10.36 7.08 10.69 

MED RB ($bpa) 13.24 24.32 15.32 14.37 10.98 13.24 13.24 14.40 13.24 9.05 13.67 

MED rb ($pppa) 691 1,269 799 750 573 691 691 751 691 472 713 

MED r2 0.8409 0.8643 0.8643 0.6502 0.6502 0.8695 0.8666 0.8813 0.8847 0.8339  
MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD MOD MOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD  

 

Table 12-4b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,GBP Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -12.79 -3.32 10.36 23.08 32.16 15.95 13.81 12.28 13.63 13.64 6.36 4.14 5.75 

MED RB ($bpa) -16.35 -4.24 13.24 29.51 41.13 20.02 17.53 15.80 17.76 17.12 8.08 5.32 7.49 

MED rb ($pppa) -853 -221 691 1,540 2,146 1,064 921 819 909 910 424 276 384 

MED r2 0.8409 0.8409 0.8409 0.8409 0.8409 0.8762 0.8723 0.8499 0.8813 0.7231 0.7049 0.6572 0.7254

MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD M2G M2G MOD M2G 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is likely that RBDNC,GBP is significantly positive and in the 

order of 10 per cent, or $13 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,GBP estimates presented are 

robustly positive.  The estimates shown above are all positive except for the LR-90L and 
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LR-99L estimates, the QR, QT, PR, RB3 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR 

estimate, the RB1, RB2 and RB4 estimates match the LR estimate, and the PT and RB5 estimates 

are slightly less positive than the LR estimate, so these estimates suggest that if the LR estimate 

RBDNC,GBP,LR is inaccurate, it is more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate. 

 
The RBDNC,GBP,LR-8ST estimates for the four individual years range from 12.3% ($16 bpa) to 

16.0% ($20 bpa), and the RBDNC,GBP,LR-5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 

4.1% ($5 bpa) to 13.6% ($17 bpa), so the 8ST estimates display a very high level of year-to-year 

stability, but the 5MS estimates display a lesser and only moderate level of such stability. 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the MOD, 

M2G and GOOD ranges (r2 from 0.6502 to 0.8813), so the least squares regression equations 

derived have typically described the GBP versus population relationship quite well for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-GBP relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with quite a 

high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,GBP,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,GBP.  The 

median LR estimate will hence be employed as a best RBDNC,GBP estimate of 10%, or $13 bpa 

(or about $700 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,BFD Estimates 
 

Figure 12-5:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,BFD Estimates  
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Table 12-5a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,BFD Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 0.15 -16.39 -5.71 -4.74 -4.49 -1.84 0.15 -5.71 -1.84 -10.41 -0.60 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.19 -21.19 -7.38 -6.13 -5.81 -2.37 0.19 -7.38 -2.37 -13.46 -0.78 

MED rb ($pppa) 10 -1,106 -385 -320 -303 -124 10 -385 -124 -702 -41 

MED r2 0.9758 0.9791 0.9791 0.9365 0.9365 0.9791 0.9758 0.9791 0.9791 0.9365  
MED GOF VVG VVG VVG VG VG VVG VVG VVG VVG VG  

 

Table 12-5b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,BFD Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -9.49 -6.50 0.15 4.21 6.49 0.16 1.54 2.18 -1.55 -0.93 -1.72 -0.05 -4.53 

MED RB ($bpa) -12.27 -8.41 0.19 5.44 8.39 0.21 1.97 2.83 -2.05 -1.18 -2.21 -0.06 -5.98 

MED rb ($pppa) -640 -439 10 284 438 11 104 147 -105 -63 -116 -3 -306 

MED r2 0.9758 0.9758 0.9758 0.9758 0.9758 0.9691 0.9877 0.9851 0.9746 0.9322 0.9739 0.9655 0.9402

MED GOF VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVGE VVGE VVG VG VVG VVG VG 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is likely that RBDNC,BFD is negative and in the order of –5 

per cent to 0 per cent, or –$6 bpa to $0 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  All estimates shown above are 

negative except for the very slightly positive LR and RB2 estimates (of 0.15% or $0.2 bpa), the 
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LR-90U and LR-99U estimates, and the 8ST estimates for the three years of 98-99, 99-00 and 

00-01.  The RBDNC,BFD estimates presented are therefore predominantly negative, but not 

significantly nor robustly negative in view of the presence of several positive estimates and the 

only slightly negative RB1, RB4, PA, 8ST and 5MS estimates.  Further research and analysis 

would be necessary to clarify the magnitude and sign of RBDNC,BFD. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,BFD display a moderate level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for 

the four individual years include three positive values and one negative, but span across quite a 

narrow range, from –1.6% (–$2 bpa) to 2.2% ($3 bpa).  The 5MS estimates for the four 

individual years are all negative, ranging from –4.5% (–$6 bpa) to –0.05% (–$0.06 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VG, 

VVG and VVGE ranges (r2 from 0.9322 to 0.9877), so the least squares regression equations 

derived have typically described the BFD versus population relationship very very well for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-BFD relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with a very 

very high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results suggest that RBDNC,BFD,LR is more likely to be negative than 

positive, but more research would need to be carried out to determine a robust estimate of 

RBDNC,BFD and hence confirm or challenge its negativity. 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,TPS Estimates 
 

Figure 12-6:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TPS Estimates  
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Table 12-6a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TPS Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 9.52 23.94 14.83 22.96 18.23 14.83 11.09 12.45 12.16 8.52 12.98 

MED RB ($bpa) 13.46 33.85 20.97 32.46 25.78 20.97 15.68 17.61 17.20 12.04 18.35 

MED rb ($pppa) 702 1,766 1,094 1,694 1,345 1,094 818 919 897 628 957 

MED r2 0.9899 0.9912 0.9912 0.9800 0.9800 0.9912 0.9915 0.9920 0.9920 0.9800  
MED GOF VVGE EXC EXC VVGE VVGE EXC EXC EXC EXC VVGE  

 

Table 12-6b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TPS Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 4.65 6.31 9.52 12.45 14.42 8.52 9.48 5.98 7.56 13.25 15.12 8.56 11.44 

MED RB ($bpa) 6.57 8.92 13.46 17.60 20.39 11.83 13.32 8.51 10.89 18.40 21.24 12.17 16.48 

MED rb ($pppa) 343 465 702 918 1,064 629 700 441 557 978 1,116 631 844 

MED r2 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899 0.9896 0.9851 0.9930 0.9879 0.9863 0.9783 0.9853 0.9768

MED GOF VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE VVGE EXC VVGE VVGE VVG VVGE VVG 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TPS is very significantly 

positive and in the order of 10 per cent, or $14 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,TPS 

estimates presented are very robustly positive. All 24 estimates shown above are positive, 
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including the low-biased LR-90L, LR-99L and RB5 estimates, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, 

RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate – generally by a 

significant margin, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,TPS,LR of 9.52% ($13 bpa) is inaccurate, it is 

much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 

estimate (8.52% = $12 bpa) is only slightly lower than the RBDNC,TPS,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TPS display a high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for the 

four individual years range from 6.0% ($9 bpa) to 9.5% ($13 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for 

the four individual years range from 8.6% ($12 bpa) to 15.1% ($21 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG, 

VVGE and EXC ranges (r2 from 0.9768 to 0.9930), so the least squares regression equations 

derived have typically described the TPS versus population relationship very very well indeed 

for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for 

the population-TPS relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with a very 

very high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TPS,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TPS, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TPS, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,TPS,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,TPS estimate of 9.5%, or $13 bpa (or about $700 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,GOV Estimates 
 

Figure 12-7:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,GOV Estimates  
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Table 12-7a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,GOV Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 6.24 5.06 5.41 23.59 19.13 5.75 6.66 6.84 7.05 4.59 7.80 

MED RB ($bpa) 7.20 5.84 6.24 27.25 22.09 6.64 7.69 7.90 8.14 5.30 9.01 

MED rb ($pppa) 376 305 326 1,421 1,153 347 401 412 425 277 470 

MED r2 0.9938 0.9936 0.9936 0.9749 0.9749 0.9938 0.9943 0.9941 0.9943 0.9749  
MED GOF EXC EXC EXC VVG VVG EXC EXC EXC EXC VVG  

 

Table 12-7b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,GOV Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.77 3.47 6.24 8.32 9.62 5.24 5.65 6.28 5.51 5.71 6.73 8.62 6.80 

MED RB ($bpa) 2.05 4.01 7.20 9.60 11.11 5.94 6.48 7.30 6.49 6.47 7.72 10.02 8.00 

MED rb ($pppa) 107 209 376 501 580 316 341 379 332 344 405 520 409 

MED r2 0.9938 0.9938 0.9938 0.9938 0.9938 0.9906 0.9946 0.9938 0.9953 0.9788 0.9888 0.9876 0.9903

MED GOF EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC NPER VVG VVGE VVGE EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,GOV is significantly positive 

and in the order of 5 to 8 per cent, or $6 bpa to $9 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 24 estimates 

shown above are again all positive, so the RBDNC,GOV estimates presented are again very 
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robustly positive.  The PR, PT, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the 

LR estimate, but the QR, QT, RB1 and RB5 estimates are slightly less positive than the LR 

estimate.  Taken together, these estimates suggest that if the LR estimate RBDNC,GOV,LR of 6.24% 

($7 bpa) is inaccurate, it is slightly more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,GOV display a high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for the 

four individual years range from 5.2% ($6 bpa) to 6.3% ($7 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for the 

four individual years range from 5.7% ($6 bpa) to 8.6% ($10 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG, 

VVGE, EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9749 to 0.9953), so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the GOV versus population relationship extremely 

well for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived 

for the population-GOV relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of 

Australia as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be 

viewed with an extremely high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,GOV,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,GOV, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,GOV, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,GOV,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,GOV estimate of 6.2%, or $7.2 bpa (or about $376 

pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,PSC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-8:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,PSC Estimates  
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Table 12-8a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,PSC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 21.25 105.23 50.49 22.43 17.49 50.49 20.42 23.58 29.44 8.55 32.25 

MED RB ($bpa) 5.51 27.28 13.09 5.81 4.53 13.09 5.29 6.11 7.63 2.21 8.36 

MED rb ($pppa) 287 1,423 683 303 237 683 276 319 398 116 436 

MED r2 0.8316 0.8532 0.8532 0.8618 0.8618 0.8532 0.8765 0.9047 0.9047 0.8316  
MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD VG VG GOOD  

 

Table 12-8b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,PSC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 6.40 11.24 21.25 31.41 37.93 19.59 23.57 4.79 16.66 38.47 45.90 8.23 32.11 

MED RB ($bpa) 1.66 2.91 5.51 8.14 9.83 4.98 6.07 1.25 4.40 9.79 11.82 2.15 8.48 

MED rb ($pppa) 87 152 287 425 513 265 319 65 225 520 621 111 434 

MED r2 0.8316 0.8316 0.8316 0.8316 0.8316 0.8816 0.7983 0.9252 0.8522 0.8516 0.5883 0.8182 0.6610

MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD M2G VG GOOD GOOD P2M GOOD MOD 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,PSC is significantly positive and 

in the order of 20 per cent, or $5 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 24 estimates shown above are 

again all positive, so the RBDNC,PSC estimates presented are again very robustly positive.  The 
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QR, QT, PR, RB1, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate, but 

the PT, RB2 and RB5 estimates are slightly less positive than the LR estimate, so these estimates 

again suggest that if the LR estimate RBDNC,PSC,LR is inaccurate, it is more likely to be an under-

estimate than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,PSC for the years 98-99, 99-00 and 01-02 display a high level of year-to-year 

stability, but the 00-01 estimates are much lower than for the other three years considered for 

both the 8ST and 5MS regression sets.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range 

from 4.8% ($1 bpa) to 23.6% ($6 bpa), but if the anomalous 00-01 estimate is excluded this 

range only extends from 16.7% ($4 bpa) to 23.6% ($6 bpa).  Similarly, the 5MS estimates for 

the four individual years range from 8.2% ($2 bpa) to 45.9% ($12 bpa), or from 32.1% ($8 bpa) 

to 45.9% ($12 bpa) if the anomalous 00-01 estimate is excluded. 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are mostly GOOD, but range 

from P2M to VG (r2 from 0.5883 to 0.9252), so the least squares regression equations derived 

have typically described the PSC versus population relationship quite well for populations 

ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the population-

PSC relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such 

regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with quite a high level 

of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,PSC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,PSC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,PSC, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,PSC,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,PSC estimate of 21%, or $5.5 bpa (or about $287 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,EDU Estimates 
 

Figure 12-9:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,EDU Estimates  
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Table 12-9a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,EDU Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 5.25 15.58 8.57 19.01 15.15 8.56 5.25 8.56 8.21 4.87 5.50 

MED RB ($bpa) 1.40 4.15 2.28 5.06 4.03 2.28 1.40 2.28 2.19 1.30 1.46 

MED rb ($pppa) 73 217 119 264 211 119 73 119 114 68 76 

MED r2 0.9977 0.9977 0.9977 0.9915 0.9915 0.9977 0.9979 0.9980 0.9980 0.9915  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER EXC EXC NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC  

 

Table 12-9b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,EDU Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 2.82 3.64 5.25 6.63 7.52 4.51 5.89 3.64 4.56 4.89 7.16 3.98 6.34 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.75 0.97 1.40 1.77 2.00 1.18 1.56 0.98 1.24 1.28 1.89 1.07 1.72 

MED rb ($pppa) 39 51 73 92 104 63 82 51 63 68 100 55 88 

MED r2 0.9977 0.9977 0.9977 0.9977 0.9977 0.9989 0.9983 0.9971 0.9973 0.9978 0.9975 0.9930 0.9949

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,EDU is significantly positive 

and in the order of 5 to 8 per cent, or $1.3 bpa to $2.1 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 24 

estimates shown above are all positive, so the RBDNC,EDU estimates presented are again very 
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robustly positive.  The QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive 

than the LR estimate – generally by a significant margin, and the RB2 estimate exactly matches 

the LR estimate, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,EDU,LR of 5.25% ($1.4 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much 

more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 estimate 

(4.87% = $1.3 bpa) is only slightly lower than the RBDNC,EDU,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,EDU display a high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for the 

four individual years range from 3.6% ($1.0 bpa) to 5.9% ($1.6 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for 

the four individual years range from 4.0% ($1.1 bpa) to 7.2% ($1.9 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the EXC and 

NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9915 to 0.9989), so the least squares regression equations derived have 

typically described the EDU versus population relationship extremely well indeed for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-EDU relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an 

extremely high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,EDU,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,EDU, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,EDU, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,EDU,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,EDU estimate of 5.25%, or $1.4 bpa (or about $73 

pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,HEA Estimates 
 

Figure 12-10:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,HEA Estimates  
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Table 12-10a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,HEA Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 4.34 -0.72 2.74 15.76 12.20 4.34 4.47 2.83 4.47 2.38 4.13 

MED RB ($bpa) 1.04 -0.17 0.65 3.76 2.91 1.04 1.07 0.68 1.07 0.57 0.99 

MED rb ($pppa) 54 -9 34 196 152 54 56 35 56 30 51 

MED r2 0.9921 0.9929 0.9929 0.9815 0.9815 0.9931 0.9925 0.9929 0.9931 0.9815  
MED GOF EXC EXC EXC VVGE VVGE EXC EXC EXC EXC VVGE  

 

Table 12-10b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,HEA Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -0.36 1.66 4.34 6.74 9.14 2.47 5.45 2.73 4.88 2.81 7.36 3.02 7.10 

MED RB ($bpa) -0.09 0.40 1.04 1.61 2.18 0.58 1.29 0.66 1.19 0.66 1.75 0.72 1.73 

MED rb ($pppa) -5 21 54 84 114 31 68 34 61 35 92 38 88 

MED r2 0.9921 0.9921 0.9921 0.9921 0.9921 0.9967 0.9928 0.9932 0.9911 0.9929 0.9842 0.9837 0.9799

MED GOF EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC NPER EXC EXC EXC EXC VVGE VVGE VVG 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,HEA is positive and in the order 

of 4 per cent, or $1.0 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,HEA estimates presented are robustly 

positive. All estimates shown above are positive except for the slightly negative QR and 
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LR-99L estimates.  The PR and PT estimates are significantly more positive than the LR 

estimate, the RB2 and RB4 estimates are slightly more positive, the RB1 estimate exactly 

matches the LR estimate, the PA estimate is slightly less positive than the LR estimate, and the 

QT, RB3 and RB5 estimates are somewhat less than the LR estimate though in all cases still 

greater than 2.0%.  So these estimates, taken together, provide no clear indication as to whether 

the LR estimate RBDNC,HEA,LR of 4.34% ($1.0 bpa), if inaccurate, is more likely to be an under-

estimate or an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,HEA display a moderate level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates 

for the four individual years range from 2.5% ($0.6 bpa) to 5.5% ($1.3 bpa), and the 5MS 

estimates for the four individual years range from 2.8% ($0.7 bpa) to 7.4% ($1.8 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG, 

VVGE, EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9799 to 0.9967), so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the HEA versus population relationship extremely 

well for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived 

for the population-HEA relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia 

as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an 

extremely high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,HEA,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,HEA.  The 

median LR estimate will hence be employed as a best RBDNC,HEA estimate of 4.3%, or $1.0 bpa 

(or about $54 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,TAC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-11:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TAC Estimates  
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Table 12-11a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TAC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) -4.37 -20.37 -9.79 -14.62 -11.44 -4.59 -9.01 -11.44 -11.44 -13.69 -2.84 

MED RB ($bpa) -0.61 -2.83 -1.36 -2.03 -1.59 -0.64 -1.25 -1.59 -1.59 -1.90 -0.39 

MED rb ($pppa) -32 -147 -71 -106 -83 -33 -65 -83 -83 -99 -21 

MED r2 0.9650 0.9689 0.9689 0.9771 0.9771 0.9697 0.9781 0.9813 0.9813 0.9639  
MED GOF VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVGE VVGE VVG  

 

Table 12-11b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TAC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -16.25 -11.85 -4.37 1.85 4.92 -4.30 -3.66 -6.05 -4.32 -5.20 -3.54 -7.42 -4.91 

MED RB ($bpa) -2.25 -1.64 -0.61 0.26 0.68 -0.59 -0.50 -0.84 -0.61 -0.71 -0.49 -1.04 -0.69 

MED rb ($pppa) -118 -86 -32 13 36 -31 -26 -44 -31 -38 -26 -54 -36 

MED r2 0.9650 0.9650 0.9650 0.9650 0.9650 0.9768 0.9757 0.9594 0.9536 0.9457 0.9401 0.9067 0.8903

MED GOF VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VG VG VG GOOD

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TAC is significantly negative 

and in the order of –5 to –10 per cent, or –$0.7 bpa to –$1.4 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  All 

estimates shown above are negative except for the LR-90L and LR-99L estimates, so the 
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RBDNC,TAC estimates presented are robustly negative.  The QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB2, RB3, 

RB4 and RB5 estimates are all more negative than the LR estimate, but the PA estimate is 

slightly less negative than the LR estimate.  Taken together, these estimates suggest that if the 

LR estimate RBDNC,TAC,LR of –4.37% (–$0.6 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an 

over-estimate (so less negative than it ought to be) than an under-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TAC display a moderate level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates 

for the four individual years range from –6.1% (–$0.8 bpa) to –3.7% (–$0.5 bpa), and the 5MS 

estimates for the four individual years range from –7.4% (–$1.0 bpa) to –3.5% (–$0.5 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the GOOD, 

VG, VVG and VVGE ranges (r2 from 0.8903 to 0.9813), so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the TAC versus population relationship very very 

well for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived 

for the population-TAC relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia 

as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with a 

very very high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TAC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TAC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TAC, if anything, is more likely to fall below 

RBDNC,TAC,LR than exceed it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently 

somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TAC estimate of –4.4%, or –$0.6 bpa (or about –$32 pppa).2 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,POS Estimates 
 

Figure 12-12:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,POS Estimates  
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Table 12-12a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,POS Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 4.71 -21.35 -5.02 24.50 19.89 -5.02 5.05 -5.02 -5.02 -5.02 5.06 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.46 -2.08 -0.49 2.38 1.93 -0.49 0.49 -0.49 -0.49 -0.49 0.49 

MED rb ($pppa) 24 -108 -25 124 101 -25 26 -25 -25 -25 26 

MED r2 0.9910 0.9925 0.9925 0.9666 0.9666 0.9925 0.9919 0.9925 0.9925 0.9666  
MED GOF EXC EXC EXC VVG VVG EXC EXC EXC EXC VVG  

 

Table 12-12b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,POS Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -0.11 1.88 4.71 7.49 9.69 5.13 5.91 4.02 5.17 5.56 7.60 4.90 6.10 

MED RB ($bpa) -0.01 0.18 0.46 0.73 0.94 0.49 0.57 0.39 0.51 0.53 0.73 0.48 0.60 

MED rb ($pppa) -1 10 24 38 49 26 30 20 26 28 39 25 31 

MED r2 0.9910 0.9910 0.9910 0.9910 0.9910 0.9913 0.9953 0.9888 0.9891 0.9824 0.9937 0.9751 0.9762

MED GOF EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC EXC NPER VVGE VVGE VVGE EXC VVG VVG 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that there are serious doubts as to whether RBDNC,POS is positive 

or negative, and that further research and analysis would be necessary to clarify the magnitude 
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and sign of RBDNC,POS.  Most estimates, however, are close to either 5% ($0.5 bpa) or –5%       

(–$0.5 bpa). 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,POS display a high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for the 

four individual years range from 4.0% ($0.4 bpa) to 5.9% ($0.6 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for 

the four individual years range from 4.9% ($0.5 bpa) to 7.6% ($0.7 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG, 

VVGE, EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9666 to 0.9953), so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the POS versus population relationship extremely 

well for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived 

for the population-POS relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia 

as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an 

extremely high level of confidence.  The estimates above leave serious doubts, however, as to 

whether RBDNC,POS is positive or negative, so more research would need to be carried out to 

determine a robust estimate of RBDNC,POS. 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,GPS Estimates 
 

Figure 12-13:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,GPS Estimates  
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Table 12-13a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,GPS Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 32.25 175.65 81.57 54.62 48.70 80.01 47.78 48.70 48.70 27.04 43.46 

MED RB ($bpa) 2.49 13.54 6.29 4.21 3.75 6.17 3.68 3.75 3.75 2.08 3.35 

MED rb ($pppa) 130 706 328 220 196 322 192 196 196 109 175 

MED r2 0.5253 0.6712 0.6712 0.6942 0.6942 0.6712 0.6942 0.7146 0.7146 0.5253  
MED GOF P2M MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD M2G M2G P2M  

 

Table 12-13b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,GPS Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.23 11.96 32.25 46.73 59.17 27.44 13.12 35.09 27.39 32.50 18.58 58.98 35.10 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.09 0.92 2.49 3.60 4.56 2.08 1.00 2.72 2.15 2.46 1.42 4.57 2.76 

MED rb ($pppa) 5 48 130 188 238 110 53 141 110 131 75 237 141 

MED r2 0.5253 0.5253 0.5253 0.5253 0.5253 0.6852 0.7685 0.3672 0.5588 0.3802 0.5143 -0.1938 0.1494

MED GOF P2M P2M P2M P2M P2M MOD M2G VPR P2M VPR P2M ALNO EXPR

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,GPS is very significantly 

positive and in the order of 30 to 50 per cent, or $2.3 bpa to $3.9 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,GPS estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, including the low-biased LR-90L, LR-99L and RB5 estimates, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, 

RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate – generally by 

a significant margin, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,GPS,LR of 32.25% ($2.5 bpa) is inaccurate, it is 

much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 

estimate (27.04% = $2.1 bpa) is only slightly lower than the RBDNC,GPS,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,GPS for the years 98-99, 00-01 and 01-02 display a high level of year-to-year 

stability, but the 99-00 estimates are much lower than for the other three years considered for 

both the 8ST and 5MS regression sets.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range 

from 13.1% ($1.0 bpa) to 35.1% ($2.7 bpa), or from 27.4% ($2.2 bpa) to 35.1% ($2.7 bpa) if the 

anomalous 99-00 estimate is excluded.  The 5MS estimates for the four individual years, 

similarly, range from 18.6% ($1.4 bpa) to 59.0% ($4.6 bpa), or from 32.5% ($2.5 bpa) to 59.0% 

($4.6 bpa) if the 99-00 estimate is excluded. 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in most cases the poorest 

among the 23 expenditure categories, ranging from NONE to M2G (r2 from –0.1938 to 0.7685), 

so the least squares regression equations derived have typically described the GPS versus 

population relationship poorly to moderately for populations ranging up to that of New South 
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Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the population-GPS relationship retain validity for 

populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB 

estimates they provide, can only be viewed with a low to moderate level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,GPS,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,GPS, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,GPS, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,GPS,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,GPS estimate of 32%, or $2.5 bpa (or about $130 pppa).  This estimate 

cannot be viewed with great confidence, however, because the regression equations used to 

establish it only achieved poor to moderate goodness of fit levels, as above. 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,HCA Estimates 
 

Figure 12-14:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,HCA Estimates  
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Table 12-14a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,HCA Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 6.76 69.57 27.81 10.37 8.26 27.81 8.26 8.26 8.26 3.47 10.51 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.65 6.69 2.67 1.00 0.79 2.67 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.33 1.01 

MED rb ($pppa) 34 349 140 52 41 140 41 41 41 17 53 

MED r2 0.9277 0.9446 0.9446 0.9634 0.9634 0.9446 0.9634 0.9667 0.9667 0.9277  
MED GOF VG VG VG VVG VVG VG VVG VVG VVG VG  
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Table 12-14b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,HCA Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -5.18 -1.28 6.76 13.37 18.44 6.57 8.04 3.83 2.70 7.64 11.57 5.08 4.69 

MED RB ($bpa) -0.50 -0.12 0.65 1.29 1.77 0.62 0.77 0.37 0.26 0.72 1.10 0.49 0.46 

MED rb ($pppa) -26 -6 34 67 93 33 40 19 14 38 58 26 24 

MED r2 0.9277 0.9277 0.9277 0.9277 0.9277 0.9405 0.8965 0.9619 0.9635 0.8547 0.7449 0.9074 0.9115

MED GOF VG VG VG VG VG VG GOOD VVG VVG GOOD M2G VG VG 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,HCA is significantly positive 

and in the order of 5 to 10 per cent, or $0.5 bpa to $1.0 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,HCA estimates presented are robustly positive. All 24 estimates shown above are positive 

except for the LR-90L and LR-99L estimates, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 

and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,HCA,LR 

of 6.76% ($0.65 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-

estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,HCA display a moderate level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates 

for the four individual years range from 2.7% ($0.3 bpa) to 8.0% ($0.8 bpa), and the 5MS 

estimates for the four individual years range from 4.7% ($0.5 bpa) to 11.6% ($1.1 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the M2G, 

GOOD, VG and VVG ranges (r2 from 0.7449 to 0.9667), so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the HCA versus population relationship very well for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-HCA relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with a very 

high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,HCA,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,HCA, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,HCA, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,HCA,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,HCA estimate of 6.76%, or $0.65 bpa (or about 

$34 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,SSW Estimates 
 

Figure 12-15:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,SSW Estimates  
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Table 12-15a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,SSW Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) -13.65 -93.44 -40.39 4.80 5.76 -40.39 5.76 5.76 5.76 -41.09 -27.16 

MED RB ($bpa) -0.96 -6.56 -2.83 0.34 0.40 -2.83 0.40 0.40 0.40 -2.88 -1.91 

MED rb ($pppa) -50 -342 -148 18 21 -148 21 21 21 -150 -99 

MED r2 0.8807 0.8964 0.8964 0.9310 0.9310 0.8964 0.9310 0.9523 0.9523 0.8801  
MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD VG VG GOOD VG VVG VVG GOOD  

 

Table 12-15b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,SSW Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -35.73 -26.92 -13.65 0.53 9.35 -11.63 -9.39 -11.60 -7.11 -24.19 -16.96 -23.04 -16.10

MED RB ($bpa) -2.51 -1.89 -0.96 0.04 0.66 -0.80 -0.65 -0.82 -0.51 -1.67 -1.18 -1.63 -1.15 

MED rb ($pppa) -131 -99 -50 2 34 -43 -34 -42 -26 -89 -62 -84 -59 

MED r2 0.8807 0.8807 0.8807 0.8807 0.8807 0.8669 0.8774 0.8752 0.8927 0.7935 0.7812 0.8017 0.8126

MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD M2G M2G GOOD GOOD

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that there are serious doubts as to whether RBDNC,SSW is positive 

or negative, and that further research and analysis would be necessary to clarify the magnitude 

and sign of RBDNC,SSW. 
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Estimates of RBDNC,SSW display a high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for the 

four individual years range from –11.6% (–$0.8 bpa) to –7.1% (–$0.5 bpa), and the 5MS 

estimates for the four individual years range from –24.2% (–$1.7 bpa) to –16.1% (–$1.2 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the M2G, 

GOOD, VG and VVG ranges (r2 from 0.7812 to 0.9523), so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the SSW versus population relationship quite well 

for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for 

the population-SSW relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as 

a whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with quite 

a high level of confidence.  The estimates above leave serious doubts, however, as to whether 

RBDNC,SSW is positive or negative, so more research would need to be carried out to determine a 

robust estimate of RBDNC,SSW. 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,RAC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-16:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,RAC Estimates  
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Table 12-16a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,RAC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 10.73 -14.13 1.36 28.66 23.47 1.36 11.10 6.29 9.49 1.36 11.26 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.50 -0.66 0.06 1.34 1.10 0.06 0.52 0.29 0.44 0.06 0.53 

MED rb ($pppa) 26 -34 3 70 57 3 27 15 23 3 27 

MED r2 0.9722 0.9729 0.9729 0.9473 0.9473 0.9729 0.9781 0.9775 0.9781 0.9473  
MED GOF VVG VVG VVG VG VG VVG VVG VVG VVG VG  

 

Table 12-16b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,RAC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 3.67 6.36 10.73 14.56 16.97 13.36 8.21 3.27 13.18 19.22 11.13 2.96 18.74 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.17 0.30 0.50 0.68 0.79 0.61 0.38 0.15 0.63 0.88 0.52 0.14 0.89 

MED rb ($pppa) 9 16 26 36 41 33 20 8 32 47 27 7 46 

MED r2 0.9722 0.9722 0.9722 0.9722 0.9722 0.9823 0.9759 0.9718 0.9863 0.9721 0.9415 0.9398 0.9862

MED GOF VVG VVG VVG VVG VVG VVGE VVG VVG VVGE VVG VG VG VVGE

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is likely that RBDNC,RAC is significantly positive and in the 

order of 10 per cent, or $0.5 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  All estimates shown above are positive 

except for the significantly negative QR estimate, so the RBDNC,RAC estimates presented are 

robustly positive.  The PR and PT estimates are significantly more positive than the LR estimate, 

the RB2 and PA estimates are slightly more positive, the RB3 and RB4 estimates are slightly less 

positive, and the QT, RB1 and RB5 estimates are all significantly less positive.  So these 

estimates, taken together, provide no clear indication as to whether the LR estimate 

RBDNC,RAC,LR of 10.73% ($0.5 bpa), if inaccurate, is more likely to be an under-estimate or an 

over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,RAC, whilst robustly positive, display quite a low level of year-to-year 

stability.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range from 3.3% ($0.15 bpa) to 13.4% 

($0.63 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 3.0% ($0.14 bpa) to 

19.2% ($0.88 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VG, 

VVG and VVGE ranges (r2 from 0.9398 to 0.9863), so the least squares regression equations 

derived have typically described the RAC versus population relationship very very well for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-RAC relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 
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whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with a very 

very high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,RAC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,RAC.  The 

median LR estimate will hence be employed as a best RBDNC,RAC estimate of 10.7%, or $0.5 bpa 

(or about $26 pppa). 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,BAL Estimates 
 

Figure 12-17:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,BAL Estimates  
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Table 12-17a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,BAL Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 16.68 -67.88 -11.24 46.42 40.27 -11.24 16.68 -8.59 -8.59 -11.24 23.66 

MED RB ($bpa) 2.06 -8.39 -1.39 5.74 4.98 -1.39 2.06 -1.06 -1.06 -1.39 2.92 

MED rb ($pppa) 108 -438 -72 299 260 -72 108 -55 -55 -72 153 

MED r2 0.8118 0.8381 0.8381 0.7988 0.7988 0.8381 0.8348 0.8403 0.8403 0.7814  
MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD M2G M2G GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD M2G  
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Table 12-17b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,BAL Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) -3.59 4.58 16.68 29.40 36.07 12.22 15.53 25.93 12.90 16.68 15.46 34.67 13.37 

MED RB ($bpa) -0.44 0.57 2.06 3.63 4.46 1.48 1.91 3.22 1.62 2.02 1.90 4.31 1.68 

MED rb ($pppa) -23 30 108 190 233 79 100 167 83 108 100 224 86 

MED r2 0.8118 0.8118 0.8118 0.8118 0.8118 0.7313 0.8428 0.8874 0.8564 0.4413 0.6795 0.7684 0.6968

MED GOF GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD GOOD M2G GOOD GOOD GOOD POOR MOD M2G MOD 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that there are serious doubts as to whether RBDNC,BAL is positive 

or negative, and that further research and analysis would be necessary to clarify the magnitude 

and sign of RBDNC,BAL. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,BAL for the years 98-99, 99-00 and 01-02 display a very high level of year-

to-year stability, but the 00-01 estimates are much higher than for the other three years 

considered for both the 8ST and 5MS regression sets – especially for the 5MS case.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 12.2% ($1.5 bpa) to 25.9% ($3.2 bpa), but if 

the anomalous 00-01 estimate is excluded this range only extends from 12.2% ($1.5 bpa) to 

15.5% ($1.9 bpa).  Similarly, the 5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 13.4% 

($1.7 bpa) to 34.7% ($4.3 bpa), or from 13.4% ($1.7 bpa) to 16.7% ($2.0 bpa) if the 00-01 

estimate is excluded. 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates range from POOR to GOOD 

(r2 from 0.4413 to 0.8874), but have mostly been GOOD, so the least squares regression 

equations derived have typically described the BAL versus population relationship quite well for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-BAL relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with quite a 

high level of confidence.  The estimates above leave serious doubts, however, as to whether 

RBDNC,BAL is positive or negative, so more research would need to be carried out to determine a 

robust estimate of RBDNC,BAL. 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,2FC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-18:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,2FC Estimates  
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Table 12-18a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,2FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 4.52 7.21 5.82 17.73 14.02 4.62 4.62 5.82 5.12 4.29 4.80 

MED RB ($bpa) 2.28 3.64 2.94 8.96 7.08 2.33 2.33 2.94 2.59 2.17 2.43 

MED rb ($pppa) 119 190 153 467 369 122 122 153 135 113 127 

MED r2 0.9961 0.9963 0.9963 0.9878 0.9878 0.9965 0.9965 0.9966 0.9966 0.9878  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER VVGE VVGE NPER NPER NPER NPER VVGE  

 

Table 12-18b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,2FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.52 2.93 4.52 6.92 8.08 3.55 5.69 3.21 4.71 3.90 7.26 3.53 6.70 

MED RB ($bpa) 0.77 1.48 2.28 3.50 4.08 1.76 2.85 1.63 2.43 1.94 3.64 1.79 3.45 

MED rb ($pppa) 40 77 119 182 213 94 150 85 124 103 191 93 177 

MED r2 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9981 0.9966 0.9957 0.9958 0.9960 0.9936 0.9896 0.9916

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC VVGE EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,2FC is positive and in the order 

of 5 per cent, or $2.5 bpa in June 2002 dollars. The RBDNC,2FC estimates presented are very 

robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are positive, including the low-biased LR-90L, 
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LR-99L and RB5 estimates, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are 

all more positive than the LR estimate – generally by a significant margin, so if the LR estimate 

RBDNC,2FC,LR of 4.52% ($2.3 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate 

than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,2FC display a moderate level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for 

the four individual years range from 3.2% ($1.6 bpa) to 5.7% ($2.9 bpa), and the 5MS estimates 

for the four individual years range from 3.5% ($1.8 bpa) to 7.3% ($3.6 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVGE, 

EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9878 to 0.9981), so the least squares regression equations 

derived have typically described the 2FC versus population relationship extremely well indeed 

for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for 

the population-2FC relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an 

extremely high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,2FC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,2FC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,2FC, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,2FC,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,2FC estimate of 4.52%, or $2.3 bpa (or about $119 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,3FC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-19:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,3FC Estimates  
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Table 12-19a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,3FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 4.48 3.42 4.17 19.36 15.47 4.48 4.77 4.17 4.77 4.07 5.10 

MED RB ($bpa) 2.70 2.06 2.51 11.66 9.32 2.70 2.88 2.51 2.88 2.45 3.07 

MED rb ($pppa) 141 107 131 609 486 141 150 131 150 128 160 

MED r2 0.9972 0.9973 0.9973 0.9919 0.9919 0.9974 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974 0.9919  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER EXC EXC NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC  

 

Table 12-19b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,3FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 2.13 3.14 4.48 6.16 7.52 3.80 5.72 3.35 4.79 4.17 7.31 3.75 6.60 

MED RB ($bpa) 1.28 1.89 2.70 3.71 4.53 2.25 3.42 2.03 2.94 2.47 4.37 2.27 4.05 

MED rb ($pppa) 67 99 141 194 236 120 180 105 150 131 230 118 207 

MED r2 0.9972 0.9972 0.9972 0.9972 0.9972 0.9976 0.9966 0.9973 0.9977 0.9952 0.9940 0.9941 0.9968

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC EXC NPER

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,3FC is significantly positive and 

in the order of 4 per cent, or $2.4 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,3FC estimates presented 

are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are positive, the PR and PT estimates 
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are significantly more positive than the LR estimate, the RB2, RB4 and PA estimates are slightly 

more positive, the RB1 estimate exactly matches the LR estimate, and the QR, QT, RB3 and RB5 

estimates are slightly less positive than the LR estimate.  So these estimates, taken together, 

provide no clear indication as to whether the LR estimate RBDNC,3FC,LR of 4.48% ($2.7 bpa), if 

inaccurate, is more likely to be an under-estimate or an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,3FC display a high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates for the 

four individual years range from 3.4% ($2.0 bpa) to 5.7% ($3.4 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for 

the four individual years range from 3.8% ($2.3 bpa) to 7.3% ($4.4 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the EXC and 

NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9919 to 0.9977), so the least squares regression equations derived have 

typically described the 3FC versus population relationship extremely well indeed for 

populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So if regression equations derived for the 

population-3FC relationship retain validity for populations extending to that of Australia as a 

whole, such regression equations, and the RB estimates they provide, can be viewed with an 

extremely high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,3FC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,3FC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,3FC, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,3FC,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,3FC estimate of 4.48%, or $2.7 bpa (or about $141 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,4FC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-20:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,4FC Estimates  
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Table 12-20a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,4FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 8.18 24.04 13.74 26.48 21.62 13.74 8.18 13.16 13.16 7.71 10.14 

MED RB ($bpa) 5.56 16.34 9.33 17.99 14.69 9.33 5.56 8.94 8.94 5.24 6.89 

MED rb ($pppa) 290 852 487 939 767 487 290 466 466 273 359 

MED r2 0.9961 0.9966 0.9966 0.9773 0.9773 0.9966 0.9962 0.9969 0.9969 0.9773  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER VVG VVG NPER NPER NPER NPER VVG  

 

Table 12-20b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,4FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 4.94 6.93 8.18 9.44 10.74 6.82 6.72 7.89 7.35 7.68 8.72 11.66 9.83 

MED RB ($bpa) 3.35 4.71 5.56 6.41 7.30 4.55 4.53 5.40 5.09 5.12 5.89 7.97 6.81 

MED rb ($pppa) 175 246 290 334 381 242 238 280 261 272 309 413 349 

MED r2 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 0.9957 0.9971 0.9932 0.9964 0.9937 0.9960 0.9894 0.9950

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC NPER EXC NPER VVGE EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,4FC is significantly positive and 

in the order of 10 per cent, or $7 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,4FC estimates presented 

are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are positive, the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, 
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RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate – generally by a 

significant margin, and the RB2 estimate exactly matches the LR estimate, so if the LR estimate 

RBDNC,4FC,LR of 8.18% ($5.6 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate 

than an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 estimate (7.71% = $5.2 bpa) is only slightly 

lower than the RBDNC,4FC,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,4FC display a high level of year-to-year stability, especially the 8ST 

estimates.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range from 6.7% ($4.5 bpa) to 7.9% 

($5.4 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 7.7% ($5.1 bpa) to 

11.7% ($8.0 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG, 

VVGE, EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9773 to 0.9971), but have mostly been NPER, so the 

least squares regression equations derived have typically described the 4FC versus population 

relationship extremely well indeed for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So 

if regression equations derived for the population-4FC relationship retain validity for 

populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB 

estimates they provide, can be viewed with an extremely high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,4FC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,4FC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,4FC, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,4FC,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,4FC estimate of 8.18%, or $5.56 bpa (or about $290 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,6FA Estimates 
 

Figure 12-21:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,6FA Estimates  
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Table 12-21a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,6FA Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 4.53 9.89 6.31 20.49 16.60 5.11 4.53 6.31 4.88 4.00 5.36 

MED RB ($bpa) 4.02 8.79 5.60 18.20 14.75 4.54 4.02 5.60 4.34 3.56 4.76 

MED rb ($pppa) 210 458 292 950 769 237 210 292 226 186 248 

MED r2 0.9980 0.9979 0.9979 0.9882 0.9882 0.9980 0.9981 0.9981 0.9981 0.9882  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER VVGE VVGE NPER NPER NPER NPER VVGE  

 

Table 12-21b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,6FA Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 2.18 3.17 4.53 5.59 6.37 3.64 3.81 4.15 4.39 3.20 4.80 5.96 5.48 

MED RB ($bpa) 1.93 2.81 4.02 4.96 5.66 3.17 3.36 3.71 3.97 2.79 4.24 5.32 4.96 

MED rb ($pppa) 101 147 210 259 295 169 176 192 203 149 223 276 254 

MED r2 0.9980 0.9980 0.9980 0.9980 0.9980 0.9977 0.9984 0.9969 0.9984 0.9972 0.9972 0.9937 0.9973

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC NPER

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,6FA is significantly positive and 

in the order of 5 per cent, or $4 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,6FA estimates presented are 

very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are positive, the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, 
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RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate, and the RB2 estimate 

exactly matches the LR estimate, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,6FA,LR of 4.53% ($4.0 bpa) is 

inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate.  Even the low-

biased RB5 estimate (4.00% = $3.6 bpa) is only slightly lower than the RBDNC,6FA,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,6FA display a high level of year-to-year stability, again especially the 8ST 

estimates.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range from 3.6% ($3.2 bpa) to 4.4% 

($4.0 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 3.2% ($2.8 bpa) to 

6.0% ($5.3 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVGE, 

EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9882 to 0.9984), but have mostly been NPER, so the least 

squares regression equations derived have typically described the 6FA versus population 

relationship extremely well indeed for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So 

if regression equations derived for the population-6FA relationship retain validity for 

populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB 

estimates they provide, can be viewed with an extremely high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,6FA,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,6FA, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,6FA, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,6FA,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,6FA estimate of 4.53%, or $4.0 bpa (or about $210 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,6FB Estimates 
 

Figure 12-22:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,6FB Estimates  
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Table 12-22a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,6FB Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 8.33 28.31 14.89 24.96 20.22 14.89 8.35 13.96 13.96 7.65 10.26 

MED RB ($bpa) 6.85 23.28 12.24 20.53 16.63 12.24 6.87 11.48 11.48 6.29 8.44 

MED rb ($pppa) 357 1,215 639 1,071 867 639 358 599 599 328 440 

MED r2 0.9951 0.9959 0.9959 0.9788 0.9788 0.9959 0.9954 0.9964 0.9964 0.9788  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER VVG VVG NPER NPER NPER NPER VVG  

 

Table 12-22b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,6FB Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 4.68 6.74 8.33 9.71 11.12 7.19 6.95 7.18 7.14 8.34 9.12 10.41 9.74 

MED RB ($bpa) 3.85 5.55 6.85 7.98 9.14 5.80 5.67 5.94 5.98 6.73 7.45 8.61 8.16 

MED rb ($pppa) 201 289 357 417 477 308 298 308 306 358 391 446 418 

MED r2 0.9951 0.9951 0.9951 0.9951 0.9951 0.9944 0.9960 0.9936 0.9952 0.9896 0.9932 0.9883 0.9918

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC NPER EXC NPER VVGE EXC VVGE EXC 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,6FB is significantly positive and 

in the order of 10 per cent, or $8 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,6FB estimates presented 

are very robustly positive. All 24 estimates shown above are positive, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, 
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RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate, so if the LR 

estimate RBDNC,6FB,LR of 8.33% ($6.9 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-

estimate than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,6FB display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability, again especially 

the 8ST estimates.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range from 7.0% ($5.7 bpa) 

to 7.2% ($5.9 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 8.3% ($6.7 

bpa) to 10.4% ($8.6 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVG, 

VVGE, EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9788 to 0.9964), but have mostly been EXC or NPER, 

so the least squares regression equations derived have typically described the 6FB versus 

population relationship extremely well for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  

So if regression equations derived for the population-6FB relationship retain validity for 

populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB 

estimates they provide, can be viewed with an extremely high level of confidence. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,6FB,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,6FB, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,6FB, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,6FB,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,6FB estimate of 8.33%, or $6.85 bpa (or about $357 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,8FC Estimates 
 

Figure 12-23:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,8FC Estimates  
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Table 12-23a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,8FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 5.13 13.35 7.79 19.98 16.09 7.37 5.13 7.37 7.37 4.37 6.09 

MED RB ($bpa) 5.30 13.77 8.03 20.61 16.59 7.60 5.30 7.60 7.60 4.51 6.28 

MED rb ($pppa) 276 718 419 1,075 866 396 276 396 396 235 328 

MED r2 0.9975 0.9976 0.9976 0.9826 0.9826 0.9976 0.9977 0.9978 0.9978 0.9826  
MED GOF NPER NPER NPER VVGE VVGE NPER NPER NPER NPER VVGE  

 

Table 12-23b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,8FC Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 2.35 3.49 5.13 6.08 6.98 4.33 4.36 4.08 4.63 4.29 5.63 5.72 6.01 

MED RB ($bpa) 2.43 3.60 5.30 6.27 7.19 4.38 4.47 4.23 4.86 4.34 5.76 5.94 6.32 

MED rb ($pppa) 127 188 276 327 375 233 235 219 249 231 303 308 323 

MED r2 0.9975 0.9975 0.9975 0.9975 0.9975 0.9972 0.9979 0.9966 0.9979 0.9951 0.9961 0.9925 0.9964

MED GOF NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER NPER EXC NPER

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,8FC is significantly positive and 

in the order of 5 to 7 per cent, or $5 bpa to $7 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The RBDNC,8FC 

estimates presented are very robustly positive. All 24 estimates shown above are positive, the 
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QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate – 

generally by a significant margin, and the RB2 estimate exactly matches the LR estimate, so if 

the LR estimate RBDNC,8FC,LR of 5.13% ($5.3 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an 

under-estimate than an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 estimate (4.37% = $4.5 bpa) is 

only slightly lower than the RBDNC,8FC,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,8FC display a very high level of year-to-year stability, again especially the 

8ST estimates.  The 8ST estimates for the four individual years range from 4.1% ($4.2 bpa) to 

4.6% ($4.9 bpa), and the 5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 4.3% ($4.3 bpa) 

to 6.0% ($6.3 bpa). 

 
The goodness of fit (GOF) levels associated with these estimates are in all cases in the VVGE, 

EXC and NPER ranges (r2 from 0.9826 to 0.9979), but have mostly been NPER, so the least 

squares regression equations derived have typically described the 8FC versus population 

relationship extremely well indeed for populations ranging up to that of New South Wales.  So 

if regression equations derived for the population-8FC relationship retain validity for 

populations extending to that of Australia as a whole, such regression equations, and the RB 

estimates they provide, can be viewed with an extremely high level of confidence indeed. 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,8FC,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,8FC, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,8FC, if anything, is more likely to exceed RBDNC,8FC,LR 

than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an apparently somewhat 

conservative best RBDNC,8FC estimate of 5.13%, or $5.3 bpa (or about $276 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT1 Estimates 
 

Figure 12-24:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TOT1 Estimates  
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Table 12-24a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT1 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 7.82 48.00 21.48 22.79 15.08 21.48 9.23 20.78 20.78 7.21 10.77 

MED RB ($bpa) 53.94 330.92 148.09 157.13 104.00 148.09 63.64 143.25 143.25 49.69 74.24 

MED rb ($pppa) 2,814 17,265 7,727 8,198 5,426 7,727 3,320 7,474 7,474 2,592 3,873 

 

Table 12-24b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT1 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.52 4.05 7.82 11.60 14.13 7.61 7.72 6.65 6.89 10.76 10.37 8.76 8.90 

MED RB ($bpa) 10.48 27.90 53.94 79.98 97.40 51.53 52.87 46.15 48.41 72.85 71.03 60.79 62.57 

MED rb ($pppa) 547 1,456 2,814 4,173 5,082 2,739 2,777 2,394 2,478 3,872 3,731 3,153 3,203 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TOT1 is significantly positive 

and in the order of 7 to 20 per cent, or $48 bpa to $138 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,TOT1 estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, including the low-biased LR-90L, LR-99L and RB5 estimates, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, 

RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR estimate – generally by 

a significant margin, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,TOT1,LR of 7.82% ($54 bpa) is inaccurate, it is 
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much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 

estimate (7.21% = $50 bpa) is only slightly lower than the RBDNC,TOT1,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TOT1 display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 6.7% ($46 bpa) to 7.7% ($53 bpa), and the 

5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 8.8% ($61 bpa) to 10.8% ($73 bpa). 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TOT1,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TOT1, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TOT1, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,TOT1,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TOT1 estimate of 7.8%, or $54 bpa (or about 

$2800 pppa). 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT2 Estimates 
 

Figure 12-25:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TOT2 Estimates  
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Table 12-25a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT2 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 5.97 40.71 17.68 7.51 5.49 17.97 5.97 17.97 18.40 2.71 8.65 

MED RB ($bpa) 41.22 281.26 122.14 51.86 37.96 124.16 41.22 124.16 127.13 18.75 59.73 

MED rb ($pppa) 2,151 14,674 6,373 2,706 1,981 6,478 2,151 6,478 6,633 978 3,116 
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Table 12-25b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT2 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.74 3.15 5.97 8.79 10.19 4.71 5.39 4.83 4.06 7.95 8.68 7.96 6.97 

MED RB ($bpa) 12.02 21.75 41.22 60.70 70.43 31.91 36.98 33.54 28.60 53.94 59.55 55.35 49.10 

MED rb ($pppa) 627 1,135 2,151 3,167 3,675 1,696 1,943 1,739 1,464 2,867 3,128 2,871 2,513 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TOT2 is significantly positive 

and in the order of 5 to 18 per cent, or $35 bpa to $124 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,TOT2 estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, the QR, QT, PR, RB1, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR 

estimate – generally by a significant margin, the RB2 estimate exactly matches the LR estimate, 

and the PT estimate falls just slightly below the LR estimate, so if the LR estimate 

RBDNC,TOT2,LR of 5.97% ($41 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate 

than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TOT2 display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates 

for the four individual years range from 4.1% ($29 bpa) to 5.4% ($37 bpa), and the 5MS 

estimates for the four individual years range from 7.0% ($49 bpa) to 8.7% ($60 bpa). 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TOT2,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TOT2, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TOT2, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,TOT2,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TOT2 estimate of 5.97%, or $41 bpa (or about 

$2150 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT3 Estimates 
 

Figure 12-26:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TOT3 Estimates  
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Table 12-26a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT3 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 7.41 54.08 23.24 12.21 9.10 23.24 8.68 23.24 23.24 5.68 10.79 

MED RB ($bpa) 41.64 303.70 130.50 68.59 51.09 130.50 48.76 130.50 130.50 31.88 60.60 

MED rb ($pppa) 2,172 15,845 6,809 3,578 2,666 6,809 2,544 6,809 6,809 1,663 3,162 

 

Table 12-26b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT3 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 3.31 5.04 7.41 9.79 11.52 5.79 6.34 5.41 5.35 10.07 11.28 9.74 9.62 

MED RB ($bpa) 18.59 28.31 41.64 54.97 64.69 31.90 35.34 30.56 30.65 55.53 62.93 54.99 55.07 

MED rb ($pppa) 970 1,477 2,172 2,868 3,375 1,695 1,856 1,585 1,569 2,952 3,306 2,852 2,819 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TOT3 is significantly positive 

and in the order of 7 to 20 per cent, or about $40 bpa to $110 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,TOT3 estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive 

than the LR estimate – generally by a significant margin, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,TOT3,LR of 
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7.41% ($42 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-

estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TOT3 display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 5.4% ($31 bpa) to 6.3% ($35 bpa), and the 

5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 9.6% ($55 bpa) to 11.3% ($63 bpa). 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TOT3,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TOT3, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TOT3, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,TOT3,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TOT3 estimate of 7.4%, or $42 bpa (or about 

$2170 pppa). 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT4 Estimates 
 

Figure 12-27:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TOT4 Estimates  
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Table 12-27a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT4 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 6.95 44.76 19.96 22.98 15.08 20.24 8.49 20.18 20.18 6.14 9.79 

MED RB ($bpa) 46.09 296.98 132.42 152.47 100.06 134.31 56.36 133.90 133.90 40.76 64.95 

MED rb ($pppa) 2,405 15,494 6,909 7,955 5,220 7,007 2,940 6,986 6,986 2,127 3,389 
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Table 12-27b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT4 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.00 3.33 6.95 10.57 12.89 7.01 6.98 6.73 6.51 9.35 8.73 8.78 8.00 

MED RB ($bpa) 6.66 22.07 46.09 70.11 85.52 45.64 46.03 44.95 44.01 60.92 57.51 58.63 54.08 

MED rb ($pppa) 347 1,152 2,405 3,658 4,462 2,426 2,418 2,331 2,253 3,238 3,021 3,041 2,769 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TOT4 is significantly positive 

and in the order of 7 to 20 per cent, or $46 bpa to $133 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,TOT4 estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, and the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive 

than the LR estimate – generally by a significant margin, so if the LR estimate RBDNC,TOT4,LR of 

6.95% ($46 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate than an over-

estimate.  Even the low-biased RB5 estimate (6.14% = $41 bpa) is only slightly lower than the 

RBDNC,TOT4,LR estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TOT4 display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 6.5% ($44 bpa) to 7.0% ($46 bpa), and the 

5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 8.0% ($54 bpa) to 9.4% ($61 bpa). 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TOT4,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TOT4, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TOT4, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,TOT4,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TOT4 estimate of 6.95%, or $46 bpa (or about 

$2400 pppa). 
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Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT5 Estimates 
 

Figure 12-28:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TOT5 Estimates  
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Table 12-28a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT5 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 5.33 37.13 16.13 6.39 5.00 16.34 5.33 16.13 16.34 1.41 7.59 

MED RB ($bpa) 35.46 246.88 107.25 42.51 33.25 108.68 35.46 107.25 108.68 9.40 50.45 

MED rb ($pppa) 1,850 12,881 5,595 2,218 1,735 5,670 1,850 5,595 5,670 490 2,632 

 

Table 12-28b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT5 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 1.07 2.66 5.33 8.00 9.60 3.99 4.56 4.83 3.57 6.44 6.97 7.95 5.99 

MED RB ($bpa) 7.09 17.69 35.46 53.23 63.82 26.02 30.15 32.33 24.20 42.02 46.03 53.19 40.62 

MED rb ($pppa) 370 923 1,850 2,777 3,330 1,383 1,584 1,677 1,239 2,233 2,418 2,759 2,079 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TOT5 is significantly positive 

and in the order of 5 to 16 per cent, or $33 bpa to $106 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,TOT5 estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, the QR, QT, PR, RB1, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all more positive than the LR 

estimate – generally by a significant margin, the RB2 estimate exactly matches the LR estimate, 

and the PT estimate falls just slightly below the LR estimate, so if the LR estimate 
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RBDNC,TOT5,LR of 5.33% ($35 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be an under-estimate 

than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TOT5 display a very high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST estimates 

for the four individual years range from 3.6% ($24 bpa) to 4.8% ($32 bpa), and the 5MS 

estimates for the four individual years range from 6.0% ($41 bpa) to 8.0% ($53 bpa). 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TOT5,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TOT5, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TOT5, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,TOT5,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TOT5 estimate of 5.33%, or $35 bpa (or about 

$1850 pppa). 

 

Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT6 Estimates 
 

Figure 12-29:  Regression Technique RB%DNC,TOT6 Estimates  
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Table 12-29a:  Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT6 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA 
MED RB (%) 6.64 50.92 21.64 11.79 8.79 21.35 6.55 21.81 21.81 4.31 9.69 

MED RB ($bpa) 35.57 272.78 115.90 63.18 47.07 114.35 35.09 116.84 116.84 23.07 51.89 

MED rb ($pppa) 1,856 14,232 6,047 3,296 2,456 5,966 1,831 6,096 6,096 1,204 2,707 
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Table 12-29b:  Selected Linear Regression Technique RBDNC,TOT6 Estimates 

ESTIMATE LR-
99L 

LR- 
90L LR LR- 

90U 
LR-
99U 

8ST 
98-99

8ST
99-00

8ST 
00-01

8ST
01-02

5MS 
98-99 

5MS 
99-00 

5MS
00-01

5MS
01-02

MED RB (%) 2.69 4.32 6.64 8.96 10.59 4.95 5.36 5.45 4.81 8.29 9.29 9.81 8.53 

MED RB ($bpa) 14.39 23.16 35.57 47.98 56.75 26.01 28.50 29.35 26.24 43.61 49.41 52.84 46.59 

MED rb ($pppa) 751 1,208 1,856 2,503 2,961 1,382 1,497 1,523 1,343 2,318 2,595 2,741 2,385 

 

The graph and table above, and the accompanying results in Appendix 12A and the other 

supporting appendices, suggest that it is highly likely that RBDNC,TOT6 is significantly positive 

and in the order of 6 to 20 per cent, or $32 bpa to $107 bpa in June 2002 dollars.  The 

RBDNC,TOT6 estimates presented are very robustly positive.  All 24 estimates shown above are 

positive, the QR, QT, PR, PT, RB1, RB3, RB4 and PA estimates are all significantly more 

positive than the LR estimate and the RB2 estimate falls just slightly below the LR estimate, so 

if the LR estimate RBDNC,TOT6,LR of 6.64% ($35 bpa) is inaccurate, it is much more likely to be 

an under-estimate than an over-estimate. 

 
Estimates of RBDNC,TOT6 display an extremely high level of year-to-year stability.  The 8ST 

estimates for the four individual years range from 4.8% ($26 bpa) to 5.5% ($29 bpa), and the 

5MS estimates for the four individual years range from 8.3% ($44 bpa) to 9.8% ($53 bpa). 

 
Collectively, the above results support the use of the linear estimate RBDNC,TOT6,LR and its 

accompanying confidence limits as a best estimate and range of estimates for RBDNC,TOT6, and 

strongly suggest, furthermore, that RBDNC,TOT6, if anything, is more likely to exceed 

RBDNC,TOT6,LR than fall below it.  The median LR estimate will hence be employed as an 

apparently somewhat conservative best RBDNC,TOT6 estimate of 6.6%, or $36 bpa (or about 

$1860 pppa). 

 
 
Summary and Conclusion 
 
Tables 12-30 to 12-32 provide brief summaries of the Unification (DNC and NCL) model 

estimates presented for the individual expenditure categories and partial totals as above.  Tables 

12-33 to 12-35 then present a set of recommended RB estimates for Unification models.  The 

best estimates shown in Tables 12-33 to 12-35 are the median linear regression technique 

estimates across the 11 regression sets.  The probable ranges in these tables extend from the 

lower 90% confidence limits associated with the median linear estimates to the corresponding 

upper 90% confidence limits. 
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Tables 12-30 to 12-32 show that median RBLR estimates, for most expenditure categories at 

least, prove to be very robust in light of non-linear regression estimates (RBQR, RBQT, RBPR and 

RBPT), composite estimates based on best fitting criteria (RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4), and other 

alternative regression-based estimates (RB5 and RBPA).  Collectively, results suggest that RBLR 

estimates are more likely, if anything, to under-estimate rather than over-estimate the true 

relative benefit of Unification models, for most expenditure categories. 

 
Results suggest that Unification could generate financial benefits for Australia in the order of 

7% or $40 bpa (or about $2000 pppa) in the private sector (based on median RBDNC,GPP,LR 

estimates), about 9.5% or $13 bpa (or about $700 pppa) in the public sector (based on 

RBDNC,TPS,LR), and about 7.8% or $54 bpa (or about $2800 pppa) across both private and public 

sectors and hence the entire Australian economy (based on RBDNC,TOT1,LR).  Results show that 

Unification could generate gains in the order of 5% in education and 4% in health, but suggest 

that functions such as transport and communications (TAC) and social security and welfare 

(SSW) may prove more costly under a unitary system of government.   

 
Of the 23 expenditure categories examined, robustly and significantly positive RBDNC estimates 

have been obtained for 18 CATs (the six major CATs and also EDU, HEA, GPS, HCA, RAC, 

2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC).  Robust negative estimates have been obtained for TAC.  

For four expenditure categories – BFD, POS, SSW and BAL – estimates have raised significant 

doubts as to whether RBDNC is positive or negative, but it seems clear that RBDNC is unlikely to 

be significantly positive nor negative for any of these four CATs, but rather just slightly positive 

or slightly negative.  Further research and analysis could clarify these BFD, POS, SSW and 

BAL estimates and indeed all estimates reported herein, as indicated in Tables 12-33 to 12-35. 

 
Estimates established in this chapter for Unification models generally show close agreement to 

some of the past estimates described in Chapters 3 and 5, and such agreement is certainly one of 

the most significant findings of this thesis.  Dibbs, Steel and Snow, in 1894, 1913 and 1993 

respectively, all claimed or estimated that the STL level (or State or Colony level) financial 

benefits of Unification would amount to approximately 10 per cent, as described in Chapter 3, 

and the median RB%DNC,TPS,LR estimate (9.52%) shown in Table 12-6a above (and Tables 12-31 

and 12-34 below) is also 10 per cent to the nearest whole number.  The median RB%DNC,GPP,LR 

and RB%DNC,TOT1,LR estimates in Tables 12-1a and 12-24a above (and Table 12-34 below) are 

also in the five to ten per cent range, and hence substantially align with several of the private 

sector and economy-wide estimates presented in Table 5-2 in Chapter 5. 
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Table 12-30:  Summary of Median RB ($bpa) Estimates Obtained Using the Various Regression Techniques 

CAT LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED SSD RSD (%) # > 0 
(/11) 

# < 0 
(/11) % > 0 % < 0 CAT 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 

GPP 39.74 295.54 123.34 124.67 77.49 123.34 43.31 123.34 123.34 37.82 55.60 295.54 37.82 106.14 123.34 73.35 69.10 11 0 100.0 0.0 GPP 3.91 17.64 39.74 62.35 78.11 
PFD 27.77 244.64 100.54 12.69 7.81 100.54 27.77 100.54 100.54 6.25 41.10 244.64 6.25 70.02 41.10 70.61 100.84 11 0 100.0 0.0 PFD 4.10 12.88 27.77 38.64 47.51 
HFC 27.43 261.52 107.71 29.41 19.38 107.71 27.40 107.71 107.71 19.38 44.73 261.52 19.38 78.19 44.73 72.57 92.82 11 0 100.0 0.0 HFC 12.45 19.39 27.43 38.64 45.83 
GBP 13.24 24.32 15.32 14.37 10.98 13.24 13.24 14.40 13.24 9.05 13.67 24.32 9.05 14.10 13.24 3.80 26.96 11 0 100.0 0.0 GBP -16.35 -4.24 13.24 29.51 41.13 
BFD 0.19 -21.19 -7.38 -6.13 -5.81 -2.37 0.19 -7.38 -2.37 -13.46 -0.78 0.19 -21.19 -6.04 -5.81 6.48 -107.27 2 9 18.2 81.8 BFD -12.27 -8.41 0.19 5.44 8.39 
TPS 13.46 33.85 20.97 32.46 25.78 20.97 15.68 17.61 17.20 12.04 18.35 33.85 12.04 20.76 18.35 7.19 34.64 11 0 100.0 0.0 TPS 6.57 8.92 13.46 17.60 20.39 
GOV 7.20 5.84 6.24 27.25 22.09 6.64 7.69 7.90 8.14 5.30 9.01 27.25 5.30 10.30 7.69 7.28 70.63 11 0 100.0 0.0 GOV 2.05 4.01 7.20 9.60 11.11 
PSC 5.51 27.28 13.09 5.81 4.53 13.09 5.29 6.11 7.63 2.21 8.36 27.28 2.21 8.99 6.11 6.93 77.06 11 0 100.0 0.0 PSC 1.66 2.91 5.51 8.14 9.83 
EDU 1.40 4.15 2.28 5.06 4.03 2.28 1.40 2.28 2.19 1.30 1.46 5.06 1.30 2.53 2.28 1.30 51.26 11 0 100.0 0.0 EDU 0.75 0.97 1.40 1.77 2.00 
HEA 1.04 -0.17 0.65 3.76 2.91 1.04 1.07 0.68 1.07 0.57 0.99 3.76 -0.17 1.24 1.04 1.12 90.39 10 1 90.9 9.1 HEA -0.09 0.40 1.04 1.61 2.18 
TAC -0.61 -2.83 -1.36 -2.03 -1.59 -0.64 -1.25 -1.59 -1.59 -1.90 -0.39 -0.39 -2.83 -1.43 -1.59 0.71 -49.44 0 11 0.0 100.0 TAC -2.25 -1.64 -0.61 0.26 0.68 
POS 0.46 -2.08 -0.49 2.38 1.93 -0.49 0.49 -0.49 -0.49 -0.49 0.49 2.38 -2.08 0.11 -0.49 1.24 1101.02 5 6 45.5 54.5 POS -0.01 0.18 0.46 0.73 0.94 
GPS 2.49 13.54 6.29 4.21 3.75 6.17 3.68 3.75 3.75 2.08 3.35 13.54 2.08 4.82 3.75 3.16 65.60 11 0 100.0 0.0 GPS 0.09 0.92 2.49 3.60 4.56 
HCA 0.65 6.69 2.67 1.00 0.79 2.67 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.33 1.01 6.69 0.33 1.66 0.79 1.84 111.39 11 0 100.0 0.0 HCA -0.50 -0.12 0.65 1.29 1.77 
SSW -0.96 -6.56 -2.83 0.34 0.40 -2.83 0.40 0.40 0.40 -2.88 -1.91 0.40 -6.56 -1.46 -0.96 2.22 -152.57 5 6 45.5 54.5 SSW -2.51 -1.89 -0.96 0.04 0.66 
RAC 0.50 -0.66 0.06 1.34 1.10 0.06 0.52 0.29 0.44 0.06 0.53 1.34 -0.66 0.39 0.44 0.54 138.97 10 1 90.9 9.1 RAC 0.17 0.30 0.50 0.68 0.79 
BAL 2.06 -8.39 -1.39 5.74 4.98 -1.39 2.06 -1.06 -1.06 -1.39 2.92 5.74 -8.39 0.28 -1.06 3.90 1392.77 5 6 45.5 54.5 BAL -0.44 0.57 2.06 3.63 4.46 
2FC 2.28 3.64 2.94 8.96 7.08 2.33 2.33 2.94 2.59 2.17 2.43 8.96 2.17 3.61 2.59 2.26 62.64 11 0 100.0 0.0 2FC 0.77 1.48 2.28 3.50 4.08 
3FC 2.70 2.06 2.51 11.66 9.32 2.70 2.88 2.51 2.88 2.45 3.07 11.66 2.06 4.07 2.70 3.23 79.44 11 0 100.0 0.0 3FC 1.28 1.89 2.70 3.71 4.53 
4FC 5.56 16.34 9.33 17.99 14.69 9.33 5.56 8.94 8.94 5.24 6.89 17.99 5.24 9.89 8.94 4.48 45.32 11 0 100.0 0.0 4FC 3.35 4.71 5.56 6.41 7.30 
6FA 4.02 8.79 5.60 18.20 14.75 4.54 4.02 5.60 4.34 3.56 4.76 18.20 3.56 7.11 4.76 4.90 68.96 11 0 100.0 0.0 6FA 1.93 2.81 4.02 4.96 5.66 
6FB 6.85 23.28 12.24 20.53 16.63 12.24 6.87 11.48 11.48 6.29 8.44 23.28 6.29 12.39 11.48 5.64 45.53 11 0 100.0 0.0 6FB 3.85 5.55 6.85 7.98 9.14 
8FC 5.30 13.77 8.03 20.61 16.59 7.60 5.30 7.60 7.60 4.51 6.28 20.61 4.51 9.38 7.60 5.25 55.95 11 0 100.0 0.0 8FC 2.43 3.60 5.30 6.27 7.19 

# (/23) LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED     (/253) (/253) % % # (/23) 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 
# > 0 21 16 18 21 21 18 22 19 19 18 20 22 16 20 18     213       # > 0 15 18 21 23 23 
# < 0 2 7 5 2 2 5 1 4 4 5 3 1 7 3 5       40     # < 0 8 5 2 0 0 
% > 0 91.3 69.6 78.3 91.3 91.3 78.3 95.7 82.6 82.6 78.3 87.0 95.7 69.6 87.0 78.3         84.2   % > 0 65.2 78.3 91.3 100.0 100.0 
% < 0 8.7 30.4 21.7 8.7 8.7 21.7 4.3 17.4 17.4 21.7 13.0 4.3 30.4 13.0 21.7           15.8 % < 0 34.8 21.7 8.7 0.0 0.0 
TOT LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED SSD RSD (%) (/11) (/11) % % TOT           

TOT1 53.94 330.92 148.09 157.13 104.00 148.09 63.64 143.25 143.25 49.69 74.24 330.92 49.69 128.75 143.25 79.07 61.41 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT1 10.48 27.90 53.94 79.98 97.40 
TOT2 41.22 281.26 122.14 51.86 37.96 124.16 41.22 124.16 127.13 18.75 59.73 281.26 18.75 93.60 59.73 74.90 80.02 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT2 12.02 21.75 41.22 60.70 70.43 
TOT3 41.64 303.70 130.50 68.59 51.09 130.50 48.76 130.50 130.50 31.88 60.60 303.70 31.88 102.57 68.59 77.94 75.99 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT3 18.59 28.31 41.64 54.97 64.69 
TOT4 46.09 296.98 132.42 152.47 100.06 134.31 56.36 133.90 133.90 40.76 64.95 296.98 40.76 117.47 132.42 72.30 61.54 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT4 6.66 22.07 46.09 70.11 85.52 
TOT5 35.46 246.88 107.25 42.51 33.25 108.68 35.46 107.25 108.68 9.40 50.45 246.88 9.40 80.48 50.45 66.63 82.79 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT5 7.09 17.69 35.46 53.23 63.82 
TOT6 35.57 272.78 115.90 63.18 47.07 114.35 35.09 116.84 116.84 23.07 51.89 272.78 23.07 90.24 63.18 71.12 78.82 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT6 14.39 23.16 35.57 47.98 56.75 
MAX 53.94 330.92 148.09 157.13 104.00 148.09 63.64 143.25 143.25 49.69 74.24 330.92 49.69 128.75 143.25 79.07 82.79 11 0 100.0 0.0 MAX 18.59 28.31 53.94 79.98 97.40 
MIN 35.46 246.88 107.25 42.51 33.25 108.68 35.09 107.25 108.68 9.40 50.45 246.88 9.40 80.48 50.45 66.63 61.41 11 0 100.0 0.0 MIN 6.66 17.69 35.46 47.98 56.75 

MEAN 42.32 288.75 126.05 89.29 62.24 126.68 46.75 125.98 126.72 28.92 60.31 288.75 28.92 102.18 86.27 73.66 73.43 11 0 100.0 0.0 MEAN 11.54 23.48 42.32 61.16 73.10 
MED 41.43 289.12 126.32 65.88 49.08 127.33 44.99 127.33 128.81 27.47 60.17 289.12 27.47 98.08 65.88 73.60 77.40 11 0 100.0 0.0 MED 11.25 22.62 41.43 57.84 67.56 
# (/6) LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED     (/66) (/66) % % # (/6) 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 
# > 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6     66       # > 0 6 6 6 6 6 
# < 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      0     # < 0 0 0 0 0 0 
% > 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0         100.0   % > 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
% < 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0           0.0 % < 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Note:  RSD = relative standard deviation = SSD ÷ mean × 100%, where SSD = sample standard deviation. 
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Table 12-31:  Summary of Median RB% Estimates Obtained Using the Various Regression Techniques 

CAT LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED SSD RSD (%) # > 0 
(/6) 

# < 0 
(/6) % > 0 % < 0 CAT 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 

GPP 7.25 53.93 22.50 22.75 14.14 22.50 7.90 22.50 22.50 6.90 10.15 53.93 6.90 19.37 22.50 13.38 69.10 11 0 100.0 0.0 GPP 0.71 3.22 7.25 11.38 14.25 
PFD 5.05 44.52 18.30 2.31 1.42 18.30 5.05 18.30 18.30 1.14 7.48 44.52 1.14 12.74 7.48 12.85 100.84 11 0 100.0 0.0 PFD 0.75 2.34 5.05 7.03 8.65 
HFC 6.53 62.24 25.63 7.00 4.61 25.63 6.52 25.63 25.63 4.61 10.64 62.24 4.61 18.61 10.64 17.27 92.82 11 0 100.0 0.0 HFC 2.96 4.61 6.53 9.20 10.91 
GBP 10.36 19.02 11.98 11.24 8.59 10.36 10.36 11.26 10.36 7.08 10.69 19.02 7.08 11.03 10.36 2.97 26.96 11 0 100.0 0.0 GBP -12.79 -3.32 10.36 23.08 32.16 
BFD 0.15 -16.39 -5.71 -4.74 -4.49 -1.84 0.15 -5.71 -1.84 -10.41 -0.60 0.15 -16.39 -4.67 -4.49 5.01 -107.27 2 9 18.2 81.8 BFD -9.49 -6.50 0.15 4.21 6.49 
TPS 9.52 23.94 14.83 22.96 18.23 14.83 11.09 12.45 12.16 8.52 12.98 23.94 8.52 14.68 12.98 5.09 34.64 11 0 100.0 0.0 TPS 4.65 6.31 9.52 12.45 14.42 
GOV 6.24 5.06 5.41 23.59 19.13 5.75 6.66 6.84 7.05 4.59 7.80 23.59 4.59 8.92 6.66 6.30 70.63 11 0 100.0 0.0 GOV 1.77 3.47 6.24 8.32 9.62 
PSC 21.25 105.23 50.49 22.43 17.49 50.49 20.42 23.58 29.44 8.55 32.25 105.23 8.55 34.69 23.58 26.73 77.06 11 0 100.0 0.0 PSC 6.40 11.24 21.25 31.41 37.93 
EDU 5.25 15.58 8.57 19.01 15.15 8.56 5.25 8.56 8.21 4.87 5.50 19.01 4.87 9.50 8.56 4.87 51.26 11 0 100.0 0.0 EDU 2.82 3.64 5.25 6.63 7.52 
HEA 4.34 -0.72 2.74 15.76 12.20 4.34 4.47 2.83 4.47 2.38 4.13 15.76 -0.72 5.17 4.34 4.68 90.39 10 1 90.9 9.1 HEA -0.36 1.66 4.34 6.74 9.14 
TAC -4.37 -20.37 -9.79 -14.62 -11.44 -4.59 -9.01 -11.44 -11.44 -13.69 -2.84 -2.84 -20.37 -10.33 -11.44 5.11 -49.44 0 11 0.0 100.0 TAC -16.25 -11.85 -4.37 1.85 4.92 
POS 4.71 -21.35 -5.02 24.50 19.89 -5.02 5.05 -5.02 -5.02 -5.02 5.06 24.50 -21.35 1.16 -5.02 12.79 1101.02 5 6 45.5 54.5 POS -0.11 1.88 4.71 7.49 9.69 
GPS 32.25 175.65 81.57 54.62 48.70 80.01 47.78 48.70 48.70 27.04 43.46 175.65 27.04 62.59 48.70 41.06 65.60 11 0 100.0 0.0 GPS 1.23 11.96 32.25 46.73 59.17 
HCA 6.76 69.57 27.81 10.37 8.26 27.81 8.26 8.26 8.26 3.47 10.51 69.57 3.47 17.21 8.26 19.17 111.39 11 0 100.0 0.0 HCA -5.18 -1.28 6.76 13.37 18.44 
SSW -13.65 -93.44 -40.39 4.80 5.76 -40.39 5.76 5.76 5.76 -41.09 -27.16 5.76 -93.44 -20.75 -13.65 31.66 -152.57 5 6 45.5 54.5 SSW -35.73 -26.92 -13.65 0.53 9.35 
RAC 10.73 -14.13 1.36 28.66 23.47 1.36 11.10 6.29 9.49 1.36 11.26 28.66 -14.13 8.27 9.49 11.49 138.97 10 1 90.9 9.1 RAC 3.67 6.36 10.73 14.56 16.97 
BAL 16.68 -67.88 -11.24 46.42 40.27 -11.24 16.68 -8.59 -8.59 -11.24 23.66 46.42 -67.88 2.27 -8.59 31.58 1392.77 5 6 45.5 54.5 BAL -3.59 4.58 16.68 29.40 36.07 
2FC 4.52 7.21 5.82 17.73 14.02 4.62 4.62 5.82 5.12 4.29 4.80 17.73 4.29 7.14 5.12 4.47 62.64 11 0 100.0 0.0 2FC 1.52 2.93 4.52 6.92 8.08 
3FC 4.48 3.42 4.17 19.36 15.47 4.48 4.77 4.17 4.77 4.07 5.10 19.36 3.42 6.75 4.48 5.36 79.44 11 0 100.0 0.0 3FC 2.13 3.14 4.48 6.16 7.52 
4FC 8.18 24.04 13.74 26.48 21.62 13.74 8.18 13.16 13.16 7.71 10.14 26.48 7.71 14.56 13.16 6.60 45.32 11 0 100.0 0.0 4FC 4.94 6.93 8.18 9.44 10.74 
6FA 4.53 9.89 6.31 20.49 16.60 5.11 4.53 6.31 4.88 4.00 5.36 20.49 4.00 8.00 5.36 5.52 68.96 11 0 100.0 0.0 6FA 2.18 3.17 4.53 5.59 6.37 
6FB 8.33 28.31 14.89 24.96 20.22 14.89 8.35 13.96 13.96 7.65 10.26 28.31 7.65 15.07 13.96 6.86 45.53 11 0 100.0 0.0 6FB 4.68 6.74 8.33 9.71 11.12 
8FC 5.13 13.35 7.79 19.98 16.09 7.37 5.13 7.37 7.37 4.37 6.09 19.98 4.37 9.09 7.37 5.09 55.95 11 0 100.0 0.0 8FC 2.35 3.49 5.13 6.08 6.98 

# (/23) LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED     (/253) (/253) % % # (/23) 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 
# > 0 21 16 18 21 21 18 22 19 19 18 20 22 16 20 18     213       # > 0 15 18 21 23 23 
# < 0 2 7 5 2 2 5 1 4 4 5 3 1 7 3 5       40     # < 0 8 5 2 0 0 
% > 0 91.3 69.6 78.3 91.3 91.3 78.3 95.7 82.6 82.6 78.3 87.0 95.7 69.6 87.0 78.3         84.2   % > 0 65.2 78.3 91.3 100.0 100.0 
% < 0 8.7 30.4 21.7 8.7 8.7 21.7 4.3 17.4 17.4 21.7 13.0 4.3 30.4 13.0 21.7           15.8 % < 0 34.8 21.7 8.7 0.0 0.0 
TOT LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED SSD RSD (%) (/11) (/11) % % TOT           

TOT1 7.82 48.00 21.48 22.79 15.08 21.48 9.23 20.78 20.78 7.21 10.77 48.00 7.21 18.67 20.78 11.47 61.41 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT1 1.52 4.05 7.82 11.60 14.13 
TOT2 5.97 40.71 17.68 7.51 5.49 17.97 5.97 17.97 18.40 2.71 8.65 40.71 2.71 13.55 8.65 10.84 80.02 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT2 1.74 3.15 5.97 8.79 10.19 
TOT3 7.41 54.08 23.24 12.21 9.10 23.24 8.68 23.24 23.24 5.68 10.79 54.08 5.68 18.26 12.21 13.88 75.99 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT3 3.31 5.04 7.41 9.79 11.52 
TOT4 6.95 44.76 19.96 22.98 15.08 20.24 8.49 20.18 20.18 6.14 9.79 44.76 6.14 17.70 19.96 10.90 61.54 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT4 1.00 3.33 6.95 10.57 12.89 
TOT5 5.33 37.13 16.13 6.39 5.00 16.34 5.33 16.13 16.34 1.41 7.59 37.13 1.41 12.10 7.59 10.02 82.79 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT5 1.07 2.66 5.33 8.00 9.60 
TOT6 6.64 50.92 21.64 11.79 8.79 21.35 6.55 21.81 21.81 4.31 9.69 50.92 4.31 16.85 11.79 13.28 78.82 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT6 2.69 4.32 6.64 8.96 10.59 
MAX 7.82 54.08 23.24 22.98 15.08 23.24 9.23 23.24 23.24 7.21 10.79 54.08 7.21 18.67 20.78 13.88 82.79 11 0 100.0 0.0 MAX 3.31 5.04 7.82 11.60 14.13 
MIN 5.33 37.13 16.13 6.39 5.00 16.34 5.33 16.13 16.34 1.41 7.59 37.13 1.41 12.10 7.59 10.02 61.41 11 0 100.0 0.0 MIN 1.00 2.66 5.33 8.00 9.60 

MEAN 6.69 45.93 20.02 13.95 9.76 20.10 7.38 20.02 20.13 4.58 9.54 45.93 4.58 16.19 13.50 11.73 73.43 11 0 100.0 0.0 MEAN 1.89 3.76 6.69 9.62 11.49 
MED 6.79 46.38 20.72 12.00 8.94 20.79 7.52 20.48 20.48 4.99 9.74 46.38 4.99 17.27 12.00 11.18 77.40 11 0 100.0 0.0 MED 1.63 3.69 6.79 9.37 11.06 
# (/6) LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED     (/66) (/66) % % # (/6) 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 
# > 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6     66       # > 0 6 6 6 6 6 
# < 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      0     # < 0 0 0 0 0 0 
% > 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0         99.1   % > 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
% < 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0           0.0 % < 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 12-32:  Summary of Median rb ($pppa) Estimates Obtained Using the Various Regression Techniques 

CAT LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED SSD RSD (%) # > 0 
(/11) 

# < 0 
(/11) % > 0 % < 0 CAT 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 

GPP 2074 15420 6435 6504 4043 6435 2260 6435 6435 1973 2901 15420 1973 5538 6435 3827 69.10 11 0 100.0 0.0 GPP 204 920 2074 3253 4075 
PFD 1449 12764 5246 662 407 5246 1449 5246 5246 326 2144 12764 326 3653 2144 3684 100.84 11 0 100.0 0.0 PFD 214 672 1449 2016 2479 
HFC 1431 13644 5620 1535 1011 5620 1429 5620 5620 1011 2334 13644 1011 4079 2334 3786 92.82 11 0 100.0 0.0 HFC 650 1011 1431 2016 2391 
GBP 691 1269 799 750 573 691 691 751 691 472 713 1269 472 736 691 198 26.96 11 0 100.0 0.0 GBP -853 -221 691 1540 2146 
BFD 10 -1106 -385 -320 -303 -124 10 -385 -124 -702 -41 10 -1106 -315 -303 338 -107.27 2 9 18.2 81.8 BFD -640 -439 10 284 438 
TPS 702 1766 1094 1694 1345 1094 818 919 897 628 957 1766 628 1083 957 375 34.64 11 0 100.0 0.0 TPS 343 465 702 918 1064 
GOV 376 305 326 1421 1153 347 401 412 425 277 470 1421 277 537 401 380 70.63 11 0 100.0 0.0 GOV 107 209 376 501 580 
PSC 287 1423 683 303 237 683 276 319 398 116 436 1423 116 469 319 362 77.06 11 0 100.0 0.0 PSC 87 152 287 425 513 
EDU 73 217 119 264 211 119 73 119 114 68 76 264 68 132 119 68 51.26 11 0 100.0 0.0 EDU 39 51 73 92 104 
HEA 54 -9 34 196 152 54 56 35 56 30 51 196 -9 64 54 58 90.39 10 1 90.9 9.1 HEA -5 21 54 84 114 
TAC -32 -147 -71 -106 -83 -33 -65 -83 -83 -99 -21 -21 -147 -75 -83 37 -49.44 0 11 0.0 100.0 TAC -118 -86 -32 13 36 
POS 24 -108 -25 124 101 -25 26 -25 -25 -25 26 124 -108 6 -25 65 1101.02 5 6 45.5 54.5 POS -1 10 24 38 49 
GPS 130 706 328 220 196 322 192 196 196 109 175 706 109 252 196 165 65.60 11 0 100.0 0.0 GPS 5 48 130 188 238 
HCA 34 349 140 52 41 140 41 41 41 17 53 349 17 86 41 96 111.39 11 0 100.0 0.0 HCA -26 -6 34 67 93 
SSW -50 -342 -148 18 21 -148 21 21 21 -150 -99 21 -342 -76 -50 116 -152.57 5 6 45.5 54.5 SSW -131 -99 -50 2 34 
RAC 26 -34 3 70 57 3 27 15 23 3 27 70 -34 20 23 28 138.97 10 1 90.9 9.1 RAC 9 16 26 36 41 
BAL 108 -438 -72 299 260 -72 108 -55 -55 -72 153 299 -438 15 -55 204 1392.77 5 6 45.5 54.5 BAL -23 30 108 190 233 
2FC 119 190 153 467 369 122 122 153 135 113 127 467 113 188 135 118 62.64 11 0 100.0 0.0 2FC 40 77 119 182 213 
3FC 141 107 131 609 486 141 150 131 150 128 160 609 107 212 141 169 79.44 11 0 100.0 0.0 3FC 67 99 141 194 236 
4FC 290 852 487 939 767 487 290 466 466 273 359 939 273 516 466 234 45.32 11 0 100.0 0.0 4FC 175 246 290 334 381 
6FA 210 458 292 950 769 237 210 292 226 186 248 950 186 371 248 256 68.96 11 0 100.0 0.0 6FA 101 147 210 259 295 
6FB 357 1215 639 1071 867 639 358 599 599 328 440 1215 328 647 599 294 45.53 11 0 100.0 0.0 6FB 201 289 357 417 477 
8FC 276 718 419 1075 866 396 276 396 396 235 328 1075 235 489 396 274 55.95 11 0 100.0 0.0 8FC 127 188 276 327 375 

# (/23) LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED     (/253) (/253) % % # (/23) 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 
# > 0 21 16 18 21 21 18 22 19 19 18 20 22 16 20 18     213       # > 0 15 18 21 23 23 
# < 0 2 7 5 2 2 5 1 4 4 5 3 1 7 3 5       40     # < 0 8 5 2 0 0 
% > 0 91.3 69.6 78.3 91.3 91.3 78.3 95.7 82.6 82.6 78.3 87.0 95.7 69.6 87.0 78.3         84.2   % > 0 65.2 78.3 91.3 100.0 100.0 
% < 0 8.7 30.4 21.7 8.7 8.7 21.7 4.3 17.4 17.4 21.7 13.0 4.3 30.4 13.0 21.7           15.8 % < 0 34.8 21.7 8.7 0.0 0.0 
TOT LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED SSD RSD (%) (/11) (/11) % % TOT           

TOT1 2814 17265 7727 8198 5426 7727 3320 7474 7474 2592 3873 17265 2592 6717 7474 4125 61.41 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT1 547 1456 2814 4173 5082 
TOT2 2151 14674 6373 2706 1981 6478 2151 6478 6633 978 3116 14674 978 4883 3116 3908 80.02 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT2 627 1135 2151 3167 3675 
TOT3 2172 15845 6809 3578 2666 6809 2544 6809 6809 1663 3162 15845 1663 5351 3578 4066 75.99 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT3 970 1477 2172 2868 3375 
TOT4 2405 15494 6909 7955 5220 7007 2940 6986 6986 2127 3389 15494 2127 6129 6909 3772 61.54 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT4 347 1152 2405 3658 4462 
TOT5 1850 12881 5595 2218 1735 5670 1850 5595 5670 490 2632 12881 490 4199 2632 3476 82.79 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT5 370 923 1850 2777 3330 
TOT6 1856 14232 6047 3296 2456 5966 1831 6096 6096 1204 2707 14232 1204 4708 3296 3711 78.82 11 0 100.0 0.0 TOT6 751 1208 1856 2503 2961 
MAX 2814 17265 7727 8198 5426 7727 3320 7474 7474 2592 3873 17265 2592 6717 7474 4125 82.79 11 0 100.0 0.0 MAX 970 1477 2814 4173 5082 
MIN 1850 12881 5595 2218 1735 5670 1831 5595 5670 490 2632 12881 490 4199 2632 3476 61.41 11 0 100.0 0.0 MIN 347 923 1850 2503 2961 

MEAN 2208 15065 6576 4658 3247 6609 2439 6573 6611 1509 3147 15065 1509 5331 4501 3843 73.43 11 0 100.0 0.0 MEAN 602 1225 2208 3191 3814 
MED 2162 15084 6591 3437 2561 6643 2347 6643 6721 1433 3139 15084 1433 5117 3437 3840 77.40 11 0 100.0 0.0 MED 587 1180 2162 3018 3525 
# (/6) LR QR QT PR PT RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 PA MAX MIN MEAN MED     (/66) (/66) % % # (/6) 99L 90L LR 90U 99U 
# > 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6     66       # > 0 6 6 6 6 6 
# < 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      0     # < 0 0 0 0 0 0 
% > 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0         100.0   % > 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
% < 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0           0.0 % < 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 12-33:  Recommended RBDNC ($bpa) Estimates 

CAT Positive or Negative? 

Recommended Best 
Estimate Based 

on RBLR 
(in $b per annum) 

Probable Range 
Based on 

RBLR-90L and RBLR-90U
(in $b per annum) 

GPP almost certainly significantly positive 39 17 to 62 
PFD almost certainly significantly positive 27 12 to 38 
HFC almost certainly significantly positive 27 19 to 38 
GBP probably significantly positive 13 –4.3 to 29 
BFD uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
TPS almost certainly significantly positive 13 8.9 to 17.6 
GOV almost certainly significantly positive 7.2 4.0 to 9.6 
PSC almost certainly significantly positive 5.5 2.9 to 8.1 
EDU almost certainly significantly positive 1.4 0.9 to 1.7 
HEA almost certainly significantly positive 1.0 0.4 to 1.6 
TAC almost certainly negative –0.6 –1.6 to 0.2 
POS uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
GPS almost certainly significantly positive 2.4 0.9 to 3.6 
HCA almost certainly positive 0.6 –0.2 to 1.2 
SSW uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
RAC almost certainly significantly positive 0.5 0.3 to 0.7 
BAL uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
2FC almost certainly significantly positive 2.2 1.4 to 3.5 
3FC almost certainly significantly positive 2.7 1.8 to 3.7 
4FC almost certainly significantly positive 5.5 4.7 to 6.4 
6FA almost certainly significantly positive 4.0 2.8 to 4.9 
6FB almost certainly significantly positive 6.8 5.5 to 7.9 
8FC almost certainly significantly positive 5.3 3.6 to 6.2 

TOT Positive or Negative? 

Recommended Best 
Estimate Based 

on RBLR 
(in $b per annum) 

Probable Range 
Based on 

RBLR-90L and RBLR-90U
(in $b per annum) 

TOT1 almost certainly significantly positive 53 27 to 79 
TOT2 almost certainly significantly positive 41 21 to 60 
TOT3 almost certainly significantly positive 41 28 to 54 
TOT4 almost certainly significantly positive 46 22 to 70 
TOT5 almost certainly significantly positive 35 17 to 53 
TOT6 almost certainly significantly positive 35 23 to 47 
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Table 12-34:  Recommended RB%DNC Estimates 

CAT Positive or Negative? 

Recommended Best 
Estimate Based 

on RB%LR 
(in % per annum) 

Probable Range 
Based on 

RB%LR-90L and 
RB%LR-90U 

(in % per annum) 
GPP almost certainly significantly positive 7.2 3.2 to 11.3 
PFD almost certainly significantly positive 5.0 2.3 to 7.0 
HFC almost certainly significantly positive 6.5 4.6 to 9.2 
GBP probably significantly positive 10.3 –3.4 to 23.0 
BFD uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
TPS almost certainly significantly positive 9.5 6.3 to 12.4 
GOV almost certainly significantly positive 6.2 3.4 to 8.3 
PSC almost certainly significantly positive 21 11 to 31 
EDU almost certainly significantly positive 5.2 3.6 to 6.6 
HEA almost certainly significantly positive 4.3 1.6 to 6.7 
TAC almost certainly negative –4.4 –11.9 to 1.8 
POS uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
GPS almost certainly significantly positive 32 11 to 46 
HCA almost certainly positive 6.7 –1.3 to 13.3 
SSW uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
RAC almost certainly significantly positive 10.7 6.3 to 14.5 
BAL uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
2FC almost certainly significantly positive 4.5 2.9 to 6.9 
3FC almost certainly significantly positive 4.4 3.1 to 6.1 
4FC almost certainly significantly positive 8.1 6.9 to 9.4 
6FA almost certainly significantly positive 4.5 3.1 to 5.5 
6FB almost certainly significantly positive 8.3 6.7 to 9.7 
8FC almost certainly significantly positive 5.1 3.4 to 6.0 

TOT Positive or Negative? 

Recommended Best 
Estimate Based 

on RB%LR 
(in % per annum) 

Probable Range 
Based on 

RB%LR-90L and 
RB%LR-90U 

(in % per annum) 
TOT1 almost certainly significantly positive 7.8 4.0 to 11.6 
TOT2 almost certainly significantly positive 5.9 3.1 to 8.7 
TOT3 almost certainly significantly positive 7.4 5.0 to 9.7 
TOT4 almost certainly significantly positive 6.9 3.3 to 10.5 
TOT5 almost certainly significantly positive 5.3 2.6 to 8.0 
TOT6 almost certainly significantly positive 6.6 4.3 to 8.9 
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Table 12-35:  Recommended rbDNC ($pppa) Estimates 

CAT Positive or Negative? 

Recommended Best 
Estimate Based 

on rbLR 
(in $pppa) 

Probable Range 
Based on 

rbLR-90L and rbLR-90U 
(in $pppa) 

GPP almost certainly significantly positive 2073 920 to 3253 
PFD almost certainly significantly positive 1448 672 to 2015 
HFC almost certainly significantly positive 1431 1011 to 2016 
GBP probably significantly positive 690 –222 to 1539 
BFD uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
TPS almost certainly significantly positive 702 465 to 918 
GOV almost certainly significantly positive 375 209 to 501 
PSC almost certainly significantly positive 287 152 to 424 
EDU almost certainly significantly positive 72 50 to 92 
HEA almost certainly significantly positive 54 20 to 83 
TAC almost certainly negative –32 –86 to 13 
POS uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
GPS almost certainly significantly positive 129 48 to 187 
HCA almost certainly positive 33 –7 to 67 
SSW uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
RAC almost certainly significantly positive 26 15 to 35 
BAL uncertain – further research needed to clarify uncertain uncertain 
2FC almost certainly significantly positive 119 77 to 182 
3FC almost certainly significantly positive 140 98 to 193 
4FC almost certainly significantly positive 289 245 to 334 
6FA almost certainly significantly positive 209 146 to 259 
6FB almost certainly significantly positive 357 289 to 416 
8FC almost certainly significantly positive 276 187 to 327 

TOT Positive or Negative? 

Recommended Best 
Estimate Based 

on rbLR 
(in $pppa) 

Probable Range 
Based on 

rbLR-90L and rbLR-90U 
(in $pppa) 

TOT1 almost certainly significantly positive 2814 1455 to 4172 
TOT2 almost certainly significantly positive 2150 1134 to 3167 
TOT3 almost certainly significantly positive 2172 1476 to 2867 
TOT4 almost certainly significantly positive 2404 1151 to 3657 
TOT5 almost certainly significantly positive 1850 922 to 2777 
TOT6 almost certainly significantly positive 1855 1208 to 2503 
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Chapter 13 

Estimates for Functional Transfer Models and 
New States, Fewer States and Regional Government 

Models Involving Functional Transfers 
 

 

Chapter 13 presents the relative benefit estimates obtained for Functional Transfer (FTC) 

models and for New States, Fewer States and Regional Government models in which one or 

more functions are transferred from the State-Territory level to the Commonwealth level: the 

Simplified New States Current Local (SNC), Simplified Fewer States Current Local (SFC), and 

Simplified Regional States (SRS) models.  Functional Transfer (FTC) model estimates are 

identical to Unification model estimates already shown in Chapter 12 for expenditure categories 

(CAT) corresponding to the given FTC model functional transfer sets (F).  The SNC, SFC and 

SRS estimates are obtained using NSC, FSC and RS model estimates from Chapters 11 along 

with FTC model estimates presented in Chapter 12 and again in this chapter in Table 13-1 

below. 

 
Chapter 13 has five sections, the first four of which present relative benefit estimates derived for 

FTC, SFC, SNC and SRS models, in dollar ($bpa), percentage (%) and dollar per person per 

annum ($pppa) terms.  The fifth section concludes the chapter. 

 
 
Functional Transfer Current Local Models 
 
Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models have previously been defined as models in 

which Australia's eight States and Territories are retained, local governments remain in their 

present form and number, but one or more State-Territory level functions in the current system 

are transferred to the Commonwealth level in the resultant system. 

 
As explained in Chapter 10 (see especially Figures 10-11 through 10-13), the relative benefits of 

FTC models are estimated using the DNC model regression estimates set out in Chapter 12 

(Tables 12-6 to 12-23) for functional transfer sets F = FCAT corresponding to the 18 public 

sector CATs, as reproduced in Table 13-1 below.  

 
The RBLR and RB4 estimates in Table 13-1 are the median estimates obtained using the 

respective regression techniques across the 11 regression sets employed.1  The RBPA estimates 
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shown are also the median estimates obtained across the various algorithms and estimates 

employed in the progressive amalgamation technique.  The RBMED and RBMIN estimates are 

simply the middle and lowest estimates respectively from among the RBLR, RB4 and RBPA 

estimates listed.  Estimates presented in percentage and per capita ($pppa) terms are calculated 

using formulas [10.5] and [10.6] from Chapter 10. 

 
Table 13-1 shows that the RBLR, RB4 and RBPA estimates are all positive for five single-function 

CATs: EDU, HEA, GPS, HCA and RAC.  These estimates are all negative for TAC and SSW.  

And for POS, the RBLR and RBPA estimates are positive and the RB4 estimate is negative.  The 

RBLR, RB4 and RBPA estimates are all positive for all multi-function CATs except for BAL.  

And for BAL, like with POS, the RBLR and RBPA estimates are positive and the RB4 estimate is 

negative.  So for EDU, HEA, GPS, HCA and RAC, and the multi-function CATs besides BAL, 

RB estimates are robustly positive.  These figures suggest that a relative benefit in the order of 

5% to 8% (or $1.4 bpa to $2.2 bpa) could be achieved if the education function was fully 

transferred from State and Territory governments to the Commonwealth government.  For the 

health function, a relative benefit in the order of 4% (or $1.0 bpa) could be achieved if a fully 

national health system were created.  But a figure closer to $2 bpa or even $3 bpa might well 

apply if the benefits of vertical integration were taken into account along with the potentially 

large additional benefits possible if costs associated with State and Territory borders and border 

anomalies were eliminated.  The brief analyses in Chapter 3 suggest that border costs appear to 

be especially significant in the area of health and community services, possibly in the order of 

$1 bpa, much of which is likely to be incurred over and above the costs associated with 

bureaucratic duplication and the benefits achievable through horizontal integrations which DNC 

model relative benefit estimates are designed to measure. 
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Table 13-1:  RB Estimates for FTC Models 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

RBLR 
($bpa) 

RB%LR 
(%) 

rbLR 
($pppa)

RB4 
($bpa) 

RB%4 
(%) 

rb4 
($pppa)

RBPA 
($bpa) 

RB%PA 
(%) 

rbPA 
($pppa)

RBMED
($bpa) 

RB%MED
(%) 

rbMED 
($pppa)

RBMIN 
($bpa) 

RB%MIN
(%) 

rbMIN 
($pppa) 

TPS 13.46 9.52 702 17.20 12.16 897 18.35 12.98 957 17.20 12.16 897 13.46 9.52 702 
GOV 7.20 6.24 376 8.14 7.05 425 9.01 7.80 470 8.14 7.05 425 7.20 6.24 376 
PSC 5.51 21.25 287 7.63 29.44 398 8.36 32.25 436 7.63 29.44 398 5.51 21.25 287 
EDU 1.40 5.25 73 2.19 8.21 114 1.46 5.50 76 1.46 5.50 76 1.40 5.25 73 
HEA 1.04 4.34 54 1.07 4.47 56 0.99 4.13 51 1.04 4.34 54 0.99 4.13 51 
TAC -0.61 -4.37 -32 -1.59 -11.44 -83 -0.39 -2.84 -21 -0.61 -4.37 -32 -1.59 -11.44 -83 
POS 0.46 4.71 24 -0.49 -5.02 -25 0.49 5.06 26 0.46 4.71 24 -0.49 -5.02 -25 
GPS 2.49 32.25 130 3.75 48.70 196 3.35 43.46 175 3.35 43.46 175 2.49 32.25 130 
HCA 0.65 6.76 34 0.79 8.26 41 1.01 10.51 53 0.79 8.26 41 0.65 6.76 34 
SSW -0.96 -13.65 -50 0.40 5.76 21 -1.91 -27.16 -99 -0.96 -13.65 -50 -1.91 -27.16 -99 
RAC 0.50 10.73 26 0.44 9.49 23 0.53 11.26 27 0.50 10.73 26 0.44 9.49 23 
BAL 2.06 16.68 108 -1.06 -8.59 -55 2.92 23.66 153 2.06 16.68 108 -1.06 -8.59 -55 
2FC 2.28 4.52 119 2.59 5.12 135 2.43 4.80 127 2.43 4.80 127 2.28 4.52 119 
3FC 2.70 4.48 141 2.88 4.77 150 3.07 5.10 160 2.88 4.77 150 2.70 4.48 141 
4FC 5.56 8.18 290 8.94 13.16 466 6.89 10.14 359 6.89 10.14 359 5.56 8.18 290 
6FA 4.02 4.53 210 4.34 4.88 226 4.76 5.36 248 4.34 4.88 226 4.02 4.53 210 
6FB 6.85 8.33 357 11.48 13.96 599 8.44 10.26 440 8.44 10.26 440 6.85 8.33 357 
8FC 5.30 5.13 276 7.60 7.37 396 6.28 6.09 328 6.28 6.09 328 5.30 5.13 276 

# > 0 (/15) 16 16 16 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 16 16 14 14 14 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 

MAX 13.46 32.25 702.14 17.20 48.70 897.34 18.35 43.46 957.38 17.20 43.46 897.34 13.46 32.25 702.14 
MIN -0.96 -13.65 -49.94 -1.59 -11.44 -82.79 -1.91 -27.16 -99.41 -0.96 -13.65 -49.94 -1.91 -27.16 -99.41 
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Simplified Fewer States Current Local Models 
 

Simplified Fewer States Current Local (SFC) models have previously been defined as models 

hosting between two and seven State-Territory type governments, and local governments in their 

current form and number, in which at least one function has been transferred from the State-

Territory level to the Commonwealth level.  Because SFC models combine features of Fewer 

States Current Local (FSC) models and Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models, the 

relative benefits of SFC models can hence be estimated using the corresponding estimates for 

FSC models (as described in Chapter 11), adjusted for functional transfers using formulas 

presented below. 

 
For each of the three STUs employed as bases for FSC and SFC models – NSW, VIC and QLD 

– RBSFC,CAT estimates are presented in three tables and briefly discussed.  The first table for each 

STU presents RB estimates in dollar ($bpa), percentage and per capita ($pppa) terms, and also 

per unit reduction (pur), for each of the 18 public sector expenditure categories, all of which can 

meaningfully represent functional transfer sets F = FCAT as defined in Chapter 9.  The second 

table presents RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates for functional transfer sets (FCAT) aligning 

with the 15 single-function and multi-function expenditure categories within GOV.  The third 

table then presents partial total estimates for the 15 CATs within GOV.  All estimates shown in 

this chapter are four year average (4YA) values. 

 
For the transformation from an FSC model to an SFC model defined by functional transfer set 

F, formula [10.12] in Chapter 10 provides as follows, for MOD1 = FSC and MOD2 = SFC(F): 
 

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,FSCY,EST,LEV,CAT),(SFCY,EST,LEV,CAT)],(SFCFSC[ T RBRBRB
M

−=→ FF  
           ...[13.1a] 

or, in simplified notation: 
 

RBFSC→SFC(F),CAT = RBSFC(F),CAT – RBFSC,CAT   ...[13.1b] 

 
Rearranging [13.1b] hence provides the following formula for the SFC model relative benefit: 
 

RBSFC(F),CAT = RBFSC,CAT + RBFSC→SFC(F),CAT   ...[13.2] 

 
If one or several functions are transferred from State-Territory to Commonwealth levels, 

RBSFC(F),CAT estimates are calculated by adding RBFSC→SFC(F),CAT to the corresponding RBFSC,CAT 

estimate.  For the trivial case in which no function is transferred, the functional transfer set F is 

the empty set ∅, SFC models reduce to the corresponding FSC model, and RBSFC,CAT estimates 
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are identical to the corresponding RBFSC,CAT estimates (as shown in the second rows in Tables 

13-3b through 13-5b and 13-3c through 13-5c below). 

 
It is assumed here that RBFSC→SFC(F),CAT will be the fixed or overhead expenditure (FOE) 

benefits (or savings) achievable if only one lot of FOE was incurred Australia-wide for the given 

function or combination of functions transferred to the Commonwealth government, rather than 

the NS lots of such FOEs that would occur in the SFC model.  So (NS – 1) lots of these FOEs 

would be saved under this assumption, as follows, where FCU,CAT is State or Territory U's STL 

level FOE for expenditure category CAT, and NS is given by the unit's population ratio NPR-U as 

defined in Chapter 6 and further utilised in Chapter 11: 
 

RBFSC→SFC(F),CAT = (NS – 1) × FCU,CAT = (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT  ...[13.3]  

 
So with [13.3], [13.2] becomes: 
 

RBSFC(F),CAT = RBFSC,CAT + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT    ...[13.4a] 

 
For the case of obvious interest in which F = CAT, F is written as FCAT (as previously in 

Chapter 9) and [13.4a] becomes: 
 

RBSFC(FCAT),CAT = RBFSC,CAT + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT    ...[13.4b]  

 
Relative benefit estimates based on [13.4b] are shown below in Tables 13-3a through 13-5a, 

with RBSFC(FCAT),CAT written as RBSFC,CAT in several columns.  The fixed or overhead 

expenditures FCU,CAT used for these SFC model estimates, and for SNC and SRS model 

estimates presented later in this chapter, are shown in Table 13-2 below.  For the five mainland 

States, the FCU,CAT values are the linear regression technique ACAT,LR-5MS coefficients obtained 

using the 5MS regression set (as listed in the 5MS column of Table 10G-1a in Appendix 10G).  

These fixed or overhead expenditures are hence assumed to be equal for the five mainland 

States.2  For the three least populous STUs (TAS, ACT and NT), the FCU,CAT values in Table 

13-2 are the AU,CAT values employed in the progressive amalgamation (PA) technique, as shown 

in Table 10-9 in Chapter 10 (and further explained in Appendix 10J – see especially Figures 

10J-1a and 10J-1b). 
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Table 13-2:  Fixed or Overhead Expenditures Employed for the Eight STUs (all 4YA) 

CAT FCNSW,CAT FCVIC,CAT FCQLD,CAT FCWA,CAT FCSA,CAT FCTAS,CAT FCACT,CAT FCNT,CAT

TPS 3.4974 3.4974 3.4974 3.4974 3.4974 1.0570 0.3020 1.6794 
GOV 1.4438 1.4438 1.4438 1.4438 1.4438 0.5095 0.3510 1.4627 
PSC 1.8315 1.8315 1.8315 1.8315 1.8315 0.5010 -0.0425 0.2284 
EDU 0.2803 0.2803 0.2803 0.2803 0.2803 0.1275 0.0928 0.2125 
HEA 0.2265 0.2265 0.2265 0.2265 0.2265 0.0476 0.0522 0.2104 
TAC -0.1234 -0.1234 -0.1234 -0.1234 -0.1234 -0.0879 -0.1276 -0.0295 
POS 0.1006 0.1006 0.1006 0.1006 0.1006 0.0079 0.0261 0.1449 
GPS 0.5183 0.5183 0.5183 0.5183 0.5183 0.0758 0.2563 0.3001 
HCA 0.1541 0.1541 0.1541 0.1541 0.1541 0.1128 -0.0104 0.0410 
SSW -0.3378 -0.3378 -0.3378 -0.3378 -0.3378 -0.0380 -0.0348 -0.0086 
RAC 0.1085 0.1085 0.1085 0.1085 0.1085 0.0628 0.0135 0.0741 
BAL 0.4431 0.4431 0.4431 0.4431 0.4431 0.2037 0.0578 0.4811 
2FC 0.5068 0.5068 0.5068 0.5068 0.5068 0.1752 0.1451 0.4229 
3FC 0.6075 0.6075 0.6075 0.6075 0.6075 0.1829 0.1712 0.5681 
4FC 1.2087 1.2087 1.2087 1.2087 1.2087 0.2647 0.4589 0.8970 
6FA 0.7520 0.7520 0.7520 0.7520 0.7520 0.1363 0.2919 0.8556 
6FB 1.4689 1.4689 1.4689 1.4689 1.4689 0.4331 0.4652 1.0213 
8FC 1.0050 1.0050 1.0050 1.0050 1.0050 0.3024 0.2961 0.9774 

 

Tables 13-3a through 13-10a each contain a column which assesses the plausibility of RB 

estimates.  Estimates are considered plausible if the percentage estimate RB% is less than 100%.  

For public sector CATs, a relative benefit exceeding 100% would imply a relative expenditure 

more negative than –100%, and a negative estimated expenditure (as follows from formulas 

[10.2a] and [10.7b] in Chapter 10), which is clearly implausible.3  No such implausible cases 

arise for any estimates based on NSW, VIC or QLD, nor for any STU except for the single 

SA-based SNC model GPS estimate (in Table 13-7a). 

 
Whereas Tables 13-3a, 13-4a and 13-5a present SFC estimates of the relative benefits possible 

within individual expenditure categories only, based on formula [13.4b], the RBSFC(FCAT),GOV and 

RB SFC(FCAT),TPS estimates in Tables 13-3b, 13-4b and 13-5b are designed to provide 

comprehensive assessments of the public sector benefits of SFC models.  These RBSFC(FCAT),GOV 

and RB SFC(FCAT),TPS estimates are FSC model GOV and TPS estimates adjusted for functional 

transfers corresponding to the 15 single-function and multi-function expenditure categories 

within GOV, and are calculated using the following variants of formula [13.4b]: 
 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV = RBFSC,GOV + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT  ...[13.5]  
and 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS = RBFSC,TPS + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.6]  
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The partial total estimates RBSFC(FCAT),TOTi in Tables 13-3c, 13-4c and 13-5c are designed to 

comprehensively assess the economy-wide benefits of SFC models across both private and 

public sectors.  These RBSFC(FCAT),TOTi estimates are FSC model partial totals adjusted for 

functional transfers using the following variant of formula [13.4b], for each partial total TOTi: 
 

RBSFC(FCAT),TOTi = RBFSC,TOTi + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT  ...[13.7]  

 

NSW-Based (NS ≈ 3) RBSFC Estimates 
 
The NSW-based SFC estimates in Table 13-3a are more positive than the corresponding FSC 

estimates for all CATs besides TAC and SSW, and the same applies for estimates in Tables 

13-4a and 13-5a based on VIC and QLD respectively, as follows from the FCU,CAT values in 

Table 13-2.  The BAL estimate which was slightly negative for the FSC model becomes positive 

for the NSW-based FSC model, but for all other CATs the sign of the estimate (whether positive 

or negative) is the same for FSC and SFC models. 

 
All functional transfers facilitate partial unification, and the SFC, SNC and SRS models become 

complete Unification models if all functions are transferred from the State-Territory level to the 

Commonwealth level.  All SFC model estimates in Table 13-3a can therefore be interpreted as 

NSW-based Functional Transfer or Unification model estimates for each individual CAT.  The 

TPS estimates, for example, describe a NSW-based Fewer States model in which State-Territory 

public sectors are fully transferred to the Commonwealth, hence facilitating complete 

Unification.  Estimates in Table 13-3a generally closely resemble the corresponding estimates in 

Table 13-1 for Functional Transfer (FTC) models, noting, again, that these Table 13-1 estimates 

are Unification (DNC) model estimates from Chapter 12 for each individual CAT.  The 

similarity of estimates in Tables 13-1 and 13-3a is expected given model equivalences, but can 

also be interpreted as significant mutual support for these separate estimates, noting the quite 

different calculational techniques they derive from.  Estimates in Tables 13-3b and 13-3c 

provide more specific insights into SFC models as distinct from Functional Transfer (FTC) and 

Unification (DNC and NCL) models. 

 
All NSW-based RBSFC,GOV estimates in Table 13-3b below are positive, and all lie within a very 

narrow band, ranging from a low of 2.28% ($2.63 bpa) for SSW to a high of 5.33% ($6.16 bpa) 

for 6FB, compared to the corresponding RBFSC,GOV estimate of 2.83% ($3.29 bpa).  The 

NSW-based RBSFC,TPS estimates are also all positive, and again span a narrow range from 5.20% 

($7.35 bpa) for SSW to 7.69% ($10.87 bpa) for 6FB, compared to the corresponding RBFSC,TPS 
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estimate of 5.67% ($8.01 bpa).  So for all functional transfers represented by the 15 single-

function and multi-function CATs, RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates depart only slightly from 

the corresponding RBFSC,GOV and RBFSC,TPS estimates.  This lack of departure largely follows 

from the fact that RBFSC→SFC, representing the RBSFC estimate relative to the corresponding 

RBFSC estimate, is calculated using the formula RBFSC→SFC = (NPR-NSW – 1) × FCNSW,CAT, as in 

expression [13.1] above, and the fact that (NPR-NSW – 1) is only approximately two for 

NSW-based FSC or SFC models with approximately three STTUs. 

 
The NSW-based partial total RBSFC estimates in Table 13-3c are again all significantly positive, 

again within a particularly narrow band, ranging from about 5% to 7% (or $30 bpa to $50 bpa), 

and again differ little from the corresponding RBFSC estimates.  These results hence suggest that 

if NSW-based FSC or SFC models have financial merit, the bulk of financial benefits are 

achieved in the transition to three STTUs, with functional transfers generally providing just 

marginal additional benefits. 
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Table 13-3a:  NSW-Based RBSFC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCNSW,CAT
($bpa) 

NPR-NSW 
= PAUS 
÷ PNSW 

RBFSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBFSC→SFC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-NSW – 1) 
× FCNSW,CAT 

= 1.95 × FCNSW,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSFC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SFC,CAT
= RBSFC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SFC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSFC,CAT
= RBSFC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nur 
= 8 – NPR-NSW

RBSFC,CAT,pur
= RBSFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
($bpa) 

RB%SFC,CAT,pur
= RB%SFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
(%) 

rbSFC,CAT,pur 
= rbSFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
($pppa) 

TPS 3.4974 2.95 8.01 6.83 14.84 141.40 10.49 yes 774.07 5.05 2.94 2.08 153.37 
GOV 1.4438 2.95 3.29 2.82 6.11 115.48 5.29 yes 318.63 5.05 1.21 1.05 63.13 
PSC 1.8315 2.95 4.16 3.58 7.74 25.92 29.86 yes 403.77 5.05 1.53 5.92 80.00 
EDU 0.2803 2.95 1.20 0.55 1.74 26.64 6.55 yes 90.96 5.05 0.35 1.30 18.02 
HEA 0.2265 2.95 0.70 0.44 1.15 23.88 4.80 yes 59.79 5.05 0.23 0.95 11.85 
TAC -0.1234 2.95 -1.02 -0.24 -1.26 13.87 -9.09 yes -65.77 5.05 -0.25 -1.80 -13.03 
POS 0.1006 2.95 0.06 0.20 0.26 9.72 2.67 yes 13.56 5.05 0.05 0.53 2.69 
GPS 0.5183 2.95 1.83 1.01 2.85 7.71 36.92 yes 148.45 5.05 0.56 7.32 29.41 
HCA 0.1541 2.95 0.67 0.30 0.97 9.62 10.13 yes 50.80 5.05 0.19 2.01 10.07 
SSW -0.3378 2.95 -0.43 -0.66 -1.09 7.02 -15.52 yes -56.81 5.05 -0.22 -3.08 -11.26 
RAC 0.1085 2.95 0.21 0.21 0.42 4.67 9.05 yes 22.06 5.05 0.08 1.79 4.37 
BAL 0.4431 2.95 -0.03 0.87 0.84 12.36 6.78 yes 43.71 5.05 0.17 1.34 8.66 
2FC 0.5068 2.95 1.90 0.99 2.89 50.52 5.72 yes 150.78 5.05 0.57 1.13 29.88 
3FC 0.6075 2.95 1.96 1.19 3.15 60.24 5.22 yes 164.21 5.05 0.62 1.04 32.54 
4FC 1.2087 2.95 4.03 2.36 6.39 67.95 9.41 yes 333.56 5.05 1.27 1.86 66.09 
6FA 0.7520 2.95 2.55 1.47 4.02 88.83 4.53 yes 209.79 5.05 0.80 0.90 41.57 
6FB 1.4689 2.95 4.89 2.87 7.76 82.24 9.44 yes 404.90 5.05 1.54 1.87 80.23 
8FC 1.0050 2.95 3.39 1.96 5.36 103.12 5.19 yes 279.40 5.05 1.06 1.03 55.36 

# > 0 (/18) 16   15 16 16 18 16 # > 0 (/18) 16  16 16 16 
# < 0 (/18) 2   3 2 2 0 2 # < 0 (/18) 2  2 2 2 

MAX 3.4974   8.01 6.83 14.84 141.40 36.92 MAX 774.07  2.94 7.32 153.37 
MIN -0.3378   -1.02 -0.66 -1.26 4.67 -15.52 MIN -65.77  -0.25 -3.08 -13.03 

Note:  the NSW-based RBSFC,TPS estimate of $14.81 bpa (or 10.49%) as above is a NSW-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-3b:  NSW-Based RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSFC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV,pur 
= RBSFC,GOV,pur = RBGOV,pur 

= RBGOV ÷ Nur 
= RBGOV ÷ 5.05 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSFC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS,pur 
= RBSFC,TPS,pur = RBTPS,pur 

= RBTPS ÷ Nur 
= RBTPS ÷ 5.05 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCNSW,CAT
($bpa) 

RBFSC→SFC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-NSW – 1) 

× FCNSW,CAT 

= 1.95 × FCNSW,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pur

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pur 

(%) 
rbGOV,pur 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pur 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pur 
(%) 

rbTPS,pur 
($pppa) 

∅ (SFC = FSC) n/a n/a 3.29 2.83 170.54 0.65 0.56 33.79 8.01 5.67 418.12 1.59 1.12 82.85 
EDU 0.2803 0.55 3.83 3.32 200.07 0.76 0.66 39.64 8.55 6.05 446.26 1.69 1.20 88.42 
HEA 0.2265 0.44 3.73 3.23 194.60 0.74 0.64 38.56 8.45 5.97 440.78 1.67 1.18 87.34 
TAC -0.1234 -0.24 3.05 2.64 158.94 0.60 0.52 31.49 7.76 5.49 405.12 1.54 1.09 80.27 
POS 0.1006 0.20 3.48 3.02 181.77 0.69 0.60 36.02 8.20 5.80 427.96 1.63 1.15 84.79 
GPS 0.5183 1.01 4.30 3.72 224.32 0.85 0.74 44.45 9.02 6.38 470.51 1.79 1.26 93.23 
HCA 0.1541 0.30 3.59 3.11 187.22 0.71 0.62 37.10 8.31 5.87 433.41 1.65 1.16 85.87 
SSW -0.3378 -0.66 2.63 2.28 137.09 0.52 0.45 27.16 7.35 5.20 383.28 1.46 1.03 75.94 
RAC 0.1085 0.21 3.50 3.03 182.57 0.69 0.60 36.17 8.22 5.81 428.76 1.63 1.15 84.95 
BAL 0.4431 0.87 4.15 3.60 216.66 0.82 0.71 42.93 8.87 6.27 462.85 1.76 1.24 91.71 
2FC 0.5068 0.99 4.28 3.70 223.15 0.85 0.73 44.21 9.00 6.36 469.34 1.78 1.26 92.99 
3FC 0.6075 1.19 4.47 3.87 233.42 0.89 0.77 46.25 9.19 6.50 479.60 1.82 1.29 95.03 
4FC 1.2087 2.36 5.65 4.89 294.67 1.12 0.97 58.39 10.37 7.33 540.86 2.05 1.45 107.17 
6FA 0.7520 1.47 4.76 4.12 248.14 0.94 0.82 49.17 9.47 6.70 494.33 1.88 1.33 97.95 
6FB 1.4689 2.87 6.16 5.33 321.19 1.22 1.06 63.64 10.87 7.69 567.38 2.15 1.52 112.42 
8FC 1.0050 1.96 5.25 4.55 273.92 1.04 0.90 54.27 9.97 7.05 520.11 1.98 1.40 103.05 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MAX 1.4689 2.87 6.16 5.33 321.19 1.22 1.06 63.64 10.87 7.69 567.38 2.15 1.52 112.42 
MIN -0.3378 -0.66 2.63 2.28 137.09 0.52 0.45 27.16 7.35 5.20 383.28 1.46 1.03 75.94 
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Table 13-3c:  NSW-Based Partial Total RBSFC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SFC = FSC) 49.38 7.17 2580 37.39 5.42 1954 39.49 7.03 2061 44.66 6.74 2332 32.67 4.92 1706 34.77 6.49 1814 
EDU 49.92 7.24 2605 37.93 5.49 1979 40.04 7.13 2089 45.20 6.81 2358 33.22 5.00 1733 35.32 6.59 1843 
HEA 49.82 7.23 2599 37.83 5.48 1974 39.93 7.11 2084 45.10 6.80 2353 33.11 4.98 1727 35.22 6.57 1837 
TAC 49.13 7.13 2564 37.15 5.38 1938 39.25 6.99 2048 44.42 6.69 2317 32.43 4.88 1692 34.53 6.45 1802 
POS 49.57 7.19 2586 37.58 5.44 1961 39.69 7.07 2071 44.85 6.76 2340 32.86 4.94 1715 34.97 6.53 1825 
GPS 50.39 7.31 2629 38.40 5.56 2003 40.50 7.21 2113 45.67 6.88 2383 33.68 5.06 1757 35.79 6.68 1867 
HCA 49.68 7.21 2592 37.69 5.45 1966 39.79 7.09 2076 44.96 6.78 2346 32.97 4.96 1720 35.07 6.55 1830 
SSW 48.72 7.07 2542 36.73 5.32 1916 38.83 6.91 2026 44.00 6.63 2295 32.01 4.81 1670 34.11 6.37 1780 
RAC 49.59 7.19 2587 37.60 5.44 1962 39.70 7.07 2072 44.87 6.76 2341 32.88 4.94 1715 34.99 6.53 1825 
BAL 50.24 7.29 2621 38.25 5.54 1996 40.36 7.19 2106 45.52 6.86 2375 33.53 5.04 1750 35.64 6.65 1859 
2FC 50.37 7.31 2628 38.38 5.55 2002 40.48 7.21 2112 45.65 6.88 2382 33.66 5.06 1756 35.76 6.68 1866 
3FC 50.56 7.33 2638 38.57 5.58 2013 40.68 7.24 2122 45.84 6.91 2392 33.85 5.09 1766 35.96 6.71 1876 
4FC 51.74 7.50 2699 39.75 5.75 2074 41.85 7.45 2184 47.02 7.09 2453 35.03 5.27 1828 37.13 6.93 1937 
6FA 50.84 7.37 2653 38.86 5.62 2027 40.96 7.29 2137 46.13 6.95 2407 34.14 5.13 1781 36.24 6.77 1891 
6FB 52.24 7.58 2726 40.26 5.83 2100 42.36 7.54 2210 47.53 7.16 2480 35.54 5.34 1854 37.64 7.03 1964 
8FC 51.34 7.45 2678 39.35 5.70 2053 41.46 7.38 2163 46.62 7.03 2432 34.63 5.21 1807 36.74 6.86 1917 

# > 0 (/15) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
# < 0 (/15) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MAX 52.24 7.58 2726 40.26 5.83 2100 42.36 7.54 2210 47.53 7.16 2480 35.54 5.34 1854 37.64 7.03 1964 
MIN 48.72 7.07 2542 36.73 5.32 1916 38.83 6.91 2026 44.00 6.63 2295 32.01 4.81 1670 34.11 6.37 1780 
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VIC-Based (NS ≈ 4) RBSFC Estimates 
 
The VIC-based SFC estimates in Table 13-4a below are more positive than corresponding FSC 

estimates for all CATs besides TAC and SSW, again by virtue of the FCVIC,CAT entries in Table 

13-2.  For HEA and 2FC, the FSC model estimates in Table 13-4a are negative, but SFC 

estimates are positive.  The sign of estimates (whether positive or negative) is the same for both 

FSC and SFC models for all other CATs. 

 
All VIC-based RBSFC,GOV estimates in Table 13-4b are positive, ranging from a low of 8.41% 

($9.71 bpa) for SSW to a high of 13.16% ($15.20 bpa) for 6FB, compared to the corresponding 

RBFSC,GOV estimate of 9.32% ($10.74 bpa).  The VIC-based RBSFC,TPS estimates are also all 

positive, ranging from 9.59% ($13.56 bpa) for SSW to 13.47% ($19.05 bpa) for 6FB, compared 

to the corresponding RBFSC,TPS estimate of 10.32% ($14.58 bpa).  So for VIC, as with NSW 

above, RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates depart only slightly from the corresponding 

RBFSC,GOV and RBFSC,TPS estimates for all 15 functional transfers considered, again largely 

because of the formula RBFSC →SFC = (NVIC – 1) × FCVIC,CAT and because (NVIC – 1) is only 

approximately three for VIC-based FSC and SFC models with approximately four STTUs. 

 
The VIC-based partial total RBSFC estimates in Table 13-4c are again all significantly positive, 

ranging from about 3% to 8% (or $20 bpa to $60 bpa), and again differ little from the 

corresponding RBFSC estimates.  So these results again suggest that if VIC-based FSC or SFC 

models have financial merit, the bulk of financial benefits are achieved in the transition to four 

STTUs, with functional transfers providing just marginal additional benefits. 
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Table 13-4a:  VIC-Based RBSFC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCVIC,CAT 
($bpa) 

NPR-VIC 
= PAUS 
÷ PVIC 

RBFSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBFSC→SFC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-VIC – 1) 
× FCVIC,CAT 

= 3.04 × FCVIC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSFC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SFC,CAT
= RBSFC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SFC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSFC,CAT
= RBSFC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nur 
= 8 – NPR-VIC

RBSFC,CAT,pur
= RBSFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
($bpa) 

RB%SFC,CAT,pur
= RB%SFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
(%) 

rbSFC,CAT,pur 
= rbSFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
($pppa) 

TPS 3.4974 4.04 14.58 10.62 25.21 141.40 17.83 yes 1315.16 3.96 6.36 4.50 331.93 
GOV 1.4438 4.04 10.74 4.39 15.13 115.48 13.10 yes 789.17 3.96 3.82 3.31 199.18 
PSC 1.8315 4.04 3.79 5.56 9.35 25.92 36.08 yes 487.92 3.96 2.36 9.11 123.14 
EDU 0.2803 4.04 0.07 0.85 0.92 26.64 3.46 yes 48.12 3.96 0.23 0.87 12.14 
HEA 0.2265 4.04 -0.26 0.69 0.43 23.88 1.81 yes 22.50 3.96 0.11 0.46 5.68 
TAC -0.1234 4.04 1.94 -0.37 1.56 13.87 11.28 yes 81.63 3.96 0.39 2.85 20.60 
POS 0.1006 4.04 0.88 0.31 1.19 9.72 12.22 yes 61.95 3.96 0.30 3.08 15.64 
GPS 0.5183 4.04 3.27 1.57 4.84 7.71 62.85 yes 252.67 3.96 1.22 15.86 63.77 
HCA 0.1541 4.04 1.11 0.47 1.57 9.62 16.38 yes 82.16 3.96 0.40 4.13 20.74 
SSW -0.3378 4.04 -2.59 -1.03 -3.61 7.02 -51.51 yes -188.54 3.96 -0.91 -13.00 -47.58 
RAC 0.1085 4.04 0.39 0.33 0.72 4.67 15.36 yes 37.46 3.96 0.18 3.88 9.46 
BAL 0.4431 4.04 5.22 1.35 6.57 12.36 53.13 yes 342.59 3.96 1.66 13.41 86.47 
2FC 0.5068 4.04 -0.19 1.54 1.35 50.52 2.68 yes 70.65 3.96 0.34 0.68 17.83 
3FC 0.6075 4.04 0.70 1.85 2.55 60.24 4.23 yes 132.99 3.96 0.64 1.07 33.57 
4FC 1.2087 4.04 4.45 3.67 8.12 67.95 11.95 yes 423.62 3.96 2.05 3.02 106.92 
6FA 0.7520 4.04 3.98 2.28 6.26 88.83 7.05 yes 326.58 3.96 1.58 1.78 82.42 
6FB 1.4689 4.04 5.86 4.46 10.32 82.24 12.55 yes 538.37 3.96 2.60 3.17 135.88 
8FC 1.0050 4.04 5.36 3.05 8.41 103.12 8.16 yes 438.86 3.96 2.12 2.06 110.76 

# > 0 (/18) 16   15 16 17 18 17 # > 0 (/18) 17  17 17 17 
# < 0 (/18) 2   3 2 1 0 1 # < 0 (/18) 1  1 1 1 

MAX 3.4974   14.58 10.62 25.21 141.40 62.85 MAX 1315.16  6.36 15.86 331.93 
MIN -0.3378   -2.59 -1.03 -3.61 4.67 -51.51 MIN -188.54  -0.91 -13.00 -47.58 

Note:  the VIC-based RBSFC,TPS estimate of $25.21 bpa (or 17.83%) as above is a VIC-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-4b:  VIC-Based RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSFC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV,pur 
= RBSFC,GOV,pur = RBGOV,pur 

= RBGOV ÷ Nur 
= RBGOV ÷ 3.96 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSFC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS,pur 
= RBSFC,TPS,pur = RBTPS,pur 

= RBTPS ÷ Nur 
= RBTPS ÷ 3.96 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCVIC,CAT
($bpa) 

RBFSC→SFC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-VIC – 1) 

× FCVIC,CAT 

= 3.04 × FCVIC,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pur

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pur 

(%) 
rbGOV,pur 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pur 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pur 
(%) 

rbTPS,pur 
($pppa) 

∅ (SFC = FSC) n/a n/a 10.74 9.32 561.46 2.71 2.35 141.71 14.58 10.32 761.22 3.68 2.60 192.12 
EDU 0.2803 0.85 11.59 10.04 604.77 2.93 2.53 152.64 15.43 10.92 805.28 3.90 2.75 203.24 
HEA 0.2265 0.69 11.43 9.90 596.25 2.88 2.50 150.48 15.27 10.80 796.76 3.85 2.73 201.09 
TAC -0.1234 -0.37 10.37 8.98 540.78 2.62 2.27 136.49 14.21 10.05 741.29 3.59 2.54 187.09 
POS 0.1006 0.31 11.05 9.56 576.29 2.79 2.41 145.45 14.89 10.53 776.80 3.76 2.66 196.05 
GPS 0.5183 1.57 12.31 10.66 642.49 3.11 2.69 162.15 16.16 11.43 843.00 4.08 2.88 212.76 
HCA 0.1541 0.47 11.21 9.71 584.77 2.83 2.45 147.59 15.05 10.64 785.28 3.80 2.69 198.20 
SSW -0.3378 -1.03 9.71 8.41 506.80 2.45 2.12 127.91 13.56 9.59 707.31 3.42 2.42 178.52 
RAC 0.1085 0.33 11.07 9.59 577.55 2.79 2.42 145.76 14.91 10.55 778.06 3.76 2.66 196.37 
BAL 0.4431 1.35 12.09 10.47 630.57 3.05 2.64 159.15 15.93 11.27 831.08 4.02 2.84 209.75 
2FC 0.5068 1.54 12.28 10.63 640.66 3.10 2.68 161.69 16.12 11.40 841.17 4.07 2.88 212.30 
3FC 0.6075 1.85 12.59 10.90 656.63 3.18 2.75 165.72 16.43 11.62 857.14 4.15 2.93 216.33 
4FC 1.2087 3.67 14.41 12.48 751.91 3.64 3.15 189.77 18.25 12.91 952.42 4.61 3.26 240.38 
6FA 0.7520 2.28 13.02 11.28 679.53 3.29 2.85 171.50 16.87 11.93 880.04 4.26 3.01 222.11 
6FB 1.4689 4.46 15.20 13.16 793.16 3.84 3.32 200.18 19.05 13.47 993.67 4.81 3.40 250.79 
8FC 1.0050 3.05 13.79 11.94 719.63 3.48 3.01 181.62 17.64 12.47 920.14 4.45 3.15 232.23 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MAX 1.4689 4.46 15.20 13.16 793.16 3.84 3.32 200.18 19.05 13.47 993.67 4.81 3.40 250.79 
MIN -0.3378 -1.03 9.71 8.41 506.80 2.45 2.12 127.91 13.56 9.59 707.31 3.42 2.42 178.52 
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Table 13-4c:  VIC-Based Partial Total RBSFC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SFC = FSC) 53.79 7.80 2805 31.00 4.48 1614 23.13 4.12 1206 49.94 7.53 2605 27.16 4.08 1414 19.29 3.60 1006 
EDU 54.64 7.92 2851 31.85 4.61 1662 23.98 4.27 1251 50.80 7.66 2650 28.01 4.21 1461 20.14 3.76 1051 
HEA 54.48 7.90 2842 31.69 4.59 1653 23.82 4.24 1243 50.63 7.63 2642 27.85 4.19 1453 19.97 3.73 1042 
TAC 53.41 7.75 2787 30.63 4.43 1598 22.75 4.05 1187 49.57 7.47 2586 26.78 4.03 1397 18.91 3.53 987 
POS 54.09 7.85 2822 31.31 4.53 1633 23.43 4.17 1223 50.25 7.57 2622 27.47 4.13 1433 19.59 3.66 1022 
GPS 55.36 8.03 2888 32.58 4.72 1700 24.70 4.40 1289 51.52 7.76 2688 28.73 4.32 1499 20.86 3.89 1088 
HCA 54.26 7.87 2831 31.47 4.56 1642 23.60 4.20 1231 50.41 7.60 2630 27.63 4.15 1441 19.75 3.69 1031 
SSW 52.76 7.65 2753 29.98 4.34 1564 22.10 3.94 1153 48.92 7.37 2552 26.13 3.93 1363 18.26 3.41 953 
RAC 54.12 7.85 2823 31.33 4.54 1635 23.46 4.18 1224 50.27 7.58 2623 27.49 4.13 1434 19.61 3.66 1023 
BAL 55.13 8.00 2877 32.35 4.68 1688 24.47 4.36 1277 51.29 7.73 2676 28.51 4.29 1487 20.63 3.85 1076 
2FC 55.33 8.02 2887 32.54 4.71 1698 24.67 4.39 1287 51.48 7.76 2686 28.70 4.32 1497 20.82 3.89 1086 
3FC 55.63 8.07 2903 32.85 4.75 1714 24.97 4.45 1303 51.79 7.81 2702 29.01 4.36 1513 21.13 3.94 1102 
4FC 57.46 8.33 2998 34.67 5.02 1809 26.80 4.77 1398 53.62 8.08 2797 30.83 4.64 1609 22.96 4.29 1198 
6FA 56.07 8.13 2925 33.29 4.82 1737 25.41 4.53 1326 52.23 7.87 2725 29.44 4.43 1536 21.57 4.03 1125 
6FB 58.25 8.45 3039 35.47 5.13 1850 27.59 4.91 1440 54.41 8.20 2839 31.62 4.76 1650 23.75 4.43 1239 
8FC 56.84 8.24 2966 34.06 4.93 1777 26.18 4.66 1366 53.00 7.99 2765 30.21 4.54 1576 22.34 4.17 1165 

# > 0 (/15) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
# < 0 (/15) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MAX 58.25 8.45 3039 35.47 5.13 1850 27.59 4.91 1440 54.41 8.20 2839 31.62 4.76 1650 23.75 4.43 1239 
MIN 52.76 7.65 2753 29.98 4.34 1564 22.10 3.94 1153 48.92 7.37 2552 26.13 3.93 1363 18.26 3.41 953 
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QLD-Based (NS ≈ 5) RBSFC Estimates 
 
The QLD-based FSC model estimates in Table 13-5a are positive for just seven of the 18 CATs, 

but SFC estimates are positive for 15 of the 18 CATs (all except TAC, GPS and HCA), again 

largely reflecting the FCQLD,CAT entries in Table 13-2. 

 
Table 13-5b shows that QLD-based RBSFC,GOV estimates range from a low of –4.76% 

(–$5.50 bpa) for SSW to a high of 2.08% ($2.40 bpa) for 6FB, and are all negative except for 

the slightly positive 4FC, 6FB and 8FC estimates.  The QLD-based RBSFC,TPS estimates range 

from a low of –4.11% (–$5.81 bpa) for SSW to a high of 1.48% ($2.09 bpa) for 6FB, and are all 

negative except for the slightly positive estimates for three multi-function CATs: 4FC, 6FB and 

8FC.  So whereas the QLD-based RBFSC,GOV and RBFSC,TPS estimates are negative, positive 

QLD-based RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates are generated when sufficient functions are 

transferred (specifically, the 4FC, 6FB and 8FC multi-function combinations). 

 
The QLD-based partial total RBSFC estimates in Table 13-5c are all significantly negative, 

ranging from about –5% to –12% (or about –$30 bpa to –$80 bpa), and again differ very little 

from the corresponding RBFSC estimates.  These results suggest that the significant negativity of 

QLD-based partial total RBSFC estimates differs little from the significant negativity of the 

corresponding RBFSC estimates, hence indicating that functional transfers do little to mitigate the 

negativity of the QLD-based RBFSC estimates. 
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Table 13-5a:  QLD-Based RBSFC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCQLD,CAT
($bpa) 

NPR-QLD 
= PAUS 
÷ PQLD 

RBFSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBFSC→SFC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-QLD – 1) 
× FCQLD,CAT 

= 4.37 × FCQLD,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSFC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SFC,CAT
= RBSFC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SFC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSFC,CAT
= RBSFC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nur 
= 8 – NPR-QLD

RBSFC,CAT,pur
= RBSFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
($bpa) 

RB%SFC,CAT,pur
= RB%SFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
(%) 

rbSFC,CAT,pur 
= rbSFC,CAT 

÷ Nur 
($pppa) 

TPS 3.4974 5.37 -4.34 15.30 10.96 141.40 7.75 yes 571.82 2.63 4.17 2.95 217.73 
GOV 1.4438 5.37 -4.02 6.31 2.29 115.48 1.99 yes 119.69 2.63 0.87 0.76 45.57 
PSC 1.8315 5.37 -0.46 8.01 7.55 25.92 29.14 yes 394.05 2.63 2.88 11.10 150.04 
EDU 0.2803 5.37 0.84 1.23 2.06 26.64 7.74 yes 107.60 2.63 0.79 2.95 40.97 
HEA 0.2265 5.37 2.16 0.99 3.15 23.88 13.20 yes 164.46 2.63 1.20 5.03 62.62 
TAC -0.1234 5.37 -2.59 -0.54 -3.13 13.87 -22.54 yes -163.11 2.63 -1.19 -8.58 -62.11 
POS 0.1006 5.37 0.31 0.44 0.75 9.72 7.73 yes 39.20 2.63 0.29 2.94 14.93 
GPS 0.5183 5.37 -4.49 2.27 -2.23 7.71 -28.91 yes -116.24 2.63 -0.85 -11.01 -44.26 
HCA 0.1541 5.37 -2.76 0.67 -2.08 9.62 -21.66 yes -108.66 2.63 -0.79 -8.25 -41.37 
SSW -0.3378 5.37 3.05 -1.48 1.58 7.02 22.45 yes 82.18 2.63 0.60 8.55 31.29 
RAC 0.1085 5.37 0.58 0.47 1.05 4.67 22.51 yes 54.89 2.63 0.40 8.57 20.90 
BAL 0.4431 5.37 -0.56 1.94 1.38 12.36 11.19 yes 72.12 2.63 0.53 4.26 27.46 
2FC 0.5068 5.37 3.00 2.22 5.21 50.52 10.32 yes 271.92 2.63 1.98 3.93 103.54 
3FC 0.6075 5.37 3.31 2.66 5.96 60.24 9.90 yes 311.11 2.63 2.27 3.77 118.46 
4FC 1.2087 5.37 -1.90 5.29 3.39 67.95 4.98 yes 176.70 2.63 1.29 1.90 67.28 
6FA 0.7520 5.37 -1.66 3.29 1.62 88.83 1.83 yes 84.78 2.63 0.62 0.70 32.28 
6FB 1.4689 5.37 -3.74 6.42 2.68 82.24 3.26 yes 139.86 2.63 1.02 1.24 53.25 
8FC 1.0050 5.37 -3.50 4.40 0.90 103.12 0.87 yes 46.92 2.63 0.34 0.33 17.87 

# > 0 (/18) 16   7 16 15 18 15 # > 0 (/18) 15  15 15 15 
# < 0 (/18) 2   11 2 3 0 3 # < 0 (/18) 3  3 3 3 

MAX 3.4974   3.31 15.30 10.96 141.40 29.14 MAX 571.82  4.17 11.10 217.73 
MIN -0.3378   -4.49 -1.48 -3.13 4.67 -28.91 MIN -163.11  -1.19 -11.01 -62.11 

Note:  the QLD-based RBSFC,TPS estimate of $10.96 bpa (or 7.75%) as above is a QLD-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-5b:  QLD-Based RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSFC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSFC(FCAT),GOV,pur 
= RBSFC,GOV,pur = RBGOV,pur 

= RBGOV ÷ Nur 
= RBGOV ÷ 2.63 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSFC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSFC(FCAT),TPS,pur 
= RBSFC,TPS,pur = RBTPS,pur 

= RBTPS ÷ Nur 
= RBTPS ÷ 2.63 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCQLD,CAT
($bpa) 

RBFSC→SFC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-QLD – 1) 

× FCQLD,CAT 

= 4.37 × FCQLD,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pur

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pur 

(%) 
rbGOV,pur 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pur 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pur 
(%) 

rbTPS,pur 
($pppa) 

∅ (SFC = FSC) n/a n/a -4.02 -3.47 -208.83 -1.53 -1.32 -79.52 -4.34 -3.05 -224.70 -1.65 -1.16 -85.56 
EDU 0.2803 1.23 -2.79 -2.42 -145.81 -1.06 -0.92 -55.52 -3.11 -2.20 -162.30 -1.18 -0.84 -61.80 
HEA 0.2265 0.99 -3.03 -2.62 -158.08 -1.15 -1.00 -60.19 -3.35 -2.37 -174.57 -1.27 -0.90 -66.47 
TAC -0.1234 -0.54 -4.56 -3.95 -237.94 -1.74 -1.50 -90.60 -4.88 -3.45 -254.43 -1.86 -1.31 -96.88 
POS 0.1006 0.44 -3.58 -3.10 -186.81 -1.36 -1.18 -71.13 -3.90 -2.76 -203.30 -1.48 -1.05 -77.41 
GPS 0.5183 2.27 -1.75 -1.52 -91.51 -0.67 -0.58 -34.84 -2.07 -1.46 -108.00 -0.79 -0.56 -41.12 
HCA 0.1541 0.67 -3.35 -2.90 -174.60 -1.27 -1.10 -66.48 -3.66 -2.59 -191.09 -1.39 -0.99 -72.76 
SSW -0.3378 -1.48 -5.50 -4.76 -286.86 -2.09 -1.81 -109.23 -5.81 -4.11 -303.36 -2.21 -1.57 -115.51 
RAC 0.1085 0.47 -3.55 -3.07 -185.00 -1.35 -1.17 -70.44 -3.86 -2.73 -201.50 -1.47 -1.04 -76.72 
BAL 0.4431 1.94 -2.08 -1.80 -108.67 -0.79 -0.69 -41.38 -2.40 -1.70 -125.16 -0.91 -0.65 -47.66 
2FC 0.5068 2.22 -1.80 -1.56 -94.13 -0.69 -0.59 -35.84 -2.12 -1.50 -110.62 -0.81 -0.57 -42.12 
3FC 0.6075 2.66 -1.36 -1.18 -71.14 -0.52 -0.45 -27.09 -1.68 -1.19 -87.64 -0.64 -0.45 -33.37 
4FC 1.2087 5.29 1.27 1.10 66.04 0.48 0.42 25.15 0.95 0.67 49.55 0.36 0.26 18.87 
6FA 0.7520 3.29 -0.73 -0.63 -38.17 -0.28 -0.24 -14.53 -1.05 -0.74 -54.66 -0.40 -0.28 -20.81 
6FB 1.4689 6.42 2.40 2.08 125.43 0.92 0.79 47.76 2.09 1.48 108.94 0.80 0.56 41.48 
8FC 1.0050 4.40 0.37 0.32 19.56 0.14 0.12 7.45 0.06 0.04 3.07 0.02 0.02 1.17 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

MAX 1.4689 6.42 2.40 2.08 125.43 0.92 0.79 47.76 2.09 1.48 108.94 0.80 0.56 41.48 
MIN -0.3378 -1.48 -5.50 -4.76 -286.86 -2.09 -1.81 -109.23 -5.81 -4.11 -303.36 -2.21 -1.57 -115.51 
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Table 13-5c:  QLD-Based Partial Total RBSFC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SFC = FSC) -81.79 -11.87 -4270 -47.87 -6.92 -2496 -38.07 -6.77 -1984 -81.47 -12.29 -4254 -47.55 -7.15 -2480 -37.76 -7.04 -1968 
EDU -80.56 -11.68 -4203 -46.64 -6.75 -2433 -36.85 -6.56 -1923 -80.24 -12.09 -4187 -46.33 -6.97 -2417 -36.53 -6.82 -1906 
HEA -80.80 -11.72 -4215 -46.88 -6.78 -2446 -37.08 -6.60 -1935 -80.48 -12.13 -4199 -46.56 -7.00 -2429 -36.77 -6.86 -1918 
TAC -82.33 -11.94 -4295 -48.41 -7.01 -2526 -38.61 -6.88 -2015 -82.01 -12.36 -4279 -48.09 -7.23 -2509 -38.30 -7.15 -1998 
POS -81.35 -11.80 -4244 -47.43 -6.86 -2474 -37.63 -6.70 -1964 -81.03 -12.21 -4228 -47.11 -7.08 -2458 -37.32 -6.97 -1947 
GPS -79.52 -11.53 -4149 -45.60 -6.60 -2379 -35.81 -6.38 -1868 -79.20 -11.94 -4132 -45.28 -6.81 -2363 -35.49 -6.63 -1852 
HCA -81.11 -11.76 -4232 -47.19 -6.83 -2462 -37.40 -6.66 -1951 -80.80 -12.18 -4215 -46.88 -7.05 -2446 -37.08 -6.92 -1935 
SSW -83.26 -12.08 -4344 -49.34 -7.14 -2574 -39.55 -7.04 -2064 -82.95 -12.50 -4328 -49.03 -7.37 -2558 -39.24 -7.32 -2047 
RAC -81.31 -11.79 -4242 -47.39 -6.86 -2473 -37.60 -6.70 -1962 -81.00 -12.21 -4226 -47.08 -7.08 -2456 -37.28 -6.96 -1945 
BAL -79.85 -11.58 -4166 -45.93 -6.65 -2396 -36.14 -6.43 -1885 -79.53 -11.99 -4149 -45.61 -6.86 -2380 -35.82 -6.69 -1869 
2FC -79.57 -11.54 -4151 -45.65 -6.61 -2382 -35.86 -6.39 -1871 -79.25 -11.94 -4135 -45.33 -6.82 -2365 -35.54 -6.64 -1854 
3FC -79.13 -11.48 -4128 -45.21 -6.54 -2359 -35.42 -6.31 -1848 -78.81 -11.88 -4112 -44.89 -6.75 -2342 -35.10 -6.55 -1831 
4FC -76.50 -11.10 -3991 -42.58 -6.16 -2222 -32.79 -5.84 -1711 -76.18 -11.48 -3975 -42.26 -6.36 -2205 -32.47 -6.06 -1694 
6FA -78.50 -11.39 -4095 -44.58 -6.45 -2326 -34.79 -6.19 -1815 -78.18 -11.78 -4079 -44.26 -6.66 -2309 -34.47 -6.43 -1798 
6FB -75.36 -10.93 -3932 -41.44 -6.00 -2162 -31.65 -5.64 -1651 -75.05 -11.31 -3915 -41.13 -6.18 -2146 -31.33 -5.85 -1635 
8FC -77.39 -11.22 -4038 -43.47 -6.29 -2268 -33.68 -6.00 -1757 -77.07 -11.62 -4021 -43.16 -6.49 -2252 -33.36 -6.23 -1741 

# > 0 (/15) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX -75.36 -10.93 -3932 -41.44 -6.00 -2162 -31.65 -5.64 -1651 -75.05 -11.31 -3915 -41.13 -6.18 -2146 -31.33 -5.85 -1635 
MIN -83.26 -12.08 -4344 -49.34 -7.14 -2574 -39.55 -7.04 -2064 -82.95 -12.50 -4328 -49.03 -7.37 -2558 -39.24 -7.32 -2047 
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Simplified New States Current Local Models 
 
Simplified New States Current Local (SNC) models have previously been defined as models 

hosting nine or more State-Territory type governments, and local governments in their current 

form and number, in which at least one function has been transferred from the State-Territory 

level to the Commonwealth level.  Because SNC models combine features of New States 

Current Local (NSC) models and Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models, the relative 

benefits of SNC models can be estimated using the corresponding RB estimates for NSC and 

FTC models, as described earlier in Chapter 11 and the FTC estimates section in this chapter. 

 
The SNC model estimates in Tables 13-6a through 13-9c below are calculated using formulas as 

follows which correspond to expressions [13.4a] and [13.5] through [13.7] above for SFC 

models: 
 

RBSNC(FCAT),CAT = RBNSC,CAT + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.8]  
 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV = RBNSC,GOV + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.9]  
 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS = RBNSC,TPS + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT    ...[13.10]  
and 

RBSNC(FCAT),TOTi = RBNSC,TOTi + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.11] 

 
For each of the four STUs employed as bases for NSC and SNC models – WA, SA, TAS and 

NT – RBSNC estimates are presented below in three tables and briefly discussed, as with the 

RBSFC estimates based on NSW, VIC and QLD as above. 

 

WA-Based (NS ≈ 10) RBSNC Estimates 
 
The SNC model estimates in Tables 13-6a through 13-9a, based on WA, SA, TAS and NT, are 

more positive than corresponding NSC model estimates for all CATs except for TAC and SSW, 

again because of the FCU,CAT entries in Table 13-2.  The WA-based NSC model estimates in 

Table 13-6a are positive for just two of the 18 CATs (HCA and SSW), but SNC estimates are 

positive for 15 of the 18 CATs (all but PSC, TAC and SSW). 

 
Table 13-6b below shows that WA-based RBSNC,GOV estimates range from a low of –8.23% 

(–$9.50 bpa) for SSW to a high of 6.20% ($7.16 bpa) for 6FB, and are all negative except for 

the positive 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC estimates.  The WA-based RBSNC,TPS estimates are 

negative for all 15 CATs, ranging from –10.49% (–$14.84 bpa) for 6FB to –22.28% 

(–$31.50 bpa) for SSW. 
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The WA-based partial total RBSNC estimates in Table 13-6c below generally display a similar 

pattern to that revealed earlier for WA-based FSC models, with TOT1 and TOT4 estimates 

significantly positive for all 15 CATs, and TOT2, TOT3 and TOT6 estimates negative for all 15 

CATs.  For TOT5, there are 13 slightly positive estimates and two slightly negative estimates, 

ranging from a low of –0.41% (–$2.73 bpa) for SSW to a high of 2.09% ($13.93 bpa).  As with 

the Fewer States model estimates based on NSW, VIC and QLD, as described above, functional 

transfers generally only have a relatively marginal impact upon WA-based estimates for New 

States models. 
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Table 13-6a:  WA-Based RBSNC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCWA,CAT 
($bpa) 

NPR-WA 
= PAUS 
÷ PWA 

RBNSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-WA – 1) 
× FCWA,CAT 

= 9.22 × FCWA,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSNC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SNC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nua 
= NPR-WA – 8

RBSNC,CAT,pua
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT,pua
= RB%SNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
(%) 

rbSNC,CAT,pua 
= rbSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($pppa) 

TPS 3.4974 10.22 -28.38 32.25 3.87 141.40 2.74 yes 201.94 2.22 1.74 1.23 90.87 
GOV 1.4438 10.22 -6.39 13.31 6.93 115.48 6.00 yes 361.44 2.22 3.12 2.70 162.64 
PSC 1.8315 10.22 -19.67 16.89 -2.78 25.92 -10.74 yes -145.18 2.22 -1.25 -4.83 -65.33 
EDU 0.2803 10.22 -0.99 2.58 1.60 26.64 6.00 yes 83.39 2.22 0.72 2.70 37.53 
HEA 0.2265 10.22 -0.85 2.09 1.24 23.88 5.21 yes 64.88 2.22 0.56 2.34 29.19 
TAC -0.1234 10.22 -1.09 -1.14 -2.23 13.87 -16.06 yes -116.26 2.22 -1.00 -7.23 -52.31 
POS 0.1006 10.22 -0.57 0.93 0.35 9.72 3.63 yes 18.42 2.22 0.16 1.63 8.29 
GPS 0.5183 10.22 -3.13 4.78 1.65 7.71 21.37 yes 85.93 2.22 0.74 9.62 38.67 
HCA 0.1541 10.22 1.58 1.42 3.00 9.62 31.21 yes 156.60 2.22 1.35 14.05 70.47 
SSW -0.3378 10.22 1.69 -3.12 -1.42 7.02 -20.29 yes -74.28 2.22 -0.64 -9.13 -33.43 
RAC 0.1085 10.22 -0.81 1.00 0.19 4.67 4.06 yes 9.91 2.22 0.09 1.83 4.46 
BAL 0.4431 10.22 -1.34 4.09 2.75 12.36 22.26 yes 143.50 2.22 1.24 10.01 64.57 
2FC 0.5068 10.22 -1.83 4.67 2.84 50.52 5.62 yes 148.19 2.22 1.28 2.53 66.68 
3FC 0.6075 10.22 -2.41 5.60 3.19 60.24 5.29 yes 166.38 2.22 1.44 2.38 74.87 
4FC 1.2087 10.22 -6.13 11.15 5.01 67.95 7.38 yes 261.62 2.22 2.26 3.32 117.72 
6FA 0.7520 10.22 -5.61 6.94 1.32 88.83 1.49 yes 68.90 2.22 0.59 0.67 31.00 
6FB 1.4689 10.22 -5.61 13.55 7.93 82.24 9.65 yes 413.92 2.22 3.57 4.34 186.25 
8FC 1.0050 10.22 -5.08 9.27 4.19 103.12 4.06 yes 218.51 2.22 1.88 1.83 98.32 

# > 0 (/18) 16   2 16 15 18 15 # > 0 (/18) 15   15 15 15 
# < 0 (/18) 2   16 2 3 0 3 # < 0 (/18) 3   3 3 3 

MAX 3.4974   1.69 32.25 7.93 141.40 31.21 MAX 413.92   3.57 14.05 186.25 
MIN -0.3378   -28.38 -3.12 -2.78 4.67 -20.29 MIN -145.18   -1.25 -9.13 -65.33 

Note:  the WA-based RBSNC,TPS estimate of $3.87 bpa (or 2.74%) as above is a WA-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-6b:  WA-Based RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSNC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV,pua 
= RBSNC,GOV,pua = RBGOV,pua 

= RBGOV ÷ Nua 
= RBGOV ÷ 2.22 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSNC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS,pua 
= RBSNC,TPS,pua = RBTPS,pua 

= RBTPS ÷ Nua 
= RBTPS ÷ 2.22 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCWA,CAT
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-WA – 1) 

× FCWA,CAT 

= 9.22 × FCWA,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pua

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pua 

(%) 
rbGOV,pua 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pua 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pua 
(%) 

rbTPS,pua 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) n/a n/a -6.39 -5.54 -333.73 -2.87 -2.49 -150.17 -28.38 -20.10 -1482.66 -12.77 -9.04 -667.16 
EDU 0.2803 2.58 -3.80 -3.29 -198.38 -1.71 -1.48 -89.27 -25.80 -18.24 -1345.99 -11.61 -8.21 -605.66 
HEA 0.2265 2.09 -4.30 -3.72 -224.25 -1.93 -1.67 -100.91 -26.29 -18.60 -1371.86 -11.83 -8.37 -617.31 
TAC -0.1234 -1.14 -7.53 -6.52 -392.64 -3.39 -2.93 -176.68 -29.52 -20.88 -1540.25 -13.28 -9.39 -693.08 
POS 0.1006 0.93 -5.46 -4.73 -284.83 -2.46 -2.13 -128.17 -27.46 -19.42 -1432.43 -12.35 -8.74 -644.56 
GPS 0.5183 4.78 -1.61 -1.39 -83.88 -0.72 -0.63 -37.74 -23.60 -16.69 -1231.48 -10.62 -7.51 -554.14 
HCA 0.1541 1.42 -4.97 -4.30 -259.08 -2.23 -1.93 -116.58 -26.96 -19.07 -1406.69 -12.13 -8.58 -632.98 
SSW -0.3378 -3.12 -9.50 -8.23 -495.80 -4.28 -3.70 -223.10 -31.50 -22.28 -1643.41 -14.17 -10.02 -739.50 
RAC 0.1085 1.00 -5.39 -4.66 -281.02 -2.42 -2.10 -126.45 -27.38 -19.36 -1428.63 -12.32 -8.71 -642.85 
BAL 0.4431 4.09 -2.30 -1.99 -120.06 -1.04 -0.90 -54.02 -24.30 -17.18 -1267.67 -10.93 -7.73 -570.42 
2FC 0.5068 4.67 -1.71 -1.48 -89.41 -0.77 -0.67 -40.23 -23.71 -16.77 -1237.02 -10.67 -7.54 -556.63 
3FC 0.6075 5.60 -0.78 -0.68 -40.94 -0.35 -0.31 -18.42 -22.78 -16.11 -1188.55 -10.25 -7.25 -534.82 
4FC 1.2087 11.15 4.76 4.12 248.31 2.14 1.85 111.74 -17.24 -12.19 -899.29 -7.76 -5.49 -404.66 
6FA 0.7520 6.94 0.55 0.47 28.59 0.25 0.21 12.87 -21.45 -15.17 -1119.02 -9.65 -6.83 -503.53 
6FB 1.4689 13.55 7.16 6.20 373.55 3.22 2.79 168.09 -14.84 -10.49 -774.06 -6.68 -4.72 -348.31 
8FC 1.0050 9.27 2.88 2.49 150.32 1.30 1.12 67.64 -19.11 -13.52 -997.29 -8.60 -6.08 -448.76 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 11 11 11 11 11 11 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX 1.4689 13.55 7.16 6.20 373.55 3.22 2.79 168.09 -14.84 -10.49 -774.06 -6.68 -4.72 -348.31 
MIN -0.3378 -3.12 -9.50 -8.23 -495.80 -4.28 -3.70 -223.10 -31.50 -22.28 -1643.41 -14.17 -10.02 -739.50 
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Table 13-6c:  WA-Based Partial Total RBSNC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) 51.95 7.53 2707 -21.61 -3.11 -1120 -55.77 -9.92 -2908 73.94 11.14 3856 0.38 0.08 29 -33.77 -6.29 -1759 
EDU 54.53 7.91 2845 -19.03 -2.75 -993 -53.18 -9.47 -2775 76.53 11.53 3993 2.97 0.45 155 -31.19 -5.82 -1627 
HEA 54.03 7.84 2819 -19.53 -2.83 -1019 -53.68 -9.56 -2801 76.03 11.46 3967 2.47 0.37 129 -31.68 -5.91 -1653 
TAC 50.81 7.37 2651 -22.75 -3.29 -1187 -56.91 -10.13 -2969 72.80 10.97 3798 -0.76 -0.11 -40 -34.91 -6.52 -1821 
POS 52.87 7.67 2759 -20.69 -2.99 -1079 -54.84 -9.77 -2861 74.87 11.28 3906 1.31 0.20 68 -32.84 -6.13 -1714 
GPS 56.73 8.23 2960 -16.84 -2.44 -878 -50.99 -9.08 -2660 78.72 11.86 4107 5.16 0.78 269 -28.99 -5.41 -1513 
HCA 53.37 7.74 2784 -20.19 -2.92 -1054 -54.35 -9.68 -2835 75.36 11.36 3932 1.80 0.27 94 -32.35 -6.04 -1688 
SSW 48.83 7.08 2548 -24.73 -3.58 -1290 -58.88 -10.49 -3072 70.83 10.67 3695 -2.73 -0.41 -143 -36.89 -6.89 -1925 
RAC 52.95 7.68 2762 -20.61 -2.98 -1076 -54.77 -9.75 -2857 74.94 11.29 3910 1.38 0.21 72 -32.77 -6.12 -1710 
BAL 56.03 8.13 2923 -17.53 -2.54 -915 -51.68 -9.20 -2696 78.03 11.76 4071 4.47 0.67 233 -29.69 -5.54 -1549 
2FC 56.62 8.21 2954 -16.94 -2.45 -884 -51.10 -9.10 -2666 78.62 11.85 4102 5.05 0.76 264 -29.10 -5.43 -1518 
3FC 57.55 8.35 3002 -16.01 -2.32 -835 -50.17 -8.93 -2617 79.54 11.99 4150 5.98 0.90 312 -28.17 -5.26 -1470 
4FC 63.09 9.15 3292 -10.47 -1.52 -546 -44.62 -7.95 -2328 85.09 12.82 4439 11.53 1.73 601 -22.63 -4.22 -1180 
6FA 58.88 8.54 3072 -14.68 -2.12 -766 -48.83 -8.70 -2548 80.88 12.19 4220 7.32 1.10 382 -26.84 -5.01 -1400 
6FB 65.49 9.50 3417 -8.07 -1.17 -421 -42.22 -7.52 -2203 87.49 13.19 4565 13.93 2.09 727 -20.23 -3.78 -1055 
8FC 61.21 8.88 3194 -12.35 -1.79 -644 -46.50 -8.28 -2426 83.21 12.54 4341 9.65 1.45 503 -24.50 -4.57 -1278 

# > 0 (/15) 15 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 15 13 13 13 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 0 0 0 15 15 15 15 15 15 0 0 0 2 2 2 15 15 15 

MAX 65.49 9.50 3417 -8.07 -1.17 -421 -42.22 -7.52 -2203 87.49 13.19 4565 13.93 2.09 727 -20.23 -3.78 -1055 
MIN 48.83 7.08 2548 -24.73 -3.58 -1290 -58.88 -10.49 -3072 70.83 10.67 3695 -2.73 -0.41 -143 -36.89 -6.89 -1925 
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SA-Based (NS ≈ 13) RBSNC Estimates 
 
The SA-based NSC model estimates in Table 13-7a are positive for just four of the 18 CATs 

(TAC, GPS, SSW and 6FA), but SNC estimates are positive for 14 of the 18 CATs (all but 

HEA, POS, SSW and BAL). 

 
Table 13-7b shows that SA-based RBSNC,GOV estimates range from a low of –9.63% 

(–$11.12 bpa) for SSW to a high of 8.73% ($10.08 bpa) for 6FB, and are all negative except for 

the positive 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC estimates.  The SA-based RBSFC,TPS estimates range from a 

low of –9.53% (–$13.47 bpa) to a high of 5.47% ($7.73 bpa), and are all negative except for the 

positive 4FC, 6FB and 8FC estimates.  Furthermore, the pattern of positive and negative 

SA-based RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS estimates clearly resembles that of the QLD-based 

RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates and the WA-based RBSNC,GOV estimates, as above.  So, again, 

whilst SA-based RB estimates are negative for the majority of cases here, if sufficient functions 

are transferred, positive RB estimates can be achieved. 

 
The SA-based partial total RBSNC estimates in Table 13-7c are all significantly negative, ranging 

from about –5% to –14% (or about –$25 bpa to –$90 bpa), and again differ relatively little from 

the corresponding RBNSC estimates.  These SA-based results closely resemble the QLD-based 

partial total RBSFC estimates shown earlier in Table 13-5c. 
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Table 13-7a:  SA-Based RBSNC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCSA,CAT 
($bpa) 

NPR-SA 
= PAUS 
÷ PSA 

RBNSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-SA – 1) 
× FCSA,CAT 

= 11.74 × FCSA,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSNC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SNC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nua 
= NPR-SA – 8 

RBSNC,CAT,pua
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT,pua
= RB%SNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
(%) 

rbSNC,CAT,pua 
= rbSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($pppa) 

TPS 3.4974 12.74 -9.51 41.05 31.54 141.40 22.30 yes 1645.42 4.74 6.66 4.71 347.43 
GOV 1.4438 12.74 -7.16 16.94 9.79 115.48 8.48 yes 510.64 4.74 2.07 1.79 107.82 
PSC 1.8315 12.74 -1.93 21.49 19.56 25.92 75.46 yes 1020.53 4.74 4.13 15.93 215.48 
EDU 0.2803 12.74 -1.78 3.29 1.51 26.64 5.69 yes 79.01 4.74 0.32 1.20 16.68 
HEA 0.2265 12.74 -3.29 2.66 -0.63 23.88 -2.65 yes -33.04 4.74 -0.13 -0.56 -6.98 
TAC -0.1234 12.74 3.20 -1.45 1.76 13.87 12.66 yes 91.62 4.74 0.37 2.67 19.35 
POS 0.1006 12.74 -1.25 1.18 -0.07 9.72 -0.68 yes -3.45 4.74 -0.01 -0.14 -0.73 
GPS 0.5183 12.74 2.23 6.08 8.31 7.71 107.89 NO 433.78 4.74 1.76 22.78 91.59 
HCA 0.1541 12.74 -0.56 1.81 1.25 9.62 13.03 yes 65.38 4.74 0.26 2.75 13.80 
SSW -0.3378 12.74 0.76 -3.96 -3.20 7.02 -45.63 yes -167.01 4.74 -0.68 -9.63 -35.26 
RAC 0.1085 12.74 -1.04 1.27 0.23 4.67 4.97 yes 12.11 4.74 0.05 1.05 2.56 
BAL 0.4431 12.74 -5.80 5.20 -0.60 12.36 -4.83 yes -31.11 4.74 -0.13 -1.02 -6.57 
2FC 0.5068 12.74 -5.06 5.95 0.89 50.52 1.75 yes 46.17 4.74 0.19 0.37 9.75 
3FC 0.6075 12.74 -6.31 7.13 0.82 60.24 1.36 yes 42.70 4.74 0.17 0.29 9.02 
4FC 1.2087 12.74 -3.64 14.18 10.55 67.95 15.52 yes 550.32 4.74 2.23 3.28 116.20 
6FA 0.7520 12.74 0.42 8.83 9.24 88.83 10.41 yes 482.33 4.74 1.95 2.20 101.84 
6FB 1.4689 12.74 -5.26 17.24 11.98 82.24 14.57 yes 624.94 4.74 2.53 3.08 131.96 
8FC 1.0050 12.74 -1.16 11.79 10.64 103.12 10.32 yes 555.09 4.74 2.25 2.18 117.21 

# > 0 (/18) 16   4 16 14 18 14 # > 0 (/18) 14   14 14 14 
# < 0 (/18) 2   14 2 4 0 4 # < 0 (/18) 4   4 4 4 

MAX 3.4974   3.20 41.05 31.54 141.40 107.89 MAX 1645.42   6.66 22.78 347.43 
MIN -0.3378   -9.51 -3.96 -3.20 4.67 -45.63 MIN -167.01   -0.68 -9.63 -35.26 

Note:  the SA-based RBSNC,TPS estimate of $31.54 bpa (or 22.30%) as above is an SA-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-7b:  SA-Based RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSNC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV,pua 
= RBSNC,GOV,pua = RBGOV,pua 

= RBGOV ÷ Nua 
=  RBGOV ÷ 4.74 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSNC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS,pua 
= RBSNC,TPS,pua = RBTPS,pua 

= RBTPS ÷ Nua 
= RBTPS ÷ 4.74 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCSA,CAT
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-SA – 1) 

× FCSA,CAT 

= 11.74 × FCSA,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pua

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pua 

(%) 
rbGOV,pua 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pua 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pua 
(%) 

rbTPS,pua 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) n/a n/a -7.16 -6.20 -373.75 -1.51 -1.31 -78.92 -9.51 -6.78 -500.19 -2.01 -1.43 -105.61 
EDU 0.2803 3.29 -3.87 -3.35 -201.77 -0.82 -0.71 -42.60 -6.22 -4.40 -324.42 -1.31 -0.93 -68.50 
HEA 0.2265 2.66 -4.50 -3.90 -234.69 -0.95 -0.82 -49.55 -6.85 -4.84 -357.34 -1.45 -1.02 -75.45 
TAC -0.1234 -1.45 -8.61 -7.45 -448.97 -1.82 -1.57 -94.80 -10.96 -7.75 -571.62 -2.31 -1.64 -120.70 
POS 0.1006 1.18 -5.98 -5.17 -311.78 -1.26 -1.09 -65.83 -8.33 -5.89 -434.43 -1.76 -1.24 -91.73 
GPS 0.5183 6.08 -1.07 -0.93 -56.05 -0.23 -0.20 -11.84 -3.43 -2.42 -178.70 -0.72 -0.51 -37.73 
HCA 0.1541 1.81 -5.35 -4.63 -279.01 -1.13 -0.98 -58.91 -7.70 -5.44 -401.66 -1.63 -1.15 -84.81 
SSW -0.3378 -3.96 -11.12 -9.63 -580.25 -2.35 -2.03 -122.52 -13.47 -9.53 -702.90 -2.84 -2.01 -148.42 
RAC 0.1085 1.27 -5.88 -5.09 -306.93 -1.24 -1.08 -64.81 -8.23 -5.82 -429.58 -1.74 -1.23 -90.71 
BAL 0.4431 5.20 -1.96 -1.69 -102.10 -0.41 -0.36 -21.56 -4.31 -3.05 -224.75 -0.91 -0.64 -47.46 
2FC 0.5068 5.95 -1.21 -1.05 -63.09 -0.26 -0.22 -13.32 -3.56 -2.52 -185.75 -0.75 -0.53 -39.22 
3FC 0.6075 7.13 -0.03 -0.02 -1.42 -0.01 0.00 -0.30 -2.38 -1.68 -124.07 -0.50 -0.36 -26.20 
4FC 1.2087 14.18 7.03 6.09 366.68 1.48 1.29 77.42 4.68 3.31 244.03 0.99 0.70 51.53 
6FA 0.7520 8.83 1.67 1.45 87.07 0.35 0.31 18.38 -0.68 -0.48 -35.58 -0.14 -0.10 -7.51 
6FB 1.4689 17.24 10.08 8.73 526.05 2.13 1.84 111.07 7.73 5.47 403.40 1.63 1.15 85.18 
8FC 1.0050 11.79 4.64 4.02 241.97 0.98 0.85 51.09 2.29 1.62 119.32 0.48 0.34 25.20 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 

MAX 1.4689 17.24 10.08 8.73 526.05 2.13 1.84 111.07 7.73 5.47 403.40 1.63 1.15 85.18 
MIN -0.3378 -3.96 -11.12 -9.63 -580.25 -2.35 -2.03 -122.52 -13.47 -9.53 -702.90 -2.84 -2.01 -148.42 
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Table 13-7c:  SA-Based Partial Total RBSNC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) -92.89 -13.48 -4849 -64.76 -9.40 -3390 -46.05 -8.23 -2411 -90.54 -13.64 -4722 -62.41 -9.41 -3264 -43.70 -8.17 -2284 
EDU -89.60 -13.00 -4675 -61.47 -8.90 -3207 -42.76 -7.61 -2231 -87.25 -13.15 -4552 -59.12 -8.89 -3085 -40.41 -7.54 -2108 
HEA -90.23 -13.09 -4708 -62.10 -8.99 -3240 -43.39 -7.73 -2264 -87.88 -13.24 -4585 -59.75 -8.99 -3118 -41.04 -7.66 -2141 
TAC -94.34 -13.68 -4922 -66.21 -9.58 -3454 -47.50 -8.46 -2478 -91.99 -13.86 -4799 -63.86 -9.60 -3332 -45.15 -8.43 -2355 
POS -91.71 -13.30 -4785 -63.58 -9.20 -3317 -44.87 -7.99 -2341 -89.36 -13.47 -4662 -61.23 -9.21 -3195 -42.52 -7.94 -2218 
GPS -86.81 -12.59 -4529 -58.68 -8.49 -3062 -39.97 -7.12 -2085 -84.45 -12.73 -4406 -56.33 -8.47 -2939 -37.62 -7.02 -1963 
HCA -91.08 -13.21 -4752 -62.95 -9.11 -3284 -44.24 -7.88 -2308 -88.73 -13.37 -4629 -60.60 -9.11 -3162 -41.89 -7.82 -2185 
SSW -96.85 -14.05 -5053 -68.73 -9.95 -3586 -50.01 -8.91 -2609 -94.50 -14.24 -4930 -66.38 -9.98 -3463 -47.66 -8.90 -2487 
RAC -91.61 -13.29 -4780 -63.49 -9.19 -3312 -44.77 -7.97 -2336 -89.26 -13.45 -4657 -61.14 -9.19 -3190 -42.42 -7.92 -2213 
BAL -87.69 -12.72 -4575 -59.56 -8.62 -3108 -40.85 -7.27 -2131 -85.34 -12.86 -4452 -57.21 -8.60 -2985 -38.50 -7.19 -2009 
2FC -86.94 -12.61 -4536 -58.81 -8.51 -3069 -40.10 -7.14 -2092 -84.59 -12.75 -4413 -56.46 -8.49 -2946 -37.75 -7.05 -1970 
3FC -85.76 -12.44 -4474 -57.63 -8.34 -3007 -38.92 -6.93 -2031 -83.41 -12.57 -4352 -55.28 -8.31 -2884 -36.57 -6.83 -1908 
4FC -78.70 -11.42 -4106 -50.58 -7.32 -2639 -31.86 -5.67 -1662 -76.35 -11.51 -3984 -48.23 -7.25 -2516 -29.51 -5.51 -1540 
6FA -84.06 -12.19 -4386 -55.94 -8.10 -2918 -37.22 -6.63 -1942 -81.71 -12.31 -4263 -53.59 -8.06 -2796 -34.87 -6.51 -1819 
6FB -75.65 -10.97 -3947 -47.52 -6.88 -2479 -28.81 -5.13 -1503 -73.30 -11.05 -3824 -45.17 -6.79 -2357 -26.46 -4.94 -1380 
8FC -81.09 -11.76 -4231 -52.97 -7.67 -2764 -34.25 -6.10 -1787 -78.74 -11.87 -4108 -50.62 -7.61 -2641 -31.90 -5.96 -1664 

# > 0 (/15) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX -75.65 -10.97 -3947 -47.52 -6.88 -2479 -28.81 -5.13 -1503 -73.30 -11.05 -3824 -45.17 -6.79 -2357 -26.46 -4.94 -1380 
MIN -96.85 -14.05 -5053 -68.73 -9.95 -3586 -50.01 -8.91 -2609 -94.50 -14.24 -4930 -66.38 -9.98 -3463 -47.66 -8.90 -2487 
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TAS-Based (NS ≈ 41) RBSNC Estimates 
 
The TAS-based NSC model estimates in Table 13-8a are positive for just three of the 18 CATs 

(TAC, GPS, SSW and 6FA), but SNC estimates are positive for 16 of the 18 CATs (all but TAC 

and SSW). 

 
Table 13-8b shows that TAS-based RBSNC,GOV estimates range from a low of –12.72% 

(–$14.69 bpa) for TAC to a high of 5.16% ($5.96 bpa) for 6FB, and are all negative except for 

the positive 6FB and 8FC estimates.  The TAS-based RBSFC,TPS estimates are all negative, 

ranging from a low of –18.35% (–$25.95 bpa) for TAC to a high of –3.75% (–$5.30 bpa) for 

6FB.  The pattern of these TAS-based estimates again resembles that of previous estimates 

based on QLD, WA and SA, with RBSNC,GOV estimates mostly negative, but positive for some of 

the more comprehensive multi-function combinations. 

 
The TAS-based partial total RBSNC estimates in Table 13-8c below are all significantly negative, 

ranging from about –10% to –30% (or about –$50 bpa to –$210 bpa), and again differ relatively 

little from the corresponding RBNSC estimates. 
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Table 13-8a:  TAS-Based RBSNC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCTAS,CAT 
($bpa) 

NPR-TAS 
= PAUS 
÷ PTAS 

RBNSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-TAS – 1) 
× FCTAS,CAT 

= 39.63 × FCTAS,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSNC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SNC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nua 
= NPR-TAS – 8

RBSNC,CAT,pua
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT,pua
= RB%SNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
(%) 

rbSNC,CAT,pua 
= rbSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($pppa) 

TPS 1.0570 40.63 -22.46 41.89 19.42 141.40 13.74 yes 1013.34 32.63 0.60 0.42 31.06 
GOV 0.5095 40.63 -11.20 20.19 8.99 115.48 7.78 yes 468.86 32.63 0.28 0.24 14.37 
PSC 0.5010 40.63 -10.55 19.85 9.31 25.92 35.91 yes 485.60 32.63 0.29 1.10 14.88 
EDU 0.1275 40.63 -3.41 5.05 1.64 26.64 6.17 yes 85.77 32.63 0.05 0.19 2.63 
HEA 0.0476 40.63 -0.49 1.88 1.40 23.88 5.84 yes 72.79 32.63 0.04 0.18 2.23 
TAC -0.0879 40.63 2.71 -3.48 -0.77 13.87 -5.56 yes -40.21 32.63 -0.02 -0.17 -1.23 
POS 0.0079 40.63 0.36 0.31 0.68 9.72 6.97 yes 35.36 32.63 0.02 0.21 1.08 
GPS 0.0758 40.63 0.24 3.00 3.24 7.71 42.06 yes 169.11 32.63 0.10 1.29 5.18 
HCA 0.1128 40.63 -3.73 4.47 0.74 9.62 7.68 yes 38.53 32.63 0.02 0.24 1.18 
SSW -0.0380 40.63 -0.20 -1.51 -1.70 7.02 -24.29 yes -88.92 32.63 -0.05 -0.74 -2.73 
RAC 0.0628 40.63 -1.84 2.49 0.65 4.67 13.92 yes 33.94 32.63 0.02 0.43 1.04 
BAL 0.2037 40.63 -5.35 8.07 2.73 12.36 22.05 yes 142.18 32.63 0.08 0.68 4.36 
2FC 0.1752 40.63 -3.90 6.94 3.04 50.52 6.01 yes 158.54 32.63 0.09 0.18 4.86 
3FC 0.1829 40.63 -3.53 7.25 3.72 60.24 6.17 yes 193.93 32.63 0.11 0.19 5.94 
4FC 0.2647 40.63 -3.10 10.49 7.39 67.95 10.87 yes 385.50 32.63 0.23 0.33 11.81 
6FA 0.1363 40.63 -0.46 5.40 4.94 88.83 5.56 yes 257.76 32.63 0.15 0.17 7.90 
6FB 0.4331 40.63 -8.39 17.16 8.77 82.24 10.66 yes 457.53 32.63 0.27 0.33 14.02 
8FC 0.3024 40.63 -5.70 11.98 6.28 103.12 6.09 yes 327.88 32.63 0.19 0.19 10.05 

# > 0 (/18) 16   3 16 16 18 16 # > 0 (/18) 16   16 16 16 
# < 0 (/18) 2   15 2 2 0 2 # < 0 (/18) 2   2 2 2 

MAX 1.0570   2.71 41.89 19.42 141.40 42.06 MAX 1013.34   0.60 1.29 31.06 
MIN -0.0879   -22.46 -3.48 -1.70 4.67 -24.29 MIN -88.92   -0.05 -0.74 -2.73 

Note:  the TAS-based RBSNC,TPS estimate of $19.42 bpa (or 13.74%) as above is a TAS-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-8b:  TAS-Based RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSNC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV,pua 
= RBSNC,GOV,pua = RBGOV,pua 

= RBGOV ÷ Nua 
= RBGOV ÷ 32.63 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSNC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS,pua 
= RBSNC,TPS,pua = RBTPS,pua 

= RBTPS ÷ Nua 
= RBTPS ÷ 32.63 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCTAS,CAT
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-TAS – 1) 

× FCTAS,CAT 

= 39.63 × FCTAS,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pua

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pua 

(%) 
rbGOV,pua 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pua 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pua 
(%) 

rbTPS,pua 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) n/a n/a -11.20 -9.70 -584.31 -0.34 -0.30 -17.91 -22.46 -15.85 -1169.47 -0.69 -0.49 -35.84 
EDU 0.1275 5.05 -6.15 -5.33 -320.91 -0.19 -0.16 -9.83 -17.41 -12.31 -908.45 -0.53 -0.38 -27.84 
HEA 0.0476 1.88 -9.32 -8.07 -486.20 -0.29 -0.25 -14.90 -20.58 -14.55 -1073.73 -0.63 -0.45 -32.91 
TAC -0.0879 -3.48 -14.69 -12.72 -766.25 -0.45 -0.39 -23.48 -25.95 -18.35 -1353.79 -0.80 -0.56 -41.49 
POS 0.0079 0.31 -10.89 -9.43 -568.15 -0.33 -0.29 -17.41 -22.15 -15.67 -1155.68 -0.68 -0.48 -35.42 
GPS 0.0758 3.00 -8.20 -7.10 -427.80 -0.25 -0.22 -13.11 -19.46 -13.76 -1015.33 -0.60 -0.42 -31.12 
HCA 0.1128 4.47 -6.73 -5.83 -351.26 -0.21 -0.18 -10.77 -17.99 -12.73 -938.80 -0.55 -0.39 -28.77 
SSW -0.0380 -1.51 -12.71 -11.01 -663.16 -0.39 -0.34 -20.32 -23.97 -16.95 -1250.70 -0.73 -0.52 -38.33 
RAC 0.0628 2.49 -8.72 -7.55 -454.74 -0.27 -0.23 -13.94 -19.98 -14.13 -1042.27 -0.61 -0.43 -31.94 
BAL 0.2037 8.07 -3.13 -2.71 -163.29 -0.10 -0.08 -5.00 -14.39 -10.18 -750.83 -0.44 -0.31 -23.01 
2FC 0.1752 6.94 -4.26 -3.69 -222.35 -0.13 -0.11 -6.81 -15.52 -10.98 -809.89 -0.48 -0.34 -24.82 
3FC 0.1829 7.25 -3.95 -3.42 -206.30 -0.12 -0.10 -6.32 -15.22 -10.76 -793.84 -0.47 -0.33 -24.33 
4FC 0.2647 10.49 -0.71 -0.62 -37.17 -0.02 -0.02 -1.14 -11.97 -8.47 -624.71 -0.37 -0.26 -19.15 
6FA 0.1363 5.40 -5.80 -5.02 -302.72 -0.18 -0.15 -9.28 -17.06 -12.07 -890.26 -0.52 -0.37 -27.28 
6FB 0.4331 17.16 5.96 5.16 310.92 0.18 0.16 9.53 -5.30 -3.75 -276.62 -0.16 -0.11 -8.48 
8FC 0.3024 11.98 0.78 0.68 40.70 0.02 0.02 1.25 -10.48 -7.41 -546.84 -0.32 -0.23 -16.76 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 13 13 13 13 13 13 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX 0.4331 17.16 5.96 5.16 310.92 0.18 0.16 9.53 -5.30 -3.75 -276.62 -0.16 -0.11 -8.48 
MIN -0.0879 -3.48 -14.69 -12.72 -766.25 -0.45 -0.39 -23.48 -25.95 -18.35 -1353.79 -0.80 -0.56 -41.49 
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Table 13-8c:  TAS-Based Partial Total RBSNC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) -210.43 -30.48 -10963 -144.51 -20.93 -7544 -80.11 -14.25 -4177 -199.17 -29.98 -10378 -133.25 -20.06 -6958 -68.85 -12.85 -3591 
EDU -205.38 -29.79 -10715 -139.46 -20.19 -7276 -75.06 -13.37 -3916 -194.12 -29.25 -10128 -128.20 -19.28 -6689 -63.80 -11.91 -3329 
HEA -208.55 -30.25 -10881 -142.63 -20.64 -7441 -78.23 -13.93 -4081 -197.28 -29.73 -10293 -131.37 -19.76 -6854 -66.97 -12.50 -3494 
TAC -213.91 -31.03 -11161 -148.00 -21.42 -7721 -83.60 -14.89 -4362 -202.65 -30.54 -10573 -136.74 -20.56 -7134 -72.34 -13.50 -3774 
POS -210.12 -30.48 -10962 -144.20 -20.87 -7523 -79.80 -14.21 -4163 -198.85 -29.97 -10375 -132.94 -19.99 -6936 -68.54 -12.79 -3576 
GPS -207.43 -30.09 -10822 -141.51 -20.48 -7383 -77.11 -13.73 -4023 -196.16 -29.56 -10235 -130.25 -19.59 -6796 -65.85 -12.29 -3436 
HCA -205.96 -29.87 -10746 -140.04 -20.27 -7307 -75.64 -13.47 -3947 -194.70 -29.34 -10158 -128.78 -19.37 -6719 -64.38 -12.02 -3359 
SSW -211.94 -30.74 -11057 -146.02 -21.14 -7618 -81.62 -14.53 -4258 -200.68 -30.24 -10470 -134.76 -20.27 -7031 -70.36 -13.13 -3671 
RAC -207.94 -30.16 -10849 -142.03 -20.56 -7410 -77.63 -13.82 -4050 -196.68 -29.64 -10262 -130.76 -19.66 -6822 -66.36 -12.39 -3462 
BAL -202.36 -29.35 -10558 -136.44 -19.75 -7119 -72.04 -12.83 -3759 -191.10 -28.80 -9970 -125.18 -18.82 -6531 -60.78 -11.35 -3171 
2FC -203.49 -29.51 -10617 -137.57 -19.91 -7178 -73.17 -13.03 -3818 -192.23 -28.97 -10029 -126.31 -18.99 -6590 -61.91 -11.56 -3230 
3FC -203.18 -29.47 -10601 -137.26 -19.87 -7162 -72.86 -12.97 -3802 -191.92 -28.92 -10013 -126.00 -18.95 -6574 -61.60 -11.50 -3214 
4FC -199.94 -29.00 -10432 -134.02 -19.40 -6992 -69.62 -12.40 -3632 -188.68 -28.44 -9844 -122.76 -18.46 -6405 -58.36 -10.89 -3045 
6FA -205.03 -29.74 -10697 -139.11 -20.14 -7258 -74.71 -13.30 -3898 -193.77 -29.20 -10110 -127.85 -19.23 -6670 -63.45 -11.85 -3310 
6FB -193.27 -28.03 -10083 -127.35 -18.43 -6644 -62.95 -11.21 -3284 -182.01 -27.43 -9496 -116.09 -17.46 -6057 -51.69 -9.65 -2697 
8FC -198.45 -28.78 -10354 -132.53 -19.18 -6915 -68.13 -12.13 -3555 -187.19 -28.21 -9766 -121.27 -18.24 -6327 -56.87 -10.62 -2967 

# > 0 (/15) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX -193.27 -28.03 -10083 -127.35 -18.43 -6644 -62.95 -11.21 -3284 -182.01 -27.43 -9496 -116.09 -17.46 -6057 -51.69 -9.65 -2697 
MIN -213.91 -31.03 -11161 -148.00 -21.42 -7721 -83.60 -14.89 -4362 -202.65 -30.54 -10573 -136.74 -20.56 -7134 -72.34 -13.50 -3774 
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NT-Based (NS ≈ 98) RBSNC Estimates 
 
The NT-based NSC model estimates in Table 13-9a are positive for just one of the 18 CATs 

(TAC), but SNC estimates are positive for 16 of the 18 CATs (all but TAC and SSW). 

 
Table 13-9b shows that NT-based RBSNC,GOV estimates are all significantly negative, ranging 

from a low of –118.76% (–$137 bpa) for TAC to a high of –30.24% (–$35 bpa) for 6FB.  The 

NT-based RBSNC,TPS estimates are also all significantly negative, ranging from a low of 

–104.26% (–$147 bpa) for TAC to a high of –31.97% (–$45 bpa) for 6FB. 

 
The NT-based partial total RBSNC estimates in Table 13-9c are all negative, ranging from about 

–1% to –35% (or about –$8 bpa to –$210 bpa), with the estimates for TOT2 and TOT5 only 

slightly negative for the more comprehensive multi-function transfers – especially for 6FB and 

8FC, and to a slightly lesser extent for 4FC and 6FA also. 

 
Unlike previous estimates based on the six States, these NT-based partial total RBSNC estimates 

differ quite markedly from the corresponding RBNSC estimates, as follows largely from the 

formula RBNSC →SNC = (NNT – 1) × FCNT,CAT, and the fact that (NNT – 1) is approximately 97 for 

NT-based FSC or SFC models with approximately 98 STTUs. 
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Table 13-9a:  NT-Based RBSNC,CAT Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCNT,CAT 
($bpa) 

NPR-NT 
= PAUS 
÷ PNT 

RBNSC,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-NT – 1) 
× FCNT,CAT 

= 97.29 × FCNT,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSNC,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SNC,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSNC,CAT
= RBSNC,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nua 
= NPR-NT – 8 

RBSNC,CAT,pua
= RBSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($bpa) 

RB%SNC,CAT,pua
= RB%SNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
(%) 

rbSNC,CAT,pua 
= rbSNC,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($pppa) 

TPS 1.6794 98.29 -144.56 163.40 18.83 141.40 13.32 yes 982.46 90.29 0.21 0.15 10.88 
GOV 1.4627 98.29 -134.28 142.31 8.03 115.48 6.95 yes 419.01 90.29 0.09 0.08 4.64 
PSC 0.2284 98.29 -12.60 22.22 9.62 25.92 37.11 yes 501.89 90.29 0.11 0.41 5.56 
EDU 0.2125 98.29 -19.12 20.67 1.56 26.64 5.85 yes 81.27 90.29 0.02 0.06 0.90 
HEA 0.2104 98.29 -19.24 20.47 1.23 23.88 5.16 yes 64.28 90.29 0.01 0.06 0.71 
TAC -0.0295 98.29 2.04 -2.87 -0.83 13.87 -5.97 yes -43.24 90.29 -0.01 -0.07 -0.48 
POS 0.1449 98.29 -13.56 14.10 0.54 9.72 5.57 yes 28.25 90.29 0.01 0.06 0.31 
GPS 0.3001 98.29 -26.18 29.19 3.01 7.71 39.10 yes 157.20 90.29 0.03 0.43 1.74 
HCA 0.0410 98.29 -3.18 3.99 0.81 9.62 8.37 yes 42.00 90.29 0.01 0.09 0.47 
SSW -0.0086 98.29 -0.90 -0.83 -1.74 7.02 -24.76 yes -90.62 90.29 -0.02 -0.27 -1.00 
RAC 0.0741 98.29 -6.57 7.21 0.64 4.67 13.68 yes 33.36 90.29 0.01 0.15 0.37 
BAL 0.4811 98.29 -44.35 46.81 2.45 12.36 19.86 yes 128.06 90.29 0.03 0.22 1.42 
2FC 0.4229 98.29 -38.35 41.14 2.79 50.52 5.52 yes 145.54 90.29 0.03 0.06 1.61 
3FC 0.5681 98.29 -51.93 55.27 3.33 60.24 5.53 yes 173.81 90.29 0.04 0.06 1.92 
4FC 0.8970 98.29 -80.51 87.27 6.75 67.95 9.94 yes 352.40 90.29 0.07 0.11 3.90 
6FA 0.8556 98.29 -79.03 83.25 4.22 88.83 4.75 yes 219.95 90.29 0.05 0.05 2.44 
6FB 1.0213 98.29 -91.18 99.36 8.18 82.24 9.94 yes 426.67 90.29 0.09 0.11 4.73 
8FC 0.9774 98.29 -89.49 95.09 5.60 103.12 5.43 yes 292.33 90.29 0.06 0.06 3.24 

# > 0 (/18) 16   1 16 16 18 16 # > 0 (/18) 16   16 16 16 
# < 0 (/18) 2   17 2 2 0 2 # < 0 (/18) 2   2 2 2 

MAX 1.6794   2.04 163.40 18.83 141.40 39.10 MAX 982.46   0.21 0.43 10.88 
MIN -0.0295   -144.56 -2.87 -1.74 4.67 -24.76 MIN -90.62   -0.02 -0.27 -1.00 

Note:  the NT-based RBSNC,TPS estimate of $18.83 bpa (or 13.32%) as above is an NT-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-9b:  NT-Based RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSNC,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSNC(FCAT),GOV,pua 
= RBSNC,GOV,pua = RBGOV,pua 

= RBGOV ÷ Nua 
= RBGOV ÷ 90.29 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSNC,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSNC(FCAT),TPS,pua 
= RBSNC,TPS,pua = RBTPS,pua 

= RBTPS ÷ Nua 
= RBTPS ÷ 90.29 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCNT,CAT
($bpa) 

RBNSC→SNC(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-NT – 1) 

× FCNT,CAT 

= 97.29 × FCNT,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pua

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pua 

(%) 
rbGOV,pua 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pua 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pua 
(%) 

rbTPS,pua 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) n/a n/a -134.28 -116.39 -7012.44 -1.49 -1.29 -77.66 -144.56 -102.33 -7549.25 -1.60 -1.13 -83.61 
EDU 0.2125 20.67 -113.61 -98.37 -5927.20 -1.26 -1.09 -65.65 -123.89 -87.62 -6463.79 -1.37 -0.97 -71.59 
HEA 0.2104 20.47 -113.81 -98.55 -5937.85 -1.26 -1.09 -65.76 -124.09 -87.76 -6474.44 -1.37 -0.97 -71.71 
TAC -0.0295 -2.87 -137.15 -118.76 -7155.36 -1.52 -1.32 -79.25 -147.43 -104.26 -7691.95 -1.63 -1.15 -85.19 
POS 0.1449 14.10 -120.18 -104.07 -6270.35 -1.33 -1.15 -69.45 -130.47 -92.27 -6806.94 -1.44 -1.02 -75.39 
GPS 0.3001 29.19 -105.09 -91.00 -5482.69 -1.16 -1.01 -60.72 -115.37 -81.59 -6019.28 -1.28 -0.90 -66.67 
HCA 0.0410 3.99 -130.29 -112.83 -6797.88 -1.44 -1.25 -75.29 -140.58 -99.42 -7334.48 -1.56 -1.10 -81.23 
SSW -0.0086 -0.83 -135.11 -117.00 -7049.24 -1.50 -1.30 -78.07 -145.40 -102.82 -7585.83 -1.61 -1.14 -84.02 
RAC 0.0741 7.21 -127.07 -110.03 -6629.46 -1.41 -1.22 -73.42 -137.35 -97.13 -7166.06 -1.52 -1.08 -79.37 
BAL 0.4811 46.81 -87.47 -75.74 -4563.71 -0.97 -0.84 -50.54 -97.76 -69.13 -5100.30 -1.08 -0.77 -56.49 
2FC 0.4229 41.14 -93.14 -80.65 -4859.41 -1.03 -0.89 -53.82 -103.42 -73.14 -5396.00 -1.15 -0.81 -59.76 
3FC 0.5681 55.27 -79.01 -68.42 -4122.40 -0.88 -0.76 -45.66 -89.30 -63.15 -4659.00 -0.99 -0.70 -51.60 
4FC 0.8970 87.27 -47.01 -40.71 -2452.76 -0.52 -0.45 -27.17 -57.30 -40.52 -2989.35 -0.63 -0.45 -33.11 
6FA 0.8556 83.25 -51.03 -44.19 -2662.59 -0.57 -0.49 -29.49 -61.32 -43.36 -3199.18 -0.68 -0.48 -35.43 
6FB 1.0213 99.36 -34.92 -30.24 -1821.85 -0.39 -0.33 -20.18 -45.20 -31.97 -2358.44 -0.50 -0.35 -26.12 
8FC 0.9774 95.09 -39.19 -33.93 -2044.57 -0.43 -0.38 -22.64 -49.47 -34.99 -2581.16 -0.55 -0.39 -28.59 

# > 0 (/15) 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 2 2 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX 1.0213 99.36 -34.92 -30.24 -1821.85 -0.39 -0.33 -20.18 -45.20 -31.97 -2358.44 -0.50 -0.35 -26.12 
MIN -0.0295 -2.87 -137.15 -118.76 -7155.36 -1.52 -1.32 -79.25 -147.43 -104.26 -7691.95 -1.63 -1.15 -85.19 
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Table 13-9c:  NT-Based Partial Total RBSNC,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SNC = NSC) -208.82 -30.34 -10915 -117.63 -17.00 -6128 -195.69 -34.87 -10218 -198.54 -29.98 -10378 -107.35 -16.11 -5591 -185.40 -34.64 -9682 
EDU -188.15 -27.29 -9816 -96.96 -14.03 -5059 -175.01 -31.16 -9131 -177.86 -26.81 -9280 -86.67 -13.03 -4522 -164.73 -30.75 -8594 
HEA -188.35 -27.32 -9827 -97.16 -14.06 -5069 -175.22 -31.20 -9142 -178.07 -26.84 -9290 -86.88 -13.06 -4533 -164.93 -30.79 -8605 
TAC -211.69 -30.70 -11045 -120.50 -17.44 -6287 -198.55 -35.36 -10359 -201.40 -30.35 -10508 -110.21 -16.57 -5750 -188.27 -35.15 -9823 
POS -194.73 -28.24 -10160 -103.53 -14.99 -5402 -181.59 -32.33 -9474 -184.44 -27.80 -9623 -93.25 -14.02 -4865 -171.31 -31.98 -8938 
GPS -179.63 -26.05 -9372 -88.44 -12.80 -4614 -166.49 -29.65 -8687 -169.34 -25.52 -8835 -78.15 -11.75 -4078 -156.21 -29.16 -8150 
HCA -204.84 -29.71 -10687 -113.65 -16.45 -5929 -191.70 -34.14 -10002 -194.55 -29.32 -10150 -103.36 -15.54 -5393 -181.42 -33.87 -9465 
SSW -209.65 -30.41 -10938 -118.46 -17.15 -6181 -196.52 -34.99 -10253 -199.37 -30.05 -10402 -108.18 -16.27 -5644 -186.23 -34.77 -9717 
RAC -201.61 -29.24 -10519 -110.42 -15.98 -5761 -188.47 -33.56 -9833 -191.32 -28.83 -9982 -100.13 -15.06 -5224 -178.19 -33.26 -9297 
BAL -162.02 -23.50 -8453 -70.82 -10.25 -3695 -148.88 -26.51 -7768 -151.73 -22.87 -7916 -60.54 -9.10 -3159 -138.60 -25.87 -7231 
2FC -167.68 -24.32 -8749 -76.49 -11.07 -3991 -154.55 -27.52 -8063 -157.40 -23.72 -8212 -66.21 -9.96 -3454 -144.26 -26.93 -7527 
3FC -153.56 -22.27 -8012 -62.37 -9.03 -3254 -140.42 -25.00 -7326 -143.27 -21.59 -7475 -52.08 -7.83 -2717 -130.14 -24.29 -6790 
4FC -121.55 -17.63 -6342 -30.36 -4.39 -1584 -108.42 -19.31 -5657 -111.27 -16.77 -5805 -20.08 -3.02 -1048 -98.13 -18.32 -5120 
6FA -125.58 -18.21 -6552 -34.39 -4.98 -1794 -112.44 -20.02 -5866 -115.29 -17.38 -6015 -24.10 -3.62 -1257 -102.16 -19.07 -5330 
6FB -109.46 -15.88 -5711 -18.27 -2.64 -953 -96.33 -17.15 -5026 -99.18 -14.95 -5174 -7.99 -1.20 -417 -86.04 -16.06 -4489 
8FC -113.73 -16.50 -5934 -22.54 -3.26 -1176 -100.60 -17.91 -5248 -103.45 -15.59 -5397 -12.26 -1.84 -639 -90.31 -16.86 -4712 

# > 0 (/15) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# < 0 (/15) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

MAX -109.46 -15.88 -5711 -18.27 -2.64 -953 -96.33 -17.15 -5026 -99.18 -14.95 -5174 -7.99 -1.20 -417 -86.04 -16.06 -4489 
MIN -211.69 -30.70 -11045 -120.50 -17.44 -6287 -198.55 -35.36 -10359 -201.40 -30.35 -10508 -110.21 -16.57 -5750 -188.27 -35.15 -9823 
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Simplified Regional States Models 
 
Simplified Regional States (SRS) models have previously been defined as models hosting at 

least one State-Territory type regional government (and significant numbers of such regional 

governments in most cases of interest), but no local governments, in which at least one function 

has been transferred from the State-Territory level to the Commonwealth level.  Sub-national 

governments in SRS and RS models therefore occur at just the single level and will hence 

resemble the ACT combined State-local model within Australia's current system of government.  

Expenditure data for the ACT is employed to estimate RBSRS as was the case previously for 

RBRS estimates for the Regional States model.  Because SRS models combine features of 

Regional States (RS) models and Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models, the relative 

benefits of SRS models can be estimated using the corresponding RB estimates for RS and FTC 

models, as described previously in Chapter 11 and the FTC section in this chapter. 

 
As with RBSFC and RBSNC estimates based on the six States and NT, as presented above, 

ACT-based RBSRS estimates are presented below in three tables and briefly discussed, and are 

based on the following formulas corresponding to expressions [13.4a] and [13.5] through [13.7] 

for SFC models and [13.8] to [13.11] for SNC models: 
 

RBSRS(FCAT),CAT = RBRS,CAT + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.12]  
 

RBSRS(FCAT),GOV = RBRS,GOV + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.13] 
 

RBSRS(FCAT),TPS = RBRS,TPS + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.14] 
and 

RBSRS(FCAT),TOTi = RBRS,TOTi + (NPR-U – 1) × FCU,CAT   ...[13.15] 

 
The RS model estimates in Table 13-10a are positive for just five of the 18 CATs (TPS, PSC, 

TAC, HCA and SSW), but SRS estimates are positive for 16 of the 18 CATs (all but TAC and 

SSW). 

 
Table 13-10b below shows that ACT-based RBSRS,GOV estimates range from a low of  

–16.83% (–$19.44 bpa) for TAC to a high of 13.82% ($15.96 bpa) for 6FB, with estimates 

being negative for 10 CATs and positive for five (GPS, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC).  Except for 

the GPS expenditure category, ACT-based RBSRS,GOV estimates display a very similar pattern to 

the RBSNC,GOV estimates based on WA and SA, in which the only positive estimates are those for 

the four most comprehensive multi-function combinations: 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC. 
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The ACT-based RBSRS,TPS estimates range from a low of –3.84% (–$5.43 bpa) for TAC to a 

high of 21.20% ($29.98 bpa) for 6FB, and are all positive except for the TAC estimate.  The 

RBSRS,TPS estimates for 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC range from 14% ($20 bpa) to 21% ($30 bpa), 

and all exceed the corresponding RBSFC,TPS and RBSNC,TPS estimates based on the other seven 

STUs – even those based on NSW and VIC. 

 
The ACT-based partial total RBSRS estimates in Table 13-10c below display a similar pattern to 

that of the corresponding RS model estimates, with TOT2, TOT3, TOT5 and TOT6 estimates 

positive for all 15 CATs, and TOT1 and TOT4 estimates very highly negative for all 15 CATs.  

As discussed on several previous occasions, these ACT-based estimates need to be viewed with 

considerable caution, and cannot be relied upon with confidence, because of the significant data 

limitations affecting the RB estimates for the private sector CATs and partial totals in particular, 

because the highly negative TOT1 and TOT4 estimates differ so markedly from the positive 

estimates obtained for the other four partial totals, and because the ACT is dominated by its 

public sector to an extent unmatched in all other parts of Australia.  So an ACT-based SRS 

model could possibly achieve significantly positive economy-wide financial benefits, or could 

incur significant costs or negative benefits – depending on how ACT-based RB estimates might 

be clarified if data limitations were largely or wholly resolved.  The most positive partial total 

estimates – for TOT3 and TOT6, range from about 8% ($40 bpa) to 16% ($90 bpa), and hence 

rival the RB estimates shown in Chapter 12 for the Unification (DNC and NCL) models.  But 

the TOT1 and TOT4 estimates, ranging from about –40% (–$300) to –50% (–$340 bpa), are by 

far the most negative of the partial total estimates generated for the eight STUs, being 

significantly more negative than the highly negative TAS-based and NT-based RBSNC estimates 

presented in Tables 13-8c and 13-9c above.  Further research would be needed to clarify this 

highly uncertain situation. 
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Table 13-10a:  ACT-Based RBSRS Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCACT,CAT
($bpa) 

NPR-ACT 
= PAUS 
÷ PACT 

RBRS,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBRS→SRS(FCAT),CAT

= (NPR-ACT – 1) 
× FCACT,CAT 

= 59.72 × FCACT,CAT 
($bpa) 

RBSRS,CAT
($bpa) 

AECAT
($bpa) 

RB%SRS,CAT
= RBSRS,CAT 

÷ AECAT × 100
(%) 

Is 
RB%SRS,CAT

< 100% 
and hence 

plausible on 
that basis? 

rbSRS,CAT
= RBSRS,CAT

÷ PAUS 
 ($pppa) 

Nua 
= NPR-ACT – 8

RBSRS,CAT,pua
= RBSRS,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($bpa) 

RB%SRS,CAT,pua
= RB%SRS,CAT 

÷ Nua 
(%) 

rbSRS,CAT,pua 
= rbSRS,CAT 

÷ Nua 
($pppa) 

TPS 0.3020 60.72 2.20 18.03 20.23 141.40 14.31 yes 1055.37 52.72 0.38 0.27 20.02 
GOV 0.3510 60.72 -11.81 20.96 9.15 115.48 7.92 yes 477.13 52.72 0.17 0.15 9.05 
PSC -0.0425 60.72 12.45 -2.54 9.91 25.92 38.23 yes 516.99 52.72 0.19 0.73 9.81 
EDU 0.0928 60.72 -3.86 5.54 1.68 26.64 6.31 yes 87.71 52.72 0.03 0.12 1.66 
HEA 0.0522 60.72 -1.73 3.12 1.39 23.88 5.82 yes 72.52 52.72 0.03 0.11 1.38 
TAC -0.1276 60.72 6.90 -7.62 -0.73 13.87 -5.24 yes -37.94 52.72 -0.01 -0.10 -0.72 
POS 0.0261 60.72 -0.90 1.56 0.66 9.72 6.81 yes 34.52 52.72 0.01 0.13 0.65 
GPS 0.2563 60.72 -12.25 15.30 3.06 7.71 39.66 yes 159.44 52.72 0.06 0.75 3.02 
HCA -0.0104 60.72 1.48 -0.62 0.86 9.62 8.95 yes 44.89 52.72 0.02 0.17 0.85 
SSW -0.0348 60.72 0.37 -2.08 -1.71 7.02 -24.31 yes -88.99 52.72 -0.03 -0.46 -1.69 
RAC 0.0135 60.72 -0.10 0.80 0.70 4.67 15.04 yes 36.68 52.72 0.01 0.29 0.70 
BAL 0.0578 60.72 -0.59 3.45 2.86 12.36 23.17 yes 149.39 52.72 0.05 0.44 2.83 
2FC 0.1451 60.72 -5.59 8.66 3.07 50.52 6.08 yes 160.21 52.72 0.06 0.12 3.04 
3FC 0.1712 60.72 -6.49 10.22 3.73 60.24 6.20 yes 194.76 52.72 0.07 0.12 3.69 
4FC 0.4589 60.72 -20.21 27.40 7.19 67.95 10.59 yes 375.35 52.72 0.14 0.20 7.12 
6FA 0.2919 60.72 -12.64 17.43 4.79 88.83 5.39 yes 249.92 52.72 0.09 0.10 4.74 
6FB 0.4652 60.72 -19.04 27.78 8.74 82.24 10.63 yes 456.11 52.72 0.17 0.20 8.65 
8FC 0.2961 60.72 -11.38 17.68 6.30 103.12 6.11 yes 328.78 52.72 0.12 0.12 6.24 

# > 0 (/18) 14   5 14 16 18 16 # > 0 (/18) 16   16 16 16 
# < 0 (/18) 4   13 4 2 0 2 # < 0 (/18) 2   2 2 2 

MAX 0.4652   12.45 27.78 20.23 141.40 39.66 MAX 1055.37   0.38 0.75 20.02 
MIN -0.1276   -20.21 -7.62 -1.71 4.67 -24.31 MIN -88.99   -0.03 -0.46 -1.69 

Note:  the ACT-based RBSRS,TPS estimate of $20.23 bpa (or 14.31%) as above is an ACT-based Unification model estimate for the public sector (in terms of TPS). 
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Table 13-10b:  ACT-Based RBSRS,GOV and RBSRS,TPS Estimates (all 4YA) 

RBSRS(FCAT),GOV 
= RBSRS,GOV = RBGOV 

RBSRS(FCAT),GOV,pua 
= RBSRS,GOV,pua = RBGOV,pua 

= RBGOV ÷ Nua 
= RBGOV ÷ 52.72 

RBSRS(FCAT),TPS 
= RBSRS,TPS = RBTPS 

RBSRS(FCAT),TPS,pua 
= RBSRS,TPS,pua = RBTPS,pua 

= RBTPS ÷ Nua 
= RBTPS ÷ 52.72 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

FCACT,CAT
($bpa) 

RBRS→SRS(FCAT),CAT 
= (NPR-ACT – 1) 

× FCACT,CAT 

= 59.72 × FCACT,CAT 
($bpa) RBGOV 

($bpa) 
RB%GOV 

(%) 
rbGOV 

($pppa) 
RBGOV,pua

($bpa) 
RB%GOV,pua 

(%) 
rbGOV,pua 
($pppa) 

RBTPS 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS 
(%) 

rbTPS 
($pppa) 

RBTPS,pua 
($bpa) 

RB%TPS,pua 
(%) 

rbTPS,pua 
($pppa) 

∅ (SRS = RS) n/a n/a -11.81 -10.21 -615.37 -0.22 -0.19 -11.67 2.20 1.54 113.81 0.04 0.03 2.16 
EDU 0.0928 5.54 -6.27 -5.43 -327.36 -0.12 -0.10 -6.21 7.74 5.47 403.63 0.15 0.10 7.66 
HEA 0.0522 3.12 -8.70 -7.53 -453.68 -0.16 -0.14 -8.61 5.31 3.76 277.30 0.10 0.07 5.26 
TAC -0.1276 -7.62 -19.44 -16.83 -1014.08 -0.37 -0.32 -19.24 -5.43 -3.84 -283.10 -0.10 -0.07 -5.37 
POS 0.0261 1.56 -10.26 -8.88 -535.06 -0.19 -0.17 -10.15 3.76 2.66 195.92 0.07 0.05 3.72 
GPS 0.2563 15.30 3.49 3.02 182.08 0.07 0.06 3.45 17.50 12.38 913.07 0.33 0.23 17.32 
HCA -0.0104 -0.62 -12.44 -10.77 -648.94 -0.24 -0.20 -12.31 1.57 1.11 82.04 0.03 0.02 1.56 
SSW -0.0348 -2.08 -13.89 -12.03 -724.85 -0.26 -0.23 -13.75 0.12 0.08 6.13 0.00 0.00 0.12 
RAC 0.0135 0.80 -11.01 -9.53 -574.40 -0.21 -0.18 -10.90 3.00 2.12 156.59 0.06 0.04 2.97 
BAL 0.0578 3.45 -8.37 -7.24 -436.44 -0.16 -0.14 -8.28 5.65 3.99 294.54 0.11 0.08 5.59 
2FC 0.1451 8.66 -3.15 -2.73 -164.32 -0.06 -0.05 -3.12 10.86 7.68 566.66 0.21 0.15 10.75 
3FC 0.1712 10.22 -1.59 -1.38 -83.14 -0.03 -0.03 -1.58 12.42 8.78 647.85 0.24 0.17 12.29 
4FC 0.4589 27.40 15.59 13.50 813.41 0.30 0.26 15.43 29.60 20.93 1544.39 0.56 0.40 29.30 
6FA 0.2919 17.43 5.62 4.86 293.00 0.11 0.09 5.56 19.63 13.88 1023.99 0.37 0.26 19.42 
6FB 0.4652 27.78 15.96 13.82 832.92 0.30 0.26 15.80 29.98 21.20 1563.90 0.57 0.40 29.67 
8FC 0.2961 17.68 5.86 5.08 305.99 0.11 0.10 5.80 19.88 14.06 1036.97 0.38 0.27 19.67 

# > 0 (/15) 12 12 5 5 5 5 5 5 14 14 14 14 14 14 
# < 0 (/15) 3 3 10 10 10 10 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 

MAX 0.4652 27.78 15.96 13.82 832.92 0.30 0.26 15.80 29.98 21.20 1563.90 0.57 0.40 29.67 
MIN -0.1276 -7.62 -19.44 -16.83 -1014.08 -0.37 -0.32 -19.24 -5.43 -3.84 -283.10 -0.10 -0.07 -5.37 
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Table 13-10c:  ACT-Based Partial Total RBSRS,TOTi Estimates (all 4YA) 

Functional 
Transfer Set 

= FCAT = CAT 

TOT1 
($bpa) 

TOT1% 
(%) 

tot1 
($pppa) 

TOT2 
($bpa) 

TOT2%
(%) 

tot2 
($pppa)

TOT3 
($bpa) 

TOT3%
(%) 

tot3 
($pppa)

TOT4 
($bpa) 

TOT4%
(%) 

tot4 
($pppa)

TOT5 
($bpa) 

TOT5%
(%) 

tot5 
($pppa)

TOT6 
($bpa) 

TOT6%
(%) 

tot6 
($pppa) 

∅ (SRS = RS) -322.78 -46.82 -16841 32.73 4.70 1696 62.54 11.10 3254 -336.79 -50.75 -17571 18.72 2.79 966 48.53 9.03 2525 
EDU -317.24 -46.01 -16551 38.27 5.54 1996 68.08 12.12 3552 -331.25 -49.92 -17282 24.26 3.65 1265 54.07 10.09 2821 
HEA -319.66 -46.36 -16678 35.84 5.19 1870 65.66 11.69 3426 -333.67 -50.29 -17409 21.83 3.28 1139 51.65 9.64 2695 
TAC -330.40 -47.92 -17238 25.10 3.63 1310 54.92 9.78 2865 -344.41 -51.91 -17969 11.09 1.67 579 40.91 7.64 2134 
POS -321.22 -46.59 -16759 34.28 4.96 1789 64.10 11.41 3344 -335.23 -50.52 -17490 20.27 3.05 1058 50.09 9.35 2613 
GPS -307.47 -44.60 -16042 48.03 6.95 2506 77.84 13.86 4061 -321.48 -48.45 -16773 34.02 5.12 1775 63.83 11.92 3330 
HCA -323.40 -46.91 -16873 32.10 4.65 1675 61.91 11.02 3230 -337.41 -50.85 -17604 18.09 2.72 944 47.90 8.94 2499 
SSW -324.86 -47.12 -16949 30.65 4.44 1599 60.46 10.77 3154 -338.87 -51.07 -17680 16.64 2.50 868 46.45 8.67 2423 
RAC -321.97 -46.70 -16798 33.53 4.85 1749 63.34 11.28 3305 -335.98 -50.64 -17529 19.52 2.94 1018 49.33 9.21 2574 
BAL -319.33 -46.32 -16660 36.18 5.24 1887 65.99 11.75 3443 -333.34 -50.24 -17391 22.16 3.33 1156 51.98 9.70 2712 
2FC -314.11 -45.56 -16388 41.39 5.99 2160 71.20 12.68 3715 -328.12 -49.45 -17119 27.38 4.12 1429 57.19 10.68 2984 
3FC -312.56 -45.33 -16307 42.95 6.22 2241 72.76 12.96 3796 -326.57 -49.22 -17038 28.94 4.35 1510 58.75 10.97 3065 
4FC -295.37 -42.84 -15411 60.13 8.70 3137 89.94 16.02 4693 -309.38 -46.63 -16142 46.12 6.94 2406 75.93 14.18 3962 
6FA -305.35 -44.29 -15931 50.16 7.26 2617 79.97 14.24 4172 -319.36 -48.13 -16662 36.15 5.44 1886 65.96 12.31 3441 
6FB -295.00 -42.79 -15391 60.50 8.76 3157 90.32 16.08 4712 -309.01 -46.57 -16122 46.49 6.99 2426 76.31 14.25 3981 
8FC -305.10 -44.25 -15918 50.41 7.30 2630 80.22 14.28 4185 -319.11 -48.09 -16649 36.39 5.47 1899 66.21 12.36 3454 

# > 0 (/15) 0 0 0 15 15 15 15 15 15 0 0 0 15 15 15 15 15 15 
# < 0 (/15) 15 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MAX -295.00 -42.79 -15391 60.50 8.76 3157 90.32 16.08 4712 -309.01 -46.57 -16122 46.49 6.99 2426 76.31 14.25 3981 
MIN -330.40 -47.92 -17238 25.10 3.63 1310 54.92 9.78 2865 -344.41 -51.91 -17969 11.09 1.67 579 40.91 7.64 2134 
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Conclusion 
 
Estimates presented in this chapter indicate that significantly positive relative benefits, of 4% or 

more, are possible for Functional Transfer (FTC) models in which the following individual 

functions and multi-function combinations are transferred from the States and Territories to the 

Commonwealth: EDU, HEA, GPS, HCA, RAC, 2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC.  For the 

EDU function, even the minimum RB estimate in Table 13-1 is $1.4 bpa, which could easily 

exceed $1.5 bpa if benefits from vertical integration and border cost elimination were taken into 

account.  These EDU estimates, all of which are between five and eight per cent, show good 

agreement with the 5% figure suggested by Brendan Nelson, as described in Chapter 4.  For the 

HEA function, the minimum RB estimate in Table 13-1 is $0.99 bpa, but this too is likely to 

approach or even exceed $2 bpa when vertical integration benefits and border costs are taken 

into account.  These HEA estimates, all in the 4.0% to 4.5% range, again closely align with 

several past health function estimates described in Chapter 4.  Relative benefits amounting to $4 

bpa to $8 bpa or so appear to be possible for Functional Transfer models involving the 4FC, 

6FA, 6FB and 8FC multi-function combinations. 

 
The RBSFC,CAT estimates in Tables 13-3a through 13-5a are (1) positive for all CATs (and 

corresponding functional transfer sets) except for the NSW-based TAC and SSW estimates, the 

VIC-based SSW estimate, and the QLD-based TAC, GPS and HCA estimates, and (2) more 

positive (or less negative) than the corresponding FSC estimates (as shown in the fourth 

columns from the left in these tables) for all CATs except TAC and SSW.  The TAC and SSW 

exceptions here follow directly from the negative TAC and SSW entries in Table 13-2.  The 

RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates in Tables 13-3b through 13-5b and the partial totals 

RBSFC,TOTi in Tables 13-3c through 13-5c are again more positive than corresponding FSC 

estimates (as shown in the second rows of these tables) for all CATs besides TAC and SSW.  

All RBSFC,GOV, RBSFC,TPS and RBSFC,TOTi estimates based on NSW and VIC, like the 

corresponding FSC model estimates, are positive for all 18 CATs considered.  All QLD-based 

RBSFC,GOV, RBSFC,TPS and RBSFC,TOTi estimates are negative, like the corresponding FSC 

estimates, except for the RBSFC,GOV and RBSFC,TPS estimates for 4FC, 6FB and 8FC.  All 

QLD-based partial totals (in Table 13-5c) are significantly negative – in all cases more negative 

than –5.5%.  Estimates based on NSW and VIC are generally similar to and supportive of the 

corresponding Unification model estimates presented in Chapter 12, as expected given that SFC 

models increasingly resemble Unification models as numbers of STTUs diminish and as more 

and more functions are transferred to the Commonwealth.  Further research would be needed to 
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clarify the significant differences between the QLD-based SFC and FSC estimates and those 

based on NSW and VIC. 

 
The RBSNC,CAT estimates in Tables 13-6a through 13-9a, like the corresponding RBSFC,CAT 

estimates in Tables 13-3a through 13-5a, are more positive (or less negative) than the 

corresponding FSC estimates for all CATs except for TAC and SSW, again because of the 

negative TAC and SSW entries in Table 13-2. 

  
For SNC models based on WA, all RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS estimates (in Table 13-6b) are 

negative, like the corresponding NSC estimates (in the second row of Table 13-6b), except for 

the positive RBSNC,GOV estimates for the 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC transfers.  The significant 

disparity between RBSNC,TPS and RBSNC,GOV estimates leaves some doubt as to the financial 

merit of WA-based SNC models, at least for the public sector, and such uncertainly extends to 

the partial total estimates in Table 13-6c.  The TOT1 and TOT4 estimates are all positive and 

the TOT2, TOT3 and TOT6 estimates all negative, as was the case for the corresponding 

WA-based NSC estimates, and the TOT5 estimates are all positive – again like the 

corresponding NSC estimates – except for the TAC and SSW transfers.  Further analysis would 

be needed to resolve such uncertainty. 

 
For SA-based SNC models, all RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS estimates (in Table 13-7b) are 

negative, like the corresponding NSC estimates, except for the positive RBSNC,GOV estimates for  

the 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC transfers, and the positive RBSNC,TPS estimates for the 4FC, 6FB 

and 8FC transfers.  For TAS-based SNC models, RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS estimates are all 

negative – again like the corresponding NSC estimates – except for the positive RBSNC,GOV 

estimates for the 6FB and 8FC transfers only.  And for NT-based SNC models, RBSNC,GOV and 

RBSNC,TPS estimates remain negative, like the corresponding NSC estimates, for all single 

function and multi-function transfers assessed.  Tables 13-7c, 13-8c and 13-9c show that all 

partial total RB estimates are significantly negative (in all cases more negative than –1.1%) for 

all SNC models based on SA, TAS and NT, as was the case with corresponding NSC models. 

 
Considered together, the RBSNC,GOV and RBSNC,TPS estimates based on WA, SA, TAS and NT 

indicate that functional transfers clearly enhance the viability of New States, and that New 

States models can probably only generate positive financial benefits if New State formations are 

accompanied by extensive functional transfers from the States and Territories to the 

Commonwealth.  As noted previously in Chapter 11, however, RB estimates expressed per unit 

added indicate that the cost of just one New State, or a small number of New States, is unlikely 
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to be prohibitive.  Estimates presented per unit added in Chapter 13 suggest that with more and 

more functional transfers, New States become even more affordable. 

 
The ACT-based RBSRS,CAT estimates in Table 13-10a are more positive than the corresponding 

RS estimates (also shown in Table 13-10a) for all CATs except PSC, TAC, HCA and SSW, and 

are positive for all CATs except TAC and SSW, whereas the corresponding RS estimates are 

positive for five CATs only.  The ACT-based RBSRS,GOV estimates in Table 13-10b are all 

negative, like the corresponding RS estimates, except for positive GPS, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC 

estimates.  Conversely, the RBSRS,TPS estimates, like the corresponding RS estimates, are 

positive for all CATs except for TAC.  For the multi-function combinations 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 

8FC, ACT-based RBSRS,GOV and RBSRS,TPS estimates are significantly positive, ranging from 5% 

to 21%.  The RBSRS,TPS estimates for the 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC transfers – all in the $20 bpa 

to $30 bpa (14% to 21%) range – approach and in some cases exceed the Unification model 

estimates described in Chapter 12.  The ACT-based partial total estimates (in Table 13-10c) are 

all negative for TOT1 and TOT4, and all positive for the other four partial totals, as was the case 

with the corresponding RS estimates, hence leaving significant unresolved doubts about 

ACT-based estimates, as acknowledged many times previously. 

 
Estimates presented in this chapter support Functional Transfer, New States, Regional 

Government and Unification models alike, and show that functional transfers can significantly 

enhance the financial viability of New States and Regional Government models. 
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Chapter 14 

Further Reflections on Relative Benefit Estimates 
 

 

Chapter 14 has five sections which seek to clarify the relative benefit estimates presented in 

Chapters 11 to 13.  The first examines relative benefit estimates in relation to the relativities 

determined using Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies.  The second describes tax 

expenditures in Australia and their possible impact on relative benefit estimates.  The third 

similarly assesses privatisation in Australia and its possible impact on relative benefit estimates.  

The fourth section describes selected features of Australia's industrial and economic geography 

which shed further light on relative benefit estimates.  The final section then concludes with the 

main findings presented in this chapter. 

 
 
Relative Benefit Estimates and the Commonwealth Grants Commission 
 
As noted in earlier chapters, the Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC) calculates a set of 

numbers referred to as per capita revenue sharing relativities (or just relativities for short) that 

are used to substantially determine the levels of Commonwealth grants to the eight States and 

Territories.  These CGC relativities significantly influence the expenditure levels of the eight 

STUs and must also significantly influence the relative benefit estimates presented in Chapters 

11 to 13 which are based entirely on STU expenditure levels and populations.1  This section 

specifically examines this link by assessing the relative benefit estimates that would arise if 

Australia-wide public sector expenditure levels reflected the relativities calculated by the CGC.  

Appendix 14A, as previously noted in Chapter 10, provides further descriptions of the Grants 

Commission and its role in determining the relativities which form the basis of Commonwealth 

grants to the STUs. 

 
Table 14-1 below provides the relativities employed by the Grants Commission since 1998.  The 

relativities for 1998 were employed in the derivation of the grants awarded to the STUs in 

1998-99, and similarly for the other years shown below.  Following the introduction of the 

Goods and Services Tax (GST) in 2000, these relativities became known as the GST relativities.  

The Commission also calculates Financial Assistance Grant (FAG) relativities, based on the 

intergovernmental financial agreement in place prior to the introduction of the GST. 
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Table 14-1 includes, for all eight STUs and for all eight financial years considered: relativities 

as determined by the Grants Commission; populations as at 31 December in the middle of the 

financial year in which the grant is awarded; weighted populations obtained by multiplying 

respective relativity and population figures; weighted population shares, as a percentage of the 

sum total across all eight STUs; and STU shares of an illustrative one billion dollar grant, which 

follow directly from the weighted population shares.  The three rightmost columns contain eight 

and four year average figures.  The lower portions of Table 14-1 provide summaries of the least 

squares linear regression relationship between population and grant level.  The regression 

intercept A is positive for all individual years, and for the eight year average and the two four 

year averages considered, for both the 8ST and 5MS regressions.  The pA values, representing 

the one-tailed probabilities associated with the A estimates, are in all cases less than 0.100, but 

mostly in the range between 0.050 and 0.100, so the A estimates are in all cases found to be 

positive to a statistically significant extent at the 10% significance level, but generally not at the 

5% significance level. 

 
The EST8ST and EST5MS values provide the differences between the $1 billion figure and the 

grant levels estimated for a single Australia-wide STU using the regression equations derived 

here.  These estimates are equivalent to the linear regression technique Unification model and 

Functional Transfer model relative benefit estimates presented in Chapters 12 and 13.  The 

EST8ST percentage entries in Table 14-1 show that the Grants Commission relativities, and the 

grants these give rise to, are consistent with a relative benefit in the order of 10% or so.  The 

EST5MS percentage entries indicate a slightly higher figure of approximately 14%.  These figures 

are consistent with the regression technique relative benefit estimates in the order of five to ten 

per cent as shown in Chapter 12 for the Total Public Sector and General Government 

expenditure categories.2  These results hence demonstrate that the results in Chapter 12 really 

do, to some extent at least, appear to reflect the Grants Commission methodologies that are 

employed in determining relativities and grant levels for the STUs.  Further research could 

further clarify this connection. 
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Table 14-1: Relativities, Grants and Regression Estimates 

STU 

1998 
Update 

for 98-99 
Grants 

1999 
Review 

for 99-00 
Grants 

2000 
Update 

for 00-01 
Grants 

2001 
Update 

for 01-02 
Grants 

2002 
Update 

for 02-03 
Grants 

2003 
Update 

for 03-04 
Grants 

2004 
Review 

for 04-05 
Grants 

2005 
Update 

for 05-06 
Grants 

8 Year 
Average 
98-99 to 

05-06 

4 Year 
Average 
98-99 to 

01-02 

4 Year 
Average 
02-03 to 

05-06 
  Relativities (R)  

NSW 0.87765 0.89948 0.90913 0.92032 0.90631 0.89117 0.86750 0.86846 0.89250 0.90165 0.88336 
VIC 0.88042 0.86184 0.87049 0.87539 0.86824 0.87010 0.86534 0.87552 0.87092 0.87204 0.86980 
QLD 1.02186 1.00687 1.01830 1.00269 1.01174 1.01902 1.05504 1.04389 1.02243 1.01243 1.03242 
WA 0.98252 0.94793 0.98365 0.97516 0.97592 0.96946 1.03054 1.02500 0.98627 0.97232 1.00023 
SA 1.22194 1.20680 1.18258 1.17941 1.19447 1.21215 1.20407 1.20325 1.20058 1.19768 1.20349 

TAS 1.55086 1.60905 1.51091 1.50095 1.55419 1.59948 1.55939 1.55299 1.55473 1.54294 1.56651 
ACT 0.95145 1.10270 1.11289 1.14633 1.15216 1.14979 1.12930 1.14300 1.11095 1.07834 1.14356 
NT 4.81869 0.89948 0.90913 0.92032 0.90631 0.89117 0.86750 4.26682 1.80993 1.88691 1.73295 

  Populations on 31 Dec of Year of Review or Update (P, in millions)   
NSW 6.375118 6.448683 6.530563 6.607706 6.661171 6.706629 6.747467 6.801137 6.60981 6.49052 6.72910 
VIC 4.662048 4.713790 4.772927 4.838513 4.891943 4.942007 4.992570 5.052300 4.85826 4.74682 4.96970 
QLD 3.474469 3.531351 3.595084 3.667852 3.753814 3.841325 3.925839 4.002467 3.72403 3.56719 3.88086 
WA 1.836151 1.862055 1.887762 1.914196 1.938602 1.966010 1.994032 2.026324 1.92814 1.87504 1.98124 
SA 1.493680 1.501424 1.508379 1.515979 1.523268 1.530270 1.537373 1.546707 1.51964 1.50487 1.53440 

TAS 0.471698 0.471419 0.471602 0.472260 0.475009 0.479710 0.483747 0.486784 0.47653 0.47174 0.48131 
ACT 0.311105 0.313767 0.317259 0.320566 0.322590 0.323692 0.324640 0.325683 0.31991 0.31567 0.32415 
NT 0.191302 0.194143 0.196661 0.197890 0.198278 0.199227 0.201308 0.204289 0.19789 0.19500 0.20078 

TOTAL 18.815571 19.036633 19.280238 19.534961 19.764676 19.988870 20.206975 20.445691 19.63420 19.16685 20.10155
  Weighted Populations (R multiplied by P, in millions)  

NSW 5.595122 5.800461 5.937131 6.081204 6.037086 5.976746 5.853428 5.906516 5.89846 5.85348 5.94344 
VIC 4.104560 4.062533 4.154785 4.235586 4.247380 4.300040 4.320270 4.423390 4.23107 4.13937 4.32277 
QLD 3.550421 3.555611 3.660874 3.677718 3.797883 3.914387 4.141917 4.178135 3.80962 3.61116 4.00808 
WA 1.804055 1.765098 1.856897 1.866647 1.891920 1.905968 2.054929 2.076982 1.90281 1.82317 1.98245 
SA 1.825187 1.811919 1.783779 1.787961 1.819499 1.854917 1.851105 1.861075 1.82443 1.80221 1.84665 

TAS 0.731538 0.758538 0.712548 0.708838 0.738255 0.767287 0.754350 0.755970 0.74092 0.72787 0.75397 
ACT 0.296000 0.345991 0.353075 0.367474 0.371675 0.372178 0.366615 0.372256 0.35566 0.34064 0.37068 
NT 0.921826 0.174628 0.178791 0.182123 0.179702 0.177545 0.174635 0.871664 0.35761 0.36434 0.35089 

TOTAL 18.828710 18.274779 18.637880 18.907551 19.083401 19.269068 19.517250 20.445988 19.12058 18.66223 19.57893
  Weighted Population Share (%) 

NSW 29.72 31.74 31.86 32.16 31.64 31.02 29.99 28.89 30.88 31.37 30.38 
VIC 21.80 22.23 22.29 22.40 22.26 22.32 22.14 21.63 22.13 22.18 22.09 
QLD 18.86 19.46 19.64 19.45 19.90 20.31 21.22 20.43 19.91 19.35 20.47 
WA 9.58 9.66 9.96 9.87 9.91 9.89 10.53 10.16 9.95 9.77 10.12 
SA 9.69 9.91 9.57 9.46 9.53 9.63 9.48 9.10 9.55 9.66 9.44 

TAS 3.89 4.15 3.82 3.75 3.87 3.98 3.87 3.70 3.88 3.90 3.85 
ACT 1.57 1.89 1.89 1.94 1.95 1.93 1.88 1.82 1.86 1.83 1.89 
NT 4.90 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.89 4.26 1.85 1.94 1.76 

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
  Share of $1b in Grants to the Eight STUs Based on Relativities, Population and Weighted Population Shares as Above ($m) 

NSW 297.2 317.4 318.6 321.6 316.4 310.2 299.9 288.9 308.8 313.7 303.8 
VIC 218.0 222.3 222.9 224.0 222.6 223.2 221.4 216.3 221.3 221.8 220.9 
QLD 188.6 194.6 196.4 194.5 199.0 203.1 212.2 204.3 199.1 193.5 204.7 
WA 95.8 96.6 99.6 98.7 99.1 98.9 105.3 101.6 99.5 97.7 101.2 
SA 96.9 99.1 95.7 94.6 95.3 96.3 94.8 91.0 95.5 96.6 94.4 

TAS 38.9 41.5 38.2 37.5 38.7 39.8 38.7 37.0 38.8 39.0 38.5 
ACT 15.7 18.9 18.9 19.4 19.5 19.3 18.8 18.2 18.6 18.3 18.9 
NT 49.0 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.4 9.2 8.9 42.6 18.5 19.4 17.6 

TOTAL 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 
  Regression Summary for G = A +BP (where G = STU grant share of $1b and P = STU population, as above) 

A 23.05 12.09 11.18 10.31 11.60 12.69 14.45 22.65 14.77 14.15 15.35 
pA 0.010 0.057 0.058 0.055 0.053 0.051 0.062 0.009 0.023 0.021 0.026 
B 43.35 47.45 47.23 46.97 45.90 44.95 43.77 40.05 44.92 46.27 43.64 
r2 0.9830 0.9891 0.9907 0.9924 0.9905 0.9887 0.9827 0.9843 0.9908 0.9919 0.9892 

EST8ST 161.3 84.6 78.3 72.2 81.2 88.8 101.1 158.6 103.4 99.1 107.5 
EST8ST (%) 16.1 8.5 7.8 7.2 8.1 8.9 10.1 15.9 10.3 9.9 10.7 

  Regression Summary as above but this time based on just the Five Mainland States 
A 29.54 24.23 23.72 20.64 23.89 26.82 34.57 32.34 26.99 24.53 29.42 
pA 0.037 0.080 0.071 0.082 0.072 0.063 0.053 0.046 0.055 0.062 0.053 
B 41.97 44.79 44.53 44.77 43.32 42.01 39.63 38.11 42.34 44.03 40.74 
r2 0.9875 0.9848 0.9872 0.9891 0.9868 0.9850 0.9770 0.9812 0.9863 0.9876 0.9838 

EST5MS 180.8 123.0 117.8 104.8 120.0 133.5 164.7 188.4 141.8 131.6 151.7 
EST5MS (%) 18.1 12.3 11.8 10.5 12.0 13.3 16.5 18.8 14.2 13.2 15.2 
Sources: For 1998, CGC 1999 (Vol II): 5, Table 2-1; For 1999 through 2004, CGC 2004b: 22, Table 4-2; For 2004 (again) and 2005, 
CGC 2005b: 19, Table 4-1. 
Note that EST8ST = $1b – (A + BPAUS) = 7A, using regression coefficients A and B; and EST5MS = $1b – (A + BPAUS) ≠  7A. 
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Grants Commission methodologies, as described in detail in Appendix 14A, are based on the 

eminently sound and laudable assumption that if States and Territories continue to exist as 

sovereign polities, then they are entitled to a standard of existence that is fiscally equitable 

relative to Australia-wide standards.  When political leaders of NSW (and sometimes other 

States and the ACT) express the view that their inhabitants are unfairly treated by current CGC 

methodologies (see, for example, Refshauge 2005: 9; Wade 2005: 35), they effectively argue 

that their inhabitants are unfairly treated by Australia's federal system of government and the 

egalitarian ethos which underlies the CGC approach.  So if the egalitarian ethos is to be 

maintained, then the options are: (1) continuing with Australia's federal system and 

Commonwealth government grants to the STUs more or less as currently determined by the 

CGC, or (2) moving to a unitary system emphasising fiscal egalitarianism.  If a unitary system 

of government was established for Australia, then a reformed national Grants Commission could 

formulate grants – using methods similar to those employed by the CGC now – to be paid 

directly to local or regional governments or communities.  Further research could clarify the 

financial and overall benefits and costs of such a system of direct national government grants to 

localities or regions, relative to the current grants systems, in terms of criteria relating to equity, 

justice, finance, economy, efficiency, outcome effectiveness across public and private sectors 

alike, and other social, economic and environmental factors. 

 
 
Relative Benefit Estimates and Tax Expenditures 
 
At a conference at Griffith University in November 2002, Professor John Wanna advised that it 

would be a good idea to investigate how estimates such as those presented previously 

(Drummond 2002) may be affected by tax expenditures, noting that the States and Territories 

generally employ different levels of various forms of tax expenditures.  This section describes 

the magnitude of tax expenditures (TEs) at Commonwealth and State-Territory levels, and the 

impact of TEs on the relative benefit estimates obtained for the TPS expenditure category using 

the linear regression technique in terms of 2001-02 data.  Appendix 14B defines and describes 

tax expenditures in general terms and describes the reporting of tax expenditures in Australia at 

both Commonwealth and State-Territory levels. 

 

Commonwealth Tax Expenditures 
 
Table 14-2 below summarises Commonwealth tax expenditure estimates over the period 

2000-01 to 2003-04, for individual years and as three year averages (3YA): 
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Table 14-2:  Commonwealth Tax Expenditures ($b) Between 2000-01 and 2003-04 

YEAR 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 3YA 
Total Commonwealth Tax Expenditure = CTE 29.73 30.52 31.21 30.49 

Superannuation TE = STE 9.86 10.99 12.03 10.96 
Other TE besides superannuation TE = Non-STE 19.87 19.53 19.18 19.53 

Social Security and Welfare TE = SSWTE 19.03 20.25 21.90 20.39 
TE in Functions Other than Social Security and 

Welfare = Non-SSWTE 10.70 10.27 9.31 10.09 

  Components as % of CTE 
STE 33.2 36.0 38.5 35.9 

Non-STE 66.8 64.0 61.5 64.1 
SSWTE 64.0 66.4 70.2 66.8 

Non-SSWTE 36.0 33.6 29.8 33.2 
Total Direct Expenditure = TDE 166.76 169.49 181.27 172.51 

Total Expenditure = TOTE = TDE + CTE 196.49 200.01 212.48 202.99 
CTE as a Percentage of TOTE 15.1 15.3 14.7 15.0 
CTE as a Percentage of GDP 4.2 4.0 3.8 4.0 

Source: Australian Treasury (2005), Tax Expenditure Statement 2004, pages 8, 9 and 13, Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5. 
 

As Table 14-2 shows, Commonwealth tax expenditures in recent years have totalled 

approximately $30 billion per annum, 15% of total Commonwealth expenditures (defined, as 

above, as direct expenditures plus tax expenditures), 20% of Commonwealth own purpose 

expenditures (defined as total Commonwealth expenditures less transfers [mainly in grants] to 

State, Territory and local governments), and 4% of Australia's GDP (see also Wanna 2003: 3; 

Smith 2003: 1, 4).  The magnitude of Commonwealth tax expenditures is hence "equivalent to 

twice the size of the Defence budget and roughly equals Commonwealth spending on health" 

(Smith 2003: 5; see also Wanna 2003: 2). 

 

State and Territory Tax Expenditures 
 
Based on mainland State estimates alone totalling over $9.0 billion, Smith (2003: 5, 19) 

estimates that State and Territory government tax expenditures exceeded $9.5 billion in 

2001-02, and observes further that "while the aggregate level of tax expenditures by state 

governments is considerably less than for the Commonwealth, the use of tax expenditures is 

comparable relative to their tax revenues", and that in Victoria, for example, "tax expenditures 

are around 17 per cent of collections" (Smith (2003: 19-20).  According to Warren (2004: 211), 

" State Governments probably have higher levels of tax expenditures relative to their overall 

level of tax revenue collections than the Commonwealth". 

 
Table 14-3 below shows that mainland State tax expenditures totalled some $9.3 billion in 

2001-02, hence supporting the estimate by Smith, as above, that total STU tax expenditures 

exceeded $9.5 billion in 2001-02.  Table 14-3 also contains results of a regression analysis of 

the tax expenditure versus population relationship among the mainland States in 2001-02.  
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These results again reveal the by now familiar pattern exhibited extensively in Chapter 12 and in 

the earlier section in Chapter 14 on grant levels as determined by the Grants Commission.  Table 

14-4 then carries out regression analyses using three separate mainland State expenditure 

measures: tax expenditure (TE), total public sector expenditure (TPS), and tax expenditure 

adjusted total public sector expenditure (TEATPS) defined as follows: 
 

TEATPS = TPS + TE  … [14.1] 

 
Table 14-3:  Mainland State Tax Expenditures in 2001-02 

STU 
Population at 

31 December 2001 
(m) 

Tax Expenditures 
(TE) in 2001-02 

($m) 

Tax Expenditures 
Per Capita 

($ per person) 

Tax Expenditures 
Per Capita Relative to 

5MS = 100 
NSW 6.61 2.69 407 81 
VIC 4.84 2.77 572 114 
QLD 3.67 1.99 542 108 
WA 1.91 1.08 562 112 
SA 1.52 0.78 512 102 

5MS (TOTAL) 18.54 9.29 501 100 
  Regression Summary for TE = A + BP 
        where TE = STU Tax Expenditure and P = STU population, for just the Five Mainland States 

A 0.3497 

pA 0.1977 

With pA = 0.1977, A is significantly positive at the 20% (one-tailed) 
significance level, but not at the 10% or lower significance levels, 
so A is not positive to a statistically significant extent 

B 0.4068 
pBB 0.0087 

With pB = 0.0087 < 0.010, B is significantly positive at the 1% 
(one-tailed) significance level 

B

r2 0.8842    
TE5MS-total 9.29   (TE5MS-total = TENSW + TEVIC + TEQLD + TEWA + TESA) 
TE5MS-reg 7.89 

EST = TE5MS-total – TE5MS-reg 1.40 
  (TE5MS-reg = A + B × P5MS, 
         where P5MS = PNSW + PVIC + PQLD + PWA + PSA) 

EST (%) 15.05    
Sources:  NSW Treasury, Budget Statement 2001-02, Chapter 7, p. 7.1; VIC Department of Treasury and Finance, Budget Statement 
2001-02, Appendix F, pp. 309-313; QLD Government, State Budget 2002-03, Budget Paper No. 3, p. 53; Government of WA, 2002-03 
Budget, Budget Paper No. 3, p. 162; Government of SA, Budget Statement 2002-03, Appendix F, pp. 7-8. 
 

The TEATPS results in Table 14-4 are especially significant, as they provide some insight into 

how the inclusion of tax expenditure data might affect the main results obtained using the linear 

regression technique as presented in Chapter 12.  For 2001-02 data, at least, it is observed that 

the inclusion of the TE data increases the relative benefit estimate in percentage and dollar 

terms.  The Australian Treasury (2005: 13) observes, however, that "the addition of tax 

expenditures and direct expenditures will ... tend to overstate the impact on the fiscal balance", 

as exemplified by "certain income support benefits, pensions or allowances", in which direct 

expenditure "includes the full cost to government of the program", but "there is also an 

associated tax expenditure for the value of the income tax exemption to the recipient".  The 

TEATPS values in Table 14-4 may therefore be less than fully accurate and meaningful, and 

hence need to be viewed with caution.  Improved relative benefit estimates could be generated if 

government budgeting practices and government finance data were improved to more accurately 
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report tax expenditures, but the magnitudes of STL level tax expenditures, relative to TPS 

figures, as in Table 14-4 below, suggest that such inaccuracies are unlikely to be large enough to 

significantly affect the TPS relative benefit estimates in Chapters 11 to 13. 

 
Table 14-4:  Relative Benefit Estimated Using the LR Technique and  
Mainland State (5MS) Regression Set for Tax Expenditure Adjusted 
Total Public Sector Expenditure (TEATPS) in 2001-02 

STU TE ($b) TPS ($b) TEATPS 
= TPS + TE ($b) 

NSW 2.6876 45.745 48.433 
VIC 2.7660 32.066 34.832 
QLD 1.9874 28.885 30.872 
WA 1.0750 16.601 17.676 
SA 0.7756 11.485 12.261 

TOTAL 9.292 134.782 144.074 
  Populations on 31 Dec 2001  

NSW 6.607706 6.607706 6.607706 
VIC 4.838513 4.838513 4.838513 
QLD 3.667852 3.667852 3.667852 
WA 1.914196 1.914196 1.914196 
SA 1.515979 1.515979 1.515979 

TOTAL 18.544246 18.544246 18.544246 
  Regression Summary for E = A + BP 
        where E = STU Expenditure (TE, TPS and TEATPS [TPS + TE] in turn) 
        and P = STU population, for just the Five Mainland States 

A 0.3497 3.3619 3.7115 
pA 0.1977 0.0982 0.0788 
B 0.4068 6.3617 6.7685 
pBB 0.0087 0.0005 0.0004 
r2 0.8842 0.9826 0.9854 

E5MS-total 9.292 134.782 144.074 
E5MS-reg 7.893 121.335 129.227 

EST = E5MS-total – E5MS-reg 1.399 13.447 14.846 
EST (%) 15.05 9.98 10.30 

 

Further analysis of data for several years could be undertaken to clarify the impact of tax 

expenditure data upon relative benefit estimates, but this brief analysis for just 2001-02 indicates 

that any such impact is likely to be minimal, and may if anything lead to higher RB estimates 

for Unification (DNC and NCL) models. 

 
 
Relative Benefit Estimates and Privatisation 
 
Whereas the previous section examined the impact of differential levels of tax expenditures 

upon the relative benefit estimates presented in Chapters 11 to 13, this section similarly 

examines the extent to which different levels of privatisation across the eight STUs could impact 

upon relative benefit estimates. 
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This study has extensively used separate public and private sector expenditure categories and 

expenditure data and has hence relied upon the extent of like-with-like comparability of the 

eight STU public and private sectors.  It has been acknowledged on numerous occasions that the 

ACT is a special case among the STUs because of the dominance of its public sector, and that 

some relative benefit estimates based on ACT data are less than reliable because of the ACT's 

uniqueness and associated data limitations.  Privatisation is considered here because different 

levels of privatisation among the eight STUs provide another source of departure from like-

with-like comparability across the STUs.  It is possible, however, that privatisation has merely 

meant that some STU governments have gone from being payer-providers to payer-purchasers 

for services provided by privatised entities.  If this is the case then differing levels of 

privatisation may have done little to diminish the like-with-like comparability of STU public 

and private sector expenditures.  Further research could clarify these questions. 

 
By the end of the 1990s, there had been close to $100 billion worth of privatisations across the 

Commonwealth and State governments, and among the eight STUs, Victoria has experienced by 

far the greatest extent of privatisation.  Walker and Walker (2000: 18; see also Carstairs 2002: 

28-29, citing Moran 2000) observe that "since 1990, sales of GTEs [government trading 

enterprises] and other agencies owned by the Commonwealth totalled over $48 billion", and that 

"equivalent sales by state governments were nearly $47 billion", with Victoria's sales alone 

(mainly from electricity and gas) totalling "over $31 billion". 

 
Table 14-5 below employs data tabulated by Walker and Walker (2000: 20-23) to summarise the 

total value of privatisations by Commonwealth and State governments up until 2000. 

 
Table 14-5:  Privatisations by Commonwealth and State Governments Until the Year 2000 

PPU 

Privatisation 
Sale 

Proceeds 
($ million) 

% of All  
Government 

Sales 

% of State 
Government 

Sales 

Sale Proceeds 
Per Capita 

($ per person)* 

State Level Sale 
Proceeds Per 

Capita Relative 
to VIC = 100 

Commonwealth 48,426 50.8 N/A 2544 N/A 
NSW 3,120 3.3 6.7 484 7.29 
VIC 31,265 32.8 66.8 6633 100.00 
QLD 3,628 3.8 7.7 1027 15.49 
WA 3,377 3.5 7.2 1814 27.34 
SA 5,400 5.7 11.5 3597 54.23 

TAS 42 0.0 0.1 89 1.34 
Total of State Governments 46,832 49.2 100.0 2528 38.11 

Total All Governments 95,258 100.0 N/A 5004 N/A 
State Governments Besides VIC 15,567 16.3 33.2 1127 16.99 

State Governments Besides VIC and SA 10,167 10.7 21.7 826 12.45 
Sources of data as above include (as cited in Walker & Walker 2000: 23): Reserve Bank of Australia (1997, 1999) and the 
Commonwealth Office of Asset Sales and IT Outsourcing. 
* Per capita figures are calculated using the 31 December 1999 populations in Table 6-3 in Chapter 6. 
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Walker and Walker (2000: 23) also note that the privatisations cited in Table 14-5 above refer 

"to the sale of government trading enterprises or business units, and [do] not include the sale of 

assets such as buildings, plant or equipment."  So in terms of sale proceeds, STU level 

privatisations accounted for approximately half of the privatisations summarised in Table 14-5, 

and Victoria accounted for two-thirds of all State level privatisations.  On a per capita basis, 

Victoria again stands out as by far the most extensively privatised State, with South Australia an 

equally clear second. 

 
Privatisations have generally involved the sale to the private sector of public sector corporations 

(also referred to as government business enterprises [GBEs] or government trading enterprises 

[GTEs]), so the ongoing process of privatisation throughout the 1990s and since can to a large 

extent explain why the public sector corporations share of total public sector expenditures has 

declined over time, as shown in Table 7A-21 in Appendix 7A.  The high levels of privatisation 

in VIC and SA can also explain the percentage figures in Tables 7A-5 and 7A-7 in Appendix 

7A.  In all four years considered, Victoria's public sector (described in terms of Public Final 

Demand [PubFD] in Appendix 7A) makes up the lowest percentage share of any STU economy 

(as given by Gross State Product in Table 7A-5 and by State Final Demand in Table 7A-7), 

except for 1999-00 when the SA figure falls below the VIC figure.  It is also shown in Table 

7A-21 that by the financial year of 2001-02, the public sector corporations percentage share of 

total public sector expenditures is lower in VIC and SA (both 16.4%) than in all other States 

besides NSW (15.9%), though the Territories, the ACT (3.6%) and NT (14.5%), have the lowest 

PSC percentage shares of TPS.  The fact that Victoria in 2001-02 certainly doesn't stand out in 

terms of private sector corporations, however, suggests that Victoria's significant privatisation 

initiatives as reflected in Table 14-5, to some extent at least, may have merely brought Victoria 

more into line with NSW and other STUs in terms of public and private sector corporatisation.  

Benchmarking against NSW certainly formed a prominent basis of the Project Victoria 

initiatives of the Victorian government under Premier Kennett in the mid 1990s (see, for 

example, Moore 1996: 64-67) which included extensive public school closures, local 

government amalgamations, privatisation of local government roles, and privatisation generally. 

 
Further research would be needed to clarify the extent to which differing levels of privatisation 

among the eight STUs might impact on the relative benefit estimates obtained in Chapters 

11 to 13. 
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Australia's Industrial and Economic Geography 
 
Economic, demographic and geographic data are used extensively by the Commonwealth Grants 

Commission to guide its processes of determining relativities and the levels of Commonwealth 

grants to the eight STUs, as described in Appendix 14A.  Such data are also relevant to this 

present study, especially to assist in the interpretation of the relative benefit estimates presented 

in Chapters 11 to 13, and to help better understand Australia and its current eight STUs in terms 

of their current situation and future prospects under current or reformed government structures. 

 
Appendix 14C provides detailed descriptions and comparisons of selected features of Australia's 

industrial and economic geography at both national and State-Territory levels, all based on ABS 

data, in terms of industry profiles, business and business employment levels across both public 

and private sectors, single-STU and multi-STU businesses, and bankruptcy levels, as indicators 

of industrial and economic strength over the 1998-99 to 2001-02 period which this study focuses 

on.  Findings of particular significance are summarised below. 

 

Industrial Profiles of the Eight STUs 
 
In the financial year 2002-03: 

• Manufacturing and Property and Business Services made the largest contributions to 
Australia-wide total factor income (11.7% each), with Ownership of Dwellings (9.3%), 
Finance and Insurance (7.7%), Construction (6.7%), Health and Community Services 
(6.3%), Retail Trade (5.7%), Wholesale Trade (5.5%) and Mining (5.2%) also contributing 
over 5.0%; 

• Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing made up 2.9% of Australia's total factor income, 6.1% 
for TAS, 5.4% for SA, 4.2% for QLD, 3.1% for VIC, 2.9% for WA, 2.7% for NT, 1.7% for 
NSW, and 0.1% for the ACT; 

• Mining made up 5.2% of Australia's total factor income, but 20.2% and 23.0% of the total 
factor incomes of WA and NT respectively, 7.7% for QLD, and less than 3.0% for the 
other five STUs; and 

• Manufacturing made up 11.7% of Australia's total factor income, 14.7% for SA, 14.5% for 
VIC, 13.7% for TAS, 11.7% for NSW, 9.9% for QLD, 9.0% for WA, 3.6% for NT, and 
1.6% for the ACT. 

 

Among the STUs in 2001-02, on a per capita basis: Australia's largest agricultural producer was 

SA, followed by WA and then QLD; the largest mining producer was NT, followed closely by 

WA, with QLD a distant third; and the largest manufacturing producer was VIC, followed by 

SA. 
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Business Units and Business Employment Levels in September 1998 
 
The most populous STUs – NSW and VIC – had significantly more private sector business units 

per capita and significantly more private sector business employment per capita than the other 

six STUs, and public sector employment levels significantly below the Australia-wide average 

and well below the levels of the other six STUs, in September 1998, hence suggesting that the 

NSW and VIC economies were more self-sustaining than the other STUs and less reliant upon 

their public sectors.3

 
In terms of public and private sector business employment, NSW, VIC and the ACT stood out 

from the other five STUs in significant respects in September 1998.  Australia-wide, the private 

sector accounted for approximately 75% of all business employees and the public sector the 

remaining 25%, and NSW and VIC were the only two STUs with more than 75% of people 

employed in the private sector, and hence less than 25% in the public sector.  In NSW and VIC 

combined, the private sector accounted for 80% of all business employees and the public sector 

20%.  In the six STUs besides NSW and VIC, the private sector accounted for just 64% of all 

business employees and the public sector 36%, although these figures would become 69% and 

31% if the ACT were excluded.  In the ACT, the private sector accounted for just 21% of all 

business employees and the public sector 79%.  These ACT figures yet again reflect the ACT's 

role as national capital. 

 
Some 20.5% of all business employees Australia-wide were working in the public sector at 

State-Territory or local government levels (the STL level as defined here) in September 1998.  

In each of NSW, VIC and the ACT, STL level public sectors accounted for at most 17% of all 

business employment, but in each of the other five STUs, at least 29% of business employees 

worked for State, Territory or local governments.  In NSW and VIC combined, the STL level 

public sector accounted for just 17% of all business employees.  In the six STUs besides NSW 

and VIC, the STL level public sector accounted for just 28% of all business employees, or 30% 

if the ACT were excluded. 

 
New South Wales and Victoria were the only STUs above the September 1998 Australia-wide 

average in terms of (1) numbers of large business units (with 200 or more employees), (2) large 

business employees, and (3) large business sizes in terms of the average number of employees 

per large business unit.  In VIC and NSW, there were 13,002 and 12,352 large business 

employees per 100,000 population respectively, with the third ranked STU being WA with just 

6,200 large business employees per 100,000 people.  This comparison very starkly illustrates the 
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difference between NSW and VIC on the one hand, and the other six STUs on the other.  New 

South Wales and Victoria were also the only STUs below the Australia-wide average in terms of 

(1) numbers of STL level public sector large business units (again with 200 or more employees) 

and (2) STL level public sector large business employees.  In VIC and NSW there were 4,673 

and 5,236 people per 100,000 population respectively employed in large STL level public sector 

business units, with SA the third lowest STU on this measure with 5,538. 

 
The above comparisons seem to very closely align with the RB estimates presented in Chapter 

11 for the major public and private sector expenditure categories, and with the relativities and 

grant levels determined by the Commonwealth Grants Commission, as described earlier in this 

chapter (see especially Table 14-1) and in Appendix 14A.  The privatisation patterns described 

in Table 14-5 above can also perhaps to some extent help explain some of the private sector 

business employment patterns observed above, especially the relatively high levels of private 

sector employment and low levels of STL level public sector employment in Victoria.  Further 

research could clarify these connections. 

 

Single-State and Multi-State Businesses 
 
The following observations on Australia's single-State and multi-State businesses show that 

Australian businesses are largely confined to just single STUs and thus highlight the extent to 

which the STUs operate as separate economies: 

• As at 30 October 2000, 98.0% of all Australian employing businesses (EBs) were single-
State employing businesses (SSEBs) operating solely in one STU, and only 2.0% of all EBs 
were multi-State employing businesses (MSEBs) operating in more than one STU, although 
42% of EBs with annual turnover of $20 million or more were MSEBs.  This concurs with 
the expectation that larger businesses are more likely to operate over larger markets and 
across State and Territory borders. 

• About 59% of all MSEBs operated in just two STUs in 2000, 80% operated in four STUs or 
less, and only 8% operated in all eight STUs. 

• Only 0.17% of all EBs operated in all eight STUs in 2000, but among EBs with estimated 
annual turnovers of $20 million or more, 2.59% operated in all eight STUs. 

• MSEBs whose main business location is NSW and VIC had business units in an average of 
2.38 and 2.22 other STUs respectively, in 2002, whereas the corresponding figures for the 
other six STUs range from 1.98 for WA and the ACT down to 1.45 for NT. 

• The ACT, NSW and VIC are the three STUs which had more MSEBs per 100,000 people 
than the Australia-wide average of 80.5, a result which seems to reflect population densities 
in border regions. 

 

These SSEB and MSEB comparisons possibly provide at least some support for the border cost 

estimates calculated in Chapter 3 (based on the study by Shaw & Associates and various ABS 
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data).  A future research project could combine these SSEB and MSEB comparisons with border 

cost analyses like that attempted in Chapter 3 in order to better assess the overall costs of 

Australia's STU borders, in terms of business compliance costs, opportunity costs and efficiency 

losses (as described in detail in Chapter 5), at levels ranging from individual business units 

through local and regional economies to the Australian economy as a whole. 

 

Bankruptcy Levels 
 
The NT, NSW, VIC and WA had the least bankruptcies on a per capita basis over the period 

1998-99 to 2001-02, and the ACT, QLD and TAS had the most.  These findings are again 

substantially consistent with the private sector relative benefit estimates established in Chapter 

11 which indicated that WA, NSW and VIC had the strongest private sectors over the period 

1998-99 to 2001-02 in terms of Gross Private Product (GPP) as defined here. 

 

General Trends in Data Presented 
 
The comparisons summarised above and presented in detail in Appendix 14C very substantially 

align with the results obtained in Chapters 11 to 13 – especially those in Chapter 11.  Data 

presented confirm the private sector and overall economic strength of NSW, VIC and WA, and 

also confirm that the NSW and VIC economies are by far the least dependent upon their STL 

level public sectors for business activity and employment.  These comparisons again highlight 

the ACT as a special case dominated by the presence of Commonwealth government agencies. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
This chapter has shown that the relative benefit estimates presented in Chapters 11 to 13 almost 

certainly reflect Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies to a large extent, and are 

unlikely to be affected to any appreciable extent by varying levels of tax expenditures and 

varying degrees of privatisation across the eight STUs. 

 
Assessments of Australia's national and STU level industrial and economic geographies have 

shown that NSW, VIC and WA have generally displayed the greatest economic strength among 

the eight STUs in recent years, and that NSW and VIC are the least dependent upon their private 

sectors among the eight STUs, findings which again largely align with the relative benefit 

estimates established in Chapter 11. 
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Chapter 15 

Conclusions 
 

 

Australia's government structures have stimulated significant levels of debate and diverse 

reform plans from the decades leading up to Federation until modern times, often focusing on 

questions of affordability and financial viability.  Comprehensive reforms have been difficult to 

achieve in Australia, and plans for New States and Unification have never been successful, but 

high levels of consensus have recently emerged on the need for significant reform of Australia's 

system of government and have created unique opportunities for success where past reform 

efforts have failed.  This thesis offers empirical and analytical support for advocates of 

government structure reform and others with an interest in such reforms. 

 
The core objective of this study has been to assess the financial merits of a comprehensive range 

of government structure reform options for Australia, such as New States, Unification, Regional 

Government models and Functional Transfer plans.  These options have attracted varying 

degrees of support in past and current times.  Part I examined financial benefit estimates that 

accompanied past reform proposals.  Parts II and III then established new benefit estimates after 

first developing government structure classification systems and several relative benefit 

estimation techniques.  Significant findings are now described in turn. 

 
New States advocates have presented detailed arguments, significant research findings and 

statistical comparisons which demonstrated beyond doubt that (1) there are significant costs 

associated with metropolitan centralisation, concentration and congestion, and that New States 

provide one way of addressing such costs – though not the only way, and (2) that the NSW New 

England area, North Queensland and other Australian regions could almost certainly afford to 

support a State government.  Less convincing, however, were claims that New States would 

generate net benefits on an Australia-wide basis.  Arguments and analyses developed were not 

always found to be fully valid, but the more convincing claims appear to be valid today in 2007 

as they were when first put forward several decades ago.  Concerns about metropolitan 

congestion and concentration, for example, have probably become more valid over time as the 

populations of Australia's largest cities have grown. 

 
Regional Government advocates have claimed that models comprising 30 to 100 or so regions 

could generate significant financial benefits, and these claims could well be valid, but only if 
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Regional Governments are vastly less bureaucratised than Australia's current State and Territory 

governments. 

 
Unification advocates from prior to Federation to modern times have claimed that financial 

benefits in the order of five to ten per cent could be achieved if Australia's Commonwealth, 

State and Territory governments united to form a single national government.  It has also been 

estimated that national education and health systems could generate financial benefits in the 

order of five per cent.  Significant costs associated with State and Territory borders and border 

anomalies were also identified, possibly amounting to over one billion dollars per annum in the 

health and community services sector alone.  Several separate attempts to quantify the overall 

costs of regulation in Australia have also suggested that private sector and economy-wide 

benefits in the order of five to ten per cent may be achievable if Australia's regulatory systems 

were rationalised through partial or complete Unification or other comprehensive reforms. 

 
There have also been claims that Regional Government models, complete Unification or 

national approaches to health could reduce the costs of government by one-third or more.  These 

extreme claims could be valid for central office and other bureaucratic components within 

Australia's health sector and public sector overall, but could not realistically apply to the whole 

of these sectors given that nurses, teachers and police officers alone collectively account for 

more than 50 per cent of Australia's public sector employees. 

 
The second part of the thesis presented data, public and private sector expenditure categories, 

government structure classification systems and other preliminary results which established 

essential foundations for the third part of the thesis in which the core objective was most directly 

addressed.  Government structure classification systems established can be viewed as ends in 

themselves which could find use in other applications, but their main role in this thesis was to 

classify the government structure models assessed in Part III in terms of their financial benefits 

relative to Australia's current government structure. 

 
The third part of the thesis described the relative benefit estimation techniques employed and the 

relative benefit estimates established using such techniques for selected government structure 

models defined in Part II.  It also assessed estimates in light of Commonwealth Grants 

Commission methodologies, and State and Territory tax expenditures, privatisation levels, and 

industrial and economic geographies. 
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For public sector expenditure categories, the relative benefit of a given structure is defined as 

the expenditure of Australia's current system of government minus the expenditure estimated for 

the alternative structure under assessment.  So for public sector expenditure categories, a 

positive relative benefit will represent public sector expenditure reduction or savings.  For 

private sector expenditure categories, the relative benefit of a government structure is defined as 

the expenditure estimated for the alternative structure minus the expenditure of Australia's 

current system.  So for private sector expenditure categories, a positive relative benefit will 

represent a private sector expansion.  These definitions are based on the modest assumptions 

that reductions in taxation and public sector expenditure are inherently beneficial, all else being 

equal, if achieved by reducing bureaucratic and regulatory duplication and wasteful public 

sector activities and expenditures generally, and that private sector expansion is inherently 

beneficial if achieved through improved government structures and regulatory frameworks 

which reduce or eliminate wasteful impositions upon the private sector.  It is also acknowledged 

that private sector financial or economic benefits can enable the achievement of superior social 

and environmental outcomes. 

 
New estimates established in this thesis using a per capita benchmarking technique suggest that 

New States may be prohibitively expensive if established in large numbers across the whole of 

Australia, but the public and private sector costs of just one or a few New States may only 

amount to one or a few billion dollars per annum if expenditure patterns of newly formed units 

resembled those of Tasmania and the Northern Territory.  Whilst certainly not financially 

attractive, a small number of New States would appear to be affordable, at least, and would 

probably be most viable for regions in the central and northern parts of Western Australia and 

Queensland with populations ranging from 100,000 to 500,000 or so.  Such regions have large 

land areas and associated potential for mineral wealth, and could avoid significant border costs 

if borders were placed through areas with little or no population.  New States models are likely 

to be extremely costly if their expenditure patterns resemble those of South Australia, Tasmania 

or the Northern Territory.  Fewer States models, conversely, could attract benefits of 

approximately seven per cent overall if expenditure patterns of New South Wales, Victoria or 

Western Australia could be achieved Australia-wide. 

 
New estimates suggest that a Regional Government model comprising some 60 regions 

Australia-wide, based on the current ACT government model and ACT expenditure patterns, 

could probably achieve a slightly positive relative benefit in the public sector, but would 

probably generate a highly negative relative benefit, or a relative cost, in the private sector, and 
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a large negative benefit overall across both private and public sectors, although data limitations 

and the ACT's unique mix of public and private sectors raise serious doubts about all ACT-

based estimates established herein. 

 
Estimates obtained using various regression techniques suggest that Unification could achieve 

financial benefits in the order of five to ten per cent in both public and private sectors and the 

economy as a whole, which, in June 2002 dollar terms, would amount to some $15 billion to 

$30 billion per annum in the public sector, $25 billion to $50 billion in the private sector, and 

hence $40 billion to $80 billion per annum across both public and private sectors and the entire 

Australian economy. 

 
Estimates for Functional Transfer models, again established using regression techniques, 

suggest that for several individual functions including education and health, and for several 

combinations of two or more functions, national systems under Commonwealth control could 

generate significant financial benefits, in the order of five per cent or more, whereas for other 

functions, notably transport and communications, national systems could prove more costly. 

 
Estimates obtained using per capita benchmarking and regression techniques in combination 

suggest that New States and Regional Government models are likely to most viable, financially 

at least, if the formation of New State or Regional Government units was accompanied by 

functional transfers establishing unitary national systems in health, or education, or across 

several functions.  The relative benefits of Regional Government models are likely to be 

significantly positive, and could approach or match the benefits estimated for Unification 

models if sufficient functional transfers take place. 

 
Relative benefit estimates appear to be consistent with Commonwealth Grants Commission 

methodologies and the industrial and economic geographies of Australia's eight States and 

Territories, and are unlikely to be affected to any significant extent by differential levels of tax 

expenditures and privatisation across the States and Territories. 

 
New estimates established for Unification and Functional Transfer models in Part III often show 

remarkably close agreement to some of the past estimates in the five to ten per cent range as 

described in Part I, for both the public and private sectors, and for several functional areas 

including health and education.  Such agreement and mutual support among these estimates is 

probably one of the most significant findings of this thesis.  Further research and actual reforms 

in action, as recommended in Appendix 15A, could improve all estimates established herein, but 
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it is certainly significant that many past and newly established estimates presented in this thesis 

suggest that Unification and Functional Transfer models can achieve relative financial benefits 

of approximately five to ten per cent. 

 
Estimates established for Unification, Regional Government and Functional Transfer models in 

particular indicate that intelligent government structure reforms have the potential to 

significantly enhance Australia's financial and economic strength, and hence provide the 

financial capacity to achieve significantly improved social and environmental outcomes as well. 
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Notes 
 
 

Chapter 1 
 
1.  Uppercase letters are used for "State" and "Territory" when referring to Australia's six States and two Federal Territories.  
Uppercase letters are also used in the terms "New State(s)", "New Colony", "New Colonies", "Federation", "Regional 
Government(s)", and "Unification".  The term "Unification" is written in uppercase to represent the process of full or complete 
Unification, but "unification" appears in lowercase in terms such as "partial unification".  Uppercase letters are used for the full 
range of government structure models introduced in Chapter 9, including New States models, Regional Government models, 
Unification models and Functional Transfer models, but the term "functional transfer(s)" is expressed in lowercase when not 
specifically referring to Functional Transfer models.  Terms are written as stated here for convenience, to achieve consistency 
throughout the thesis, and to reflect common usage in the historical literature, although "new State(s)", "new state(s)" and 
"unification" (in lowercase), for example, appear quite commonly in the literature. 
 
2.  See especially the recent media report extracts in Appendices 2A, 3E, 4A, 4B, 4D and 4E. 
 
3.  Australia and New Zealand are by far the most remotely located of all OECD countries, and are among the most remotely 
located of all countries of the world, in terms of distance to world markets, as further demonstrated in Chapter 5 and Appendices 
5C and 5F. 
 
4.  This decline is briefly mentioned in Appendix 5C and explained in detail in Appendix 5E in terms of OECD research carried 
out by Maddison (2003); see especially Tables 5E-5 through 5E-8.  It is acknowledged that Australia's economic growth has 
exceeded world and OECD averages over the past decade or so, but such recent growth has done relatively little to overcome 
Australia's general decline in economic strength since 1870 relative to industrialised countries in Europe, North America and 
Asia. 
 
5.  Table 4B-2 in Appendix 4B provides a documentary example of such gridlock in relation to health care reforms that are 
widely supported by politicians across Commonwealth-State and party political divides, and by numerous other stakeholders as 
well, as further documented throughout Appendix 4B. 
 
6.  Again see Chapters 2 to 5 and the recent media report extracts in Appendices 2A, 3E, 4A, 4B, 4D and 4E (as in Note 2 
above). 
 
7.  See especially formulas [10.23] through [10.25] in Chapter 10.  See also Appendices 8A and 14A. 
 
8.  See, for example, Fesler (1949), Easton (1953), Tiebout (1956), Maass (1959), Isard (1969), Oates (1972), Massam (1975), 
Bennett (1989), Dror (1994), Council of Europe (1995), Andersson et al. (1997), Lijphart (1984; 1999), OECD (2000), Sisk 
(2001), and, for Australia in particular, Grewal, Brennan and Mathews (1980), Grewal, Wiltshire and Balmer (1981), Brennan, 
Grewal and Groenewegen (1988), Business Council of Australia (1991), Brown and Hudson (2004), and Sampford and Brown 
(2004). 
 
9.  This study does not seek to take sides in the global warning debate or any other controversial issue, but it does seek to draw 
attention to the disadvantages and risks Australia faces as a result of its geographic and climatic circumstances, and the dangers 
of constitutional complacency in view of such circumstances, disadvantages and risks. 
 
10.  Intergovernmental relations assume a significant role in all government structures, whether federal or unitary, and can 
therefore be examined as factors separate from their associated government structures.  Also, the belief that necessary reforms 
should be pursued through collaborative federalism rather than more fundamental changes such as New States or Unification 
derives from at least two separate viewpoints.  Some believe that Australia's current federal structure is inherently sound or 
superior to alternatives and should not be changed, and that collaboration among Australia's Commonwealth, State, Territory 
and local governments can achieve any desired reforms and outcomes.  Others support government structure reforms along the 
lines of New States, Regional Governments, Unification, and Functional Transfers to achieve national approaches in areas such 
as health, education, and public order and safety, but have discovered that such reforms are prohibitively difficult to achieve, and 
have focused their efforts in the direction of collaborative federalism as a pragmatic response.  Among this latter group, some 
would support or at least tolerate a New State or two, or Commonwealth control of industrial relations or water resources or 
health, for example, but would oppose complete Unification.  Appendix 1D (Drummond 1999) includes further overviews of 
this diversity of viewpoints on Australia's federal structure of government (see especially Sub-section 1.2.2 and Section 2.4).  
Chapters 2 to 4 and their supporting appendices provide detailed documentary evidence of past and current levels of support for 
the various government structure reform options examined in this thesis. 
 
11.  The objectives of this thesis differ from those of the Commonwealth Grants Commission, but this study shares the 
Commission's respect for the importance of the links between public outcome facilitation, public sector finance, economic 
conditions, geography, and other factors. 
 
12.  The role of the former Commonwealth Business Regulation Review Unit is now (in 2007) carried out by the Office of 
Regulation Review in the Commonwealth Productivity Commission. 
 
13.  The State-Territory units (STUs) are Australia's eight current States and Territories, meaning the six States, ACT and NT, 
but excluding the six external Territories acquired by the Australian Commonwealth since Federation, these being Norfolk 
Island (acquired in 1913), the Australian Antarctic Territory (1931), the Heard and Macdonald Islands (1947), the Cocos Islands 
(1955), Christmas Island (1958) and the Coral Sea Islands (Jaensch 1996: 208; Singleton et al. 2000: 71-72). 
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Chapter 2 
 
1.  As a founder and leader of the Australian Country Party, as Deputy Prime Minister, and in other capacities, Earle Page (later 
Sir Earle) wrote and spoke in favour of New States many times from about 1920 onwards (see, for example, Page 1920; 1921; 
1922; 1923; 1924; 1931; 1950).  Ulrich Ellis (1933; 1948a; 1948b; 1950; 1952; 1953a; 1953b; 1955; 1957; 1958; 1961; 1964; 
1966; 1967; 1970) advocated and wrote prolifically in support of New States for approximately half a century.  Originally a 
journalist, Ellis was Page's political secretary from 1928 to 1936 and later became the Director of the Country Party's Office of 
Rural Research.  The National Library of Australia has an extensive collection of Ellis' works in support of New States. 
 
2.  See also Ellis (1950: 42; 1961: 42; 1967: 24) and Cavanagh (1964: 9, 11). 
 
3.  Ellis in turn cites the Melbourne Argus (1 August 1950) as the source of this Calwell quote.  See also Harman (1977: 26), 
Beer (1993), Blainey (2004: 27-29) and Brown (2004: 43). 
 
4.  Note that 16 = 365 ÷ 23, and that the 18 figure apparently should be 15, noting that 1163 ÷ 76 = 15. 
 
5.  Colin Clark's 250,000 ideal population is cited in papers advocating New States by Ellis (1955: 5-6; 1958: 17; 1961: 11; 
1964: 11; 1966: 5; 1967: 46), Cavanagh (1964: 17) and Wright (1966: 6). 
 
6.  Page (1924: 4-5) notes that "New South Wales began its record of responsible government with 177,000 people ... Victoria ... 
with 70,000; Queensland with 21,000; South Australia with 163,452; Tasmania with 89,560; yet each of these States has found 
itself able to conduct its own development and to provide facilities on the scale that we see to-day". 
 
7.  See also Ellis (1948a: 44-45; 1953b: 4; 1961: 63; 1964: 43), Page (1950: 106) and Macdonald Holmes (1955: 25-26). 
 
8.  See also Ellis (1950: 44; 1952: 44; 1957: 31; 1967: 37). 
 
9.  Ellis (1967: 37) observes that "over the past twenty years", as a consequence of Statehood, "S.A. has been able to obtain the 
following resources: Loan Council allocations for all purposes, $1,040 million; Federal payments, $1,024 million; State 
revenues, $326 million; total of major funds, $2,390 million.  It would be absurd to suggest that anything like this figure has 
been available to Northern N.S.W." 
 
10.  Hooper (1965: 13-14) similarly observes that 1963-64 per capita production levels were £386.2 for the whole of 
Queensland, £298.4 for South Queensland, £611.8 for Central Queensland, and £647.6 for North Queensland; and that 
Queensland's northern division (from Mackay north) achieved total railways profits of £3,563,636 in 1963-64, whereas the 
southern division achieved total losses of £2,079,609.   
 
11.  See also Ellis (1950: 42-43; 1952: 47-48; 1967: 24, 27, 30, 35; 1970: 64-67). 
 
12.  See also Ellis (1961: 66; 1964: 46; 1967: 41-42). 
 
13.  See also Ellis (1961: 65-66; 1964: 46; 1967: 27; 1970: 66). 
 
14.  See also Ellis (1964: 45-46; 1967: 41; 1970: 66). 
 
15.  See also Ellis (1948a: 42; 1961: 42; 1964: 28; 1967: 21, 26) and Cavanagh (1964: 8). 
 
16.  Ellis (1952: 48) employs 1950-51 State social service expenditure data (covering education, health, hospitals and charities, 
law and order, and public safety), from the Commonwealth Statistician, as follows in per capita terms: "Tasmania, £11/16/-; 
Queensland, £10/16/2; W.A., £11/3/3; N.S.W. £10/-/4; S.A., £9/10/4; Victoria, £8/19/5".  
 
17.  See also Ellis (1950: 40-42; 1950: 52; 1957: 34; 1961: 58-59; 1964: 1964: 39; 1970: 64). 
 
18.  See also Macdonald Holmes (1933: 14-15, 18), Page (1950: 104-105), Cavanagh (1964: 1), and Wright (1966: 1-3). 
 
19.  See also Ellis (1933: 10; 1952: 1-2, 9; 1957: 3-5; 1958: 1; 1961: 1-2, 7-8).  The first two sub-headings in 'The Case for New 
States', a 1950 paper by Ellis, were: "The Menace of Communist Asia" and "Lessons of Atomic War" (Ellis 1950: 2-3; see also 
1948a: 2, 7, 12-13; 1948b: 9; 1953a: 1; 1953b: 1).  Then followed a 1952 paper, 'New States: The Key to Defence Security, 
Increased Food Production and National Development', the first sub-heading in which was "The Problem of National Survival" 
(Ellis 1952: 1).  A section on "The Threat to Survival" occupies pages 3 to 8 of Ellis' 56 page 1957 paper 'New England: the 
Seventh State', and asks questions such as: "Are We Menaced by Southern Asia?", "How Does Asia View Our Empty 
Continent?", and "Is Asiatic Invasion a Remote Possibility?" (Ellis 1957: 3-5).  This emphasis continued until well into the 
1960s.  Several editions of the paper titled 'For Australia: A Seventh State' (Ellis 1961: 1; 1964: 1) stated on their first page that 
"as long as Australia and New Zealand are themselves thinly settled and are unable to defend themselves against attack by any 
fairly strong power, the Asiatic powers will be strongly tempted to expand into these areas by force". 
 
20.  See also Ellis (1957: 2; 1961: 1-2; 1964: 10). 
 
21.  This study was also cited in other works by Ellis (1950: 6; 1961: 16; 1964: 16). 
 
22.  The main catalogue of the National Library of Australia includes some 20 publications authored by Norman Pern, all 
published between 1927 and 1941. 
 
23.  The phrases "lion in the path" and "lion in the way" have biblical origins (from the Book of Proverbs 26:13, Old Testament) 
and are used to refer to an obstacle, snag, barrier, hurdle or stumbling block.  These phrases and associated illustrations became 
a part of the Federation story, and assumed common usage in relation to Federation, and Australia's subsequent constitutional 
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development, after James Service, a former Victorian Premier, stated as follows in a toast to "a United Australasia" at the 
Australasian Federation Conference in Melbourne in February 1890 (as quoted by La Nauze 1972: 11): 
 

Probably the first question, and the most difficult, which the conference will have to decide, is that referring to a 
common tariff, or the question of a common fiscal policy.  ... this to me is the lion in the way; and I go further and say, 
that the conference must either kill the lion or the lion will kill it.  I think a national constitution for Australasia, without 
providing for a uniform fiscal policy, would be a downright absurdity. 

 
24.  See also Ellis (1950; 1952; 1955; 1957; 1961; 1964; 1967; 1970). 
 
25.  This study acknowledges the widely held view that distinctions between federal and unitary systems of government are best 
described by a continuum (Livingstone 1956: 4; Trager 1968: x; Paddison 1983: 29), rather than a dichotomy, and further asserts 
that there is no axiomatic link between federalism and decentralisation (Lijphart 1984: 169; Derbyshire and Derbyshire 1996: 
15, 19), and that countries can hence be broadly described in terms of federal-unitary and centralised-decentralised dimensions 
as in Figure 2-1.  This study assumes a neutral position on the question of whether Australia should have a federal or unitary 
government structure, but acknowledges that a best possible system of government for Australia should host a balanced 
combination of centralisation and decentralisation, and could benefit from at least some degree of federal character.  It is also 
assumed, as previously demonstrated (Drummond 2002: 43; see also Appendix 6A), that Australia's system of government is 
excessively centralised and can hence and otherwise be improved upon to a significant extent.  I (Mark D) do not have a single 
preferred government structure for Australia but strongly support the notion of universal human rights and responsibilities, and 
believe that all citizens should be protected by a single set of fundamental laws, and that even small townships should have at 
least some degree of financial and general autonomy.  I am also impressed by features of the Swedish (or Scandinavian) 
decentralised unitary model and the Swiss "micro-federalism" model (where the term "micro-federalism" is employed here to 
emphasise the small populations and land areas of the Cantons in the Swiss system), and believe Australia needs governments or 
governing bodies at both local and regional levels as generally understood in the Australian context, where regional units could 
range from New States to country style governments in the American and European traditions to regional organisations of 
councils in the Australian tradition. 
 
26.  Ken Thomas (1980; 1981; 1994: 7; see Appendix 2B) described his Regional Government models as a federation of regions 
in 1980, 1981 and again in 1994, to emphasise regional and federal elements in their design.  Chris Hurford (2004) also 
describes his model as a federation of regions, again to emphasise its regional and federal characters. 
 
27.  Charles Mollison was a member of the Constitutional Centenary Foundation (CCF) and formed the Foundation for National 
Renewal in 2000 after the CCF wound down its activities. 
 
 

Chapter 3 
 
1.  The claims and estimates considered in this section all date from 1894 to 1930, and from 1990 onwards.  A further 1931 
estimate from F. A. Clark is also considered in the later section in this chapter titled "Further Estimates in the Billions or 
Millions of Dollars Per Annum".  No quantified estimates from the period 1932 to 1989 have been located in time for inclusion 
in this chapter.  Appendix 3D does, however, summarise several estimates expressed in qualitative terms over this 1932 to 1989 
period. 
 
2.  Similar claims are made by others including Consandine (2001), August (2002; 2003; 2005), Smyth (2002), Woldring 
(2003a; 2003b; 2005a: 256; 2005b), Mollison (2004), and Lewis (2005). 
 
3.  See, for example, Tisdell (1974: 11-12, 18), Industries Assistance Commission (1976: 9-10; 1981: 39-42), Vipond (1978: 
348-368), Webb (1978: 372-383), Caves (1984: 313-347), Caves and Krause (1984: 20-21), Linge (1987: 147, 162), Waud et al. 
(1989: 29), Baumol et al. (1992: 418, 433), Stilwell (1993: 134), Walmsley and Sorensen (1993: 75, 120-121, 366-368), 
Industry Commission (1996), Tanner (1999: 207), Ville and Merrett (2000: 27-28), Hall (2001), Banks (2002), and Patience 
(2004: 207-208). 
 
4.  See also, for example, Department of Transport and Regional Services (2004: 10-11), Hassan (2004: 4), Local Government 
Focus (2004), Shepherd (2004: 15-16), Lewis (2005), NSW State Chamber of Commerce (2005: 2-3), and Victorian Nationals 
(2005: 4-5). 
 
5.  Dr Felmingham is referred to as a "leading commentator on economics and business" at the foot of this 9 July 2006 Opinion 
piece in the Sunday Tasmanian. 
 
6.  This 323 million figure, and very similar figures, were widely acknowledged and reported in the media.  See, for example, 
Blacher (1996: 47-48; 1999: 12), Wright (1997: 1), Rollins (1997: 1) and Tucker (1997: 3). 
 
7.  Australian Bureau of Statistics publications employed in this thesis are sometimes cited in terms of their catalogue number 
and the year for which the statistics apply, rather than the year of publication, for reasons of convenience and clarity. 
 
8.  The 20%, 8.5%, 17.4% and 2.3% figures mentioned by Allan (2003: 75) have been widely acknowledged, including by C. 
Moore (2003), Garsden (2004: 19-20), Dollery (2004a: 13-14; 2004b: 63), Dollery and Crase (2004: 274; 2006), Dollery, Crase 
and O'Keefe (2005: 12), and Dollery, Keogh and Crase (2005: 3).  See also McNeill (2000: 12) and Woollahra Municipal 
Council (2001: 12-20).  The ultimate source of these 20%, 8.5%, 17.4% and 2.3% figures is not fully clear in the 2003 article by 
Allan cited here, but Woollahra Municipal Council (2001: 12-20) is cited by Allan (2003: 75, 81, note 1) when he refers to these 
figures. 
 
9.  As noted in Chapter 1 (see Note 13), STU is the abbreviation used for Australia's eight State-Territory units. 
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10.  See similar reports and claims by Ramsey (1992a: 23; 1992b: 23), the Daily Telegraph (Editorials of  18 August 1995 [p. 
10] and 29 February 1996 [p. 10]) and Poprzeczny (2004). 
 
 

Chapter 4 
 
1.  See also Cowper 1933: 119; Mackay 1933: 150-151; Menzies 1933: 67; Greenwood 1949: 40-42; 1955: 197; Gray 1991: 17-
18; Wiltshire 1991: 4-8; Jaensch 1997: 48; Drummond 2002: 50; OECD 2005: 18-19. 
 
2.  See also the Sydney Morning Herald Editorial of 30 November 1999, p. 18. 
 
3.  More than 20 media reports in Appendix 4B, dating from July until September 2004, refer to the Australian Labor Party's use 
of these AHCS estimates as part of their policy in the lead up to the 2004 federal election.  And at least seven recent Editorials in 
The Australian newspaper have referred to such billion dollar estimates, on the dates of 12 March 2004, 11 May 2004, 24 
September 2004, 19 October 2004, 27 November 2004, 3 June 2005, and 13 January 2006. 
 
4.  The word "health" appears 318 times in total in this Productivity Commission report. 
 
 

Chapter 5 
 
1. As noted previously in Chapter 1 (see Note 12), the role of the former Business Regulation Review Unit (BRRU) is now (in 
2007) carried out by the Office of Regulation Review in the Commonwealth Productivity Commission. 
 
2.  The TISR (2000: 12) states that a "directory of self-regulatory schemes can be found at the Taskforce's website", and later 
states that this directory "can be found at the Taskforce's website" at www.treasury.gov.au/self-regtaskforce (TISR 2000: 23).  
This internet address has not been active, however, at least since January 2006.  The directory has not been located anywhere 
online since January 2006.  A 2003 report by the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC 2003: 402), titled Essentially 
Yours: The Protection of Human Genetic Information in Australia, refers to the 45 schemes described in this directory. 
 
3.  The BRRU (1986: 4) notes that "Murray Weidenbaum, who later became head of President Reagan's Council for Economic 
Advice, brought together estimates of regulation costs to the Joint Economic Committee of Congress in 1978". 
 
4.  This OECD estimate has been widely acknowledged.  See, for example, Productivity Commission (2002: 2; 2005c: 4), Argy 
and Johnson (2003: 9-11), Access Economics (2005a: 13), BCA (2005a: viii), and Lahey (2005: 8). 
 
5.  The manufacturing industry accounted for 11.7% of Australia's total factor income across all industries in 2002-03, according 
to the ABS (Cat. 8221.0, Manufacturing Industry – Australia: 2001-02 and 2002-03, p. 6, 2004).  This was the most of all 
industries along with property and business services (also 11.7%), of the 19 standard industry categories.  More detailed 
descriptions of Australia-wide and State-Territory level industrial profiles are provided in Appendix 14C. 
 
6.  As noted previously in Chapter 1 (see Note 9), this study does not seek to take sides in the global warning debate or any other 
controversial issue, but does seek to draw attention to the challenges and risks Australia faces as a result of its geography and 
climate, and the dangers of constitutional complacency in relation to such issues. 
 
 

Chapter 6 
 
1.  Single letter abbreviations are used for the six States and ACT to describe the progressive amalgamation technique in Chapter 
10.  The Northern Territory is not assigned a single letter abbreviation as N and T are taken up by NSW and TAS respectively. 
 
2.  Populations at 31 December are calculated as the geometric mean of the corresponding 30 June figures for the given year and 
the following year.  The 31 Dec 2001 populations, for example, are calculated as the geometric means of the corresponding 30 
June 2001 and 30 June 2002 figures provided by the ABS. 
 
3.  The same four year average figure of PAUS,4YA = 19,166,851 million is obtained using expression [6.2] with Y = 4YA and 
also using expression [6.3] with U = AUS.  Note, however, that such equality does not always arise, as explained further in 
Notes 4 and 5 below and also in Appendix 8B.  Four year averages are calculated throughout this thesis using formula [6.3] and 
other expressions of the form of [6.1] to avoid definitional ambiguity. 
 
4.  As previewed in Note 3 above, results [6.6] and [6.7] will in general yield results that differ slightly from those given by [6.4] 
and [6.5] using Y = 4YA.  For example, [6.7] gives that psNSW,4YA = 33.864%, which is the result employed here in Table 6-4, 
whereas [6.5] with Y = 4YA would give that psNSW,4YA = 33.863%.  Such differences, which arise because the average of 
quotients is not in general identically equal to the quotient of averages, are explained in detail in Appendix 8B, though these 
differences are generally very slight indeed for the data employed in this study and have no substantive significance. 
 
5.  For the four individual years (Y = 98-99, 99-00, 00-01 and 01-02), the entries in Table 6-5 are exact reciprocals of the 
decimal equivalents of the percentage figures in Table 6-4, in accordance with the reciprocal relationship between expressions 
[6.4] and [6.8], but this reciprocation pattern does not apply exactly for the rightmost Y = 4YA columns, because in general the 
average of reciprocals does not equal the reciprocal of averages (e.g. for numbers 2 and 4, the average of reciprocals = the 
average of 1/2 and 1/4 = 3/8, but the reciprocal of the average of 2 and 4 = the reciprocal of 3 = 1/3, which differs from 3/8). 
 
6.  Land area data used herein are as obtained from the 2004 edition of ABS Cat. 1379.0.55.001, titled National Regional 
Profile. 
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7.  This total land area figure of 7,703,338.4 square kilometres does not include Australia's "other territories", which have a 
combined land area of 218.1 square kilometres.  So the AUS figure in Table 6-8 is 218.1 square kilometres less than the total 
Australian land area figure of 7,703,556.5 square kilometres that appears in ABS Catalogue 1379.0.55.001.  The small "other 
territories" contribution is left out so that land area shares of the eight STUs add up to exactly 100%. 
 
 

Chapter 7 
 
1.  The ABS GPC system is described in various ABS publications.  See, for example: Cat. 5512.0 (Australian Government 
Finance Statistics: 2001-02, pp. 40-47); Cat. 5514.0.55.001 (Australian System of Government Finance Statistics – Concepts, 
Sources and Methods: 2003); Cat. 5517.0 (Information Paper – Accruals-based Government Finance Statistics: 2000); Cat. 
5516.0 (Information Paper – Developments in Government Finance Statistics); Cat. 1218.0 (Standard Economic Sector 
Classifications of Australia [SESCA]: 2002).  The United Nations Classification of the Functions of Government (COFOG, last 
updated 1999) system is also applied in the International Monetary Fund Government Finance Statistics system (IMF 2001). 
 
 

Chapter 8 
 
1.  Several different inflation-adjustment techniques have been trialled for application herein, including standard CPI adjustment 
(Drummond 2002: 54 [see Note 4]).  The approach described in Chapter 8 was selected because it allows the inflation-
adjustment process to be specifically tailored to each of the 23 expenditure categories defined and analysed.  Relative benefit 
estimates were found to be almost identical using (1) raw actual expenditures shown in Chapter 8, (2) inflation-adjusted 
expenditures shown in Chapter 8, and (3) CPI adjusted expenditures.  For the Total Public Sector expenditure category, for 
example, the $11.12 billion per annum estimate (in 2001-02 dollar values, so effectively 31 December 2001 values based on the 
annual mid-point) obtained in this thesis (see the RBLR row and 8ST column of Table 12B-A6 in Appendix 12B) using the 
inflation-adjustment described in Chapter 8 very closely matches the $11.12 billion per annum estimate (in 30 June 2001 dollar 
values) obtained earlier (Drummond 2002: 48) using CPI adjustment. 
 
 

Chapter 9 
 
1.  Graham Maddox (1973: 98-99) used the term National-Local Government in a paper titled 'Federalism: or Government 
Frustrated', an extract of which is shown in Table 3D-1 of Appendix 3D.  Models akin to the National-Local model have been 
supported in recent years by retired academic Klaas Woldring and former Berrigan Shire Councillor Max Bradley, among others 
(see Note 3 in Drummond 2002: 54). 
 
2.  The notations CAT or FCAT are both used here because FCAT specifically refers to a functional transfer set, but function sets 
can also be considered separately from functional transfers. 
 
 

Chapter 10 
 
1.  The least squares regression method or ordinary least squares (OLS) regression method is the standard method employed in 
statistics and other fields to establish "lines of best fit" or "curves of best fit", and is described in detail in most undergraduate 
level statistics text books and also in accounting, econometrics, economics and finance literatures which examine cost functions, 
expenditure functions and other numerical relationships.  See, for example, Freund (1984: 405-406), Croucher (1986: 291-293, 
316-318), Weiss and Hassett (1987: 506-509), Anderson et al. (1989: 456-462, 517-518, 526-527), Slater and Ascroft (1990: 
202, 220-221, 287), Gosling (1995: 190-191), Horngren (1996: 363-365, 380-381; 2000: 338, 352), Flaherty et al. (1999: 317-
320, 348-349, 392), Mason et al. (1999: 436, 645-646), Ramanathan (2002: 41-42, 80-82, 135, 145-146, 565-566), and Moore 
(2004: 105-112, 563-567).  The least squares method establishes lines or curves in which the sum of the squared errors is 
minimised, where "errors" (also known as "residuals") represent the vertical distance between actual data points and the 
regression line or curve. 
 
2.  Whereas FSC models, as defined in Chapter 9, have between two and seven units, the DNC model is effectively an FSC 
model with just a single Australia-wide STTU operating in parallel with the Commonwealth government. 
 
3.  The Microsoft Excel spreadsheets prepared for this thesis can be obtained from me (Mark D) via email (on 
markld@ozemail.com.au), phone (02 6255 0772) or post (5 Loddon Street KALEEN ACT 2617). 
 
4.  Extrapolation is unavoidably required and extensively used to establish estimates in numerous fields including ballistics (in 
which the future trajectories of projectiles is estimated based on the past and present locations and paths; see, for example, Farrar 
and Leeming 1983) and all forms of future forecasting generally (where past patterns and current situations form the basis of 
future predictions), but estimates based on extrapolation are inherently uncertain and hence need to be viewed with caution. 
 
5.  As follows from the Gauss-Markov theorem, the least squares regression method always establishes unbiased estimates, and 
establishes best linear unbiased estimates if certain conditions are met (Slater and Ascroft 1990: 288, 291; Flaherty et al. 1999: 
349, 392; Ramanathan 2002: 90, 135-137).  Some of these conditions are not tested in this study, but all are generally satisfied 
when regression equations fit actual data very well or better.  As further explained later in Chapter 10, and in more detail in 
Appendix 10A, this study carries out detailed goodness of fit analyses which establish, at least for many expenditure categories, 
that regression equations fit actual expenditure and population very well, hence indicating that linear regression estimates can 
indeed be considered best linear unbiased estimates, at least to very good approximation. 
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6.  Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis is also known in the literature by other names such as Break-Even Analysis (see for example 
Slater and Ascroft 1990: 282-285; Campbell and Ward 1998: 217).  CVP Graphs are similarly referred to as break-even graphs 
or profitographs (see for example Anthony and Reece 1989: 548).  In economics, costs are often analysed in marginal cost or 
average cost terms, but total cost analyses are also carried out which acknowledge the existence of fixed or overhead costs and 
marginal or variable costs as represented by the ALR and BLR terms respectively in expression [10.28b] (see for example Jackson 
and McConnell 1988: 414; Baumol et al. 1992: 493; Taylor and Frost 2002: 175-176; McTaggart et al. 2003: 182-186). 
 
7.  The descending order presentation style of Table 10-7 is based on the "Mackerras Pendulum" devised by Australian Political 
Scientist Malcolm Mackerras.  Several tables in Appendices 10A, 11A and 12B through 12F are similarly presented. 
 
8.  The regression line gradient BLR is related to the correlation coefficient r (the square root of the unadjusted coefficient of 
determination r2) by the formula BBLR = r×sAE/sP, where sAE is the sample standard deviation of actual expenditures and sP is the 
sample standard deviation of populations (Croucher and Oliver 1986: 304; Moore 2004: 111).  The standard deviation sP could 
only be zero if all STU populations were identical, which is clearly not the case.  The sAE value, similarly, could only be zero if 
all AE values were identical, which, again, is never the case.  So for all CATs and REG sets examined in this study, sAE and sP 
will both be non-zero, which means that BLR can only be zero if r is zero (noting the formula BLR = r×sAE/sP again), in which 
case r  would also be zero.  So if BLR

2
B  is zero, then that implies that actual expenditure and population are totally uncorrelated, or, 

equivalently, that actual expenditures cannot be explained by population at all.  In such BLR = zero cases, linear regression 
equations have no predictive power at all and clearly cannot be used to predict Australia-wide expenditures as required in the LR 
technique RB estimation process. 
 
9.  If BLR is found to be positive at the 10% significance level, then this means that there is less than a 10% likelihood that BLR is 
really zero or negative, and is only found to exceed zero because of random factors (that is, "by chance" or "by fluke").  But the 
10% significance level is too high to provide a sure demonstration that BLR values are positive.  When BLR is found to be 
positive even at the 0.01% significance level, however, then this means that there is less than a 0.01% likelihood that BLR is 
really zero or negative and only found to exceed zero because of random factors.  The conclusion that BLR exceeds zero at the 
0.01% significance level thus carries vastly greater certainty than can be achieved at a higher significance level such as 10%. 
 
10.  Curve-fitting techniques are employed in various disciplines, and least squares linear and non-linear regression techniques 
are the most commonly used curve-fitting techniques.  See, for example, Freund (1984: 421-428), Croucher (1986: 304), Slater 
and Ascroft (1990: 73-76, 203-205), Horngren et al. (1996: 370-374; 2000: 342-347), Flaherty et al. (1999: 372-375), Mason et 
al. (1999: 652-654), and Ramanathan (2002: 77, 232-242). 
 
11.  In some literature, power function relationships are described as allometric relationships or in terms of their logarithmic or 
"double log" equivalent expressions (see, for example, Freund 1984: 425; Flaherty 1999: 374; Ramanathan 2002: 235). 
 
12.  Just as two points on a graph can be joined by a line (a first order polynomial), three points can generally be fitted perfectly 
by a second order polynomial (a quadratic), and n data points can generally be perfectly fitted with an (n – 1)th order polynomial, 
but such perfect fits arise as mathematical inevitabilities and can occur even in cases where there is clearly little or no coherent 
relationship between an explanatory variable (or independent variable) and a response variable (or dependent variable).  Third 
and higher order polynomials are therefore generally considered unsuitable for cost or expenditure functions. 
 
13.  Appendix 10K explains how quadratic expenditure functions established in this study can provide approximately U-shaped 
or V-shaped per capita expenditure functions. 
 
14.  The abbreviation EA for the previously developed "estimation algorithm" technique is used here simply to distinguish from 
the refined PA technique. 
 
15.  Combinatorial mathematics, or combinatorics, is a branch of mathematics which studies and counts the number of different 
outcomes or combinations.  Counting the number of different hands that can be dealt from a pack of playing cards is a typical 
example of a combinatorics application.  The 1,587,600 figure is given by 8C2 × 7C2 × 6C2 × 5C2 × 4C2 × 3C2 × 2C  = 2
28×21×15×10×6×3×1; and the 1080 = (5C2 × 4C2 × 3C2 × 2C2) × (3P3) = (10×6×3 ×1) × (3×2×1) = 180 × 6.  The nC2 values can 
be obtained on most scientific calculators and are given by the formula nC2 = n!/[2!(n-2)!], where the symbol ! is the "factorial" 
operator.  The 3P3 value can also be obtained on most scientific calculators and is given by the formula nPr = n!/(n–r)!, so that 3P3 
= 3!/(3–3)! = 3!/0! = 6/1 = 6 (as 0! = 1).  This number of 6 simply refers to the following six orders in which the three least 
populous STUs can be amalgamated: (1) TAS then ACT then NT; (2) TAS then NT then ACT; (3) ACT then TAS then NT; (4) 
ACT then NT then TAS; (5) NT then TAS then ACT; and (6) NT then ACT then TAS.  Note also that for three units (U1, U2 and 
U3), nC2 = 3C2 = 3!/[2!(3-2)!] = 6/[2×1] = 6/2 = 3, and the three possible paths to the single combined unit U1-U2-U3 are: (1) U1 
+ U2 → U1-U2, then U1-U2 + U3 → U1-U2-U3; (2) U1 + U3 → U1-U3, then U1-U3 + U2 → U1-U2-U3; and (3) U2 + U3 → U2-U3, 
then U2-U3 + U1 → U1-U2-U3.  It can also be shown that four units (U1, U2, U3 and U4) can form the combined unit U1-U2-U3-U4 
through 18 different paths (where 

4C2 × 3C2 × 2C2 = 6×3×1 = 18), and that the 180, 1,080 and 1,587,600 figures similarly follow. 
 
16.  Figure 10-11 is based on Figure 9-1 in Chapter 9, following Drummond (2002: 45, as shown in Appendix 1C; and 2003b: 6-
9, as shown in Appendix 4C); see also Example 9-5 in the final section of Chapter 9. 
 
17.  Appendix 10C provides a mathematical derivation of result [10.31] and further explains how [10.31] can be interpreted in 
terms of State and Territory fixed or overhead (FOE) expenditure components.  Appendices 10F and 10J also address FOEs, 
which for private sector expenditure categories can be viewed as fixed or overhead cost burdens which private businesses and 
STU economies have to overcome in their quest to achieve financial viability. 
 
18.  The term "first order approximation" was suggested by Dr Cameron Gordon of the University of Canberra at the final 
seminar associated with this thesis, dated 4 October 2006. 
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19.  Partial totals are thus likely to err very slightly on the high side, or the positive side, for New States models.  So if a partial 
total estimate for a New States model is negative, the corresponding full total is likely to be very slightly more negative. 
 
 

Chapter 12 
 
1.  Australia-wide actual expenditure (AE) is positive (so AE > 0) for all 23 expenditure categories considered here, as shown in 
Chapter 8, so it follows from formula [10.2a] in Chapter 10 that a relative percentage expenditure (RE%) less than –100% will 
coincide with a negative Australia-wide estimated expenditure (EE), which is clearly implausible.  It hence follows from  
formulas [10.7a] and [10.7b] that implausibly negative EE values will coincide with RB% < –100% for private sector CATs and 
RB > 100% for public sector CATs.  
 
2.  The RBDNC,TAC,LR estimate is considered "conservative" here because it appears to understate the negativity of RBBDNC,TAC. 
 
 

Chapter 13 
 
1.  The RB4 estimates are employed as well as the linear regression (LR) technique estimates because these RB4 estimates are 
those which best fit actual data, of the five composite estimates RBB1 through RB5. 
 
2.  This assumption that fixed or overhead expenditures FCU,CAT are equal for all mainland States is akin to the "Standard States" 
notion employed by the Commonwealth Grants Commission, as discussed in connection with the progressive amalgamation 
technique in Chapter 10. 
 
3.  Formula [10.7a] provides that if RB > 100%, then RE < –100%.  Note also in [10.2a] that if EE = 0, then RE% = –100%.  So 
if EE < 0, then RE% < –100%, and vice-versa, noting that AE > 0 for all public sector CATs considered (and indeed all 23 
CATs).  So if RB > 100%, then RE < –100% and EE must be negative, a situation which is considered implausible or impossible 
for all of the 23 expenditure categories considered in this study, as noted earlier in Chapter 12 (see Chapter 12 Note 1 above). 
 
 

Chapter 14 
 
1.  Commonwealth Grants to the States and Territories, based largely upon Grants Commission relativities, amounted to 43% of 
total State and Territory revenues in 2003-04, as further described in Appendix 14A (see page 14A-7). 
 
2.  If the EST8ST and EST5MS estimates of 10% and 14% applied to the fraction of State and Territory expenditures funded by 
Commonwealth Grants based on Grants Commission methodologies and also to the balance of State and Territory expenditures 
not funded by such Commonwealth Grants, then these 10% and 14% estimates could validly apply to the TPS and GOV 
expenditure categories.  These 10% and 14% estimates slightly exceed the recommended best RB%LR estimates of 9.5% and 
6.2% for the TPS and GOV expenditure categories respectively, as shown in Table 12-33 in Chapter 12.  If the EST8ST and 
EST5MS estimates of 10% and 14% applied only to the fraction of State and Territory expenditures funded by Commonwealth 
Grants based on Grants Commission methodologies, however, and a zero estimate applied to the balance of State-Territory 
expenditures, then these 10% and 14% estimates would reduce to about 4.3% and 6.0% for TPS and GOV respectively if the 
43% figure observed in Note 1 (above) applied (as 43% of 10% = 4.3% and 43% of 14% = 6.0%).  These 4.3% and 6.0% figures 
fall slightly below the 9.5% TPS and 6.2% GOV estimates in Table 12-33.  Either way, these 10%, 14%, 4.3% and 6.0% figures 
are all well within an order of magnitude of the recommended best estimates of 9.5% for TPS and 6.2% for GOV in Table 
12-33.  Further research could further refine these comparisons. 
 
3.  As described in more detail in Appendix 14C, September 1998 ABS Business Register data is employed in this study as this 
is the most recent data available in which public sector businesses are broken down according to business type, business size and 
level of government. 
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